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SIGNATURE PAGE 

ADDENDA: 
The proposer acknowledges the receipt of the following Addenda: 

Addendum Number Date of Addendum Date Received 
________________ ___________________ _______________
________________ ___________________ _______________ 

The undersigned certifies that he/she has examined the specifications and instructions to bidders and has 
submitted a bid in full compliance and without collusion with any other person, individual or corporation.   

The undersigned further certifies that he/she is or is trying to participate in the “E-Verify” program, an electronic 
program provided via U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, through which employers verify the 
employment eligibility of their employees after hire.  Visit the link below for more information. 

http://www.uscis.gov/e-verify 

The undersigned certifies that you have verified that you do not employ illegal aliens, and that you shall not 
knowingly employ an illegal alien to perform work. 

SIGNED:  _____________________________________ TITLE:  ___________________________________ 

PRINTED NAME:  ________________________________________________________________________ 

FIRM:  _________________________________________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS:______________________________________________________________________________ 

CITY:  _______________________________ STATE:  ______________________ ZIP:  ________________ 

DATE:  _____________________________________ TELEPHONE NUMBER:  ______________________ 

EMAIL ADDRESS:________________________________________________________________________ 

For further information regarding this request for proposal, please contact Les Brown, Purchasing Agent, at (970) 
498-5954, or brownxld@larimer.org. 

PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR PROPOSAL WITH THE FOLLOWING AFFIXED TO THE FRONT OF THE 
ENVELOPE: 

   Proposal Number: P18-08, 457 Plan Recordkeeping and Plan 
Administrative Service 

Proposal Closing Date: _______________________
Vendor Name:_______________________________

   Return Proposal to: 

  LARIMER COUNTY PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
  200 W. OAK STREET, SUITE 4000, PO BOX 1190 
  FORT COLLINS, COLORADO 80522

 NOTE: Use the 
 label to the left 
 on packages  
 when returning  
 your proposal  
 response. 

1 04/24/2018 04/26/2018

Assistant Secretary

Erica McFarquhar

ICMA-RC

777 North Capitol Street NE

Washington DC 20002

202-615-6937

lheese@icmarc.org

05/07/2018
ICMA-RC

05/03/2018

http://www.uscis.gov/e-verify
mailto:em@il@larimer.org


 

May 2, 2018 

Les Brown, Purchasing Agent 
Larimer County Purchasing Department 
200 W. Oak Street, Suite 4000, PO Box 1190 
Fort Collins, CO 80522 

Re:  Proposal Number P18-08 for 457 Plan Recordkeeping and Plan Administrative 
Services 

Dear Mr. Brown: 

I am pleased to take this opportunity to provide the County with a description of ICMA-
RC’s 457 plan administration, education, and investment services.  

Through our experience as an independent, non-profit corporation serving public sector 
employees for over 45 years, ICMA-RC is qualified to provide the plan administration 
services the County requires. You can be assured that ICMA-RC will provide the County 
with a proven, dependable, value-added system for meeting the retirement planning 
needs of the participants served by the plan. 

With this letter, I am authorized to commit ICMA-RC to providing the services described 
in this proposal. 

All of us at ICMA-RC look forward to your review of our proposal. If you have any 
questions regarding our proposal or any aspect of our service, please feel free to contact 
Laura Heese, Vice President Core Markets, at 202-615-6937 or at LHeese@icmarc.org. 

Sincerely, 

 
Erica McFarquhar, Assistant Secretary 

Enclosures 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The Larimer County RFP for your Deferred Compensation made it clear to ICMA-RC that the 457 Deferred 
Compensation Plan at the County needs an invigoration to help participants understand the importance of 
saving in this supplemental retirement plan. Although the 457 Deferred Compensation plan is technically 
supplemental, it is important for each of the Larimer County employees to understand the importance of the 
457 Deferred Compensation plan, how it works with the 401(a) and how it will be used to positively affect 
the outcomes of their retirement. 

We put together a proposal that illustrates how we believe this plan can be highlighted for your employees, 
and how our people, put together with our education and communication outreach to participants will be the 
invigorating change that Larimer County 457 Deferred Compensation needs. We appreciate your 
consideration of ICMA-RC as a sole provider of your 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and look forward to 
a dialogue as to how we can work with you to build upon your plan’s current foundation.  

ICMA-RC: Created by the Public Sector for the Public Sector 

ICMA-RC is an independent, Washington, DC-based non-profit organization with a 45-year history of 
serving public sector deferred compensation plans and defined contribution plans. Started with one plan 
and one participant, we were created by the public sector, to serve the public sector.  Throughout the years 
we have held true to our mission, and as of March 31, 2018, we serve more than 9,800 plans representing 
over 1.3 million plan participant accounts with over $52.9 billion in assets under management and 
administration.1 

Unwavering Focus  

Our focus on the public sector positions us to provide retirement plan services created exclusively for the 
public sector. This focus fosters trust from our clients, which allows ICMA-RC to achieve some of the 
highest retention rates in our industry: over 98% plan sponsor retention and over 96% participant retention 
for the past nine years. 2 We are proud of these retention rates and believe them to be a testament to the 
satisfaction of our plan sponsors and participants. ICMA-RC will serve you well, meeting or exceeding your 
expectations, through our real-world knowledge, consistent outreach team, and with a proven track record 
of service excellence. 

Helping Public Sector Employees RealizeRetirement® 

ICMA-RC’s mission is to help public sector employees build retirement security.  We deliver on our mission 
via RealizeRetirement®, which means we actively engage employees in their retirement programs by 
helping them build their asset base toward a stated goal. Finally, we help them realize their retirement 
dreams through a comprehensive retirement planning approach aimed at maximizing their retirement 
income generation.  

ICMA-RC’s RealizeRetirement® approach combines High-touch with High-tech and is making a real 
difference in the lives of public sector employees.  

  

                                                 
1 Includes 457, 401, Retirement Health Savings (RHS) plans, Employer Investment Program (EIP) plans, affiliated 
IRAs and related beneficiary accounts. 
2 As of 12/31/2017 
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High touch: Outreach 

Don’t settle for just service days with a representative that serves participants by only speaking to your 457 
Deferred Compensation plan.  You need a firm that will provide outreach.  So what is outreach?  Outreach 
means going on location to your employees and/or retirees.  Outreach is not a one-time event.  It is 
ongoing.  Outreach also doesn't just occur 9 to 5 in the breakroom.  It means meeting with employees when 
and where the employee can be best served.  Sometimes that means after shift changes or before roll calls.  
Finally, outreach means getting the message to employees who are resistant to traditional methods like 
group meetings and individual consultations. That’s where our award-winning mobility and technology will 
come into play.  At ICMA-RC, we use a variety of push technology applications to take the message directly 
to those who need it most. 

High-tech Tools: Mobility and Technology  

How many of your employees sit in front of a workstation all day?  How many of your employees have 
immediate access to a mobile device?   Today, employees expect to have the power of their plan in their 
pocket.  ICMA-RC makes that happen with our award-winning mobile app.  Need to enroll?  Need to 
perform transactions?  No problem, you can handle all of that on your mobile device.  Or maybe you’d 
rather use a traditional computer.  We’ve got that covered too with our award-winning RealizeRetirement® 
website that offers lifestage-specific tools, calculators, links, videos, and more 
at http://www.realizeretirement.org. 

Reducing Your Administrative Burden 

Today’s public sector plans are complex constructs that require significant amounts of provider flexibility, 
experience, and efficiency.  Furthermore, without a record keeper that is actively committed to reducing 
sponsors’ administrative burdens, state and local entities can quickly find themselves overwhelmed by the 
minutiae associated with operating their plans.  ICMA-RC has the capabilities to effectively reduce your 
administrative burden and make the oversight process simpler.  Our systems utilize the world’s leading 
record keeping system, SunGard’s OMNI DC, which we have modified to capture the nuances of public 
sector plan administration.  

Data Visualization  

ICMA-RC will present information regarding the success or effectiveness of various communication and 
education outreach campaigns through regular oversight reports, including our Visuals Analytics.  This 
dynamic data visualization tool enables the audience to identify, measure and benchmark patterns and 
relationships in data that may not have been initially evident.  It offers interactive reporting capabilities which 
are combined with advanced analytics so users can track trends and discover insights from any size and 
type of data.  And this tool makes data available quickly – as early as five business days following quarter 
end so that education and outreach campaigns can be more current and relevant for your participants. 
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The Larimer County Account Management Team 

We are proposing a team of professionals who will work with the County and your participants. They will be 
responsive to your needs and fully accountable to you in implementing the strategies and solutions to 
maximize the outcomes of your plan. Your team will be comprised of: 

 Gary Helm, West Region Vice President – Mr. Helm will be the single point of contact for the 
committee and will oversee and coordinate and ensure the effectiveness of all on-site education.  He is 
charged with oversight on targeted education campaigns, and making sure our outreach team is 
reaching all employees.  He will work with Larimer County’s consultants in reporting to the committee 
the results from the Larimer County’s on-site outreach team.  

 Emily Knox, Retirement Plans Specialist – Ms. Knox will be responsible for providing on-site services 
– including participant enrollment, investment education, retirement readiness education, and individual 
educational meetings. 

 Ron Smith, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ Professional – Mr. Smith supplements Ms. Knox’s 
outreach. He will conduct on-site financial planning seminars, including the delivery of two types of 
financial plans for Larimer County participants.  

Ensuring a Smooth Consolidation for the Larimer County’s Retirement Plan 

Finally, we understand the decision to transition your plan is an important consideration. We will leverage 
our experience with your current provider in order to minimize the impact on your staff.  Your on-site 
outreach team will provide on-site transition meetings introducing ICMA-RC to new participants and 
explaining the enhanced suite of participant services ICMA-RC will provide the County.  As a plan provider 
dedicated to serving public sector plans, we commit to ensuring a successful transition to ICMA-RC by 
applying the following: 

 Dedicated transition team approach — Larimer County will benefit from our transition specialists’ 
extensive experience with transitioning retirement plans. This experience will allow us to minimize the 
plan’s transition blackout period and provide a seamless transition experience.  

 Dedicated transition information page — ICMA-RC will create a custom transition information page 
with details about your transition to ICMA-RC. The website can include an employee announcement 
outlining plan changes; answers to frequently asked questions; transition timelines; upcoming transition 
meetings; and fund lineup information.  

Conclusion 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Larimer County Request for Proposal for Plan Record 
Keeping and Administrative Plan Services for the 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and for the potential to 
highlight for the County how ICMA-RC could work for all of your participants.  We strongly believe that no 
firm has more commitment or will take better care of your employees and retirees than ICMA-RC. We are 
excited about the opportunity to build a solid, long-term business relationship with you and look forward to 
your review of our proposal. If you have any questions about response, please contact Laura Heese, Vice 
President, Core Markets Western Region, at 202-615-6937 or lheese@icmarc.org. 
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PROPOSAL SUBMITTALS: 

Please submit your proposal, addressing each of the following items in the order as outlined below. 
As time is of the essence, brevity is appreciated. Proposers should provide only the information 
requested, and present it in a clear, concise manner. Your PDF shall be one single file only. 
Incomplete proposals may be rejected. 

(Per page one of this RFP, “Five (5) paper proposals and one (1) .pdf proposal (matching the paper 
proposal exactly) on one (1) FLASH DRIVE is required. If the paper proposal and the .pdf differ, the 
.pdf shall be the proposal of record. Firms are requested to also provide a “Redacted Copy” of their 
proposal on the FLASH DRIVE.”) 

1. Signed Signature Page (page 8) 

Please see the attached Signed Signature Page. 

2. Limitations of Liability: Larimer County does not accept any Limitation of Liability 
provisions within the final agreement. In this section, you must specifically address your 
firm’s position on this topic, including acceptance of this. 

ICMA-RC confirms its understanding of the County’s view of Limitation of Liability provisions. ICMA-
RC does not use such provisions in its Administrative Services Agreements with clients. 

3. Executive Summary 

A. The executive summary should give in brief, concise terms a summation of your 
submittal. Identify the points that make your firm uniquely qualified for providing these 
services. 

Please see the attached Executive Summary. 

4. Complete and submit both Attachment A - QUALIFICATIONS WORKSHEET and Attachment 
B - RECORDKEEPING QUESTIONNAIRE; documents need to completed in full. 

Please see the completed attached Attachment A - QUALIFICATIONS WORKSHEET and 
Attachment B - RECORDKEEPING QUESTIONNAIRE. 

5. References 

A. Provide at least five (5), but not more than ten (10), references for similar services that 
you have provided in the past five (5) years; please limit this section to a maximum of 
ten (10) pages in length. 

i. Include: company name, contact name, role/responsibilities and title of contact, 
contact phone number and email address. 

Client name: Arapahoe County 

Address 5334 S Prince Street, Littleton, CO 80120 

Contact name & title: Dusty Sash, Manager Total Compensation 

Contact phone number: 303-795-4254 

E-mail address: dsash@co.arapahoe.co.us 

 

mailto:dsash@co.arapahoe.co.us
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Client name: City of Fort Collins 

Address 250 North 5th Street, Grand Junction, CO 81501 

Contact name & title: Janie Appleton, Benefits Specialist 

Contact phone number: 970-221-6562 

E-mail address: jappleton@fcgov.com 

 
Client name: City of Breckenridge 

Address 150 Ski Hill Road Breckenridge, CO 80424 

Contact name & title: Monica Zoren, Human Resources Generalist 

Contact phone number: 970-547-3172 

E-mail address: monicaz@townofbreckenridge.com 

 
Client name: Denver Housing Authority 

Address 777 Grant Street Denver, CO 80203 

Contact name & title: Janet Caldwell, Manager –Personnel Services 

Contact phone number: 720-932-3056 

E-mail address: jcaldw@denverhousing.org 

 
Client name: City of Golden 

Address 911 Tenth Street Golden, CO 80401 

Contact name & title: Teresa Reilly 

Contact phone number: 303-384-8017 

E-mail address: treilly@cityofgolden.net 

 
Client name: Douglas County 

Address 100 Third Street, Castle Rock, CO 80104 

Contact name & title: Laura Leary, HR Director 

Contact phone number: 303-660-7427 

E-mail address: lleary@douglas.co.us 

 

  

mailto:monicaz@townofbreckenridge.com
mailto:jcaldw@denverhousing.org
mailto:treilly@cityofgolden.net
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QUALIFICATIONS WORKSHEET 

Responding firms must meet the following minimum requirements (in no certain order) in order to 
be considered for this engagement. Confirm each requirement in the table below.  

Requirement Y/N 

Organization 

Recordkeeper has at least 15 457(b) plan clients with at least $20 million in assets. Y 

Recordkeeping, Administration & Plan Sponsor Services  

Dedicated relationship manager/day-to-day contact. Y1 

Robust Plan Sponsor website with adhoc report capabilities. Y 

Recordkeeper has experience with clients using Ultipro payroll software. Y 

Ability to integrate with Ultipro for automated transfer of participant data. Y 

Provide 457 Plan document, with ongoing amendments. Y2 

Transition & Rollover Strategy  

Dedicated transition team. Y 

Robust conversion education materials and a blackout period less than a week. Y 

Data Security  

Meet SPARK’s Industry Best Practice for Data Security Reporting. Y 

Participant Services & Educational Support  

Must be able to provide a toll-free voice response system and interactive fully transactional website for 
participant account access, trading, performance calculations, enrollment, distributions, loans, 
educational materials. 

Y3 

Available education delivered via on-line webinars, on-site group and one-on-one meetings, and mailings. Y 

Offer robust digital education resources for participants. Y 

Investment Services  

Recordkeeper offers an open architecture investment platform. Y 

Ability to recordkeep the current fund line-up and current fund share classes. Y 

No proprietary investment/fund requirements. Y 

                                                 
1 A Relationship Manager will be assigned to service the County.  Please note that the Relationship Manager will not 
be serve the County’s plan exclusively. 
2 If the County elects to use ICMA-RC’s model plan document, there would be no additional fee. 
If the County elects to use a custom plan document and there are any features that are custom to the plan that would 
require major systems programming, there would be an agreed-upon programming charge. 
3 Voice response system allows participants to access account information 24 hours a day.  It does not provide for 
transactions. 
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Requirement Y/N 

Provide a self-directed brokerage account window. Y 

Fees and Expenses  

Provide clearly stated revenue requirement fee, as both an asset based and per participant fee. Y 

Ability to pass back any fund revenue directly to participants who generate it. Y 

Legal  

Must have the flexibility in their contractual language and have the ability to make changes to the 
language based on the reasonable request of the County. Y 
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RECORDKEEPING QUESTIONNAIRE WITH EXHIBITS 

Use as much space as you need to fully answer the questions and complete the exhibits. You may 
add additional explanation after each exhibit if you wish. Please submit this questionnaire and 
exhibits in a Microsoft Word file. 

ORGANIZATION’S EXPERIENCE 

1) Complete Exhibit A: Annual Revenue and Assets Under Management for Last Five Years.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit A: Annual Revenue and Assets Under Management 
for Last Five Years. 

2) Complete Exhibit B: Current Financial Strength Ratings. 

Please see the attached completed Exhibit B: Current Financial Strength Ratings. 

3) Complete Exhibit C: Disciplinary Proceedings and Ethical Inquiries.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit C: Disciplinary Proceedings and Ethical Inquiries. 

4) Complete Exhibit D: Retirement Plan Recordkeeping Statistics.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit D: Retirement Plan Recordkeeping Statistics. 

5) Complete Exhibit E: Retirement Plan Business Gained and Lost Statistics and Client Tenure.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit E: Retirement Plan Business Gained and Lost 
Statistics and Client Tenure. 

RECORDKEEPING, ADMINISTRATION & PLAN SPONSOR SERVICES 

6) Complete Exhibit F: Plan Sponsor Support Team.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit E: Retirement Plan Business Gained and Lost 
Statistics and Client Tenure. 

7) Complete Exhibit G: Recordkeeping System.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit G: Recordkeeping System. 

8) Complete Exhibit H: Plan Sponsor Administrative Outsourcing.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit H: Plan Sponsor Administrative Outsourcing. 

9) Complete Exhibit I: Fee Equalization and Fund Revenue Leveling Capabilities.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit I: Fee Equalization and Fund Revenue Leveling 
Capabilities. 
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10) Describe your experience in working with Ultipro payroll software. Include the total number 
of clients you service with that software as well as number of 457(b) governmental clients 
with that software. 

ICMA-RC interfaces with a wide range of payroll systems, and we have not encountered any 
system with which we could not interface. Many employers directly provide their system 
administrators with our interface requirements and they are successful in adopting our easy-to-use 
format to electronically submit payroll data to ICMA-RC. 

ICMA-RC does not monitor the number of clients served using a particular payroll system. 

11) Describe your system’s ability to provide 360 communication with the Plan Sponsor’s 
payroll system (currently Ultipro) with regard to eligibility, enrollment and election data 
feeds.  

Many of our clients use commercially available automated payroll systems. These types of systems 
are configurable to create output files that are compatible with our contribution file format, which is 
included in the Appendix. ICMA-RC accepts enrollment and eligibility data in our file layout as well. 
Contribution files can be dropped into EZLink, our employer-specific secure web portal. We can 
also accommodate plan sponsors who prefer to set up to their own FTP files to our secure FTP 
server on a recurring schedule. 

12) Describe how those data files and feeds are tested and audited for accuracy, as well as the 
committed time frame for resolving issues and/or errors.  

Immediately upon receipt of the transmission from the employer, contribution data is run through a 
custom edit process identifying any data exceptions, including validation of the participant’s 
account. Defined checklists provide for manual verification of data, including confirmation of 
appropriate trade dates. We notify the employer when discrepancies are discovered to obtain 
additional information and assist the employer in correcting or resubmitting files. 

Most errors are identified through daily edits that are run and viewed online several times a day. 
Prior to engaging our system’s update cycle, ICMA-RC associates review edit reports, identify 
rejected and flagged transactions, and research and correct those transactions prior to nightly 
postings. Corrected transactions are run through the edit process before posting to ensure 
accuracy. 

Electronic edit processes also ensure that the payroll data reconciles to the cash deposit previously 
received for this batch of data. Reporting is generated from this process detailing any exceptions. 
Exceptions are brought to the plan sponsor’s attention immediately for any employer payroll not 
reconciling to the previously received cash deposit. ICMA-RC works closely with the plan sponsor 
in resolving them, and they are tracked until corrected. 

Additional daily edit/validation checks and post-process reconciliations are performed to ensure 
accuracy. The results of the posting process are reviewed and reconciled. Any exceptions are 
immediately researched and resolved. 

13) The County has a wellness program and one of the metrics tracked is participation in the 
457 plan. The County would like a file feed sent directly from the recordkeeper to the 
wellness vendor, with data on whether or not an employee is participating in the 457 plan.  
Describe your capability and requirements for sending such a file feed to a wellness vendor.  

ICMA-RC will work with the County and the wellness vendor to determine the specific requirements 
for the requested data file feed and how to meet those requirements. An additional cost may be 
assessed as part of developing a custom solution for the County. 
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14) Explain what differentiates your firm from other recordkeepers when partnering with 
governmental 457(b) Plan Sponsors.  

ICMA-RC serves the public sector. With our business focused on public-sector retirement plans and 
participants, our unwavering aim is to deliver the highest quality service customized to the specific 
needs of our clients – public-sector employees and employers. As a non-profit corporation, ICMA-
RC is not distracted by the short-term profit goals of shareholders. In making your decision, 
consider these features that distinguish ICMA-RC from other providers: 

 Public-sector Expertise with a Long Track Record. We have over 45 years of experience 
delivering the highest quality service to public-sector retirement plans of every size, many of 
similar size to the County. Nationally, we administer 4,765 public-sector 457(b) plans1. Our 
local professionals and home office teams are current with 457(b) legislation and have the 
knowledge and expertise to serve your plan with administrative efficiency. Our 14-year 98%+ 
client retention rate2 is a testament to the integrity with which we serve our clients and the trust 
they have developed in ICMA-RC. Our Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs), Retirement 
Health Savings plan (RHS), and Employer Investment Program (EIP) further enhance the 
retirement planning options available to public-sector employees. 

 Objectivity and Integrity. As a non-profit provider of retirement services, we will market no 
ancillary services to your participants without the express written consent of the County. 

 Broader Retirement Education. ICMA-RC is a national leader in educating public sector 
employees about retirement planning and investments. ICMA-RC offers multi-faceted 
educational programs consisting of a broad range of topics geared towards assisting 
participants with making informed decisions concerning their retirement assets. Additionally, we 
have supplemented our regional service and education professionals with a national team of 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professionals who provide broader financial planning education 
and personal service. Since 2010, working with our clients, ICMA-RC has received more than 
160 awards and honors for our education and communications materials.3 

 Investment Options. ICMA-RC makes available a comprehensive menu of investment options 
that provide the employer with the flexibility to design a fund lineup to its specifications. We 
provide information to employers to assist them in meeting their fiduciary obligations and their 
due diligence on fund monitoring.  

 Client-focused Technology. ICMA-RC's continuously updated participant retirement planning 
website, Retirement Education Center, www.icmarc.org/education, is focused solely on the 
public sector. We are committed to using the power of robust online resources to enhance 
participant knowledge regarding their accounts and investments. Our website is available 24/7 
to provide participants with easy online access to account management and educational 
services. In addition, our EZLink employer website provides plan sponsors with a highly flexible 
suite of reports to perform real-time due diligence and easy transaction tools to maximize 
efficiency. Our toll-free voice response system also offers additional information and services 
24/7. 

 High-quality Service. We focus on quality customer service provided through a number of 
channels, including our website, Investor Services Representatives, and toll-free automated 
voice response system. We monitor the quality of our service delivery through annual client 
satisfaction surveys. 

  

                                                 
1 For the period ending March 31, 2018. 
2 For the period ending December 31, 2017. 
3 www.icmarc.org/about-us/awards-and-honors.html. 

http://www.icmarc.org/about-us/awards-and-honors.html
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How do you proactively help Plan Sponsors make their plan better? 

ICMA-RC’s mission is to help public sector employees build retirement security.  We deliver on our 
mission via RealizeRetirement®, in which we actively engage employees in their retirement 
programs, help participants build their asset base toward a stated goal, and finally, help 
them realize their retirement dreams through a comprehensive retirement planning approach aimed 
at maximizing their retirement income generation. This approach leads to better outcomes for those 
that we serve. 

ENGAGE 

The first step we use to drive improved participant outcomes is engagement through proactive 
outreach efforts. We engage employees in their retirement plan by interacting with them through 
their communication channel of choice, whether that occurs in-person, onsite, or through their 
smartphone or computer. 

We also use technology to improve employee engagement and participation.  We make saving for 
retirement less complex via a variety of educational tools including award winning calculators, 
informative videos, and engaging webinars. Our mobile app, as an example, allows participants to 
get help, check balances, or contact their representative all within a few clicks.  The app also allows 
employees to enroll in the plan and, if allowed by the plan sponsor, increase their contribution level. 
This use of technology to engage employees has a proven track record of driving improved 
participant outcomes. 

BUILD 

Once participants are enrolled, it’s time to help them build and grow their portfolio. ICMA-RC 
employs our Guided Pathways® Advisory Services to help participants achieve their goals. 

REALIZE 

ICMA-RC services are designed to guide participants not just to retirement – but through it as well. 
Once an employee is ready to take withdrawals at retirement, there are many decisions that need 
to be made, and our Financial Planning Services can help employees make good ones. We strive 
to help retirees fully realize their retirement goals, and our CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 
professionals can assist employees as they make key decisions about a wealth of issues, including 
how best to maximize their social security benefit.  

Better Outcomes 

Utilizing our RealizeRetirement® approach, ICMA-RC clients experience better outcomes. 

 In 2017 our average 457 participant increased their deferral rates by +8.5%. Some of our 
clients experienced increases over 20%.1 

 In 2017, ICMA-RC enrolled over 158,000 new public sector participant accounts. These 
accounts represent employees who were not previously enrolled in their employers’ plans. 

 For the 14th consecutive year, ICMA-RC has maintained a plan sponsor retention rate of over 
98%. Our participant retention level remains at over 96%. This means that the overwhelming 
majority of clients stay with ICMA-RC. 

  

                                                 
1 Includes all 457 non-state clients with 200 or more participants contributing between 1/1/2016 and 12/31/2017. 
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 ICMA-RC and our local and state government clients received more than 160 awards and 
honorable mentions since 2010. The services we provide have been recognized for innovation, 
technology, and leadership in education with plan participants both digitally — through mobile, 
videos, and infographics — and through more traditional channels such as newsletters, 
brochures, and integrated campaigns. 

 Finally, in a 2014 ICMA-RC Retiree Survey (the most recent of its type that ICMA-RC has 
conducted), 50% of respondents indicated that they were somewhat confident, and 43% were 
very confident, that their retirement assets were sufficient for achieving their desired standard of 
living in retirement. 

15) Provide a brief case study of how you increased participation in a 457(b) plan that is similar 
in size to Larimer County, without using an employer contribution/match.  

We implemented a campaign to increase overall plan participation and average savings rate.  

ICMA-RC provided the client with a custom HTML email that included an online enrollment and 
deferral changes guide, a link to local Retirement Plans Specialist’s event registration, and a short, 
but compelling, message about the benefit and ease of participating in the plan. The client agreed 
to send the email to all employees. 

Results were measured and compared to the same time period for the previous year.  Enrollments 
increased 33%, online enrollments increased 122% and deferral changes increased 9%. 

We have implemented this strategy in other plans with similar success. We attribute this to a 
successful working relationship with the plan sponsor, delivering a compelling message and making 
it easy to enroll and increase contributions. 

16) To what extent is the Plan Sponsor website compliant with the Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA) accessibility guidelines (e.g., WCAG 2.0 AA)?  

EZLink, our Web-based employer administrative tool (www.icmarc.org), is ADA compliant. The 
site is run through compliance software to ensure that it is kept compliant. It is also compatible with 
readers for the visually impaired. 

17) Describe the key features and functionality of the Plan Sponsor website.  

EZLink, ICMA-RC’s proprietary Web-based plan administrative tool (www.icmarc.org) is an 
automated platform for transmitting contributions, enrollments, employee changes, distribution 
requests, and other transactions. EZLink is designed to make plan administration convenient for 
plan sponsors by offering easy access to the items they use most, including functions such as 
contributions, enrollments, and investments. In addition, EZLink offers comprehensive reporting 
capabilities that enable plan sponsors to monitor and analyze plan and investment activity.  

Some unique features of our site include: 

Home Page Highlights 

The EZLink home page features instant access to account balance information, a summary of the 
last three contributions, alerts, and includes an option for participant searches. In addition, users 
can make frequently used menu options readily available through the “Personalize My Links” 
feature. 

  

http://www.icmarc.org/
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Reporting 

Plan administrative reports can be tailored to provide the information in a format that suits your 
needs. Most reports can be generated for a user-specified timeframe and can be viewed, printed, or 
downloaded. 

Automation 

 Enrollments, participant indicative data changes, and contributions can be submitted online or 
through data transfer. 

 Plan administration for loans and distributions is handled conveniently online. 
 Employers may use the message option to keep employees updated on its retirement plan and 

other employee benefit matters. 

18) Describe the types of reports or analytics Plan Sponsors can run or view on demand from 
the Plan Sponsor website. 

EZLink, ICMA-RC’s proprietary Web-based employer administrative tool (www.icmarc.org), is 
designed to make plan administration easy and convenient for plan sponsors. EZLink is an 
automated platform for transmitting contributions, enrollments, employee changes, distribution 
requests, and other transactions.  

In addition, EZLink offers comprehensive reporting capabilities that enable plan sponsors to monitor 
and analyze plan and investment activity. To meet the unique needs of plan sponsors, online report 
formats are highly flexible and data can be downloaded to an Excel spreadsheet file. The following 
reports are available: 

Fiduciary Oversight Reports 

 Asset Change/Asset Allocation Reports. Allocation of assets by fund or asset class for 
client-selected date range in table or graphic format. 

 Transaction Reports. Contribution, disbursement, and fund transfer reports by fund or asset 
class for client-selected date range in table or graphic format. 

 Enrollment Report. Participant enrollments and departures from plan for a client-selected date 
range. 

Administration Reports 

 Participant Information Report. Indicative data and current balance for range of participants. 
 Address Report. Shows all valid and invalid addresses. 
 Transaction Detail Report. Provides individual participant transactions for a specified period. 
 Participant Account Data. Instant access to address employee questions. 
 Plan-Level Quarterly Statement. Available through EZLink. 
 Participant Quarterly Statements. Available through EZLink. 
 Loan Reports. Loan check history, loans paid in full, loan repayment activity, loans processed 

for payroll deduction, new loan issuances, loan details, loan payoff, current loan balances, and 
pending loans.   

 Employee Changes Report. Provides a list of all changes that have been processed within a 
client-selected date range. 

 Contribution Limit. View listing of year-to-date contributions for each participant to assist in 
monitoring IRS contribution limits.   
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 Deferral Information. View a listing of current deferral information/changes for individual 
participants.   

 Participant Contribution Overage/Catch-up. View, print, or download a report listing 
participants who are maxing out their contributions or participating in catch-up.   

 Required Minimum Distribution. View a listing of participants who are greater than 70½ years 
of age in the testing year who are not terminated and had an account balance on the last day of 
the prior year. This report helps the employer to validate whether the participants listed are still 
employed and to identify those participants who are terminated but whose termination date still 
needs to be entered into the record keeping system in order for their RMD status to be 
accurately reported.   

 Exception Reports. View a listing of participants who had transactions rejected via an 
enrollment or indicative change submitted electronically by the plan sponsor, have missing or 
inaccurate personal information, or are missing a date of birth. 

 Plan Usage Demographics.  View various types of plan usage and demographic information 
such as average balance/contribution by age, participants in investment funds or default funds, 
and the top funds based on the number of investors.  

 Roll In and Roll Out & Incoming Rollovers by Date. View activity related to rollovers by client 
specified date range. 

Account Access Statistics 

 Participant demographics 
 Login activity 
 Account demographics 
 Transaction counts 

Daily Reports 

 Plan balances by investment 
 Plan level investment allocations 
 Pie chart of investment allocations by age 
 Daily share prices and performance 
 Participant information, including account balance by investment, year-to-date contributions 

and contributions by a specified date range, allocation percentages, statements on demand, 
and indicative information. 

Transaction Implementation 

 Contribution data transmittal 
 Enrollments and rehires 
 Changes to contribution deferral amounts   
 Individual and aggregate indicative data updates 
 Survivor updates 
 Terminate participants 
 Enrollment approval (for online self-enrollment process)   
 Request and email forms and publications 
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Plan Analytics 

 An array of reports designed to provide information on investment returns, plan balance and 
activity, plan participation and individual participant information. 

 Functionality to allow users to view information in either a pre-set or custom date range (for 
select reports) format. 

 A filter option allowing users to select various investment and participant attributes when 
creating reports. 

 A PDF feature which allows users to view, print, and save single as well as multiple reports. 
 Formatting options to make reporting tasks quick and easy. 

Visual Analytics 

We make available to the County our self-service Visual Analytics tool. This dynamic data 
visualization tool enables you to identify, measure, and detect patterns and relationships in data 
that may not have been initially evident. It offers interactive reporting capabilities, which are 
combined with advanced analytics so users can track trends and discover insights from any size 
and type of data to help you fulfill your fiduciary responsibility.  Additionally, this tool makes data 
available as early as five business days following quarter end so that education and outreach 
campaigns can be more current and relevant for your participants. 

19) Describe the types of reports or analytics your team will provide to Plan Sponsors on a 
periodic basis. Indicate whether the information must be requested by the Plan Sponsor or 
whether the team proactively sends the information to the Plan Sponsor.   

Comprehensive reporting capabilities are made available online to help plan sponsors efficiently 
monitor and analyze plan information. Year-end reports of particular interest tend to include the 
following: 

 Plan Service Report – Includes financial activity, participant transactions, and investment 
results, as well as a discussion of service enhancements and plan goals over the coming 
period. We will formally present this information to you annually to assist with your due 
diligence process. 

 Annual Plan Statement – Includes a summary of financial activity from January to December. 
 Contribution Limit Report – Assist employers with monitoring participant contributions in 

order to avoid exceeding IRS contributions limits. 

In addition to the above, a multitude of reports are available to help you fulfill your fiduciary 
responsibilities as a plan sponsor. The information and reporting capabilities you will have access 
to online include: 

Plan Information 

 Asset changes (fund transfers, disbursements, contributions) 
 Asset allocations 
 Enrollments 
 Asset roll ins and roll outs 
 Plan balances by investment as of the most recent business date 
 Plan level investment allocations 
 Pie chart of plan investments by age range 
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 Contribution transactions for various date ranges for the plan 
 Transactions by type summarized for various date ranges for the plan 
 Addresses for participants by specified status or for all participants 
 Contribution limit reports for 457 limits 
 Daily share prices and short-term investment performance measures 
 Total return performance in the SEC "standardized" presentation 
 A library of ICMA-RC publications 
 Quarterly statements 

Participant Information 

 Account balance by investment 
 Year-to-date contributions and contributions by specified date range 
 Allocation percentages 
 Statements on demand 
 Personal Information (name, address, date of birth, date of hire, termination date, account 

status, account balance) 
 Quarterly statements 

20) Confirm that you are able to provide each of the following types of data or information to the 
Plan Sponsor as needed:  

a) Participant detail summary outlining all of the plan activity for the year by participant 

Confirmed. 

b) Contribution report 

Confirmed. 

c) Distribution report 

Confirmed. 

d) Forfeiture Report 

Confirmed. 

e) Form 5500 and related schedules  

We do not prepare Form 5500 because governmental retirement plans are exempt from the 
Form 5500 filing requirements.  

f) Schedule of Assets held for investment 

Confirmed. 

g) Statements supporting the changes to Net Assets 

Confirmed. 
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h) Payroll Summary report 

Confirmed. 

i) New loans issued during the year 

Confirmed. 

j) Relevant plan documents (e.g., summary plan description, policies, etc) and updates 
to those documents 

Governmental employers are exempt from the ERISA requirement to provide Summary Plan 
Descriptions (SPDs) to their employees. In lieu of an SPD, we make our brochure Get to 
Know Your 457 Plan available to public sector employees. This publication provides a 
comprehensive plan summary. A copy of this brochure is included in the Appendix. 

j) SOC 1 report performed over the TPA for the applicable audit period, and any bridge 
letters necessary 

Confirmed.  

k) Detail schedules of investment fees / expenses 

Confirmed. On a quarterly basis, ICMA-RC produces our Plan Service Report, which includes 
fee, expense and revenue information for the funds in a plan sponsor’s lineup. 

21) Confirm that you are able to provide the following level of responsiveness for plan sponsor 
data or information requests: acknowledge the request within 2 business days and at that 
time provide an estimate of how long the request will take to complete. 

Confirmed. 

22) The plan has an employer match for the Sheriff’s Office, which is limited so the match plus 
employer 401(a) contributions don’t exceed 8%. Describe your process for working with the 
401(a) recordkeeper to ensure the 8% is not exceeded. To what extent do you need Plan 
Sponsor involvement in this process either upfront or on an ongoing basis?   

Employers typically use their payroll systems to ensure they contribute the appropriate amounts for 
plan participants. We do not collect or track participant salary information, so we would expect the 
employer to confirm that participants do not receive contributions that exceed the amount they are 
entitled to receive.  

TRANSITION STRATEGY 

23) Complete Exhibit J: Transition Team. 

Please see the attached completed Exhibit J: Transition Team. 

24) Describe the team’s collective experience with governmental 457(b) plan transitions.  

ICMA-RC is highly experienced in converting retirement plans of all sizes, and we have significant 
experience in converting plans from your current provider. Our objective during the conversion is to 
maximize participant satisfaction and limit the time your personnel need to dedicate to the process. 
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We have existing file layouts programmed for TIAA-CREF’s data files and our staff is experienced 
with the processes they utilize. We will leverage our relationships and experience with your current 
provider to plan for a seamless transition to ICMA-RC with a blackout period of up to five business 
days upon receipt of reconciled records and assets in the agreed upon format from TIAA-CREF. 

25) Provide a high-level sample timeline for the transition, starting from when the contract is 
signed and ending with the lifting of the blackout period (or later if applicable to your 
transition process). Include major milestones for the payroll/technical aspects, the 
investment platform, mapping, and asset transfer, as well as key participant 
communication/education elements of the transition.  

ICMA-RC is highly experienced in converting retirement plans of all sizes. We have significant 
experience in converting mature plans from TIAA-CREF. Our objective during the implementation is 
to maximize participant satisfaction and limit the time your personnel need to dedicate to the 
process. 

We make every effort to ensure that the conversion process appears seamless to all participants. 
We provide written notification to all participants, both active and non-active, describing the 
changes and any effect they will have on them. We also invite all non-active employees to group 
seminars designed to discuss how the changes will affect them. 

Conversion Process 

The following steps are key activities in the plan conversion process, led by our highly experienced 
Transition Team: 

 Introductory and follow-up meetings as necessary to establish a transition project plan for 
converting assets and communicating service enhancements to participants. 

 Meetings with TIAA-CREF and the County to establish the mechanics of transferring assets. 
 Implementation of a communication plan, including mailings to participants and retirees along 

with extensive access to on-site seminars. 
 Creation of a transition website where your employees can access relevant information. 
 Conversion tests with TIAA-CREF to determine data and records that must be corrected and 

reconciled before the movement of money. 
 Transfer of data and assets to ICMA-RC, with a reconciliation period (generally within five 

business days) to match assets and records, during which participants cannot make fund 
transfers.  Includes transfer of installment payments, loan records, and brokerage assets. 

 Mailing of confirmations to participants to confirm that their plan assets have been successfully 
transferred and invested according to the plan’s fund mapping strategy. 

The County’s Role 

ICMA-RC specializes in managing the entire conversion process and minimizing the administrative 
burden on our clients. The County may decide the degree to which it is involved in the conversion 
process. The County may choose to be involved during the implementation process in the following 
ways:  

 Participate in preliminary planning meetings to review and approve a detailed implementation 
schedule, communications material, and a schedule of introductory meetings for participants. 

 Review operational procedures and services to be provided. 
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 Participate in regular conference calls that provide a clear line of communication to keep all 
parties informed on the progress of the implementation. 

 Observe any group employee presentations conducted by ICMA-RC. 

Transitioning Your Investment Options 

In keeping with our role as coordinator of the conversion process, we take special care to ensure 
that your participants’ assets are transferred seamlessly to the new investment options. 

At the start of the conversion process, we will design a fund transfer protocol based on written 
instructions provided by the County. Participants will be informed of the asset transfer structure in a 
mailing and during conversion education seminars. 

Assets are invested according to the map within five business days of receipt, assuming that TIAA-
CREF provided the information “in good order”.  Assets are available for fund transfers after 
completion of the reconciliation of assets and data received from the prior vendor. 

Where an investment is retained in the fund lineup, ICMA-RC will work with your existing provider to 
facilitate an electronic in-kind transfer of shares where permissible, so that funds do not need to be 
liquidated and repurchased during the transition process.  Please note that the ability of ICMA-RC 
to provide in-kind transfers is contingent upon agreement between the fund companies involved as 
well as the incumbent record keeper. 

Sample Transition Timeline 

ICMA-RC’s Transition Team will work closely with you from the start of the transition process to 
identify and define your requirements in detail.  We will design an approach that meets your 
requirements and implement the transition in a fashion that satisfies your needs and enhances 
participant satisfaction. 

A typical plan conversion takes approximately three to four months, dependent upon the scope of 
the project.  A sample timeline of events is shown below: 

Week Action Responsible Party 
Week 1 Initiate plan adoption process. ICMA-RC – County 

Week 1 Conference calls to introduce transition and relationship management team. Discuss 
conversion timeline, administrative issues, fund map, plan adoption materials, 
enrollment kits, etc. 

ICMA-RC – County 

Week 1 Notify TIAA-CREF. ICMA-RC will provide template letter for the notification.  This is 
required by TIAA-CREF to allow ICMA-RC to begin to request data for your plan. 

County 

Week 2 Contact TIAA-CREF to request data test files/layouts. Confirm dates for blackout 
period, liquidation, and transfer of records. 

ICMA-RC – County 

Week 3 Present EZLink/contribution/data layouts for testing. Provide an overview of ICMA-
RC’s online services.  

ICMA-RC – County 

Week 4 Finalize fund map, define/approve communications materials. Execute 
Administrative Services Agreement and Plan Adoption Materials. 

ICMA-RC – County 

Week 4-5 Send conversion test data. TIAA-CREF 

Week 6 Send contribution test file to ICMA-RC. County 

Week 7 Mailing of communications completed.  Transition website live.  This includes 
seminar schedules.  The mailing should be completed approximately 10 days before 
the first seminar to allow participants enough lead time to attend a meeting. 

ICMA-RC – County 
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Week Action Responsible Party 
Week 7-8 Complete data testing, report results, resolve issues. ICMA-RC 

Weeks 9-10 Conduct transition/implementation seminars. County – ICMA-RC 

Week 11-12 Complete EZLink and online services testing.  ICMA-RC – County 

Week 14-15 Send final payroll file to TIAA-CREF.  County 

Week 15 Blackout period begins at TIAA-CREF.  Average blackout period at current providers 
is five business days. 

TIAA-CREF 

Week 15 Send participant indicative data to ICMA-RC after the blackout period has 
commenced.  ICMA-RC enrolls participants using this detail and establishes a fund 
allocation based on the agreed upon mapping strategy.  

TIAA-CREF – ICMA-RC 

Week 15 ICMA-RC accepts first payroll from County. ICMA-RC – County 

Week 16 Accounts liquidated and transferred to ICMA-RC. Complete conversion 
reconciliation. 

ICMA-RC 

Week 16 Blackout period complete. Welcome confirmations mailed to participants. ICMA-RC 

Week 16 Update documentation/Investor Service Center online help system. ICMA-RC 

Week 16 Fund transfer, investment allocation, and live balance inquiry transaction capabilities 
available. 

ICMA-RC 

Week 16 ICMA-RC begins installment and distribution processing. ICMA-RC 

Post 
Transition  

Hold transition debrief meeting with relationship management team and client.  
Provide final reconciliation report from transition. 

ICMA-RC – County 

ICMA-RC will work with the County through each phase of the transition, proposing action based on 
our experience while gaining approval for all activity as required. Our experienced professionals will 
be responsible for implementing operational aspects of the conversion, establishing ongoing 
procedures for administering the plan, and assisting the County as necessary. 

DATA SECURITY 

26) When a participant calls into the call center, how is their identity authenticated? 

Our system utilizes Computer Telephony Integration so that if a participant is identified using their 
phone number or Social Security number and is then transferred to an Investor Services 
Representative, the Client Information System will show all of the participant’s accounts at ICMA-
RC, along with the options they were using in the Voice Response System prior to the transfer. 
Participants who call an Investor Services Representative are asked specific information to validate 
their identity. If the caller responds to the questions correctly, the representative will provide 
account information and process requested transactions. If there are indications that a caller may 
be attempting to gain unauthorized access to a participant’s account, appropriate escalation 
measures are taken for the protection of the participant. 

If a participant requests financial transactions when speaking with an Investor Services 
Representative, then Knowledge Based Authentication is performed using Lexis Nexis. 
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27) Describe your multi-factor authentication capabilities for online access to the participant 
website.  

ICMA-RC is committed to providing a secure and confidential environment for participant data, 
elections, and account history.  Security systems are in place for our network systems and for the 
Voice Response System. 

Systems Security 

ICMA-RC is committed to providing a secure environment for all participant and plan sponsor 
access and data.  The following briefly reviews our extensive controls for maintaining data security. 

Software and Hardware Security 

 Local Area Network (LAN): Operating Systems are configured to have built-in security to 
identify and authenticate users connecting to the LAN. 

 Mainframe: IBM’s Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) security product performs the 
authentication of users and provides role based security. 

 Web: Servers providing participant and plan sponsor information are situated behind a 
perimeter router with Access Control Lists (ACLs), enterprise-level network firewall, and 
Intrusion Prevention System, and are located in the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ). 

 Laptop: Representatives access information from their laptops for participant/plan sponsor 
meetings. Control is maintained by:  
- Individual password protection of each laptop 
- Use of multi-factor authentication and strong encryption algorithms for remote network 

access 
- Separate encryption of stored data on the laptop itself for multiple layers of protection 
- Separate authentication for access to the application that provides interface with account 

data 

All applications employ layers of security to ensure that the users connecting to them have access 
only to appropriate data and functions. Network and mainframe hardware are based in secure 
computer rooms with restricted access and require periodic replacement of user passwords. 

Participant Account Access Security 

User ID and Passwords: 

Creating a User-ID 

When a new user registers, they must supply: 

 Last four digits of their SSN (twice)  
 Date of birth 
 Zip code on file 
 Agree to Terms and Conditions 
 Verify they are not a robot by clicking the CAPTCHA checkbox 
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Security Code - If a unique participant record is found for the information supplied, a security code 
is sent to the participant. 

 The security code is sent to the participant’s email or mobile phone number on file, if they have 
signed up for text access.  If the participant has signed up for text access, a mobile text will take 
precedence over email delivery.  If the participant does not have an email or mobile number on 
file, a message will be displayed notifying the participant to call Investor Services.  

 The security code will expire if too much time elapses before it is submitted.  If too much time 
has elapsed, the participant receives an error message telling them the security code has 
expired and they must request a new code.  Participants can use the Request New Code link 
to request a new code. 

When the security code is validated the participant is presented with a page to allow them to create 
their User ID and password, otherwise they will receive an error message.  

Upon successful completion of the process, the participant is presented with a confirmation page 
that includes a click here link to return to the Login page. 

Authentication to Account Access 

When a participant logs into Account Access, a risk score is assigned in the background that 
determines which type of step-up authentication is required from the participant. 

 Low - The participant is logged in with no further authentication. 
 Medium - The participant is sent a randomly generated security code. 
 High - The participant is sent a randomly generated security code and is presented with 

Knowledge Based Authentication (KBA) questions.  The participant will be required to supply 
the correct security code and answer the KBA questions correctly before being permitted to log 
into Account Access.   

Security Code 

 The security code is sent to the participant’s email or mobile phone number on file if they have 
signed up for text access.  If the participant has signed up for text access, a mobile text will take 
precedence over email delivery.  If the participant does not have an email or mobile number on 
file, a message will be displayed notifying the participant to call Investor Services. 

 The security code will expire if too much time elapses before it is submitted.  If too much time 
has elapsed, the participant receives an error message telling them the code has expired and 
they must request a new code.  Participants can use the Request New Code link to request a 
new code. 

 The participant will have three attempts at entering a correct security code before their account 
will be locked. 

Knowledge Based Authentication (KBA) question(s) 

 Three KBAs will be displayed when required.  If the participant answers at least two questions 
correctly, a bonus set, consisting of two additional questions, will be displayed.  The participant 
will be required to pass the bonus questions before being permitted to proceed. 

 If the participant fails the quiz the second time, they will not be permitted to proceed and the 
account will be temporarily locked. 

 Upon successful validation of the security code, the participant will be presented with their 
KBAs.  Once they successfully answer the KBAs, they will be logged into AA. 
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Password Requirements 

Passwords must be between 8 to 24 characters in length and must contain 3 of the following: 

 1 lower case character 
 1 upper case character 
 1 number 
 1 special character (.,*,@,_,-) 

The self-selected User ID and other features such as email alerts of security related or transaction 
account activity provide the participant a high level of security. The system will determine if the self-
selected User ID is available. If not, the system will display a message indicating the User ID is not 
available and to select another User ID. 

Transactions 

When transactions are done online, by paper, or through the Call Center, we send e-alerts to the 
participant and if the participant did not request the transaction, the participant is asked to contact 
us. 

Border Routers:  The border routers provide the initial line of defense.  The border routers receive 
all Internet traffic, and the access list determines who gains access to our network.  The access list 
permits only devices designated in our Information Security policies and standards. This 
configuration works in tandem with the perimeter firewalls to ensure that only authorized access is 
available.  The perimeter firewalls only allow access to services and devices designated in our 
Information Security policies and standards.  All other traffic is dropped. 

Perimeter Firewalls:  ICMA-RC employs firewalls to prevent unauthorized access to ICMA-RC’s 
internal computing environment.  To enhance confidentiality and privacy to those participants and 
plan sponsors who request access to account information via the Internet, a browser that supports 
Transport Layer Security (TLS) security must be used.  This security layer encrypts the information 
that is sent to and from ICMA-RC through the Internet, ensuring key information does not traverse 
the Internet in clear, readable text.  Account inquiry sessions that are idle for more than 30 minutes 
are automatically logged off. 

Intrusion Detection/Prevention:  ICMA-RC’s perimeter intrusion detection/prevention system 
detects malicious network traffic and unauthorized computer usage and (for certain signatures) will 
block attacks.  All network traffic is monitored for signs of intrusion and misuse based on attack 
pattern signatures.  New and updated signatures are automatically downloaded and deployed.  
ICMA-RC monitors for events 24 x 7 x 365 and escalates as appropriate. 

Data Integrity:  Internet-accessible servers have file integrity software for integrity monitoring.  
Policy rules are defined to identify key files and establish reporting rules.  Integrity checks are run 
that show the results of any changes that violate the policy file rules.  Information Security Team 
performs necessary steps to verify that all changes are authorized. 

Malware Defenses:  Antimalware scanning software is implemented on all servers and 
workstations.  ICMA-RC automatically downloads and deploys new virus signature patterns. 

Third-Party External Vulnerability Management and External Penetration Testing:  A third-
party security vendor is contracted to perform both quarterly vulnerability scanning and annual 
penetration testing against ICMA-RC’s environment. Results are shared with appropriate parties for 
assessment/mitigation/remediation. 
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Data Loss Prevention (DLP):  ICMA-RC’s data loss prevention system discovers the location of 
highly confidential data on shared network resources, monitors the data in motion or at rest, and 
blocks unauthorized release of data from email, mobile devices, or end-points. 

Web Security Gateway: ICMA-RC’s Web security gateway protects and monitors all Web surfing 
activity from the ICMA-RC network. 

Internal Vulnerability Management: ICMA-RC performs weekly scans of all network devices to 
identify vulnerabilities.  Reports are generated and shared for remediation on a weekly basis. 

Security Event and Incident Monitoring (SEIM): ICMA-RC’s SEIM solution provides a centralized 
repository to capture, normalize, correlate, monitor and report for security events/logs from 
business-critical network devices, security devices, applications, databases and servers. 

Email Security Filtering: ICMA-RC’s email security system provides anti-spam and email content 
filtering. 

Daily Cyber Threat Management: ICMA-RC’s Information Security Management Team meets 
daily to review any cyber-security issues and threats to ascertain any impact to the corporation. 

Computer Security Incident Response 

ICMA-RC has a Computer Security Incident Response Plan in place to identify and quickly respond 
to potential security incidents. ICMA-RC’s Computer Security Incident Response Plan addresses 
incidents with methodical, organized, and pre-planned response procedures.  When an incident is 
reported or observed, ICMA-RC executes a “Protect and Proceed” strategy, which is designed to 
protect and preserve ICMA-RC’s computing resources, and to re-establish normal computer 
operations as quickly as possible.  The Plan stipulates the actions to be initiated immediately to 
stop the attack and its proliferation, prevent further unauthorized access, and begin damage 
assessment and recovery. 

Audit Reviews 

ICMA-RC contracts with an external auditing firm, Ernst and Young, to perform an annual review of 
ICMA-RC’s technology environment as a part of our SSAE 16 (SOC1) certification. ICMA-RC’s 
Internal Audit Department also regularly reviews the security controls in our environment to ensure 
we are employing industry-accepted security practices. 

Enterprise Security Assessment 

ICMA-RC employs a third party to test our enterprise security environment. From a series of 
security assessments, Management measures the effectiveness of ICMA-RC’s security controls, 
policies, and procedures in place and identifies any issues within the current security posture. 
Assessments include examinations of all security components that can affect the integrity of the 
organization’s data assets (people, processes, and technology), and takes into consideration 
potential attackers both with and without authorized access to the environment or physical facilities. 
Assessment methodology identifies both immediate technical vulnerabilities as well as issues with 
non-technical controls that can affect security over time. 

Through regular reviews, ICMA-RC ensures its environments undergo rigorous, recurring testing 
and that data assets are protected from unauthorized access. 
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28) Are participants required to use multi-factor authentication for online access to the 
participant website? Explain.  

Risk based multi-factor authentication is in place for all users of the site and there is not an option 
to turn this process off. High risk scores result in stepped up authentication, such as a One-Time 
Password sent to the mobile device or email address on file and/or knowledge based questions, 
and the second level of step-up is knowledge-based questions. 

29) Describe your multi-factor authentication capabilities for online access to the Plan Sponsor 
website.  

ICMA-RC uses a risk-based authentication on our plan sponsor website, EZLink.  Based on the risk 
score that is returned, we require a second level of authentication.  A smart code is sent to the plan 
sponsor and then they are required to enter that code on the site to complete the login process.  If 
the risk score is low, they are not required to perform the second level of authentication. 

30) Are Plan Sponsors required to use multi-factor authentication for online access to the Plan 
Sponsor website? Explain.  

Our risked based analysis is not optional. It is applied to each login attempt. If the risk is high, then 
the user is required to perform the second level of authentication. 

31) Describe any participant actions/transactions that require additional 
verification/authentication to complete (e.g., distributions, beneficiary changes). 

Risk based multi-factor authentication is in place for all users of our participant website, Account 
Access. High risk scores result in stepped up authentication, such as a One-Time Password sent to 
the mobile device or email address on file and/or knowledge based questions, and the second level 
of step-up is knowledge-based questions. For online disbursement requests, the requester must 
enter their SSN before the request can be submitted for processing. The indicative data of the 
requester is also checked to determine if certain changes were made within an allotted time period. 
If so, the requester must pass step authentication and enter a One Time Password before they can 
submit their request. For ACH setup or change requests, the requester must pass a real-time bank 
account owner validation process. If the requester does not go through the validation, ACH cannot 
be used and instead checks will be mailed to the address on file. For disbursement via check, we 
also determine if the address of the participant/beneficiary has changed within an allotted time 
period. If so, the delivery of the check is delayed to ensure that the participant/beneficiary is notified 
of the address change before a check is mailed. 

Participants calling an Investor Services Representative are asked specific information to validate 
the identity of the caller. There is a Fraud Detection System in place which evaluates various 
characteristics of the call as well as the caller’s voice. If this system indicates that the caller is a 
potential fraudster, the representative offers to call the individual back at their home or office, using 
the numbers held in our system, and ends the call. If the system does not detect any potential fraud 
in the call, the representative will provide account information. In order to request financial 
transactions, such as a disbursement or loan request, knowledge based authentication is used. The 
caller must successfully answer the questions in order to proceed with their request. If the caller is 
unable to answer the questions correctly, the transaction will not be submitted for processing. 
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PARTICIPANT SERVICES AND EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT 

32) Complete Exhibit K: Online Tools. 

Please see the attached completed Exhibit K: Online Tools 

33) Complete Exhibit L: On-site Educational Representatives.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit L: On-site Educational Representatives. 

34) Complete Exhibit M: Holistic Financial Education. 

Please see the attached completed Exhibit M: Holistic Financial Education. 

35) Complete Exhibit N: Holistic Financial Planning Services. 

Please see the attached completed Exhibit N: Holistic Financial Planning Services. 

36) Complete Exhibit O: Available Services by Modality.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit O: Available Services by Modality. 

37) To what extent is the participant website (including the mobile version) compliant with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessibility guidelines (e.g., WCAG 2.0 AA)?  

Account Access, our participant website (www.icmarc.org), is ADA compliant. The site is run 
through compliance software to ensure that it is kept compliant. It is also compatible with readers 
for the visually impaired. 

38) Is the participant website mobile-responsive (i.e., designed for smart phones and tablet 
devices)? 

Yes. ICMA-RC has developed an award-winning mobile app specifically with public-sector 
employees in mind.  The mobile app features the following:  

 Mobile responsive site – Users can connect directly to their accounts from the mobile app. 
Once the user is in myAccount, the site is fully transactional (just like the site on a computer) 
except for Withdrawals and Loans. 

 From the app they have access to: 
- Total account balance in all plans as well as individual fund balances 
- An asset allocation breakdown 
- Retirement income projection both in total and monthly 
- Personal performance  
- YTD Account activity  

 Eligible employees may use the app to enroll in their plan 
 MarketView activity  featuring the popular MarketView chart of the week 
 The Small Change Big Savings Calculator1 
 News and updates from ICMA-RC. 

                                                 
1 These calculators are designed to provide general assistance in making informed decisions. Their accuracy is not 
guaranteed and some results may vary from those provided by other systems. 
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 The RealizeRetirement® Video Series featuring our most popular educational and retirement 
related videos. 

 TextAccess – Allows participants to view their account balance, contribution amount or rate of 
return via text message. Based on participant feedback, ICMA-RC has added additional key 
word features and will continue to enhance TextAccess as appropriate. 

The app is available for Android or Apple mobile-device users. Users also can access the mobile 
myAccount feature of the app by logging into their accounts from ICMA-RC’s full website, 
www.icmarc.org, from their device's browser. 

Additionally, ICMA-RC’s corporate website and many of our educational websites are responsive to 
the platform being utilized (desktop, tablet, mobile phone) so the content arranges itself on the 
browser in an aesthetically pleasing way to maximize the user experience regardless of the device 
being used. 

39) Describe the key features and functionality of the participant website. 

ICMA-RC is committed to offering robust online and mobile services. We believe in using the 
Internet’s power to enhance participant knowledge regarding their accounts and investments, as 
well as to provide plan sponsors with comprehensive detailed plan information needed to fulfill their 
fiduciary responsibilities. 

Our website gives users access to critical information about their own accounts, as well as tools 
that can assist them in planning more effectively for their retirement years. We have added flexibility 
and control as a result of feedback from customers through extensive usability testing, as well as 
from the insight the corporation has gained as a focused retirement plan provider for public-sector 
employees. 

Our website offers your participants the following capabilities online: 

Account Access 

Account Access provides a secure environment for participants to review and interact with their 
accounts online, and gives participants the ability to customize their experiences by choosing the 
objectives most relevant to their needs based on where they are in their retirement savings journey. 
Sample options include saving, managing a portfolio, and getting ready to retire. Based on each 
participant's personal choices, educational resources such as videos, calculators, and webinars will 
appear on the main dashboard.  

This portion of the site provides the following capabilities: 

 Messaging from ICMA-RC or the employer 
 Portfolio summary of total balance, balance by fund, balance by asset class, personal rate of 

return and monthly income projection  
 Personal performance by period for any date range within the last five years and activity 

summary  
 Holdings and prices, which are updated daily 
 Pie charts of participant’s investments 
 Balance by contribution type 
 Balance by investment 
 Allocations by investment 
 Last contribution, year-to-date and inception-to-date contributions, contribution rates 
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 Paycheck calculator 
 Fund transfers (single, multiple) 
 Rebalance to contribution allocation 
 Establish automated rebalancing of investment portfolio (if offered by plan) 
 Custom Asset Allocations (if offered by plan) 
 Contribution allocation changes 
 Loan modeling and initiation (if offered by plan)  
 Withdrawals for participants that have separated from service (if offered by plan)  
 Account activity history 
 Quicken export 
 Transaction Detail Report 
 Personal updates (address, email, test, security) 
 Beneficiary additions/updates 
 Balance eAlerts by email/text 
 Investment performance  
 Share prices both numerically and on charts 
 Share price comparison  
 Fee disclosure and trading restrictions  
 Guided Pathways® Advisory Services for investment guidance, advice and managed accounts 

(if offered by plan)  
 Resource Learning Center 
 Retirement Savings Calculator 
 Register for events 
 Plan features 
 Quarterly statements and confirmations 
 Enrollment completion (if offered by plan)  
 Contribution amount changes (if offered by plan)  
 Email to ICMA-RC 
 Dashboard pages that help participants view important information in one place 

IRA Enrollment 

Through IRA Enrollment, our online participant website makes setting up an IRA with ICMA-RC as 
easy as clicking your computer mouse. 

Retirement Education Center 

Our Retirement Education Center site (www.icmarc.org/education) is an educational resource 
created for public-sector employees as they plan for retirement throughout various stages of their 
lives.  
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The Retirement Education Center site accommodates different learning styles through innovative 
videos, calculators1, webinars, brochures, and other content — all organized to help current and 
prospective employees realize their saving, investing, and retirement needs based on their overall 
financial goals and life stage. Many of the tools featured on the website are also accessible via 
ICMA-RC’s mobile app and optimized website, www.icmarc.org. 

The Retirement Education Center site was created to be a simple, relevant, and easy-to-use online 
resource to help all public sector employees build retirement security. 

Pension Calculator 

Contains the rules for a municipality’s pension so that participants can obtain an estimated amount 
for their monthly or annual pension. 

“Am I On Track” 

On-line tool that helps participants see how likely they are to reach their retirement income goal. 
Includes retirement readiness score and changes they can make to improve their score. 

Account Aggregation 

Account Aggregation is available to provide participants a holistic view of their net worth along with 
tools to assist with them with their financial wellness. 

Additional Information 

ICMA-RC’s goal is to provide a wide variety of information that helps participants build a secure 
retirement. This includes providing additional information that helps participants and plan sponsors 
become knowledgeable on retirement plans: 

 Fund descriptions, including objectives, strategies, risks, and subadvisers 
 Plan features 
 Federal legislative updates 
 Library of retirement articles 
 Glossary 

Spanish Language Content  

ICMA-RC’s public website contains Spanish-language content tailored to the needs of our Spanish-
speaking participants. These pages provide a centralized location for our Spanish-language 
publications. Translations of our most popular educational brochures are available in PDF format 
for download or online viewing. In addition, we have translated information about the enrollment 
and withdrawal processes. We have also provided our Spanish-speaking participants with 
information about ICMA-RC and access to Spanish-speaking Investor Services representatives. 

For the annual National Retirement Security Week, ICMA-RC developed a Spanish-language 
website – www.retirementweek.org/espanol – with a friendly, culturally relevant theme for 
participants who feel more comfortable communicating in Spanish. This new site contains links to 
Spanish-language resources, including sample stories of Spanish-speaking public-sector 
employees, that provide education about retirement topics and everyday tips for saving more. 

                                                 
1 These calculators are designed to provide general assistance in making informed decisions. Their accuracy is not 
guaranteed and some results may vary from those provided by other systems. 

http://www.retirementweek.org/espanol
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Guided Pathways®1 Advisory Services  

Guided Pathways® Advisory Services is a comprehensive suite of investment advisory and planning 
services that provides the appropriate level of assistance to your employees based on how involved 
they want to be in their retirement investing decisions and their investing comfort level. 

Guided Pathways® Advisory Services expands the level of service available to participants, and 
provides your employees with the opportunity to enroll in our Managed Accounts service. 

Employees have access to Guided Pathways® Advisory Services directly through our website, over 
the telephone, or through a dedicated and credentialed team.  

Guided Pathways
®
 Advisory Services provides participants with a better way to build retirement 

security, which includes having consultations with licensed Advisers. Our team of Advisers will 
engage directly with participants to help them address their financial goals through:  

 Proactive outreach. We will reach out to targeted participants via email, mail, or phone inviting 
them to set up an in-person or telephone advisory consultation. 

 Scheduling tools. We will offer an online scheduling tool to help participants prepare and 
schedule consultations.  

 Telephone consultations. The new ICMA-RC Advisers are licensed investment adviser 
representatives.  Over the phone, Advisers will Engage participants to help them Build, then 
RealizeRetirement

®
. 

Enrollment Options   

Enrollment via ICMA-RC's mobile-app allows employees to enroll on a smartphone in a few simple 
clicks. To begin the process, employees download ICMA-RC's mobile app from the App StoreSM or 
Google PlayTM. Once the ICMA-RC mobile app is open, employees will go to "MyAccount," and 
then select the "Enroll Now" tab and enter their Social Security number. 

ICMA-RC can provide the County with a link that can be incorporated into your Intranet site or 
emailed directly to new employees. Via this Web address, participants would be able to enroll 
directly online or by calling an Investor Services Representative. The County would then be able to 
access all enrollments electronically through our EZLink system.  

We also offer an enrollment service in which the employer transmits an electronic file of eligible 
employees in ICMA-RC's record layout. The employee can enroll through the website. 

After enrollment, the employee will receive a Welcome Letter which confirms their enrollment 
information. 

40) Do you have a mobile app? If yes, describe the key features and functionality. 

ICMA-RC has developed an award-winning app specifically with public-sector employees in mind.  
In 2015, the app won prestigious awards from the American Business Awards group (Gold Stevie 
Award) and from the Mutual Fund Education Alliance (The Star Award). 

  
                                                 
1 Investment advice and analysis tools are offered to participants through ICMA-RC, a federally registered investment 
adviser. Investment advice is the result of methodologies developed, maintained and overseen by the Independent 
Financial Expert, Morningstar Investment Management LLC. Morningstar Investment Management LLC is a 
registered investment advisor and subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc. Morningstar, Inc. and Morningstar Investment 
Management LLC are not affiliated with ICMA-RC. All rights reserved. The Morningstar name and logo are registered 
marks of Morningstar, Inc. 
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The mobile app features the following:  

 Mobile responsive site – Users can connect directly to their accounts from the mobile app. 
Once the user is in myAccount, the site is fully transactional (just like the site on a computer) 
except for Withdrawals and Loans. 

 From the app they have access to: 
- Total account balance in all plans as well as individual fund balances 
- An asset allocation breakdown 
- Retirement income projection both in total and monthly 
- Personal performance  
- YTD Account activity  

 Eligible employees may use the app to enroll in their plan 
 MarketView activity  featuring the popular MarketView chart of the week 
 The Small Change Big Savings Calculator1 
 News and updates from ICMA-RC. 
 The RealizeRetirement® Video Series featuring our most popular educational and retirement 

related videos. 
 TextAccess – Allows participants to view their account balance, contribution amount or rate of 

return via text message. Based on participant feedback, ICMA-RC has added additional key 
word features and will continue to enhance TextAccess as appropriate. 

The app is available for Android or Apple mobile-device users. Users also can access the mobile 
myAccount feature of the app by logging into their accounts from ICMA-RC’s full 
website, www.icmarc.org, from their device's browser. 

Additionally, ICMA-RC’s corporate website and many of our educational websites are responsive to 
the platform being utilized (desktop, tablet, mobile phone) so the content arranges itself on the 
browser in an aesthetically pleasing way to maximize the user experience regardless of the device 
being used. 

41) Describe your digital educational offerings (e.g., webinars, videos, tools).  

ICMA-RC has developed an online library of videos that focus on questions participants ask on a 
regular basis. Our videos were professionally produced using actors and all videos are shorter than 
three minutes in length. 

Brainshark™ is a Web-based educational platform ICMA-RC uses to develop educational modules 
for plan participants. Links to Brainshark™ webinars, presentations, and broadcasts can be posted 
on your internal Intranet site. The modules can be shared with a targeted audience (such as non-
participants), or they can be used on-site during new employee orientation and other employer-
sponsored events. 

The following web-based videos and educational programs are available to participants through our 
online multimedia center: 

  

                                                 
1 These calculators are designed to provide general assistance in making informed decisions. Their accuracy is not 
guaranteed and some results may vary from those provided by other systems. 
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Videos & Webinars 

Saving 

 Get to Know Your 457 Plan Roth Options 
 Save and Invest Smart 
 Katie's Story 
 Who's in Charge of Your Retirement? Get to Know Your 457 Plan 
 Why Your 457 Plan Matters 

Investing 

 Investing in Volatile Markets 
 Save and Invest Smart 

Retirement Planning 

 Am I On Track for Retirement? 
 Bridge Your Income Gap 
 Enjoying Retirement 
 Make Every Retirement Day a Saturday 
 Who's in Charge of Your Retirement? Get to Know Your 457 Plan 

Estate Planning 

 Estate Planning Documents for Everyone 

Products & Services 

 Guided Pathways® Advisory Services Helps You Save > Invest > Retire 
 ICMA-RC Will Continue to Work for You 
 Your Retirement Plan Beneficiaries 
 Your 457 Plan (Spanish) 
 Your 401(a) Money Purchase Plan  
 Your 401(k) Plan  
 Making Your Money Last in Retirement - IncomeAdvantage Fund  
 Your Financial Plan  
 Your Payroll Roth IRA - for Flexible, Tax-Free  
 Roth IRA - for Flexible, Tax-Free Savings  
 Are you Prepared for Your Future? Consider an IRA   

Sample educational webinars are available for viewing through the library on ICMA-RC’s public 
website. The website, containing videos and webinars, can be accessed at the following 
link: http://www.icmarc.org/rec/library.html. 

Online Tools & Calculators 

ICMA-RC has developed a series of calculators that offer participants visual appeal and simplicity 
as well as functionality. The calculators in this series are designed to complement one another for a 
seamless user experience that will assist participants through a range of career stages and after 
retirement.  
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We believe that a useful calculator – generally used outside of an individual educational meeting 
with an onsite service representative, but to complement other guidance, and research – should be: 

 Visually appealing and inviting. This means incorporating sufficient white space, using an 
easy-to-read font, and eliminating financial jargon. 

 Simple to use. If it’s too complex, the user is either likely to not use it or enter the wrong 
information. 

 Substantive. If it’s too basic, the outputs can lack substance.  

We’ve structured these calculators in such a way to create a lifelong educational package. 
Participants can: 

 Identify ways to save using the Small Change, Big Savings Calculator.  
 See how tax benefits help them save in a retirement account using the Paycheck Calculator. 
 Learn about why to start saving now rather than waiting by using the Cost of Delay Calculator. 
 Save more over time using the Savings Boost Calculator.  
 Forecast future retirement savings and income, especially important as participants get closer 

to retirement, using the Retirement Savings Calculator.  
 Manage their retirement account distributions using the Retirement Withdrawal Calculator. 
 Manage IRS required minimum distributions using the RMD Calculator. 
 Estimate their future health care cost using the Retiree Health Cost Estimator. 

42) Describe the enrollment process.  

Enrollment Process 

ICMA-RC has significant experience in introducing deferred compensation and defined contribution 
plans to employees. We understand that a thorough understanding of your plan and its 
corresponding investment options and plan provisions is critical to sound retirement planning and 
long-term employee satisfaction with your plan. 

In order to provide a participant-friendly introduction to ICMA-RC, we will design a strategy for 
conducting group meetings that will explain your program, its benefits, and how to take advantage 
of them.  We will design this strategy in close meeting with the County at the inception of our 
relationship and annually thereafter. Annual plan reviews will include a discussion of the status of 
our efforts and our goals for the coming year. All efforts will be conducted with the approval of the 
County. 

Our introductory seminar will be accompanied by a user-friendly enrollment kit that includes 
information on plan features. In addition, our representatives will be available to conduct individual 
educational sessions after the meetings for interested participants to provide assistance in the 
selection of investment options. To assist employees in scheduling seminar or individual 
educational meetings, ICMA-RC will design a meeting scheduler linked directly to the County’s 
webpage. Participants can view open seminars and appointments, register online, and get maps 
and reminders sent as part of the registration process.   

At the discretion of the County, enrollment materials can be left on-site for employees to review 
and/or enroll prior to one of the regular meetings. 
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All 401 and 457 employees have two convenient ways to enroll in their plan online: through the 
Online and Mobile enrollment platforms.   

 Online enrollment allows employees to enroll in their plan in a safe and convenient way 
choosing between the "Express" or "Comprehensive" enrollment types. To begin the process, 
employees will go to www.icmarc.org from a desktop computer, laptop, or tablet and then select 
the "Enroll Now" link to begin. The employee will have the option to choose between the 
"Express" or "Comprehensive" enrollment types. Next, employees will follow the prompts to 
enter their personal information, designate beneficiaries, and select their investments. After 
confirming their information, employees will need to submit the Contribution Form to their 
employer to complete the enrollment process. 

 Mobile enrollment allows employees to enroll through the ICMA-RC mobile app on a 
smartphone, where the "Express" enrollment type is the only available method of enrollment. 
To begin the process, employees would download ICMA-RC's mobile app from the App StoreSM 
or Google PlayTM. Once the ICMA-RC mobile app is open, employees will go to "MyAccount," 
and then select the "Enroll Now" tab and enter their Social Security number.   

Tracking New Employees 

It is important to introduce employees to the 457 plan as early as possible in their careers.  With the 
County’s approval, ICMA-RC's introduction to the 457 plan for all new employees will become a key 
part of the new employee orientation program. 

In addition, if provided with an electronic file of the new hires, ICMA-RC will design a Welcome 
Letter for direct distribution to all new hires to introduce them to the benefits of the 457 plan, 
including how to contact a local ICMA-RC associate.  

To what extent do you need Plan Sponsor involvement to complete the enrollment and begin 
deferrals? 

Our goal is to work with the plan sponsor to communicate with their participants in the best way 
possible. However, we do not want to burden the County's staff with additional tasks. Therefore, we 
will look to the County to perform in a support role and assist with determining the best way to 
disseminate information to employees. We will meet with the County to develop a strategic 
business plan for meeting the plan's objectives. In our experience, we have found that the strategic 
business plan is critical to identifying what is most important to our plan sponsors, and to 
collaborate with them in addressing their goals for the plan.  

43) Describe the distribution process.  

ICMA-RC’s distribution process is as follows:  

 ICMA-RC receives disbursement instructions by employer-approved form or authorization from 
the employer by the submittal of the termination date through EZLink. We can mail withdrawal 
packages to retiring employees. Lump sum requests for immediate payment received by 1:00 
p.m. Mountain Time will be paid in two business days if all plan waiting periods have been met. 

 Requests for lump sum payments at a future date and periodic payments are initiated on a date 
chosen by the participant within the parameters of the employer’s plan document. 

 In addition, ICMA-RC offers online withdrawal services. Once the employer provides 
termination dates for participants, they can log into Account Access to request disbursements.  
Requests received in good order before 1:00 p.m. Mountain Time are disbursed the following 
business day. 
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Participants may specify any of the acceptable payment schedules listed below, which are 
consistent with IRS regulations. Examples of acceptable payment schedules include: 

 Lump sum payment of accumulated assets (partial or full) 
 Monthly, quarterly, semiannual, or annual payments of participant-selected payment amount 
 Combination of lump-sum and periodic payments 
 Partial or full annuitization through our Income for Life program1  

Additionally, during distribution, participants can: 

 Make changes in their payment amount or schedule 
 Select the order of investment depletion 
 Transfer funds among investment options 
 Withdraw from their fixed investment option, while allowing their total return investments to 

potentially grow (and possibly mitigate the effects of inflation) 

Participants who receive regular distributions can have their payments electronically deposited 
directly into their bank accounts. 

To what extent do you need Plan Sponsor involvement to approve and process 
distributions? 

ICMA-RC receives disbursement instructions by employer-approved form or authorization from the 
plan sponsor through EZLink, Web-based employer administrative tool (www.icmarc.org). 

44) Describe the loan process.  

When a participant applies for a loan online, the appropriate disclosures and details about the loan 
are provided during the application process. The check and amortization schedule will be sent 
directly to the participant, along with required disclosure language that is agreed to upon 
endorsement of the check. Applications are processed within one business day from receipt of 
request if the request is received in good order. For 401 plans, there may be a delay due to spousal 
waiver requirements. 

Participants may determine the status of their loan repayment through our quarterly participant 
statements, which reflect the amount of the loan outstanding and the total loan repayments for the 
quarter (with principal and interest distinguished). They can also get up-to-date information on their 
loans from our Investor Services Representatives, Voice Response System, or via the website. 

To what extent do you need Plan Sponsor involvement to approve and process loans? 

When loans are initiated, ICMA-RC sends the check with loan acceptance language that is agreed 
to upon endorsement of the check.  Loan repayments (including additional payments) may be sent 
via payroll deduction. The employer can also choose to allow repayments through ACH debit of the 
participant’s bank account.  However, ICMA-RC recommends payroll deduction as a guard against 
delinquent payments. ICMA-RC provides an EZLink report to the employer’s payroll department for 
payroll deduction repayments. 

  

                                                 
1 Annuities are insurance products available through companies not affiliated with ICMA-RC. Please consult “Income 
for Life Annuity Program: Immediate Annuities for Retirement Income,” prior to purchasing an annuity. 1-800-669-
7400. 
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45) Describe the process for a participant to designate or update a beneficiary.  

Participants can use Account Access to update their beneficiary information. This information is 
maintained in our record-keeping system and is displayed on the quarterly statements. It may also 
be viewed within Account Access, the online participant system. 

ICMA-RC does not track beneficiaries by type of money and our platform does not apply one 
beneficiary designation across multiple plans. 

46) Describe your capability to produce targeted communications for participants (e.g., 
segmented by life stage, retirement readiness, etc).  

We target our materials in the following ways: 

Public-sector employees. We focus our retirement plan education services on public-sector 
employees exclusively – all ICMA-RC educational materials are developed to address the needs 
and issues that are relevant to these employees.  

Career stages. We provide resources for participants at every stage of the career spectrum, from 
new hires and mid-career employees to those nearing retirement and retirees. For example, we 
offer an enrollment kit designed for the new employee who needs easy-to-understand information 
about how the plan works and investment options they can use to construct a portfolio. An 
employee nearing retirement, on the other hand, would receive a package containing information 
about disbursement options and other relevant materials.  

We will provide two versions of our quarterly newsletter to your participants – the version each 
participant receives will depend on which category they are in: Early Career or Late Career. 

We created a "Savers Campaign" specifically for those starting out in their career that educates 
about easy ways to begin saving. We guide early-career participants to our "Katie's Story" video 
and our Small Changes, Big Savings calculator to inspire and demonstrate how to get started 
saving for retirement. You can find these materials at the following links: 

 www.icmarc.org/prebuilt/static/videos/GenYKatieStory_2.html  
 www.icmarc.org/prebuilt/static/bigsavingscalculator/index.html  

On the other hand, individuals nearing retirement receive a package geared toward making 
disbursement decisions. This package also refers these participants to resources they can find on 
our Retirement Education Center website, such as the 10 Question Retiree Guide and the Getting 
Ready to Retire Checklist.  

Ages and learning styles. We’ve developed resources that fit the needs and learning preferences 
of participants in all age groups. We’re continually expanding our online offerings – such as print 
brochures that can be read as digital magazines and our range of interactive calculators – for those 
who prefer the convenience and flexibility of online features and services. And we offer printed 
materials that can be mailed or distributed in person or on-site for participants who are less 
Internet-savvy and prefer hard copies.  

Spanish-language resources. Some of our more popular publications, forms, and online 
educational content are available in both English and Spanish in electronic or print formats. For 
example, for the annual National Retirement Security Week, ICMA-RC developed a Spanish-
language website – www.retirementweek.org/espanol -- with a friendly, culturally relevant theme for 
participants who feel more comfortable communicating in Spanish. This new site contains links to 
Spanish-language resources, including sample stories of Spanish-speaking public-sector 
employees, that provide education about retirement topics and everyday tips for saving more.  

http://www.icmarc.org/prebuilt/static/videos/GenYKatieStory_2.html
http://www.icmarc.org/prebuilt/static/bigsavingscalculator/index.html
http://www.retirementweek.org/espanol
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47) Will there be a Communications Consultant assigned to the plan? If no, who assumes that 
responsibility? 

No.  Your relationship manager, Gary Helm, Regional Vice President, is responsible for 
managing the onsite education program for the County. Mr. Helm and his team will work in close 
concert with ICMA-RC’s Communications and Education Department and the County to develop 
education and communication strategies that will resonate with County employees and help 
improve participant outcomes. 

Mr. Helm will lead the delivery of all service for your plan. He has total direct accountability for your 
satisfaction. He will: 

 Serve as your primary point of contact. 
 Assist in developing plan sponsor goals and objectives. 
 Provide a Plan Service Report. 
 Orchestrate delivery of all services in support of your goals. 
 Conduct regular progress reports that measure performance vs. goals. 
 Address new services and industry developments. 
 Educate the plan committee on plan topics of interest. 

Mr. Helm will also work in partnership with the teams that provide on-site educational services and 
record keeping/administration services. Our local service team will provide consistent, reliable, 
high-quality service for you as follows: 

He will lead the delivery of on-site educational services provided by ICMA-RC's Retirement Plans 
Specialist and CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional. Together, your local ICMA-RC staff 
will: 

 Establish annual education goals in conjunction with your staff.  
 Provide individual educational meetings on investment and retirement planning topics. 
 Highlight the importance of tax-deferred investing. 
 Conduct enrollment, investment education, and retirement planning seminars. 
 Be available to provide education to retirees in the selection of disbursement options for their 

specific needs. 

48) The Plan Sponsor has a goal of increasing participation in the plan without offering a match 
or any employer contribution. Describe the on-site educational service level (number of days 
for one-on-one meetings, workshops, etc) you feel is appropriate for a plan of this size and 
with that goal in mind. FYI - in 2017, there were 2 benefits fairs and 16 new employee 
orientations. 

Given the size of the plan and the number of current and potential participants, ICMA-RC is 
proposing 24 on-site days provided by our Retirement Plans Specialist and four on-site days by our 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERTM Professional. 
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49) How will your educational representatives integrate information from a participant’s other 
retirement accounts, Social Security, 401(a) accounts, and spousal retirement accounts 
when providing retirement planning guidance?  

ICMA-RC will work closely with the County to ensure that the education and communication 
program will integrate various aspects of their retirement savings. Our program is designed to help 
participants understand not just the 457 portion of their plan, but to provide a full understanding of 
how the various vehicles work together to build a complete retirement savings program. 

We provide financial planning services via a variety of media and education tools, as well as 
through the CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional who will conduct comprehensive 
retirement planning seminars. These plan representatives and the CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 
have access to various tools used to help participants model a retirement plan that would consider 
and include the participant’s other retirement plans, defined contribution plan (401a), social 
security, and outside assets. 

Listed below are financial planning services that are currently available: 

 Personal Assistance and Seminars. A Retirement Plans Specialist conducts group meetings 
and can meet one-on-one with employees to discuss their individual retirement goals and 
savings plan. A CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional is available to conduct seminars 
on financial planning, as well as more advanced seminars for experienced investors 

 Internet-Based Calculators
1. Retirement Security Builder is an interactive retirement plan 

calculator that helps participants anticipate how much money they will have at retirement is 
available through the website. Based on a number of assumptions, the retirement planning 
calculator calculates three key retirement planning figures: savings growth rate; income during 
retirement; and effect of increasing tax-deferred savings. 

 Get to Know Your 457 Brochure. The 457 brochures which provide an overview of the 
benefits of participating in a deferred compensation and can provide further education 
information with regards to the overall retirement savings program with the County. 

 Retirement Planning Publications. Charting Your Course Brochure Series. This is a 
collection of brochures that helps participants set savings goals based on estimated retirement 
expenses and assets and discusses investment principles for long-term goals such as 
retirement. Participants are guided through mechanics of the Social Security system and the 
other retirement savings options to see how these components should work together to 
formulate a comprehensive retirement strategy. 

  

                                                 
1 These calculators are designed to provide general assistance in making informed decisions. Their accuracy is not 
guaranteed and some results may vary from those provided by other systems. 
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50) Describe any wealth management services you offer, what they entail, and any participant 
eligibility requirements.  

ICMA-RC offers multiple wealth management services, including managed accounts and financial 
planning. Details about these services and programs are outlined below.  

Guided Pathways®
1
 Advisory Services program 

ICMA-RC offers a comprehensive suite of investment advisory and planning services through 
our Guided Pathways

® Advisory Services program, providing the appropriate level of assistance 
to your employees based on how involved they want to be in their retirement investing decisions. 
Employees have access to Guided Pathways® Advisory Services over the telephone, through a 
dedicated and credentialed team, or directly through our website.  

Guided Pathways® Advisory Services begins with a personalized retirement savings plan that 
provides employees with a wealth forecast developed from their individual information. Based on 
this wealth forecast, employees receive a savings rate recommendation and can see how changing 
certain factors impact their chances of reaching their retirement goals. 

Building on the retirement savings plan, Guided Pathways® Advisory Services provides three types 
of service that enable your employees to choose the level of investment advice and account 
management that best meets their needs and preferences: 

 Asset Class Guidance provides employees with a recommendation on how to divide their 
retirement plan assets among the different asset classes available in your plan.  However, 
employees remain responsible for selecting the actual funds to fill the recommended asset 
classes.  

 Fund Advice provides employees with a point-in-time, fund-specific investment portfolio 
recommendation from the funds available within your plan. Employees remain responsible for 
monitoring their account and initiating any investment changes. 

 Managed Accounts offers a higher level of service than Asset Class Guidance or Fund 
Advice. Employees benefit from ongoing discretionary professional management of their 
retirement accounts, with the objective of helping them reach their retirement goals. At any 
time, employees may elect to opt out of Managed Accounts and go back to managing their own 
accounts. 
Managed Accounts is targeted for the accumulation, near retirement, and retiree phases and 
provides an individually designed portfolio based on the employee's goals and savings 
capacity. Although only retirement plan assets will be managed, other assets or sources of 
retirement income (i.e., spousal assets, defined benefit pensions, retail brokerage accounts, 
etc.) can be considered for the purpose of determining the appropriate allocation for the 
retirement plan account. Portfolios are constructed from the investment options available in the 
plan. 
On an ongoing basis, ICMA-RC assumes the discretionary management of the employee's 
retirement plans investments. ICMA-RC reallocates the account among available plan 
investments in accordance with the Morningstar Investment Management recommended 
portfolio. ICMA-RC will rebalance the account quarterly to provide investment allocations 

                                                 
1 Investment advice and analysis tools are offered to participants through ICMA-RC, a federally registered investment 
adviser. Investment advice is the result of methodologies developed, maintained and overseen by the Independent 
Financial Expert, Morningstar Investment Management LLC. Morningstar Investment Management LLC is a 
registered investment advisor and subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc. Morningstar, Inc. and Morningstar Investment 
Management LLC are not affiliated with ICMA-RC. All rights reserved. The Morningstar name and logo are registered 
marks of Morningstar, Inc. 
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consistent with the Morningstar Investment Management recommendation, and will contact 
employees annually to inform them of their account status and obtain updated information that 
may impact their retirement investing goals and the allocation of their investment assets. 

All three Guided Pathways® Advisory Services help your employees transition from building up their 
savings to drawing them down. When they reach retirement, Guided Pathways® Advisory Services 
will automatically adjust the advice provided to assist them with their retirement income planning, 
with the goal of making their assets last throughout retirement. Guided Pathways® Advisory 
Services provides personalized projections, both at an aggregate level and detailed by each source 
of retirement income (e.g., ICMA-RC accounts, Social Security, pensions, outside accounts), 
designed to help them make their retirement income last over their life expectancy. 

If offered by the plan and appropriate for the individual employee, employees who are nearing 
retirement or are retired may receive a recommendation to invest a portion of their ICMA-RC 
retirement plan assets in the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund (Fund), a fund of 
VantageTrust that provides for guaranteed lifetime income. 

Guided Pathways® Advisory Services also offer participants the opportunity to have consultations 
with licensed advisers. Our team of advisers will engage directly with participants to help them 
address their financial goals through: 

 Proactive outreach. We can reach out to targeted participants via email, mail, or phone 
inviting them to set up an in-person or telephone advisory consultation. 

 New scheduling tools. We offer an online scheduling tool to help participants prepare and 
schedule consultations. 

 Telephone consultations. Over the phone, our licensed investment adviser representatives 
will Engage participants to help them Build, then RealizeRetirement®. Financial planning 
services are available through a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional as well as a staff 
of qualified financial planning specialists located at our headquarters. 

Financial Planning Services 

A CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional, will 
offer in-depth group seminars on essential financial 
management skills as well as individual educational 
meetings for participants. 

Personalized Financial Plans1 

ICMA-RC will offer two types of financial plans to County participants. These plans, delivered 
through our headquarters, include Goal-Specific Financial Plan, and a Comprehensive Financial 
Plan. No ancillary products will be sold with the financial plans. 

 Goal-Specific Financial Plans 

For a more in-depth financial analysis, we offer goal-specific financial plans. Goal-specific 
financial plans address a single financial planning topic so participants can focus their attention 
on one goal, such as asset allocation, education planning, retirement planning, major purchase 
planning (i.e. home purchase), or insurance planning. These plans are priced at $175 per plan, 

                                                 
1 Fee-based financial planning services are offered through ICMA-RC, a federally registered Investment Adviser. 
Please read all disclosure documents carefully prior to initiating any plan. ICMA-RC does not provide specific tax or 
legal advice and does not guarantee results. 
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but the fee will be waived once annually for participants with over $100,000 in total account 
balances (457, 401(a), Retirement Health Savings). 

 Comprehensive Financial Plans 

Comprehensive financial plans provide a very in-depth analysis of the participants overall 
financial situation. The plan encompasses every element of a participant's financial situation 
including cash flow analysis, retirement income forecasts, and estate planning strategies. 
Typically speaking, a comprehensive plan is geared towards participants within five years of 
retirement; however, the comprehensive plan is available to all those interested. The cost is 
$450 per plan, but the fee will be waived once annually for participants with over $200,000 in 
total account balances (457, 401(a), Retirement Health Savings). 

51) Describe the services/resources available to retirees. 

We communicate availability of service to retirees with material provided shortly after separation 
and information provided online.  Participants can gain access to a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 
professional for financial plans via our toll-free phone center.  At client request, we can also provide 
communication to retirees on upcoming onsite services. Furthermore, ICMA-RC provides the 
following specialized services to assist participants nearing and in retirement: 

Seminars: Our comprehensive lineup of seminars conducted by our Retirement Plans Specialists AND CERTIFIED 
FINANCIAL PLANNERTM professionals contains seminars geared specifically towards retirees. 

Meetings: One-on-one with Retirement Plans Specialist, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional,  or 
Investor Services Representative 

Online: An entire section of our Retirement Education Center website, www.icmarc.org/education, is 
dedicated to those nearing retirement and in retirement. 

52) Describe all products/services that cross-sold on the participant website or by educational 
representatives on-site or in the call center. If the Plan Sponsor wishes to ban cross-selling 
to its participants, to what extent is that possible on the website? 

ICMA-RC representatives will not solicit ancillary services to participants without the express written 
consent of the County. However, we propose to provide information on our IRA product if requested 
by the participant. 

INVESTMENT SERVICES 

53) Complete Exhibit P: Self-Directed Brokerage and Managed Accounts. 

Please see the attached completed Exhibit P: Self-Directed Brokerage and Managed Accounts. 

54) The selected recordkeeper is required to offer an open architecture investment platform. 
Describe any mutual fund families, fixed account options, or other investments that you 
cannot or will not recordkeep.  

ICMA-RC makes available a mutual fund platform, which currently includes several thousand funds 
in more than 100 fund families.  In addition, through our third-party mutual fund settlement and 
clearing agent, we have access to approximately 450 fund families and over 15,000 funds/share 
classes.  Should you desire a fund that is not currently on our platform, and that fund is currently 
available to us, we will work with you to add the fund to our platform. 

A list of funds in our mutual fund platform is provided in the Mutual Fund Platform List, included on 
the enclosed Appendix flash drive. 
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ICMA-RC is prepared to work with any fund company that meets our operational requirements such 
as establishing a daily price by 6:00 p.m. Eastern Time, timely performance reporting, and the 
issuance of fund fact sheets.  

Please note there may be additional costs based on the securities requested and their operational 
complexities. 

55) The current investment lineup includes the TIAA Stable Value Fund. If liquidity restrictions 
prevent movement of the TIAA Stable Value fund, provide your capabilities in accounting for 
a blended stable value fund or alternatives for maintaining participant accounts at book 
value. 

ICMA-RC would not blend assets with the VT PLUS Fund to create a blended stable value 
fund.  ICMA-RC would establish a written agreement with each applicable current provider so that 
we can record keep the fund balance allowing benefit responsive withdrawals to participants during 
the hold period.  During this time, no new contributions or transfers into the current provider’s Fund 
would be permitted.  However, participants could request eligible withdrawals for distributions from 
the fund through ICMA-RC.  Additionally, participants would be able to view their daily balance in 
the fund during the hold period. 

In order to proceed with this arrangement, each applicable current provider would be required to 
provide ICMA-RC information to maintain the fund price and balance on our systems as well as 
wire proceeds to cover payments to participants made from the Plan within one business day of 
transaction activity.  At the end of the 12-month hold period, ICMA-RC would receive the remaining 
assets from the current provider and would then transfer the balance for each participant to the VT 
PLUS Fund. The solution is dependent upon all assets transferring on the transition date. 

We would be happy to discuss this further to understand the County’s needs. 

56) Describe the process and timeline for adding a new fund to your investment platform.  

Since the County is utilizing an open architecture fund lineup, any fund changes would be directed 
by you.  The project schedule below provides the average turnaround time for most plan sponsor 
directed fund lineup changes. The turnaround time varies based upon the complexity of the 
request. 

Process Step Typical Turnaround Time 

*Plan Sponsor or the Plan’s designated investment consultant 
completes Fund Lineup Change Request Form and sends the form 
to fundlineupservices@icmarc.org 

Depends upon the Plan Sponsor’s required approval 
process for changes to the Plan’s investment lineup. 

ICMA-RC reviews request form 7-10 business days – large or complex requests may take 
longer to review. Upon request, ICMA-RC will communicate 
tentative implementations dates. 

ICMA-RC sends Summary of Fund Lineup Change which includes 
the implementation date of requested change(s) 

Depending upon the review process, approximately 45-60 
days prior to implementation.  

Plan Sponsor reviews and confirms Summary of Fund Lineup 
Change 

As soon as administratively possible or approximately 45 
days prior to implementation. 

ICMA-RC notifies affected participants Approximately 30 days prior to implementation for changes 
where participant assets are mapped to new investments. 

Implementation Day Typically the third Friday of the month after close of 
business. 

mailto:fundlineupservices@icmarc.org
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Custom participant communications are accommodated on a case-by-case basis and can increase 
the turnaround time for the fund lineup change. 

FEES AND EXPENSES 

57) Complete Exhibit Q: Fees and Expenses.  

Please see the attached completed Exhibit Q: Fees and Expenses. 

EXHIBITS 

Complete each exhibit in full. Follow the template but feel free to add additional space as needed 
within each exhibit. 

Exhibit A: Annual Revenue and Assets under Management for Last 5 years 

Year 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 

Revenue $225 - $250 million $200 - $225 million $200 - $225 million $200 - $225 million $200 - $225 million 

AUM $53.4 billion under 
management & 
administration 

$49.4 billion under 
management & 
administration 

$58.5 billion under 
management & 
administration 

$57.2 billion under 
management & 
administration 

$51.5 billion under 
management & 
administration 

Exhibit B: Current Financial Strength Ratings 

As a non-profit, non-stock corporation, ICMA-RC is not rated by rating agencies. 

 A.M. Best Standard & Poor Moody Fitch 
Rating Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 

As a non-profit, non-stock corporation, ICMA-RC does not publish an annual financial statement. A copy of 
ICMA-RC’s financial highlights is included in the Appendix. 

Exhibit C: Disciplinary Proceedings and Ethical Inquiries 

From 2013 through now, describe legal and ethical inquiries, disciplinary actions, and/or litigation 
against the firm, owning interests, parents/subsidiaries/affiliates/subcontractors, and/or employees. 

Indicate the type of event (inquiry, litigation, disciplinary action, etc), the current status (fine, 
settlement, ongoing, etc), the government agency involved (if applicable) and provide a brief 
description. 

In its capacity as a third-party administrator, ICMA-RC has been named as a defendant or co-defendant 
with the plan sponsor in benefit claims litigation brought by plan participants or putative beneficiaries (e.g., a 
benefit claims dispute brought by the widow of a deceased participant) seeking determinations regarding 
those parties' entitlement to benefits. However, the nature and quality of ICMA-RC's administrative and 
record-keeping services have never been at issue in any such claims. Currently, ICMA-RC has been 
included as a defendant in lawsuits filed by a former plan sponsor client as well as participants. The 
allegations in those lawsuits focus on the new provider’s acquisition of the plan, and the proceedings are 
currently pending.  Pursuant to corporate policy or specific conditions of certain matters, ICMA-RC is unable 
to provide additional detail. 
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Periodically, ICMA-RC, its affiliates or employees may be subject to disciplinary actions from various state 
or self-regulatory agencies or obligated to report various disclosure matters. Please 
visit www.brokercheck.finra.org or www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/IAPD/ to review our disciplinary history and 
disclosures. 

For the purposes of this request, ICMA-RC understands “subadvisers” to mean third parties ICMA-RC 
retains to provide custom services specific to the County. ICMA-RC would not be utilizing such third parties. 

Type Status Agency Description 
    

    

    

    

    

    

Exhibit D: Retirement Plan Recordkeeping Statistics. 

*As of March 31, 2018. 

Number of Plans Recordkept by Number of Participants 

Number of Participants 
Governmental 

457(b)  
Plans 

All Other 
Governmental 

Plans* 

All Other Defined 
Contribution 

Plans** 

Total Defined 
Contribution 

Plans*** 

1 to 500  4,562 4,920 2,126 6,688 

501 to 1,000 122 68 33 155 

1,001 to 2,000 45 26 15 60 

2,001 to 3,000 19 14 5 24 

> 3,000 16 11 7 23 

Total of above 4,764 5,039 2,186 6,950 

*As of March 31, 2018. 

  

http://www.brokercheck.finra.org/
http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/IAPD/
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Number of Plans Recordkept by Asset Size 

Assets 
Governmental 

457(b) 
Plans 

All Other 
Governmental 

Plans* 

All Other Defined 
Contribution 

Plans** 

Total Defined 
Contribution 

Plans*** 

< $19 million 4,413 4,926 2,080 6,493 

$20 to 29 million 126 38 36 162 

$30 to $49 million 110 35 34 144 

$50 to $100 million 65 20 20 85 

> $100 million 50 20 16 66 

Total of above 4,764 5,039 2,186 6,950 

*As of March 31, 2018. 

Average Plan Size by Assets 

 
Governmental 

457(b)  
Plans 

All Other 
Governmental 

Plans* 

All Other Defined 
Contribution 

Plans** 

Total Defined 
Contribution 

Plans*** 

Average Plan Size $7.6 million $3 million $5.6 million $13.2 million 

*All Other Governmental Plans includes all plans administered by ICMA-RC except 457(b) plans. 

**All Other Defined Contribution Plans includes 401(a) and 401(k) plans. These plans are included in “All 
Other Governmental Plans”. 

***Total Defined Contribution Plans includes 401(a), 401(k), and 457(b) plans. 

Exhibit E: Retirement Plan Business Gained and Lost Statistics and Client Tenure 

 2017 2016 2015 

Number of Retirement Plan Clients Gained  
(number of new plan sponsors) 

126 120 110 

Dollar Value of Retirement Plan Assets Gained $132 million $88 million $1.4 billion 

Number of Retirement Plan Clients Lost* 
(plan sponsors) 

68 47 49 

Dollar Value of Retirement Plan Assets Lost* $4.2 billion $11.7 billion $550 million 

*No clients with term contracts have left ICMA-RC earlier than the contract expiration date due to service 
issues.  Most clients leaving ICMA-RC did so by choosing another vendor in a competitive bid process.  In 
many instances, this occurred as part of a consolidation from multiple vendors. 
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Average Client Relationship Tenure by Plan Type 

 Governmental 457(b) 
Plans 

All Other 
Governmental Plans 

All Other Defined 
Contribution Plans 

Total Defined 
Contribution Plans 

Average Tenure 26 years  16 years 17 years  26 years  

Exhibit F: Plan Sponsor Support Team 

Provide information on the key individuals who will support the plan sponsor. If there are other 
individuals you wish to highlight, feel free to create an additional table.  

 Transition team members are covered in a separate exhibit. 

Key Personnel 

 Relationship  
Manager 

Day-to-day  
Administrative Contact 

Communications & 
Education Manager 

Name Gary Helm Joseph Marmol Gary Helm 

Title Regional Vice President Client Services Senior 
Specialist 

Regional Vice President 

Description of role and 
responsibilities on this 

account 

He will lead the delivery of all 
service for your plan. Mr. Helm 
has total direct accountability 
for your satisfaction. 

Serve as your primary point of 
contact for administration/ 
record keeping services 

Gary Helm will lead the delivery 
of on-site educational services 
provided by ICMA-RC's 
Retirement Plans Specialist and 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 
professional. 

Location Denver, Colorado Washington, DC Denver, Colorado 

Education/credentials B.A., University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee 
Registered ParaPlanner 
Registered Representative 
Registered Principal 
Insurance licenses in six 
states 

B.S., Northeastern University 
Registered Representative 

B.A., University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee 
Registered Representative 
Registered Principal 
Insurance licenses in six states 

Years of tenure with the 
company 

23 3 23 

Years of retirement plan 
experience 

27 6 27 

Years in current role 19 3 19 

Number of accounts currently 
being serviced 

24 11 24 
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Personnel Turnover and Compensation 

 Relationship 
Manager 

Day-to-day 
Administrative Contact 

Communications & 
Education Manager 

Annual retention rate for 
this position at your firm 

100% 97.7% 100% 

Describe the position’s 
compensation structure 

(e.g., salary, base, bonus, 
incentive pay, commission, 

etc)  

Regional Vice Presidents are 
compensated with a base salary 
and an opportunity for 
incentives based on the results 
of his or her entire region. The 
measured results include 
increases in participant 
numbers and plan balances, as 
well as plan and asset retention 
— in other words, measures 
that indicate the health of the 
plans under the Regional Vice 
President’s supervision.  The 
Regional Vice President also 
participates in a corporate vice 
president incentive program 
based on corporate benchmarks 
that are set by the Board of 
Directors, which may change 
annually. 

ICMA-RC headquarters staff 
members receive an annual 
bonus based on their tenure with 
ICMA-RC, a review of their 
performance during the year, and 
ICMA-RC’s achievement of 
corporate success measures. 
They do not receive any bonus 
directly related to the service 
provided on specific plans. 

Regional Vice Presidents are 
compensated with a base salary 
and an opportunity for incentives 
based on the results of his or her 
entire region. The measured 
results include increases in 
participant numbers and plan 
balances, as well as plan and 
asset retention — in other words, 
measures that indicate the health 
of the plans under the Regional 
Vice President’s supervision.  The 
Regional Vice President also 
participates in a corporate vice 
president incentive program 
based on corporate benchmarks 
that are set by the Board of 
Directors, which may change 
annually. 

Percent of compensation 
dependent on client 

satisfaction 

While no hard and fast 
percentage of compensation is 
associated with client 
satisfaction, performance 
metrics for this position include 
annual targeted satisfaction 
surveys of plan sponsors and 
participants. 

While no hard and fast 
percentage of compensation is 
associated with client 
satisfaction, performance metrics 
for this position include annual 
targeted satisfaction surveys of 
plan sponsors and participants. 

While no hard and fast 
percentage of compensation is 
associated with client satisfaction, 
performance metrics for this 
position include annual targeted 
satisfaction surveys of plan 
sponsors and participants. 

Exhibit G: Recordkeeping System 

Is the system leased/purchased or is it your own proprietary 
system? 

ICMA-RC purchased its Omni DC record keeping system 
from SunGard, now Fidelity National Information Services 
Inc., better known by the abbreviation FIS, and ICMA-RC 
uses this recordkeeping system to complete its 
recordkeeping functions. FIS is an industry leader in 
providing integrated record keeping software. ICMA-RC 
owns the source code for the system and has full rights to 
customize the software as needed. ICMA-RC has a 
maintenance agreement with FIS for updates to the 
software and manages the integration of the base FIS 
functionality with customization that is needed for our 
processing environment and customers. 
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Is the system fully integrated with each of the following?                        Y/N (if no, explain) 

Participant Website  Yes 

Plan Sponsor Website Yes 

Mobile Apps Yes 

Voice Response System Yes 

Self-Directed Brokerage Account Yes 

Is the system solely dedicated to defined contribution 
administration? If no, explain.  

No, ICMA-RC’s recordkeeping system is used for all of 
our retirement plan products, including 457(b) deferred 
compensation plans, 401 defined contributions plans, 
Retirement Health Savings (RHS) plans, and IRAs. 

How long has the current system been used at your firm? The OmniPlan system was installed in 1993.  The Omni 
DC system was installed in 1998.  Our current production 
release of Omni DC is version 7.00, which was installed 
second quarter 2016. 

What is the typical schedule for routine updates/maintenance? System maintenance is typically performed on Sundays 
between 4:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. ET on an as-needed 
basis.  ICMA-RC reserves the right to adjust the 
maintenance window depending upon the requirements 
of a specific system upgrade.  If there is a major change 
in the maintenance window for a specific date, it will be 
announced to plan sponsor and participants through the 
appropriate communication channels. 

What is the typical schedule for system upgrades? ICMA-RC upgrades its systems as necessary to keep 
current with legislative changes that affect retirement plan 
administration and also when implementing new products 
and features. Record-keeping system upgrades are 
evaluated when available from FIS and are installed on 
an as-needed basis. To keep the system current, we 
upgrade to the current release or the current release 
minus one. Updates for items such as tax withholding and 
contribution limits are applied on a regular basis as they 
become available.  
The customer facing applications are continually 
enhanced based on customer feedback, legislative 
changes, and industry best practices. 

Describe any system changes that are planned for the upcoming 
year. 

At ICMA-RC, we are continuously enhancing our on-line 
applications to help plan sponsors and participants 
actively engage and build retirement savings, with robust 
interactive tools and features on multiple devices and 
platforms.  Planned enhancements to our Internet 
applications include: 
 Risk Based Multi-Factor Authentication:  A method 
of applying varying levels of stringency to authentication 
processes based on the likelihood that access to a given 
system could result in its being compromised. As the level 
of risk increases, the authentication process becomes 
more comprehensive and restrictive. 
 Personalized Content:  The participant and plan 
sponsor sites will be redesigned to enhance the user 
experience by providing personalized content and better 
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navigation. 
 Interactive Dashboards:  Plan sponsors will be able 
to view the success of their plan through interactive 
dashboards. 
 Internet performance Improvements 

If the system is your own proprietary system, describe the 
resources you invest in your system either on an annual basis or 
periodic cycle. 

The record keeping system that ICMA-RC utilizes is non-
proprietary. ICMA-RC purchased its Omni DC record 
keeping system from SunGard, now Fidelity National 
Information Services Inc., better known by the 
abbreviation FIS, and ICMA-RC uses this record keeping 
system to complete its record keeping functions. FIS is an 
industry leader in providing integrated record keeping 
software. ICMA-RC owns the source code for the system 
and has full rights to customize the software as needed. 
ICMA-RC has a maintenance agreement with FIS for 
updates to the software and manages the integration of 
the base FIS functionality with customization that is 
needed for our processing environment and customers. 

Exhibit H: Plan Sponsor Administrative Outsourcing 

For each of the following services, indicate whether you have the capability to administer, qualify, approve, and/or 
disperse without Plan Sponsor day-to-day involvement. If Plan Sponsor involvement is required, please explain.  

Service 

Required Plan 
Sponsor 

Involvement 
(none/some) 

Explanation 

Domestic Relation Orders 

Some We provide all administrative services to 
assist the employer in making the final 
decision related to Qualified Domestic 
Relations Orders (QDROs). 
The role the employer would play in 
processing QDROs would be defined by the 
employer.  While we generally ask employers 
to sign off on any division or distribution made 
pursuant to a QDRO meeting the applicable 
requirements, if an employer wishes, the 
employer can be removed from the process 
once the employer has adopted ICMA-RC’s 
standard procedures.  
An ICMA-RC QDRO Specialist oversees the 
QDRO process from start to finish.  To 
facilitate the process, we offer the following 
comprehensive services: 
 An informational letter 
 Sample stipulation 
 Telephone consultation 
 Pre-review of the QDRO 
 Establishing an individual account for 

the alternate payee  
 Tax withholding and reporting upon 

disbursement 
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ICMA-RC processes QDRO distributions 
upon notification in accordance with IRS 
regulations and plan guidelines. When an 
employer is not involved in the process, the 
participant or alternate payee sends copies of 
duly signed or certified QDROs directly to 
ICMA-RC’s QDRO Specialist. ICMA-RC 
would then transfer funds according to our 
standard procedures. Our system also 
calculates and processes QDRO distributions 
to alternate payees. 
The alternate payee has full access to all the 
investment options available to the plan, the 
toll-free Voice Response System, Investor 
Services Representatives, and the website. 
The total processing time from start to finish 
varies based on receipt of supporting 
documentation, timing of court orders, etc. 

Unforeseen Emergency / Hardship Withdrawals 

Some Participants can obtain §457 plan 
unforeseeable emergency withdrawal forms 
and additional information on applicable rules 
regarding unforeseeable emergency 
withdrawals, including the need for 
documentation of qualifying circumstances, 
from Investor Services Representatives or our 
website. 
ICMA-RC works closely with the employer to 
minimize its work related to unforeseeable 
emergency withdrawals. Pursuant to a written 
agreement between the employer and ICMA-
RC, the employer may delegate to ICMA-RC 
the functional process of reviewing 
emergency withdrawal requests. To facilitate 
this process, we will:  
 Make copies of the ICMA-RC 
unforeseeable emergency withdrawal form 
available to the employer and participants. 
 Review the application (and 
supporting documentation) to determine if a 
participant’s request complies with the criteria 
for unforeseeable emergency withdrawals 
under the Internal Revenue Code and 
applicable plan provisions. 
 Approve and process requests 
based upon ICMA-RC’s review of the 
application and assessment. If the request is 
denied, notification will be provided to the 
participant.   
Provide the employer with a report reflecting 
all processed applications. 

Loans (general or principal residence) 

None When a participant applies for a loan online, 
the appropriate disclosures and details about 
the loan are provided during the application 
process.  The check and amortization 
schedule will be sent directly to the 
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participant, along with required disclosure 
language that is agreed to upon endorsement 
of the check. Applications are processed 
within one business day from receipt of 
request if the request is received in good 
order.  For 401 plans, there may be a delay 
due to spousal waiver requirements. 

Distributions 

Some ICMA-RC processes distributions as follows:  
 ICMA-RC receives disbursement 
instructions by employer-approved form or 
authorization from the employer by the 
submittal of the termination date through 
EZLink. We can mail withdrawal packages to 
retiring employees. Lump sum requests for 
immediate payment received by 1:00 p.m. 
Mountain Time will be paid in two business 
days if all plan waiting periods have been 
met. 
 Requests for lump sum payments 
at a future date and periodic payments are 
initiated on a date chosen by the participant 
within the parameters of the employer’s plan 
document. 
In addition, ICMA-RC offers online withdrawal 
services. Once the employer provides 
termination dates for participants, they can 
log into Account Access to request 
disbursements.  Requests received in good 
order before 1:00 p.m. Mountain Time are 
disbursed the following business day. 

Required Minimum Distributions 

None ICMA-RC calculates the Required Minimum 
Distribution (RMD) for all participants over 
age 70½ and separated from service. For 
participants already receiving RMD payments, 
we adjust their payments each year to satisfy 
their RMD.  For participants who are receiving 
payments, but who have not elected a 
payment schedule designed to meet their 
RMD, we review their accounts annually and 
adjust their payments, if necessary.  For 
participants who are not receiving payments, 
we notify them to make a payment election.  If 
no election is made, we distribute the RMD 
payment prior to the IRS deadline. 
We calculate the Required Minimum 
Distribution each year using the life 
expectancy tables provided in the Internal 
Revenue Service Publication 590-B. 
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Assuming the Plan Sponsor makes maximum use of your administrative outsourcing capabilities, what administrative 
functions will the Plan Sponsor retain? 

As described in our proposal, ICMA-RC will provide plan administration and investment services for the County and its employees, including 
record keeping, reporting, and educational services. We believe that the County’s role can generally be limited to transmission of contribution 
data and money, approval of QDROs, Unforeseen Emergency/Hardship Withdrawals, Distributions, and general oversight of the plan. 

Exhibit I: Fee Equalization and Fund Revenue Leveling Capabilities 

Describe your capabilities for fee equalization and fund 
revenue leveling. 

Fee leveling is at the participant level, based on investment election.  
The Employer or consultant implements a fund lineup comprised of 
funds that do not offer revenue sharing.  Should a fund be 
implemented that does provide revenue sharing, that revenue is 
credited back to participants who invest in that fund.  The Employer 
or consultant provides the unique asset-based fee to collect across 
all funds.  The additional fee or credited fee is applied monthly.  Flat 
per-account fees could be use as well, or a combination of asset-
based fees and per-account fees. 
Fund family revenue can be credited to a plan expense account if 
desired.  The Employer may use these funds for applicable 
expenses or choose credit participant accounts annually. 

Describe any limitations of this fee methodology. None. 

How often is the revenue sharing credited to participants 
(monthly, quarterly, etc)? 

Participant accounts would be credited the applicable amount on a 
monthly, quarterly, or annual basis depending on the fee structure. 

How often are the fees deducted from the Plan or 
participant accounts (monthly, quarterly, etc? 

The fee would be processed monthly based on participant average 
balances. 
 

Exhibit J: Transition Team 

 Transition Manager Key Individual 1 Key Individual 2 

Name Vernette Trott-Barnes Gary Helm Emily Knox 

Title Project Lead Regional Vice President Retirement Plans Specialist 

Description of role and 
responsibilities on this 

transition 

Ms. Trott-Barnes is responsible 
for leading the coordination and 

implementation of the plan 
adoption materials. 

Mr. Helm is responsible for 
business development and plan 

transitions to all ICMA-RC 
clients in the Mountain West 

region. 

Discuss education goals in 
conjunction with your staff. 
Conduct group enrollment, 
investment education, and 

retirement planning seminars. 
Provide individual participant 

retirement meetings. 
Be available to assist retirees in 
the selection of disbursement 

options for their specific needs. 

Location Washington, DC Denver, CO Denver, CO 
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Education/credentials Secondary School Bachelor’s degree 
Registered Representative 

Registered Principal 
Registered ParaPlanner 

Insurance Licenses in six states 

Bachelor’s degree 
Registered Representative  
Insurance license holder 

Certified Retirement Counselor 
(CRC) designation 

Years of tenure with the 
company 

20+ years 23 years 13 years 

Years of experience on 
transitions  

(at any company) 

3 years 30 years 22 years 

Number of transitions 
completed at the company 

22 Conversions 20 Conversions 5 Conversions 

Number of active transitions 
currently being managed 

4 Conversions 0 Conversions 0 Conversions 

Exhibit K: Online Tools 

Which of the following online tools are available to help participants achieve retirement income goals? 

Retirement income projections with gap analysis and suggested 
actions.   

ICMA-RC’s gap analysis tools include the Morningstar 
Investment Management LLC- powered Guided Pathways® 
Advisory Services suite of Asset Class Guidance, Fund 
Advice, and Managed Accounts services. We also offer 
participants our gap analysis calculator, Am I On Track, on 
Account Access (our participant website) which illustrates a 
participant’s projected income stream upon login. Participants 
also receive income projections on quarterly statements, and 
gap analysis reports are provided in all of our financial plans. 

Budgeting tools Participants may access financial planning calculators1 
designed to assist with financial planning, budgeting, and 
cost-benefit analysis of major expenditures. Webinars also 
are available that target specific to needs of participants. 

Retirement healthcare cost tools Participants may access our Retiree Health Cost Estimator., 
which will help them estimate their future health care costs.  

Ability to include or exclude Social Security in 
estimates/projections 

The Am I On Track tool allows participants to incorporate 
their own employee-specific defined benefit pension 
information into the gap-analysis calculations; by either 
manually entering their annual pension benefit or utilizing 
ICMA-RC’s pension calculator to calculate and incorporate a 
personalized annual pension benefit estimate. 
In addition, Am I On Track automatically incorporates an 
estimate of the employee’s Social Security benefits, which is 
based on the current salary and years to the stated 
retirement age. 

Ability to manually add external account information (e.g., 
defined benefit plan, savings accounts, credit cards) 

Utilizing our Retirement Security Builder tool and Guided 
Pathways® Advisory Services, participants may manually 

                                                 
1 These calculators are designed to provide general assistance in making informed decisions. Their accuracy is not 
guaranteed and some results may vary from those provided by other systems. 
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enter outside financial information pertaining to their defined 
benefit plans and external financial accounts. Credit card 
account information is not accepted at this time.  

Ability to automatically pull in external account information (e.g., 
defined benefit plan, savings accounts, credit cards) 

ICMA-RC’s Account Aggregation  service, which will be 
introduced  in late-summer 2018,  allows participants to 
receive a consolidated view of all their financial holdings  in 
one centralized location; ICMA-RC’s Account Access 
participant website. In addition to ICMA-RC accounts, 
participants can view information on their external accounts, 
including defined benefit plans, checking, savings, brokerage, 
and outside retirement accounts, and credit cards.  
ICMA-RC has partnered with Quovo to offer Account 
Aggregation to our participants. Quovo is a leader in the 
aggregation service industry and currently integrates with 
over 13,000 financial institutions to allow participants to build 
a holistic view of their finances. 

Spend down projections using different market risk ICMA-RC’s Guided Pathways® Advisory Services 
Managed Account service provides retired participants with 
recommendations for taking withdrawals with the objective of 
ensuring retirement income over the participant’s life 
expectancy. 
To generate the withdrawal recommendations, Managed 
Accounts utilizes Monte Carlo simulations to run the 
participant’s personal and financial information though 
hundreds of simulations representing differing investment 
returns and economic conditions, related to varying business 
and market cycles. 

Other (provide details) ICMA-RC has developed a series of calculators that offer 
participants visual appeal and simplicity as well as 
functionality. The calculators in this series are designed to 
complement one another for a seamless user experience that 
will assist participants through a range of career stages and 
after retirement.  
We believe that a useful calculator – generally used outside 
of an individual educational meeting with an onsite service 
representative, but to complement other guidance, and 
research – should be: 
 Visually appealing and inviting. This means 
incorporating sufficient white space, using an easy-to-read 
font, and eliminating financial jargon. 
 Simple to use. If it’s too complex, the user is either likely 
to not use it or enter the wrong information. 
 Substantive. If it’s too basic, the outputs can lack 
substance.  
We’ve structured these calculators in such a way to create a 
lifelong educational package. Participants can: 
 Identify ways to save using the Small Change, Big 
Savings Calculator.  
 See how tax benefits help them save in a retirement 
account using the Paycheck Calculator. 
 Learn about why to start saving now rather than waiting by 
using the Cost of Delay Calculator. 
 Save more over time using the Savings Boost 
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Calculator.  
 Forecast future retirement savings and income, especially 
important as participants get closer to retirement, using 
the Retirement Savings Calculator.  
 Manage their retirement account distributions using 
the Retirement Withdrawal Calculator. 
 Manage IRS required minimum distributions using 
the RMD Calculator. 
 Estimate their future health care cost using the Retiree 
Health Cost Estimator. 

Exhibit L: On-Site Educational Representatives 

Outline the typical experience, licensing and credentials of the on-site education representatives 
that your firm utilizes.  

The information below is specific to the staff that will be providing on-site services to the County. 

Title(s) Emily Knox, Retirement Plans Specialist 

Description of role and 
responsibilities on a typical 

account 

Discuss education goals in conjunction with your staff. 
Conduct group enrollment, investment education, and retirement planning seminars. 
Provide individual participant retirement meetings. 
Be available to assist retirees in the selection of disbursement options for their specific needs. 

Location/Territory Covered Denver, Colorado 

Education/credentials/ 
languages spoken 

B.A., Rutgers University 
Registered Representative  
Insurance license holder 
Certified Retirement Counselor (CRC) designation 

Average years of tenure with 
the company 

13  

Average years of retirement 
plan participant education 

experience 

22  

Average years in current role 13  

Average number of accounts 
currently being serviced 

5  

Fiduciary to Participants (Y/N) No 

Employee of Your Firm (Y/N) Yes 
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Title(s) Ron Smith, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERTM Professional 

Description of role and 
responsibilities on a typical 

account 

Deliver comprehensive seminars and workshops that address key participant concerns including 
saving for, transitioning into, and managing retirement goals, as well as additional topics such as 
college, estate, insurance, and tax planning essentials. 
Provide County employees access to individual financial planning meetings. 

Location/Territory Covered Denver, Colorado 

Education/credentials/ 
languages spoken 

B.S., Brigham Young University 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERTM Professional  
Registered Representative 
Insurance Licenses for the States of Colorado, Montana, Utah, and Wyoming 

Average years of tenure with 
the company 

3  

Average years of retirement 
plan participant education 

experience 

25 

Average years in current role 3  

Average number of accounts 
currently being serviced 

25 

Fiduciary to Participants (Y/N) No 

Employee of Your Firm (Y/N) Yes 

 

Educational Representatives 
Turnover and Compensation 

Annual retention rate for this 
position at your firm 

Retirement Plans Specialist - 92.1% 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERTM Professional – 96.9% 

Describe the position’s 
complete compensation 
structure (e.g., salary, base, 
bonus, incentive pay, 
commission, etc)  

Retirement Plans Specialists are compensated with a base salary and an opportunity to earn 
incentives that are tied directly to improving plan results.  The incentive opportunity is not connected 
to either the investment or the withdrawal options participants select. As such, our representatives 
receive the following compensation: 

 A base salary (approximately 60% of target compensation). 
 An incentive opportunity (approximately 40% of target compensation) based upon quantifiable 
measures that improve the health of your plan, such as increasing enrollments, increasing participant 
savings, and retaining participants and their assets. 
Representatives who achieve or exceed targeted Managed Accounts asset goals may have an 
enhanced incentive compensation opportunity. 

Certified Financial Planner™ professionals are compensated with a salary and a bonus based on 
the financial planning services they provide to participants. The incentive opportunity is not connected 
to either the investment or the withdrawal options participants select. As such, these professionals 
receive the following compensation: 

 A base salary (approximately 80% of target compensation) 
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 A bonus payment (approximately 20% of target compensation) 

Bonus payments are based on quantifiable measures, including the number of financial planning 
seminars and individual educational meetings, as well as the quality of services provided.  

Percent of compensation 
dependent upon:  

Client Satisfaction Retirement Plans Specialists  
40% of compensation is based upon quantifiable 
measures that improve the health of your plan.  These 
include an evaluation of key performance indicators such 
as participant enrollments, cash flows, and retention of 
plan assets. Performance metrics also include annual 
targeted satisfaction surveys of plan sponsors and 
participants. 
Certified Financial Planner™ professionals 
20% of compensation is based upon quantifiable 
measures that improve the health of your plan.  These 
include an evaluation of key performance indicators such 
as participant enrollments, cash flows, and retention of 
plan assets. Performance metrics also include annual 
targeted satisfaction surveys of plan sponsors and 
participants. 

Improvement in plan 
participation rates 

See above. 

Value of contract exchanges See above. 

Meeting annual education plan 
goals 

See above. 

Exhibit M: Holistic Financial Education 

In addition to retirement and investment topics, which of the following financial education topics are available to 
participants and via which mode of delivery?  

 In-person Call Center Workshop or 
Webinar 

Basic budgeting X  X 

Saving (e.g., major purchases, college) X  X 

Managing debt (e.g., credit cards, student loans) X  X 

Estate planning X  X 

Home buying X  X 

Insurance X  X 

Other (provide details) 
Managing Cash Flow 
Tax Planning 
Estate Planning 

 Managing Cash Flow 
Tax Planning 
Estate Planning 
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Exhibit N: Holistic Financial Planning Services 

Do participants have access to holistic 
financial planning from credentialed 
professionals?  Y/N 

Yes. Financial planning services are available through a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 
professional as well as a staff of qualified financial planning specialists located at our 
headquarters. 

Seminars and Meetings 

You assigned CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional, will offer in-depth group 
seminars on essential financial management skills as well as individual educational 
meetings for participants. 

Personalized Financial Plans1 

ICMA-RC will offer two types of financial plans to County participants. These plans, 
delivered through our headquarters, include Goal-Specific Financial Plan, and a 
Comprehensive Financial Plan. No ancillary products will be sold with the financial 
plans. 

Goal-Specific Financial Plans 

For a more in-depth financial analysis, we offer goal-specific financial plans. Goal-
specific financial plans address a single financial planning topic so participants can 
focus their attention on one goal, such as asset allocation, education planning, 
retirement planning, major purchase planning (i.e. home purchase), or insurance 
planning. These plans are priced at $175 per plan, but the fee will be waived once 
annually for participants with over $100,000 in total account balances (457, 401(a), 
Retirement Health Savings). 

Comprehensive Financial Plans 
Comprehensive financial plans provide a very in-depth analysis of the participants 
overall financial situation. The plan encompasses every element of a participant's 
financial situation including cash flow analysis, retirement income forecasts, and estate 
planning strategies. Typically speaking, a comprehensive plan is geared towards 
participants within five years of retirement; however, the comprehensive plan is 
available to all those interested. The cost is $450 per plan, but the fee will be waived 
once annually for participants with over $200,000 in total account balances (457, 
401(a), Retirement Health Savings). 

If financial planning services are not available, you may omit the following questions. 

What credential(s) do the financial planners 
hold? 

CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional  
Registered Representative 

Is the financial planning provided by an 
employee of your firm? Y/N 

Yes. 

How are financial planning services 
delivered? (in person, call center, etc) 

In person, on the telephone, and online. 

Describe any limitations on participants 
utilizing financial planning services (e.g., 
frequency, asset balance, retirees, etc). 

Goal Specific plans are available free of charge to participants with an account balance 
of at least $100,000 (limited to one every 12 months). Otherwise, the service will cost 
$175. 

                                                 
1 Fee-based financial planning services are offered through ICMA-RC, a federally registered Investment Adviser. 
Please read all disclosure documents carefully prior to initiating any plan. ICMA-RC does not provide specific tax or 
legal advice and does not guarantee results. 
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Comprehensive plans are available free of charge to participants with an account 
balance of at least $200,000 (limited to one every 12 months). Otherwise, the service 
will cost $450. 
Participants are free to interact with their CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional 
whenever he is on site as well as contact our staff of qualified financial planning 
specialists located at our headquarters whenever it is convenient for the participant. 

Are the financial planners fiduciaries to the 
participant? Y/N 

No 

Describe how financial planners are 
compensated. 

CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professionals are compensated with a salary and a 
bonus based on the financial planning services they provide to participants. The 
incentive opportunity is not connected to either the investment or the withdrawal options 
participants select. As such, these professionals receive the following compensation: 

 A base salary (approximately 80% of target compensation) 
 A bonus payment (approximately 20% of target compensation) 
Bonus payments are based on quantifiable measures, including the number of financial 
planning seminars and individual educational meetings, as well as the quality of 
services provided. 

Exhibit O: Available Services by Modality 

Identify the services currently available to participants via the website, mobile devices, call center, 
and through the voice response system. 

 Website Mobile Call 
Center 

Voice 
Response 

System 

Plan specific information X X X X 

Enrollment X X   

Enrollment or change in managed account option X X   

Investment fund information & performance X X X X 

Account balances X X X X 

Current participant information X X X X 

Reallocation of existing account balances X X X  

Withdrawals/disbursements X X   

Termination Distributions X X   

Loan Initiation X X   

Loan Modeling X X X  

Password Change X X X  

Beneficiary designation X X   

Statement requests X X X X 

Prospectus orders X X X X 
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 Website Mobile Call 
Center 

Voice 
Response 

System 

Confirmation letter of any change X X X  

Asset allocation modeling X X X  

Account balance projections X X   

Investment advice     

Personalized rate of return X X X  

Retirement Planning Calculators X X   

Retirement Goal Projections X X   

Other (specify)     

Exhibit P: Self-Directed Brokerage and Managed Accounts 

Self-Directed Brokerage Accounts 

Brokerage Firm Name TD Ameritrade 

Fully integrated with your website and call center? (Y/N) No. Participants are able to view their brokerage 
account balances and initiate transfers to and 
from their brokerage accounts using ICMA-RC’s 
Account Access. For detailed brokerage account 
information and to request transactions within the 
brokerage account, participants can click on the 
link provided to login to their SDBAs at TD 
Ameritrade. They can also access their brokerage 
accounts directly via 
www.tdameritraderetirement.com. 

Participants can access their total brokerage 
account balance via the voice response system 
but must access their accounts online or contact 
TD Ameritrade for details on brokerage account 
holdings. 
 

Participants can permit outside advisors to access their brokerage 
account? (Y/N) 

Yes 

Outside advisors’ fees can be paid from the account? (Y/N) Yes 

Managed Accounts 

Provider Utilized (e.g., Morningstar, Ibbotson, etc) Investment advice and analysis tools are offered 
to participants through ICMA-RC, a federally 
registered investment adviser. Investment advice 
is the result of methodologies developed, 
maintained and overseen by the Independent 
Financial Expert, Morningstar Investment 
Management LLC. Morningstar Investment 
Management LLC is a registered investment 
advisor and subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc. 

http://www.tdameritraderetirement.com/
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Morningstar, Inc. and Morningstar Investment 
Management LLC are not affiliated with ICMA-RC. 
All rights reserved. The Morningstar name and 
logo are registered marks of Morningstar, Inc. 

Participants can load outside and/or spousal assets into the system to be 
used in planning/calculations? (Y/N) Yes 

Exhibit Q: Fees and Expenses 

Provide the quote assuming open architecture and no proprietary funds. 

Recordkeeping Fees 

Recordkeeping fees, listed both as an asset-based fee and 
per-participant fee. 

With VT PLUS Fund 
Revenue Requirement 
For serving as sole provider and assuming no surrender charges 
and that all assets transfer on the transition date (including the TIAA 
Stable Value Fund), ICMA-RC’s minimum annual revenue 
requirement is 0.1175% of assets with a 5-year contract term. Any 
record keeping revenue received from investment companies above 
our revenue requirement would be provided to the plan as an 
administrative allowance. This fee proposal is based on the County 
making available the VT PLUS Fund as the sole stable value fund 
administered by ICMA-RC.1 
Per Participant 
For serving as sole provider and assuming no surrender charges 
and that all assets transfer on the transition date (including the TIAA 
Stable Value Fund), ICMA-RC’s annual per participant fee is $67 
with a 5-year contract term.  The dollar per participant fee assumes 
ICMA-RC does not retain any revenue sharing.  Any record keeping 
revenue received from investment companies would be provided to 
the plan as an administrative allowance. This fee proposal is based 
on the County making available the VT PLUS Fund as the sole 
stable value fund administered by ICMA-RC .2 

                                                 
1 Our fees are based upon adoption of our model plan document and assume that the plan sponsor will utilize EZLink 
to submit contributions electronically on a consistent basis.  If there are system enhancements required for features in 
an individually designed document, a cost estimate will be provided. 

ICMA-RC assesses no back-end charges or financial market value adjustments of any kind. Funds may assess 
redemption fees for assets that have been invested for less than a period of time defined in the fund prospectus or 
disclosure documents. 

ICMA-RC retains full discretion to release employer-initiated VT PLUS Fund withdrawals in an orderly manner over a 
period of up to 12 months from the date ICMA-RC receives written notification from the employer that it is initiating 
withdrawals from the VT PLUS Fund.  This restriction on employer withdrawals from the VT PLUS Fund does not 
apply to participant directed withdrawals from the Fund. The VT PLUS Fund remains benefit responsive to 
participants eligible to take participant-directed withdrawals from the Fund. 
2 Our fees are based upon adoption of our model plan document and assume that the plan sponsor will utilize EZLink 
to submit contributions electronically on a consistent basis.  If there are system enhancements required for features in 
an individually designed document, a cost estimate will be provided. 
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No Proprietary Requirements (100% Open Architecture) 
Revenue Requirement 
For serving as sole provider and assuming no surrender charges 
and that all assets transfer on the transition date (including the TIAA 
Stable Value Fund), ICMA-RC’s minimum annual revenue 
requirement is 0.1425% of assets with a 5-year contract term. Any 
record keeping revenue received from investment companies above 
our revenue requirement would be provided to the plan as an 
administrative allowance.1 
Per Participant 
For serving as sole provider and assuming no surrender charges 
and that all assets transfer on the transition date (including the TIAA 
Stable Value Fund), ICMA-RC’s annual per participant fee is $82 
with a 5-year contract term.  The dollar per participant fee assumes 
ICMA-RC does not retain any revenue sharing.  Any record keeping 
revenue received from investment companies would be provided to 
the plan as an administrative allowance.2 

                                                                                                                                                             
ICMA-RC assesses no back-end charges or financial market value adjustments of any kind. Funds may assess 
redemption fees for assets that have been invested for less than a period of time defined in the fund prospectus or 
disclosure documents. 

ICMA-RC retains full discretion to release employer-initiated VT PLUS Fund withdrawals in an orderly manner over a 
period of up to 12 months from the date ICMA-RC receives written notification from the employer that it is initiating 
withdrawals from the VT PLUS Fund.  This restriction on employer withdrawals from the VT PLUS Fund does not 
apply to participant directed withdrawals from the Fund. The VT PLUS Fund remains benefit responsive to 
participants eligible to take participant-directed withdrawals from the Fund. 

 
1 Our fees are based upon adoption of our model plan document and assume that the plan sponsor will utilize EZLink 
to submit contributions electronically on a consistent basis.  If there are system enhancements required for features in 
an individually designed document, a cost estimate will be provided. 

ICMA-RC assesses no back-end charges or financial market value adjustments of any kind. Funds may assess 
redemption fees for assets that have been invested for less than a period of time defined in the fund prospectus or 
disclosure documents. 

ICMA-RC retains full discretion to release employer-initiated VT PLUS Fund withdrawals in an orderly manner over a 
period of up to 12 months from the date ICMA-RC receives written notification from the employer that it is initiating 
withdrawals from the VT PLUS Fund.  This restriction on employer withdrawals from the VT PLUS Fund does not 
apply to participant directed withdrawals from the Fund. The VT PLUS Fund remains benefit responsive to 
participants eligible to take participant-directed withdrawals from the Fund. 
2 Our fees are based upon adoption of our model plan document and assume that the plan sponsor will utilize EZLink 
to submit contributions electronically on a consistent basis.  If there are system enhancements required for features in 
an individually designed document, a cost estimate will be provided. 

ICMA-RC assesses no back-end charges or financial market value adjustments of any kind. Funds may assess 
redemption fees for assets that have been invested for less than a period of time defined in the fund prospectus or 
disclosure documents. 

ICMA-RC retains full discretion to release employer-initiated VT PLUS Fund withdrawals in an orderly manner over a 
period of up to 12 months from the date ICMA-RC receives written notification from the employer that it is initiating 
withdrawals from the VT PLUS Fund.  This restriction on employer withdrawals from the VT PLUS Fund does not 
apply to participant directed withdrawals from the Fund. The VT PLUS Fund remains benefit responsive to 
participants eligible to take participant-directed withdrawals from the Fund. 
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Describe any assumptions that the pricing is based upon 
(e.g., on-site education package) and applicable asset size 
thresholds (e.g., renegotiate price at certain asset value) 

Our price was determined using assets, contributions, 
disbursements and participant growth over the expected contract 
period. 
These fees will be re-assessed at the end of the contract term.  
Ancillary fees paid by participants are subject to change with 
appropriate notice. 

Describe how recordkeeping fees are paid by participants 
who utilize a Self-Directed Brokerage Account 

ICMA-RC Charges 

ICMA-RC assesses a one-time $50 setup fee when a participant's 
VantageBroker account is established. The fee is deducted directly 
from the participant's core account at ICMA-RC. There is no annual 
maintenance fee. 
TD Ameritrade Fees/Charges1 

For a complete list of fees and charges, please refer to the TD 
Ameritrade Commissions and Service Fees document included in 
the Appendix. In the event that TD Ameritrade changes its fees, the 
new fee schedule would be utilized. All TD Ameritrade fees and 
charges are deducted directly from a participant's brokerage 
account.2 

 

Other Fees 

Adding a New Fund to Your Investment Platform $0 

Each On-Site Participant Education Day (outside of the 
package you propose) 

Negotiated based on specific needs. 

Custom file feeds to third party vendors (e.g., wellness 
vendor) 

ICMA-RC will work with the County and the wellness vendor to 
determine the specific requirements for the requested data file feed 
and how to meet those requirements. An additional cost may be 
assessed as part of developing a custom solution for the County. 
 

Custom Client Branded Communication and Education 
Materials 

ICMA-RC is not proposing to create custom client-branded 
communication and education materials. 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
1 TD Ameritrade receives remuneration from fund companies participating in its no-load, no-transaction-fee program 
for recordkeeping and shareholders services, and other administrative services. The amount of remuneration for 
these services is based in part on the amount of investments in such funds by TD Ameritrade clients. No-transaction-
fee funds have other fees and expenses that apply to a continued investment in the fund and are described in the 
prospectus. 
Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of any mutual fund or 
ETFs before investing. Other fees and expenses do apply to a continued investment in the funds. Fund families may 
impose redemption fees in addition to the fees described above. To obtain a prospectus which contains this and other 
important information, please visit www.tdameritraderetirement.com or call a TD Ameritrade representative at 866-
766-4015. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing. 
2 ICMA-RC and TD Ameritrade are separate, unaffiliated companies and not responsible for each other's services or 
policies. Brokerage services are provided by TD Ameritrade, Inc. member of FINRA/SIPC TD Ameritrade is a 
trademark jointly owned by TD Ameritrade IP Company, Inc. and the Toronto-Dominion Bank. All rights reserved. 
Used with permission. 

http://www.tdameritraderetirement.com/
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Holistic Financial Planning Services 

Personalized Financial Plans1  
ICMA-RC offers the preparation and delivery of a written financial plan 
as follows: 
 Goal-Specific Financial Plan – Free for participants with 
minimum $100,000 balance once annually. Otherwise $175 per 
financial plan.  
 Comprehensive Financial Plan – Free for participants with 
minimum $200,000 balance once annually.  Otherwise $450 per 
financial plan.  
Financial plan fees apply only to participants who choose to utilize this 
service.2 

Custom Model Portfolios $0. Please see a description of our Custom Asset Allocation Service 
provided in the Appendix. 

Loan Origination $75 origination fee for loan applications, re-amortizations, and re-
financings.  This is a one-time expense.  

Annual Loan Maintenance Fee $50 annual fee for outstanding loans. 

Other Loan Fees (specify) $0 

Hardship Approval and Processing $0 

Qualifying and Processing DROs $250 per divorce 

Distribution Check $0 

ACH 
$0 
ACH reject fee - $20 for the first incident and $50 for subsequent 
incidents for ACH returns due to insufficient bank funds, invalid bank 
account, or account closed. 

Wire Transfer 

A $15 participant fee will apply for each outgoing wire transfer 
requested by a participant.  Should our processing bank, M & T Bank, 
increase the wire fees during the contract period, the increased fee will 
be charged to the participant accordingly.  There is no charge for 
incoming wire transfers. 

Overnight Delivery The cost of overnight delivery is passed through to the participant plus 
a processing fee of $5. 

  

                                                 
1 Fee-based financial planning services are offered through ICMA-RC, a federally registered Investment Adviser. 
Please read all disclosure documents carefully prior to initiating any plan. ICMA-RC does not provide specific tax or 
legal advice and does not guarantee results. 
2 The fee may also be waived under other circumstances. 
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Managed Account Fees 

Participants using Managed Accounts are charged an additional asset-
based fee based on the following schedule1: 

Participant Account Balance Annual Fee 
First $100,000 0.40% 

Next $100,000 0.35% 

Next $300,000 0.25% 

Over $500,000 No additional fee charged 

Under this fee schedule, no participant is charged more than $1,500 
per year for Managed Accounts. 

Self-Directed Brokerage Fees 

ICMA-RC Charges 

ICMA-RC assesses a one-time $50 setup fee when a participant's 
VantageBroker account is established. The fee is deducted directly 
from the participant's core account at ICMA-RC. There is no annual 
maintenance fee. 
TD Ameritrade Fees/Charges2 

For a complete list of fees and charges, please refer to the TD 
Ameritrade Commissions and Service Fees document included in 
the Appendix. In the event that TD Ameritrade changes its fees, the 
new fee schedule would be utilized. All TD Ameritrade fees and 
charges are deducted directly from a participant's brokerage account.3 

Cost to print and mail Required Notices $0 

Creation of Fund Change Notices $0 

Cost to print and mail Mailing Fund Change Notices $0 

Cost to print and mail Participant Statements $0 

One-Time Costs Related to the Transition or Plan $0 

Contract Termination Fees and Expenses $0 

                                                 
1 Underlying mutual fund expenses and plan administration fees still apply. Please consult the applicable Fund Fact 
Sheet(s) and Fund’s Disclosure Memorandum for a description of these fees and expenses. 
2 TD Ameritrade receives remuneration from fund companies participating in its no-load, no-transaction-fee program 
for recordkeeping and shareholders services, and other administrative services. The amount of remuneration for 
these services is based in part on the amount of investments in such funds by TD Ameritrade clients. No-transaction-
fee funds have other fees and expenses that apply to a continued investment in the fund and are described in the 
prospectus. 
Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of any mutual fund or 
ETFs before investing. Other fees and expenses do apply to a continued investment in the funds. Fund families may 
impose redemption fees in addition to the fees described above. To obtain a prospectus which contains this and other 
important information, please visit www.tdameritraderetirement.com or call a TD Ameritrade representative at 866-
766-4015. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing. 
3 ICMA-RC and TD Ameritrade are separate, unaffiliated companies and not responsible for each other's services or 
policies. Brokerage services are provided by TD Ameritrade, Inc. member of FINRA/SIPC TD Ameritrade is a 
trademark jointly owned by TD Ameritrade IP Company, Inc. and the Toronto-Dominion Bank. All rights reserved. 
Used with permission. 

http://www.tdameritraderetirement.com/
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Other Fees (list) 

Investment Advice Services 

Fees1 for investment advice through our Guided Pathways®2 
Advisory Services programs are as follows: 
Asset Allocation Guidance – This service is available at no charge.  
Fund Advice – There is an annual fee3 of $20 for participants who 
choose to use this service.  
Programming Costs 

Any systems programming for services that are not identified in the 
scope of services or that have not been proposed in this proposal is 
available at a cost of $150 per hour for programming, testing, and 
project oversight 
Loan ACH reject fee 
$20 for the first incident and $50 for subsequent incidents for ACH 
returns due to insufficient bank funds, invalid bank account, or account 
closed. 

IV. CYBER SECURITY QUESTIONNAIRE  

1) Do you have a Chief Information Security Officer or a position with equivalent 
responsibilities? Explain. 

Yes. ICMA-RC’s Managing Vice President and Chief Information Security Officer is Les McCollum. 

2) Does your organization conduct regular risk assessments to identify cybersecurity threats, 
vulnerabilities, and their potential business impact? 

Yes. ICMA-RC’s Information Security Management Team meets daily to review any cyber-security 
issues and threats to ascertain any impact to the corporation. 

3) What are your processes and systems for dealing with cybersecurity threats and protection 
of PII (personally identifiable information)? 

ICMA RC has a suite of security, privacy and legal policies governing all levels of interaction with 
ICMA RC’s data and information systems. ICMA-RC’s Data Classification Policy provides guidance 
on how to classify data residing on ICMA RC’s information systems, including who is responsible 
for classifying data, as well as who are responsible for ensuring commensurate controls are in 
place based on that classification, specific handling and storage guidance, and other access 
restrictions. 

  

                                                 
1 Underlying mutual fund expenses and plan administration fees still apply. Please consult the applicable disclosure 
materials for a description of these fees and expenses. 
2 Investment advice and analysis tools are offered to participants through ICMA-RC, a federally registered investment 
adviser. Investment advice is the result of methodologies developed, maintained and overseen by the Independent 
Financial Expert, Morningstar Investment Management LLC. Morningstar Investment Management LLC is a 
registered investment advisor and subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc. Morningstar, Inc. and Morningstar Investment 
Management LLC are not affiliated with ICMA-RC. All rights reserved. The Morningstar name and logo are registered 
marks of Morningstar, Inc. 
3 Underlying mutual fund expenses and plan administration fees still apply. Please consult the applicable disclosure 
materials for a description of these fees and expenses. 
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Among Information Security policies, ICMA-RC’s Acceptable Use Policy provides guidance for how 
ICMA RC expects its associates to interact with its technology and handle its data.  Other ICMA-RC 
policies dictate encryption, data storage sanitization, remote access, network security, and a host of 
other requirements, all ultimately strengthening the Corporation’s data security governance. All 
ICMA-RC policies are reviewed at least annually and updated as needed to ensure currency. 

ICMA-RC encrypts personal identifiable data at rest and in external transmission using industry 
accepted security practices. 

4) Do you have a regular independent audit of your cybersecurity processes? Explain. 

Yes. Our external auditor conducts an annual Type II Service Organization Control (SOC1) review 
in accordance with the AICPA Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements No. 18 
(SSAE 18) which encompasses both systems and processes associated with our recordkeeping 
function. 

In addition, our Internal Audit department performs application and other system-related audits 
annually. These audit results are provided directly to our board of directors as well as our senior 
management team. 

5) Do you have a privacy and security policy, and does the policy apply to the PII of retirement 
plan clients? Explain.  

Yes. ICMA‑RC has a suite of security policies governing all levels of interaction with ICMA‑RC’s 
data and information systems. Among these policies most specific to data security, ICMA-RC’s 
Acceptable Use Policy provides guidance for how ICMA‑RC expects its associates to interact with 
its technology and handle its data. ICMA-RC’s Data Classification Policy provides guidance on how 
classifying all data residing on ICMA‑RC’s information systems, including who is responsible for 
classifying data, as well as who are responsible for ensuring commensurate controls are in place 
based on that classification, specific handling and storage guidance, and other access restrictions. 
Additionally, ICMA-RC’s Third-Party Cybersecurity Policy has very specific security requirements to 
which its associates must adhere when establishing and managing third-party (i.e., technology 
vendor) relationships. The ICMA‑RC Third-Party Cybersecurity Policy conveys these requirements; 
including appropriate security programs and procedures a third party must have before they are 
approved to handle ICMA‑RC data, as well as technical requirements/capabilities to which third 
parties must attest before ICMA‑RC will consider them viable. Other ICMA-RC policies dictate 
encryption, data storage sanitization, remote access, network security, and a host of other 
requirements, all ultimately strengthening the Corporation’s data security governance. All ICMA-RC 
policies are reviewed at least annually and updated as needed to ensure currency. 

6) Is your company's policy clear about PII being stored on laptops and portable devices? 
Provide specifics of the policy.  

Yes. ICMA-RC encrypts all personal data at rest and in external transmission using industry 
accepted practices. 

ICMA-RC employs a defense-in-depth approach to information security. Plan sponsor data and 
other sensitive information is protected by a host of controls. Logical access is based on least 
privilege; employs strong, complex passwords; and sensitive access requiring multi-factor 
authentication. Physical access is controlled at all ICMA- RC locations, with heightened controls 
at all data processing locations. All access is recertified on a period basis and monitored for 
suspicious activity. Sensitive data is prohibited from leaving ICMA-RC’s infrastructure via data loss 
prevention mechanisms, and media are sanitized of all data before disposal. Data storage is 
encrypted on all devices, as well as when transmitted over non-ICMA-RC networks (i.e., 
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Internet). All associates and staff are required to attest to ICMA-RC’s Acceptable Use Policy, as 
well as receive annual security awareness training. 

When ICMA-RC employs third parties (i.e., vendors), they must comply with documented policy 
and standard requirements to ensure the protection of all data, and that vendor environments 
employ sound security practices. ICMA-RC performs annual due diligence reviews for mission-
critical vendors. 

ICMA-RC has documented Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Plan. Data is replicated in 
real time to a secondary site, and it backed up daily to tapes, which are stored off-site in a secure 
facility. Backups are tested periodically to ensure integrity of data and media. ICMA-RC 
conducts disaster recovery exercises at least annually. 

7) Does your company used advanced authentication methods? If so, explain the methods and 
processes? 

Yes. We have a risk based dual authentication if a participant scores with two step-up levels of 
authentication the first step-up is a One-Time Password sent to the mobile device or email address 
on file and the second level of step-up is knowledge based questions. This process is at the login 
into the site. We also have a step-up authentication on the disbursement process that will send out 
the One-Time Password before the process can be completed. 

8) Are your servers and end user devices running the latest operating system and are these 
systems regularly updated? If not, how do you mitigate the associated risk of known 
vulnerabilities and respond to potential zero-day threats?  

ICMA-RC, as record keeper, uses FIS’ OmniDC record-keeping system. OmniDC is the nation’s 
leading retirement plan record-keeping system.  ICMA-RC has operated on this platform since 1993 
with full system upgrades when major releases were rolled out from FIS.  More frequent updates 
are made to reflect tax and regulatory changes. 

All of the core record-keeping functionality is performed in-house using OmniDC. OmniDC has 
undergone extensive customization and enhancements to meet the special requirements of public 
employers and their employees. 

ICMA-RC runs OmniDC in a z/OS mainframe environment with the IBM zSeries z10 processor. The 
OmniDC standard user interface is a browser-based application called Omni Administrator Web. 
ICMA-RC uses Omni Administrator Web coupled with a suite of front-end applications developed 
both internally and externally to provide a comprehensive retirement services application 
environment that satisfies the needs of the public sector. 

ICMA-RC has built a suite of custom Microsoft Windows, Unix and Web-based front-end, and 
workstation based applications that integrate with OmniDC to provide data validation at the time of 
entry, along with a full audit trail documenting transaction-related data and its passage through the 
quality assurance process. In addition, we have instituted numerous integrated features for 
expedited financial controls, such as balancing of cash received to transactions scheduled for 
posting and scanned documents tied to transactions entered into OmniDC. 
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9) Do you have policies on storage, retention and destruction of PII? 

Yes, ICMA-RC has a suite of security, privacy and legal policies governing all levels of interaction 
with ICMA-RC’s data and information systems. ICMA-RC’s Data Classification Policy provides 
guidance on how to classify data residing on ICMA-RC’s information systems, including who is 
responsible for classifying data, as well as who are responsible for ensuring commensurate 
controls are in place based on that classification, specific handling and storage guidance, and 
other access restrictions. ICMA-RC encrypts personal identifiable data at rest and in external 
transmission using industry accepted security practices. 

10) Are all personnel who come in contact with PII trained on adequate protection of the 
information? 

Yes. ICMA-RC maintains an Information Security Awareness Program that is designed to provide 
education to users on the security implications of their actions, the safekeeping of Personally 
Identifiable Information, and the protection of all other corporate information assets.  All associates 
must complete information security awareness training annually.  This training is role-based and 
commensurate with risk.  Mandatory components of this training include a security and privacy-
specific segment in New Associate Orientation, annual online security and privacy training, and the 
annual review and acknowledgement of the ICMA-RC Acceptable Use Policy.  Additionally, ICMA-
RC provides its associates with weekly security tips.  We also celebrate National Cybersecurity 
Month in October with cybersecurity awareness events and learning sessions. 

11) What are your notification procedures in the event of a breach of your system or 
unauthorized release of PII? 

ICMA-RC has a defined Computer Security Incident Response Plan (CSIRP), as well as a 
designated Computer Security Incident Response Team that handles all operations related to 
incidents and the implementation of the CSIRP, including notifications to business partners of 
verified security or data privacy breaches. ICMA-RC commits to notifying business partners of a 
breach within 48 hours of verification/approval from internal and external legal entities (e.g., law 
enforcement), as applicable. ICMA-RC provides training to members of the Computer Security 
Incident Response Team with appropriate instruction on responding to cyber-attacks, and reviews 
and tests computer security incident response plans at least annually. 

12) Do you carry cybersecurity insurance? If yes, provide details of coverage and limitation. 

Yes. 

Cyber Insurance 

Unauthorized access to ICMA-RC systems and data is covered by two policies: 

 Fidelity bond - $50 million 
 Cyber insurance - $20 million 

Deductible:  $50,000 

Carriers: Chubb/Axis/CNA/Travelers 

13) Have you experienced any security breaches? If yes, explain. 

No. ICMA-RC is not aware of any breaches to our systems. Should an incident occur, ICMA-RC 
has a documented Computer Security Incident Response Plan, including a defined Incident 
Response Team, as well as retainer services with a third party that has incident response expertise. 
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14) Do you have a developed incident response policy and associate execution plan?  Explain. 

Yes. ICMA-RC has a Computer Security Incident Response Plan in place to identify and 
quickly respond to situations in which confidential information may have been breached. ICMA-
RC’s Computer Security Incident Response Plan addresses incidents with methodical, organized, 
and pre-planned response procedures. When an incident is reported or observed, ICMA-RC 
executes a “protect-and-proceed” strategy, which is designed to protect and preserve ICMA-
RC’s computing resource while re-establishing normal computer operations as quickly as possible. 
The plan stipulates the actions to be initiated immediately to stop the attack and its 
proliferation, prevent further unauthorized access, and begin damage assessment and recovery. 

Our corporate policy is to provide notice consistent with all applicable state laws regarding the 
protection of personal information used or maintained by ICMA-RC in the course of its business. 

Use of Credit Monitoring Services 

Upon a determination that a breach of Personally Identifiable Information has occurred, ICMA-RC 
shall make all reasonable efforts to assist Covered Individuals with protection against the risk 
of unauthorized use of their identity with respect to other financial institutions. Credit monitoring 
services offer significant help toward this end. If, as determined by ICMA-RC’s Privacy Compliance 
Committee, ICMA-RC has caused the breach incident and it has been determined credit 
monitoring services  will be offered, ICMA-RC will pay all reasonable costs in connection with 
such services. ICMA-RC’s Privacy Compliance Committee will also determine the appropriate 
period of time that credit monitoring services will be provided. As a general rule, we offer 
credit monitoring services for a period of one year, but would consider alternatives (either shorter 
or longer) depending upon the circumstances of a specific event. Experian Consumer Direct 
Breach Response Management can be used to provide such services. 

V. ADDITIONAL ATTACHMENTS TO SUBMIT 

 Screenshots of participant website, including link and credentials to access participant 
demo website (include demo video link if applicable)  

Account Access screenshots are included in the Appendix.  

Please see instructions below to access the participant demo site: 

Participants – Account Access* 

 Web address: www.icmarc.org 
 User ID:  demoacct15 
 Password:  Larimer51 

*This User ID and password will expire July 7, 2018. If the password has expired, please contact 
ICMA-RC to reset password. 

Please do not change the passwords, User IDs, responses to security questions, or email 
addresses used to access these demonstration accounts.  Doing so may disable the accounts. 

 Examples of custom branded communication materials, if applicable to a plan this size 

ICMA-RC is not proposing custom-branded communications materials for this plan. 
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 Call center metrics report including statistics such as response times abandoned calls, first 
call resolution, etc. 

ICMA-RC will work with the County to provide available reports regarding Call Center activity.  

 Screenshots of plan sponsor website, including link and credentials to access plan sponsor 
demo website (include demo video link if applicable) 

EZLink screenshots are included in the Appendix.  

Please see instructions below to access the plan sponsor demo site: 

Plan Sponsors – EZLink* 

 Web address: www.icmarc.org 
 User ID:  CTESTUS32 
 Password:  Larimer51 

*This User ID and password will expire July 7, 2018. If the password has expired, please contact 
ICMA-RC to reset password. 

Please do not change the passwords, User IDs, responses to security questions, or email 
addresses used to access these demonstration accounts. Doing so may disable the accounts. 

 Sample plan sponsor reports 

Comprehensive reporting capabilities are made available online to help plan sponsors efficiently 
monitor and analyze plan information. Year-end reports of particular interest tend to include the 
following: 

 Plan Service Report – Includes financial activity, participant transactions, and investment 
results, as well as a discussion of service enhancements and plan goals over the coming 
period. We will formally present this information to you annually to assist with your due 
diligence process. 

 Annual Plan Statement – Includes a summary of financial activity from January to December. 
 Contribution Limit Report – Assist employers with monitoring participant contributions in 

order to avoid exceeding IRS contributions limits. 

In addition to the above, a multitude of reports are available to help you fulfill your fiduciary 
responsibilities as a plan sponsor. The information and reporting capabilities you will have access 
to online include: 

Plan Information 

 Asset changes (fund transfers, disbursements, contributions) 
 Asset allocations 
 Enrollments 
 Asset roll ins and roll outs 
 Plan balances by investment as of the most recent business date 
 Plan level investment allocations 
 Pie chart of plan investments by age range 
 Contribution transactions for various date ranges for the plan 
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 Transactions by type summarized for various date ranges for the plan 
 Addresses for participants by specified status or for all participants 
 Contribution limit reports for 457 limits 
 Daily share prices and short-term investment performance measures 
 Total return performance in the SEC "standardized" presentation 
 A library of ICMA-RC publications 
 Quarterly statements 

Sample plan sponsor reports are included in the Appendix. 

 Sample service guarantees with penalties for noncompliance 

ICMA-RC Service Guarantees 

 Standard Guarantee 

Transition Timeline Transition of assets to ICMA-RC by agreed 
upon deadline and reconciliation of assets 
within five business days of receipt in good 
order. 

$2,500 if delay caused by factors controllable 
by ICMA-RC. 

Quarterly Participant Statement 
Delivery 

Quarterly statements will be mailed and made 
available electronically within 12 business 
days, unless performance returns received late 
due to factors beyond ICMA-RC’s control. 

$2,500 per year in which less than 99% of 
statements in aggregate meet deadline due 
to circumstances under ICMA-RC control. 

Corporate Call Center Phone 
Response time 

Calls picked-up within an average of 45 
seconds or less annualized and in aggregate 
for Call Center. 
Note:  Measurement will not include days in 
which extraordinary events occur that increase 
daily call volumes by 25% above the average 
daily call volume for the prior year. 

$2,500 per year in which this does not occur. 

Number of On-Site Group 
Seminars 

Mutually agreed-upon number of on-site 
seminars. 

$2,500 per year in which target number of 
seminars is not met. 

Individual Meetings Mutually agreed-upon availability for on-site 
individual consultations. 

$2,500 per year in which target commitment 
of time for individual consultations is not met. 

 Copy of SSAE 16 or 18 or SOC1 or SOC2 (or link to NDA and self-service access) 

A copy of our SSAE 18 (SOC1) report is included in the Appendix. 

 Copy of privacy/security policy 

A copy of ICMA-RC’s Privacy and Security Policy is included in the Appendix. 

 Copy of system security plan (SSP) or equivalent 

A copy of ICMA-RC’s System Security Plan (Cybersecurity Statement) is included in the Appendix. 

 ADV I & II, if applicable 

A copy of our ADV Part I and Part IIA is provided in the Appendix. 
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ICMA-RC EXCEPTIONS TO LARIMER COUNTY CONTRACT TERMS 

ICMA-RC would like to propose to use its Administrative Services Agreement in administering Employer’s 
plan.  A copy is provided in the Appendix.  In the event that Employer’s Standard Purchase Terms and 
Conditions (“Standard Terms”) is used or its terms are incorporated into a final agreement, ICMA-RC 
proposes the following exceptions to the Standard Terms. 

Please refer to our sample Administrative Services Agreement in the Appendix for language specific to the 
delivery of retirement plan administrative services that also could be incorporated into the final agreement 
with the Employer. 

Section 1(c) Termination – ICMA-RC proposes that termination can only be for cause and proposes at 
least a 60-day notice period to allow for a reasonable transition.  All termination provisions impact our 
pricing formula and may trigger withdrawal restrictions or other consequences in certain investment options, 
such as the VantageTrust PLUS Fund. 

Sections 7(b) & (c) Indemnification – While ICMA-RC can agree to indemnify and hold our clients 
harmless, we generally agree to do so only if the indemnification is mutual and limited to claims reasonably 
related directly to ICMA-RC’s provision of services, with each party undertaking its own defense.  ICMA-
RC’s ability to indemnify our clients’ employees is limited to those claims that do not involve the employees 
in their capacity as holders of an account administered by ICMA-RC. 

Section 7(e) Choice of Law/Venue – ICMA-RC proposes that venue may also be proper in the federal 
courts for the County. 

Section 8(f) Records – ICMA-RC proposes that the records to be made available would be those records 
customarily maintained that pertain directly to services delivered to the County, and such records may be 
maintained solely in electronic means or may be maintained outside of the County. 

Section 8(k) Laws and Regulations – ICMA-RC conducts its business affairs in accordance with all 
applicable laws.  In administering retirement plans, ICMA-RC has knowledge of, and administers plans in 
accordance with, the federal laws and regulations governing the governmental retirement plans and 
investment options we make available, and we work with our many Colorado clients to comply with 
applicable Colorado state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, rules and regulations regarding the 
governmental retirement plans and investment options ICMA-RC makes available. 

Insurance Requirements – Regarding item IV. of the Insurance Requirements listed on page 5 of the RFP, 
ICMA-RC can provide additional insured status for General Liability and Automobile liability.  We cannot 
provide such status for Workers Compensation, Professional Liability (Errors & Omissions) or Crime. 
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APPENDIX LIST 

Please see the Appendix or enclosed electronic media for the following items: 

 Appendix 1 – Contribution File Layout 

 Appendix 2 – Get to Know Your 457 Plan 

 Appendix 3 – ICMA-RC Mutual Fund Platform List 

 Appendix 4 – Financial Highlights 

 Appendix 5 – TD Ameritrade Commissions & Service Fees 

 Appendix 6 – Account Access Screenshots 

 Appendix 7 – EZLink Screenshots 

 Appendix 8 – Sample Plan Sponsor Reports 

 Appendix 9 – SOC1 Report 

 Appendix 10 – ICMA-RC’s Corporate Privacy & Security Policy 

 Appendix 11 – ICMA-RC’s System Security Plan (Cybersecurity Statement) 

 Appendix 12 – ADV Part I and Part IIA 

 Appendix 13 – Sample Administrative Services Agreement 

 Appendix 14 – VantageTrust Funds Disclosure Memorandum 

 Appendix 15 – Fund Fact Sheet - VT PLUS Fund - R10 

 Appendix 16 – ICMA-RC - City of Larimer, CO - 457 Plan - VT PLUS Fund Disclosures 

 Appendix 17 - ICMA-RC Custom Asset Allocation Service 
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ICMA-RC CONTRIBUTION and LOAN RECORD LAYOUT 

 
This formatting document should be used when creating participant contribution and loan 
repayment details submitted to ICMA-RC by attaching and submitting a pre-formatted file via 
EZLink or via File Transfer Protocol (FTP).     
 

FILE SPECIFICATIONS 

RECORD SIZE 80 bytes (required for ALL files) 

BLOCK SIZE (Mainframe) 1600 (80 byte record/20 records per block) 

LABEL Standard IBM-OS or non-labeled  

CHARACTER SET EBCDIC or ASCII 

DENSITY (Mainframe) 1600 OR 6250 bpi 

RECORD SET SPECIFICATIONS 

There are three types of records that may be included in the file: Plan record, Contribution 
record and/or Loan Repayment record (if your plan has a loan provision). Each record type 
consists of two records referred to as record sets. Each submitted file should include at least 
one plan record set and one or more contribution or loan repayment record sets. Plans may mix 
contribution and loan repayment record sets (see example below): 

Plan record 1 
Plan record 2 

Contribution record 1 
Contribution record 2 

Loan repayment record 1 
Loan repayment record 2 

Contribution record 1 
Contribution record 2 

Loan repayment record 1 
Loan repayment record 2 
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FILE NAMING GUIDELINES 
 

1. If you are sending your file via File Transfer Protocol (FTP) please use the naming 
convention of X#####RC.PGP or X#####RC.PRN (example: 301234RC.PGP or 
105678RC.PRN), where: 

X = represents your plan type: 
                       1##### for 401 plans 
                       3##### for 457 plans 
                       7##### for IRA plans 
                       8##### for RHS plans 
 RC = represents special characters that must be included in the file name 
.PGP = file suffix to designate encryption (example: X#####RC.PGP) or, 
.PRN = file suffix to designate file not encrypted (example: X#####RC.PRN) 

2. Any file name may be used for a file sent via the EZLink File Transfer option. 

Note:  Please note if FTP is sent SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol), encryption is not required. 

TESTING 
 

Please submit a test file for every plan.  Test files can be used to post the initial payroll.   To 
submit a test file, contact the EZLink team at 1-800-326-7272. 
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PLAN RECORD SET  

Include only one plan record set per plan, these may appear at either the top or bottom of the 
file. If including more than one plan in the file, group contribution and/or loan repayment 
records for each plan separated by the plan’s record set.    

RECORD 
NUMBER 

FIELD 
POSITION 

FIELD 
DESCRIPTION 

FIELD 
FORMAT SIZE 

 
1 

01 – 06 
07 – 08 
09 – 12 
13 – 16 
17 – 25 
26 – 55 
56 – 79 
80 – 80 

ICMA-RC Plan Number 
Record Type 
Record Sequence 
Filler 
IRS Number 
Plan Name 
Filler 
Format ID 

Numeric 
Numeric/value: “01” 
Numeric/value: “0001” 
Blank 
Numeric (NO DASHES) 
Alphanumeric 
Blank 
Numeric/value: “3” 

6 
2 
4 
4 
9 

30 
24 
1 

 
2 

01 – 06 
07 – 08 
09 – 12 
13 – 16 
17 – 25 
26 – 35 

 
 

36 – 60 
61 – 62 
63 – 68 
69 – 76 

 
77 – 77 

 
 
 

78 – 79 
80 - 80 

ICMA-RC Plan Number 
Record Type 
Record Sequence 
Filler 
IRS Number 
Total Remittance 
 
 
Filler 
Format Code 
Filler 
Payroll Date 
 
Tax Year Indicator 
 
 
 
Filler 
Format ID 

Numeric 
Numeric/value: “01” 
Numeric/value: ”0002” 
Blank 
Numeric (NO DASHES) 
Signed Numeric 
 (NO DECIMAL OR DOLLAR SIGN) 
e.g., “$1250.50 = 000125050” 
Blank 
Numeric/value: “03” 
Blank 
Numeric (MMDDYYYY) 
(NO SLASHES OR DASHES) 
Alpha (IRAs only) or Blank 
IRA value:   Current Year= “C”  
                     Prior Year= “P” 
All other plans types:  Blank  
Blank 
Numeric/value: “3” 

6 
2 
4 
4 
9 

10 
 

 
25 
2 
6 
8 

 
1 
 
 
 

2 
1 
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CONTRIBUTION RECORD SET 
Each contribution record set contains two records. Participants in 401 and RHS plans with 
multiple contribution sources (e.g., employer and employee sources) require one contribution 
record set per source.  Participants in 457 and IRA plans will only have one source therefore one 
record set. 
RECORD 
NUMBER 

FIELD 
POSITION 

FIELD 
DESCRIPTION 

FIELD 
FORMAT SIZE 

 
1 

01 – 06 
07 – 08 
09 – 12 
13 – 16 
17 – 25 
26 – 55 
56 – 79 
80 - 80 

ICMA-RC Plan Number 
Record Type 
Record Sequence 
Filler 
Participant SSN 
Participant Name 
Filler 
Format ID 

Numeric 
Numeric/value: “02” 
Numeric/value: “0001’' 
Blank 
Numeric (NO DASHES)  
Alpha (Last, First) or Blank 
Blank 
Numeric/value: “3” 

6 
2 
4 
4 
9 

30 
24 
1 

 
2 

01 – 06 
07 – 08 
09 – 12 
13 – 14 

 
15 – 16 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

       17 – 25 
26 – 35 

 
 
 

 
36 

 
 

        
 
       37 – 40 
       41   -75 

76 – 79  
80 - 80 

ICMA-RC Plan Number 
Record Type 
Record Sequence 
Insurance Provider 
 
Source Code for 
Contribution Type 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participant SSN 
Contribution Amount 
 
 
 
 
Tax Year Indicator 
 
 
 
 
Fund ID 
Filler 
Location ID * 
Format ID 

Numeric 
Numeric/value: “02” 
Numeric/value: “0002” 
IP (only required for certain plans)  
 
Alpha 
    401 or RHS value:  
          Employer = ER 
          Mandatory Pre-Tax = EE                         
          Voluntary Pre-Tax = EE  
          Mandatory After-Tax = EE 
          Voluntary After-Tax = EV 
           Roth = RT 

457 value:  
    Pre-Tax = Blank 
    Roth (After-Tax)  = RT 

     IRA value: EE 
Numeric (NO DASHES) 
Signed Numeric (no decimals) 
Positive amount use: “0 ” in pos. 26 
($140.50 = 0000014050)   
Negative amount use:  minus sign “-“ 
in pos. 26 (-$150.25 = -000015025) 
Alpha (IRAs only) or Blank 
IRA value:   Current Year= “C”  
                     Prior Year= “P” 
All other plans types:  Blank  
 
Alphanumeric or Blank 
Blank 
Alphanumeric or Blank 
Numeric/Value: “3” 

6 
2 
4 
2 

 
     2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

     9 
10 

 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
 

4 
35 
4 
1 

*For use with an ICMA-RC assigned division or location ID code.  Keep this field blank unless otherwise instructed. 
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LOAN REPAYMENT RECORD SET 
Each loan repayment record set contains two records. Submit loan repayment records for 
ICMA-ICMA administered loans only.  Participants with multiple loans must have two records 
per loan repayment.  Each loan record must include the appropriate loan number. 

RECORD 
NUMBER 

FIELD 
POSITION 

FIELD 
DESCRIPTION 

FIELD 
FORMAT SIZE 

 
1 

01 – 06 
07 – 08 
09 – 12 
13 – 16 
17 – 25 
26 – 55 
56 – 79 
80 – 80 

ICMA-RC Plan Number 
Record Type 
Record Sequence 
Filler 
Participant SSN 
Participant Name 
Filler 
Format ID 

Numeric 
Numeric/value: “03” 
Numeric/value: “0001” 
Blank 
Numeric (NO DASHES) 
Alpha (Last, First) or Blank 
Blank 
Numeric/value: “3” 

6 
2 
4 
4 
9 

30 
24 
1 

 
2 

01 – 06 
07 – 08 
09 – 12 

13 
14 – 16 
17 – 25 
26 – 35 

 
36 – 75 
76 – 79 
80 – 80 

ICMA-RC Plan Number 
Record Type 
Record Sequence 
Filler 
Loan Number 
Participant SSN 
Loan Repayment Amount 
 
Filler 
Loan Payoff Indicator 
Format ID 

Numeric 
Numeric/value: “03” 
Numeric/value: “0002” 
Blank 
Numeric: e.g., “001” 
Numeric (NO DASHES) 
Signed Numeric  
e.g., “$101.50 = 000010150” 
Blank 
Alpha/value: “POFF” 
Numeric/value: “3” 

6 
2 
4 
1 
3 
9 

10 
 

40 
4 
1 
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CONTRIBUTION AND LOAN RECORD LAYOUT EXAMPLE 

 
You can submit one file per plan or one file with multiple plans together.   Below is an example 
of how the contribution and loan records should appear for multiple plans in one file.   
 

 
301460010001    956006477Plan Name                                             3 

301460010002    9560064770000267018                         03      11282004   3 

301460020001    xxxxxxxxxALLEN, TAMA                                           3 

301460020002    xxxxxxxxx0000034800                                            3 

301460020001    xxxxxxxxxBEATON, RONALD                                        3 

301460020002    xxxxxxxxx0000005000                                            3 

301460020001    xxxxxxxxxBLONSHINE, MATTHEW                                    3 

301460020002    xxxxxxxxx0000003000                                            3 

301460030001    xxxxxxxxxBLONSHINE, MATTHEW                                    3 

301460030002 001xxxxxxxxx0000005866                                            3 

301460020001    xxxxxxxxxBURNS JR, JEROME                                      3 

301460020002    xxxxxxxxx0000033000                                            3 

301460020001    xxxxxxxxxBUTKA, KAREN                                          3 

301460020002    xxxxxxxxx0000005000                                            3 

301460020001    xxxxxxxxxCONSTAN, HELEN                                        3 

301460020002    xxxxxxxxx0000030576                                            3 

301460030001    xxxxxxxxxCONSTAN, HELEN                                        3 

301460030002 004xxxxxxxxx0000004876                                            3 

301460020001    xxxxxxxxxCROSS, JENNIFER                                       3 

301460020002    xxxxxxxxx0000027200                                            3 

301460020001    xxxxxxxxxDUBOIS, TIFANY                                        3 

301460020002    xxxxxxxxx0000002700                                            3 

301460020001    xxxxxxxxxHARRY, STEVEN                                         3 

301460020002    xxxxxxxxx0000100000                                            3 

301460020001    xxxxxxxxxHOUSE, CATHERINE                                      3 

301460020002    xxxxxxxxx0000015000                                            3 

109999010001    956006477Plan Name                                             3 

109999010002    9560064770000086086                         03      12312004   3 

109999020001    xxxxxxxxxSmith, John                                           3 

109999020002  ERxxxxxxxxx0000012000                                            3 

109999020001    xxxxxxxxxSmith, John                                           3 

109999020002  EExxxxxxxxx0000012000                                            3 

109999030001    xxxxxxxxxSmith, John                                           3 

109999030002 002xxxxxxxxx0000056086                                            3 

109999020001    xxxxxxxxxThomas, Jacob                                         3 

109999020002  ERxxxxxxxxx0000001000                                            3 

109999020001    xxxxxxxxxThomas, Jacob                                         3 

109999020002  EExxxxxxxxx0000001000                                            3 

109999020001    xxxxxxxxxTaylor, Maria                                         3 

109999020002  ERxxxxxxxxx0000002000                                            3 

109999020001    xxxxxxxxxTaylor, Maria                                         3 

109999020002  EExxxxxxxxx0000002000                                            3 

 

 

Thank you for choosing ICMA-RC as your premier retirement provider! 
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Morningstar Category Fund Family Fund Name Share Class Ticker Cusip
Aggressive Allocation Calamos                                 CALAMOS GRTH INC A SHS A Shares                        CVTRX 128119104
Aggressive Allocation Calamos                                 CALAMOS GRTH INC I SHS I Shares                        CGIIX 128119872
Aggressive Allocation Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA STRATEGIC ALLOCATION FUND Z Z Shares                        CSAZX 19766H155
Aggressive Allocation Columbia Funds                          Columbia Thermostat Fund-Z Z Shares                        COTZX 197199722
Aggressive Allocation Davis                                   DAVIS APPREC INCOME FD A A Shares                        RPFCX 239103880
Aggressive Allocation Davis                                   DAVIS APPREC INCOME FD Y Y Shares                        DCSYX 239103773
Aggressive Allocation Franklin/Templeton                      FOUNDING FDS ALLOC FD ADV CL Advisor                         FFAAX 35472P794
Aggressive Allocation Franklin/Templeton                      FOUNDING FDS ALLOC FD CL A A Shares                        FFALX 35472P844
Aggressive Allocation T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Personal Strategy Growth Fund - Investor Investor                        TRSGX 77957L203
Aggressive Allocation Vanguard                                VAN LIFESTRATEGY GROWTH PORT Investor                        VASGX 921909503
Aggressive Allocation Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS TACTICAL ALLOCATION F UND A A Shares                        NAINX 92828N791
Commodities Broad Basket Eaton Vance                             COMMODITY STRATEGY FUND CLASS A A Shares                        EACSX 277905345
Commodities Broad Basket Eaton Vance                             COMMODITY STRATEGY FUND CLASS I I Shares                        EICSX 277905329
Commodities Broad Basket Forward Funds                           FORWARD COMMODITY LONG/SHORT STRATEGY FUND INST CLASS INST Institutional                   FCMLX 34986P796
Commodities Broad Basket Forward Funds                           FORWARD COMMODITY LONG/SHORT STRATEGY FUND INV CLASS INV Investor                        FCOMX 34986P812
Commodities Broad Basket Goldman Sachs                           GS COMMODITY STRATEGY FD A A Shares                        GSCAX 38143H373
Commodities Broad Basket Harbor Funds                            HARBOR COMMODITY REAL RETURN Institutional                   HACMX 411511397
Commodities Broad Basket Harbor Funds                            HARBOR COMMODITY REAL RETURN S Admin                           HCMRX 411511389
Commodities Broad Basket Invesco Aim                             INVESCO BAL RISK COMMODITY STRGY FD CL A A Shares                        BRCAX 00888Y102
Commodities Broad Basket Invesco Aim                             INVESCO BAL RISK COMMODITY STRGY FD INSTL CL Institutional                   BRCNX 00888Y607
Commodities Broad Basket Invesco Aim                             INVESCO COMMODITIES STRGY FD INSTL CL Institutional                   COAJX 00141V564
Commodities Broad Basket JP Morgan                               HIGHBRIDGE DYNAMIC COMMODITIES STRATEGY FUND - SELECT Select                          HDCSX 48121A670

This list provides funds that were on ICMA-RC’s fund platform in May 2011.  At the request of clients or their designees, ICMA-RC will determine the following for specific funds under consideration by the plan sponsor for inclusion 
in their fund lineups:

- availability, of funds (whether they are open to new retirement plan investors)
- restrictions of funds (such as purchase restrictions and redemption fees),
- revenue provided by funds (12b-1, shareholder services, sub-TA fees)
- fund conformance with ICMA-RC administrative requirements

As response times by fund companies on requests for such information will vary, ICMA-RC typically will provide such confirmations within one to two weeks of a request.  Fund changes that impact revenue may affect ICMA-RC’s 
fees for administration and record keeping services.  ICMA-RC makes no representation that the funds listed are suitable for retirement plans in general or for any plan in particular.  Please contact your ICMA-RC relationship 
manager should you have any questions regarding this list or the process for implementing fund lineup changes.

Please read the current applicable prospectus carefully for a complete summary of all fees, expenses, charges, financial highlights, investment objectives, risks and performance information. Investors should carefully consider the 
Fund's investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses before investing or sending money. Investing in mutual funds and other investment vehicles involves risk, including possible loss of the amount invested.  The prospectus 
contains this and other information about the investment company. For a current prospectus, contact ICMA-RC, by calling 1-800-669-7400 (TDD: 1-800-669-7471) or write to 777 North Capitol Street, NE, Washington, DC 20002-
4240.  
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Morningstar Category Fund Family Fund Name Share Class Ticker Cusip
Commodities Broad Basket MFS                                     MFS Commodity Strategy Fund A Shares                        MCSAX 55276T859
Commodities Broad Basket Oppenheimer                             Oppenheimer Commodity Strat Tot Ret FD Y Y Shares                        QRAYX 68380Y409
Commodities Broad Basket Oppenheimer                             Oppenheimer Commodity Strategy Total Return FD A A Shares                        QRAAX 68380Y102
Commodities Broad Basket PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Comdity RealRet Strat Fd Admin Admin                           PCRRX 722005659
Commodities Broad Basket PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Comm PLUS Short Strategy Fd Instl Institutional                   PCPIX 72201P217
Commodities Broad Basket PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO CommoditiesPLUS Strategy Fund Institutional                   PCLIX 72201P175
Commodities Broad Basket PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO CommodityReal Ret Stratgy Fd Institutional                   PCRIX 722005667
Communications Fidelity                                FID SELECT MULTIMEDIA No Share Class                  FBMPX 316390681
Communications Fidelity                                FID SELECT TELECOMMUNICATIONS No Share Class                  FSTCX 316390830
Communications Fidelity                                FID SLT COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP No Share Class                  FSDCX 316390566
Communications Fidelity                                FIDELITY SELECT WIRELESS FD No Share Class                  FWRLX 316390459
Communications Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV  COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP CL A A Shares                        FDMAX 315918458
Communications Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV  COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP CL I I Shares                        FDMIX 315918417
Communications Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV TELECOMM FD CL I I Shares                        FTUIX 316390228
Communications Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV TELECOMMS FD CL A A Shares                        FTUAX 316390269
Communications Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO Global Telecommunications Fund - Class A A Shares                        GTCAX 36464T208
Communications T Rowe Price                            T.ROWE PRICE MEDIA TELCOMMU FD Investor                        PRMTX 741454102
Conservative Allocation Alliance                                AB CONSERVATIVE WEALTH STRAT Adv Advisor                         ABPYX 01877F575
Conservative Allocation Alliance                                AB CONSERVATIVE WEALTH STRAT K K Shares                        APWKX 01877F419
Conservative Allocation Alliance                                AB CONSERVATIVE WEALTH STRATI I Shares                        APWIX 01877F393
Conservative Allocation American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY STRATEGIC INFLATION OPP Institutional                   ASINX 02507M279
Conservative Allocation American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY STRATEGIC INFLATION OPPORTUNITIES INV     Investor                        ASIOX 02507M287
Conservative Allocation Aston Funds                             ASTON/DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FUND CL - I ASTON FUNDS I Shares                        ADNAX 00080Y637
Conservative Allocation Aston Funds                             ASTON/SMART PORTFOLIOS N Shares                        ASENX 00080Y769
Conservative Allocation BlackRock Funds                         BLK INCOME PORTFOLIO A A Shares                        BAICX 09256H351
Conservative Allocation BlackRock Funds                         BLK INCOME PORTFOLIO I Institutional                   BIICX 09256H336
Conservative Allocation BlackRock Funds                         CONSERVATIVE PREPARED PORT I Institutional                   BICPX 09256H765
Conservative Allocation BlackRock Funds                         CONSERVATIVE PREPARED PTF CL A A Shares                        BACPX 091937177
Conservative Allocation Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA INCOME BUILDER FUND Z Z Shares                        CBUZX 19766F118
Conservative Allocation Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LIFE GOAL INCOME   GROWTH FUND - Z Z Shares                        NIPAX 19765H800
Conservative Allocation Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS LIFETIME GR INC CL-R I Shares                        DGIRX 261971105
Conservative Allocation Federated                               Federated Capital Income Fund Cl A A Shares                        CAPAX 31420C878
Conservative Allocation Federated                               Federated Capital Income Fund Cl F F Shares                        CAPFX 31420C845
Conservative Allocation Fidelity                                FIDELITY STRAT REAL RET FUND No Share Class                  FSRRX 315912881
Conservative Allocation Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV SRAT REAL RET I I Shares                        FSIRX 315912832
Conservative Allocation Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV STRAT REAL RT A A Shares                        FSRAX 315912873
Conservative Allocation Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Income A Shares                        FKINX 353496300
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Conservative Allocation Franklin/Templeton                      FRK INCOME FUND ADVISOR CL Advisor                         FRIAX 353496847
Conservative Allocation Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS ASSET ICOM STR A A Shares                        GIPAX 38142V688
Conservative Allocation Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS BALANCED FD CL A A Shares                        GSBFX 38141W562
Conservative Allocation JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN INCOME BUILDER FUND - SELECT Select                          JNBSX 4812A3254
Conservative Allocation Lord Abbett                             DIVERSIFIED INCOME STRATEGY FUND A A Shares                        ISFAX 543916662
Conservative Allocation Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT INC STRAT FD CL I I Shares                        ISFYX 543916621
Conservative Allocation MFS                                     MFS DIVERSIFIED INCOME FUND A A Shares                        DIFAX 552982837
Conservative Allocation MFS                                     MFS DIVERSIFIED INCOME FUND R4 R4 Shares                       DIFGX 552982761
Conservative Allocation Oppenheimer                             OPP PRINCE PROTECT MN ST 111A A Shares                        OAPRX 68382U108
Conservative Allocation Oppenheimer                             OPPENENHEIMER CAPITAL INCOME A A Shares                        OPPEX 683793103
Conservative Allocation Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER CAPITAL INC FD Y Y Shares                        OCIYK 683793509
Conservative Allocation Pioneer                                 PIONEER LBBOTSON CONSERVA FD Y Y Shares                        IBBCX 723556817
Conservative Allocation T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE PERSONAL STR INC Investor                        PRSIX 77957L302
Conservative Allocation Vanguard                                VAN LIFE CONSERVATIVE GROWTH Investor                        VSCGX 921909305
Conservative Allocation Vanguard                                VAN LIFESTRATEGY INCOME PORT Investor                        VASIX 921909206
Conservative Allocation Vanguard                                VAN WELLESLEY INCOME FUND Investor                        VWINX 921938106
Conservative Allocation Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Model Port Conser Growth N/A                             VPCGX 92208T764
Conservative Allocation Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Model Port Savings Oriented N/A                             VPSOX 92208T798
Conservative Allocation Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Conservative Allocation Admin Cl Admin                           NVCBX 94975H767
Conservative Allocation Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Moderate Balanced Admin Cl Admin                           NVMBX 94975H106
Conservative Allocation WHG Funds                               WHG INCOME OPPORTUNITY FD Institutional                   WHGIX 0075W0775
Consumer Discretionary Fidelity                                FID SELECT CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY No Share Class                  FSCPX 316390558
Consumer Discretionary Fidelity                                FID SELECT LEISURE No Share Class                  FDLSX 316390707
Consumer Discretionary Fidelity                                FID SELECT RETAILING No Share Class                  FSRPX 316390731
Consumer Discretionary Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV CONSUMER DISC. CLA A Shares                        FCNAX 315918706
Consumer Discretionary Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV CONSUMER DISC. CLASS I I Shares                        FCNIX 315918888
Consumer Discretionary Invesco Aim                             Invesco Leisure Fund A A Shares                        ILSAX 00142F758
Consumer Staples Fidelity                                FID SELECT CONSUMER STAPLES No Share Class                  FDFAX 316390848
Consumer Staples Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV CONSUMER STAPLES FD I I Shares                        FDIGX 316390384
Consumer Staples Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV CONSMR STAPLES A A Shares                        FDAGX 316390434
Diversified Emerging Mkts Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Emerging Markets Opportunities Fund Institutional                   AOTIX 018920637
Diversified Emerging Mkts American                                AMERICAN NEW WORLD FD R4 R4 Shares                       RNWEX 649280849
Diversified Emerging Mkts American                                NEW WORLD FUND - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RNWGX 649280815
Diversified Emerging Mkts American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON EMERG MARKET INVESTOR CLASS Investor                        AAEPX 02368A448
Diversified Emerging Mkts American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACONEMERGING MARKETS FD INSTL Institutional                   AEMFX 02368A547
Diversified Emerging Mkts American Century                        AMER CENTURY EMERGING MARKETS INST Institutional                   AMKIX 025086877
Diversified Emerging Mkts American Century                        AMER CENTURY EMERGING MKTS INVEST Investor                        TWMIX 025086885
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Diversified Emerging Mkts BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS  A A Shares                        MDDCX 09251J105
Diversified Emerging Mkts BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS INST Institutional                   MADCX 09251J402
Diversified Emerging Mkts Calamos                                 Calamos Evolving World Growth Fund A Class A Shares                        CNWGX 128119161
Diversified Emerging Mkts Calamos                                 Calamos Evolving World Growth Fund I Class I Shares                        CNWRX 128119120
Diversified Emerging Mkts Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA EMERGING MARKETS Z Shares                        UMEMX 19765Y852
Diversified Emerging Mkts Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA EMERGING MARKETS OPPORTUNITY FUND Z Z Shares                        CEOZX 19766F886
Diversified Emerging Mkts Delaware                                DELAWARE EMERGING MARKETS INSTI CL Institutional                   DEMIX 245914817
Diversified Emerging Mkts Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS EMERGING MARKETS FD I I Shares                        DRPEX 26201H500
Diversified Emerging Mkts Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS TOTAL EMERGING MARKETS CLASS I I Shares                        DTEIX 007565229
Diversified Emerging Mkts Eaton Vance                             STRUCTURED PARAMETRIC EMERG MKTS FD CL I I Shares                        EIEMX 277923751
Diversified Emerging Mkts Eaton Vance                             STRUCTURED PARAMETRIC EMRG MKTS FD CL A A Shares                        EAEMX 277923777
Diversified Emerging Mkts Fidelity                                FIDELITY EMERGING EMEA FUND No Share Class                  FEMEX 315910182
Diversified Emerging Mkts Fidelity                                Fidelity Emerging Markets Fund No Share Class                  FEMKX 315910869
Diversified Emerging Mkts Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR EMER MKT CL A A Shares                        FAMKX 315920280
Diversified Emerging Mkts Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR EMER MKT CL I I Shares                        FIMKX 315920249
Diversified Emerging Mkts Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR EMERGING EMEA I Shares                        FIEMX 315910216
Diversified Emerging Mkts Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR EMERGING EMEA FUND - CLASS A A Shares                        FMEAX 315910240
Diversified Emerging Mkts Forward Funds                           FORWARD FRONTIER STRATEGY FUND  - INVESTOR Investor                        FRONX 34987A566
Diversified Emerging Mkts Forward Funds                           FORWARD FRONTIER STRATEGY FUND INST Institutional                   FRNMX 34987A574
Diversified Emerging Mkts Forward Funds                           FORWARD GLOBAL EMERG. MARK FUND-Inv SHARE Investor                        PGERX 349913798
Diversified Emerging Mkts Forward Funds                           FORWARD GLOBAL EMERG. MARKETS FUND I SHARE Institutional                   PTEMX 349913814
Diversified Emerging Mkts Franklin/Templeton                      TEM DEV MKTS FD ADVISOR CL Advisor                         TDADX 88018W302
Diversified Emerging Mkts Franklin/Templeton                      Templeton A Developing Markets A Shares                        TEDMX 88018W104
Diversified Emerging Mkts Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON BRIC FD CL A A Shares                        TABRX 88019R757
Diversified Emerging Mkts Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON BRIC FUND-ADVISOR CL Advisor                         TZBRX 88019R682
Diversified Emerging Mkts Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON EMER MKT SMALLCAP AD Advisor                         TEMZX 88019R690
Diversified Emerging Mkts Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON EMRG MKT SMALLCAP A A Shares                        TEMMX 88019R732
Diversified Emerging Mkts Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON FRONTIER MARKETS FUN A Shares                        TFMAX 88019R674
Diversified Emerging Mkts Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON FRONTIER MARKETS FUN Advisor                         FFRZX 88019R641
Diversified Emerging Mkts Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON INST FDS EMERG MKTS Institutional                   TEEMX 880210208
Diversified Emerging Mkts Goldman Sachs                           BRIC FUND A A Shares                        GBRAX 38143H555
Diversified Emerging Mkts Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS EMERGING MKTS EQ A Shares                        GEMAX 38142B450
Diversified Emerging Mkts Goldman Sachs                           GS N-11 EQUITY FUND A A Shares                        GSYAX 38145L869
Diversified Emerging Mkts Goldman Sachs                           STRUCTURED EMERG MKTS EQ CL A A Shares                        GERAX 38144N585
Diversified Emerging Mkts Invesco Aim                             Invesco Developing Markets Fund  A A Shares                        GTDDX 00141T577
Diversified Emerging Mkts Invesco Aim                             Invesco Developing Markets Fund Institutional Institutional                   GTDIX 00141T163
Diversified Emerging Mkts Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN EMERG MKTS FD INSTL CL Institutional                   MSRJX 00141V168
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Diversified Emerging Mkts Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Emerging Markets Fund A Shares                        MSRAX 00141V218
Diversified Emerging Mkts Janus                                   JANUS EMERGING MARKETS FUND I SHARES I Shares                        JMFIX 47103E528
Diversified Emerging Mkts Janus                                   JANUS EMERGING MARKETS FUND S SHARES S Shares                        JMFSX 47103E510
Diversified Emerging Mkts John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK EMERGING MARKETS FUND CLASS A A Shares                        JEVAX 47804B211
Diversified Emerging Mkts John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK EMERGING MARKETS FUND CLASS I I Shares                        JEVIX 47804B195
Diversified Emerging Mkts JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN EMERGING ECONOMIES FUND - SELECT Select                          JEESX 4812A4567
Diversified Emerging Mkts JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Emerging Markets Equity Fund  Institutional Institutional                   JMIEX 4812A0631
Diversified Emerging Mkts JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Emerging Markets Equity Fund  Select Select                          JEMSX 4812A0623
Diversified Emerging Mkts Laudus Rosenberg                        LAUDUS MONDRIAN EMERG MRK INST Institutional                   LEMNX 51855Q622
Diversified Emerging Mkts Laudus Rosenberg                        LAUDUS MONDRIAN EMERG MRKT INV Investor                        LEMIX 51855Q648
Diversified Emerging Mkts Lazard Funds                            Lazard Emerg Mkts Portfolio Instl Institutional                   LZEMX 52106N889
Diversified Emerging Mkts Lazard Funds                            LAZARD EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY BLEND PORTFOLIO - INST Institutional                   EMBIX 52106N392
Diversified Emerging Mkts Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Batterymarch Emerging Markets Trust F1 Shares                       LGFMX 52465C201
Diversified Emerging Mkts Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Batterymarch Emerging Markets Trust I Shares                        LGEMX 52465U607
Diversified Emerging Mkts Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Esemplia Emerging Markets Equity Fund I Shares                        SBEYX 52469H644
Diversified Emerging Mkts Managers                                MANAGERS AMG TRILOGY EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FUND INST Institutional                   TLEIX 561709551
Diversified Emerging Mkts Marsico Funds                           MARSICO EMERGING MARKET FUND N/A                             MERGX 573012705
Diversified Emerging Mkts MFS                                     MFS EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FU R4 Shares                       MEMHX 552746737
Diversified Emerging Mkts MFS                                     MFS EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FUND-A A Shares                        MEMAX 55273E509
Diversified Emerging Mkts Morgan Stanley Instutional              MSDW INST EMERGING MKTS CL P P Shares                        MMKBX 61744J580
Diversified Emerging Mkts Northern Funds                          NORTHERN EMERGING MKT FD No Share Class                  NOEMX 665162582
Diversified Emerging Mkts Northern Funds                          NORTHERN MULTI-MANAGER EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FUND N/A                             NMMEX 665162483
Diversified Emerging Mkts Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS EMERGING MAR N/A                             NTEAX 670725407
Diversified Emerging Mkts Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS EMERGING MAR N/A                             NTECX 670725506
Diversified Emerging Mkts Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS EMERGING MAR N/A                             NTEIX 670725605
Diversified Emerging Mkts Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS EMERGING MAR N/A                             NTERX 670725845
Diversified Emerging Mkts Oppenheimer                             OPP DEV MRKS  CL Y Y Shares                        ODVYX 683974505
Diversified Emerging Mkts Oppenheimer                             Oppenheimer Developing Markets A A Shares                        ODMAX 683974109
Diversified Emerging Mkts Pacific Capital                         WHV EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FND CL I N/A                             WHEIX 360873392
Diversified Emerging Mkts Pacific Capital                         WHV EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FUND CL A N/A                             WHEAX 360873418
Diversified Emerging Mkts Pioneer                                 PIONEER EMERGING MKTS FD R R Shares                        PEMRX 723661500
Diversified Emerging Mkts Pioneer                                 PIONEER EMERGING MKTS FD Y Y Shares                        PYEFX 723661401
Diversified Emerging Mkts RS Investments                          RS  EMERGING MARKETS FUND Y Y Shares                        RSENX 74972H416
Diversified Emerging Mkts T Rowe Price                            EMERGING EUROPE MEDITERRANEAN Investor                        TREMX 77956H815
Diversified Emerging Mkts T Rowe Price                            INSTITUTIONAL AFRICA & MIDDLE Institutional                   TRIAX 74144Q609
Diversified Emerging Mkts T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE INST EMERG ET FD Institutional                   IEMFX 74144Q203
Diversified Emerging Mkts T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Emerging Markets Stock Fund - Investor Investor                        PRMSX 77956H864
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Diversified Emerging Mkts T Rowe Price                            TR PRICE AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST Invesor Investor                        TRAMX 77956H740
Diversified Emerging Mkts TCW Funds                               TCW EMERGING MARKETS EQUITIES FUND CLASS I I Shares                        TGMIX 87234N138
Diversified Emerging Mkts TCW Funds                               TCW EMERGING MARKETS EQUITIES FUND CLASS N N Shares                        TGMMX 87234N120
Diversified Emerging Mkts Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG DEVELOPING WORLD FUND I Shares                        THDIX 885216606
Diversified Emerging Mkts Touchstone Funds                        EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FUND A A Shares                        TEMAX 89155H496
Diversified Emerging Mkts Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FD INST Institutional                   TMEIX 89155H470
Diversified Emerging Mkts Vanguard                                Vanguard Emerg Mkt Sk Index Fd Instl Institutional                   VEMIX 922042601
Diversified Emerging Mkts Vanguard                                VANGUARD EMERG MKTS STK INDEX Signal                          VERSX 922042817
Diversified Emerging Mkts Vanguard                                Vanguard Emerging Markets Stock Index Fund Investor                        VEIEX 922042304
Diversified Emerging Mkts Virtus Funds                            Virtus Emerging Markets Opportunities Fund - A                                                  A Shares                        HEMZX 92828T707
Diversified Emerging Mkts Virtus Funds                            Virtus Emerging Markets Opportunities Fund- I I Shares                        HIEMX 92828T889
Diversified Emerging Mkts Wasatch Funds                           WASATCH EMERGING MRKTS SM CP N/A                             WAEMX 936793884
Diversified Emerging Mkts Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Emerging Markets Equity Admin Cl Admin                           EMGYX 94984B355
Diversified Emerging Mkts Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY INSTL Institutional                   EMGNX 94975P751
Diversified Emerging Mkts William Blair                           WM BLAIR FUNDS EMERGING LEADER Institutional                   WELIX 969251503
Diversified Emerging Mkts William Blair                           WM BLAIR FUNDS EMERGING LEADERS GROWTH FUND CLASS N N Shares                        WELNX 969251867
Diversified Emerging Mkts William Blair                           WM.BLAIR FD EMER MKT GROW CL N N Shares                        WBENX 093001212
Diversified Emerging Mkts William Blair                           WM.BLAIR FD EMER MKT GROW INST Institutional                   BIEMX 093001196
Emerging Markets Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLK EMERGING MARKETS DEBT PORTFOLIO A A Shares                        BAEDX 09256H278
Emerging Markets Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLK EMERGING MARKETS DEBT PORTFOLIO BR Institutional                   BREDX 09256H252
Emerging Markets Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLK EMERGING MARKETS DEBT PORTFOLIO I Institutional                   BEDIX 09256H260
Emerging Markets Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA EMERGING MARKETS BOND FUND Z Z Shares                        CMBZX 19763P127
Emerging Markets Bond Dreyfus Funds                           PREMIER EMERGING MARKETS DEBT LOCAL CURRENCY CLASS I I Shares                        DDBIX 261980494
Emerging Markets Bond Eaton Vance                             EMERGING MARKETS LOCAL INCOME FD CL A A Shares                        EEIAX 277923694
Emerging Markets Bond Eaton Vance                             EMERGING MARKETS LOCAL INCOME FUND CLASS I I Shares                        EEIIX 277923447
Emerging Markets Bond Federated                               FED EMERGING MARKET DEBT FUND A A Shares                        IHIAX 31428U771
Emerging Markets Bond Federated                               FED EMERGING MARKET DEBT FUND FD F F Shares                        IHIFX 31428U649
Emerging Markets Bond Fidelity                                Fidelity New Markets Income No Share Class                  FNMIX 315910836
Emerging Markets Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FAD EMERGING MARKETS INCOME 1 I Shares                        FMKIX 315920702
Emerging Markets Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV EMER MKT INC CL A A Shares                        FMKAX 315920876
Emerging Markets Bond Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN TEMPLETON MK DEBT OPP Institutional                   FEMDX 353533813
Emerging Markets Bond Goldman Sachs                           Goldman Sachs Emerging Mkt Debt Fd Cl A A Shares                        GSDAX 38143H803
Emerging Markets Bond Goldman Sachs                           GS LOCAL EMERGING MARKETS DEBT A Shares                        GAMDX 38145N105
Emerging Markets Bond Invesco Aim                             INVESCO EMERGING MARKET LOCAL CURRENCY DEBT FD CL A A Shares                        IAEMX 00142R711
Emerging Markets Bond Invesco Aim                             INVESCO EMERGING MARKET LOCAL CURRENCY DEBT FD INSTL CL Institutional                   IIEMX 00142R653
Emerging Markets Bond JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Emerging Markets Debt Fund  Select Select                          JEMDX 4812A0748
Emerging Markets Bond Lazard Funds                            LAZARD EMERGING MARKETS DEBT PORTFOLIO- INSTITUTIONAL CLASS Institutional                   LEDIX 52106N111
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Emerging Markets Bond Legg Mason                              WA Emerging Markets Debt Portfolio I Shares                        SEMDX 52469F481
Emerging Markets Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT DEV LOCAL MARKET - A A Shares                        LDMAX 543908867
Emerging Markets Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT DEVLG LOCAL MKTS INSTL I Shares                        LDMYX 543908826
Emerging Markets Bond Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY GLOBAL HI INC FD CL I I Shares                        MGHIX 56062X559
Emerging Markets Bond MFS                                     MFS EMERG MKTS DEBT FD A A Shares                        MEDAX 55273E673
Emerging Markets Bond MFS                                     MFS EMERGING MARKETS DEBT FUN R4 Shares                       MEDGX 552743700
Emerging Markets Bond Morgan Stanley Instutional              MORGAN STANLEY EMERG MKT DEBT P P Shares                        IEDBX 61744J598
Emerging Markets Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER EMERGING MARKETS DEBT FUND A A Shares                        OEMAX 68381C109
Emerging Markets Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER EMERGING MARKETS DEBT FUND Y Y Shares                        OEMYX 68381C406
Emerging Markets Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Developing Local Markets Fund Instl Institutional                   PLMIX 72201F409
Emerging Markets Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Developing Local Mkts Fd  Admin Admin                           PDEVX 72201F821
Emerging Markets Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Emerg Mkts Bond Fd Admin                           PEBAX 693391567
Emerging Markets Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Emerging Local Bond Fund Admin                           PEBLX 72201F375
Emerging Markets Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Emerging Local Bond Fund Institutional                   PELBX 72201F516
Emerging Markets Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Emerging Markets Bond Fund Institutional                   PEBIX 693391559
Emerging Markets Bond T Rowe Price                            INSTL EMERG MKTS BD FD Institutional                   TREBX 74144Q401
Emerging Markets Bond T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE EMERGING MKT BD Investor                        PREMX 77956H872
Emerging Markets Bond TCW Funds                               EMERGING MKT INCOME FD CL N N Shares                        TGINX 87234N351
Emerging Markets Bond TCW Funds                               TCW EMERGING MARKETS LOCAL CURRENCY INCOME FUND CL I I Shares                        TGWIX 872365309
Emerging Markets Bond TCW Funds                               TCW EMERGING MARKETS LOCAL CURRENCY INCOME FUND CL N N Shares                        TGWNX 872365408
Emerging Markets Bond TCW Funds                               TCW GALILEO EMG MKTS INCM FD I I Shares                        TGEIX 87234N765
Equity Energy BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK ALL CAP ENERGY & RES A A Shares                        BACAX 091937334
Equity Energy BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK ALL CAP ENERGY & RES INST Institutional                   BACIX 091937284
Equity Energy BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK ENERGY & RESOURCE PORT - A A Shares                        SSGRX 091937524
Equity Energy BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK ENERGY & RESOURCE PORT I Institutional                   SGLSX 091937532
Equity Energy Calvert                                 CALVERT GLB ALTERNATIVE ENRGY CL A A Shares                        CGAEX 13161P847
Equity Energy Calvert                                 CALVERT GLB ALTERNTV ENRGY I I Shares                        CAEIX 13161P813
Equity Energy Fidelity                                FID SELECT ENERGY No Share Class                  FSENX 316390103
Equity Energy Fidelity                                FID SELECT ENERGY SERVICES No Share Class                  FSESX 316390764
Equity Energy Fidelity                                FID SELECT NATURAL GAS No Share Class                  FSNGX 316390525
Equity Energy Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV ENERGY CLASS A A Shares                        FANAX 315916841
Equity Energy Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV ENERGY CLASS I I Shares                        FANIX 315916866
Equity Energy Invesco Aim                             Invesco Energy Fund A A Shares                        IENAX 00142F204
Equity Energy Invesco Aim                             Invesco Energy Fund Institutional Institutional                   IENIX 00142F477
Equity Energy Ivy                                     IVY ENERGY FD CL I I Shares                        IVEIX 466000148
Equity Energy Ivy                                     IVY ENERGY FUND A A Shares                        IEYAX 466000395
Equity Energy Vanguard                                VAN ENERGY PORT Investor                        VGENX 921908109
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Equity Precious Metals American Century                        AMER CENT GLOBAL GOLD INSTL Institutional                   AGGNX 02507M469
Equity Precious Metals American Century                        AMER CENTURY GLOBAL GOLD Investor                        BGEIX 02507M105
Equity Precious Metals BlackRock Funds                         WORLD GOLD FUND CLASS A A Shares                        BWGAX 091936609
Equity Precious Metals BlackRock Funds                         WORLD GOLD FUND INST CLASS Institutional                   BWGIX 091936807
Equity Precious Metals Fidelity                                FID SELECT AMERICAN GOLD No Share Class                  FSAGX 316390780
Equity Precious Metals Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV GOLD FUND CL A A Shares                        FGDAX 316390376
Equity Precious Metals Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV GOLD FUND CL I I Shares                        FGDIX 316390335
Equity Precious Metals First Eagle SoGen                       First Eagle Gold Fund - A A Shares                        SGGDX 32008F408
Equity Precious Metals First Eagle SoGen                       FIRST EAGLE GOLD FUND CL I I Shares                        FEGIX 32008F770
Equity Precious Metals Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Gold and Precious Metals A Shares                        FKRCX 353535107
Equity Precious Metals Franklin/Templeton                      FRK GOLD AND PRECIOUS METALS FUND ADVISOR CL Advisor                         FGADX 353535305
Equity Precious Metals Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO Gold Fund - Class A A Shares                        GLDAX 36464R202
Equity Precious Metals Invesco Aim                             Invesco Gold & Precious Metals Fund A A Shares                        IGDAX 00142F857
Equity Precious Metals Oppenheimer                             OPPEN GOLD SPEC MINERALS A A Shares                        OPGSX 683910103
Equity Precious Metals Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER GOLD & SPECIAL MINERALS FUND Y Y Shares                        OGMYX 683910509
Equity Precious Metals Tocqueville                             TOCQUEVILLE GOLD FUND N/A                             TGLDX 888894862
Equity Precious Metals Vanguard                                VAN PRECIOUS METALS MINING Investor                        VGPMX 921908208
Equity Precious Metals Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO PRECIOUS METALS ADMIN CL Admin                           EKWDX 94975P694
Equity Precious Metals Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Precious Metals Instl Cl Institutional                   EKWYX 94985D491
Financial Davis                                   DAVIS FINANCIAL FUND A A Shares                        RPFGX 239103500
Financial Davis                                   DAVIS FINANCIAL FUND Y Y Shares                        DVFYX 239103815
Financial Fidelity                                FID CONSUMER FINANCE PORTFOLIO No Share Class                  FSVLX 316390723
Financial Fidelity                                FID SELECT BROKERAGE INVEST No Share Class                  FSLBX 316390855
Financial Fidelity                                FID SELECT FINANCIAL SERVICE No Share Class                  FIDSX 316390608
Financial Fidelity                                FID SELECT INSURANCE No Share Class                  FSPCX 316390541
Financial Fidelity                                FID SELECT REGIONAL BANKS No Share Class                  FSRBX 316390640
Financial Fidelity Advisor                        FAD FINANCIAL SERVICES 1 I Shares                        FFSIX 315918789
Financial Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV FIN SER FD CL A A Shares                        FAFDX 315918813
Financial Franklin/Templeton                      MUTUAL FINANCIAL SERVICE CL A A Shares                        TFSIX 354026106
Financial Invesco Aim                             Invesco Financial Services Fund A A Shares                        IFSAX 00142F709
Financial John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK FINANCIAL INDUSTRIES CL A A Shares                        FIDAX 409905502
Financial John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK FINANCIAL INDUSTRIES CL I I Shares                        FIDIX 409905858
Financial John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK REGIONAL BANK CL A A Shares                        FRBAX 409905106
Financial Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Investment Counsel Financial Services Fund I Shares                        LMRIX 52469R402
Financial Royce Funds                             ROYCE FINANCIAL SERVICES FUND Service                         RYFSX 780905469
Financial T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Financial Services Fund - Investor Investor                        PRISX 77954N103
Foreign Large Blend Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC International Fund Admin                           ANCAX 018920793
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Foreign Large Blend Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC International Fund P Shares                        ANIPX 018922807
Foreign Large Blend Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Disciplined International Equity Fund Admin                           RAIAX 018919639
Foreign Large Blend Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Disciplined International Equity Fund Institutional                   DRIEX 018919621
Foreign Large Blend Allianz                                 Allianz RCM International Opportunities Fund Institutional                   AMOIX 01900A833
Foreign Large Blend American                                EUROPACIFIC GROWTH FD R4 R4 Shares                       REREX 298706847
Foreign Large Blend American                                EUROPACIFIC GROWTH FUND - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RERGX 298706821
Foreign Large Blend American Century                        AMER CENT INTL CORE EQ INSTL Institutional                   ACIUX 02507M550
Foreign Large Blend American Century                        AMERICAN CENT INTL CORE EQ INV Investor                        ACIMX 02507M568
Foreign Large Blend Artisan Funds                           Artisan International Fund Investor                        ARTIX 04314H204
Foreign Large Blend Aston Funds                             ASTON/BARINGS INTERNATIONAL FUND CL N N Shares                        ABARX 00080Y678
Foreign Large Blend Aston Funds                             BARINGS INTL FD CL I Institutional                   ABIIX 00080Y785
Foreign Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FD INTER OPPORTUNITIES INST. CLASS Institutional                   BISIX 091929109
Foreign Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS INTL OPPORTUNITIES A A Shares                        BREAX 091929307
Foreign Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Int Fund A                                                                            A Shares                        MDILX 09248G107
Foreign Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Int Fund Inst Institutional                   MAILX 09248G404
Foreign Large Blend Brown Capital Management Funds          BROWN CAP MGMT INTL EQ FD Institutional                   BCIIX 66976M813
Foreign Large Blend Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA MASTERS INTL EQ PRT Z Z Shares                        CMTZX 19765M395
Foreign Large Blend Columbia Funds                          Columbia Multi Advisor International Equity Z Z Shares                        NIEQX 19765H677
Foreign Large Blend CRM Funds                               CRM INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY Institutional                   CRIIX 12628J709
Foreign Large Blend CRM Funds                               CRM INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY Investor                        CRMIX 12628J808
Foreign Large Blend Davis                                   DAVIS INTERNATIONAL FUND CLASS A SHARES A Shares                        DILAX 239080831
Foreign Large Blend Davis                                   DAVIS INTERNATIONAL FUND CLASS Y SHARES Y Shares                        DILYX 239080799
Foreign Large Blend Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS PREMIER DIVERSIFIED IN I Shares                        DFPIX 261986632
Foreign Large Blend Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FD CL A A Shares                        HEIAX 269858601
Foreign Large Blend Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND CLASS I I Shares                        HEIJX 269858809
Foreign Large Blend Eaton Vance                             PARAMETRIC STRUCTURED INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND A A Shares                        EAISX 277923413
Foreign Large Blend Eaton Vance                             PARAMETRIC STRUCTURED INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND I I Shares                        EIISX 277923389
Foreign Large Blend Federated                               Federated InterContinental - A A Shares                        RIMAX 314172511
Foreign Large Blend Federated                               FEDERATED INTERCONTL FD CL IS Institutional                   ICFIX 314172461
Foreign Large Blend Federated                               FEDERATED INTERNATIONAL LEADERS A A Shares                        FGFAX 31428U847
Foreign Large Blend Federated                               FEDERATED INTERNATIONAL LEADERS FUND IS Institutional                   FGFLX 31428U623
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Canada No Share Class                  FICDX 315910307
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Diversified International No Share Class                  FDIVX 315910802
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity                                FIDELITY INTERNATIONAL ENHANCE No Share Class                  FIENX 31606X407
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity                                FIDELITY INT'L DISCOVERY FUND No Share Class                  FIGRX 315910208
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Overseas No Share Class                  FOSFX 316343102
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity                                FIDELITY TOTAL INTERNATL EQTY No Share Class                  FTIEX 315910299
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Foreign Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FAD OVERSEAS 1 I Shares                        FAOIX 315918508
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Adv A Overseas A Shares                        FAOAX 315918607
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV TOTAL INTL EQTY A A Shares                        FTAEX 315910364
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV TOTAL INTL EQTY I I Shares                        FTEIX 315910323
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR CANADA FD I I Shares                        FICCX 315910430
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Diversified International - A A Shares                        FDVAX 315920736
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Diversified International - I I Shares                        FDVIX 315920686
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor International Discovery Fund - A A Shares                        FAIDX 315910661
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR INTL DISCOV I I Shares                        FIADX 315910620
Foreign Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISR CANADA FD CL A A Shares                        FACNX 315910471
Foreign Large Blend Forward Funds                           FORWARD INTERNATIONAL DIVIDEND FUND Institutional                   ACIEX 349913335
Foreign Large Blend Forward Funds                           FORWARD INTERNATIONAL DIVIDEND FUND Investor                        AIINX 349913327
Foreign Large Blend Forward Funds                           FORWARD INTL DIVIDEND FUND Institutional                   FFIEX 349913681
Foreign Large Blend Forward Funds                           FORWARD INTL DIVIDEND FUND Investor                        FFINX 349913301
Foreign Large Blend Frontegra Funds                         FRONTEGRA MASTHOLM INTL EQ FD Institutional                   FMHIX 359033701
Foreign Large Blend GE Funds                                Highland International Equity Fund - Class A A Shares                        HIQAX 43090E696
Foreign Large Blend Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS CONCENTRATED INT EQUITY A A Shares                        GSIFX 38141W596
Foreign Large Blend Goldman Sachs                           Goldman Sachs Strategic International Equity Fund A A Shares                        GSAKX 38144N502
Foreign Large Blend Harbor Funds                            Harbor International - Institutional Institutional                   HAINX 411511306
Foreign Large Blend Harbor Funds                            HARBOR INTERNATIONAL-ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HRINX 411511652
Foreign Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco International Allocation Fund A A Shares                        AINAX 00141M192
Foreign Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco International Allocation Fund Institutional Institutional                   INAIX 00141M150
Foreign Large Blend Ivy                                     IVY INTL CORE EQUITY A A Shares                        IVIAX 465897353
Foreign Large Blend Ivy                                     IVY INTL CORE EQUITY FD CL I I Shares                        ICEIX 465899706
Foreign Large Blend Ivy                                     IVY MANAGED EUROPACIFIC FD A A Shares                        IVMAX 465898286
Foreign Large Blend Ivy                                     IVY MANAGED EUROPACIFIC FD I I Shares                        IVMIX 465898245
Foreign Large Blend Ivy                                     IVY MANAGED INTL OPPOR FD CL A A Shares                        IVTAX 465898229
Foreign Large Blend Ivy                                     IVY MANAGED INTL OPPOR FD CL I I Shares                        IVTIX 465898179
Foreign Large Blend Janus                                   INTECH Risk-Managed International Fund Class I I Shares                        JMIIX 47103A765
Foreign Large Blend Janus                                   INTECH Risk-Managed International Fund Class S S Shares                        JMISX 47103A757
Foreign Large Blend Janus                                   Janus International Equity Fund Class I I Shares                        JIIEX 47103A534
Foreign Large Blend Janus                                   Janus International Equity Fund Class S S Shares                        JSIEX 47103A518
Foreign Large Blend John Hancock                            JH INTERNATIONAL ALLOCTN PORT A A Shares                        JAIAX 47803T247
Foreign Large Blend John Hancock                            JH INTERNATIONAL ALLOCTN PORT I I Shares                        JAIIX 47803T213
Foreign Large Blend John Hancock                            JH INTERNATIONAL GRWTH FD CL A A Shares                        GOIGX 47803T619
Foreign Large Blend John Hancock                            JH INTERNATIONAL GRWTH FD CL I I Shares                        GOGIX 47803T627
Foreign Large Blend JP Morgan                               JP MORGAN INTREPID INTER FD Select                          JISIX 4812A2215
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Foreign Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan International Equity Fund Select Select                          VSIEX 4812A0532
Foreign Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan International Opportunities Fund Institutional Institutional                   JPIOX 4812A0490
Foreign Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan International Opportunities Fund Select                                             Select                          JIOSX 4812A0482
Foreign Large Blend Lazard Funds                            

     
$100,000 minimum initial investment Institutional                   LZSIX 52106N665

Foreign Large Blend Lazard Funds                            LAZARD INTL EQTY PTFL INSTL SHS Institutional                   LZIEX 52106N400
Foreign Large Blend Lazard Funds                            LAZARD INT'L STRAT EQ INST SHS Institutional                   LISIX 52106N590
Foreign Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Batterymarch International Equity Trust F1 Shares                       LGFEX 52465D209
Foreign Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Batterymarch International Equity Trust I Shares                        LGIEX 52465U409
Foreign Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Global Currents International All Cap Opportunity Fund I Shares                        SBIYX 52469X888
Foreign Large Blend Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT INTL CORE EQUITY A A Shares                        LICAX 543915649
Foreign Large Blend Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT INTL CORE EQUITY I I Shares                        LICYX 543915599
Foreign Large Blend Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY INTL EQUITY FD CL I I Shares                        MSIIX 56062X807
Foreign Large Blend MFS                                     MFS INTL DIVERSIFICATION FD A A Shares                        MDIDX 55273G330
Foreign Large Blend MFS                                     MFS INTL DIVERSIFICATION FD R4 R4 Shares                       MDITX 55273G140
Foreign Large Blend MFS                                     MFS RESEARCH INTER FD R4 R4 Shares                       MRSJX 55273H536
Foreign Large Blend MFS                                     MFS RESEARCH INTL FD A A Shares                        MRSAX 552983512
Foreign Large Blend Morgan Stanley Instutional              INTL EQUITY PORTFOLIO P P Shares                        MIQBX 61744J499
Foreign Large Blend Morgan Stanley Instutional              MORGAN STANLEY ACT INTL ALLOC  P P Shares                        MSIBX 61744J655
Foreign Large Blend Morgan Stanley Instutional              MORGAN STANLEY INSTITUTIONAL INST'L ADVANTAGE PORTFOLIO P Shares                        MFAPX 61756E446
Foreign Large Blend Morgan Stanley Instutional              MSIF INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES P Shares                        MIOPX 61756E826
Foreign Large Blend Munder Funds                            MUNDER INTERNL CORE EQUITY Y Y Shares                        MICYX 626127724
Foreign Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        INTRNTL LARGE CAP FD INST CL Institutional                   NILIX 641224761
Foreign Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN INTERNATIONAL A Shares                        NBNAX 641224621
Foreign Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN INTERNATIONAL FUND CLASS A A Shares                        NIRAX 64122Q846
Foreign Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN INT'L INST FD Institutional                   NBIIX 641224811
Foreign Large Blend Northern Funds                          NORTHERN FDS INTL GWTH EQTY FD No Share Class                  NOIGX 665162509
Foreign Large Blend Northern Funds                          NORTHRN MULTI-MGR INTL EQTY FD No Share Class                  NMIEX 665162558
Foreign Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERNATIONAL FUND A Shares                        FAIAX 670678754
Foreign Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERNATIONAL FUND                                                                       R Shares                        ARQIX 670678556
Foreign Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERNATIONAL FUND                                                                       Y Shares                        FAICX 670678747
Foreign Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERNATIONAL SELECT FUND R Shares                        ISRCX 670690429
Foreign Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERNATIONAL SELECT FUND                                                                A Shares                        ISACX 670690395
Foreign Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERNATIONAL SELECT FUND                                                                Y Shares                        ISYCX 670690437
Foreign Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY INTERNATIONAL A Shares                        NSIAX 67065W266
Foreign Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY INTERNATIONAL I Shares                        NSIEX 67065W241
Foreign Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND, CLASS R3 R3 Shares                       NSREX 670713205
Foreign Large Blend Oppenheimer                             OPP INTER DIVER FD CL A A Shares                        OIDAX 68383C107
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Foreign Large Blend Oppenheimer                             OPP INTER DIVER FD CL Y Y Shares                        OIDYX 68383C503
Foreign Large Blend PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO International StocksPLUS TR Strategy Fund (U.S. Dollar Hedged) Institutional                   PISIX 72200Q380
Foreign Large Blend PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO International StocksPLUS TR Strategy Fund (Unhedged) Admin                           PSKAX 72201F565
Foreign Large Blend PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO International StocksPLUS TR Strategy Fund (Unhedged) Institutional                   PSKIX 72201F573
Foreign Large Blend Pioneer                                 PIONEER INTL VALUE FD Y Shares                        INVYX 723709507
Foreign Large Blend T Rowe Price                            INSTITUTIONAL CONCENTRATED INTERNATIONAL EQUITY Institutional                   RPICX 74144Q807
Foreign Large Blend T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE OVERSEAS STK FD Investor                        TROSX 77956H757
Foreign Large Blend T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE PRICE INSTITUTIONAL INTERNATIONAL CORE EQUITY FUND  INVESTOR Investor                        TRCEX 74144Q880
Foreign Large Blend T Rowe Price                            T.ROWE PRICE SPECTRUN INTL FD Investor                        PSILX 779906304
Foreign Large Blend Thornburg Funds                         Thornburg International Value Fund - I I Shares                        TGVIX 885215566
Foreign Large Blend Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG INTL VALUE FD R4 R4 Shares                       THVRX 885215269
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                TOTAL INTERNAT'L STOCK INDEX   INST'L Institutional                   VTSNX 921909784
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                TOTAL INTERNAT'L STOCK INDEX  INST'L PLUS Institutional                   VTPSX 921909776
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD DEVELOPED MARKET INDEX INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VIDMX 921909826
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard Developed Markets Index Fund Investor                        VDMIX 921909701
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD DEVELOPED MARKETS INDEX INSTITUTIONAL PLUS Institutional                   VDMPX 921909750
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD FTSE ALL WORLD EX-US INDEX Investor                        VFWIX 922042791
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD FTSE ALL-WORLD EX-US INDEX INSTITUTIONAL PLUS Institutional                   VFWPX 922042635
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard International Growth Investor                        VWIGX 921910204
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD TOTAL INTER'L STOCK INDEX SIGNAL Signal                          VTSGX 921909792
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD TOTAL INT'L STOCK INDEX Investor                        VGTSX 921909602
Foreign Large Blend Vanguard                                VG FTSE ALL WRLD EX-US IDX INS Institutional                   VFWSX 922042783
Foreign Large Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint International N/A                             VPINX 92208T202
Foreign Large Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Overseas Index Class I Class I                         VPOIX 92208T772

Foreign Large Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Overseas Index Class II Class II VPOEX 92208T780
Foreign Large Blend Victory Funds                           VICTORY INTERNATIONAL FUND CLA A Shares                        VIAFX 92646A765
Foreign Large Blend Victory Funds                           VICTORY INTERNATIONAL FUND CLA Institutional                   VIIFX 92646A740
Foreign Large Blend Victory Funds                           VICTORY INTERNATIONAL SELECT F A Shares                        VISFX 92646A732
Foreign Large Blend Victory Funds                           VICTORY INTERNATIONAL SELECT F Institutional                   VISIX 92646A716
Foreign Large Blend Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND-A A Shares                        VIEAX 92828R222
Foreign Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Diversified International Admin Cl Admin                           WFIEX 94975G645
Foreign Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Diversified International Instl Cl Institutional                   WFISX 949917322
Foreign Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo International Equity Admin Cl Admin                           WFEDX 949915144
Foreign Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo International Equity Instl Cl Institutional                   WFENX 94984B348
Foreign Large Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN INTERNAT. GROWTH I I Shares                        AWPIX 01879X707
Foreign Large Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN INTERNAT. GROWTH K K Shares                        AWPKX 01879X608
Foreign Large Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN INTL GROWTH ADVIS Advisor                         AWPYX 01879X400
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Foreign Large Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC International Growth Fund Institutional                   AILIX 01900C607
Foreign Large Growth American Century                        AMER CENT INTERNATIONAL GROWTH INST Institutional                   TGRIX 025086208
Foreign Large Growth American Century                        American Century International Growth Investor                        TWIEX 025086109
Foreign Large Growth Aston Funds                             ASTON NEPTUNE INTERNATIONAL FU N Shares                        ANINX 00080Y736
Foreign Large Growth Aston Funds                             ASTON/NEPTUNE INTL FD CL I I Shares                        ANIIX 00080Y850
Foreign Large Growth Buffalo Funds                           Buffalo International Fund N/A                             BUFIX 119530509
Foreign Large Growth Calamos                                 CALAMOS INTL GRTH FD CL A A Shares                        CIGRX 128119575
Foreign Large Growth Calamos                                 CALAMOS INTL GRTH FD CL I I Shares                        CIGIX 128119542
Foreign Large Growth Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA MARSICO INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FUND - Z Z Shares                        NMOAX 19765H636
Foreign Large Growth Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS INTERNATIONAL STOCK FD CL I I Shares                        DISRX 86271F768
Foreign Large Growth Fidelity                                Fidelity International Capital Appreciation No Share Class                  FIVFX 315910810
Foreign Large Growth Fidelity                                FIDELITY INTERNATIONAL GWTH FD No Share Class                  FIGFX 315910315
Foreign Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV INTL CAP APPREC FD A A Shares                        FCPAX 315920843
Foreign Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV INTL CAP APPREC FD I I Shares                        FCPIX 315920819
Foreign Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV INTERNL GWTH CL A A Shares                        FIAGX 315910422
Foreign Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV INTERNL GWTH FD I I Shares                        FIIIX 315910372
Foreign Large Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN INTERNATIONAL GROWTH A Shares                        FNGAX 353533730
Foreign Large Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN INTERNATIONAL GROWTH Advisor                         FNGZX 353533698
Foreign Large Growth Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO International Growth Fund - Class A A Shares                        GAIGX 364645200
Foreign Large Growth Harbor Funds                            Harbor International Growth Fund - Institutional Institutional                   HAIGX 411511801
Foreign Large Growth Harbor Funds                            HARBOR INTERNATIONAL GRTH-ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HRIGX 411511637
Foreign Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco International Growth Fund A A Shares                        AIIEX 008882102
Foreign Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco International Growth Fund Institutional Institutional                   AIEVX 008882771
Foreign Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen International Advantage Fund A Shares                        VKIAX 00142R828
Foreign Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen International Growth Fund A Shares                        VIFAX 00142R778
Foreign Large Growth Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN INTL GR FD INSTL CL Institutional                   VIFJX 00142R729
Foreign Large Growth Ivy                                     IVY INTERNATIONAL FUND A A Shares                        IVINX 465897502
Foreign Large Growth Ivy                                     IVY INTL GROWTH FD CLASS I I Shares                        IGIIX 465898724
Foreign Large Growth Janus                                   Janus Overseas Fund Class I I Shares                        JIGFX 47103C464
Foreign Large Growth Janus                                   Janus Overseas Fund Class S S Shares                        JIGRX 47103C449
Foreign Large Growth Marsico Funds                           MARSICO INTL OPP. No Share Class                  MIOFX 573012408
Foreign Large Growth MFS                                     MFS A Intl Growth A Shares                        MGRAX 55273E103
Foreign Large Growth MFS                                     MFS INSTITUTIONAL INT'L EQ FD Institutional                   MIEIX 552966806
Foreign Large Growth MFS                                     MFS INTERNATIONAL GROWTH FUND R4 R4 Shares                       MGRVX 552746687
Foreign Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SANTA BARBARA INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND, CLASS A   A Shares                        NBQAX 670725738
Foreign Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SANTA BARBARA INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND, CLASS C N/A                             NBQCX 670725720
Foreign Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SANTA BARBARA INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND, CLASS I I Shares                        NBQIX 670725712
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Foreign Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SANTA BARBARA INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND, CLASS R3 N/A                             NBQBX 670725696
Foreign Large Growth Oppenheimer                             OPP INTER GRTH FD CL Y Y Shares                        OIGYX 68380L407
Foreign Large Growth Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER INTL GROWTH FD A A Shares                        OIGAX 68380L100
Foreign Large Growth RS Investments                          RS INTERNATIONAL GROWTH FUND Y Y Shares                        RSIGX 74972H424
Foreign Large Growth Schwab                                  SCHWAB LAUDUS INTERNATIONAL MARKET MASTERS INVESTOR Investor                        SWOIX 808509889
Foreign Large Growth T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PR INSTIT FORG EQU FD Investor                        PRFEX 74144Q104
Foreign Large Growth T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price International Stock Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PAITX 77956H823
Foreign Large Growth T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE PRICE INTL STOCK FUND Investor                        PRITX 77956H203
Foreign Large Growth Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG INTERNATIONAL GROWTH R4 R4 Shares                       TINVX 885215160
Foreign Large Growth Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG INTL GROWTH I I Shares                        TINGX 885215244
Foreign Large Growth Turner Funds                            TURNER INTERNATIONAL GROWTH FUND INVESTOR Investor                        TICFX 900297714
Foreign Large Growth Turner Funds                            TURNER INTL  GRTH FD INSTL Institutional                   TICGX 900297771
Foreign Large Growth Virtus Funds                            Virtus Foreign Opportunities Fund - A A Shares                        JVIAX 92828R859
Foreign Large Growth Virtus Funds                            Virtus Foreign Opportunities Fund - I                                                           I Shares                        JVXIX 92828R834
Foreign Large Growth Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV INTL GROWTH FD A A Shares                        UNCGX 930057799
Foreign Large Growth William Blair                           WILLIAM BLAIR FDS INTL EQTY N N Shares                        WIENX 093001253
Foreign Large Growth William Blair                           WILLIAM BLAIR INST INT'L GRTH Institutional                   WBIIX 093001352
Foreign Large Growth William Blair                           WILLIAM BLAIR INTL GROWTH FUND CL I I Shares                        BIGIX 093001774
Foreign Large Growth William Blair                           WILLIAM BLAIR INT'L GROWTH N N Shares                        WBIGX 093001402
Foreign Large Growth William Blair                           WM BLAIR FDS INSTL INTL EQ Institutional                   WIIEX 093001238
Foreign Large Growth William Blair                           WM BLAIR INTL EQTY FD CL I I Shares                        WIEIX 093001246
Foreign Large Value Alliance                                ALIEBERTN INT'L VALUE FD CL I I Shares                        AIVIX 018913707
Foreign Large Value Alliance                                ALIEBERTN INT'L VALUE FD CL K K Shares                        AIVKX 018913608
Foreign Large Value Alliance                                Alliance Bernstein International Value Fund - Advisor Advisor                         ABIYX 018913400
Foreign Large Value Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ International Value Fund Institutional                   ANJIX 018920603
Foreign Large Value American                                INTERNATIONAL GROWTH AND INCOM R4 Shares                       RIGEX 45956T832
Foreign Large Value American                                INTERNATIONAL GROWTH AND INCOM CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RIGGX 45956T816
Foreign Large Value American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON INT EQTY INST Institutional                   AAIEX 02368A406
Foreign Large Value American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON INTL EQ FD INV CL Investor                        AAIPX 02368A794
Foreign Large Value American Century                        AMER CENT INTER VALUE INS CLAS Institutional                   ACVUX 025086570
Foreign Large Value American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY INTER VAL FD Investor                        ACEVX 025086588
Foreign Large Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Intl Value  Inst Institutional                   MAIVX 09253H503
Foreign Large Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Intl Value Fund A                                                                     A Shares                        MDIVX 09253H107
Foreign Large Value Calvert                                 Calvert International Equity Fd - A A Shares                        CWVGX 131649105
Foreign Large Value Calvert                                 Calvert International Equity Fd I I Shares                        CWVIX 131649808
Foreign Large Value Cambiar Funds                           CAMBIAR INTL EQUITY FD Investor                        CAMIX 00758M139
Foreign Large Value Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA INTERNATIONAL VALUE FUND - Z Z Shares                        EMIEX 19765H586
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Foreign Large Value Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA MULTI-ADVISOR INTERNATIONAL VALUE FUND Z Z Shares                        CMVZX 19766G728
Foreign Large Value Delaware                                DELAWARE INTL EQ FD INSTITUTIO Institutional                   DEQIX 245914403
Foreign Large Value DFA Funds                               DFA INTERNATIONAL VALUE PORTFO R2 Shares                       DFIPX 25434D625
Foreign Large Value Dodge & Cox                             Dodge & Cox International Stock Fund No Share Class                  DODFX 256206103
Foreign Large Value Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FD I I Shares                        DIERX 26201F405
Foreign Large Value Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS INTERNATIONAL VALUE FD I I Shares                        DIRVX 26200C528
Foreign Large Value Federated                               FEDERATED INT STRATEGIC VALUE DIV FUND A A Shares                        IVFAX 314172388
Foreign Large Value Federated                               FEDERATED INT STRATEGIC VALUE DIV FUND IS Institutional                   IVFIX 314172362
Foreign Large Value Fidelity                                FIDELITY INTERNATIONAL VAL FD No Share Class                  FIVLX 315910489
Foreign Large Value Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV INTL VALUE CL A A Shares                        FIVMX 315910547
Foreign Large Value Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV INTL VALUE FD I I Shares                        FIVQX 315910497
Foreign Large Value Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin Templeton A Foreign A Shares                        TEMFX 880196209
Foreign Large Value Franklin/Templeton                      MUTUAL INTERNATIONAL FUND CLAS A Shares                        FMIAX 354026700
Foreign Large Value Franklin/Templeton                      TEM FOREIGN FD ADVISOR CL Advisor                         TFFAX 880196506
Foreign Large Value Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON INST FDS FGN EQTY SE Institutional                   TFESX 880210869
Foreign Large Value Franklin/Templeton                      Templeton Instl Funds Inc Foreign Equity Institutional                   TFEQX 880210505
Foreign Large Value Glenmede                                GLENMEDE PHILADELPHIA INTERNATIONAL FD N/A                             GTIIX 378690804
Foreign Large Value Goldman Sachs                           GS INTL EQUITY DIVIDEND & PREM A Shares                        GIDAX 38144N486
Foreign Large Value Goldman Sachs                           STRUCTURED INT EQUITY A A Shares                        GCIAX 38142V878
Foreign Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco International Core Equity Fund A A Shares                        IBVAX 008882664
Foreign Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco International Core Equity Fund Institutional Institutional                   IBVIX 008882623
Foreign Large Value John Hancock                            INTERNATIONAL VALUE EQUITY FUND A A Shares                        JIEAX 47803U442
Foreign Large Value John Hancock                            JH INTL CORE FD A SHS A Shares                        GIDEX 47803T486
Foreign Large Value John Hancock                            JH INTL CORE FD I SHS I Shares                        GOCIX 47803T494
Foreign Large Value John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK INTERNATIONAL VALUE EQUITY FUND CLASS I I Shares                        JIEEX 47803U434
Foreign Large Value JP Morgan                               JPMorgan International Value Fund  Institutional Institutional                   JNUSX 4812A0573
Foreign Large Value JP Morgan                               JPMorgan International Value Fund Select Select                          JIESX 4812A0565
Foreign Large Value Laudus Rosenberg                        Laudus Mondrian International Equity Fund, Investor Shares Investor                        LIEQX 51855Q614
Foreign Large Value Laudus Rosenberg                        Laudus Mondrian Intl Eqt, Inst Shr Institutional                   LIEIX 51855Q580
Foreign Large Value Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT INTERNATIONAL DIVI I Shares                        LAIDX 543915359
Foreign Large Value Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT INTERNATIONAL DIVIDEND INCOME FUND CLASS A A Shares                        LIDAX 543915391
Foreign Large Value Mainstay/Eclipse                        ICAP EURO SELECT EQTY PTFL I Shares                        ICEUX 56063J716
Foreign Large Value Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY ICAP INTL FD CL A A Shares                        ICEVX 56063J732
Foreign Large Value MFS                                     MFS International Value Fund - A A Shares                        MGIAX 55273E301
Foreign Large Value MFS                                     MFS INTERNATIONAL VALUE FUND R4 R4 Shares                       MINHX 552746646
Foreign Large Value Munder Funds                            MUNDER INTL EQUITY FUND Y Y Shares                        MUIYX 626129753
Foreign Large Value Nuveen                                  Nuveen Tradewinds Int Value Fd Cl A A Shares                        NAIGX 67065W506
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Foreign Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS INTERNATIONA R3 Shares                       NTITX 67065W233
Foreign Large Value Nuveen                                  Nuveen Tradewinds International Value - I I Shares                        NGRRX 67065W803
Foreign Large Value Oakmark Funds                           THE OAKMARK INTL FD Class I                         OAKIX 413838202
Foreign Large Value Oppenheimer                             OPPEN QUEST INTL VALUE FD A A Shares                        QIVAX 68380G101
Foreign Large Value Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER QUEST INTERNATIONAL VALUE Y N/A                             QIVYX 68380G507
Foreign Large Value Pacific Capital                         FORMULA INVESTING INTL VALUE 400 FD A A Shares                        FNVAX 360873541
Foreign Large Value Pacific Capital                         FORMULA INVESTING INTL VALUE SELECT FD A A Shares                        FNAAX 360873517
Foreign Large Value T Rowe Price                            T ROWE INTERNATIONAL GROWTH & INCOME Investor                        TRIGX 77956H849
Foreign Large Value T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Internat'l Growth & Income Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PAIGX 77956H773
Foreign Large Value Vanguard                                VANGUARD INT VALUE Investor                        VTRIX 921939203
Foreign Large Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo International Value Admin Cl Admin                           WFVDX 949917108
Foreign Large Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo International Value Instl Cl Institutional                   WFVIX 949917314
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Alliance                                AB INTERNATIONAL DISCOVERY EQUITY FUND AD Advisor                         ADEYX 01877E677
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Alliance                                AB INTERNATIONAL DISCOVERY EQUITY FUND I I Shares                        ADEIX 01877E651
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Alliance                                AB INTERNATIONAL DISCOVERY EQUITY FUND K K Shares                        ADEKX 01877E644
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC International Growth Opportunities Fund Admin                           ALOVX 01900C474
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC International Growth Opportunities Fund Institutional                   ALOIX 01900C466
Foreign Small/Mid Growth American Century                        ACI International Discovery Institutional                   TIDIX 025086604
Foreign Small/Mid Growth American Century                        Amer Cent 20th Intl Disc Investor                        TWEGX 025086505
Foreign Small/Mid Growth American Century                        INTERNATIONAL OPPORT 1NVESTOR Investor                        AIOIX 025086745
Foreign Small/Mid Growth American Century                        INTERNATIONAL OPPORT INSTIT CL Institutional                   ACIOX 025086737
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Artisan Funds                           ARTISAN INTL SMALL CAP Investor                        ARTJX 04314H808
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Baron Funds                             BARON INTERNATIONAL GROWTH FD Institutional                   BINIX 06828M603
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Baron Funds                             BARON INTERNATIONAL GROWTH FUND Retail                          BIGFX 06828M306
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Calvert                                 CALVERT INT'L OPPORTUNITIES FD A Shares                        CIOAX 131649881
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Calvert                                 CALVERT INTL OPPORTUNITIES I I Shares                        COIIX 131649857
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Acorn International Fund - Z Z Shares                        ACINX 197199813
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Acorn International Fund-A A Shares                        LAIAX 197199847
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Acorn International Select Fund-A                                                      A Shares                        LAFAX 197199797
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Acorn International Select Fund-Z Z Shares                        ACFFX 197199763
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Federated                               FEDERATED INTERNATIONAL SMALL- Institutional                   ISCIX 31428U631
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Federated                               Federated International Small-Mid Company - A A Shares                        ISCAX 31428U748
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Fidelity                                FIDELITY INTER SM CP OPP FD No Share Class                  FSCOX 315910562
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Fidelity                                FIDELITY INTL SMALL CAP  No Share Class                  FISMX 315910737
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV INTL SMALLCAP FD CL A A Shares                        FIASX 315910729
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY AD INT SM CP CL I I Shares                        FOPIX 315910554
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV INT SM CP OP CL A A Shares                        FOPAX 315910612
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Foreign Small/Mid Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISE INTL SM CAP I I Shares                        FIXIX 315910679
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Forward Funds                           Forward International Small Companies Fund - Investor Investor                        PISRX 349913830
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Forward Funds                           Forward International Small Companies Fund Inst Institutional                   PTSCX 349913822
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN INTERNATIONAL SMALL C A Shares                        FINAX 353533763
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN INT'L SMLCAP GROWTH FD Advisor                         FKSCX 353533888
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS INTL SMALL CAP A A Shares                        GISAX 38142V316
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Goldman Sachs                           STRUCTURED INTL SML CAP CL A A Shares                        GICAX 38144N627
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco International Small Company Fund A A Shares                        IEGAX 008879561
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco International Small Company Fund Institutional Institutional                   IEGIX 00141L830
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT INTL OPPORTS FD A A Shares                        LAIEX 543915854
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT INTL OPPORTS FD I I Shares                        LINYX 543915813
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY EPOCH INTRNTL SML CAP CLS A A Shares                        EPIPX 56063J849
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY EPOCH INTRNTL SML CAP CLS I I Shares                        EPIEX 56063J823
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Managers                                MANAGERS AMGTRILOGY INTERNATIONAL SMALL CAP FUND INST Institutional                   TLSIX 561709528
Foreign Small/Mid Growth MFS                                     MFS INTL NEW DISCOVERY FD A A Shares                        MIDAX 552981888
Foreign Small/Mid Growth MFS                                     MFS INTL NEW DISCOVERY R4 R4 Shares                       MIDJX 552981482
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Oberweiss Funds                         OBERWEIS INTL OPPOR FD N/A                             OBIOX 674375506
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Oppenheimer                             OPP INT SM CO FD CLY Y Shares                        OSMYX 68380U506
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Oppenheimer                             OPPINTL SMALL CO FD A A Shares                        OSMAX 68380U100
Foreign Small/Mid Growth T Rowe Price                            T.ROWE International Discovery Investor                        PRIDX 77956H302
Foreign Small/Mid Growth TCW Funds                               TCW INTERNATIONAL SMALL CAP FUND CLASS N N Shares                        TGNIX 872365606
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Vanguard                                FTSE ALL WORLD EX-US SMALL-CAP Investor                        VFSVX 922042734
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Vanguard                                FTSE ALL-WORLD EX-US SMALL-CAP INDEX FD INST Institutional                   VFSNX 922042726
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD INT'L EXPLORER Investor                        VINEX 921946208
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Wasatch Funds                           WASATCH INTL GROWTH FUND N/A                             WAIGX 936793405
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Wasatch Funds                           WASATCH INT'L OPPORTUNITIES N/A                             WAIOX 936793702
Foreign Small/Mid Growth Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE INTRNL FRONTIER FUND Retail                          WTIFX 957904550
Foreign Small/Mid Growth William Blair                           WM.BLAIR FD INTL SM CAP GRTH N N Shares                        WISNX 093001170
Foreign Small/Mid Growth William Blair                           WM.BLAIR FD INTL SM CAP GTH CL Institutional                   WIISX 093001162
Foreign Small/Mid Value Artisan Funds                           ARTISAN INTERNATIONAL VAL FD Investor                        ARTKX 04314H881
Foreign Small/Mid Value First Eagle SoGen                       First Eagle Overseas Fund - I I Shares                        SGOIX 32008F200
Foreign Small/Mid Value First Eagle SoGen                       FIRST EAGLE SOGEN OVERSEAS A A Shares                        SGOVX 32008F101
Foreign Small/Mid Value Franklin/Templeton                      FOREIGN SMALLER COMPANIES Inst SER Institutional                   TFSCX 880210877
Foreign Small/Mid Value Franklin/Templeton                      TEM FOREIGN SMALLER COS ADV Advisor                         FTFAX 35361F501
Foreign Small/Mid Value Franklin/Templeton                      Templeton A Foreign Smaller Com A Shares                        FINEX 35361F303
Foreign Small/Mid Value Lazard Funds                            LAZARD INTL SMCAP PTFL INSTL Institutional                   LZISX 52106N806
Foreign Small/Mid Value Legg Mason                              LM GC INTERNATIONAL SMALL CAP OPPORTUNITY FUND CL I I Shares                        LCOIX 52467P515
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Foreign Small/Mid Value Morgan Stanley Instutional              MS INTERNATIONAL SMALL CAP CLA P Shares                        MSCPX 61756E842
Foreign Small/Mid Value Munder Funds                            MUNDER INTERNL SMALL CAP CL Y Y Shares                        MYSIX 626127674
Foreign Small/Mid Value Oakmark Funds                           THE OAKMARK INTL SMALL CAP FD Class I                         OAKEX 413838509
Foreign Small/Mid Value Royce Funds                             ROYCE INTL MICRO-CAP FUND Service                         ROIMX 780811782
Foreign Small/Mid Value Royce Funds                             ROYCE INTL PREMIER FUND Service                         RYIPX 780811790
Foreign Small/Mid Value Royce Funds                             ROYCE INTL SMALLER COS FD Service Shr Service                         RYGSX 780905139
Foreign Small/Mid Value Third Avenue                            THIRD AVE INTERNATIONAL VALUE FD INV CL Investor                        TVIVX 884116864
Foreign Small/Mid Value Third Avenue                            THIRD AVE INTL VAL Institutional                   TAVIX 884116500
Foreign Small/Mid Value Tocqueville                             TOCQUEVILLE INTERNATIONAL FDA A Shares                        TIVFX 888894300
Global Real Estate Alliance                                ALLBERN GLOBAL REAL ESTATE INV FUND ADV Advisor                         ARSYX 01877G409
Global Real Estate Alliance                                ALLBERN GLOBAL REAL ESTATE INV FUND CL K K Shares                        ARRKX 01877G607
Global Real Estate Alliance                                ALLBERN GLOBAL REAL ESTATE INV FUND CLI I Shares                        AEEIX 01877G706
Global Real Estate Alliance                                ALLBERN GLOBAL REAL ESTATE INV FUND II I Shares                        ARIIX 018907501
Global Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          Cohen & Steers Asia Pacific Realty - I I Shares                        APFIX 19248D301
Global Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          COHEN & STEERS RLTY FOCUS FD A A Shares                        CSFAX 19247N102
Global Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          COHEN STEERS AS PAC REALTY A A Shares                        APFAX 19248D103
Global Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          COHEN STEERS INTL RLTY FD CL A A Shares                        IRFAX 19248H104
Global Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          COHEN STEERS INTL RLTY FD CL I I Shares                        IRFIX 19248H401
Global Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          COHEN STEERS RLTY FOCUS I I Shares                        CSSPX 19247N409
Global Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          COHEN&STEERS INSTIT GLBL REALT I Shares                        GRSIX 19248K107
Global Real Estate Delaware                                DELAWARE GLOBAL REAL ESTATE SECURITIES  FUND CL  I Institutional                   DLRIX 24610D400
Global Real Estate Fidelity                                FIDELITY INT'L REAL ESTATE FD No Share Class                  FIREX 316389840
Global Real Estate Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV INTNL REAL ESTATE CL A A Shares                        FIRAX 316389634
Global Real Estate Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV INTNL REAL ESTATE CL I I Shares                        FIRIX 316389584
Global Real Estate Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN GLOBAL REAL EST ADV Advisor                         FVGRX 353533771
Global Real Estate Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN GLOBAL REAL EST FD A A Shares                        FAGRX 353533797
Global Real Estate Goldman Sachs                           Goldman Sachs Institutional Real Estate Securities - A A Shares                        GIRAX 38143H589
Global Real Estate Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Real Estate Fund A A Shares                        AGREX 00142C367
Global Real Estate Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Real Estate Fund Institutional Institutional                   IGREX 00142C326
Global Real Estate Janus                                   Janus Global Real Estate Fund Class I I Shares                        JERIX 47103A583
Global Real Estate Janus                                   Janus Global Real Estate Fund Class S S Shares                        JERSX 47103A575
Global Real Estate JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN INTERL REALTY FD SEL Select                          JIRSX 4812A3650
Global Real Estate Morgan Stanley Instutional              GLOBAL REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO P P Shares                        MRLBX 61744J135
Global Real Estate Morgan Stanley Instutional              INTERNATIONAL REAL ESTATE P P Shares                        IERBX 61744J341
Global Real Estate Northern Funds                          NORTHERN MULTI-MANAGER GLOBAL N/A                             NMMGX 665162475
Global Real Estate T Rowe Price                            TRP GLOBAL REAL ESTATE FUND Advisor                         PAGEX 87279M102
Global Real Estate Third Avenue                            THIRD AVE REAL ESTATE VALUE FD INV CL Investor                        TVRVX 884116872
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Global Real Estate Third Avenue                            Third Avenue Real Estate Value Fund Institutional                   TAREX 884116401
Global Real Estate Touchstone Funds                        GLOBAL REAL ESTATE FUND CLASS A Shares                        TGAAX 89155H363
Global Real Estate Touchstone Funds                        GLOBAL REAL ESTATE FUND INSTL Institutional                   TRFIX 89155H348
Global Real Estate Vanguard                                VANGUARD GLOBAL EX-US REAL ESTATE INVESTORS Investor                        VGXRX 922042692
Global Real Estate Vanguard                                VANGUARD GLOBAL EX-US REAL ESTATE SIGNAL Signal                          VGRLX 922042668
Global Real Estate Virtus Funds                            Virtus International Real Estate Securities Fund - A                                            A Shares                        PXRAX 92828R750
Global Real Estate Virtus Funds                            Virtus International Real Estate Securities Fund - I I Shares                        PXRIX 92828R735
Health BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Health Sciences Opp Port A (171) A Shares                        SHSAX 091937573
Health BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Health Sciences Opp Port Ins Institutional                   SHSSX 091937540
Health BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Healthcare A                                                                          A Shares                        MDHCX 09252G100
Health BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Healthcare Inst Institutional                   MAHCX 09252G506
Health Delaware                                DELAWARE HEALTHCARE FUND CLASS I Institutional                   DLHIX 24610E408
Health Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE WW HLTH SCIENCES A A Shares                        ETHSX 277902813
Health Eaton Vance                             WORLDWIDE HEALTH SCIENCES FUND I Shares                        EIHSX 277902623
Health Fidelity                                FID SEL PHARMACEUTICALS PORT No Share Class                  FPHAX 316390442
Health Fidelity                                FID SELECT BIOTECHNOLOGY No Share Class                  FBIOX 316390772
Health Fidelity                                FID SELECT HEALTH CARE No Share Class                  FSPHX 316390301
Health Fidelity                                FID SELECT MEDICAL DELIVERY No Share Class                  FSHCX 316390665
Health Fidelity                                FIDELITY SELECT MEDICAL EQUIPMENT SYST No Share Class                  FSMEX 316390475
Health Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV BIOTECHNOLOGY CL A A Shares                        FBTAX 315918516
Health Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV BIOTECHNOLOGY CL I I Shares                        FBTIX 315918466
Health Fidelity Advisor                        FID HEALTH CARE 1 I Shares                        FHCIX 315918821
Health Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Adv A Health Care A Shares                        FACDX 315918847
Health Franklin/Templeton                      FRK STRATEGIC BIOTECHNOLOGY FD A Shares                        FBDIX 354713844
Health Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Health Care Fund A A Shares                        GGHCX 00141T106
Health Invesco Aim                             Invesco Health Sciences Fund A Shares                        HCRAX 00141V358
Health Janus                                   Janus Global Life Sciences Fund Class I I Shares                        JFNIX 471023465
Health Janus                                   Janus Global Life Sciences Fund Class S S Shares                        JFNSX 471023457
Health T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Health Sciences Fund - Investor Investor                        PRHSX 741480107
Health Touchstone Funds                        Touchstone Health Care and Biotechnology Fund - A A Shares                        THBCX 89155H777
Health Vanguard                                VANGUARD HEALTH CARE PORT Investor                        VGHCX 921908307
Health Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Health Care Admin Cl Admin                           EHCYX 94985D541
High Yield Bond Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC High Yield Bond Fund Admin                           AYBVX 01900C557
High Yield Bond Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC High Yield Bond Fund Institutional                   AYBIX 01900C540
High Yield Bond American                                AMERICAN HIGH INCOME TR R4 R4 Shares                       RITEX 026547844
High Yield Bond American                                AMERICAN HIGH-INCOME TRUST - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RITGX 026547810
High Yield Bond American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON  HI YEI BD FD INV CLASS Investor                        AHYPX 02368A455
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High Yield Bond American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON  HIGH YIELD BD FD Institutional                   AYBFX 02368A489
High Yield Bond American Beacon Funds                   SIM HIGH YIELD OPPORTUNITIES INST Institutional                   SHOIX 024524282
High Yield Bond American Beacon Funds                   SIM HIGH YIELD OPPORTUNITIES INVESTOR Investor                        SHYPX 024524274
High Yield Bond American Century                        Amer Cent High Yield Investor                        ABHIX 024932808
High Yield Bond American Century                        HIGH YIELD FD INSTUTIONAL CL Institutional                   ACYIX 024932782
High Yield Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK HI YIELD BD FD Institutional                   BRHYX 091929687
High Yield Bond BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock High Income Fund A                                                                    A Shares                        MDHIX 09252M875
High Yield Bond BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock High Income Fund Inst Institutional                   MAHIX 09252M834
High Yield Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK HIGH YIELD BD CL A A Shares                        BHYAX 091929679
High Yield Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK HIGH YIELD INSTL CL Institutional                   BHYIX 091929638
High Yield Bond Buffalo Funds                           BUFFALO HIGH YIELD FD N/A                             BUFHX 119539104
High Yield Bond Calamos                                 CALAMOS HIGH YIELD FUND A Shares                        CHYDX 128119815
High Yield Bond Calamos                                 HIGH YIELD FUND CL I I Shares                        CIHYX 128119781
High Yield Bond Calvert                                 CALVERT High Yield Bond Fund A Shares                        CYBAX 131582454
High Yield Bond Calvert                                 CALVERT HIGH YIELD BOND FUND I I Shares                        CYBIX 131582439
High Yield Bond CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTER HIGH YIELD BD FD Institutional                   CHYIX 125977769
High Yield Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA HIGH YIELD BOND FUND Z Z Shares                        CHYZX 19766F175
High Yield Bond Columbia Funds                          Columbia High Yield Opportunity Fund-Z Z Shares                        LHYZX 19765L553
High Yield Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA INCOME OPPORTUNITIES FUND Z Z Shares                        CIOZX 19763T889
High Yield Bond Delaware                                HIGH YIELD OPPORTUNITIES INSTI Institutional                   DHOIX 245908843
High Yield Bond Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS HIGH YIELD FD I I Shares                        DLHRX 261980759
High Yield Bond Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE HIGH INCOME OPPORTUNITIES A A Shares                        ETHIX 277923405
High Yield Bond Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE INC FD OF BOSTON A A Shares                        EVIBX 277907101
High Yield Bond Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE INC FD OF BOSTON I I Shares                        EIBIX 277907200
High Yield Bond Eaton Vance                             HIGH INCOME OPPORTUNITIES FUND I Shares                        EIHIX 277923546
High Yield Bond Federated                               FED INST HGH YIELD BD FD Institutional                   FIHBX 31420B300
High Yield Bond Federated                               Federated A High Income Bond A Shares                        FHIIX 314195108
High Yield Bond Fidelity                                FID CAPITAL AND INCOME No Share Class                  FAGIX 316062108
High Yield Bond Fidelity                                FIDELITY FOCUS HI ICM FD No Share Class                  FHIFX 316146794
High Yield Bond Fidelity                                FIDELITY HIGH INCOME FD No Share Class                  SPHIX 316146406
High Yield Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FID HIGH YIELD 1 I Shares                        FAHCX 315807875
High Yield Bond Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Adv A High Yield A Shares                        FAHDX 315807826
High Yield Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR HIGH INC CL A A Shares                        FHIAX 315807610
High Yield Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR HIGH INC CL I I Shares                        FHNIX 315807651
High Yield Bond Forward Funds                           FORWARD HIGH YIELD BOND FUND INST Institutional                   AHBAX 34987A103
High Yield Bond Forward Funds                           FORWARD HIGH YIELD BOND FUND INVESTOR Investor                        AHBIX 34987A202
High Yield Bond Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A High Income A Shares                        FHAIX 353538101
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High Yield Bond Franklin/Templeton                      FRK HIGH INC FD ADVISOR Advisor                         FVHIX 353538309
High Yield Bond Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS HIGH YIELD FD A A Shares                        GSHAX 38141W653
High Yield Bond Harbor Funds                            HARBOR HGH YIELD BD FD ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HYFRX 411511546
High Yield Bond Harbor Funds                            Harbor High-Yield Bond - Institutional Institutional                   HYFAX 411511553
High Yield Bond Hotchkis & Wiley                        HOTCHKIS AND WILEY HIGH YIELD Institutional                   HWHIX 44134R735
High Yield Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco High Yield Fund A A Shares                        AMHYX 00142C706
High Yield Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco High Yield Fund Institutional Institutional                   AHIYX 00142C482
High Yield Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco High Yield Securities Fund A Shares                        HYLAX 001421403
High Yield Bond Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN HIGH YIELD FD INSTL CL Institutional                   ACHNX 001421692
High Yield Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen High Yield Fund A Shares                        ACHYX 001421742
High Yield Bond Ivy                                     IVY HIGH INCOME FUND A A Shares                        WHIAX 466000668
High Yield Bond Ivy                                     IVY HIGH INCOME FUND CLASS I I Shares                        IVHIX 466000122
High Yield Bond Janus                                   Janus High-Yield Fund Class I I Shares                        JHYFX 47103C571
High Yield Bond Janus                                   Janus High-Yield Fund Class S S Shares                        JDHYX 47103C555
High Yield Bond John Hancock                            JH HIGHYIELD FUND I I Shares                        JYHIX 41014P763
High Yield Bond John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK HI YIELD FUND CL A A Shares                        JHHBX 41014P839
High Yield Bond JP Morgan                               JPMorgan High Yield Fund Select Select                          OHYFX 4812C0803
High Yield Bond Lazard Funds                            

    
$100,000 minimum initial investment Institutional                   LZHYX 52106N699

High Yield Bond Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Western Asset Global High Yield Bond Fund I Shares                        SHYOX 52469F432
High Yield Bond Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Western Asset High Income Fund I Shares                        SHIYX 52469F598
High Yield Bond Legg Mason                              WA High Yield Portfolio I Shares                        WAHYX 957663842
High Yield Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT HIGH YIELD FD A A Shares                        LHYAX 54400N102
High Yield Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT HIGH YIELD FD I I Shares                        LAHYX 54400N409
High Yield Bond Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY HIGH YLD CORP BOND FD I I Shares                        MHYIX 56062X708
High Yield Bond Managers                                MANAGERS HIGH YIELD FD A A Shares                        MHHAX 56171P711
High Yield Bond Metropolitan West                       HIGH YIELD BD FD CL M M Shares                        MWHYX 592905871
High Yield Bond Metropolitan West                       MET WEST HIGH YIELD BD FD CL I I Shares                        MWHIX 592905848
High Yield Bond MFS                                     MFS A High Income A Shares                        MHITX 552984106
High Yield Bond MFS                                     MFS HIGH INCOME FD R4 R4 Shares                       MHIJX 552984775
High Yield Bond MFS                                     MFS HIGH YIELD OPPORTUNITIES A A Shares                        MHOAX 552984700
High Yield Bond MFS                                     MFS HIGH YIELD OPPORTUNITIES FD R4 R4 Shares                       MHOUX 552984726
High Yield Bond Neuberger/Berman                        LEHMAN BROTHERS HIGH INCOME BO Institutional                   NHILX 64128K868
High Yield Bond Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN HIGH INCOME A A Shares                        NHIAX 64128K702
High Yield Bond Northern Funds                          HIGH YIELD FIXED FUND No Share Class                  NHFIX 665162699
High Yield Bond Northern Funds                          NORTHERN MULTI-MANAGER HIGH YI N/A                             NMHYX 665162442
High Yield Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN HG YLD BD FD CL I Shares                        NHYRX 67066D853
High Yield Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN HG YLD BD FD CL A A Shares                        NHYAX 67066D887
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High Yield Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN HIGH INCOME BOND FUND A Shares                        FJSIX 670678218
High Yield Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN HIGH INCOME BOND FUND                                                                    R Shares                        FANSX 670690643
High Yield Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN HIGH INCOME BOND FUND                                                                    Y Shares                        FJSYX 670678234
High Yield Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN HIGH YIELD BOND FUND R3 Shares                       NHYTX 67066D796
High Yield Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES FUND, CLASS A A Shares                        NCOAX 67066D754
High Yield Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES FUND, CLASS I          I Shares                        NCOIX 67066D739
High Yield Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES FUND, CLASS R3         R3 Shares                       NCORX 67066D721
High Yield Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPEN CHAMPION INCOME FD A A Shares                        OPCHX 683944102
High Yield Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER CHAMPION INC FD Y Y Shares                        OCHYX 683944508
High Yield Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO High Yield Fund Admin                           PHYAX 693390650
High Yield Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO High Yield Fund Institutional                   PHIYX 693390841
High Yield Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO High Yield Spectrum Fund Institutional                   PHSIX 72201W204
High Yield Bond Pioneer                                 PIONEER GLOBAL HIGH YIELD FD Y Y Shares                        GHYYX 72369G405
High Yield Bond Pioneer                                 PIONEER HIGH YIELD FD R R Shares                        TYHRX 72369B505
High Yield Bond Pioneer                                 PIONEER HIGH YIELD FD Y Y Shares                        TYHYX 72369B406
High Yield Bond RS Investments                          RS HIGH YIELD BOND FUND Y Y Shares                        RSYYX 74972H366
High Yield Bond T Rowe Price                            T  ROWE INST HIGH YIELD FUND Institutional                   TRHYX 77958B204
High Yield Bond T Rowe Price                            T ROWE HIGH YIELD FD ADV CL Advisor                         PAHIX 741481204
High Yield Bond T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price High Yield Fund Investor                        PRHYX 741481105
High Yield Bond TCW Funds                               GALILEO HIGH YIELD BOND FD N N Shares                        TGHNX 87234N716
High Yield Bond TCW Funds                               GALILEO HIGH YIELD BOND I I Shares                        TGHYX 87234N708
High Yield Bond Third Avenue                            THIRD AVENUE FOCUSED CR FD INS Institutional                   TFCIX 884116708
High Yield Bond Third Avenue                            THIRD AVENUE FOCUSED CR FD INV Investor                        TFCVX 884116609
High Yield Bond Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE HI YIELD FD CL A A Shares                        THYAX 89154W809
High Yield Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard High-Yield Corporate Fund Investor                        VWEHX 922031208
High Yield Bond Virtus Funds                            Virtus High Yield Fund - A A Shares                        PHCHX 92828R784
High Yield Bond Virtus Funds                            Virtus High Yield Income Fund - A                                                               A Shares                        HHYZX 92828T871
High Yield Bond Virtus Funds                            Virtus High Yield Income Fund - I                                                               I Shares                        HHYIX 92828T855
High Yield Bond Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV HIGH INCOME FD A A Shares                        UNHIX 930057716
High Yield Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO HIGH INCOME ADMIN CL Admin                           WFNDX 94975P827
High Yield Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo High Income Instl Cl Institutional                   SHYYX 949917538
High Yield Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo High Yield Bond Admin Cl Admin                           EKHYX 94985D178
High Yield Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO SHORT-TERM HIGH YIELD BOND ADMIN CL Admin                           WDHYX 94975P843
High Yield Bond Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE FLEXIBLE INC FD INST Institutional                   WILTX 957904519
High Yield Bond Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE LONG TERM BD FD Retail                          WTLTX 957904709
Industrials Fidelity                                FID SELECT AIR TRANSPORTATION No Share Class                  FSAIX 316390798
Industrials Fidelity                                FID SELECT DEFENSE   AEROSPACE No Share Class                  FSDAX 316390806
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Industrials Fidelity                                FID SELECT INDUSTRIAL EQUIP No Share Class                  FSCGX 316390533
Industrials Fidelity                                FID SELECT TRANSPORTATION No Share Class                  FSRFX 316390582
Industrials Fidelity                                FIDELITY SELECT INDUSTRIALS No Share Class                  FCYIX 316390517
Industrials Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV INDUSTRIALS  FD CLI I Shares                        FCLIX 315918854
Industrials Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV INDUSTRIALS CLASS A A Shares                        FCLAX 315918870
Inflation Protected bond Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Inflation Prot. Securities N/A                             VPTSX 92208T707
Inflation-Protected Bond Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN BOND INFLATION STRATEGY - CLASS ADVISOR Advisor                         ABNYX 018528562
Inflation-Protected Bond Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN BOND INFLATION STRATEGY - CLASS I I Shares                        ANBIX 018528521
Inflation-Protected Bond Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN BOND INFLATION STRATEGY - CLASS K K Shares                        ABNKX 018528539
Inflation-Protected Bond American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON TREAS INFLATION PRO SEC Institutional                   ATPIX 02368A372
Inflation-Protected Bond American Beacon Funds                   TREASURY INFLATION PROTECTION-INVESTOR CLASS Investor                        ABTPX 02368A257
Inflation-Protected Bond American Century                        AM CENTURY INFLATION ADJ TREASURY Investor                        ACITX 025081704
Inflation-Protected Bond American Century                        AMER CENT INFLAT INVEST INST Institutional                   APISX 024932766
Inflation-Protected Bond American Century                        AMER CENTURY INFLA PROT INVEST Investor                        APOIX 024932774
Inflation-Protected Bond American Century                        INFLATION-ADJUST BD INSTITU CL Institutional                   AIANX 025081795
Inflation-Protected Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK INFLATION PROT BD-INSTITUT CL Institutional                   BPRIX 091937748
Inflation-Protected Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK INFLATION PROTEC BD BL-ROCK CL Institutional                   BPLBX 091937755
Inflation-Protected Bond BlackRock Funds                         INFLATION PROTECTED BD-CLASS A A Shares                        BPRAX 091937722
Inflation-Protected Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA INFLATION PROTECTED SECURITIES FUND Z Z Shares                        CIPZX 19763T798
Inflation-Protected Bond Delaware                                DELAWARE INFLATION PROTECT BD FD I Institutional                   DIPIX 246094858
Inflation-Protected Bond Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS INFLATION ADJ SEC INST Institutional                   DIASX 261967830
Inflation-Protected Bond Eaton Vance                             SHORT TERM REAL RETURN FUND A A Shares                        EARRX 277905378
Inflation-Protected Bond Eaton Vance                             SHORT TERM REAL RETURN FUND I I Shares                        EIRRX 277905352
Inflation-Protected Bond Federated                               FEDERATED REAL RETURN BD FD A A Shares                        RRFAX 31420C779
Inflation-Protected Bond Federated                               FEDERATED REAL RETURN BD INSTL Institutional                   RRFIX 31420C753
Inflation-Protected Bond Fidelity                                FIDELITY INFLATION PRO BD FD No Share Class                  FINPX 316146604
Inflation-Protected Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV INFLATION PROTECTED A (1144) A Shares                        FIPAX 316146851
Inflation-Protected Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV INFLATION PROTECTED I I Shares                        FIPIX 316146810
Inflation-Protected Bond Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN REAL RET FD ADV CL Advisor                         FARRX 353612716
Inflation-Protected Bond Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN REAL RETURN FUND CL A A Shares                        FRRAX 353612724
Inflation-Protected Bond Goldman Sachs                           INFLATION PROTECTED SEC CL A A Shares                        GSAPX 38144N866
Inflation-Protected Bond Harbor Funds                            HARBOR REAL RET ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HRRRX 411511512
Inflation-Protected Bond Harbor Funds                            Harbor Real Return Fund - Institutional Institutional                   HARRX 411511520
Inflation-Protected Bond JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN INFLATION MANAGED BOND FUND - SELECT Select                          JRBSX 48121A563
Inflation-Protected Bond JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN REL RET FD INST SHARE Institutional                   RRNNX 4812A2488
Inflation-Protected Bond JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN RL RET FD SL SHS Select                          RRNSX 4812A2496
Inflation-Protected Bond Loomis Sayles Family of Funds           LOOMIS SAYLES INFLAT  PROTECT Institutional                   LSGSX 543495766
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Inflation-Protected Bond MFS                                     MFS INFALTION ADJ BD FD R4 R4 Shares                       MIAJX 55272P174
Inflation-Protected Bond MFS                                     MFS INFLATION ADJUST BD FD A A Shares                        MIAAX 55272P414
Inflation-Protected Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INFLATION PROTECTED SECURITIES FUND                                                      A Shares                        FAIPX 670690346
Inflation-Protected Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INFLATION PROTECTED SECURITIES FUND                                                      R Shares                        FRIPX 670690361
Inflation-Protected Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INFLATION PROTECTED SECURITIES FUND                                                      Y Shares                        FYIPX 670690387
Inflation-Protected Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Real Return Asset Fund Institutional                   PRAIX 72200Q505
Inflation-Protected Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Real Return Fund Admin                           PARRX 693391112
Inflation-Protected Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Real Return Fund Institutional                   PRRIX 693391104
Inflation-Protected Bond T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE INFLAT-PRO BD FD Investor                        PRIPX 77958D101
Inflation-Protected Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard Inflation Protected Securities Investor                        VIPSX 922031869
Inflation-Protected Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard Inflation Protection SEC Fund Institutional Institutional                   VIPIX 922031745
Inflation-Protected Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Inflation-Protected Bond Admin Cl Admin                           IPBIX 94975J698
Intermediate Government American                                AMER US GOVT SECURITIES R4 R4 Shares                       RGVEX 026300848
Intermediate Government American                                U.S. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES FUND CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RGVGX 026300814
Intermediate Government American Century                        AMER CENT GINNIE MAE INSTL Institutional                   AGMNX 025081787
Intermediate Government American Century                        AMERICAN  CENTURY GOVERNMENT BOND INV. CL Investor                        CPTNX 025081308
Intermediate Government American Century                        American Century GNMA Investor Class Investor                        BGNMX 025081605
Intermediate Government American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY GOVERNMENT BOND INST Institutional                   ABTIX 025081753
Intermediate Government BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FD INTERMED GOVT CL I Institutional                   PNIGX 091928564
Intermediate Government BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS GOVT INC CL A A Shares                        CCGAX 091928374
Intermediate Government BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS INTER GOVT BD A A Shares                        CIGAX 091928549
Intermediate Government BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GNMA CL A A Shares                        BGPAX 091929745
Intermediate Government BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GNMA INST CL Institutional                   BGNIX 091929695
Intermediate Government BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GOVT INC PORT Institutional                   BGIBX 091929232
Intermediate Government BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GOVT INC PORT CL I Institutional                   BFICX 091928390
Intermediate Government BlackRock Funds                         GNMA FUND BLACKROCK CLASS Institutional                   BBGPX 091929240
Intermediate Government Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA U.S. GOVERNMENT MORTGAGE FUNDZ Z Shares                        CUGZX 19766J607
Intermediate Government Federated                               FED FEDERATED GOVT INC CL A A Shares                        FGOAX 313912206
Intermediate Government Federated                               FED FEDERATED INC TR FD CL ISS Institutional                   FITSX 314199209
Intermediate Government Federated                               Federated Fund for U.S. Gov Securities A A Shares                        FUSGX 31420C704
Intermediate Government Federated                               Federated GNMA Institutional                   FGMAX 314184102
Intermediate Government Federated                               Federated GNMA Trust Institutional Service Shares Institutional                   FGSSX 314184201
Intermediate Government Federated                               FEDERATED GOVT INC CL F F Shares                        FGOIX 313912107
Intermediate Government Federated                               Federated Income Institutional                   FICMX 314199100
Intermediate Government Federated                               FEDERATED MORTGAGE FD SVC Institutional                   FGFSX 31428Q804
Intermediate Government Federated                               Federated Mortgage Fund Institutional                   FGFIX 31428Q887
Intermediate Government Federated                               Federated Total Return Government Bond Fund - Inst Institutional                   FTGSX 31429A204
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Intermediate Government Federated                               TOTAL RETURN GOVT BD IS Institutional                   FTRGX 31429A105
Intermediate Government Fidelity                                Fidelity GNMA No Share Class                  FGMNX 31617K105
Intermediate Government Fidelity                                Fidelity Government Income No Share Class                  FGOVX 316172105
Intermediate Government Fidelity                                FIDELITY INT GOV'T INCOME FUND No Share Class                  FSTGX 31617K303
Intermediate Government Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV GOVT INC FD CL A A Shares                        FVIAX 31617K782
Intermediate Government Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV GOVT INC FD CL I I Shares                        FVIIX 31617K741
Intermediate Government Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A US Govt Secs A Shares                        FKUSX 353496607
Intermediate Government Franklin/Templeton                      FRK US GOVT SECS FD ADVISOR Advisor                         FUSAX 353496821
Intermediate Government GE Funds                                HIGHLAND GOVERNMENT SECURITIES FUND  CLASS A A Shares                        HGPAX 43090E589
Intermediate Government GE Funds                                Highland Government Securities Fund - Class A A Shares                        ITGAX 36158B539
Intermediate Government Goldman Sachs                           GS GOVERNMENT INC FD Cl A A Shares                        GSGOX 38141W604
Intermediate Government Goldman Sachs                           US MORTGAGES FUND A A Shares                        GSUAX 38143H878
Intermediate Government Invesco Aim                             Invesco U.S. Government Fund A A Shares                        AGOVX 00142C847
Intermediate Government Invesco Aim                             Invesco U.S. Government Fund Institutional Institutional                   AGOIX 00142C375
Intermediate Government Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Government Securities Fund A Shares                        ACGVX 001421791
Intermediate Government Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN GOVT SECS FD INSTL CL Institutional                   ACGWX 001421759
Intermediate Government Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen U.S. Mortgage Fund A Shares                        VKMGX 00888W619
Intermediate Government Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN US MORTGAGE FD INSTL CL Institutional                   VUSJX 00888W569
Intermediate Government John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK GOVT INCOME CL A A Shares                        JHGIX 41014P854
Intermediate Government JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Government Bond Fund Select Select                          HLGAX 4812C0423
Intermediate Government Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Western Asset Government Securities Fund I Shares                        SGSYX 52469F333
Intermediate Government Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY GOVERNMENT FUND I I Shares                        MGOIX 56062X609
Intermediate Government MFS                                     MFS A Gov't Securities A Shares                        MFGSX 552982100
Intermediate Government MFS                                     MFS GOVT SECURITIES FD R4 R4 Shares                       MFGJX 552982852
Intermediate Government Northern Funds                          NORTHERN FDS US GOVT FUND No Share Class                  NOUGX 665162889
Intermediate Government Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERMEDIATE GOVERNMENT BOND FUND A Shares                        FIGAX 670690460
Intermediate Government Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERMEDIATE GOVERNMENT BOND FUND                                                        R Shares                        FYGRX 670690551
Intermediate Government Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERMEDIATE GOVERNMENT BOND FUND                                                        Y Shares                        FYGYX 670690379
Intermediate Government Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER US GOVT TRUST A A Shares                        OUSGX 683810105
Intermediate Government Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER US GOVT TRUST Y Y Shares                        OUSYX 683810402
Intermediate Government Payden & Rygel                          PAYDEN & RYGEL GNMA FUND N/A                             PYGNX 704329473
Intermediate Government PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO GNMA Fund Institutional                   PDMIX 693391450
Intermediate Government Pioneer                                 Pioneer Government Income Fund Y Shares                        ATGIX 72387P684
Intermediate Government T Rowe Price                            SUMMIT GNMA Investor                        PRSUX 77957K304
Intermediate Government T Rowe Price                            T ROWE GNMA FUND INCOME Investor                        PRGMX 779549104
Intermediate Government T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE TREASURY INTER BD Investor                        PRTIX 77957T107
Intermediate Government Vanguard                                Vanguard GNMA Investor                        VFIIX 922031307
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Intermediate Government Vanguard                                Vanguard Intermediate Term Treasury Fund Investor                        VFITX 922031802
Intermediate Government Vanguard                                VANGUARD INTERMEDIATE-TERM GOVERNMENT BOND INDEX FUND SIGNAL Signal                          VSIGX 92206C888
Intermediate Government Vanguard                                VANGUARD SHORT-TERM CORPORATE BOND INDEX FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VIIGX 92206C805
Intermediate Government Virtus Funds                            Virtus Intermediate Government Bond Fund - A A Shares                        HIGZX 92828T822
Intermediate Government Virtus Funds                            Virtus Intermediate Government Bond Fund - I I Shares                        HIGIX 92828T814
Intermediate Government Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV GOVT SECURITIES FD A A Shares                        UNGVX 930055108
Intermediate Government Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Government Securities Admin Cl Admin                           WGSDX 949917546
Intermediate Government Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Government Securities Instl Cl Institutional                   SGVIX 949917579
Intermediate-Term Bond Alliance                                AB INTERM. BOND FUND ADV CL Advisor                         ABQYX 018528729
Intermediate-Term Bond Alliance                                AB INTERM. BOND FUND CLASS I I Shares                        ABQIX 018528612
Intermediate-Term Bond Alliance                                AB INTERM. BOND FUND CLASS K K Shares                        ABQKX 018528620
Intermediate-Term Bond American                                AMERICAN FUNDS MORTGAGE FUND-R-4 R4 Shares                       RMAEX 02630V832
Intermediate-Term Bond American                                AMERICAN FUNDS MORTGAGE FUND-R-6 R6 Shares                       RMAGX 02630V816
Intermediate-Term Bond American                                BOND FD OF AMERICA R4 R4 Shares                       RBFEX 097873848
Intermediate-Term Bond American                                THE BOND FUND OF AMERICA - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RBFGX 097873814
Intermediate-Term Bond American Beacon Funds                   AMER AADVANT I'MED BD INST CL Institutional                   AABDX 02368A570
Intermediate-Term Bond American Beacon Funds                   INTERMEDIATE BOND FUND-INVESTOR Investor                        ABIPX 02368A240
Intermediate-Term Bond American Century                        AM CENT DIV BOND INVESTOR Investor                        ADFIX 024932402
Intermediate-Term Bond American Century                        AMER CENT CORE PLUS INSTL CL Institutional                   ACCUX 024932485
Intermediate-Term Bond American Century                        AMER CENT DIVERSIFIED BOND INST Institutional                   ACBPX 024932600
Intermediate-Term Bond American Century                        AMERICAN CENTY CORE PL INV Investor                        ACCNX 024932493
Intermediate-Term Bond Aston Funds                             Aston/TCH Fixed Income CL N N Shares                        CHTBX 00078H323
Intermediate-Term Bond Aston Funds                             Aston/TCH Fixed Income FD CL I I Shares                        CTBIX 00078H331
Intermediate-Term Bond Ave Maria Funds                         AVE MARIA BOND FD CL R R Shares                        AVEFX 808530505
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK BOND PORTFOLIO A A Shares                        CCIAX 091928325
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK BOND PORTFOLIO BLACKROCK Institutional                   BIBRX 091929752
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK BOND PORTFOLIO INST Institutional                   PNBIX 091928341
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FD MANAGED INC INST Institutional                   PNMIX 091928606
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS MANAGED INC CL A A Shares                        CMIAX 091928804
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK TOTAL RET FD CL BLK Institutional                   MPHQX 09252M743
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Total Return Fund A A Shares                        MDHQX 09252M107
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK TOTAL RETURN FUND INST Institutional                   MAHQX 09252M883
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Total Return Port II A A Shares                        BCBAX 091928721
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Total Return Port II BlackRock                                                        Institutional                   CCBBX 091928689
Intermediate-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Total Return Port II Inst Institutional                   BFMCX 091928747
Intermediate-Term Bond Calamos                                 CALAMOS TOTAL RETURN BD CL I Shares                        CTRIX 128119278
Intermediate-Term Bond Calamos                                 CALAMOS TOTAL RETURN BOND CL A A Shares                        CTRAX 128119310
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Intermediate-Term Bond Calvert                                 Calvert A Income A Shares                        CFICX 131582207
Intermediate-Term Bond Calvert                                 Calvert Bond Cl A A Shares                        CSIBX 131618407
Intermediate-Term Bond Calvert                                 Calvert Bond Inst I Shares                        CBDIX 131618787
Intermediate-Term Bond Calvert                                 CALVERT INCOME FUND I I Shares                        CINCX 131582793
Intermediate-Term Bond CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTER FULL MATURITY FIXED INCOME I Institutional                   AHFMX 125977652
Intermediate-Term Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA BOND FD Z Shares                        UMMGX 19765Y886
Intermediate-Term Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA CORPORATE INCOME FUND                                                                  Z Shares                        SRINX 19765N518
Intermediate-Term Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA DIVERSIFIED BOND FUND Z Z Shares                        CDBZX 19763P416
Intermediate-Term Bond Columbia Funds                          Columbia Intermediate Bond Fund Z Z Shares                        SRBFX 19765N468
Intermediate-Term Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LIFE GOAL INCOME FUND - Z Z Shares                        CLGZX 19765H404
Intermediate-Term Bond Commerce Funds                          COMMERCE BOND FUND Institutional                   CFBNX 200626208
Intermediate-Term Bond Delaware                                DELAWARE CORE BOND FUND I Institutional                   DCBIX 245908678
Intermediate-Term Bond Delaware                                DELAWARE CORE PLUS BOND  INST Institutional                   DUGIX 246094502
Intermediate-Term Bond Delaware                                DELAWARE CORPORATE BOND FUND INSTI Institutional                   DGCIX 245908751
Intermediate-Term Bond Delaware                                DELAWARE DIVERSIFIED ICM CL I Institutional                   DPFFX 246248587
Intermediate-Term Bond Dodge & Cox                             Dodge & Cox Income Fund No Share Class                  DODIX 256210105
Intermediate-Term Bond Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS INTERMEDIATE TERM INCOME FD I Institutional                   DITIX 261967301
Intermediate-Term Bond Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS OPPORTUNISTIC FIXED INCOME FUND CL I I Shares                        DSTRX 261949408
Intermediate-Term Bond Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS PREM TOT RT ADV FD I I Shares                        DTRRX 26202U302
Intermediate-Term Bond Eagle Family of Funds                   Eagle Investment Grade Bond Fund Cl A A Shares                        EGBAX 269858585
Intermediate-Term Bond Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE INVESTMENT GRADE BOND FUND CLASS I I Shares                        EGBLX 269858569
Intermediate-Term Bond Eaton Vance                             INVESTMENT GRADE INCOME FD I I Shares                        EIGIX 277905618
Intermediate-Term Bond Federated                               FED INT INC CL IS Institutional                   FIIFX 31420C407
Intermediate-Term Bond Federated                               FED INT INC CL ISS Institutional                   INISX 31420C506
Intermediate-Term Bond Federated                               FED TOT RET BD FD II A CL A Shares                        TLRAX 31428Q820
Intermediate-Term Bond Federated                               FEDERATED BD FD CL F F Shares                        ISHIX 31420F400
Intermediate-Term Bond Federated                               Federated Bond Fund - A A Shares                        FDBAX 31420F103
Intermediate-Term Bond Federated                               FEDERATED BOND FUND CLASS IS Institutional                   FDBIX 31420F509
Intermediate-Term Bond Federated                               Federated Total Return Bond Fund - Inst Institutional                   FTRFX 31428Q507
Intermediate-Term Bond Federated                               Federated Total Return Bond Fund - Institutional Institutional                   FTRBX 31428Q101
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity                                Fidelity Intermediate Bond No Share Class                  FTHRX 315912105
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity                                Fidelity Investment Grade Bond No Share Class                  FBNDX 316146109
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity                                Fidelity Mortgage Securities No Share Class                  FMSFX 31617K204
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FAD LIMITED TERM BOND 1 I Shares                        EFIPX 315809103
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV INV GRADE BOND CL I I Shares                        FGBPX 316146869
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Adv A Interm Bond A Shares                        FDIAX 315809806
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV INV GRADE BOND A A Shares                        FGBAX 316146703
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Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV MTG SECU FD CL 1 I Shares                        FMSCX 31617K709
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV MTG SECU FD CLA A Shares                        FMGAX 31617K402
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR CORPORATE BOND FUND - CLASS A    A Shares                        FCBAX 316146588
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR CORPORATE BOND FUND - CLASS I    I Shares                        FCBIX 316146547
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR TOT BD FD A A Shares                        FEPAX 31617K873
Intermediate-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR TOT BD FD I I Shares                        FEPIX 31617K832
Intermediate-Term Bond Forward Funds                           FORWARD INVESTMENT GRADE FIXED INCOME INST Institutional                   AIFIX 349913285
Intermediate-Term Bond Forward Funds                           FORWARD INVESTMENT GRADE FIXED INCOME INVESTOR Investor                        AITIX 349913277
Intermediate-Term Bond Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN BOND FUND ADVISOR CL Advisor                         FBDAX 353612849
Intermediate-Term Bond Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin Strategic Mortgage Portfolio A Shares                        FSMIX 35471H108
Intermediate-Term Bond Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin Total Return Fund A Shares                        FKBAX 353612856
Intermediate-Term Bond Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO WESTWOOD INTERMEDIATE BD A A Shares                        WEAIX 361439789
Intermediate-Term Bond GE Funds                                Highland Fixed Income Fund - Class A A Shares                        HFBAX 43090E647
Intermediate-Term Bond Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS CORE FIXED INC A A Shares                        GCFIX 38142B419
Intermediate-Term Bond Goldman Sachs                           GS CORE PLUS FIXED INCOME CL A A Shares                        GSFAX 38143H449
Intermediate-Term Bond Goldman Sachs                           INVESTMENT GRADE CREDIT FUND A A Shares                        GSGAX 38143H852
Intermediate-Term Bond Harbor Funds                            Harbor Bond Fund - Institutional Institutional                   HABDX 411511108
Intermediate-Term Bond Harbor Funds                            HARBOR BOND-ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HRBDX 411511686
Intermediate-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Core Bond Fund A A Shares                        TBRAX 00142C730
Intermediate-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Core Bond Fund Institutional Institutional                   TBRIX 00142C383
Intermediate-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Core Plus Bond Fund A A Shares                        ACPSX 00141A529
Intermediate-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Core Plus Bond Fund Institutional Institutional                   CPIIX 00141A461
Intermediate-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Income Fund A A Shares                        AMIFX 00142C870
Intermediate-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Income Fund Institutional Institutional                   AIIRX 00142C318
Intermediate-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Core Plus Fixed Income Fund A Shares                        VCPAX 001421809
Intermediate-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Corp Bond Fd  A A Shares                        ACCBX 001421858
Intermediate-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN CORPORATE BD FD INSTL CL Institutional                   ACCWX 001421817
Intermediate-Term Bond Ivy                                     IVY BOND FUND A A Shares                        IBOAX 465898344
Intermediate-Term Bond Ivy                                     IVY BOND FUND CLASS I I Shares                        IVBIX 465897775
Intermediate-Term Bond Janus                                   Janus Flexible Bond Fund Class I I Shares                        JFLEX 47103C746
Intermediate-Term Bond Janus                                   Janus Flexible Bond Fund Class S S Shares                        JADFX 47103C720
Intermediate-Term Bond John Hancock                            J HANCOCK INVESTMENT GRADE BOND CL A A Shares                        TAUSX 41014P102
Intermediate-Term Bond John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK BOND CL A A Shares                        JHNBX 410223101
Intermediate-Term Bond John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK BOND CL I I Shares                        JHBIX 410223408
Intermediate-Term Bond John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK INVEST GRADE CL I I Shares                        TIUSX 41014P771
Intermediate-Term Bond JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Core Bond Fund  Select Select                          WOBDX 4812C0381
Intermediate-Term Bond JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Core Plus Bond Fund  Select Select                          HLIPX 4812C0845
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Intermediate-Term Bond JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN CORE PLUS BOND FUND-I Institutional                   JCBIX 4812C2387
Intermediate-Term Bond JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Mortgage-Backed Securities Fund  Select Select                          OMBIX 4812C1215
Intermediate-Term Bond JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Total Return Fund - Select Select                          JMTSX 4812A4435
Intermediate-Term Bond Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Western Asset Core Plus Bond Fund I Shares                        SMGYX 52468W402
Intermediate-Term Bond Legg Mason                              WA Core Bond Portfolio F1 Shares                       WAPIX 957663404
Intermediate-Term Bond Legg Mason                              WA Core Bond Portfolio I Shares                        WATFX 957663305
Intermediate-Term Bond Legg Mason                              WA Core Plus Bond Portfolio F1 Shares                       WACIX 957663602
Intermediate-Term Bond Legg Mason                              WA Core Plus Bond Portfolio I Shares                        WACPX 957663503
Intermediate-Term Bond Legg Mason                              WA Intermediate Bond Portfolio I Shares                        WATIX 957663701
Intermediate-Term Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT CORE FIX INCOME I I Shares                        LCRYX 543916803
Intermediate-Term Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT CORE FIXED INCOME A A Shares                        LCRAX 543916878
Intermediate-Term Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT TOTAL RETURN FD A A Shares                        LTRAX 543916845
Intermediate-Term Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT TOTAL RETURN FD I I Shares                        LTRYX 54400U106
Intermediate-Term Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT US GOVT GSE FD A A Shares                        LAGVX 543916308
Intermediate-Term Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT US GOVT GSE FD INSTL I Shares                        LAUYX 543916670
Intermediate-Term Bond Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY INTERMED TERM BOND A A Shares                        MTMAX 56063J237
Intermediate-Term Bond Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY INTERMED TERM BOND I I Shares                        MTMIX 56063J195
Intermediate-Term Bond Managers                                MANAGERS FIXED INCOME FD A A Shares                        MFDAX 56171P661
Intermediate-Term Bond Metropolitan West                       METRO WEST INTERM BOND I I Shares                        MWIIX 592905855
Intermediate-Term Bond Metropolitan West                       Metropolitan West Intermediate Bond - M M Shares                        MWIMX 592905863
Intermediate-Term Bond Metropolitan West                       Metropolitan West Total Return Bond - I I Shares                        MWTIX 592905509
Intermediate-Term Bond Metropolitan West                       Metropolitan West Total Return Bond - M M Shares                        MWTRX 592905103
Intermediate-Term Bond MFS                                     MFS A Bond Fund A Shares                        MFBFX 55272P208
Intermediate-Term Bond MFS                                     MFS BOND FUND R R4 Shares                       MFBJX 55272P141
Intermediate-Term Bond MFS                                     MFS RESEARCH BD FD R4 R4 Shares                       MRBJX 55272P240
Intermediate-Term Bond MFS                                     MFS RESEARCH BOND FD A A Shares                        MRBFX 55272P810
Intermediate-Term Bond Morgan Stanley Instutional              CORE FIXED INCOME PORTFOLIO P P Shares                        MDIAX 617440524
Intermediate-Term Bond Morgan Stanley Instutional              CORE PLUS FIXED INCOME PORT P P Shares                        MFXAX 617440581
Intermediate-Term Bond Morgan Stanley Instutional              INVESTMENT GRADE FIXED INCOME PORT P P Shares                        MIGAX 617440490
Intermediate-Term Bond Munder Funds                            MUNDER BOND FUND Y Y Shares                        MUCYX 626129449
Intermediate-Term Bond Neuberger/Berman                        NB CORE BOND FUND A A Shares                        NCRAX 64128K207
Intermediate-Term Bond Neuberger/Berman                        NB CORE BOND FUND INST CLASS Institutional                   NCRLX 64128K405
Intermediate-Term Bond Northern Funds                          NORTHERN FDS FIXED INCM FD No Share Class                  NOFIX 665162806
Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN CORE BOND FUND A Shares                        FAFIX 670678101
Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN CORE BOND FUND                                                                           R Shares                        FFISX 670678580
Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN CORE BOND FUND                                                                           Y Shares                        FFIIX 670678622
Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERMEDIATE TERM BOND FUND A Shares                        FAIIX 670678762
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Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN INTERMEDIATE TERM BOND FUND                                                              Y Shares                        FINIX 670678630
Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MULTI -STRATEGY CORE BOND FUND A A Shares                        NCBAX 67066D507
Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MULTI -STRATEGY CORE BOND FUND I I Shares                        NCBRX 67066D804
Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MULTI -STRATEGY CORE BOND FUND R3 R3 Shares                       NMSTX 67066D788
Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TOTAL RETURN BOND FUND A Shares                        FCDDX 670678366
Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TOTAL RETURN BOND FUND R Shares                        FABSX 670678572
Intermediate-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TOTAL RETURN BOND FUND                                                                   Y Shares                        FCBYX 670678390
Intermediate-Term Bond Oppenheimer                             FIXED INCOME ACTIVE ALLOC FD A Shares                        OAFAX 68382P752
Intermediate-Term Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER BOND FD Y Y Shares                        OPBYX 683969604
Intermediate-Term Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER CORE BOND FD A A Shares                        OPIGX 683969109
Intermediate-Term Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER CORPORATE BOND FUND A A Shares                        OFIAX 68381B101
Intermediate-Term Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER CORPORATE BOND FUND Y Y Shares                        OFIYX 68381B408
Intermediate-Term Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER PORTFL SERIES:FIXE Y Shares                        OYFAX 68382P711
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Investment Grade Corporate Bond Fund Admin                           PGCAX 722005592
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Investment Grade Corporate Bond Fund Institutional                   PIGIX 722005816
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Moderate Duration Fund Institutional                   PMDRX 693390593
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Mortgage-Backed Securities Fund Admin                           PMTAX 693391518
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Mortgage-Backed Securities Fund Institutional                   PTRIX 693391500
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Total Return Fund Admin                           PTRAX 693390726
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Total Return Fund - Inst Institutional                   PTTRX 693390700
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Total Return II Fund Admin                           PRADX 693390544
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Total Return II Fund Institutional                   PMBIX 693390551
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Total Return III Fund Admin                           PRFAX 693390627
Intermediate-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Total Return III Fund Institutional                   PTSAX 693390866
Intermediate-Term Bond Pioneer                                 PIONEER BOND FUND R R Shares                        PBFRX 723622502
Intermediate-Term Bond Pioneer                                 PIONEER BOND FUND Y Y Shares                        PICYX 723622403
Intermediate-Term Bond Rainier Investment Management Funds     RAINIER INTERMEDIATE FIXED FD No Share Class                  RIMFX 750869307
Intermediate-Term Bond RS Investments                          RS INVESTMENT QUALITY BOND FUN Y Shares                        RSQYX 74972H382
Intermediate-Term Bond T Rowe Price                            T ROWE NEW INCOME FUND Investor                        PRCIX 779570100
Intermediate-Term Bond T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE NEW INC FD ADV Advisor                         PANIX 779570209
Intermediate-Term Bond T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICEINST CORE PLUS FD Institutional                   TICPX 77958B303
Intermediate-Term Bond TCW Funds                               GALILEO CORE FIXED INC FD I I Shares                        TGCFX 87234N401
Intermediate-Term Bond TCW Funds                               GALILEO CORE FIXED INC. FD N N Shares                        TGFNX 87234N724
Intermediate-Term Bond TCW Funds                               TCW TOTAL RETURN BOND FD CL I I Shares                        TGLMX 87234N880
Intermediate-Term Bond TCW Funds                               TCW TOTAL RETURN MORGAGE BACKED N Shares                        TGMNX 87234N641
Intermediate-Term Bond Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE BD FD CL A A Shares                        TOBAX 89154W502
Intermediate-Term Bond Touchstone Funds                        Touchstone Intermediate Fixed Income Fund I Shares                        TCFIX 89155H652
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Intermediate-Term Bond Touchstone Funds                        Touchstone Total Return Bond Fund Class A A Shares                        TCPAX 89155T102
Intermediate-Term Bond Touchstone Funds                        Touchstone Total Return Bond Fund Institutional Class Institutional                   TCPNX 89155T300
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                INTERMEDIATE TERM BD INDEX FD Institutional                   VBIMX 921937884
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                TOTAL BOND MARKET II INDEX FUND INVESTOR SHARES Investor                        VTBIX 92203C105
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                VAN INTERM TERM BOND INDEX FUND Investor                        VBIIX 921937306
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                VAN TOTAL BOND MARKET INDEX INST Institutional                   VBTIX 921937504
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD INT TR BD IDX SIGNAL SHS Signal                          VIBSX 921937843
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard Intermediate Term Investment Grade Fund Investor                        VFICX 922031885
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD INTERM-TERM CORP BND INDEX FND INST Institutional                   VICBX 92206C862
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD INTER-TERM CORP BND INDEX FD SIGNAL Signal                          VICSX 92206C854
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES INDEX FUND SIGNAL Signal                          VMBSX 92206C755
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES INDEX INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VMBIX 92206C763
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD TOTAL BD IDX SGNL SHS Signal                          VBTSX 921937868
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard Total Bond Market Index Investor                        VBMFX 921937108
Intermediate-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD TOTAL BOND MARKET INDEX FUND INST Institutional                   VBMPX 921937785

Intermediate-Term Bond Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Core Bond Index Class II Class II VPCDX 92208T889
Intermediate-Term Bond Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Core Bond Index I Class I                         VPCIX 92208T871
Intermediate-Term Bond Virtus Funds                            Virtus Bond Fund - A                                                                            A Shares                        SAVAX 92828R107
Intermediate-Term Bond Virtus Funds                            Virtus Bond Fund - I                                                                            I Shares                        SAVYX 92828R404
Intermediate-Term Bond Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV BOND FUND A A Shares                        UNBDX 930057849
Intermediate-Term Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Income Plus Institutional                   WIPIX 94984B694
Intermediate-Term Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO INCOME PLUS ADMIN CL Admin                           WIPDX 94975P835
Intermediate-Term Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Total Return Bond Admin Admin                           MNTRX 94975J599
Intermediate-Term Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Total Return Bond Instl Cl Institutional                   MBFIX 94975J581
Intermediate-Term Bond Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE PLUS BOND FUND Retail                          WTIBX 957904675
Intermediate-Term Bond Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE PLUS BOND FUND INST Institutional                   WIIBX 957904485
Intermediate-Term Bond William Blair                           William Blair Bond Fund Class I I Shares                        WBFIX 969251107
Intermediate-Term Bond William Blair                           WILLIAM BLAIR FDS BD FD INSTL Institutional                   BBFIX 969251305
Intermediate-Term Bond William Blair                           WILLIAM BLAIR FDS BOND FD N N Shares                        WBBNX 969251206
Large Blend Alliance                                AB CORE OPPORTUNITIES FUND K K Shares                        ADGKX 01879K507
Large Blend Alliance                                ALIEBERTN BLEND STY US LG PT I I Shares                        ABBIX 01879T805
Large Blend Alliance                                ALIEBERTN BLEND STY US LG PT K K Shares                        ABBKX 01879T706
Large Blend Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN CORE OPPORTUNITIES ADVISOR Advisor                         ADGYX 01879K705
Large Blend Alliance                                AllianceBernstein Wealth Appreciation Strategy Adv Advisor                         AWAYX 01877F666
Large Blend Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN-LG CP ADV CL Advisor                         ABBYX 01879T409
Large Blend Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTN WLTH APP STR I I Shares                        AWAIX 01877F443
Large Blend Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTN WLTH APP STR K K Shares                        AWAKX 01877F450
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Large Blend Alliance                                ALLIBERN FOCUS GTH   INC CL I I Shares                        ADGIX 01879K606
Large Blend Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Disciplined Equity Fund Institutional                   ARDIX 01900A775
Large Blend American                                AMER FUNDAMENTAL INVESTORS R4 R4 Shares                       RFNEX 360802847
Large Blend American                                FUNDAMENTAL INVESTORS - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RFNGX 360802813
Large Blend American                                INVESTMENT CO OF AMERICA R4 R4 Shares                       RICEX 461308843
Large Blend American                                THE INVESTMENT COMPANY OF AMER CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RICGX 461308819
Large Blend American Century                        AMER CENTURY EQUITY GR INST Institutional                   AMEIX 02507M808
Large Blend American Century                        Amer Century Equity Growth Inv Investor                        BEQGX 02507M600
Large Blend American Century                        FUNDAMENTAL EQTY FD INSTIT CL Institutional                   AFEIX 02508H709
Large Blend American Century                        FUNDAMENTAL EQTY FD INVEST CL Investor                        AFDIX 02508H600
Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         AGGRESSIVE PREPARED PORT CL A A Shares                        BAAPX 09256H799
Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         AGGRESSIVE PREPARED PORT CL I Institutional                   BIAPX 09256H690
Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK EXCH PORT BLK RK CL Institutional                   STSEX 091937391
Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Large Cap Core  A A Shares                        MDLRX 09250J106
Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Large Cap Core Inst Institutional                   MALRX 09250J502
Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK LRG-CP CORE PLUS A A Shares                        BALPX 09250J759
Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK LRG-CP CORE PLUS I Institutional                   BILPX 09250J734
Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         GROWTH PREPARED PORT CL A A Shares                        BAGPX 091937136
Large Blend BlackRock Funds                         GROWTH PREPARED PORT CL I Institutional                   BIGPX 09256H724
Large Blend Calamos                                 CALAMOS MID CAP FD CL A A Shares                        CVAAX 128119666
Large Blend Calamos                                 CALAMOS MID CAP FD CL I I Shares                        CVAIX 128119633
Large Blend Calvert                                 Calvert Enhanced Equity A A Shares                        CMIFX 131618803
Large Blend Calvert                                 Calvert Enhanced Equity I I Shares                        CMIIX 131618860
Large Blend Cambiar Funds                           CAMBIAR OPP FD INST Institutional                   CAMWX 0075W0825
Large Blend Cambiar Funds                           CAMBIAR OPPORTUNITY Investor                        CAMOX 00758M261
Large Blend CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTER DIVERSIFIED EQUITY FUND  I Institutional                   AHDEX 125977629
Large Blend Cohen & Steers                          COHEN STEERS DIV VAL FD CL A A Shares                        DVFAX 19248L105
Large Blend Cohen & Steers                          COHEN STEERS DIV VAL FD CL I I Shares                        DVFIX 19248L303
Large Blend Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA CONTARAIN CORE FUND - Z Z Shares                        SMGIX 19765P406
Large Blend Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LARGE CAP CORE FUND - Z Z Shares                        NSEPX 19765H271
Large Blend Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LARGE CAP ENHANCED CORE FUND - Z Z Shares                        NMIMX 19765H347
Large Blend Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LARGE CORE QUANTITATIVE FUND Z Z Shares                        CCRZX 19763T566
Large Blend Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LIFE GOAL GROWTH FUND - Z Z Shares                        NGPAX 19765H859
Large Blend CRM Funds                               CRM MD LG CP VAL INVESTOR CL Investor                        CRMGX 12628J204
Large Blend CRM Funds                               CRM MD/LG CP VL INSTUTIONAL CL Institutional                   CRIGX 12628J105
Large Blend Davis                                   Clipper Fund Inc No Share Class                  CFIMX 188850101
Large Blend Davis                                   Davis New York Venture Fund - A A Shares                        NYVTX 239080104
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Large Blend Davis                                   Davis New York Venture Fund - Y Y Shares                        DNVYX 239080401
Large Blend Dreyfus Funds                           DIVERSIFIED LARGE CAP FUND CLA I Shares                        DVDIX 261986327
Large Blend Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS CORE EQUITY FUND I                                                                I Shares                        DPERX 261978126
Large Blend Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS DISCIPLINE STK FD I Shares                        DDSTX 261978340
Large Blend Dreyfus Funds                           Dreyfus Premier Large Cap Equity Fund I Shares                        DLQIX 261986541
Large Blend Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE GROWTH & INCOME A A Shares                        HRCVX 26958A104
Large Blend Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE GROWTH & INCOME FUND CLASS I I Shares                        HIGJX 26958A302
Large Blend Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE LARGE CAP CORE FUND A A Shares                        HTCAX 269858692
Large Blend Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE LARGE CAP CORE FUND I I Shares                        HTCIX 269858676
Large Blend Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE DIVIDEND BUILDER FD CL A A Shares                        EVTMX 277905832
Large Blend Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE UTIL  FD I I Shares                        EIUTX 277905634
Large Blend Eaton Vance                             ENHANCED EQUITY OPTION INCOM I Shares                        EEEIX 277905485
Large Blend Eaton Vance                             ENHANCED EQUITY OPTION INCOME A Shares                        EEEAX 277905519
Large Blend Eaton Vance                             EQUITY ASSET ALLOC FD CL A A Shares                        EEAAX 277905584
Large Blend Eaton Vance                             EQUITY ASSET ALLOC FD CL I I Shares                        EEAIX 277905568
Large Blend Eaton Vance                             LARGE CAP CORE RESEARCH FUND  I I Shares                        EIERX 277923744
Large Blend Eaton Vance                             LARGE CAP CORE RESEARCH FUND A A Shares                        EAERX 277911285
Large Blend Federated                               FEDERATD MDT ALL CAP CORE FUND Institutional                   QIACX 31421R304
Large Blend Federated                               FEDERATED CAPITAL APPRECIATION Institutional                   CPAIX 314172396
Large Blend Federated                               Federated Capital Appreciation Fund - A A Shares                        FEDEX 314172701
Large Blend Federated                               FEDERATED MDT ALL CAP GRTH FD ADV A Shares                        QAACX 31421R106
Large Blend Fidelity                                FID STRAT DIV   INC FD No Share Class                  FSDIX 316145887
Large Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Disciplined Equity No Share Class                  FDEQX 316066208
Large Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Dividend Growth No Share Class                  FDGFX 316389402
Large Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Fund No Share Class                  FFIDX 316153105
Large Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Growth Income No Share Class                  FGRIX 316389204
Large Blend Fidelity                                FIDELITY LRGCAP CORE ENH IDX No Share Class                  FLCEX 31606X100
Large Blend Fidelity                                FIDELITY MEGA CAP STOCK FUND No Share Class                  FGRTX 31617F403
Large Blend Fidelity                                FIDELITY VAL DISCOVERY FD No Share Class                  FVDFX 316345503
Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV DIVIDEND GROWTH FD A A Shares                        FADAX 315805648
Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV DIVIDEND GROWTH FD I I Shares                        FDGIX 315805598
Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV EQ VAL FD CL A A Shares                        FAVAX 315805366
Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV STRAT DIV   INC CL I I Shares                        FSIDX 316145804
Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV STRAT DIV INC CL A A Shares                        FASDX 316145408
Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV EQUITY FD CL I I Shares                        FAIVX 315805325
Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Diversified Stock - A A Shares                        FDTOX 316127307
Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR DIVERSIFIED STOCK CL I Shares                        FDTIX 316127802
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Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR MEGA CAP STOC A Shares                        FGTAX 31617F502
Large Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR MEGA CAP STOC I Shares                        FTRIX 31617F882
Large Blend First Eagle SoGen                       A S FIRST EAGLE SOGEN FDS I Shares                        FEVIX 32008F861
Large Blend First Eagle SoGen                       FIRST EAGLE US VAL CL A A Shares                        FEVAX 32008F887
Large Blend Forward Funds                           LARGE CAP EQUITY INSTIT CL Institutional                   FFLSX 349913723
Large Blend Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Rising Dividend A Shares                        FRDPX 353825102
Large Blend Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin CoreFolio Allocation Fd Cl A A Shares                        FTCOX 35472P786
Large Blend Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN FOCUSED CORE EQUITY FUND A Shares                        FCEQX 354713448
Large Blend Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN RISING DIVIENDS FD Advisor                         FRDAX 353825805
Large Blend Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO WESTWOOD EQUITY FD A A Shares                        WEECX 361439201
Large Blend Gabelli Funds                           THE GABELLI ASSET FD CL A A Shares                        GATAX 362395204
Large Blend Gabelli Funds                           THE GABELLI BLUE CHIP VAL CL A A Shares                        GBCAX 36240D204
Large Blend GE Funds                                Highland Core Value Equity Fund - Class A A Shares                        HCOAX 43090E605
Large Blend Goldman Sachs                           EQUITY DIVIDEND   PREMIUM FD A A Shares                        GSPAX 38143H712
Large Blend Goldman Sachs                           GS STRUCTURED US EQUITY A A Shares                        GSSQX 38141W620
Large Blend Goldman Sachs                           US EQUITY FUND A A Shares                        GAGVX 38144N288
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Basic Value Fund A A Shares                        GTVLX 00141M747
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Basic Value Fund Institutional Institutional                   GTVVX 00141M648
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Charter Fund A A Shares                        CHTRX 001413103
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Charter Fund Institutional Institutional                   CHTVX 001413400
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Dividend Growth Securities Fund A Shares                        DIVAX 00142J859
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Equally-Weighted S&P 500 Fund A Shares                        VADAX 00142J818
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Fundamental Value Fund A Shares                        FVFAX 00142J750
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Large Cap Basic Value Fund A A Shares                        LCBAX 001413681
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Large Cap Basic Value Fund Institutional Institutional                   LCBIX 001413244
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Select Equity Fund A A Shares                        AGWFX 008879207
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Structured Core Fund A A Shares                        SCAUX 00141A818
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Structured Core Fund Institutional Institutional                   SCIUX 00141A768
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Equity Premium Income Fund A Shares                        VEPAX 00142J412
Large Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Leaders Fund A Shares                        VLFAX 00888W718
Large Blend Ivy                                     IVY DIVIDEND OPPORTUNITIES  FD A A Shares                        IVDAX 465898666
Large Blend Ivy                                     IVY DIVIDEND OPPORTUNITIES  FD I I Shares                        IVDIX 465899201
Large Blend Janus                                   INTECH Risk-Managed Core Fund Class I I Shares                        JRMCX 47103C308
Large Blend Janus                                   INTECH Risk-Managed Core Fund Class S S Shares                        JLCIX 47103C407
Large Blend Janus                                   Janus Contrarian Fund Class I I Shares                        JCONX 47103C852
Large Blend Janus                                   Janus Contrarian Fund Class S S Shares                        JCNIX 47103C837
Large Blend John Hancock                            JH SOVEREIGN INVESTORS CL I I Shares                        SOIIX 47803P880
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Large Blend John Hancock                            JH US CORE FD A SHS A Shares                        GOCGX 47803T205
Large Blend John Hancock                            JH US CORE FD I SHS I Shares                        GOTIX 47803T106
Large Blend John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK SOVEREIGN INVESTORS CL A A Shares                        SOVIX 47803P302
Large Blend JP Morgan                               JP MORGAN INTR LONG SHORT FD S Select                          JILSX 4812A2280
Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Disciplined Equity Fund  INST'L Institutional                   JPIEX 4812A1852
Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Disciplined Equity FundSelect                                                          Select                          JDESX 4812A1860
Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Intrepid America Fund Select Select                          JPIAX 4812A2108
Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Intrepid Contrarian Fund Select                                                       Select                          JIISX 4812A1308
Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Investor Growth Fund Select Select                          ONIFX 4812C2866
Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan U.S. Equity Fund Select Select                          JUESX 4812A1159
Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan U.S. Equity FundInstitutional Institutional                   JMUEX 4812A1142
Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN U.S. RESEARCH EQUITY PLUS FUND - SELECT Select                          JEPSX 48121A621
Large Blend JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN US LRG CAP COREPLUS S Select                          JLPSX 4812A2389
Large Blend Lazard Funds                            LAZARD US STRAT EQ POR INST SH Institutional                   LZUSX 52106N624
Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Batterymarch U.S. Large Cap Equity Fund F1 Shares                       LMUSX 52469H321
Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Batterymarch U.S. Large Cap Equity Fund I Shares                        LMTIX 52469H297
Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Capital Management All Cap Fund I Shares                        LACIX 52469G752
Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Capital Management Research Fund I Shares                        LGMIX 524686821
Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Capital Management Value Trust F1 Shares                       LMVFX 524659307
Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Capital Management Value Trust I Shares                        LMNVX 524659208
Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Appreciation Fund F1 Shares                       LMPIX 52468E600
Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Appreciation Fund I Shares                        SAPYX 52468E402
Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Equity Fund I Shares                        LMQIX 524695509
Large Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Fundamental All Cap Value Fund I Shares                        SFVYX 52469C405
Large Blend Lord Abbett                             GROWTH & INCOME STRATEGY FUND A A Shares                        LWSAX 543916613
Large Blend Lord Abbett                             GROWTH & INCOME STRATEGY FUND I I Shares                        LWSYX 543916563
Large Blend Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT CLASSIC STOCK A A Shares                        LRLCX 543913107
Large Blend Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT CLASSIC STOCK FD I I Shares                        LARYX 543913875
Large Blend Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT FUNDAMENTAL EQUITY  A A Shares                        LDFVX 543915862
Large Blend Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT FUNDAMENTAL EQUITY FD I I Shares                        LAVYX 543915714
Large Blend Mainstay/Eclipse                        EPOCH U.S. ALL CAP FUND A A Shares                        MAAAX 56063J427
Large Blend Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY COMMON STOCK FD I I Shares                        MSOIX 56062X716
Large Blend Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY EPOCH U.S. ALL CAP FUND I I Shares                        MATIX 56063J120
Large Blend Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY EPOCH U.S. EQUITY CLASS A A Shares                        EPLPX 56063J104
Large Blend Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY EPOCH U.S. EQUITY CLASS I I Shares                        EPLCX 56063J302
Large Blend Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY MAP FUND I I Shares                        MUBFX 56062F228
Large Blend Managers                                MANAGERS ANG 1ST QUA EQ CL A A Shares                        FQUAX 56171L306
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Large Blend Metropolitan West                       METROPOLITAN  WEST ALPHA 500 No Share Class                  MWATX 592905400
Large Blend MFS                                     MASS INVESTORS TRUST R4 R4 Shares                       MITDX 575736830
Large Blend MFS                                     MFS A Mass Investors Trust A Shares                        MITTX 575736103
Large Blend MFS                                     MFS A Research A Shares                        MFRFX 552981102
Large Blend MFS                                     MFS BLENDED RESEARCH CORE EQUI R4 Shares                       MUEUX 55273W517
Large Blend MFS                                     MFS BLENDED RESEARCH CORE EQUITY FD CL  A A Shares                        MUEAX 55273W400
Large Blend MFS                                     MFS BLENDED RESEARCH CORE EQUITY FD-I I Shares                        MUSEX 55273W103
Large Blend MFS                                     MFS CORE EQUITY FD R4 R4 Shares                       MRGJX 55273H692
Large Blend MFS                                     MFS Core Equity Fund Class A A Shares                        MRGAX 552983884
Large Blend MFS                                     MFS RESEARCH FD R4 R4 Shares                       MFRJX 552981524
Large Blend MFS                                     MFS SECTOR ROTATIONAL FD A A Shares                        SRFAX 55275E473
Large Blend MFS                                     MFS SECTOR ROTATIONAL FUND - R4 R4 Shares                       SRFGX 55275E390
Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NB SOCIALLY RESPONSE FD INST Institutional                   NBSLX 641224654
Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BER PAR FD INSTIT CL Institutional                   NBPIX 641224787
Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN FOCUS FUND CLASS A A Shares                        NFAAX 64122Q879
Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN FOCUS FUND INSTITUTIONAL CLASS Institutional                   NFALX 64122Q853
Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN GUARDIAN CLASS A A Shares                        NGDAX 641224340
Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN GUARDIAN INST Institutional                   NGDLX 641224290
Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN MULTI-CAP OPPORTUNITIES A Shares                        NMUAX 64122Q101
Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN MULTI-CAP OPPORTUNITIES FUND INST. CLASS Institutional                   NMULX 64122Q309
Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN PARTNERS FUND CLASS A A Shares                        NPNAX 64122Q796
Large Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN SOCIALLY RESP A A Shares                        NRAAX 641224175
Large Blend Northern Funds                          NORTHERN FDS GWTH EQTY FD No Share Class                  NOGEX 665162103
Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUV NWQ VAL OPP FUND CLASS A A Shares                        NVOAX 67064Y669
Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN ENHANCED CORE EQUITY FU I Shares                        NEERX 67064Y495
Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN ENHANCED CORE EQUITY FUND CL A A Shares                        NEEAX 67064Y537
Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ VAL OPP FD CL I I Shares                        NVORX 67064Y636
Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN QUANTITATIVE LARGE CAP CORE FUND                                                         A Shares                        FQCAX 670690445
Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN QUANTITATIVE LARGE CAP CORE FUND                                                         Y Shares                        FQCYX 670690478
Large Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS VALUE OPPORT R3 Shares                       NTVTX 67064Y412
Large Blend Oakmark Funds                           THE OAKMARK FD Class I                         OAKMX 413838103
Large Blend Oakmark Funds                           THE OAKMARK SELECT FD Class I                         OAKLX 413838608
Large Blend Oppenheimer                             OPPEN MAIN STREET FD A A Shares                        MSIGX 68380D108
Large Blend Oppenheimer                             OPPEN MAIN STREET FD Y Y Shares                        MIGYX 68380D884
Large Blend Oppenheimer                             OPPEN MAIN STREET SELECT FUND A A Shares                        OMSOX 68380D876
Large Blend Oppenheimer                             OPPEN MAIN STREET SELECT FUND Y Y Shares                        OMSYX 68380D843
Large Blend Oppenheimer                             OPPEN RISING DIV  FD Y Y Shares                        OYRDX 68380H406
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Large Blend Oppenheimer                             OPPEN RISING DIVIDENDS FD A A Shares                        OARDX 68380H109
Large Blend PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO StocksPlus Fund Admin                           PPLAX 693390759
Large Blend PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO StocksPlus Fund Institutional                   PSTKX 693390403
Large Blend PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO StocksPLUS Long Duration Fund Institutional                   PSLDX 72201F433
Large Blend PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO StocksPLUS Total Return Fund Institutional                   PSPTX 722005642
Large Blend Pioneer                                 PIONEER FUND R R Shares                        PIORX 723682506
Large Blend Pioneer                                 PIONEER FUND Y Y Shares                        PYODX 723682407
Large Blend Pioneer                                 Pioneer Ibbotson Aggress Alloc Fund  Y Y Shares                        IBAYX 723556841
Large Blend Pioneer                                 PIONEER RESEARCH FUND Y Y Shares                        PRFYX 723865408
Large Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE SPECIAL EQTY MLT CP FD Service                         RSEMX 780811774
Large Blend RS Investments                          RS CAPITAL APPRECIATION A Shares                        RCAPX 74972H218
Large Blend RS Investments                          RS CAPITAL APPRECIATION FUND Y Y Shares                        RCAYX 74972H176
Large Blend RS Investments                          RS LARGE CAP ALPHA FUND Y Y Shares                        RCEYX 74972H598
Large Blend T Rowe Price                            DIV GROWTH ADVISOR CL Advisor                         TADGX 779546209
Large Blend T Rowe Price                            T ROWE CAPITAL OPPOR FD ADV CL Advisor                         PACOX 77954P306
Large Blend T Rowe Price                            T ROWE DIVIDEND GROWTH Investor                        PRDGX 779546100
Large Blend T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE INST US STRUC RES Institutional                   TRISX 45775L705
Large Blend T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE GROWTH INCOME Investor                        PRGIX 779551100
Large Blend T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Capital Opportunity Fund Investor                        PRCOX 77954P108
Large Blend T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE SPECTRUM GWTH L/T CAP Investor                        PRSGX 779906205
Large Blend T Rowe Price                            TRP US LARGE CAP CORE FUND Investor                        TRULX 74149R107
Large Blend T Rowe Price                            TRP US LARGE CAP CORE FUND ADV Advisor                         PAULX 74149R206
Large Blend TCW Funds                               TCW FOCUSED EQUITIES FUND N N Shares                        TGFVX 87234N575
Large Blend TCW Funds                               TCW FOCUSED EQUITY FUND I I Shares                        TGFFX 87234N567
Large Blend Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG VALUE FD R4 R4 Shares                       TVIRX 885215277
Large Blend Tocqueville                             THE TOCQUEVILLE FUND CLASS A A Shares                        TOCQX 888894102
Large Blend Touchstone Funds                        FOCUSED EQUITY FUND CLASS A A Shares                        TFEAX 89155T888
Large Blend Touchstone Funds                        FOCUSED EQUITY FUND INSTITUTIONAL SHARES Institutional                   TFEIX 89155T854
Large Blend Touchstone Funds                        LARGE CAP RELATIVE VALUE FUND A Shares                        TRVAX 89155H322
Large Blend Touchstone Funds                        LARGE CAP RELATIVE VALUE FUND Institutional                   TRVIX 89155H298
Large Blend Turner Funds                            TURNER QUANTITATIVE BROAD MARK Institutional                   TBMEX 900297730
Large Blend Turner Funds                            TURNER QUANTITATIVE BROAD MARK Investor                        TBMFX 900297722
Large Blend Vanguard                                TOTAL STK MKT INDEX FD INST Institutional                   VITNX 922040308
Large Blend Vanguard                                VAN DIV GROWTH PORT Investor                        VDIGX 921908604
Large Blend Vanguard                                VAN INSTL TOT STK MKT IND PLUS SHARES Institutional                   VITPX 922040407
Large Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard 500 Index Investor                        VFINX 922908108
Large Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard 500 Index Signal Signal                          VIFSX 922908496
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Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD CAP VAL FUND Investor                        VCVLX 922020409
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD DIV APP IND FD INV CL Investor                        VDAIX 921908851
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD DIVERSIFIED EQTY FD Investor                        VDEQX 921939401
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD GROWTH INCOME Investor                        VQNPX 921913109
Large Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard Index Trust Total Stock Market Index Fund Investor                        VTSMX 922908306
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD INDEX TRUST TOTAL STOCK MKT - INST Institutional                   VITSX 922908801
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD INSTIL INDEX PLUS FD Institutional                   VIIIX 922040209
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD INSTITUTIONAL INDEX FUND Institutional                   VINIX 922040100
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD LARGE CAP INDEX FD INST Institutional                   VLISX 922908561
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD LARGE CAP INDEX FUND INVESTOR SHARES Investor                        VLACX 922908587
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD LRG CAP IDX SIGNAL SHS Signal                          VLCSX 922908454
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD MEGA CAP 300 INDEX IN Institutional                   VMCTX 921910857
Large Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard Quantitative Structured Large Cap Equity Fd Institutional                   VSLIX 921913307
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD RUSSELL 1000 INDEX FUND INSTITUTIONAL SHARES Institutional                   VRNIX 92206C722
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD RUSSELL 3000 INDEX FUND INSTITUTIONAL SHARES Institutional                   VRTTX 92206C581
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD STRCTR BROAD MKT INST Institutional                   VSBMX 921913703
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD STRCTR BROAD MKT INST Institutional                   VSBPX 921913802
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD STRUC LG-CP EQ INST Institutional                   VSLPX 921913406
Large Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD TOTL STK MK IDX SIGNAL SH Signal                          VTSSX 922908488

Large Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint 500 Stock Index Class II Class II VPSKX 92208T863
Large Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint 500 Stock Index I Class I                         VPFIX 92208T855

Large Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Broad Market Index Class II Class II VPBMX 92208T848
Large Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Broad Market Index I Class I                         VPMIX 92208T830
Large Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Growth & Income N/A                             VPGIX 92208T400
Large Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Model Port All-Eqty Growth N/A                             VPAGX 92208T731
Large Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Model Port Long-Term Growth N/A                             VPLGX 92208T749
Large Blend Victory Funds                           Victory Diversified Stock - A A Shares                        SRVEX 926464603
Large Blend Victory Funds                           Victory Diversified Stock - I Institutional                   VDSIX 92646A856
Large Blend Victory Funds                           Victory Inst Diversified Stock Institutional                   VIDSX 92646A864
Large Blend Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS ALPHASECTOR (SM) ROTATI I Shares                        VARIX 92828R271
Large Blend Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS ALPHASECTOR ROTATION - A A Shares                        PWBAX 92828R487
Large Blend Virtus Funds                            Virtus Core Equity Fund - A                                                                     A Shares                        HGRZX 92828T400
Large Blend Virtus Funds                            Virtus Core Equity Fund - I                                                                     I Shares                        HGRIX 92828T608
Large Blend Virtus Funds                            Virtus Growth & Income Fund - A A Shares                        PDIAX 92828N874
Large Blend Virtus Funds                            Virtus Growth & Income Fund - I                                                                 I Shares                        PXIIX 92828N841
Large Blend Virtus Funds                            Virtus Premium Alpha Sector Fund A A Shares                        VAPAX 92828R255
Large Blend Virtus Funds                            Virtus Premium Alpha Sector Fund I shares I Shares                        VAPIX 92828R230
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Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo C&B Large Cap Value Admin Cl Admin                           CBLLX 94975J276
Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo C&B Large Cap Value Instl Cl Institutional                   CBLSX 94975J268
Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Core Equity Admin Cl Admin                           EVVTX 94984B116
Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO CORE EQUITY INSTL CL Institutional                   EGIEX 94975P496
Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Disciplined U.S. Core Admin Cl Admin                           EVSYX 94984B157
Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO DISCIPLINED U.S. CORE INSTL CL Institutional                   EVSIX 94975P728
Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO INTRINSIC VALUE ADMIN CL Admin                           EIVDX 94975P538
Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Intrinsic Value Instl Cl Institutional                   EIVIX 94984B181
Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Large Cap Core Admin Cl Admin                           WFLLX 94984B538
Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Large Cap Core Instl Cl Institutional                   EGOIX 94984B520
Large Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Social Sustainability Admin Cl Admin                           WSRAX 949921480
Large Blend Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE BLUE CHIP FUND Retail                          WTMVX 957904881
Large Blend Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE BLUE CHIP VAL FD INST Institutional                   WIMVX 957904527
Large Blend WHG Funds                               WHG Dividend Growth Fd Inst Institutional                   WHGDX 0075W0718
Large Blend WHG Funds                               WHG LARGE CAP VALUE FD Institutional                   WHGLX 0075W0734
Large Growth Alliance                                Alliance Large Cap Growth - Advisor Advisor                         APGYX 01877C408
Large Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBER GROWTH AD Advisor                         AGRYX 01877F757
Large Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN GRTH FD CL I I Shares                        AGFIX 01877F468
Large Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN GRTH FD CL K K Shares                        AGFKX 01877F476
Large Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN LG CP GTH FD CL I I Shares                        ALLIX 01877C705
Large Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN LG CP GTH FD CL K K Shares                        ALCKX 01877C606
Large Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Growth Fund Admin                           PGFAX 018918300
Large Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Growth Fund Institutional                   PGFIX 018918292
Large Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Systematic Growth Fund Admin                           NGFAX 018919241
Large Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Systematic Growth Fund Institutional                   NGFIX 018919233
Large Growth Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Large-Cap Growth Fund Admin                           DLGAX 018919761
Large Growth Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Large-Cap Growth Fund Institutional                   DRLCX 018919753
Large Growth Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Strategic Growth Fund Admin                           ANRAX 018920728
Large Growth Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Strategic Growth Fund Institutional                   ANRIX 018920736
Large Growth American                                AMCAP - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RAFGX 023375819
Large Growth American                                AMCAP FUND R4 R4 Shares                       RAFEX 023375843
Large Growth American                                AMERICAN NEW ECONOMY FD R4 R4 Shares                       RNGEX 643822844
Large Growth American                                GROWTH FD OF AMERICA R4 R4 Shares                       RGAEX 399874841
Large Growth American                                THE GROWTH FUND OF AMERICA - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RGAGX 399874817
Large Growth American                                THE NEW ECONOMY FUND - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RNGGX 643822810
Large Growth American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACONLARGE CAP GROWTH FD INSTL Institutional                   ALCGX 02368A554
Large Growth American Century                        AC LAGACY FOCUSED LRGECAP INST Institutional                   ACFSX 02507H601
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Large Growth American Century                        AC LEGACY FOCUSED LRGECAP INV Investor                        ACFOX 02507H502
Large Growth American Century                        AMER CENT FOCUSED GRTH INSTL Institutional                   AFGNX 02508H634
Large Growth American Century                        AMER CENT GROWTH Institutional                   TWGIX 025083205
Large Growth American Century                        Amer Cent Growth Investors Investor                        TWCGX 025083106
Large Growth American Century                        AMER CENT LAGACY LARGE CAP INV Investor                        ACGOX 02507H106
Large Growth American Century                        AMER CENT SELECT Inst Institutional                   TWSIX 025083601
Large Growth American Century                        Amer Cent Select Investors Investor                        TWCIX 025083502
Large Growth American Century                        AMER CENT ULTRA INSTIT Institutional                   TWUIX 025083874
Large Growth American Century                        Amer Cent Ultra Investors Investor                        TWCUX 025083882
Large Growth American Century                        AMER CENTURY DISCIPLIN GROW FD Investor                        ADSIX 02507M675
Large Growth American Century                        AMER CENTURY DISCIPLIN GROW FD Institutional                   ADCIX 02507M667
Large Growth American Century                        AMERI CENTURY LEG LG CP INST Institutional                   ACGHX 02507H205
Large Growth American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY FOCUS GTH FD Investor                        AFSIX 02508H105
Large Growth American Century                        ONE CHOICE PORT:VRY AGGRESSIVE Investor                        AOVIX 02507F712
Large Growth Aston Funds                             ASTON MONTAG CALDWELL GROWTH FD CL I I Shares                        MCGIX 00078H281
Large Growth Aston Funds                             Aston VEREDUS SELECT GROWTH FD CL N N Shares                        AVSGX 00078H489
Large Growth Aston Funds                             Aston/MONTAG CALDWELL GROWTH FD CL N N Shares                        MCGFX 00078H299
Large Growth Aston Funds                             ASTON/TAMRO ALL CAP FUND CL N N Shares                        ATLVX 00078H224
Large Growth Aston Funds                             Aston/VEREDUS SEL GWT FD I I Shares                        AVISX 00080Y405
Large Growth Baron Funds                             BARON FIFTH AVE GRTH FD Retail                          BFTHX 068278506
Large Growth Baron Funds                             BARON FIFTH AVENUE FUND INST C Institutional                   BFTIX 068278878
Large Growth BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Capital Appreciation Fund - Institutional Institutional                   MAFGX 09251R503
Large Growth BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK CAPITAL APPRECIATION FUND-CLASS A A Shares                        MDFGX 09251R107
Large Growth BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FOCUS GROWTH FUND INC  A A Shares                        MDFOX 09251P101
Large Growth BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FOCUS GROWTH FUND INC INST Institutional                   MAFOX 09251P408
Large Growth BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Large Cap Growth  A                                                                   A Shares                        MDLHX 09250J601
Large Growth BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Large Cap Growth Inst Institutional                   MALHX 09250J874
Large Growth BlackRock Funds                         LARGE CAP GROWTH RETIREMENT K K Shares                        MKLHX 09250J783
Large Growth Brandywine                              BRANDYWINE BLUE FUND INC N/A                             BLUEX 10532B101
Large Growth Buffalo Funds                           BUFFALO LARGE CAP FD N/A                             BUFEX 119628105
Large Growth Buffalo Funds                           BUFFALO USA GLOBAL FD N/A                             BUFGX 119826105
Large Growth Calamos                                 CALAMOS BLUE CHIP FD CL A A Shares                        CBCAX 128119625
Large Growth Calamos                                 CALAMOS BLUE CHIP FD CL I I Shares                        CBCIX 128119583
Large Growth Calamos                                 Calamos Growth Fund A A Shares                        CVGRX 128119302
Large Growth Calamos                                 CALAMOS GRTH FD I SHS I Shares                        CGRIX 128119807
Large Growth Calvert                                 Calvert Equity Portfolio Cl A A Shares                        CSIEX 131618308
Large Growth Calvert                                 Calvert Equity Portfolio I I Shares                        CEYIX 131618795
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Large Growth Calvert                                 Calvert Large Cap Growth I Shares                        CLCIX 13161P409
Large Growth Calvert                                 CALVERT LARGE CAP GROWTH FD CL A A Shares                        CLGAX 13161P102
Large Growth CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTER LARGE CAP GRTH EQ Institutional                   CNGIX 125977835
Large Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Large Cap Growth Fund-Z  Z Shares                        GEGTX 19765P661
Large Growth Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LARGE GROWTH QUANTITATIVE FUND Z Z Shares                        CLQZX 19763T657
Large Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Marsico 21st Century Fund - Z Z Shares                        NMYAX 19765J400
Large Growth Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA MARSICO FOCUSED EQUITIES FUND - Z Z Shares                        NFEPX 19765H230
Large Growth Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA MARSICO GROWTH FUND - Z Z Shares                        NGIPX 19765H180
Large Growth Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA SELECT LARGE CAP GROWTH Z Shares                        UMLGX 19765Y688
Large Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Strategic Investor Fund-Z Z Shares                        CSVFX 19765P166
Large Growth Commerce Funds                          COMMERCE GROWTH FUND Institutional                   CFGRX 200626406
Large Growth Davis                                   DAVIS OPPORTUNITY FUND A A Shares                        RPEAX 239103104
Large Growth Davis                                   DAVIS OPPORTUNITY FUND Y Y Shares                        DGOYX 239103831
Large Growth Delaware                                Delaware US Growth Instl Cl Institutional                   DEUIX 245917802
Large Growth Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS ALPHA GROWTH FD I I Shares                        DPARX 26202X777
Large Growth Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS FOUNDERS EQUITY GROWTH I I Shares                        FRMRX 262001720
Large Growth Dreyfus Funds                           Dreyfus Premier Large Cap Growth Fund I Shares                        DAPIX 261986491
Large Growth Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS PREMIER U.S. EQUITY FU I Shares                        DPUIX 86271F727
Large Growth Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS RESEARCH CORE FUND FD I I Shares                        BSSPX 26202X405
Large Growth Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS THIRD CENTURY FD I I Shares                        DRTCX 26201E408
Large Growth Dreyfus Funds                           SELECT MANAGERS LARGE CAP GROWTH CLASS I I Shares                        DSLIX 86271F610
Large Growth Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE CAPITAL APPRECIATION A A Shares                        HRCPX 26945A100
Large Growth Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE CAPITAL APPRECIATION FUN I Shares                        HRCIX 26945A308
Large Growth Eaton Vance                             Eaton Vance Atlanta Capital Focused Growth Fund A A Shares                        EAALX 277902664
Large Growth Eaton Vance                             Eaton Vance Atlanta Capital Focused Growth Fund I I Shares                        EILGX 277902722
Large Growth Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE LARGE-CAP GROWTH A A Shares                        EALCX 277905691
Large Growth Eaton Vance                             FOCUSED GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FUND CLASS A A Shares                        EAFGX 277902565
Large Growth Eaton Vance                             FOCUSED GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FUND CLASS I I Shares                        EIFGX 277902540
Large Growth Eaton Vance                             LARGE CAP GROWTH FD CL I I Shares                        ELCIX 277905527
Large Growth Federated                               FEDERATED KAUFMANN LARGE CAP FUND A A Shares                        KLCAX 314172446
Large Growth Federated                               FEDERATED KAUFMANN LARGE CAP FUND INST Institutional                   KLCIX 314172412
Large Growth Federated                               Federated MDT Large Cap Growth - A A Shares                        QALGX 31421R700
Large Growth Federated                               FEDERATED MDT LRG CAP GRO FD INST CL Institutional                   QILGX 31421R882
Large Growth Fidelity                                DISCOVERY GROWTH FUND No Share Class                  FDSVX 31617F205
Large Growth Fidelity                                FID INDEPENDENCE FUND No Share Class                  FDFFX 316145309
Large Growth Fidelity                                FID LARGE CAP STOCK No Share Class                  FLCSX 315912402
Large Growth Fidelity                                FID STRUCTURED LARGE CAP GRTH No Share Class                  FSLGX 316128800
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Large Growth Fidelity                                Fidelity Blue Chip Growth No Share Class                  FBGRX 316389303
Large Growth Fidelity                                Fidelity Capital Appreciation No Share Class                  FDCAX 316066109
Large Growth Fidelity                                Fidelity Contra Fund No Share Class                  FCNTX 316071109
Large Growth Fidelity                                Fidelity Export No Share Class                  FEXPX 316448877
Large Growth Fidelity                                Fidelity Fifty No Share Class                  FFTYX 31617F106
Large Growth Fidelity                                FIDELITY LRGCAP GRWT ENH IDX No Share Class                  FLGEX 31606X308
Large Growth Fidelity                                FIDELITY MAGELLAN No Share Class                  FMAGX 316184100
Large Growth Fidelity                                FIDELITY NASDAQ COMPOS IND FD No Share Class                  FNCMX 315912709
Large Growth Fidelity                                Fidelity OTC Fund No Share Class                  FOCPX 316389105
Large Growth Fidelity                                Fidelity Stock Selector No Share Class                  FDSSX 316066307
Large Growth Fidelity                                FIDELITY TECH  GROWTH FUND No Share Class                  FTQGX 316066406
Large Growth Fidelity                                Fidelity Trend No Share Class                  FTRNX 316423102
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FAD LARGE CAPITAL STOCK I Shares                        FALIX 315805887
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV LARGE CAP GROWTH FD A A Shares                        FLNAX 316128826
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV LARGE CAP GRTH FD CL I I Shares                        FLNOX 316128776
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FID EQUITY PORTFOLIO GROWTH Cl I I Shares                        EQPGX 315805101
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FID GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 1 I Shares                        FAGCX 315807883
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Adv A Equity Growth A Shares                        EPGAX 315805853
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Adv A Growth   Income A Shares                        FGIRX 315805846
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Adv A Growth Opps A Shares                        FAGAX 315807834
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV CAP STOCK CL A A Shares                        FALAX 315805861
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV.GROWTH  INC. CL I I Shares                        FGIOX 315805812
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV.TECHNO GWTH. CL A A Shares                        FTQAX 315805796
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV.TECHRO.GWTH. CL I I Shares                        FTQIX 315805762
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT CLA A Shares                        FDTTX 316127406
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT CLI I Shares                        FDEIX 316127851
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor New Insights - I I Shares                        FINSX 316071604
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Stock Selector All Cap - A A Shares                        FARAX 315805580
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Stock Selector All Cap  CL I I Shares                        FDCIX 315805549
Large Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDLTY ADV NEW INSIGHTS FD A A Shares                        FNIAX 316071208
Large Growth Forward Funds                           FOREWARD COREPLUS FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   AGROX 349913467
Large Growth Forward Funds                           FOREWARD COREPLUS FUND INVESTOR CLASS Investor                        AGRIX 349913459
Large Growth Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Dynatech A Shares                        FKDNX 353496201
Large Growth Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Growth A Shares                        FKGRX 353496508
Large Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN FLEX CAP GROWTH FUND A A Shares                        FKCGX 35251D103
Large Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN FLEX CAP GRTH FD ADV Advisor                         FKCAX 354713463
Large Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN LARGE CAP EQUITY Advisor                         FLCIX 353533870
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Large Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRK GROWTH FUND ADVISOR CL Advisor                         FCGAX 353496839
Large Growth Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO Growth Fund - Class A A Shares                        GGCAX 36464V203
Large Growth GE Funds                                Highland Premier Growth Equity Fund -Class A A Shares                        HPEAX 43090E860
Large Growth GE Funds                                Highland U.S. Equity Fund - Class A A Shares                        HUEAX 43090E100
Large Growth Goldman Sachs                           CONCENTRATED GROWTH FD CL A A Shares                        GCGAX 38142Y187
Large Growth Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS CAPITAL GWTH A A Shares                        GSCGX 38141W638
Large Growth Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS STRATEGIC GWTH A A Shares                        GGRAX 38142Y609
Large Growth Goldman Sachs                           GS FLEXIBLE CAP GROWTH FUND A A Shares                        GALLX 38145C109
Large Growth Goldman Sachs                           GS STRUCTURED LARGE CAP GROWTH A A Shares                        GLCGX 38142B435
Large Growth Harbor Funds                            HARBOR CAP APPRECIATION-ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HRCAX 411511827
Large Growth Harbor Funds                            Harbor Capital Appreciation Fund - Instl Institutional                   HACAX 411511504
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Constellation Fund A A Shares                        CSTGX 001413202
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Constellation Fund Institutional Institutional                   CSITX 001413509
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Large Cap Growth Fund A A Shares                        LCGAX 001413749
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Large Cap Growth Fund Institutional Institutional                   LCIGX 001413236
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Multi-Sector Fund A A Shares                        IAMSX 00141A701
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Multi-Sector Fund Institutional Institutional                   IIMSX 00141A875
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Summit Fund A A Shares                        ASMMX 001413160
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             INVESCO SUMMIT FUND INSTITUTIONAL CLASS Institutional                   SMITX 00141B808
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen American Franchise Fund A Shares                        VAFAX 00142J578
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Capital Growth Fund A Shares                        ACPAX 00143M778
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN CAPTL GR FD INSTL CL Institutional                   ACPJX 00143M729
Large Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Enterprise Fund A Shares                        ACENX 00143M646
Large Growth Ivy                                     IVY CAPITAL APPREC FD CL I I Shares                        IVAIX 466000189
Large Growth Ivy                                     IVY CAPITAL APPRECIATION A A Shares                        WMEAX 466000536
Large Growth Ivy                                     IVY CORE EQUITY FUND A A Shares                        WCEAX 466000106
Large Growth Ivy                                     IVY CORE EQUITY FUND CLASS I I Shares                        ICIEX 466000163
Large Growth Ivy                                     IVY LARGE CAP GROWTH FD A A Shares                        WLGAX 466000627
Large Growth Ivy                                     IVY LARGE CAP GROWTH FD CL I I Shares                        IYGIX 466001203
Large Growth Janus                                   INTECH Risk-Managed Growth Fund Class I I Shares                        JRMGX 47103A823
Large Growth Janus                                   INTECH Risk-Managed Growth Fund Class S S Shares                        JCGIX 47103A815
Large Growth Janus                                   Janus Forty Fund Class I I Shares                        JCAPX 47103A658
Large Growth Janus                                   Janus Forty Fund Class S S Shares                        JARTX 47103A633
Large Growth Janus                                   Janus Fund Class I I Shares                        JGROX 47103C688
Large Growth Janus                                   Janus Fund Class S S Shares                        JGORX 47103C662
Large Growth Janus                                   Janus Growth and Income Fund Class I I Shares                        JGINX 47103C639
Large Growth Janus                                   Janus Growth and Income Fund Class S S Shares                        JADGX 47103C613
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Large Growth Janus                                   Janus Research Fund Class I I Shares                        JRAIX 471023283
Large Growth Janus                                   Janus Research Fund Class S S Shares                        JRASX 471023275
Large Growth John Hancock                            J HANCOCK US GLOBAL LDRS GROWTH CL A A Shares                        USGLX 409902830
Large Growth John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK LARGECAP EQUITY CL A A Shares                        TAGRX 41013P103
Large Growth John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK LARGECAP EQUITY CL I I Shares                        JLVIX 41013P608
Large Growth John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK RAINIER GROWTH FU I Shares                        RLGIX 47803U699
Large Growth John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK RAINIER GROWTH FUND A A Shares                        RGROX 47803U715
Large Growth John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK US GLOBAL LEADERS CL I I Shares                        USLIX 409902798
Large Growth JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN DYNAMIC GROWTH FUND - SELECT Select                          JDGSX 4812A4740
Large Growth JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN GROWTH ADVANTAGE FD S Select                          JGASX 4812A3718
Large Growth JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Intrepid Growth FundSelect Select                          JPGSX 4812A2207
Large Growth JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Large Cap Growth Fund Select Select                          SEEGX 4812C0530
Large Growth Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Capital Management Growth Trust F1 Shares                       LMGFX 52465Y302
Large Growth Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Capital Management Growth Trust I Shares                        LMGNX 52465Y203
Large Growth Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Aggressive Growth Fund F1 Shares                       LMPFX 52468C604
Large Growth Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Aggressive Growth Fund I Shares                        SAGYX 52468C406
Large Growth Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Capital Fund I Shares                        SACPX 524694403
Large Growth Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Diversified Large Cap Growth Fund I Shares                        LADIX 52469H511
Large Growth Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Large Cap Growth Fund I Shares                        SBLYX 52469H784
Large Growth Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Manager Select Series Large Cap Growth Fund I Shares                        LSLIX 524686102
Large Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT DIV EQ STR FD CL I I Shares                        LDSYX 543916514
Large Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT DIVER EQ STRG FD A A Shares                        LDSAX 543916555
Large Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT STOCK APPRECIATION FD A A Shares                        LALCX 54400Y108
Large Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT STOCK APPRECIATION FD I I Shares                        LALYX 54400Y504
Large Growth Lou Holland                             LOU HOLLAND GROWTH FUND CLASS A A Shares                        LHGAX 34984T519
Large Growth Lou Holland                             LOU HOLLAND GROWTH FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   LHGIX 34984T568
Large Growth Lou Holland                             LOU HOLLAND GROWTH FUND INVESTOR CLASS Investor                        LHGFX 34984T550
Large Growth Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAIN STAY LAR-CAP GROW FD I Shares                        MLAIX 56062X641
Large Growth Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY GROWTH EQUITY CLASS A Shares                        MREAX 56063J328
Large Growth Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY GROWTH EQUITY CLASS I I Shares                        MRIEX 56063J286
Large Growth Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY GRTH ALL FD A - A Shares                        MGXAX 56063U703
Large Growth Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY GRTH ALL FD I I Shares                        MGXIX 56063U877
Large Growth Managers                                Managers Cad FOCUSED GRTH INSTL Institutional                   MFIGX 561717372
Large Growth Managers                                Managers Cadence CAP APPREC INSTL Institutional                   MPCIX 561717570
Large Growth Managers                                Managers Cadence CAPITAL APPRECIATION FUND CLASS A A Shares                        MPAFX 561717554
Large Growth Managers                                Managers Cadence FOCUSED GRTH FD A A Shares                        MFAGX 561717356
Large Growth Managers                                RENAISSANCE LARGE CAP GROWTH F Institutional                   MRLIX 561709643
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Large Growth Managers                                TSCM GROWTH EQUITY INST Institutional                   MTGIX 56171L868
Large Growth Marsico Funds                           MARSICO FLEXIBLE CAPITAL No Share Class                  MFCFX 573012507
Large Growth Marsico Funds                           MARSICO FOCUS FUND No Share Class                  MFOCX 573012101
Large Growth Marsico Funds                           MARSICO GROWTH FUND No Share Class                  MGRIX 573012200
Large Growth Marsico Funds                           MARSICO INV. FUNDS No Share Class                  MXXIX 573012309
Large Growth MFS                                     MASS INVESTORS GRTH STOC FD R4 R4 Shares                       MIGKX 575719844
Large Growth MFS                                     MFS A Mass Invest Grwth A Shares                        MIGFX 575719109
Large Growth MFS                                     MFS AGGR GROWTH ALLOCATION A A Shares                        MAAGX 55273G686
Large Growth MFS                                     MFS AGGRESS GROW ALLOCAT FD R4 R4 Shares                       MAALX 55273G116
Large Growth MFS                                     MFS CORE GROWTH FD CL A A Shares                        MFCAX 552983876
Large Growth MFS                                     MFS CORE GROWTH FD R4 R4 Shares                       MFCJX 55273H593
Large Growth MFS                                     MFS GROWTH FUND-A A Shares                        MFEGX 552985103
Large Growth MFS                                     MFS GROWTH FUND-R4 R4 Shares                       MFEJX 552985715
Large Growth Morgan Stanley Instutional              FOCUS EQUITY PORTFOLIO P P Shares                        MAEBX 61744J648
Large Growth Morgan Stanley Instutional              MORGAN STANLEY GROWTH I P Shares                        MSEGX 61744J564
Large Growth Morgan Stanley Instutional              MSIF ADVANTAGE PORTFOLIO CLASS P Shares                        MAPPX 61756E776
Large Growth Morgan Stanley Instutional              MSIF OPPORTUNITY PORTFOLIO P Shares                        MEGPX 61756E735
Large Growth Munder Funds                            LARGE CAP  GROWTH FD Y Y Shares                        MUSYX 626124309
Large Growth Munder Funds                            MUNDER GROWTH OPP FUND Y Y Shares                        MNNYX 626124291
Large Growth Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN CENTURY FUND Institutional                   NLDLX 641224373
Large Growth Neuberger/Berman                        Neuberger Berman LgCp Discp Gr A A Shares                        NLDAX 641224399
Large Growth Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN SELECT EQUITI A Shares                        NBEAX 641224563
Large Growth Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN SELECT EQUITI Institutional                   NBEIX 641224548
Large Growth Northern Funds                          NORTHERN FDS SELECT EQTY FD No Share Class                  NOEQX 665162301
Large Growth Northern Funds                          NORTHERN MULTI MAN LRGECAP FD No Share Class                  NMMLX 665162517
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN LARGE CAP GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FUND A Shares                        FRGWX 670690650
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN LARGE CAP GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FUND                                                      R Shares                        FLCYX 670690684
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN LARGE CAP GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FUND                                                      Y Shares                        FIGWX 670690692
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN LARGE CAP SELECT FUND                                                                    A Shares                        FLRAX 670690296
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN LARGE CAP SELECT FUND                                                                    R Shares                        FLSSX 670690320
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN LARGE CAP SELECT FUND                                                                    Y Shares                        FLRYX 670690338
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SANTA BARBARA GROWTH  F R3 Shares                       NBGRX 670725829
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SNT BARB GR CL I Shares                        NSRGX 67065W720
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SNT BARB GR CL A A Shares                        NSAGX 67065W753
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMP OPTMZD ALPHA CL I Shares                        NOPRX 67065W142
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMP OPTMZD ALPHA CL A A Shares                        NOPAX 67065W118
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY LARGE CAP GROWTH FUND, CLASS R3 N/A                             NSGQX 670725589
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Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY OPTIMIZED ALPHA FUND, CLASS R3 R3 Shares                       NOPEX 670713106
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN WINSLOW LARGE CAP GROWT I Shares                        NVLIX 670725662
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN WINSLOW LARGE-CAP GROWTH FUND, CLASS R3 N/A                             NWCRX 670725654
Large Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN WINSLOW LARGE-CAP GROWTH, CLASS A A Shares                        NWCAX 670725688
Large Growth Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER CAP APPREC FD A A Shares                        OPTFX 68379A107
Large Growth Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER CAP APPREC FD Y Y Shares                        OTCYX 68379A404
Large Growth Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER EQUITY FD A A Shares                        OEQAX 683808109
Large Growth Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER EQUITY FD Y Y Shares                        OEQYX 683808307
Large Growth Payden & Rygel                          US GROWTH LEADERS FUND N/A                             PUGLX 704329481
Large Growth Pioneer                                 PIONEER DISCIPLINED GROWTH  Y Y Shares                        PRGYX 72387N796
Large Growth Pioneer                                 PIONEER FUNDAMENTAL GROWTH FUN Y Shares                        FUNYX 723695409
Large Growth Pioneer                                 PIONEER INDEPENDENCE FUND CL Y Y Shares                        INYDX 723922407
Large Growth Pioneer                                 PIONEER OAK RIDG LG CAP GRTH R R Shares                        ORLRX 72387T702
Large Growth Pioneer                                 PIONEER OAK RIDG LG CAP GRTH Y Y Shares                        PORYX 72387T801
Large Growth Rainier Investment Management Funds     RAINIER LARGE CAP EQUITY PORTFOLIO No Share Class                  RIMEX 750869109
Large Growth Rainier Investment Management Funds     RANIER CORE EQUITY FD CL I Institutional                   RAIEX 750869703
Large Growth RS Investments                          RS GROWTH FD Y Y Shares                        RGRYX 74972H697
Large Growth RS Investments                          RS GROWTH FUND A                       A Shares                        RSGRX 74972H200
Large Growth T Rowe Price                            INSTIT LARGE CAP CORE GRO FUND Institutional                   TPLGX 45775L507
Large Growth T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE INST LA-CAP GROW Institutional                   TRLGX 45775L408
Large Growth T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Blue Chip Growth Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PABGX 77954Q205
Large Growth T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Growth Stock Fund - Advisor Advisor                         TRSAX 741479208
Large Growth T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Growth Stock Fund - Investor Investor                        PRGFX 741479109
Large Growth T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price New America Growth - Investor Investor                        PRWAX 779557107
Large Growth T Rowe Price                            T.ROWE BLUE CHIP GROWTH FD Investor                        TRBCX 77954Q106
Large Growth T Rowe Price                            T.ROWE PRICE NW AMER GTH AD CL Advisor                         PAWAX 779557206
Large Growth TCW Funds                               GALILEO SELECT EQUITIES FUND 1 I Shares                        TGCEX 87234N302
Large Growth TCW Funds                               GALILEO SELECT EQUITIES FUND N N Shares                        TGCNX 87234N732
Large Growth TCW Funds                               TCW GROWTH FUND CLASS I I Shares                        TGGIX 87234N153
Large Growth TCW Funds                               TCW GROWTH FUND CLASS N N Shares                        TGGYX 87234N146
Large Growth TCW Funds                               TCW/GALILEO LA CAP FLEX GROW I I Shares                        TGLCX 87234N286
Large Growth TCW Funds                               TCW/GALILEO LA CAP FLEX GROW N N Shares                        TGLFX 87234N278
Large Growth Touchstone Funds                        CAPITAL APPRECIATION FUND CLAS A Shares                        TCFAX 89155H454
Large Growth Touchstone Funds                        CAPITAL APPRECIATION FUND INTS Institutional                   TAFIX 89155H439
Large Growth Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE EQUITY LG CAP GROWTH FD CL A A Shares                        TEQAX 89154X302
Large Growth Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE GROWTH OPPORTUNITIE Institutional                   TGVVX 89154X542
Large Growth Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE GROWTH VAL FD CL A A Shares                        TGVFX 89154X708
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Large Growth Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE SANDS CAP INST GROWTH FUND Institutional                   CISGX 89155J104
Large Growth Turner Funds                            TURNER  LARGE CORE GROWTH Institutional                   TTMEX 900297847
Large Growth Turner Funds                            TURNER  LARGE CORE GROWTH INVESTOR Investor                        TCGFX 900297839
Large Growth Turner Funds                            Turner Concentrated Growth Fund. Investor                        TTOPX 87252R862
Large Growth Vanguard                                VAN HORIZON CAP OPPORTUNITY Investor                        VHCOX 922038302
Large Growth Vanguard                                VAN US GROWTH PORTFOLIO Investor                        VWUSX 921910105
Large Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD FTSE SOCIAL INDEX FD INVESTOR SHS Investor                        VFTSX 921910303
Large Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD GR INDX FD SIGNAL SHS Signal                          VIGSX 922908470
Large Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD GROWTH EQUITY FD Investor                        VGEQX 921921201
Large Growth Vanguard                                Vanguard Growth Index - Inst Institutional                   VIGIX 922908868
Large Growth Vanguard                                Vanguard Index Growth Investor                        VIGRX 922908504
Large Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD MEGA CAP 300 GROWTH I Institutional                   VMGAX 921910782
Large Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD MORGAN GROWTH FUND Investor                        VMRGX 921928107
Large Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD PRIMECAP CORE FD Investor                        VPCCX 921921508
Large Growth Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Growth N/A                             VPGRX 92208T301
Large Growth Victory Funds                           Victory Large Cap Growth - A A Shares                        VFGAX 92646A500
Large Growth Victory Funds                           VICTORY LARGE CAP GROWTH FUND CLASS I Institutional                   VFGIX 92646A666
Large Growth Virtus Funds                            Virtus Strategic Growth Fund - A A Shares                        PSTAX 92828N510
Large Growth Virtus Funds                            Virtus Strategic Growth Fund - I I Shares                        PLXGX 92828N478
Large Growth Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV ACCUMULATIVE FD A A Shares                        UNACX 930057880
Large Growth Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV CORE INVESTMENT FD A A Shares                        UNCMX 930057104
Large Growth Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV VANGUARD FUND A A Shares                        UNVGX 930057666
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Capital Growth Admin Cl Admin                           WFCDX 949915631
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Capital Growth Instl Cl Institutional                   WWCIX 949915615
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Endeavor Select Admin Cl Admin                           WECDX 949915557
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Endeavor Select Instl Cl Institutional                   WFCIX 949915565
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Growth Admin Cl Admin                           SGRKX 949915698
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Growth Instl Cl Institutional                   SGRNX 949915714
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO LARGE CAP GROWTH ADMIN CL Admin                           STDFX 94975P546
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO LARGE CAP GROWTH INSTL CL Institutional                   STNFX 94975P512
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Omega Growth Admin Cl Admin                           EOMYX 94985D400
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO OMEGA GROWTH INSTL CL Institutional                   EKONX 94975P520
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Premier Large Company Growth Admin Cl Admin                           WFPDX 94984B462
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Premier Large Company Growth Instl Cl Institutional                   EKJYX 94984B454
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO STRATEGIC LARGE CAP GROWTH ADMIN CL Admin                           ESGDX 94975P553
Large Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Strategic Large Cap Growth Instl Cl Institutional                   ESGIX 94985D277
Large Growth Westcore Funds                          Westcore Growth Fund Retail                          WTEIX 957904667
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Large Growth Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE GROWTH FUND INST Institutional                   WILGX 957904634
Large Growth William Blair                           LARGE CAP GROWTH FD CL I I Shares                        LCGFX 093001543
Large Growth William Blair                           LARGE CAP GROWTH FD CL N N Shares                        LCGNX 093001535
Large Growth William Blair                           WB GROWTH FUND CLASS I I Shares                        BGFIX 093001865
Large Growth William Blair                           WM. BLAIR MUTUAL FD GROWTH SHS CL N N Shares                        WBGSX 093001105
Large Value Alliance                                AB Equity Income Fund Advisor                         AUIYX 018791400
Large Value Alliance                                AB Equity Income Fund I I Shares                        AUIIX 018791707
Large Value Alliance                                AB Equity Income Fund K K Shares                        AUIKX 018791608
Large Value Alliance                                ALLIANCE BERN VALUE FD CL I I Shares                        ABVIX 018915702
Large Value Alliance                                ALLIANCE BRNSTN VALUE ADV CL Advisor                         ABVYX 018915405
Large Value Alliance                                ALLIANCEBER GROWTH AND INC AD Advisor                         CBBYX 018597500
Large Value Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN VALUE FD CL K K Shares                        ABVKX 018915603
Large Value Alliance                                ALLIBERN GRTH   INC FD CL K K Shares                        CBBKX 018597708
Large Value Alliance                                ALLIBERN GTH   INC FD CL I I Shares                        CBBIX 018597807
Large Value Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ All-Cap Value Fund Admin                           PNCAX 018919118
Large Value Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ All-Cap Value Fund Institutional                   PNFIX 018919100
Large Value Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ Dividend Value Fund Institutional                   NFJEX 018918227
Large Value Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ Dividend Value Fund Admin                           ANDAX 018918235
Large Value Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ Large Cap Value Fund Admin                           ALNFX 018918441
Large Value Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ Large Cap Value Fund Institutional                   ANVIX 018918433
Large Value American                                AMERICAN MUTUAL FD R4 R4 Shares                       RMFEX 027681840
Large Value American                                AMERICAN MUTUAL FUND - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RMFGX 027681816
Large Value American                                WASH MUTUAL INVESTORS FD R4 R4 Shares                       RWMEX 939330841
Large Value American                                WASHINGTON MUTUAL INVESTORS FU CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RWMGX 939330817
Large Value American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON GR INC FD INV CL Investor                        AAGPX 02368A810
Large Value American Beacon Funds                   American Beacon Large Cap Value Fund Institutional Institutional                   AADEX 02368A208
Large Value American Beacon Funds                   ZEBRA LARGE CAP EQUITY FUND - INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   AZLIX 024524621
Large Value American Beacon Funds                   ZEBRA LARGE CAP EQUITY FUND - INVESTOR Investor                        AZLPX 024524688
Large Value American Century                        AMER CENT EQUITY INCOME INST Institutional                   ACIIX 025076209
Large Value American Century                        Amer Cent Income Growth Inv Investor                        BIGRX 02507M303
Large Value American Century                        Amer Cent Value Investor                        TWVLX 025076506
Large Value American Century                        AMER CENTURY CAP  VAL INST Institutional                   ACPIX 025083411
Large Value American Century                        Amer Century Equity Income Investor                        TWEIX 025076100
Large Value American Century                        AMER CENTURY INCOME GROWTH INS Institutional                   AMGIX 02507M501
Large Value American Century                        AMER CENTURY VALUE Institutional                   AVLIX 025076605
Large Value American Century                        American Century Capital Value - Investor Investor                        ACTIX 025083395
Large Value American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY LG COMPANY FUND Investor                        ALVIX 025076795
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Large Value American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY LG COMPANY INS Institutional                   ALVSX 025076779
Large Value Artisan Funds                           ARTISAN  VALUE FUND Investor                        ARTLX 04314H873
Large Value Aston Funds                             ASTOM/HERNDON LARGE CAP VALUE FUND CL I I Shares                        AHRNX 00080Y595
Large Value Aston Funds                             Aston VALUE FD CL I I Shares                        AAVIX 00080Y207
Large Value Aston Funds                             Aston VALUE FD CL N N Shares                        RVALX 00078H844
Large Value Aston Funds                             ASTON/HERNDON LARGE CAP VALUE FUND-CLASS N N Shares                        AALIX 00080Y660
Large Value Becker Funds                            BECKER VALUE EQUITY FUND No Share Class                  BVEFX 90470K834
Large Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Basic Value Fund, Inc. A A Shares                        MDBAX 09251G101
Large Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Basic Value Ins Institutional                   MABAX 09251G507
Large Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Equity Div Inst Institutional                   MADVX 09251M504
Large Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Equity Dividend Fund A                                                                A Shares                        MDDVX 09251M108
Large Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Focus Value Fund, Inc. A                                                              A Shares                        MDPNX 09252E105
Large Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Focus Value Inst Institutional                   MAPNX 09252E501
Large Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Large Cap Value Fund A                                                                A Shares                        MDLVX 09250J858
Large Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Large Cap Value Fund Inst Institutional                   MALVX 09250J817
Large Value BlackRock Funds                         LARGE CAP CORE RETIREMENT CL K K Shares                        MKLRX 09250J767
Large Value BlackRock Funds                         LARGE CAP VALUE RETIREMENT K K Shares                        MKLVX 09250J775
Large Value Calvert                                 CALVERT LARGE CAP VALUE FUND A A Shares                        CLVAX 131619504
Large Value Cambiar Funds                           CAMBIAR AGGR VAL FD INV SHS Investor                        CAMAX 0075W0650
Large Value CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTER SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE EQUITY I Institutional                   AHSRX 125977595
Large Value CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTR FD LGCP VALEQT INST Institutional                   CNLIX 125977819
Large Value Columbia Funds                          Columbia Div Income Fund-Z Z Shares                        GSFTX 19765N245
Large Value Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA DIVERSIFIED EQUITY INCOME FUND Z Z Shares                        CDVZX 19763P291
Large Value Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA DIVIDEND OPPORTUNITY FUND Z Z Shares                        CDOZX 19763P192
Large Value Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA EQUITY VALUE FUND Z Z Shares                        CEVZX 19766F779
Large Value Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LARGE CAP VALUE FUND Z Z Shares                        NVLUX 19765H149
Large Value Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LARGE VALUE QUANTITATIVE FUND Z Z Shares                        CVQZX 19763T467
Large Value Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA SELECT LARGE CAP VALUE FUND  Z Z Shares                        CSVZX 19766H528
Large Value Columbia Funds                          Columbia Value And Restructuring Fund - Z Z Shares                        UMBIX 19765Y514
Large Value Commerce Funds                          COMMERCE GROWTH INC INST CL Institutional                   CFVLX 200626828
Large Value Delaware                                Delaware Value Fund Class I Institutional                   DDVIX 24610C857
Large Value Delaware                                LARGE CAP VALUE INST Institutional                   DEDIX 245907407
Large Value Dodge & Cox                             Dodge & Cox Stock Fund No Share Class                  DODGX 256219106
Large Value Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS CORE VALUE FD I I Shares                        DTCRX 261980700
Large Value Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS CORE VALUE INST SH Institutional                   DCVFX 261980601
Large Value Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS PREMIER INCM EQTY CL I I Shares                        DQIRX 261980635
Large Value Dreyfus Funds                           Dreyfus Premier Large Cap Value Fund I Shares                        DAUIX 261986459
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Large Value Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS STRATEGIC VALUE FD I I Shares                        DRGVX 26200C627
Large Value Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE GLOBAL DIVIDEND INCOME CL A A Shares                        EDIAX 277923876
Large Value Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE GLOBAL DIVIDEND INCOME CL I I Shares                        EDIIX 277923843
Large Value Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE LARGE CAP VALUE A A Shares                        EHSTX 277905808
Large Value Eaton Vance                             Eaton Vance Large Cap Value Fund - I I Shares                        EILVX 277905642
Large Value Eaton Vance                             FOCUSED VALUE OPPORTUNITIES FUND CLASS A A Shares                        EAFVX 277902532
Large Value Eaton Vance                             FOCUSED VALUE OPPORTUNITIES FUND CLASS I I Shares                        EIFVX 277902516
Large Value Federated                               FED FEDERATED EQ INC FD CL F F Shares                        LFEIX 313915407
Large Value Federated                               FEDERATED CLOVER VALUE FUND, C A Shares                        VFCAX 314172255
Large Value Federated                               FEDERATED CLOVER VALUE FUND, C Institutional                   VFCIX 314172214
Large Value Federated                               Federated Equity Income A Shares                        LEIFX 313915100
Large Value Federated                               FEDERATED STRATEGIC VALUE DIV  FD CL A A Shares                        SVAAX 314172586
Large Value Federated                               FEDERATED STRATEGIC VALUE DIV  FD IS Institutional                   SVAIX 314172560
Large Value Fidelity                                FID STRUCTURED LARGE CAP VAL No Share Class                  FSLVX 316128602
Large Value Fidelity                                FIDELITY BLUE CHIP VALUE FUND No Share Class                  FBCVX 316389857
Large Value Fidelity                                Fidelity Equity Income No Share Class                  FEQIX 316138106
Large Value Fidelity                                Fidelity Equity Income II No Share Class                  FEQTX 316145101
Large Value Fidelity                                FIDELITY LRGCAP VALU ENH IDX No Share Class                  FLVEX 31606X209
Large Value Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV LARGE CAP VAL FD CL A A Shares                        FLUAX 316128768
Large Value Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV LARGE CAP VAL FD CL I I Shares                        FLUIX 316128727
Large Value Fidelity Advisor                        FID EQUITY PORTFOLIO INCOME CL I I Shares                        EQPIX 315808105
Large Value Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Equity Income - A A Shares                        FEIAX 315808402
Large Value Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR VAL LEADERS A A Shares                        FVLAX 315920348
Large Value Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR VAL LEADERS I I Shares                        FVLIX 315920298
Large Value Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Equity Income A Shares                        FISEX 353612401
Large Value Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Mutual Beacon A Shares                        TEBIX 628380875
Large Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN LARGE CAP VAL FD CL A A Shares                        FLVAX 355148701
Large Value Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin Mutual Shares Fund - A A Shares                        TESIX 628380602
Large Value Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO WESTWOOD INCOME FD A A Shares                        WEIAX 361439748
Large Value Gabelli Funds                           THE GABELLI EQUITY ICOM FD A A Shares                        GCAEX 36239T707
Large Value Glenmede                                GLENMEDE LRG CAP VALUE FD N/A                             GTMEX 378690887
Large Value Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS GWTH INC FD CL A A Shares                        GSGRX 38141W588
Large Value Goldman Sachs                           Goldman Sachs Large Cap Value Fund - A A Shares                        GSLAX 38142Y815
Large Value Goldman Sachs                           GS STRUCTURED LARGE CAP VALUE A A Shares                        GCVAX 38142V225
Large Value Harbor Funds                            Harbor Large Cap Value Fund - Institutional Institutional                   HAVLX 411511603
Large Value Harbor Funds                            HARBOR LG CAP VALUE-ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HRLVX 411511751
Large Value Hotchkis & Wiley                        HOTCHKIS   WILEY LRG CAP FD I I Shares                        HWLIX 44134R503
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Large Value Hotchkis & Wiley                        HOTCHKIS AND WILEY CORE VALUE FUND CLASS I I Shares                        HWCIX 44134R768
Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Diversified Dividend Fund A A Shares                        LCEAX 001413541
Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Diversified Dividend Fund Institutional Institutional                   DDFIX 001413178
Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Large Cap Relative Value Fund A Shares                        IVABX 00142J719
Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Value Fund A Shares                        VLUAX 00143M505
Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Value II Fund A Shares                        MPVAX 00143M885
Large Value Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN COMSTOCK FD INSTL CL Institutional                   ACSHX 00143M653
Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Comstock Fund A A Shares                        ACSTX 00143M711
Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Core Equity Fund A Shares                        VCEAX 00142J537
Large Value Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN GR & INC FD INSTL CL Institutional                   ACGQX 00142J321
Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Growth and Inc Fd  A A Shares                        ACGIX 00142J362
Large Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Value Opportunities Fund A Shares                        VVOAX 00143M398
Large Value Ivy                                     IVY VALUE FD CL I I Shares                        IYAIX 465899789
Large Value Ivy                                     IVY VALUE FUND A A Shares                        IYVAX 465898385
Large Value Janus                                   INTECH Risk-Managed Value Fund Class I I Shares                        JRSIX 47103A716
Large Value Janus                                   INTECH Risk-Managed Value Fund Class S S Shares                        JRSSX 47103A690
Large Value Janus                                   Perkins Large Cap Value Fund Class I I Shares                        JAPIX 47103A286
Large Value Janus                                   Perkins Large Cap Value Fund Class S S Shares                        JAPSX 47103A278
Large Value John Hancock                            JH CLASSIC VALUE MEGA CAP A A Shares                        JMEAX 47803T197
Large Value John Hancock                            JH CLASSIC VALUE MEGA CAP I I Shares                        JMEIX 47803T155
Large Value John Hancock                            JH DISCIPLINED VALUE FD CL A A Shares                        JVLAX 47803U673
Large Value John Hancock                            JH DISCIPLINED VALUE FD CL I I Shares                        JVLIX 47803U640
Large Value John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK CLASSIC VALUE CL A A Shares                        PZFVX 409902780
Large Value John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK CLASSIC VALUE CL I I Shares                        JCVIX 409902756
Large Value JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Equity Income Fund  Select Select                          HLIEX 4812C0498
Large Value JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Growth and Income FundSelect                                                           Select                          VGIIX 4812A1464
Large Value JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Intrepid Value FundSelect Select                          JPIVX 4812A2306
Large Value JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Large Cap Value Fund  Select Select                          HLQVX 4812C1595
Large Value JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN U.S. LARGE CAP VALUE Select                          JTVSX 4812A4658
Large Value JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Value Opportunities Fund Institutional Institutional                   JVOIX 46626B300
Large Value Lazard Funds                            

     
$100,000 minimum initial investment Institutional                   LEVIX 52106N616

Large Value Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Equity Income Builder Fund I Shares                        SOPYX 52469H594
Large Value Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Large Cap Value Fund I Shares                        SAIFX 52470J407
Large Value Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Manager Select Series Large Cap Value Fund I Shares                        LGRIX 524686201
Large Value Legg Mason                              LM BW DIV LARGE CAP VALUE FD I I Shares                        LBWIX 524686755
Large Value Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT AFFILIATED FD I I Shares                        LAFYX 544001506
Large Value Lord Abbett                             Lord Abbett Affiliated Fund - A A Shares                        LAFFX 544001100
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Large Value Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT LARGE CAP VALUE FD A A Shares                        LALAX 543915698
Large Value Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT SEC TR LORD ABB I I Shares                        LLCYX 543915656
Large Value Mainstay/Eclipse                        ICAP FDS INC EQTY PTFL I Shares                        ICAEX 56063J492
Large Value Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY ICAP EQUITY FD CL A A Shares                        ICAUX 56063J526
Large Value Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY ICAP SELECT EQ FD A A Shares                        ICSRX 56063J617
Large Value Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY ICAP SELECT EQTY PORT  I I Shares                        ICSLX 56063J575
Large Value Managers                                MANAGERS AMG SYS VAL FD CL A A Shares                        MSYAX 561709817
Large Value MFS                                     MFS INSTITUTIONAL LARGE CAP Institutional                   ILVAX 552966855
Large Value MFS                                     MFS VALUE FD R4 R4 Shares                       MEIJX 55273H635
Large Value MFS                                     MFS Value Fund A A Shares                        MEIAX 552983801
Large Value Munder Funds                            MUNDER LARGE-CAP VALUE FD Y Y Shares                        MUGYX 626129712
Large Value Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN LARGE CAP VALUE FUND CLASS A A Shares                        NVAAX 641224134
Large Value Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN LARGE CAP VALUE FUND INSTITUTIONAL CLASS Institutional                   NLRLX 641224118
Large Value Northern Funds                          NORTHERN LARGE CAP VALUE No Share Class                  NOLVX 665162632
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN EQUITY INCOME FUND A Shares                        FFEIX 670678887
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN EQUITY INCOME FUND R Shares                        FEISX 670678531
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN EQUITY INCOME FUND                                                                       Y Shares                        FAQIX 670678879
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN GROWTH   INC STK FD I Shares                        NNGRX 67064Y800
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN LARGE CAP VALUE FUND A Shares                        FASKX 670678846
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN LARGE CAP VALUE FUND R Shares                        FAVSX 670678127
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN LARGE CAP VALUE FUND                                                                     Y Shares                        FSKIX 670678655
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MULTI-MANAGER LARGE-CAP R3 Shares                       NMMTX 67064Y420
Large Value Nuveen                                  Nuveen Multi-Manager Large-Cap Value A A Shares                        NNGAX 67064Y503
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ LARGE CAP VAL FD A A Shares                        NQCAX 67064Y628
Large Value Nuveen                                  Nuveen NWQ Large Cap Value R Shares                        NQCRX 67064Y586
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ LARGE-CAP VALUE FUND, CLASS R3 N/A                             NQCQX 67064Y255
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ MULTI CAP VAL A A Shares                        NQVAX 67064Y792
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ MULTI CAP VAL R R Shares                        NQVRX 67064Y768
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ MULTI-CAP VALUE FUN R3 Shares                       NMCTX 67064Y438
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY LARGE-CAP VALU A Shares                        NSLAX 67065W480
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY LARGE-CAP VALU Institutional                   NSLIX 67065W456
Large Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY LARGE-CAP VALU R3 Shares                       NLCVX 670725639
Large Value Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER EQUITY INCOME  A A Shares                        OAEIX 68381A103
Large Value Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER EQUITY INCOME FUND, INC Y Y Shares                        OYEIX 68381A509
Large Value Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER SELECT VA FD A A Shares                        OSVAX 68382H107
Large Value Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER SELECT VAL FD Y Y Shares                        OSVYX 68382H503
Large Value Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER VALUE FD A A Shares                        CGRWX 68380J303
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Large Value Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER VALUE FD Y Y Shares                        CGRYX 68380J816
Large Value Pioneer                                 PIONEER CULLEN VAL FD CL R R Shares                        CVRFX 72387X505
Large Value Pioneer                                 PIONEER CULLEN VALUE FD CL Y Y Shares                        CVFYX 72387X406
Large Value Pioneer                                 PIONEER DISCIPLINED VALUE CLASS Y Y Shares                        PRUYX 72387N812
Large Value Pioneer                                 PIONEER EQUITY INCOME FD R R Shares                        PQIRX 72366V504
Large Value Pioneer                                 PIONEER EQUITY INCOME FD Y Y Shares                        PYEQX 72366V405
Large Value Pioneer                                 PIONEER VALUE FUND Y Y Shares                        PVFYX 724010509
Large Value Robeco Investment Funds                 ROBECO BOSTON PART ALLCAP VAL FD INST Institutional                   BPAIX 749255139
Large Value Robeco Investment Funds                 ROBECO BOSTON PART ALLCAP VAL FD INV Investor                        BPAVX 749255121
Large Value T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE INST LRG CP VAL Institutional                   TILCX 45775L200
Large Value T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE VALUE FUND Investor                        TRVLX 779578103
Large Value T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Equity Income - Advisor Advisor                         PAFDX 779547207
Large Value T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Equity Income Fund - Investor Investor                        PRFDX 779547108
Large Value T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Value Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PAVLX 779578202
Large Value TCW Funds                               GALILEO DIV FOCUSED FD CL I I Shares                        TGDFX 87234N344
Large Value TCW Funds                               GALILEO DIVERSIFIED VALUE FD I I Shares                        TGDIX 87234N385
Large Value TCW Funds                               TCW Dividend Focused Fund - N N Shares                        TGIGX 87234N518
Large Value TCW Funds                               TCW GALILEO DIVER. VAL. CL N N Shares                        TGDVX 87234N492
Large Value Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE PREMIUM YIELD EQUIT A Shares                        TPYAX 89155H579
Large Value Vanguard                                HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX FD Investor                        VHDYX 921946505
Large Value Vanguard                                VANGUARD EQUITY INCOME FUND Investor                        VEIPX 921921102
Large Value Vanguard                                Vanguard Index Value Investor                        VIVAX 922908405
Large Value Vanguard                                VANGUARD MEGA CAP 300 VALUE IN Institutional                   VMVLX 921910824
Large Value Vanguard                                VANGUARD RUSSELL 1000 VALUE INDEX FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VRVIX 92206C698
Large Value Vanguard                                VANGUARD US VALUE FUND Investor                        VUVLX 922020201
Large Value Vanguard                                Vanguard Value Index - Inst Institutional                   VIVIX 922908850
Large Value Vanguard                                Vanguard Value Index Fund - Signal Signal                          VVISX 922908462
Large Value Vanguard                                Vanguard Windsor Investor                        VWNDX 922018106
Large Value Vanguard                                Vanguard Windsor II Investor                        VWNFX 922018205
Large Value Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Equity Income N/A                             VPEIX 92208T509
Large Value Victory Funds                           VALUE FD CL I Institutional                   VVFIX 92646A849
Large Value Victory Funds                           Victory Value - A A Shares                        SVLSX 926464868
Large Value Virtus Funds                            Virtus Quality Large Cap Value Fd Cl- - I I Shares                        PIPTX 92828N445
Large Value Virtus Funds                            Virtus Quality Large Cap Value Fd Cl- A A Shares                        PPTAX 92828N460
Large Value Virtus Funds                            Virtus Value Equity Fund - A                                                                    A Shares                        HIEZX 92828T590
Large Value Virtus Funds                            Virtus Value Equity Fund - I                                                                    I Shares                        HEQIX 92828T574
Large Value Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV VALUE FUND A A Shares                        WVAAX 93005P500
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Large Value Wasatch Funds                           Wasatch  Large Cap Value Fund N/A                             FMIEX 936793843
Large Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Classic Value Admin Cl Admin                           EVTRX 94984B637
Large Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO CLASSIC VALUE INSTL CL Institutional                   ETRNX 94975P488
Large Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Disciplined Value Admin Cl Admin                           EDSIX 94984B587
Large Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO DISCIPLINED VALUE INSTL CL Institutional                   EDSNX 94975P470
Large Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Equity Value Admin Cl Admin                           WLVIX 94975J797
Large Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Equity Value Instl Institutional                   WLVSX 949917348
Large Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Large Company Value Admin Cl Admin                           WWIDX 949915854
Large Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Large Company Value Instl Cl Institutional                   WLCIX 949921795
Long Government American Century                        AMER CENTURY ZERO COUPON 2015 INV Investor                        BTFTX 024935405
Long Government American Century                        AMER CENTURY ZERO COUPON 2020 INVESTOR Investor                        BTTTX 024935504
Long Government American Century                        AMER CENTURY ZERO COUPON 2025 INVESTOR Investor                        BTTRX 024935603
Long Government Federated                               Federated US Gov't Bond Institutional                   FEDBX 314284100
Long Government PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Extended Duration Fund Institutional                   PEDIX 72201F599
Long Government PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Long-Term U.S. Government Fund Admin                           PLGBX 693390775
Long Government PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Long-Term U.S. Government Fund Institutional                   PGOVX 693390205
Long Government T Rowe Price                            T ROWE US TREA L/T BOND Investor                        PRULX 77957T206
Long Government Vanguard                                VAN LG TERM TREASURY FUND Investor                        VUSTX 922031505
Long Government Vanguard                                VANGUARD EXTENDED DURATION TRE Institutional                   VEDTX 921910881
Long Government Vanguard                                VANGUARD LONG-TERM GOVERNMENT BOND INDEX FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VLGIX 92206C839
Long Government Vanguard                                VANGUARD LONG-TERM GOVERNMENT BOND INDEX FUND SIGNAL Signal                          VLGSX 92206C821
Long Government Wasatch Funds                           Wasatch Hoisington Income Fund N/A                             WHOSX 936772300
Long-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK LONG DURATION BD A A Shares                        BLADX 091937219
Long-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK LONG DURATION BD FD Institutional                   BLDRX 091937193
Long-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK LONG DURATION BD INS Institutional                   BLDIX 091937185
Long-Term Bond Calvert                                 CALVERT LONG-TERM INCOME FUND A Shares                        CLDAX 131582710
Long-Term Bond Cohen & Steers                          C & S PREFERRED SEC & INC FD CL A A Shares                        CPXAX 19248X109
Long-Term Bond Cohen & Steers                          C & S PREFERRED SEC INC FD CL I I Shares                        CPXIX 19248X307
Long-Term Bond Delaware                                DELAWARE EXTENDED DURATION FD INST Institutional                   DEEIX 245908793
Long-Term Bond Eaton Vance                             BUILD AMERICA BOND FUND- CLASS A A Shares                        EBABX 277923470
Long-Term Bond Eaton Vance                             BUILD AMERICA BOND FUND- CLASS I I Shares                        EIBAX 277923454
Long-Term Bond Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Western Asset Corporate Bond Fund I Shares                        SIGYX 52469F275
Long-Term Bond Morgan Stanley Instutional              MSIF LONG DURATION P P Shares                        MSFVX 617440458
Long-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN PREFERRED SEC FD CL  I I Shares                        NPSRX 670700400
Long-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN PREFERRED SEC FD CL A A Shares                        NPSAX 670700103
Long-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN PREFERRED SECURITIES FUND, CLASS R3 N/A                             NPSTX 670700509
Long-Term Bond Payden & Rygel                          PAYDEN CORPORATE BOND FUND N/A                             PYACX 704329366
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Long-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Long Duration Total Return Fund Instl Institutional                   PLRIX 72201F623
Long-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Long-Term Credit Fund Institutional                   PTCIX 72201P647
Long-Term Bond T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE CORP INCOME Investor                        PRPIX 741478101
Long-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD LONG TERM BD INDEX FD INSTITUT Institutional                   VBLLX 921937876
Long-Term Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard Long-Term Bond Index Fund Investor                        VBLTX 921937405
Long-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD LONG-TERM CORP BND INDEX FD INST Institutional                   VLCIX 92206C797
Long-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD LONG-TERM CORP BND INDEX FD SIGNAL Signal                          VLTCX 92206C789
Long-Term Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard Long-Term Investment-Grade - Investor Investor                        VWESX 922031109
Market Neutral American Century                        AMER CENT EQUITY MARKET NEUTRAL INS CL Institutional                   ALISX 02507M683
Market Neutral American Century                        AMER CENT EQUITY MARKET NEUTRAL INV CLASS Investor                        ALHIX 02507M691
Market Neutral JP Morgan                               JP MORGAN HIGHBRIDG MKT NEUT S Select                          HSKSX 4812A2439
Market Neutral JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Multi-Cap Market Neutral Fund  Select Select                          OGNIX 4812C1678
Market Neutral JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Research Market Neutral Fund Institutional                   JPMNX 4812A1688
Market Neutral JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Research Market Neutral Fund Select Select                          JMNSX 48121A712
Market Neutral Managers                                MANAGERS AMG FQ GLOBAL ALT CLA A Shares                        MGAAX 56171L108
Market Neutral Managers                                MANAGERS AMG FQ GLOBAL ALTS FUND INSTITUTIONAL CLASS Institutional                   MGAIX 56171L801
Market Neutral Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE MARKET NEUTRAL EQUITY FUND CLASS A A Shares                        TSEAX 89155H181
Market Neutral Turner Funds                            TURNER MARKET NEUTRAL FUND INST CLASS Institutional                   TMNEX 900297599
Market Neutral Turner Funds                            TURNER MARKET NEUTRAL FUND INVESTOR CLASS Investor                        TMNFX 900297581
Market Neutral Vanguard                                VANGUARD MKT NEUTRAL INSTL SHS Institutional                   VMNIX 92205G203
Market Neutral Vanguard                                VANGUARD MKT NEUTRAL INV SHS Investor                        VMNFX 92205G104
Market Neutral Virtus Funds                            Virtus Market Neutral Fund - A                                                                  A Shares                        EMNAX 92828R727
Market Neutral Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS MARKET NEUTRAL FUND - I I Shares                        VIMNX 92828R297
Mid-Cap Blend Aston Funds                             Aston Fairpointe MID CAP FD CL N N Shares                        CHTTX 00078H315
Mid-Cap Blend Aston Funds                             Aston/Fairpointe MID CAP FD CL I I Shares                        ABMIX 00078H158
Mid-Cap Blend Aston Funds                             CARDINAL MIDCAP VALUE FD CL N N Shares                        ACDMX 00080Y827
Mid-Cap Blend Ave Maria Funds                         AVE MARIA CATHOLIC VALUES FD No Share Class                  AVEMX 808530208
Mid-Cap Blend Ave Maria Funds                         AVE MARIA RISING DIVIDEND FD No Share Class                  AVEDX 808530604
Mid-Cap Blend Ave Maria Funds                         AVE MARIA SMALL CAP FD No Share Class                  AVESX 808530703
Mid-Cap Blend Ave Maria Funds                         SCHWARTZ VALUE FD No Share Class                  RCMFX 808530109
Mid-Cap Blend Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA RECOVERY AND INFRASTRUCTURE FUND Z Z Shares                        CRIZX 19766G199
Mid-Cap Blend CRM Funds                               CRM ALL CAP VALUE FD INST Institutional                   CRIEX 12626X833
Mid-Cap Blend CRM Funds                               CRM ALL CAP VALUE FD INV Investor                        CRMEX 12626X841
Mid-Cap Blend CRM Funds                               CRM MID CAP VALUE INVESTOR CL Investor                        CRMMX 92934R777
Mid-Cap Blend CRM Funds                               CRM SM MD CP VAL FD INV CL Investor                        CRMAX 92934R124
Mid-Cap Blend CRM Funds                               CRM Small/Mid Cap fund Institutional                   CRIAX 92934R116
Mid-Cap Blend Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS ACTIVE MIDCAP FD I I Shares                        DNLRX 86271F404
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Mid-Cap Blend Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS OPPORTUNISTIC MIDCAP VALUE FUND CL I I Shares                        DVLIX 007565310
Mid-Cap Blend Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS PRE STRUT MIDCAP FD I I Shares                        DPSRX 26200C676
Mid-Cap Blend Fidelity                                FIDELITY LEVERAGED CO STOCK FD No Share Class                  FLVCX 316389873
Mid-Cap Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Low-Priced Stock No Share Class                  FLPSX 316345305
Mid-Cap Blend Fidelity                                FIDELITY MID CAP ENHANCED INDE No Share Class                  FMEIX 31606X605
Mid-Cap Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Value Strat. Initial Class No Share Class                  FSLSX 316401108
Mid-Cap Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FAD STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITIES I Shares                        FASOX 315920884
Mid-Cap Blend Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV LEVERAGED CO STK FD I I Shares                        FLVIX 315805374
Mid-Cap Blend Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Leveraged Company Stock - A A Shares                        FLSAX 315805424
Mid-Cap Blend Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Value Strategies - A A Shares                        FSOAX 315920868
Mid-Cap Blend First Eagle SoGen                       FIRST EAGLE FUND OF AMERICA A A Shares                        FEFAX 32008F853
Mid-Cap Blend Forward Funds                           Forward Extended MarketPlus Fund - Investor Investor                        ACSIX 349913368
Mid-Cap Blend Forward Funds                           Forward Extended MarketPlus Fund Inst. Institutional                   ASMCX 349913376
Mid-Cap Blend Gabelli Funds                           Gabelli Enterprise Mergers and Acquisitions Fund A A Shares                        EMAAX 29372K625
Mid-Cap Blend Gabelli Funds                           GABELLI VALUE FUND INC A A Shares                        GABVX 36240H106
Mid-Cap Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Endeavor Fund A A Shares                        ATDAX 00141T296
Mid-Cap Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Endeavor Fund Institutional Institutional                   ATDIX 00141T213
Mid-Cap Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Mid Cap Basic Value Fund A A Shares                        MDCAX 008879397
Mid-Cap Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Mid Cap Basic Value Fund Institutional Institutional                   MDICX 00141L871
Mid-Cap Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Mid Cap Core Equity Fund A A Shares                        GTAGX 00141M812
Mid-Cap Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Mid Cap Core Equity Fund Institutional Institutional                   GTAVX 00141M630
Mid-Cap Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Intrepid Mid Cap Fund  Select Select                          WOOPX 4812C1512
Mid-Cap Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Mid Cap Equity FundSelect Select                          VSNGX 4812A1266
Mid-Cap Blend Keeley Funds                            KEELEY ALL CAP VALUE FUND A Shares                        KACVX 487300204
Mid-Cap Blend Keeley Funds                            KEELEY ALL CAP VALUE FUND CL I I Shares                        KACIX 487300709
Mid-Cap Blend Keeley Funds                            KEELEY MID CAP VALUE FUND A Shares                        KMCVX 487300105
Mid-Cap Blend Keeley Funds                            KEELEY MID CAP VALUE FUND CL I I Shares                        KMCIX 487300600
Mid-Cap Blend Keeley Funds                            KEELEY SMALL-MID CAP VAL CL A A Shares                        KSMVX 487300303
Mid-Cap Blend Keeley Funds                            KEELEY SMALL-MID CAP VAL CL I I Shares                        KSMIX 487300402
Mid-Cap Blend Lazard Funds                            LAZARD MID CAP PORT INST Institutional                   LZMIX 52106N723
Mid-Cap Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Capital Management Special Investment Trust F1 Shares                       LGASX 524904307
Mid-Cap Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Capital Management Special Investment Trust I Shares                        LMNSX 524904208
Mid-Cap Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Mid Cap Core Fund I Shares                        SMBYX 52469H735
Mid-Cap Blend Lord Abbett                             LORD ABB VAL OPPORT FD CL A A Shares                        LVOAX 54400A100
Mid-Cap Blend Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT VALUE OPPOR FD I I Shares                        LVOYX 54400A506
Mid-Cap Blend Managers                                MAN AMG CHI EQUITY MID CAP FD A A Shares                        MKPAX 56171P885
Mid-Cap Blend Managers                                MAN AMG CHI EQUITY MID CAP FD INSTCLASS Institutional                   MKPYX 56171P851
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Mid-Cap Blend Northern Funds                          NORTHERN MULTI-MGR MID-CAP FD No Share Class                  NMMCX 665162574
Mid-Cap Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN ENHANCED MID-CAP FUND CL I Shares                        NDPRX 67064Y453
Mid-Cap Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN ENHANCED MID-CAP FUND CL A A Shares                        NDPAX 67064Y487
Mid-Cap Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MID CAP SELECT FUND A Shares                        FATAX 670678739
Mid-Cap Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MID CAP SELECT FUND                                                                      Y Shares                        FATCX 670678721
Mid-Cap Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY MID CAP CORE F R3 Shares                       NMCRX 670725621
Mid-Cap Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SYMPHONY SMALL-MID CAP R3 Shares                       NSMFX 670725613
Mid-Cap Blend Oppenheimer                             OPPEN SM MID CAP VAL FD CL Y Y Shares                        QSCYX 68380E783
Mid-Cap Blend Oppenheimer                             OPPEN SMALL & MID CAP VALUE FD A A Shares                        QVSCX 68380E700
Mid-Cap Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE FOCUS VALUE Service                         RYFVX 780811857
Mid-Cap Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE MID-CAP FUND SERVICE CLASS Service                         RMIDX 78081A204
Mid-Cap Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE PREM FD INST CL Institutional                   RPFIX 780905683
Mid-Cap Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE PREMIER FUND Service                         RPFFX 780905634
Mid-Cap Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE SMID-CAP VALUE FUND SERV Service                         RMVSX 780905154
Mid-Cap Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE VALUE FD INST CL Institutional                   RVFIX 780905352
Mid-Cap Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE VALUE FUND Service                         RYVFX 780905733
Mid-Cap Blend RS Investments                          RS INVESTORS FD Y Y Shares                        RSIYX 74972H630
Mid-Cap Blend RS Investments                          RS INVESTORS FUND A Shares                        RSINX 74972H838
Mid-Cap Blend RS Investments                          RS VALUE FD Y Y Shares                        RSVYX 74972H614
Mid-Cap Blend RS Investments                          RS VALUE FUND A               A Shares                        RSVAX 74972H309
Mid-Cap Blend T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE EXTENDED EQ MRK Investor                        PEXMX 779552207
Mid-Cap Blend TCW Funds                               TCW GALILEO VAL OPPS FD I CL I Shares                        TGVOX 87234N799
Mid-Cap Blend TCW Funds                               TCW VALUE OPPORTUNITIES FD CL N N Shares                        TGVNX 87234N583
Mid-Cap Blend Vanguard                                EXTENDED MARKET INDEX SIGNAL Signal                          VEMSX 922908439
Mid-Cap Blend Vanguard                                VAN STRATEGIC EQUITY FUND Investor                        VSEQX 922038104
Mid-Cap Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD EXTENDED MARKET INDEX FUND Investor                        VEXMX 922908207
Mid-Cap Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD EXTENDED MARKETS INDEX FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VEMPX 922908371
Mid-Cap Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD IND TR MID CAP STK Institutional                   VMCIX 922908835
Mid-Cap Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard Index Trust Mid Cap Index Fund Investor                        VIMSX 922908843
Mid-Cap Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD INSTITUTIONAL EXTENDED MARKET Institutional                   VIEIX 922908884
Mid-Cap Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard Mid Cap Index Fund - Signal Signal                          VMISX 922908447
Mid-Cap Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD MID CAP INDEX INSTITUTIONAL PLUS Institutional                   VMCPX 922908389
Mid-Cap Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD S&P MID-CAP 400 INDEX FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VSPMX 921932877

Mid-Cap Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Mid /Small Co Inx Class II Class II VPMSX 92208T822
Mid-Cap Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Mid/Small Company Index I Class I                         VPSIX 92208T814
Mid-Cap Blend Victory Funds                           Victory Special Value - A A Shares                        SSVSX 926464843
Mid-Cap Blend Victory Funds                           Victory Special Value - I Institutional                   VSPIX 92646A823
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Mid-Cap Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Opportunity Admin Cl Admin                           WOFDX 949915474
Mid-Cap Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO OPPORTUNITY FUND INSTL CL Institutional                   WOFNX 94975P595
Mid-Cap Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Small/Mid Cap Core Admin Cl Admin                           ECOIX 94985D806
Mid-Cap Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO SMALL/MID CAP CORE INSTL CL Institutional                   ECONX 94975P561
Mid-Cap Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Special Mid Cap Value Admin Cl Admin                           WFMDX 949915516
Mid-Cap Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Special Mid Cap Value Instl Cl Institutional                   WFMIX 949915482
Mid-Cap Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBER SMALL/MIDCAP GRO ADV Advisor                         CHCYX 018636407
Mid-Cap Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBER SMALL/MIDCAP GRO I I Shares                        CHCIX 018636704
Mid-Cap Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBER SMALL/MIDCAP GRO K K Shares                        CHCKX 018636605
Mid-Cap Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Mid-Cap Growth Fund Institutional                   ANMIX 018920462
Mid-Cap Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Target Fund Admin                           PTADX 018918771
Mid-Cap Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Target Fund Institutional                   PFTIX 018918763
Mid-Cap Growth Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Mid-Cap Fund Admin                           DRMAX 018919696
Mid-Cap Growth Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Mid-Cap Fund Institutional                   DRMCX 018919688
Mid-Cap Growth American Century                        AM CENT LAGACY MULTI CAP INSTL Institutional                   ACMHX 02507H874
Mid-Cap Growth American Century                        AMER CENT HERITAGE Institutional                   ATHIX 025083783
Mid-Cap Growth American Century                        Amer Cent Heritage Investor Investor                        TWHIX 025083791
Mid-Cap Growth American Century                        AMER CENT LEGACY MULTI CAP INV Investor                        ACMNX 02507H882
Mid-Cap Growth American Century                        AMER CENT VISTA INST Institutional                   TWVIX 025083833
Mid-Cap Growth American Century                        Amer Cent Vista Investors Investor                        TWCVX 025083841
Mid-Cap Growth American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY VEEDOT INSTIT Institutional                   AVDIX 025083346
Mid-Cap Growth American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY VEEDOT INV CL Investor                        AMVIX 025083551
Mid-Cap Growth Aston Funds                             MONTAG & CALDWELL MIDCAP GR N N Shares                        AMCMX 00080Y819
Mid-Cap Growth Ave Maria Funds                         AVE MARIA GROWTH FUND No Share Class                  AVEGX 808530307
Mid-Cap Growth Baron Funds                             BARON ASSET FUND Retail                          BARAX 068278100
Mid-Cap Growth Baron Funds                             BARON ASSET FUND INST CLASS Institutional                   BARIX 068278605
Mid-Cap Growth Baron Funds                             BARON IOPPORTUNITY FUND INST C Institutional                   BIOIX 068278886
Mid-Cap Growth Baron Funds                             BARON OPPORTUNITY FD Retail                          BIOPX 068278407
Mid-Cap Growth Baron Funds                             BARON PARTNER'S FUND Retail                          BPTRX 06828M108
Mid-Cap Growth Baron Funds                             BARON PARTNERS FUND INST CLASS Institutional                   BPTIX 06828M405
Mid-Cap Growth Baron Funds                             BARON RETIREMENT INCOME FD INS Institutional                   BFGIX 06828M504
Mid-Cap Growth Baron Funds                             BARON RETIREMENT INCOME FUND Retail                          BFGFX 06828M207
Mid-Cap Growth BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FD MID CAP GWTH EQ I Institutional                   CMGIX 091928861
Mid-Cap Growth BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS MID CAP GR EQ A A Shares                        BMGAX 091928846
Mid-Cap Growth Brandywine                              BRANDYWINE ADVISORS FD N/A                             BWAFX 10532B200
Mid-Cap Growth Brandywine                              BRANDYWINE FD INC. N/A                             BRWIX 10532D107
Mid-Cap Growth Brown Capital Management Funds          BROWN CAP MANAG MID/CAP INS SH Institutional                   BCMSX 66976M771
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Mid-Cap Growth Buffalo Funds                           BUFFALO MID CAP FUND N/A                             BUFMX 119530202
Mid-Cap Growth Calvert                                 Calvert A Capital Accum A Shares                        CCAFX 131649303
Mid-Cap Growth Calvert                                 CALVERT CAPITAL ACCUMULATION I I Shares                        CCPIX 131649709
Mid-Cap Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Acorn Fund - Z Z Shares                        ACRNX 197199409
Mid-Cap Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Acorn Fund-A A Shares                        LACAX 197199102
Mid-Cap Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Acorn Select Fund A A Shares                        LTFAX 197199888
Mid-Cap Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Acorn Select Fund Z Z Shares                        ACTWX 197199854
Mid-Cap Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Mid Cap Growth Fund-Z Z Shares                        CLSPX 19765P232
Mid-Cap Growth Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA MID CAP GROWTH OPPORTUNITY FUND Z Z Shares                        CVOZX 19763T244
Mid-Cap Growth Commerce Funds                          COMMERCE AGRESSIVE GROWTH FD Institutional                   CFAGX 200626505
Mid-Cap Growth Delaware                                DELAWARE SMID CAP GROWTH FUND INST Institutional                   DFDIX 245906201
Mid-Cap Growth Delaware                                SELECT GROWTH INST Institutional                   VAGGX 928931757
Mid-Cap Growth Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS MID CAP GROWTH FD I I Shares                        FRSRX 262001555
Mid-Cap Growth Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS PREMIER S P STARS OPP I- I Shares                        DSORX 26202X884
Mid-Cap Growth Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE MID CAP GROWTH FUND A A Shares                        HAGAX 269858817
Mid-Cap Growth Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE MID CAP GROWTH FUND I I Shares                        HAGIX 269858783
Mid-Cap Growth Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE MID CAP STOCK A A Shares                        HMCAX 269858866
Mid-Cap Growth Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE MID CAP STOCK I I Shares                        HMCJX 269858841
Mid-Cap Growth Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE GROWTH FUND A A Shares                        EVGFX 277902102
Mid-Cap Growth Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE SPECIAL EQUITIES FD A A Shares                        EVSEX 277905105
Mid-Cap Growth Eaton Vance                             EV ATL CAP SMALL-CAP FD A A Shares                        EAASX 277902656
Mid-Cap Growth Eaton Vance                             EV ATL CAP SMALL-CAP FD I I Shares                        EISMX 277902698
Mid-Cap Growth Federated                               Federated A Growth Strategies A Shares                        FGSAX 314172107
Mid-Cap Growth Federated                               Federated Kaufmann Fund - A A Shares                        KAUAX 314172677
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity                                FID NEW MILLENNIUM No Share Class                  FMILX 316200302
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity                                FID STRUCTURED MID CAP GROWTH No Share Class                  FSMGX 316128883
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity                                FIDELITY GROWTH STRATEGIES No Share Class                  FDEGX 316200203
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity                                Fidelity Mid-Cap Stock No Share Class                  FMCSX 316128404
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV MID CAP GRTH FD CL A A Shares                        FGCAX 316128719
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV MID CAP GRTH FD CL I I Shares                        FGCOX 316128669
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV MID CAPITAL STOCK I Shares                        FMCCX 315805606
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR GROWTH  STRAT A A Shares                        FGVAX 316389501
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR GROWTH  STRAT I I Shares                        FRVIX 316389881
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR M-CAP II CL I Shares                        FIIMX 315807487
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR M-CAP II CL A A Shares                        FIIAX 315807537
Mid-Cap Growth Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Mid Cap A A Shares                        FMCDX 315805879
Mid-Cap Growth Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Small Mid Cap Gr A Shares                        FRSGX 354713109
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Mid-Cap Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN GROWTH OPPORT A A Shares                        FGRAX 354713687
Mid-Cap Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN GROWTH OPPORT ADV Advisor                         FRAAX 354713729
Mid-Cap Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRK SMALL-MID CAP GRO FD ADVISOR Advisor                         FSGAX 354713869
Mid-Cap Growth Gabelli Funds                           GABELLI SRI FUND CLASS A A Shares                        SRIAX 362401200
Mid-Cap Growth Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS GWTH OPPORT FD A A Shares                        GGOAX 38142Y104
Mid-Cap Growth Goldman Sachs                           GS SML/MID-CAP GROW FD A SH A Shares                        GSMAX 38143H779
Mid-Cap Growth Harbor Funds                            Harbor Mid Cap Growth - Institutional Institutional                   HAMGX 411511876
Mid-Cap Growth Harbor Funds                            HARBOR MID CAP GROWTH-ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HRMGX 411511793
Mid-Cap Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Capital Development Fund A A Shares                        ACDAX 001413863
Mid-Cap Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Capital Development Fund Institutional Institutional                   ACDVX 001413483
Mid-Cap Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Dynamics Fund A A Shares                        IDYAX 00142C284
Mid-Cap Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Dynamics Fund Institutional Institutional                   IDICX 00142C292
Mid-Cap Growth Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN MD CP GR FD INSTL CL Institutional                   VGRJX 00143M547
Mid-Cap Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Mid Cap Growth Fund A Shares                        VGRAX 00143M596
Mid-Cap Growth Ivy                                     IVY MID CAP GROWTH FD A A Shares                        WMGAX 466000577
Mid-Cap Growth Ivy                                     IVY MID CAP GROWTH FD CL I I Shares                        IYMIX 466001609
Mid-Cap Growth Janus                                   Janus Enterprise Fund Class I I Shares                        JMGRX 47103C795
Mid-Cap Growth Janus                                   Janus Enterprise Fund Class S S Shares                        JGRTX 47103C779
Mid-Cap Growth John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK MID CAP EQTY CL A A Shares                        JCEAX 478032741
Mid-Cap Growth John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK MID CAP EQTY FD I I Shares                        JCEIX 478032717
Mid-Cap Growth JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Diversified Mid Cap Growth Fund Select Select                          HLGEX 4812C1710
Mid-Cap Growth JP Morgan                               Undiscovered Managers Behavioral Growth FundInstitutional Institutional                   UBRLX 904504206
Mid-Cap Growth Legg Mason                              LM CBA MID CAP GROWTH FD I I Shares                        LBGIX 52467P531
Mid-Cap Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT GRTH OPPORTS FD A A Shares                        LMGAX 54400R103
Mid-Cap Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT GRTH OPPORTS FD I I Shares                        LMGYX 54400R400
Mid-Cap Growth Managers                                Managers Cadence  MID CAP FD INSTL Institutional                   MCMFX 561717489
Mid-Cap Growth Managers                                Managers Cadence MID-CAP FUND CLASS A A Shares                        MCMAX 561717463
Mid-Cap Growth MFS                                     MFS A Mid Cap Growth A Shares                        OTCAX 552987703
Mid-Cap Growth MFS                                     MFS MID CAP GRTH FD R4 R4 Shares                       OTCJX 552987786
Mid-Cap Growth Munder Funds                            Munder Mid Cap Core Growth Fund - Y Y Shares                        MGOYX 626124242
Mid-Cap Growth Neuberger/Berman                        NEU BER MID CAP GROWTH FUND INST Institutional                   NBMLX 641224662
Mid-Cap Growth Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN MID CAP GROWT A Shares                        NMGAX 641224266
Mid-Cap Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MID CAP GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FUND A Shares                        FRSLX 670690718
Mid-Cap Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MID CAP GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FUND R Shares                        FMEYX 670690742
Mid-Cap Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MID CAP GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FUND                                                        Y Shares                        FISGX 670690759
Mid-Cap Growth Oppenheimer                             OPPEN SMALL & MID CAP GROWTH A A Shares                        OEGAX 68379Y105
Mid-Cap Growth Oppenheimer                             OPPEN SMALL & MID CAP GROWTH FD Y Y Shares                        OEGYX 68379Y501
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Mid-Cap Growth Pioneer                                 PIONEER SELECT MID CAP GROWTH Y Y Shares                        PMTYX 72387T793
Mid-Cap Growth Rainier Investment Management Funds     RAINER MID CAP EQTY PORT No Share Class                  RIMMX 750869885
Mid-Cap Growth Rainier Investment Management Funds     RAINER MID CAP EQTY PORT CL I Institutional                   RAIMX 750869877
Mid-Cap Growth Rainier Investment Management Funds     Rainier Small Mid Cap Equity - Inst Institutional                   RAISX 750869604
Mid-Cap Growth RS Investments                          RS MIDCAP GROWTH FUND A A Shares                        RSMOX 74972H507
Mid-Cap Growth RS Investments                          RS MIDCAP OPPORTUNITIES FD Y Y Shares                        RMOYX 74972H663
Mid-Cap Growth T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE DIVERSIF M-CAP GR Investor                        PRDMX 779585108
Mid-Cap Growth TCW Funds                               GROWTH EQUITIES FD I CL I Shares                        TGGEX 87234N377
Mid-Cap Growth TCW Funds                               GROWTH EQUITIES FD N CL N Shares                        TGDNX 87234N369
Mid-Cap Growth TCW Funds                               TCW SMID CAP GROWTH FUND CLASS I I Shares                        TGSDX 872365101
Mid-Cap Growth TCW Funds                               TCW SMID CAP GROWTH FUND CLASS N N Shares                        TGMDX 872365200
Mid-Cap Growth Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG CORE GROWTH FD R4 R4 Shares                       TCGRX 885215251
Mid-Cap Growth Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE MID CAP FD CLASS A A Shares                        TMAPX 89155H629
Mid-Cap Growth Touchstone Funds                        Touchstone Mid Cap Fund Inst Institutional                   TMCPX 89155H793
Mid-Cap Growth Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE MID CAP GROWTH FD A A Shares                        TEGAX 89154X880
Mid-Cap Growth Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE MID CAP GROWTH FUND INSTL SHS Institutional                   TEGIX 89154X526
Mid-Cap Growth Turner Funds                            Turner All Cap Growth Fund Investor Class           Investor                        TBTBX 87252R797
Mid-Cap Growth Turner Funds                            TURNER MID CAP GROWTH INST CL Institutional                   TMGEX 900297763
Mid-Cap Growth Turner Funds                            TURNER MIDCAP GROWTH Investor class Investor                        TMGFX 900297409
Mid-Cap Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD MID CAP GROWTH INDEX Investor                        VMGIX 922908546
Mid-Cap Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD MID-CAP GROWTH Investor                        VMGRX 921946307
Mid-Cap Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD S&P MID-CAP 400 GROWTH INDEX FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VMFGX 921932851
Mid-Cap Growth Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Aggressive Opportunities N/A                             VPAOX 92208T103
Mid-Cap Growth Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS MID-CAP CORE FUND-A A Shares                        VMACX 92828N114
Mid-Cap Growth Virtus Funds                            Virtus Mid-Cap Growth Fund - A                                                                  A Shares                        PHSKX 92828N767
Mid-Cap Growth Virtus Funds                            Virtus Mid-Cap Growth Fund - I I Shares                        PICMX 92828N734
Mid-Cap Growth Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV NEW CONCEPTS FD A A Shares                        UNECX 930057625
Mid-Cap Growth Wasatch Funds                           HERTIAGE GRTH FD N/A                             WAHGX 936793603
Mid-Cap Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO COMMON STOCK ADMIN CL Admin                           SCSDX 94975P629
Mid-Cap Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO COMMON STOCK INSTL CL Institutional                   SCNSX 94975P611
Mid-Cap Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Discovery Admin Cl Admin                           WFDDX 949915359
Mid-Cap Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Discovery Instl Cl Institutional                   WFDSX 949917355
Mid-Cap Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Enterprise Admin Cl Admin                           SEPKX 949915391
Mid-Cap Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Enterprise Instl Cl Institutional                   WFEIX 949915367
Mid-Cap Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES ADMIN CL Admin                           ESMDX 94975P637
Mid-Cap Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Growth Opportunities Instl Cl Institutional                   ESMIX 94985D228
Mid-Cap Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Mid Cap Growth Admin Cl Admin                           WMCGX 949921761
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Mid-Cap Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Mid Cap Growth Instl Cl Institutional                   WFMGX 949921753
Mid-Cap Growth Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE MIDCO GROWTH Retail                          WTMGX 957904717
Mid-Cap Growth Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE MIDCO GROWTH FD Institutional                   WIMGX 957904204
Mid-Cap Growth Westcore Funds                          Westcore Select Fund Retail                          WTSLX 957904576
Mid-Cap Growth William Blair                           WM BLAIR FD MID CAP GRTH CL I I Shares                        WCGIX 093001154
Mid-Cap Growth William Blair                           WM BLAIR FD MID CAP GRTH CL N N Shares                        WCGNX 093001147
Mid-Cap Growth William Blair                           WM BLAIR SM MID CAP GRTH CL N N Shares                        WSMNX 093001345
Mid-Cap Growth William Blair                           WM BLAIR SM MIDCAP GRTH CL I I Shares                        WSMDX 093001295
Mid-Cap Value Alliance                                ALLIANCE BERNSTEIN SM CAP VAL Advisor                         ABYSX 018914408
Mid-Cap Value Alliance                                ALLIBERN SM MD CP VAL FD CL I I Shares                        ABSIX 018914705
Mid-Cap Value Alliance                                ALLIBERN SM MD CP VAL FD CL K K Shares                        ABSKX 018914606
Mid-Cap Value Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ Mid-Cap Value Fund Institutional                   ANIVX 018920553
Mid-Cap Value Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ Renaissance Fund Admin                           PRAAX 018918631
Mid-Cap Value Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ Renaissance Fund Institutional                   PRNIX 018918623
Mid-Cap Value American Beacon Funds                   AMER BEACON M-CAP VA INVESTOR CLASS Investor                        AMPAX 02368A299
Mid-Cap Value American Beacon Funds                   MID-CAP VALUE INSTITUTIONAL CL Institutional                   AACIX 02368A315
Mid-Cap Value American Century                        AMER CENTURY MID CAP VAL INV Investor                        ACMVX 025076654
Mid-Cap Value American Century                        MID CAP VALUE FD INSTITUTIO CL Institutional                   AVUAX 025076647
Mid-Cap Value Aston Funds                             ASTON/RIVER DIVIDEND ALL CAP VALUE I Shares                        ARIDX 00080Y876
Mid-Cap Value Aston Funds                             Aston/RIVER ROAD DIVIDEND ALL CAP VALUE N N Shares                        ARDEX 00078H133
Mid-Cap Value BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS MID CAP VAL EQ A A Shares                        BMCAX 091928788
Mid-Cap Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Mid Cap Value Opp A                                                                   A Shares                        MDRFX 09255V104
Mid-Cap Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Mid Cap Value Opp Inst Institutional                   MARFX 09255V500
Mid-Cap Value BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Mid-Cap Value Instl Institutional                   CMVIX 091928812
Mid-Cap Value Columbia Funds                          Columbia Mid Cap Value Fund - Z Z Shares                        NAMAX 19765J830
Mid-Cap Value Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA MID CAP VALUE OPPORTUNITY FUND Z Z Shares                        CMOZX 19766G876
Mid-Cap Value Delaware                                DELAWARE MID CAP VALUE FUND CL Institutional                   DLMIX 246093835
Mid-Cap Value Fidelity                                FID STRUCTURED MID CAP VAL FD No Share Class                  FSMVX 316128701
Mid-Cap Value Fidelity                                Fidelity Value Fund No Share Class                  FDVLX 316464106
Mid-Cap Value Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV MID CAP VAL FD CL I I Shares                        FMPOX 316128834
Mid-Cap Value Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV MID CAP VALUE FD CL A A Shares                        FMPAX 316128875
Mid-Cap Value Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV VAL FD CL A A Shares                        FAVFX 315916767
Mid-Cap Value Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV VAL FD CL I I Shares                        FVIFX 315916726
Mid-Cap Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN ALL CAP VALUE FUND-A A Shares                        FRAVX 355148743
Mid-Cap Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN BAL SHEET INV FD ADV Advisor                         FBSAX 355148859
Mid-Cap Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN MIDCAP VALUE FD A A Shares                        FMVAX 355148818
Mid-Cap Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN MUTUAL REC FD ADV CL Advisor                         FMRVX 35402P104
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Mid-Cap Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN MUTUAL RECOVERY FD A A Shares                        FMRAX 35402P203
Mid-Cap Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRK BAL SHEET INVESTMENT FD A A Shares                        FRBSX 355148107
Mid-Cap Value Goldman Sachs                           Goldman Sachs Mid Cap Value - A A Shares                        GCMAX 38142V720
Mid-Cap Value Harbor Funds                            Harbor Mid Cap Value Fund - Institutional Institutional                   HAMVX 411511835
Mid-Cap Value Harbor Funds                            HARBOR MID CAP VALUE-ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HRMVX 411511728
Mid-Cap Value Heartland Funds                         HEARTLAND SELECT VALUE FD Investor                        HRSVX 422352807
Mid-Cap Value Heartland Funds                         HEARTLAND SELECT VALUE FUND IN Institutional                   HNSVX 422352856
Mid-Cap Value Hotchkis & Wiley                        HOTCHIS WILEY MID CAP FD I I Shares                        HWMIX 44134R800
Mid-Cap Value Hotchkis & Wiley                        HOTCHKIS WILEY VALUE OPPORTUNITIES I I Shares                        HWAIX 44134R834
Mid-Cap Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Mid-Cap Value Fund A Shares                        MDFAX 00142F394
Mid-Cap Value Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN AMERICAN VAL FD INSTL CL Institutional                   MSAJX 00143M786
Mid-Cap Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen American Value Fund A Shares                        MSAVX 00143M844
Mid-Cap Value Janus                                   Perkins Mid Cap Value Fund Class I I Shares                        JMVAX 47103C241
Mid-Cap Value Janus                                   Perkins Mid Cap Value Fund Class S S Shares                        JMVIX 47103C225
Mid-Cap Value John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK DISCIPLINED VALUE MID CAP A A Shares                        JVMAX 47803W505
Mid-Cap Value John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK DISCIPLINED VALUE MID CAP I I Shares                        JVMIX 47803W406
Mid-Cap Value JP Morgan                               JP MORGAN ADVANTAGE FD SELECT Select                          JVASX 4812A2595
Mid-Cap Value JP Morgan                               JP MORGAN VAL ADVANTAGE FD INS Institutional                   JVAIX 4812A2587
Mid-Cap Value JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Mid Cap Value Fund Institutional Institutional                   FLMVX 339128100
Mid-Cap Value JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Mid Cap Value FundSelect Select                          JMVSX 339183105
Mid-Cap Value Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Capital Management Opportunity Trust F1 Shares                       LMOFX 52467D108
Mid-Cap Value Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Capital Management Opportunity Trust I Shares                        LMNOX 52465G202
Mid-Cap Value Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT MID-CAP VALUE FD A A Shares                        LAVLX 543919104
Mid-Cap Value Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT MID-CAP VALUE FD I I Shares                        LMCYX 543919500
Mid-Cap Value Managers                                SYSTEMATIC MID CAP VALUE A CL A Shares                        SYAMX 561709767
Mid-Cap Value MFS                                     MFS MID CAP VAL FD A A Shares                        MVCAX 55272P638
Mid-Cap Value MFS                                     MFS MID CAP VALUE FD R4 R4 Shares                       MVCJX 55273W566
Mid-Cap Value Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BER REG FD INSTIT CL Institutional                   NBRTX 641224779
Mid-Cap Value Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN EQUITY INCOME A Shares                        NBHAX 641224522
Mid-Cap Value Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN EQUITY INCOME Institutional                   NBHIX 641224498
Mid-Cap Value Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN REGENCY FUND CLASS A A Shares                        NBRAX 64122Q739
Mid-Cap Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MID CAP VALUE FUND A Shares                        FASEX 670678853
Mid-Cap Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MID CAP VALUE FUND R Shares                        FMVSX 670690882
Mid-Cap Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN MID CAP VALUE FUND                                                                       Y Shares                        FSEIX 670678663
Mid-Cap Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ SMALL MID CAP VAL A A Shares                        NSMAX 67064Y578
Mid-Cap Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ SMALL MID CAP VAL R I Shares                        NSMRX 67064Y545
Mid-Cap Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SMALL/MID CAP VALUE FUND, CLASS R3 N/A                             NWQRX 67064Y263
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Mid-Cap Value Pioneer                                 PIONEER MID CAP VALUE R R Shares                        PCMRX 72375Q504
Mid-Cap Value Pioneer                                 PIONEER MID CAP VALUE Y Y Shares                        PYCGX 72375Q405
Mid-Cap Value Royce Funds                             ROYCE PARTNERS FUND Service                         RPTRX 780811840
Mid-Cap Value T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Mid Cap Value Fund - Advisor Advisor                         TAMVX 77957Y304
Mid-Cap Value T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Mid Cap Value Fund - Investor Investor                        TRMCX 77957Y106
Mid-Cap Value Touchstone Funds                        MID CAP VALUE FUND CLASS A A Shares                        TCVAX 89155H413
Mid-Cap Value Touchstone Funds                        MID CAP VALUE FUND INSTITUTION Institutional                   TCVIX 89155H389
Mid-Cap Value Vanguard                                VANGUARD MID CAP VALUE INDEX Investor                        VMVIX 922908520
Mid-Cap Value Vanguard                                VANGUARD S&P MID-CAP 400 VALUE INDEX INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VMFVX 921932836
Mid-Cap Value Vanguard                                Vanguard Selected Value Investor                        VASVX 921946109
Mid-Cap Value Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Select Value Fund N/A                             VPSVX 92208T590
Mid-Cap Value Victory Funds                           ESTABLISHED VALUE FD CL I Institutional                   VEVIX 92646A831
Mid-Cap Value Victory Funds                           Victory Established Value - A A Shares                        VETAX 926464231
Mid-Cap Value Virtus Funds                            Virtus Mid-Cap Value Fund - A A Shares                        FMIVX 92828N726
Mid-Cap Value Virtus Funds                            Virtus Mid-Cap Value Fund - I                                                                   I Shares                        PIMVX 92828N692
Mid-Cap Value Wasatch Funds                           WASATCH STRATEGIC INCOME FUND N/A                             WASIX 936793801
Mid-Cap Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo C&B Mid Cap Value Admin Cl Admin                           CBMIX 94975J219
Mid-Cap Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo C&B Mid Cap Value Instl Cl Institutional                   CBMSX 94975J193
Mid-Cap Value Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE MID CAP OPPORTUNITY Retail                          WTMCX 957904584
Mid-Cap Value WHG Funds                               WHG SMidCap Plus Institutional Institutional                   WHGPX 0075W0544
Mid-Cap Value William Blair                           WM BLAIR FUNDS MID CAP VALUE FUND CLASS I I Shares                        WMVIX 969251883
Mid-Cap Value William Blair                           WM BLAIR FUNDS MID CAP VALUE FUND CLASS N N Shares                        WMVNX 969251875
Miscellaneous Sector Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS SATELLITE ALPHA FUND I Shares                        DSAIX 261986350
Miscellaneous Sector Fidelity                                FID SELECT AUTOMOYIVE No Share Class                  FSAVX 316390699
Miscellaneous Sector Fidelity                                FID SELECT CHEMICALS No Share Class                  FSCHX 316390889
Miscellaneous Sector Fidelity                                FID SELECT CONST   HOUSING No Share Class                  FSHOX 316390616
Miscellaneous Sector Fidelity                                FID SELECT ENVIROMENTAL SERVS No Share Class                  FSLEX 316390574
Miscellaneous Sector Fidelity                                FID SELECT IT SERVICES No Share Class                  FBSOX 316390483
Moderate Allocation Alliance                                Alliance Bernstein BALANCED SHARES ALBSX Advisor                         CBSYX 018525501
Moderate Allocation Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN BAL SHS CL I I Shares                        CABIX 018525808
Moderate Allocation Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN BAL SHS CL K K Shares                        CBSKX 018525709
Moderate Allocation Alliance                                AllianceBernstein Balanced Wealth Strategy Adv Advisor                         ABWYX 01877F625
Moderate Allocation Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTN WLTH STRAG I I Shares                        ABWIX 01877F427
Moderate Allocation Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTN WLTH STRAG K K Shares                        ABWKX 01877F435
Moderate Allocation Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Income and Growth Fund Institutional                   AZNIX 018920512
Moderate Allocation Allianz                                 Allianz Global Investors Solutions Global Allocation Fund Admin                           AGAMX 01900C797
Moderate Allocation Allianz                                 Allianz Global Investors Solutions Global Allocation Fund Institutional                   PALLX 01900C789
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Moderate Allocation American                                AMERICAN BALANCED FD R4 R4 Shares                       RLBEX 024071847
Moderate Allocation American                                AMERICAN BALANCED FUND - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RLBGX 024071813
Moderate Allocation American                                INCOME FD OF AMERICA R4 R4 Shares                       RIDEX 453320848
Moderate Allocation American                                THE INCOME FUND OF AMERICA - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RIDGX 453320814
Moderate Allocation American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON BAL FD INV CLASS Investor                        AABPX 02368A828
Moderate Allocation American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON BALANCED FDS Institutional                   AADBX 02368A109
Moderate Allocation American Century                        AMER CENT BALANCED Institutional                   ABINX 025083734
Moderate Allocation American Century                        Amer Century Balanced Investor Investor                        TWBIX 025083742
Moderate Allocation Aston Funds                             Aston/ Montag & Caldwell BALANCED FD CL N N Shares                        MOBAX 00078H273
Moderate Allocation Aston Funds                             MONTAG   CALDWELL BALANCED FD CL I I Shares                        MOBIX 00078H265
Moderate Allocation BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Balanced Capital  Inst Institutional                   MACPX 09251C506
Moderate Allocation BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Balanced Capital A A Shares                        MDCPX 09251C100
Moderate Allocation BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FD BALANCED INST CL Institutional                   PBAIX 091927848
Moderate Allocation BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS BAL CL A A Shares                        PCBAX 091927822
Moderate Allocation BlackRock Funds                         MODERATE PREPARED PORT CL A A Shares                        BAMPX 091937151
Moderate Allocation BlackRock Funds                         MODERATE PREPARED PORT CL I Institutional                   BIMPX 09256H740
Moderate Allocation Buffalo Funds                           BUFFALO BALANCED FUND N/A                             BUFBX 119428100
Moderate Allocation Calvert                                 Calvert Balanced Fund A A Shares                        CSIFX 131618100
Moderate Allocation Calvert                                 Calvert Balanced Fund I I Shares                        CBAIX 131618829
Moderate Allocation Columbia Funds                          Columbia Asset Allocation Fund-Z Z Shares                        GAATX 19765N310
Moderate Allocation Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA BALANCED FUND INC Z Shares Z Shares                        CBALX 19765P430
Moderate Allocation Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LIFE GOAL BALANCED GROWTH FUND - Z Z Shares                        NBGPX 19765H768
Moderate Allocation Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA MARSICO FLEXIBLE CAPITAL FUND Z Z Shares                        CCMZX 19763T335
Moderate Allocation Delaware                                DELAWARE DIV INCOME FD CL I Institutional                   DDIIX 24610B404
Moderate Allocation Delaware                                Delaware Foundation Moderate Allocation Class I Institutional                   DFFIX 245918800
Moderate Allocation Dodge & Cox                             Dodge & Cox Balanced Fund No Share Class                  DODBX 256201104
Moderate Allocation Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS BALANCED OPPORTUNITY FD I I Shares                        DBORX 26202W407
Moderate Allocation Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE BALANCED FD A A Shares                        EVIFX 277905865
Moderate Allocation Federated                               Federated Asset Allocation FD A A Shares                        FSTBX 31422C108
Moderate Allocation Federated                               FEDERATED BAL ALLOCATION FD B A Shares                        BAFAX 314212887
Moderate Allocation Federated                               FEDERATED MDT BAL GROW FD INST CL Institutional                   QIBGX 31421R825
Moderate Allocation Federated                               FEDERATED MDT BALANCED GRO FD CL A A Shares                        QABGX 31421R841
Moderate Allocation Fidelity                                FID PURITAN No Share Class                  FPURX 316345107
Moderate Allocation Fidelity                                Fidelity Balanced No Share Class                  FBALX 316345206
Moderate Allocation Fidelity                                FIDELITY DYNAMIC STRATEGIC FD No Share Class                  FDYSX 316146737
Moderate Allocation Fidelity                                FIDELITY INCOME REPLACEMENT 2 No Share Class                  FIRWX 31617L608
Moderate Allocation Fidelity                                FIDELITY INCOME REPLACEMENT 2 No Share Class                  FIXRX 31617L863
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Moderate Allocation Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV ASSET MANAGER 70% A Shares                        FAASX 316069525
Moderate Allocation Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV BALANCED FD CL A A Shares                        FABLX 315807818
Moderate Allocation Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV BALANCED FD CL I I Shares                        FAIOX 315807867
Moderate Allocation Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV DYNAMIC STRAT A A Shares                        FDASX 316146786
Moderate Allocation Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV DYNAMIC STRAT I I Shares                        FDYIX 316146745
Moderate Allocation Forward Funds                           FORWARD STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES FUND Institutional                   ASAFX 34987A632
Moderate Allocation Forward Funds                           FORWARD STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES FUND Investor                        FSAFX 34987A541
Moderate Allocation Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN BALANCED FD CL A A Shares                        FBLAX 353612682
Moderate Allocation Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO WESTWOOD BALANCED CL A A Shares                        WEBCX 361439607
Moderate Allocation GE Funds                                Highland Total Return - Class A A Shares                        HTAAX 43090E456
Moderate Allocation Holland Funds                           HOLLAND BALANCED FUND N/A                             HOLBX 435299102
Moderate Allocation Invesco Aim                             Invesco Balanced Fund A Shares                        BGRAX 00142J404
Moderate Allocation Invesco Aim                             Invesco Basic Balanced Fund A A Shares                        BBLAX 008879439
Moderate Allocation Invesco Aim                             Invesco Basic Balanced Fund Institutional Institutional                   BBLIX 00141L806
Moderate Allocation Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN EQ & INC FD INSTL CL Institutional                   ACEKX 00142J438
Moderate Allocation Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Equity and Inc Fd A A Shares                        ACEIX 00142J479
Moderate Allocation Ivy                                     IVY BALANCED FD CL I I Shares                        IYBIX 465898146
Moderate Allocation Ivy                                     IVY BALANCED FUND A A Shares                        IBNAX 465898625
Moderate Allocation Janus                                   Janus Balanced Fund Class I I Shares                        JBALX 47103C704
Moderate Allocation Janus                                   Janus Balanced Fund Class S S Shares                        JABRX 47103C886
Moderate Allocation Janus                                   JANUS DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FUND I Shares                        JIMPX 47103A344
Moderate Allocation Janus                                   JANUS DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FUND S S Shares                        JSMPX 47103A336
Moderate Allocation Janus                                   PERKINS VALUE PLUS INCOME FUND I SHARES I I Shares                        JPVIX 47103E585
Moderate Allocation Janus                                   PERKINS VALUE PLUS INCOME FUND S SHARES S S Shares                        JPVSX 47103E577
Moderate Allocation John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK BALANCED CL A A Shares                        SVBAX 47803P104
Moderate Allocation John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK BALANCED CL I I Shares                        SVBIX 47803P807
Moderate Allocation JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Diversified Fund Institutional Institutional                   JPDVX 4812A1811
Moderate Allocation JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Diversified FundSelect Select                          JDVSX 4812A1829
Moderate Allocation Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Investment Counsel Social Awareness Fund I Shares                        LMRNX 52469A409
Moderate Allocation Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Permal Tactical Allocation Fund I Shares                        LPTIX 52470J274
Moderate Allocation Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Permal Tactical Allocation Fund F1 Shares                       LPTFX 52470J282
Moderate Allocation Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT BALANCED FUND I I Shares                        LABYX 543916696
Moderate Allocation Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT BALANCED STRATEGY FUND A A Shares                        LABFX 543916209
Moderate Allocation Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT CAPITAL STRUCTURE  A A Shares                        LAMAX 543913859
Moderate Allocation Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT CAPITAL STRUCTURE INSTL I Shares                        LAMYX 543913818
Moderate Allocation Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY BALANCED FUND I I Shares                        MBAIX 278846209
Moderate Allocation Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY INCOME BUILDER FUND CL I I Shares                        MTOIX 56062X849
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Moderate Allocation Managers                                MAN AMG CHI EQUITY BALANCED  INST CLASS Institutional                   MBEYX 56171P810
Moderate Allocation Managers                                MAN AMG CHI EQUITY BALANCED FD Class A A Shares                        MBEAX 56171P844
Moderate Allocation MFS                                     MFS A Total Return A Shares                        MSFRX 552981300
Moderate Allocation MFS                                     MFS TOTAL RETURN FD R4 R4 Shares                       MSFJX 552981458
Moderate Allocation Morgan Stanley Instutional              BALANCED PORTFOLIO P P Shares                        MBAAX 617440557
Moderate Allocation Munder Funds                            MUNDER ASSET ALLOC BALANCED  Y Y Shares                        MUBYX 626129662
Moderate Allocation Northern Funds                          NORTHERN FDS INCM EQUITY FD No Share Class                  NOIEX 665162202
Moderate Allocation Oakmark Funds                           OAKMARK EQUITY INCOME FD Class I                         OAKBX 413838400
Moderate Allocation Oppenheimer                             OPPEN QUEST OPPORT VALUE A A Shares                        QVOPX 68380E106
Moderate Allocation Oppenheimer                             OPPEN QUEST OPPORT VALUE Y Y Shares                        QOPYX 68380E841
Moderate Allocation Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER BALANCED FD A A Shares                        OPASX 68380A104
Moderate Allocation PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO All Asset Fund Admin                           PAALX 722005618
Moderate Allocation PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO All Asset Fund Institutional                   PAAIX 722005626
Moderate Allocation Rainier Investment Management Funds     RAINIER INV MGT MF BAL PTFL No Share Class                  RIMBX 750869406
Moderate Allocation Rainier Investment Management Funds     RANIER BALANCED FD CL I Institutional                   RAIBX 750869802
Moderate Allocation Schwab                                  Schwab ViewPoints Fund Investor Investor                        SWOBX 808509863
Moderate Allocation T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE CAPIT APPRE ADV Advisor                         PACLX 77954M204
Moderate Allocation T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE PERSONAL STR BAL Investor                        TRPBX 77957L104
Moderate Allocation T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE PRICE BALANCED FUND Investor                        RPBAX 77954G108
Moderate Allocation T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Capital Appreciation Fund - Investor Investor                        PRWCX 77954M105
Moderate Allocation Vanguard                                VAN BALANCED INDEX FUND Investor                        VBINX 921931101
Moderate Allocation Vanguard                                VAN LIFE MODERATE GROWTH PORT Investor                        VSMGX 921909404
Moderate Allocation Vanguard                                VANGUARD ASSET ALLOCATION FUND Investor                        VAAPX 922020102
Moderate Allocation Vanguard                                VANGUARD BAL INDEX SIGNAL SHS Signal                          VBASX 921931408
Moderate Allocation Vanguard                                VANGUARD BALANCED INDEX FUND INST Institutional                   VBAIX 921931309
Moderate Allocation Vanguard                                VANGUARD STAR FUND Investor                        VGSTX 921909107
Moderate Allocation Vanguard                                VANGUARD WELLINGTON FUND Investor                        VWELX 921935102
Moderate Allocation Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Model Port Tradit Growth N/A                             VPTGX 92208T756
Moderate Allocation Victory Funds                           Victory Balanced - A A Shares                        SBALX 926464876
Moderate Allocation Victory Funds                           Victory Balanced I Institutional                   VBFIX 92646A799
Moderate Allocation Virtus Funds                            Virtus Balanced Allocation Fund - A                                                             A Shares                        HIBZX 92828T103
Moderate Allocation Virtus Funds                            Virtus Balanced Allocation Fund - I                                                             I Shares                        HIBLX 92828T301
Moderate Allocation Virtus Funds                            Virtus Balanced Fund - A                                                                        A Shares                        PHBLX 92828N403
Moderate Allocation Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV CONTINENTAL INC FD A A Shares                        UNCIX 930057757
Moderate Allocation Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Growth Balanced Admin Cl Admin                           NVGBX 94975G363
Moderate Allocation WHG Funds                               WHG BALANCED FND Institutional                   WHGBX 0075W0692
Money Market-Taxable Alliance                                Alliance Bernstein Exchange Reserve Fd Advisor Cl Advisor                         AEYXX 01879M404
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Money Market-Taxable Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN EX RESERV I I Shares                        AERIX 01879M701
Money Market-Taxable Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN EXCH RES I K Shares                        AEKXX 01879M602
Money Market-Taxable American                                AMERICAN FUNDS  MONEY MARKET R4 R4 Shares                       RADXX 02630U834
Money Market-Taxable American                                AMERICAN FUNDS MONEY MARKET R6 R6 Shares                       RAFXX 02630U818
Money Market-Taxable American Century                        AMER CENTURY CAP PRESERVATION Investor Cl Investor                        CPFXX 025081803
Money Market-Taxable American Century                        AMER CENTURY PRIME MNY MKT Investor                        BPRXX 024932105
Money Market-Taxable American Century                        PREMIUM MONEY MARKET Investor                        TCRXX 024932709
Money Market-Taxable BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS M/M CL A A Shares                        PINXX 091927301
Money Market-Taxable BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS M/M INST CL Institutional                   PNIXX 091927103
Money Market-Taxable BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS US TREAS M/M CL Institutional                   PGIXX 091927392
Money Market-Taxable BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS US TREAS M/M CLA A Shares                        CUAXX 091927376
Money Market-Taxable BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Summit Cash Reserves Fund A A Shares                        MSAXX 09253V106
Money Market-Taxable CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTER GOVT M/M INSL CL Institutional                   CNIXX 125977702
Money Market-Taxable Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA GOVERNMENT MONEY MARKET FUND Z Z Shares                        CGZXX 19766F282
Money Market-Taxable Davis                                   Davis A Govt Money Market A Shares                        RPGXX 239103864
Money Market-Taxable Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS CASH MGMT FD INST Institutional                   DICXX 26188J206
Money Market-Taxable Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS CASH MGMT PLUS INST Institutional                   DCIXX 261934103
Money Market-Taxable Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS GOV CASH MGMT FD INST Institutional                   DGCXX 262006208
Money Market-Taxable Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS GOVT PRIME CASH MGMT Institutional                   DIPXX 262006885
Money Market-Taxable Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS INST CASH ADV INST SHS Institutional                   DADXX 26200V104
Money Market-Taxable Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS INST CASH ADV PLU INST Institutional                   DAVXX 26200V500
Money Market-Taxable Dreyfus Funds                           Dreyfus Institutional Reserves Money Classic Institutional                   DLSXX 26200X506
Money Market-Taxable Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS MONEY MARKET RESRV CL I Institutional                   DPOXX 261978209
Money Market-Taxable Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS TREAS CASH MGMT FD INS Institutional                   DTRXX 261908107
Money Market-Taxable Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS TREAS PR CASH MGMT FD Institutional                   DIRXX 261941108
Money Market-Taxable Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE CASH MGMT FUND A A Shares                        EHCXX 277911889
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FED GOVT OBLIGATIONS CL SS Institutional                   GOSXX 60934N807
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               Fed Prime #10  Institutional                   POIXX 60934N203
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               Fed Prime #396 Institutional                   PRSXX 60934N708
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               Fed Treasury #68 Institutional                   TOIXX 60934N500
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FED TRY OBLIGATIONS CL ISS Institutional                   TOSXX 60934N872
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               Federated Auto. Cash Manage Institutional                   ACMXX 60934N864
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED AUTOMATED CASH MGMT TR C11 I Shares                        ACCXX 60934N831
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED AUTOMATED GOVT CASH RESERVES Institutional                   AGSXX 60934N716
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS FD IC Institutional                   GOCXX 608919809
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED GOVT OBLIGATIONS FD IS Institutional                   GOIXX 60934N104
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED LIBERTY US GOVN M/M TRUST F Shares                        LUFXX 608919791
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Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED LIBERTY US GOVT MONEY MKT TR A A Shares                        LUGXX 60934N732
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED PRIME CASH OBLIG FD IC Institutional                   PCCXX 60934N591
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED PRIME CASH OBLIG FD IS Institutional                   PCOXX 60934N625
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED PRIME CASH OBLIGATIONFD SS Institutional                   PRCXX 60934N617
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED PRIME MANAGEMENT OBLIGATION IC Institutional                   PICXX 608919841
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED PRIME MANAGEMENT OBLIGATION SS Institutional                   PMOXX 608919833
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED PRIME MGMNT OBLIGATIONS FD Institutional                   PSSXX 60934N112
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED PRIME VAL OBL FD INSTL CAP SHSFUN Institutional                   PVCXX 60934N567
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED PRIME VAL OBL FD INSTL SVC SHSFUND Institutional                   PVSXX 60934N575
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED PRIME VALUE OBLIG FD IS Institutional                   PVOXX 60934N583
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED TREASURY OBLIG FD IC Institutional                   TOCXX 60934N823
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED US TREAS CASH RESERVES Institutional                   UTIXX 60934N682
Money Market-Taxable Federated                               FEDERATED US TREASURY CASH RESERVE MMA Institutional                   TISXX 60934N674
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity                                FID CASH RESERVES No Share Class                  FDRXX 316067107
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity                                FID SELECT MONEY MARKET No Share Class                  FSLXX 316390814
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity                                FID US GOVT RESERVES No Share Class                  FGRXX 316462100
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity                                FIDELITY MNYMKTTST RTRGVTMM No Share Class                  FGMXX 316191709
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity                                FIDELITY MONEY MARKET FUND No Share Class                  SPRXX 31617H201
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity                                FIDELITY RET MONEY MKT FUND No Share Class                  FRTXX 316191600
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity                                FIDELITY SPARTAN US GOVT MMKT No Share Class                  SPAXX 31617H102
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity                                SPARTAN US TREAS MONEY MKT FD No Share Class                  FDLXX 31617H300
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity                                TREASURY FD -CAP RES CL No Share Class                  FSRXX 650914104
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity FIMM Treasury Only Cl 3 Class III                       FOIXX 233809888
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY Government Portfolio (AAA rated) Class II                        FCVXX 316175850
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY Government Portfolio (AAA rated) Class III                       FCGXX 316175603
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY INST CASH PF 3 Class III                       FCSXX 316175884
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY INSTITUTIONAL MM TREASURY PORT - CLASS I I Shares                        FISXX 316175504
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY INSTL MMKT PORT CL I I Shares                        FMPXX 316175207
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY MONEY MARKET PORTFOLIO Institutional                   FNSXX 31607A109
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY MONEY MARKET PORTFOLIO Class II                        FCIXX 316175843
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY MONEY MARKET PORTFOLIO Class III                       FCOXX 316175702
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Prime MMKT Port - Class III Class III                       FCDXX 316175876
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY Prime Money Market Portfolio (AAA rated) Institutional                   FIPXX 31607A208
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY Prime Money Market Portfolio (AAA rated) Class IV                        FDVXX 31607A307
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY Prime Money Market Portfolio (AAA rated) Class II                        FDOXX 316175868
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY TREASURY ONLY PORT CL IV Class IV                        FOPXX 31607A505
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY TREASURY ONLY PORTFOLIO Class II                        FOXXX 233809805
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Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY Treasury Portfolio (AAA rated) Class IV                        FTVXX 31607A406
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY Treasury Portfolio (AAA rated) Class II                        FCEXX 316175835
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        GOVERNMENT PORT CL I I Shares                        FIGXX 316175108
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        PRIME MMKT PORT CL I I Shares                        FIDXX 316175405
Money Market-Taxable Fidelity Advisor                        TREASURY ONLY PORT CL I I Shares                        FSIXX 233809300
Money Market-Taxable First American                          FIRS AMER PRIME OBLIG CL Z Z Shares                        FPZXX 31846V625
Money Market-Taxable First American                          FIRST AMER FDS INSTLGVT (MM)FD Y Shares                        FGVXX 31846V203
Money Market-Taxable First American                          PRIME OBLIGATION MMKT Y Y Shares                        FAIXX 31846V104
Money Market-Taxable First American                          TREASURY OBLIGATIONS MMKT Y Y Shares                        FOCXX 31846V807
Money Market-Taxable Forward Funds                           FORWARD US GOV MONEY FUND INST Institutional                   AUSXX 349913152
Money Market-Taxable Forward Funds                           FORWARD US GOV MONEY FUND INVESTOR Investor                        AUIXX 349913145
Money Market-Taxable Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Money Fund A Shares                        FMFXX 354014102
Money Market-Taxable GE Funds                                Highland Money Market Fund II - Class A                                                   A Shares                        HAHXX 43090E381
Money Market-Taxable Glenmede                                GLENMEDE GOVERNMENT CASH No Share Class                  GTGXX 378690101
Money Market-Taxable Goldman Sachs                           GS FINANCIAL SQ PRIME OBLIG FD - A A Shares                        FBSXX 38141W349
Money Market-Taxable Harbor Funds                            HARBOR MONEY MARKET ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HRMXX 411511660
Money Market-Taxable Harbor Funds                            Harbor Money Market Fund - Institutional Institutional                   HARXX 411511405
Money Market-Taxable Invesco Aim                             Invesco Cash Reserve Shares Cash Reserve A Shares                        AIMXX 00142C771
Money Market-Taxable Ivy                                     IVY MONEY MARKET FUND A A Shares                        WRAXX 466000486
Money Market-Taxable John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK MONEY MKT CL A A Shares                        JHMXX 478031107
Money Market-Taxable JP Morgan                               JP Morgan Prime Money Market Fund Institutional Institutional                   JINXX 4812A2603
Money Market-Taxable JP Morgan                               JPMorgan 100% US Treasury Securities Money Market Fund Institutional Institutional                   JTSXX 4812A2835
Money Market-Taxable JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Federal Money Market Fund Institutional Institutional                   JFMXX 4812A2785
Money Market-Taxable JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Liquid Assets Money Market Fund  Institutional Institutional                   IJLXX 4812C0340
Money Market-Taxable JP Morgan                               JPMorgan U.S. Govt MM Fund  INST'L Institutional                   IJGXX 4812C2684
Money Market-Taxable JP Morgan                               JPMorgan U.S. Treasury Plus Money Market Fund Institutional                   IJTXX 4812C2734
Money Market-Taxable Legg Mason                              WEST ASSET INST CASH RESERVES Inst Institutional                   CARXX 52470G304
Money Market-Taxable Legg Mason                              WEST ASSET INST LIQUID RESERVES Inst Institutional                   CILXX 52470G882
Money Market-Taxable Legg Mason                              WEST ASSET INST US TREASURY RESERVE INST Institutional                   CIIXX 52470G841
Money Market-Taxable Legg Mason                              Western Asset Institutional Government Money Market Fund Institutional                   INGXX 52470G791
Money Market-Taxable Legg Mason                              Western Asset Institutional Money Market Fund Institutional                   INSXX 52470G825
Money Market-Taxable Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT US GOVT MONEY MARKET FUND I I Shares                        LAYXX 543918403
Money Market-Taxable Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT USG GSE MMKT FD A A Shares                        LACXX 543918106
Money Market-Taxable Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY CASH RESERVES FD I I Shares                        MRSXX 56063J450
Money Market-Taxable Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY PRINCIPAL PRESERVATION INSTL I Shares                        MCPXX 56063N204
Money Market-Taxable MFS                                     MFS CASH RESERVE FD R4 R4 Shares                       CRKXX 55273H767
Money Market-Taxable MFS                                     MFS GOV'T MONEY MARKET FUND A A Shares                        MMGXX 552987307
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Money Market-Taxable Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER CASH RESERVES A A Shares                        CRSXX 683953103
Money Market-Taxable Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER MONEY MARKET FD A A Shares                        OMBXX 683905103
Money Market-Taxable Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER MONEY MARKET FD Y Y Shares                        OMYXX 683905202
Money Market-Taxable PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Money Market Fund Admin                           PMAXX 693390528
Money Market-Taxable PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Money Market Fund Institutional                   PMIXX 693390536
Money Market-Taxable Pioneer                                 PIONEER CASH RESERVES FD R R Shares                        PCHXX 723755708
Money Market-Taxable Pioneer                                 PIONEER CASH RESERVES FD Y Y Shares                        PRYXX 723755609
Money Market-Taxable Pioneer                                 Pioneer Treasury Reserves Fund Y Shares                        ITMXX 72387P734
Money Market-Taxable T Rowe Price                            T.ROWE PRICE PRIME RESERVE FD Investor                        PRRXX 779573104
Money Market-Taxable T Rowe Price                            T.ROWE PRICE SUMMIT CASH RES Investor                        TSCXX 77957K106
Money Market-Taxable T Rowe Price                            T.ROWE PRICE US TREASURY MONEY Investor                        PRTXX 77957T305
Money Market-Taxable TCW Funds                               GALILEO MONEY MKT FUND I Shares                        TCWXX 87234N864
Money Market-Taxable Touchstone Funds                        INST GV MNY A Shares                        TINXX 89154W403
Money Market-Taxable Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE MONEY MARKET A Shares                        TMMXX 89154W700
Money Market-Taxable Vanguard                                VAN PRIME MMARKET FUND INST Institutional                   VMRXX 922906508
Money Market-Taxable Vanguard                                VANGUARD ADMIRAL US TRY MONEY MKT Investor                        VUSXX 921932109
Money Market-Taxable Vanguard                                VANGUARD MM FEDERAL PORT Investor                        VMFXX 922906300
Money Market-Taxable Vanguard                                Vanguard MM-Prime Investor                        VMMXX 922906201
Money Market-Taxable Victory Funds                           VICTORY FINANCIAL RESERVES A A Shares                        FNRXX 926464678
Money Market-Taxable Victory Funds                           Victory Prime Obligations Fund - A A Shares                        SPOXX 926464108
Money Market-Taxable Virtus Funds                            Virtus Insight Government Money Market Fund - A A Shares                        HIGXX 92828T533
Money Market-Taxable Virtus Funds                            Virtus Insight Government Money Market Fund - I I Shares                        HGCXX 92828T525
Money Market-Taxable Virtus Funds                            Virtus Insight Money Market Fund - A A Shares                        HICXX 92828T566
Money Market-Taxable Virtus Funds                            Virtus Insight Money Market Fund - I I Shares                        HACXX 92828T558
Money Market-Taxable Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV CASH MGMT FD A A Shares                        UNCXX 930057534
Money Market-Taxable Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo 100% Treasury Money Market Admin Cl Admin                           WTRXX 949921316
Money Market-Taxable Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Cash Investment Money Market Admin Cl Admin                           WFAXX 94975J474
Money Market-Taxable Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Cash Investment Money Market Instl Cl Institutional                   WFIXX 94975H437
Money Market-Taxable Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Government Money Market Admin Cl Admin                           WGAXX 94975J466
Money Market-Taxable Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Government Money Market Instl Cl Institutional                   GVIXX 94975P405
Money Market-Taxable Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Heritage Money Market Admin Cl Admin                           SHMXX 949917389
Money Market-Taxable Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Heritage Money Market Instl Cl Institutional                   SHIXX 949917397
Money Market-Taxable Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Prime Investment Money Market Fund Instl Cl Institutional                   PIIXX 94975P504
Money Market-Taxable Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Treasury Plus Money Market Admin Cl Admin                           WTPXX 949921563
Money Market-Taxable Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Treasury Plus Money Market Instl Cl Institutional                   PISXX 94975H296
Multisector Bond Alliance                                ALLIANCE BERN HIGH INCOME FUND K K Shares                        AGDKX 01859M606
Multisector Bond Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN HIGH INCOME- I I Shares                        AGDIX 01859M507
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Multisector Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLK STRATEGIC INCOME OPP PORTFOLIO A Shares                        BASIX 09256H310
Multisector Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLK STRATEGIC INCOME OPP PORTFOLIO Institutional                   BSIIX 09256H286
Multisector Bond BlackRock Funds                         COREALPHA BOND FUND - INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   BCRIX 066922139
Multisector Bond BlackRock Funds                         MULTI SECTOR BOND FUND CLASS A A Shares                        BMSAX 09256H245
Multisector Bond BlackRock Funds                         MULTI SECTOR BOND FUND INST CL Institutional                   BMSIX 09256H229
Multisector Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA STRATEGIC INCOME FUND-Z Z Shares                        LSIZX 19765L694
Multisector Bond Delaware                                DELAWARE DIVERSIFIED FLOATING RATE FD INST           Institutional                   DDFLX 245908637
Multisector Bond Eaton Vance                             DIVERSIFIED MULTI-STRATEGY ABSOLUTE RETURN FD CLASS I I Shares                        EIDDX 277923496
Multisector Bond Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE MULTI-STRATEGY ABSOLUTE RETURN FD A A Shares                        EADDX 277923504
Multisector Bond Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE STRATEGIC INC FD A A Shares                        ETSIX 277911772
Multisector Bond Eaton Vance                             STRATEGIC INCOME FUND CLASS I I Shares                        ESIIX 277923579
Multisector Bond Federated                               FED STRATEGIC INC FD CL A A Shares                        STIAX 31417P502
Multisector Bond Federated                               FED STRATEGIC INC FD CL F F Shares                        STFSX 31417P809
Multisector Bond Federated                               FEDERATED FLOATING RATE STRATEGIC INCOME FUND CL IS Institutional                   FFRSX 31420C670
Multisector Bond Federated                               FEDERATED FLOATING RATE STRATEGIC INCOME FUND CLASS A A Shares                        FRSAX 31420C647
Multisector Bond Federated                               FEDERATED STRATEGIC INCOME FUN Institutional                   STISX 31417P841
Multisector Bond Federated                               FEDERATED UNCONSTRAINED BOND FUND CLASS IS Institutional                   FUBDX 31420C662
Multisector Bond Fidelity                                FIDELITY STRATEGIC INC FD No Share Class                  FSICX 31638R303
Multisector Bond Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Adv A Strat. Income A Shares                        FSTAX 315920850
Multisector Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY STRATEGIC INCOME 1 I Shares                        FSRIX 315920801
Multisector Bond Forward Funds                           FORWARD INCOME  ALLOC INST Institutional                   AIAAX 34987A715
Multisector Bond Forward Funds                           FORWARD INCOME  ALLOC INV Investor                        AIAIX 34987A699
Multisector Bond Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN STRATEGIC INC ADV FD Advisor                         FKSAX 354713737
Multisector Bond Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin Strategic Income A Shares                        FRSTX 354713505
Multisector Bond Goldman Sachs                           STRATEGIC INCOME FUND A A Shares                        GSZAX 38145C661
Multisector Bond Harbor Funds                            Harbor Unconstrained Bond Fd Admin. Admin                           HRUBX 411512791
Multisector Bond Harbor Funds                            Harbor Unconstrained Bond Fund Inst Institutional                   HAUBX 411512817
Multisector Bond John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK STRATEGIC I I Shares                        JSTIX 410227839
Multisector Bond John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK STRATEGIC INCOME CL A A Shares                        JHFIX 410227102
Multisector Bond John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK STRATEGIC INCOME OPPORT I Shares                        JIPIX 47804A130
Multisector Bond John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK STRATEGIC INCOME OPPORTUNITIES FUND A A Shares                        JIPAX 47804A155
Multisector Bond JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES FUND SEL Select                          JOCSX 48121A191
Multisector Bond JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN STRATEGIC INCOME OPPORTUNITIES FUND - CLASS SELECT Select                          JSOSX 4812A4351
Multisector Bond Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Western Asset Strategic Income Fund I Shares                        SDSYX 52469F721
Multisector Bond Legg Mason                              WA Absolute Return Portfolio F1 Shares                       WARIX 957663693
Multisector Bond Legg Mason                              WA Absolute Return Portfolio I Shares                        WAARX 957663719
Multisector Bond Loomis Sayles Family of Funds           Loomis Sayles Bond Fd Admin. Admin                           LBFAX 543495857
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Multisector Bond Loomis Sayles Family of Funds           Loomis Sayles Bond Fd Institutional Institutional                   LSBDX 543495840
Multisector Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT BOND-DEBENTURE A A Shares                        LBNDX 544004104
Multisector Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT BOND-DEBENTURE I I Shares                        LBNYX 544004401
Multisector Bond Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY FLEXIBLE BOND OPP  FD I I Shares                        MSDIX 56062X500
Multisector Bond Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY FLEXIBLE BOND OPP FD A A Shares                        MASAX 56062F657
Multisector Bond MFS                                     MFS A Strategic Income A Shares                        MFIOX 552989105
Multisector Bond Neuberger/Berman                        NB STRATEGIC INCOME FUND CLASS A A Shares                        NSTAX 64128K777
Multisector Bond Neuberger/Berman                        NB STRATEGIC INCOME FUND INST CLASS Institutional                   NSTLX 64128K751
Multisector Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPEN GLOBAL STRATC INC  FD Y Y Shares                        OSIYX 68380K508
Multisector Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPEN GLOBAL STRATEGIC INCOME FD A A Shares                        OPSIX 68380K102
Multisector Bond Payden & Rygel                          PAYDEN  KRAVITZ CASH BALANCE PLAN FUND RETIREMENT CLASS N/A                             PKCRX 704329358
Multisector Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Diversified Income Fund Admin                           PDAAX 72200Q570
Multisector Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Diversified Income Fund Institutional                   PDIIX 693391880
Multisector Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Floating Income Fund  Inst Institutional                   PFIIX 722005170
Multisector Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Floating Income Fund Admin Admin                           PFTAX 72201F813
Multisector Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Income Fund Admin                           PIINX 72201F482
Multisector Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Income Fund Institutional                   PIMIX 72201F490
Multisector Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Unconstrained Bd Fd Instl Institutional                   PFIUX 72201M487
Multisector Bond Pioneer                                 PIONEER STRATEGIC INCOME R R Shares                        STIRX 723884508
Multisector Bond Pioneer                                 PIONEER STRATEGIC INCOME Y Y Shares                        STRYX 723884409
Multisector Bond RS Investments                          RS STRATEGIC INCOME FUND A A Shares                        RSIAX 74972H275
Multisector Bond RS Investments                          RS STRATEGIC INCOME FUND Y Y Shares                        RSRYX 74972H242
Multisector Bond T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Spectrum Income - Investor Investor                        RPSIX 779906106
Multisector Bond T Rowe Price                            TRP STRATEGIC INCOME FUND Investor                        PRSNX 74149N106
Multisector Bond Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG STRATEGIC INCOME FUN I Shares                        TSIIX 885215194
Multisector Bond Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS MULTI-SECTOR FIXED INCO I Shares                        VMFIX 92828R289
Multisector Bond Virtus Funds                            Virtus Multi-Sector Fixed Income Fund - A A Shares                        NAMFX 92828R677
Natural Resources Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Global EcoTrends Fund Institutional                   AECIX 01900A650
Natural Resources Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Global Resources Fund Institutional                   RGLIX 018920108
Natural Resources Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Global Water Fund Institutional                   AWTIX 01900A718
Natural Resources BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Natural Res Trust A                                                                   A Shares                        MDGRX 09252H108
Natural Resources BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Natural Res Trust Inst Institutional                   MAGRX 09252H405
Natural Resources Calvert                                 CALVERT GLOBAL WATER FUND CLAS A Shares                        CFWAX 13161P797
Natural Resources Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA ENERGY & NATURAL RESOURCES Z Z Shares                        UMESX 19765Y829
Natural Resources Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS NATURAL RESOURCES FD I I Shares                        DLDRX 26202P824
Natural Resources Fidelity                                FID SELECT  MATERIALS No Share Class                  FSDPX 316390590
Natural Resources Fidelity                                FIDELITY SELECT NATURAL RES No Share Class                  FNARX 316390491
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Natural Resources Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV MATERIALS FD CL I I Shares                        FMFEX 316390277
Natural Resources Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV MATERIALS FUND A A Shares                        FMFAX 316390327
Natural Resources Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR GLOBAL COMMOD A Shares                        FFGAX 31618H101
Natural Resources Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR GLOBAL COMMOD I Shares                        FFGIX 31618H507
Natural Resources Franklin/Templeton                      FRK NATURAL RES FD A Shares                        FRNRX 354713604
Natural Resources Franklin/Templeton                      FRK NATURAL RES FUND ADVISOR Advisor                         FNRAX 354713851
Natural Resources Ivy                                     IVY GLOBAL NATURAL RES FD CL I I Shares                        IGNIX 465899508
Natural Resources Ivy                                     IVY GLOBAL NATURAL RESOURCES A A Shares                        IGNAX 465897429
Natural Resources John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK NATURAL RESOURCES FUND A A Shares                        JNRAX 47804A171
Natural Resources John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK NATURAL RESOURCES FUND I I Shares                        JNRIX 47804A163
Natural Resources Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS GLOBAL RESOU A Shares                        NTGAX 67065W399
Natural Resources Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS GLOBAL RESOU I Shares                        NTRGX 67065W365
Natural Resources Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS GLOBAL RESOURCES FUND, CLASS R3 N/A                             NTGQX 670725597
Natural Resources RS Investments                          RS Global Natural Resources Fund - A A Shares                        RSNRX 74972H705
Natural Resources RS Investments                          RS GLOBAL NATURAL RESOURCES Y Y Shares                        RSNYX 74972H648
Natural Resources T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price New Era Fund - Investor Investor                        PRNEX 779559103
Real Estate American Century                        AMER CENT REAL ESTATE Institutional                   REAIX 025076878
Real Estate American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY R ESTATE INV Investor                        REACX 025076886
Real Estate Aston Funds                             Aston/Fortis Real Estate I Shares                        AARIX 00080Y108
Real Estate Aston Funds                             Aston/Fortis Real Estate N Shares                        ARFCX 00078H620
Real Estate Baron Funds                             BARON REAL ESTATE FUND Retail                          BREFX 06828M702
Real Estate Baron Funds                             BARON REAL ESTATE FUND INST Institutional                   BREIX 06828M801
Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          COHEN & STEERS INSTITUTIONAL REALTY SHS INC I Shares                        CSRIX 19247U106
Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          Cohen & Steers Realty Shares No Share Class                  CSRSX 192476109
Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          COHEN STEERS EQUITY INC I I Shares                        CSDIX 191912401
Real Estate Cohen & Steers                          COHEN STEERS REALTY INCOME CL A A Shares                        CSEIX 191912104
Real Estate Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA REAL ESTATE EQTY FD Z Z Shares                        CREEX 19765P547
Real Estate Davis                                   DAVIS REAL ESTATE FUND A A Shares                        RPFRX 239103302
Real Estate Davis                                   DAVIS REAL ESTATE FUND Y Y Shares                        DREYX 239103823
Real Estate Delaware                                DELAWARE REIT FUND INSTITUTIONAL CLASS Institutional                   DPRSX 246248777
Real Estate Eaton Vance                             REAL ESTATE FUND CLASS A A Shares                        EAREX 277905311
Real Estate Eaton Vance                             REAL ESTATE FUND CLASS I I Shares                        EIREX 277905626
Real Estate Fidelity                                FID REAL ESTATE No Share Class                  FRESX 316138205
Real Estate Fidelity                                FIDELITY REAL ESTATE INCOME FD No Share Class                  FRIFX 316389865
Real Estate Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV REAL ESTATE CL A A Shares                        FHEAX 315918342
Real Estate Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV REAL ESTATE CL I I Shares                        FHEIX 315918292
Real Estate Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR REAL ESTATE INCOME FUND - CLASS A A Shares                        FRINX 316389477
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Real Estate Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR REAL ESTATE INCOME FUND - CLASS I         I Shares                        FRIRX 316389444
Real Estate Forward Funds                           FORWARD REAL EST INVESTMENT FD Investor                        FFREX 349913707
Real Estate Forward Funds                           Forward Real Estate Long/Short Fund INST Institutional                   KSRYX 34987A145
Real Estate Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Real Estate Secs A Shares                        FREEX 354602104
Real Estate Franklin/Templeton                      FRK REAL ESTATE SECS FD ADV Advisor                         FRLAX 354602302
Real Estate Goldman Sachs                           GS REAL ESTATE SECU FD CL A A Shares                        GREAX 38142V829
Real Estate Invesco Aim                             Invesco Real Estate Fund A A Shares                        IARAX 00142C565
Real Estate Invesco Aim                             Invesco Real Estate Fund Institutional Institutional                   IARIX 00142C466
Real Estate Invesco Aim                             Invesco Select Real Estate Income Fund A A Shares                        ASRAX 00141A628
Real Estate Invesco Aim                             Invesco Select Real Estate Income Fund Institutional Institutional                   ASRIX 00141A610
Real Estate Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN REAL EST SECS FD INSTL CL Institutional                   ACRJX 00888W627
Real Estate Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Real Estate Securities Fund A Shares                        ACREX 00888W668
Real Estate Ivy                                     IVY REAL ESTATE SEC FD CL I I Shares                        IREIX 465899839
Real Estate Ivy                                     IVY REAL ESTATE SECURITIES A A Shares                        IRSAX 465898476
Real Estate JP Morgan                               JP MORGAN REALTY INCOME FUND INST'L Institutional                   URTLX 904504503
Real Estate JP Morgan                               JPMorgan U.S. Real Estate Fund  Select Select                          SUIEX 4812C0613
Real Estate Morgan Stanley Instutional              MSDW INST US REAL ESTATE P P Shares                        MUSDX 61744J457
Real Estate Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN REAL ESTATE FUND CLASS A A Shares                        NREAX 64122Q762
Real Estate Neuberger/Berman                        REAL EST FD INSTL Institutional                   NBRIX 641224795
Real Estate Nuveen                                  NUVEEN REAL EST SECURITIES FD A A Shares                        FREAX 670678705
Real Estate Nuveen                                  NUVEEN REAL ESTATE SECURITIES FUND                                                              Y Shares                        FARCX 670678507
Real Estate Nuveen                                  NUVEEN REAL ESTATE SECURITIES FUND R R Shares                        FRSSX 670678549
Real Estate Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER REAL ESTATE FD A A Shares                        OREAX 68382F101
Real Estate Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER REAL ESTATE FD Y Y Shares                        OREYX 68382F507
Real Estate PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Real Estate Real Return Strategy Fund Institutional                   PRRSX 72200Q257
Real Estate Pioneer                                 PIONEER REAL ESTATE SHARES Y Y Shares                        PYREX 723848404
Real Estate T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Real Estate Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PAREX 779919208
Real Estate T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Real Estate Fund - Investor Investor                        TRREX 779919109
Real Estate Vanguard                                VANGUARD REIT INDEX FD INSTL Institutional                   VGSNX 921908869
Real Estate Vanguard                                VANGUARD REIT INDEX FUND Investor                        VGSIX 921908703
Real Estate Vanguard                                VANGUARD REIT INDX SIGNAL SHS Signal                          VGRSX 921908836
Real Estate Virtus Funds                            Virtus Real Estate Securities Fund - A A Shares                        PHRAX 92828R586
Real Estate Virtus Funds                            Virtus Real Estate Securities Fund - I                                                          I Shares                        PHRIX 92828R552
Retirement Income T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE RET INC FD Investor                        TRRIX 74149P507
Retirement Income T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Retirement Income Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PARIX 74149P820
Retirement Income Vanguard                                VANGUARD RETIREMENT FUND INCOME Investor                        VTINX 92202E102
Retirement Income Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Milestone Retirement Income N/A                             VPRRX 92208T715
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Short Government American Century                        AC Benham Sh-Term Treasury Agy Investor                        TWUSX 025081506
Short Government American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY SHORT-TERM GOVERNMENT INST Institutional                   TWUOX 025081670
Short Government Calvert                                 CALVERT GOVERNMENT FUND - A A Shares                        CGVAX 131582546
Short Government Calvert                                 CALVERT SHORT-TERM GOVERNMENT I Shares                        CSTIX 131582470
Short Government CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTER GOVT BD FD INSTL Institutional                   CNBIX 125977876
Short Government Commerce Funds                          COMMERCE SHORT TERM GOVT FD Institutional                   CFSTX 200626109
Short Government Davis                                   DAVIS GOVERNMENT BOND FD A A Shares                        RFBAX 239103708
Short Government Davis                                   DAVIS GOVERNMENT BOND FD Y Y Shares                        DGVYX 239103799
Short Government Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE GOVT OBLIGATIONS A A Shares                        EVGOX 277911103
Short Government Eaton Vance                             GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS FD I I Shares                        EIGOX 277923587
Short Government Federated                               FED FEDERATED US GOVY 2-5 ISS Institutional                   FIGIX 31428P202
Short Government Federated                               FEDERATED INT GOV FUND IS SHARES Institutional                   FLDIX 31420H109
Short Government Federated                               FEDERATED INT GOV FUND SS SHARES Institutional                   FLDSX 31420H208
Short Government Federated                               Federated US Govt 1-3 Years Institutional                   FSGVX 31428M100
Short Government Federated                               Federated US Gov't 2-5 Years Institutional                   FIGTX 31428P103
Short Government Fidelity                                FIDELITY INST SH INTER GOV POR No Share Class                  FFXSX 315809400
Short Government Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN LIMITED MATURITY US GOV SEC A Shares                        FRGVX 353612203
Short Government Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN LIMITED MATURITY US GOV SEC ADV Advisor                         FSUAX 353612864
Short Government Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS SHT DURATION GOVT FD CLA A Shares                        GSSDX 38142B476
Short Government Invesco Aim                             Invesco Limited Maturity Treasury Fund A A Shares                        LMTAX 00142C649
Short Government Invesco Aim                             Invesco Limited Maturity Treasury Fund Institutional Institutional                   ALMIX 00142C201
Short Government JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Treasury Agency Fund  Select Select                          OGTFX 4812C1405
Short Government Northern Funds                          SHORT US GOVT No Share Class                  NSIUX 665162756
Short Government Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER LTD-TERM GOVT A A Shares                        OPGVX 68380F103
Short Government Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER LTD-TERM GOVT Y Y Shares                        OLTYX 68380F400
Short Government Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG LTD US/GOVT FD CL I I Shares                        LTUIX 885215699
Short Government Vanguard                                VAN FIX INC SH TERM US TRY Investor                        VFISX 922031703
Short Government Vanguard                                VANGUARD FIX INC SH TERM US FED Investor                        VSGBX 922031604
Short Government Vanguard                                VANGUARD SHORT-TERM GOVERNMENT BOND INDEX FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VSBIX 92206C201
Short Government Vanguard                                VANGUARD SHORT-TERM GOVERNMENT BOND INDEX FUND SIGNAL Signal                          VSBSX 92206C300
Short Government Victory Funds                           Victory Fund For Income - A A Shares                        IPFIX 926464751
Short Government Victory Funds                           VICTORY FUND FOR INCOME CLASS I Institutional                   VFFIX 92646A658
Short Government Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Short Duration Government Bond Admin Cl Admin                           MNSGX 94975J540
Short Government Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Short Duration Government Bond Instl Institutional                   WSGIX 949917595
Short-Term Bond Alliance                                AB UNCONSTRAINED BOND FUND ADV Advisor                         AGSIX 01859N406
Short-Term Bond Alliance                                AB UNCONSTRAINED BOND FUND I I Shares                        AGLIX 01859N703
Short-Term Bond Alliance                                AB UNCONSTRAINED BOND FUND K K Shares                        AGSKX 01859N604
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Short-Term Bond American                                INTERMED BOND FD OF AMER R4 R4 Shares                       RBOEX 458809845
Short-Term Bond American                                INTERMEDIATE BOND FUND OF AMER CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RBOGX 458809811
Short-Term Bond American                                SHORT TERM BD FD OF AMER CL R4 R4 Shares                       RAMEX 82524A854
Short-Term Bond American                                SHORT-TERM BOND FUND OF AMERIC CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RMMGX 82524A813
Short-Term Bond American Beacon Funds                   AMER AADVANT SH TRM BD INST CL Institutional                   AASBX 02368A562
Short-Term Bond American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON LTD TERM INC INVESTOR CL Investor                        AALPX 02368A786
Short-Term Bond American Century                        AMER CENT SHORT DURATION INSTL Institutional                   ACSUX 024932428
Short-Term Bond American Century                        AMERICAN CENTY SHORT DUR INV Investor                        ACSNX 024932436
Short-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FD LOW DURATION CL Institutional                   BFMSX 091928283
Short-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS LOW DURATION A A Shares                        BLDAX 091928267
Short-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK LOW DURATION Institutional                   CLDBX 091928234
Short-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Short Term Bond Fund A                                                                A Shares                        MDDUX 09253K100
Short-Term Bond BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Short Term Bond Fund Inst Institutional                   MADUX 09253K605
Short-Term Bond Calvert                                 CALVERT SHORT DURATION INC FD A A Shares                        CSDAX 13161T104
Short-Term Bond Calvert                                 CALVERT SHORT DUR'N INC  I sh I Shares                        CDSIX 13161T401
Short-Term Bond CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTER CORP BD FD INSTL Institutional                   CNCIX 125977850
Short-Term Bond CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTER LIMITED MATURITY FIXED INCOME I Institutional                   AHLFX 125977678
Short-Term Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA LIMITED DURATION CREDIT FUND Z Z Shares                        CLDZX 19763T384
Short-Term Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA SHORT-TERM BOND- Z Z Shares                        NSTMX 19765H362
Short-Term Bond Delaware                                DELAWARE LIMITED-TERM DIVERSIFIED FUND INST Institutional                   DTINX 245912506
Short-Term Bond Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE LOW DURATION FD A A Shares                        EALDX 277911160
Short-Term Bond Eaton Vance                             LOW DURATION FUND CLASS I I Shares                        EILDX 277923561
Short-Term Bond Federated                               FED FEDERATED SH TM IN CL ISS Institutional                   FSISX 31420C308
Short-Term Bond Federated                               FEDERATED I'MED GOVT/CORP CL SS Institutional                   FGCSX 31420B508
Short-Term Bond Federated                               FEDERATED INTER GOVERN CP CLIS Institutional                   FGCIX 31420B607
Short-Term Bond Federated                               FEDERATED SHORT-TERM INCOME FUND A A Shares                        FTIAX 31420C795
Short-Term Bond Federated                               Federated Sh-Trm Income Institutional                   FSTIX 31420C209
Short-Term Bond Fidelity                                FID SHORT -TERM BOND No Share Class                  FSHBX 316146208
Short-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FAD SHORT FIXED INCOME I Shares                        FSXIX 315807859
Short-Term Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV SHORT FIXED CL A A Shares                        FSFAX 315807792
Short-Term Bond Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN LOW DUR TTL RETURN A A Shares                        FLDAX 353612690
Short-Term Bond Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN LOW DURATION TOTAL RE Advisor                         FLDZX 353612617
Short-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Short Term Bond Fund A A Shares                        STBAX 00142C433
Short-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Short Term Bond Fund Institutional Institutional                   ISTBX 00142C417
Short-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN LIMITED DURATION FD INSTL CL Institutional                   ACFJX 001421643
Short-Term Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Limited Duration Fund A Shares                        ACFMX 001421684
Short-Term Bond Ivy                                     IVY LIMITED TERM BD FD CL I I Shares                        ILTIX 466001401
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Short-Term Bond Ivy                                     IVY LIMITED-TERM BOND FD A A Shares                        WLTAX 466000882
Short-Term Bond Janus                                   Janus Short-Term Bond Fund Class I I Shares                        JSHIX 471023242
Short-Term Bond Janus                                   Janus Short-Term Bond Fund Class S S Shares                        JSHSX 471023234
Short-Term Bond JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Limited Duration Bond Fund Select Select                          HLGFX 4812C1447
Short-Term Bond JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Short Duration Bond Fund  Select Select                          HLLVX 4812C1330
Short-Term Bond JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Short Term Bond Fund IISelect                                                          Select                          TRSBX 628263105
Short-Term Bond Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Western Asset Short-Term Bond Fund I Shares                        SBSYX 52469E807
Short-Term Bond Legg Mason                              WA Limited Duration Bond Portfolio I Shares                        WALDX 957663107
Short-Term Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT LTD DUR GOVT FD A A Shares                        LALDX 543916100
Short-Term Bond Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT LTD DUR GOVT FD INSTL I Shares                        LLDYX 543916688
Short-Term Bond Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY SHORT TERM BOND FD A A Shares                        MSTAX 56063J146
Short-Term Bond Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY SHORT TERM BOND FD I I Shares                        MSTIX 56063J138
Short-Term Bond Metropolitan West                       MET LOW DURATION BD CL I I Shares                        MWLIX 592905608
Short-Term Bond Metropolitan West                       METROPOLITAN WEST LOW DUR BD CL M M Shares                        MWLDX 592905202
Short-Term Bond Metropolitan West                       STRATEGIC INCOME FUND CL M M Shares                        MWSTX 592905830
Short-Term Bond Metropolitan West                       STRATEGIC INCOME FUND CLASS I I Shares                        MWSIX 592905822
Short-Term Bond MFS                                     MFS A Limited Maturity A Shares                        MQLFX 55272P109
Short-Term Bond MFS                                     MFS LIMITED MATURITY FD R4 R4 Shares                       MQLJX 55272P273
Short-Term Bond Morgan Stanley Instutional              TRUST LIMITED DURATION P P Shares                        MLDAX 617440359
Short-Term Bond Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN SHORT DURATION BOND FUND CLASS A A Shares                        NSHAX 64128K652
Short-Term Bond Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN SHORT DURATION BOND FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   NSHLX 64128K637
Short-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SHORT DURATION BD FD I Shares                        NSDRX 67066D812
Short-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SHORT DURATION BD FD A A Shares                        NSDAX 67066D846
Short-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SHORT DURATION BOND FUN R3 Shares                       NSDTX 67066D770
Short-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SHORT TERM BOND FUND A Shares                        FALTX 670678697
Short-Term Bond Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SHORT TERM BOND FUND                                                                     Y Shares                        FLTIX 670678648
Short-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Low Duration Fund Admin                           PLDAX 693390767
Short-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Low Duration Fund - Instl Institutional                   PTLDX 693390304
Short-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Low Duration II Fund Institutional                   PLDTX 693390791
Short-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Low Duration II Fund Admin                           PDFAX 693390668
Short-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Low Duration III Fund Admin                           PDRAX 693390619
Short-Term Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Low Duration III Fund Institutional                   PLDIX 693390858
Short-Term Bond Pioneer                                 PIONEER SHORT TERM INCOME FD Y Y Shares                        PSHYX 72387U402
Short-Term Bond RS Investments                          RS LOW DURATION BOND FUND Y Y Shares                        RSDYX 74972H374
Short-Term Bond T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE SH-TERM BD ADV CL Advisor                         PASHX 77957P204
Short-Term Bond T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE S/T BD INCOME Investor                        PRWBX 77957P105
Short-Term Bond Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG LTD TERM INC FD CLI I Shares                        THIIX 885215681
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Short-Term Bond Vanguard                                VAN SHORT-TERM CORP BND INDEX FD INST Institutional                   VSTBX 92206C508
Short-Term Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard Short Term Bond Index Fund - Signal Signal                          VBSSX 921937850
Short-Term Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard Short Term Corporate Investor                        VFSTX 922031406
Short-Term Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard Short-Term Bond Index Fund Investor                        VBISX 921937207
Short-Term Bond Vanguard                                VANGUARD SHORT-TERM CORP BND INDEX FD SIGNAL Signal                          VSCSX 92206C607
Short-Term Bond Vanguard                                Vanguard ShortTerm Corp Instl Institutional                   VFSIX 922031877
Short-Term Bond Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Low Duration Bond Fund N/A                             VPIPX 92208T723
Short-Term Bond Virtus Funds                            Virtus Multi-Sector Short Term Bond Fund - A                                                    A Shares                        NARAX 92828R644
Short-Term Bond Virtus Funds                            Virtus Multi-Sector Short Term Bond Fund - I I Shares                        PIMSX 92828R610
Short-Term Bond Virtus Funds                            Virtus Short/Intermediate Bond Fund - A                                                         A Shares                        HIMZX 92828T764
Short-Term Bond Virtus Funds                            Virtus Short/Intermediate Bond Fund - I I Shares                        HIBIX 92828T749
Short-Term Bond Wasatch Funds                           Wasatch - 1st Source Income Fund- No Load N/A                             FMEQX 936793850
Short-Term Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Short-Term Bond Instl Cl Institutional                   SSHIX 949917652
Short-Term Bond William Blair                           WB INCOME FUND CLASS I I Shares                        BIFIX 093001683
Short-Term Bond William Blair                           WM BLAIR FUNDS LOW DURATION FUND CLASS N  N Shares                        WBLNX 969251701
Short-Term Bond William Blair                           WM BLAIR FUNDS LOW DURATION FUND INSTITUTIONAL CLASS Institutional                   WBLJX 969251800
Short-Term Bond William Blair                           WM. BLAIR MUTUAL FD INCOME SHS N Shares                        WBRRX 093001204
Small Blend Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Micro Cap Fund Institutional                   AMCIX 01900C425
Small Blend Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Ultra Micro Cap Fund Institutional                   AUMIX 01900C417
Small Blend American Beacon Funds                   EVERCORE SMALL CAP EQUITY FUND - INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   ABEIX 024524548
Small Blend American Beacon Funds                   EVERCORE SMALL CAP EQUITY FUND - INVESTOR Investor                        ASEPX 024524530
Small Blend American Beacon Funds                   ZEBRA SMALL CAP EQUITY - INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   AZSIX 024524613
Small Blend American Beacon Funds                   ZEBRA SMALL CAP EQUITY FUND - INVESTOR Investor                        AZSPX 024524647
Small Blend American Century                        AMER CENTURY SMALL COMPANY INST Institutional                   ASCQX 02507M832
Small Blend American Century                        AMER CENTURY SMALL COMPANY INV Investor                        ASQIX 02507M840
Small Blend Aston Funds                             ASTON RIVER ROAD SMALL CAP I Institutional                   ARSIX 00080Y504
Small Blend Aston Funds                             Aston/RIVERROAD SM CAP VALUE FD CL N N Shares                        ARSVX 00078H125
Small Blend BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Value Opp A                                                                           A Shares                        MDSPX 09252L109
Small Blend BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Value Opp Inst Institutional                   MASPX 09252L505
Small Blend Calvert                                 CALVERT SMALL CAP FD CL A A Shares                        CCVAX 13161P508
Small Blend Calvert                                 CALVERT SMALL CAP I SH I Shares                        CSVIX 13161P862
Small Blend Cambiar Funds                           CAMBIAR Small Cap - INST Institutional                   CAMZX 0075W0593
Small Blend Cambiar Funds                           Cambiar Small Cap Investor Investor                        CAMSX 0075W0817
Small Blend Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA SELECT SMALLER CAP VALUE FUND Z Z Shares                        CSSZX 19766H437
Small Blend Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA SMALL CAP CORE FUND Z Z Shares                        SMCEX 19765P810
Small Blend CRM Funds                               CRM SMALL CAP VALUE FD INST CL Institutional                   CRISX 92934R785
Small Blend CRM Funds                               CRM SMALL VALUE FD INV CL Investor                        CRMSX 92934R793
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Small Blend Delaware                                DELAWARE SML CAP CORE FD INST Institutional                   DCCIX 24610B859
Small Blend Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS SMALL CAP EQUITY FD I I Shares                        DSERX 26201F835
Small Blend Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE SMALL CAP CORE VALUE FUN A Shares                        EGEAX 269858643
Small Blend Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE SMALL CAP CORE VALUE FUND I Shares                        EGEIX 269858627
Small Blend Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE SMALL-CAP VALUE A A Shares                        EAVSX 277905717
Small Blend Eaton Vance                             SMALL-CAP VALUE FUND CLASS I I Shares                        EIVSX 277905386
Small Blend Federated                               FEDERATED MDT SM CAP COR FD CL A A Shares                        QASCX 31421R817
Small Blend Federated                               OPTIM Q SM CAP COR FD INST CL Institutional                   QISCX 31421R783
Small Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Small Cap Discovery No Share Class                  FSCRX 315912600
Small Blend Fidelity                                FIDELITY SMALL CAP ENHANCED IN No Share Class                  FCPEX 31606X506
Small Blend Fidelity                                Fidelity Small Cap Stock Fund No Share Class                  FSLCX 315912501
Small Blend Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Small Cap - A A Shares                        FSCDX 315805697
Small Blend Fidelity Advisor                        Fidelity Advisor Small Cap - I I Shares                        FSCIX 315805655
Small Blend Frontegra Funds                         FRONTEGRA NETOLS SM CP VAL FD Institutional                   FNSVX 359033883
Small Blend Frontegra Funds                         FronTegra Netols Small Cap Value Fund - Class Y Y Shares                        FNSYX 359033842
Small Blend Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO WESTWOOD MIGHTY MITES A A Shares                        WMMAX 361439870
Small Blend Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO WESTWOOD SM CAP EQ A A Shares                        WWSAX 361439839
Small Blend Gabelli Funds                           THE GABELLI SML CAP GROW CL A A Shares                        GCASX 36239T871
Small Blend GE Funds                                Highland Small-Cap Equity Fund - Class A A Shares                        HSZAX 43090E811
Small Blend Goldman Sachs                           STRUCTURED SMALL CAP EQUITY  A A Shares                        GCSAX 38142V506
Small Blend Harbor Funds                            Harbor Small Cap Value Fund - Institutional Institutional                   HASCX 411511843
Small Blend Harbor Funds                            HARBOR SMALL CAP VALUE-ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HSVRX 411511710
Small Blend ICM                                     ICM SMALL COMPANY PORTFOLIO 1 Institutional                   ICSCX 00758M220
Small Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Small Cap Equity Fund A A Shares                        SMEAX 008879496
Small Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Small Cap Equity Fund Institutional Institutional                   SMEIX 00141L855
Small Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Small Companies Fund A A Shares                        ATIAX 00141T254
Small Blend Invesco Aim                             Invesco Small Companies Fund Institutional Institutional                   ATIIX 00141T189
Small Blend Ivy                                     IVY SMALL CAP VALUE FD A A Shares                        IYSAX 465898435
Small Blend Ivy                                     IVY SMALL CAP VALUE FD CL I I Shares                        IVVIX 465899813
Small Blend John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK SM CAP INSTR VAL CL I I Shares                        JHIIX 41013P814
Small Blend John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK SM CAP INTN VAL A A Shares                        JHIAX 41013P848
Small Blend John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK SMALL COMPANY CL A A Shares                        JCSAX 47803W109
Small Blend John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK SMALL COMPANY CL I I Shares                        JCSIX 47803W208
Small Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Small Cap Core FundSelect Select                          VSSCX 4812A1233
Small Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan US Small Company Fund Institutional fund Institutional                   JUSSX 4812A1696
Small Blend JP Morgan                               JPMorgan US Small Company FundSelect fund Select                          JSCSX 4812A1712
Small Blend Keeley Funds                            KEELEY SMALL CAP DIVIDEND VALUE FUND CL A A Shares                        KSDVX 487300881
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Small Blend Keeley Funds                            KEELEY SMALL CAP DIVIDEND VALUE FUND CL I I Shares                        KSDIX 487300873
Small Blend Keeley Funds                            Keeley Small Cap Value Fund A Shares                        KSCVX 487300501
Small Blend Keeley Funds                            KEELEY SMALL CAP VALUE FUND CL I Shares                        KSCIX 487300808
Small Blend Lazard Funds                            LAZARD SMCAP PTFL INSTL SHS Institutional                   LZSCX 52106N509
Small Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Batterymarch U.S. Small Cap Equity Portfolio F1 Shares                       LGSCX 502082829
Small Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Batterymarch U.S. Small Cap Equity Portfolio I Shares                        LMSIX 502082811
Small Blend Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Small Cap Value Fund I Shares                        SMCYX 52469G471
Small Blend Loomis Sayles Family of Funds           Loomis Sayles Small Cap Value Fd Admin Admin                           LSVAX 543495824
Small Blend Loomis Sayles Family of Funds           Loomis Sayles Sml Cap Val Fd Instl Institutional                   LSSCX 543495816
Small Blend Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT SMALL-CAP VALUE A A Shares                        LRSCX 543913305
Small Blend Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT SMALL-CAP VALUE I I Shares                        LRSYX 543913800
Small Blend Lord Abbett                             MICRO-CAP VALUE FUND CLASS I I Shares                        LMVYX 54400W102
Small Blend Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY U.S. SMALL CAP FUND FD I I Shares                        MOPIX 278846100
Small Blend Munder Funds                            MUNDER SMALL-CAP VALUE FD Y Y Shares                        MCVYX 626124580
Small Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NB Intrinsic Value Fund Institutional Class Institutional                   NINLX 64122Q705
Small Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN GENESIS INSTL Institutional                   NBGIX 641233200
Small Blend Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN INTRINSIC VALUE FUND CLASS A A Shares                        NINAX 64122Q507
Small Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SMALL CAP VALUE FUND A Shares                        FSCAX 670678309
Small Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SMALL CAP VALUE FUND R Shares                        FSVSX 670690825
Small Blend Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SMALL CAP VALUE FUND                                                                     Y Shares                        FSCCX 670678200
Small Blend Oppenheimer                             OPPEN MAIN ST SMALL & MID CAP A A Shares                        OPMSX 68381F102
Small Blend Oppenheimer                             OPPEN MAIN ST SMALL & MID CAP Y Y Shares                        OPMYX 68381F409
Small Blend PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Small-Cap Stocks PLUS TR Fund Instl Institutional                   PSCSX 72201F797
Small Blend Royce Funds                             PENNSYLVANIA MUT-FD FIN SERV CL Service                         RYPFX 780905386
Small Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE DISCOVERY FUND Service                         RYDFX 780905477
Small Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE DIVIDEND VALUE FD Service                         RYDVX 780905436
Small Blend Royce Funds                             Royce Heritage - Service Service                         RGFAX 780905857
Small Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE LOW PRICE STK FD INSTL Institutional                   RLPIX 780905394
Small Blend Royce Funds                             Royce Low Priced Stock Fund - Service Service                         RYLPX 780905808
Small Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE MICRO-CAP FD Service                         RMCFX 780905659
Small Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE SPECIAL EQ FD INSTL CL Institutional                   RSEIX 780905535
Small Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE SPECIAL EQTY FD  CL A Service                         RSEFX 780905527
Small Blend Royce Funds                             ROYCE TOT RETURN FD Service                         RYTFX 780905642
Small Blend Royce Funds                             Royce Total Return Fund - Inst Institutional                   RTRIX 780905717
Small Blend RS Investments                          RS PARTNERS FD Y Y Shares                        RSPYX 74972H622
Small Blend RS Investments                          RS Partners Fund - A A Shares                        RSPFX 74972H408
Small Blend T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE INSTL SML CAP STOCK FD Institutional                   TRSSX 45775L309
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Small Blend T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Small Cap Stk Fund - Investor Investor                        OTCFX 779572106
Small Blend T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Small Cap Stock Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PASSX 779572403
Small Blend T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Small Cap Value Fund Investor                        PRSVX 77957Q103
Small Blend T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Small Cap Value Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PASVX 77957Q202
Small Blend TCW Funds                               TCW GALILEO OPPORTUNITY FD I CL I Shares                        TGOIX 87234N484
Small Blend TCW Funds                               TCW GALILEO OPPORTUNITY FD N CL N Shares                        TGONX 87234N526
Small Blend Third Avenue                            THIRD AVE SMALL-CAP VALUE FD INV CL Investor                        TVSVX 884116880
Small Blend Third Avenue                            THIRD AVE SML CAP VALUE FD Institutional                   TASCX 884116203
Small Blend Tocqueville                             TOCQUEVILLE SM CAP VAL FD CL A A Shares                        TOPPX 888894409
Small Blend Touchstone Funds                        SMALL CAP CORE FUND CLASS A A Shares                        TSFAX 89155H272
Small Blend Touchstone Funds                        SMALL CAP CORE FUND INSTITUTIO Institutional                   TSFIX 89155H256
Small Blend Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE SMALL CAP VALUE FUND  A A Shares                        TVOAX 89155T821
Small Blend Touchstone Funds                        TOUCHSTONE SMALL CAP VALUE FUND  INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   TVOIX 89155T797
Small Blend Vanguard                                STRATEGIC SMAL CAP EQUITY FD Investor                        VSTCX 922038609
Small Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD EMERGING MARKETS STOCK INDEX INSTITUTIONAL PLUS Institutional                   VSCPX 922908397
Small Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard Index Sml Cap Stk Investor                        NAESX 922908702
Small Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD RUSSELL 2000 INDEX FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VRTIX 92206C656
Small Blend Vanguard                                VANGUARD S&P SMALL-CAP 600 INDEX INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VSMSX 921932810
Small Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard Sm Cap Index Instl Institutional                   VSCIX 922908876
Small Blend Vanguard                                Vanguard Small Cap Index Fund - Signal Signal                          VSISX 922908421
Small Blend Virtus Funds                            Virtus Quality Small-Cap Fund - A                                                               A Shares                        PQSAX 92828N684
Small Blend Virtus Funds                            Virtus Quality Small-Cap Fund - I                                                               I Shares                        PXQSX 92828N668
Small Blend Wasatch Funds                           WASATCH SMALL CAP VALUE FUND N/A                             WMCVX 936793207
Small Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Diversified Small Cap Admin Cl Admin                           NVDSX 94975G801
Small Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Intrinsic Small Cap Value Admin Cl Admin                           WFSDX 949915250
Small Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Intrinsic Small Cap Value Instl Cl Institutional                   WFSSX 949915235
Small Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO SMALL CAP VALUE ADMIN CL Admin                           SMVDX 94975P579
Small Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Small Cap Value Instl Cl Institutional                   WFSVX 949921845
Small Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Small/Mid Cap Value Admin Cl Admin                           WWMDX 949915276
Small Blend Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Small/Mid Cap Value Instl Cl Institutional                   WWMSX 949917363
Small Blend Westcore Funds                          Westcore Micro-Cap Opportunity Fund Retail                          WTMIX 957904477
Small Blend Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE SMALL CAP OPP FUND Retail                          WISCX 957904592
Small Blend Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE SMALL-CAP OPPORTUNITY Retail                          WTSCX 957904618
Small Blend WHG Funds                               WHG SMALL CAP VALUE FD Institutional                   WHGSX 0075W0726
Small Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN SM CP GTH FD CL I I Shares                        QUAIX 01877E800
Small Growth Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN SM CP GTH FD CL K K Shares                        QUAKX 01877E701
Small Growth Alliance                                AllianceBernstein Small Cap Growth Fund Adv Advisor                         QUAYX 01877E503
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Small Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Opportunity Fund Admin                           POADX 018918581
Small Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Opportunity Fund Institutional                   POFIX 018918573
Small Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Small to Mid Cap Growth Fund Institutional                   ASGIX 01900C433
Small Growth Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC U.S. Emerging Growth Fund Institutional                   AEMIX 01900C441
Small Growth American Century                        Amer Cent 20th New Opps Investor                        TWNOX 025083452
Small Growth American Century                        AMER CENT SMALL CAP GROWTH INV Investor                        ANOIX 025083338
Small Growth American Century                        AMERICAN CENTURY NEW OPPORTUNITIES INST Institutional                   TWNIX 02508H568
Small Growth American Century                        SMALL CAP GROWTH INST Institutional                   ANONX 025083320
Small Growth Artisan Funds                           ARTISAN SMALL CAP FD Investor                        ARTSX 04314H105
Small Growth Aston Funds                             ASTON/CROSSWIND SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND CL N N Shares                        ACWDX 00080Y652
Small Growth Aston Funds                             Aston/TAMRO SMALL CAP FD CL N N Shares                        ATASX 00078H216
Small Growth Aston Funds                             Aston/TAMRO SMALL CAP INSTL CL I Shares                        ATSIX 00078H141
Small Growth Aston Funds                             Aston/VEREDUS AGGRESSIVE GROWTH FD CL I I Shares                        AVEIX 00078H240
Small Growth Aston Funds                             Aston/VEREDUS AGGRESSIVE GROWTH FD CL N N Shares                        VERDX 00078H257
Small Growth Baron Funds                             Baron Growth Fund Retail                          BGRFX 068278209
Small Growth Baron Funds                             BARON GROWTH FUND INST CLASS Institutional                   BGRIX 068278704
Small Growth Baron Funds                             Baron Small Cap Fund Retail                          BSCFX 068278308
Small Growth Baron Funds                             BARON SMALL CAP FUND INST CLAS Institutional                   BSFIX 068278803
Small Growth BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FD SMALL CAP GWTH EQ I Institutional                   PSGIX 091928101
Small Growth BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS SM CAP GR EQ A A Shares                        CSGEX 091928309
Small Growth BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Small Cap Growth  II A A Shares                        MDSWX 09253J103
Small Growth BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Small Cap Growth  II Inst Institutional                   MASWX 09253J509
Small Growth BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK SMALL/MID-CAP GROW PORTA A Shares                        SCGAX 091937482
Small Growth BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK SMALL/MID-CAP GROWTH I Institutional                   SSEGX 091937458
Small Growth Brown Capital Management Funds          BROWN CAP MANAGEMENT SMALL CO Institutional                   BCSIX 66976M409
Small Growth Buffalo Funds                           BUFFALO MICROCAP FUND N/A                             BUFOX 119530301
Small Growth Buffalo Funds                           BUFFALO SMALL CAP FD INC N/A                             BUFSX 119804102
Small Growth Calamos                                 CALAMOS DISCOVERY GROWTH FUND CLASS A A Shares                        CADGX 128120102
Small Growth Calamos                                 CALAMOS DISCOVERY GROWTH FUND CLASS I I Shares                        CIDGX 128120409
Small Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Acorn USA Fund Z Shares                        AUSAX 197199805
Small Growth Columbia Funds                          Columbia Acorn USA Fund A A Shares                        LAUAX 197199508
Small Growth Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA FRONTIER FUND Z Z Shares                        CFOZX 19766F522
Small Growth Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA SELECT SMALL CAP FUND Z Shares                        UMLCX 19765Y589
Small Growth Dreyfus Funds                           SELECT MANAGERS SMALL CAP GROWTH CLASS I I Shares                        DSGIX 86271F578
Small Growth Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE SMALL CAP GROWTH A A Shares                        HRSCX 269858106
Small Growth Eagle Family of Funds                   EAGLE SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND CL I Shares                        HSIIX 269858304
Small Growth Eaton Vance                             EATON VANCE SMALL-CAP FUND A A Shares                        ETEGX 277905790
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Small Growth Federated                               Federated Kaufmann Small Cap Fund - A A Shares                        FKASX 314172636
Small Growth Federated                               FEDERATED MDT SM CAP COR GRO FD CL A A Shares                        QASGX 31421R775
Small Growth Federated                               FEDERATED MDT SMALLCAP COR GR FD INS Institutional                   QISGX 31421R759
Small Growth Fidelity                                FIDELITY SM CP GRTH FD No Share Class                  FCPGX 316389766
Small Growth Fidelity                                FIDELITY STOCK SELECTOR SMALL CAP FUND No Share Class                  FDSCX 315912303
Small Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY AD SM CP FD CL I I Shares                        FCIGX 316389717
Small Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY AD SM CP GRTH FD CL A A Shares                        FCAGX 316389758
Small Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY STOCK SELECTOR SMALL CAP FUND CL A A Shares                        FCDAX 316066505
Small Growth Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY STOCK SELECTOR SMALL CAP FUND I I Shares                        FCDIX 316066885
Small Growth Forward Funds                           FORWARD FOCUS FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   FFLFX 349913491
Small Growth Forward Funds                           FORWARD SMALL CAPITALIZATION FD Investor                        FFSCX 349913608
Small Growth Forward Funds                           FOWARD FUNDS/SMALL CAP EQ/INST Institutional                   FFHIX 349913889
Small Growth Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN SM CAP GRTH FD ADV Advisor                         FSSAX 354713653
Small Growth Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin Small Cap Growth A Shares                        FSGRX 354713620
Small Growth Goldman Sachs                           Goldman Sachs Structured Small Cap Growth Fund A A Shares                        GSAOX 38143H225
Small Growth Harbor Funds                            Harbor Small Cap Growth - Institutional Institutional                   HASGX 411511868
Small Growth Harbor Funds                            HARBOR SMALL CAP GRTH-ADMIN Admin                           HRSGX 411511769
Small Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Small Cap Growth Fund A A Shares                        GTSAX 00141M770
Small Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Small Cap Growth Fund Institutional Institutional                   GTSVX 00141M622
Small Growth Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Small Cap Growth Fd  A A Shares                        VASCX 00142J214
Small Growth Ivy                                     IVY MICRO CAP GROWTH FUND A A Shares                        IGWAX 465899680
Small Growth Ivy                                     IVY MICRO CAP GROWTH FUND CLAS I Shares                        IGWIX 465899656
Small Growth Ivy                                     IVY SMALL CAP GROWTH FD A A Shares                        WSGAX 466000502
Small Growth Ivy                                     IVY SMALL CAP GROWTH FD CL I I Shares                        IYSIX 466001872
Small Growth Janus                                   Janus Triton Fund Class I I Shares                        JSMGX 47103C357
Small Growth Janus                                   Janus Triton Fund Class S S Shares                        JGMIX 47103C332
Small Growth John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK SMALLCAP EQUITY CL A A Shares                        SPVAX 409905700
Small Growth John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK SMALLCAP EQUITY CL I I Shares                        SPVIX 409905841
Small Growth JP Morgan                               JP Morgan Small Cap Grwth Fund - Institutional Institutional                   JISGX 4812C0290
Small Growth JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Dynamic Small Cap FundSelect                                                           Select                          JDSCX 4812A1514
Small Growth JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Small Cap Equity Fund Select Select                          VSEIX 4812A1373
Small Growth JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Small Cap Growth Fund  Select Select                          OGGFX 4812C0571
Small Growth Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Small Cap Growth Fund F1 Shares                       LMPSX 52470H682
Small Growth Legg Mason                              Legg Mason ClearBridge Small Cap Growth Fund I Shares                        SBPYX 52470H765
Small Growth Loomis Sayles Family of Funds           LOO LOOMIS SAYLES S CAP GWTH I Institutional                   LSSIX 543487854
Small Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT ALPHA STRATEGY FD A A Shares                        ALFAX 543915763
Small Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT ALPHA STRATEGY FD I I Shares                        ALFYX 543915581
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Small Growth Lord Abbett                             Lord Abbett Developing Growth Fund I I Shares                        LADYX 544006505
Small Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT DEVELOPING GRTH A A Shares                        LAGWX 544006109
Small Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT SMALL-CAP BLEND A A Shares                        LSBAX 54400M104
Small Growth Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT SMALL-CAP BLEND I I Shares                        LSBYX 54400M500
Small Growth Lord Abbett                             MICRO-CAP GROWTH CLASS I I Shares                        LMIYX 54400V104
Small Growth Managers                                ESSEX SMALL MICRO CAP SMALL CAP GROWTH A A Shares                        MBRSX 561709874
Small Growth Managers                                GW&K SMALL CAP EQUITY INSTITUT Institutional                   GWEIX 561709593
Small Growth Managers                                Managers Cadence EMERG CO'S INSTL Institutional                   MECIX 561717398
Small Growth Managers                                MANAGERS FRONTIER SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   MSSYX 561717588
Small Growth Managers                                TIMESSQUARE SM CAP GRTH FD INS Institutional                   TSCIX 561709858
Small Growth MFS                                     MFS NEW DISCOVERY FD R4 R4 Shares                       MNDJX 55273H734
Small Growth MFS                                     MFS NEW DISCOVERY FUND A A Shares                        MNDAX 552983553
Small Growth Morgan Stanley Instutional              MORGAN STANLEY SMALL COMPANY GRTH P P Shares                        MSSMX 61744J614
Small Growth Munder Funds                            MUNDER MICRO-CAP EQUITY FD Y Y Shares                        MMEYX 626124531
Small Growth Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN SMALL CAP GRO A Shares                        NSNAX 641224225
Small Growth Neuberger/Berman                        NEUBERGER BERMAN SMALL CAP GRO Institutional                   NBSMX 641224530
Small Growth Northern Funds                          NORTHRN MULTI-MGR SMALL CAP FD No Share Class                  NMMSX 665162566
Small Growth Northern Funds                          SMALL CAPITAL GROWTH No Share Class                  NSGRX 665162665
Small Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SMALL CAP GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES A Shares                        FRMPX 670690767
Small Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SMALL CAP GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES R Shares                        FMPYX 670690791
Small Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SMALL CAP GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES                                                           Y Shares                        FIMPX 670690817
Small Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SMALL CAP SELECT FUND A Shares                        EMGRX 670690833
Small Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SMALL CAP SELECT FUND R Shares                        ASEIX 670690866
Small Growth Nuveen                                  NUVEEN SMALL CAP SELECT FUND                                                                    Y Shares                        ARSTX 670690874
Small Growth Oberweiss Funds                         OBERWEIS EMERGING GROWTH PORT N/A                             OBEGX 674375100
Small Growth Oberweiss Funds                         OBERWEIS MICRO-CAP PORTFOLIO N/A                             OBMCX 674375209
Small Growth Oberweiss Funds                         Oberweis Small-Cap Opportunities Fund N/A                             OBSOX 674375308
Small Growth Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER DISCOVERY FD A A Shares                        OPOCX 683921100
Small Growth Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER DISCOVERY FD Y Y Shares                        ODIYX 683921308
Small Growth Pacific Capital                         TW SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND CL A N/A                             SGWAX 87311Y106
Small Growth Pacific Capital                         TW SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND CL I N/A                             SGRIX 87311Y304
Small Growth Perimeter Funds                         PERIMETER SMALLCAP GROWTH FUND INV Investor                        PSCGX 00764Q843
Small Growth Pioneer                                 Pioneer Growth Opportunities Fund Y Y Shares                        GROYX 72387W762
Small Growth Pioneer                                 PIONEER GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES R R Shares                        PGRRX 72387W739
Small Growth Pioneer                                 PIONEER OAK RIDGE SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND CLASS Y Y Shares                        ORIYX 72387T785
Small Growth Royce Funds                             ROYCE 100 FUND Service                         RYOHX 780905519
Small Growth Royce Funds                             ROYCE VALUE PLUS FD INST CL Institutional                   RVPIX 780905337
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Small Growth Royce Funds                             ROYCE VALUE PLUS FD SERV. CL Service                         RYVPX 780905741
Small Growth RS Investments                          RS DIVERSIFIED GROWTH FUND A            A Shares                        RSDGX 74972H804
Small Growth RS Investments                          RS SELECT GROWTH FUND Y Y Shares                        RSSYX 74972H390
Small Growth RS Investments                          RS SMALL CAP CORE EQUITY FD Y Y Shares                        RSCYX 74972H580
Small Growth RS Investments                          RS SMALL CAP GROWTH  A A Shares                        RSEGX 74972H101
Small Growth RS Investments                          RS SMALL CAP GROWTH FD Y Y Shares                        RSYEX 74972H689
Small Growth Schwab                                  Laudus Small-Cap MarketMasters Fund, Investor Investor                        SWOSX 808509822
Small Growth T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE DIVERSIFIED SC FD Investor                        PRDSX 779917103
Small Growth T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price New Horizons - Investor Investor                        PRNHX 779562107
Small Growth TCW Funds                               GALILEO SMALL CAP GRTH F N N Shares                        TGSNX 87234N666
Small Growth TCW Funds                               GALILEO SMALL CAP GRTH FUND I Shares                        TGSCX 87234N849
Small Growth Touchstone Funds                        DIVERS SMCP GWTH A A Shares                        TDSAX 89154X575
Small Growth Turner Funds                            Turner Emerging Growth Fund Investor                        TMCGX 872524301
Small Growth Turner Funds                            TURNER EMERGING GROWTH INST Institutional                   TMCOX 900297680
Small Growth Turner Funds                            TURNER SMALL CAP EQUITY FD Investor                        TSEIX 87252R714
Small Growth Turner Funds                            TURNER SMALL CAP EQUITY INST Institutional                   TSEEX 900297672
Small Growth Turner Funds                            TURNER SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND Investor                        TSCEX 900297300
Small Growth Vanguard                                SMALL CAP GROWTH INDEX FUND INST Institutional                   VSGIX 922908819
Small Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD EXPLORER FUND INV Investor                        VEXPX 921926101
Small Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD INDEX TR SMALL CAP Growth Investor                        VISGX 922908827
Small Growth Vanguard                                VANGUARD S&P SMALL-CAP 600 GROWTH INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VSGNX 921932786
Small Growth Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS SMALL CAP CORE FUND A A Shares                        PKSAX 92828N551
Small Growth Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS SMALL CAP CORE FUND I I Shares                        PKSFX 92828N528
Small Growth Virtus Funds                            Virtus Small-Cap Sustainable Growth Fund - A A Shares                        PSGAX 92828N627
Small Growth Virtus Funds                            Virtus Small-Cap Sustainable Growth Fund - I                                                    I Shares                        PXSGX 92828N593
Small Growth Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV SMALL CAP FD A A Shares                        UNSAX 930057328
Small Growth Wasatch Funds                           WASATCH CORE GROWTH FUND N/A                             WGROX 936772201
Small Growth Wasatch Funds                           WASATCH MICRO CAP VALUE FUND N/A                             WAMVX 936793504
Small Growth Wasatch Funds                           WASATCH MICROCAP FUND N/A                             WMICX 936772508
Small Growth Wasatch Funds                           Wasatch Small Cap Growth N/A                             WAAEX 936772102
Small Growth Wasatch Funds                           Wasatch ULTRA GROWTH FUND N/A                             WAMCX 936772409
Small Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Emerging Growth Admin Cl Admin                           WFGDX 949917264
Small Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Emerging Growth Instl Cl Institutional                   WEMIX 949921688
Small Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Small Cap Growth Admin Cl Admin                           WMNIX 94975J490
Small Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Small Cap Growth Instl Cl Institutional                   WFSIX 949915219
Small Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Small Cap Opportunities Admin Cl Admin                           NVSOX 94975G488
Small Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Small Company Growth Admin Cl Admin                           NVSCX 94975G447
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Small Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Small Company Growth Instl Cl Institutional                   WSCGX 949921571
Small Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO TRADITIONAL SMALL CAP GROWTH ADMIN CL Admin                           EGWDX 94975P652
Small Growth Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Traditional Small Cap Growth Instl Cl Institutional                   EGRYX 94985D244
Small Growth William Blair                           SMALL CAP GROWTH FD CL I I Shares                        WBSIX 093001485
Small Growth William Blair                           SMALL CAP GROWTH FD CL N N Shares                        WBSNX 093001477
Small Value American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON SMALL CAP VAL FD INST CL Institutional                   AVFIX 02368A638
Small Value American Beacon Funds                   AMERICAN BEACON SMALL CAP VAL INV Investor                        AVPAX 02368A620
Small Value American Century                        AMER CENTURY SMALL CAP VAL-INSTL Institutional                   ACVIX 025076845
Small Value American Century                        AMER CENTURY SMALLCAP VALUE INV Investor                        ASVIX 025076852
Small Value Artisan Funds                           ARTISAN SML CAP VAL FDS Investor                        ARTVX 04314H501
Small Value Aston Funds                             ASTON RVR RD SELECT VALUE  N N Shares                        ARSMX 00080Y801
Small Value Aston Funds                             ASTON/RIVER ROAD INDEPENDENT VALUE FUND - CLASS N N Shares                        ARIVX 00080Y611
Small Value Aston Funds                             ASTON/RIVER ROAD SELECT VALUE FUND I I Shares                        ARIMX 00080Y884
Small Value CNI Charter Funds                       CNI CHARTER RCB SM CAP CAL R R Shares                        RCBSX 125977710
Small Value CNI Charter Funds                       RCB SMALL CAP VALUE FD INSTL Institutional                   RCBIX 125977694
Small Value Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA MULTI-ADVISOR SMALL CAP VALUE FUND Z Z Shares                        CMAZX 19766G629
Small Value Delaware                                SMALL CAP VALUE INSTI CL Institutional                   DEVIX 246097208
Small Value DFA Funds                               U.S. TARGETED VALUE PORTFOLIO R2 Shares                       DFTPX 233203256
Small Value DFA Funds                               US TARGETED VALUE PORTFOLIO CL R1 Shares                       DFTVX 233203231
Small Value Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS SMALL CAP FD I Shares                        DSVRX 261978233
Small Value Federated                               FEDERATED CLOVER SMALL VALUE F A Shares                        VSFAX 314172289
Small Value Federated                               FEDERATED CLOVER SMALL VALUE F Institutional                   VSFIX 314172263
Small Value Fidelity                                FIDELITY SM CAP VAL FD No Share Class                  FCPVX 316389832
Small Value Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY AD SM CP VAL FD CL A A Shares                        FCVAX 316389824
Small Value Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY AD SM CP VAL FD CL I I Shares                        FCVIX 316389774
Small Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN MICROCAP VAL FD ADVIS Advisor                         FVRMX 355148750
Small Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRK MICROCAP VALUE FD A Shares                        FRMCX 355148206
Small Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRK SMALL CAP  VALUE FD CL A A Shares                        FRVLX 355148305
Small Value Franklin/Templeton                      FRK SMALL CAP VALUE FD ADVISOR CL Advisor                         FVADX 355148503
Small Value Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS SMALL CAP VALUE  A A Shares                        GSSMX 38141W612
Small Value Goldman Sachs                           Goldman Sachs Structured Small Cap Value Fund A A Shares                        GSATX 38143H282
Small Value Harbor Funds                            HARBOR SMALL COMPANY VALUE ADMIN Admin                           HRSMX 411511439
Small Value Harbor Funds                            HARBOR SMALL COMPANY VALUE INST Institutional                   HASMX 411511421
Small Value Heartland Funds                         HEARTLAND VALUE FUND Investor                        HRTVX 422359109
Small Value Heartland Funds                         HEARTLAND VALUE FUND INST. Institutional                   HNTVX 422352831
Small Value Heartland Funds                         HEARTLAND VALUE PLUS FUND Investor                        HRVIX 422352500
Small Value Heartland Funds                         HEARTLAND VALUE PLUS INST Institutional                   HNVIX 422352849
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Small Value Hotchkis & Wiley                        HOTCHIS   WILEY SMALL CAP FD I I Shares                        HWSIX 44134R867
Small Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Special Value Fund A Shares                        SVFAX 00142F311
Small Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco U.S. Small Cap Value Fund A Shares                        MCVAX 00142F170
Small Value Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Small Cap Value Fund - A A Shares                        VSCAX 00143M539
Small Value Janus                                   Perkins Small Cap Value Fund Class I I Shares                        JSCOX 47103C183
Small Value Janus                                   Perkins Small Cap Value Fund Class S S Shares                        JISCX 47103C167
Small Value JP Morgan                               JPMorgan Small Cap Value Fund  Select Select                          PSOPX 4812C1793
Small Value JP Morgan                               Undiscovered Managers Behavioral Value Fund Institutional Institutional                   UBVLX 904504842
Small Value Northern Funds                          NORTHERN FDS SMALL CAP FUND No Share Class                  NOSGX 665162400
Small Value Nuveen                                  NUV NWQ SM CAP VAL FUND CL R I Shares                        NSCRX 67064Y727
Small Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ SMALL-CAP VALUE FUND, CLASS R3 N/A                             NSCQX 67064Y271
Small Value Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ SML-CAP VAL FD CL A A Shares                        NSCAX 67064Y750
Small Value Robeco Investment Funds                 ROBECO BOSTON PARTNERS MICRO CAP INST Investor                        BPSCX 749255337
Small Value Robeco Investment Funds                 ROBECO BOSTON PARTNERS MICRO CAP INV Institutional                   BPSIX 749255345
Small Value Robeco Investment Funds                 ROBECO WPG SMALL/MICRO CAP VALUE FUND Institutional                   WPGTX 74925K706
Small Value Royce Funds                             ROYCE OPPOR FD INSTL SVCS CL Service                         RYOFX 780905758
Small Value Royce Funds                             ROYCE OPPORTUNITY FD Inst Institutional                   ROFIX 780905691
Small Value Tocqueville                             Tocqueville Select N/A                             TSELX 888894839
Small Value Vanguard                                VANGUARD INST SM CAP VAL INDEX Institutional                   VSIIX 922908785
Small Value Vanguard                                VANGUARD S&P SMALL-CAP 600 VALUE INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   VSMVX 921932760
Small Value Vanguard                                VANGUARD SM CAP VALUE INDEX Investor                        VISVX 922908793
Small Value Victory Funds                           Victory Small Company Opportunity - A A Shares                        SSGSX 926464835
Small Value Victory Funds                           Victory Small Company Opportunity - I Institutional                   VSOIX 92646A815
Small Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO AVTG SMALL COMPANY VALUE-I Institutional                   SCVNX 94975P421
Small Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Small Company Value Admin Cl Admin                           SCVIX 94975P868
Small Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Special Small Cap Value Admin Cl Admin                           ESPIX 94984B397
Small Value Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO SPECIAL SMALL CAP VALUE INSTL CL Institutional                   ESPNX 94975P447
Small Value Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE SM CAP VALUE FD INST Institutional                   WISVX 957904493
Small Value Westcore Funds                          WESTCORE SMALL CAP VALUE FD Retail                          WTSVX 957904535
Small Value William Blair                           WILLIAM BLAIR SMALL CAP VALUE FUND N Shares                        WBVDX 093001600
Small Value William Blair                           WILLIAM BLAIR SMALL CAP VALUE FUND I I Shares                        BVDIX 093001824
Small-Cap Blend Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Discovery Fund N/A                             VPDSX 92208T616
Target Date 2000-2010 T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price 2010 Retirement Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PARAX 74149P861
Target Date 2000-2010 T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Retirement 2010 Fund - Investor Investor                        TRRAX 74149P101
Target Date 2000-2010 T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE PRICE RETRMNT 2005 ADV Advisor                         PARGX 74149P713
Target Date 2000-2010 Vanguard                                VANGUARD TARGET RET 2010 Investor                        VTENX 92202E706
Target Date 2000-2010 Vanguard                                VANGUARD TARGET RETIRE 2005 FD Investor                        VTOVX 92202E201
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Target Date 2000-2010 Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Milestone 2010 N/A                             VPRQX 92208T699
Target Date 2011-2015 T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price 2015 Retirement Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PARHX 74149P689
Target Date 2011-2015 Vanguard                                VANGARD TARGET RETIRE 2015 FD Investor                        VTXVX 92202E300
Target Date 2011-2015 Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Milestone 2015 N/A                             VPRPX 92208T681
Target Date 2016-2020 T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE RET 2020 FD Investor                        TRRBX 74149P200
Target Date 2016-2020 T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price 2020 Retirement Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PARBX 74149P853
Target Date 2016-2020 Vanguard                                VANGUARD TARGET RET 2020 Investor                        VTWNX 92202E805
Target Date 2016-2020 Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Milestone 2020 N/A                             VPROX 92208T673
Target Date 2021-2025 T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price 2025 Retirement Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PARJX 74149P663
Target Date 2021-2025 Vanguard                                VANGUARD RETIREMENT 2025 FD Investor                        VTTVX 92202E409
Target Date 2021-2025 Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Milestone 2025 N/A                             VPRNX 92208T665
Target Date 2026-2030 T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE RET 2030 FD Investor                        TRRCX 74149P309
Target Date 2026-2030 T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price 2030 Retirement Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PARCX 74149P846
Target Date 2026-2030 Vanguard                                VANGUARD TARGET RET 2030 FUND Investor                        VTHRX 92202E888
Target Date 2026-2030 Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Milestone 2030 N/A                             VPRMX 92208T657
Target Date 2031-2035 T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price 2035 Retirement Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PARKX 74149P648
Target Date 2031-2035 T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price 2035 Retirement Fund - Investor Investor                        TRRJX 74149P770
Target Date 2031-2035 Vanguard                                VANGUARD RETIREMENT 2035 FD Investor                        VTTHX 92202E508
Target Date 2031-2035 Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Milestone 2035 N/A                             VPRLX 92208T640
Target Date 2036-2040 T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE RET 2040 FD Investor                        TRRDX 74149P408
Target Date 2036-2040 T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price 2040 Retirement Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PARDX 74149P838
Target Date 2036-2040 Vanguard                                VANGUARD TARGET RET 2040 FUND Investor                        VFORX 92202E870
Target Date 2036-2040 Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Milestone 2040 N/A                             VPRKX 92208T632
Target Date 2041-2045 T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE RETIREMENT 2045 Investor                        TRRKX 74149P762
Target Date 2041-2045 T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Retirement 2045 Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PARLX 74149P622
Target Date 2041-2045 Vanguard                                VANGARD RETIREMENT 2045 FUND Investor                        VTIVX 92202E607
Target Date 2041-2045 Vantagepoint Funds Vantagepoint Milestone 2045 N/A                             VPRJX 92208T582
Target Date 2050+ T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE RET 2050 FD ADV Advisor                         PARFX 74149P739
Target Date 2050+ T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE RET 2055 FD Investor                        TRRNX 74149P747
Target Date 2050+ T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE RETIREMENT 2050 Investor                        TRRMX 74149P754
Target Date 2050+ T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE PRICE RETRM 2055  ADV Advisor                         PAROX 74149P598
Target Date 2050+ Vanguard                                VANGUARD TARGET RET 2050 FUND Investor                        VFIFX 92202E862
Target Date 2050+ Vanguard                                VANGUARD TARGET RETIREMENT 2055 FUND INVESTOR Investor                        VFFVX 92202E847
Technology Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Technology Fund Admin                           DGTAX 018920835
Technology Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Technology Fund Institutional                   DRGTX 018919464
Technology BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GLOBAL SCIENCES TECH OPP INST. CLASS Institutional                   BGSIX 091929612
Technology BlackRock Funds                         GLOBAL SCIENCE TECH Opportunites Class A A Shares                        BGSAX 091929570
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Technology Buffalo Funds                           BUFFALO SCIENCES TECH FD N/A                             BUFTX 119530103
Technology Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA SELIGMAN COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION FUND Z Z Shares                        CCIZX 19766H338
Technology Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA SELIGMAN GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY FUND Z Z Shares                        CSGZX 19766H247
Technology Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA TECH FD  Z Z Shares                        CMTFX 19765P489
Technology Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS TECHNOLOGY GROWTH FD I I Shares                        DGVRX 26200C858
Technology Fidelity                                FID SELECT COMPUTERS No Share Class                  FDCPX 316390871
Technology Fidelity                                FID SELECT ELECTRONICS No Share Class                  FSELX 316390863
Technology Fidelity                                FID SELECT SOFTWARE No Share Class                  FSCSX 316390822
Technology Fidelity                                FID SELECT TECHNOLOGY No Share Class                  FSPTX 316390202
Technology Fidelity Advisor                        FAD TECHNOLOGY 1 I Shares                        FATIX 315918755
Technology Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV ELECTRONICS CL I I Shares                        FELIX 315918359
Technology Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADV TECH FD CL A A Shares                        FADTX 315918771
Technology Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR ELECTR CL A A Shares                        FELAX 315918391
Technology Goldman Sachs                           GS TECH TOLLKEEPER FD A A Shares                        GITAX 38142Y823
Technology Invesco Aim                             Invesco Technology Fund A A Shares                        ITYAX 00142F642
Technology Invesco Aim                             Invesco Technology Fund Institutional Institutional                   FTPIX 00142F667
Technology Invesco Aim                             Invesco Technology Sector Fund A Shares                        IFOAX 00142F261
Technology Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Tech  Fd  A A Shares                        VTFAX 00143M489
Technology Ivy                                     IVY SCIENCE & TECH FD CL I I Shares                        ISTIX 466001807
Technology Ivy                                     IVY SCIENCE AND TECH FD A A Shares                        WSTAX 466000718
Technology Janus                                   Janus Global Technology Fund Class I I Shares                        JATIX 471023333
Technology Janus                                   Janus Global Technology Fund Class S S Shares                        JATSX 471023325
Technology MFS                                     MFS TECH FD R4 R4 Shares                       MTCJX 55273H569
Technology MFS                                     MFS TECHNOLOGY FD A A Shares                        MTCAX 552983462
Technology Northern Funds                          NORTHERN TECHNOLOGY FUND No Share Class                  NTCHX 665162798
Technology RS Investments                          RS Technology Fund Cl A A Shares                        RSIFX 74972H606
Technology RS Investments                          THE INFORMATION AGE FD Y Y Shares                        RIFYX 74972H671
Technology T Rowe Price                            GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY FD Investor                        PRGTX 741494108
Technology T Rowe Price                            T ROWE SCIENCE AND TECH EQUITY Investor                        PRSCX 77957M102
Technology T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price Science Tech Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PASTX 77957M201
Technology Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV SCIENCE TECH FD A A Shares                        UNSCX 930057500
Technology Wasatch Funds                           WASATCH GBL TECH FUND N/A                             WAGTX 936793306
Technology Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO SPECIALIZED TECHNOLOGY ADMIN CL Admin                           WFTDX 94975P710
Ultrashort Bond Calvert                                 CALVERT ULTRA SH FLOAT INC A A Shares                        CULAX 131582611
Ultrashort Bond Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS INSTITUTIONAL INCOME ADVANTAGE INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   DLASX 261980478
Ultrashort Bond Federated                               FED FEDERATED ARMS FD CL ISS Institutional                   FASSX 314082207
Ultrashort Bond Federated                               Federated ARMS Fund Institutional                   FEUGX 314082108
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Ultrashort Bond Federated                               FEDERATED GOV ULTRASHORT DUR FUND A A Shares                        FGUAX 31420B706
Ultrashort Bond Federated                               FEDERATED GOV ULTRASHORT DUR FUND ISS Institutional                   FEUSX 31420B805
Ultrashort Bond Federated                               Federated Government Ultra Short Duration Fund - Inst Institutional                   FGUSX 31420B888
Ultrashort Bond Federated                               FEDERATED ULTRASHORT BOND FUND A A Shares                        FULAX 31428Q762
Ultrashort Bond Federated                               FEDERATED ULTRASHORT BOND FUND IS Institutional                   FULIX 31428Q747
Ultrashort Bond Federated                               FEDERATED ULTRASHORT BOND FUND SS Institutional                   FULBX 31428Q754
Ultrashort Bond Fidelity                                FIDELITY ULTRA SHORT BD FD No Share Class                  FUSFX 31617K808
Ultrashort Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR ULTRA-SH BD A A Shares                        FUBAX 31617K824
Ultrashort Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR ULTRA-SH BD I I Shares                        FUBIX 31617K790
Ultrashort Bond Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY CONSERVATIVE INCOME BOND FUND: INSTITUTIONAL CLASS Institutional                   FCNVX 316146521
Ultrashort Bond Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin Adj. Rate US Gov A Shares                        FISAX 353612302
Ultrashort Bond Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN ADJUSTABLE U.S. GOVER Advisor                         FAGZX 353612625
Ultrashort Bond Goldman Sachs                           GS ADJ. RATE MORTGAGE FUND A Shares                        GSAMX 38141W703
Ultrashort Bond Goldman Sachs                           GS ENHANCED INCOME A SHS A Shares                        GEIAX 38142Y534
Ultrashort Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco LIBOR Alpha Fund A A Shares                        EASBX 00141V101
Ultrashort Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco LIBOR Alpha Fund Institutional Institutional                   IAESX 00141V408
Ultrashort Bond Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Western Asset Adjustable Rate Income Fund I Shares                        SBAYX 52468A889
Ultrashort Bond Metropolitan West                       ULTRA SHORT BOND FD CL I I Shares                        MWUIX 592905798
Ultrashort Bond Metropolitan West                       ULTRA SHORT BOND FUND CL M M Shares                        MWUSX 592905814
Ultrashort Bond Northern Funds                          NORTHERN ULTRA-SHORT FIXED INC N/A                             NUSFX 665162467
Ultrashort Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Short-Term Fund Admin                           PSFAX 693390734
Ultrashort Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Short-Term Fund Institutional                   PTSHX 693390601
Ultrashort Bond TCW Funds                               TCW GALILEO MTG BACKD SEC FDI I Shares                        TGSMX 87234N856
Ultrashort Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO ADJUSTABLE RATE GOVERNMENT ADMIN CL Admin                           ESADX 94975P785
Ultrashort Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Adjustable Rate Government Instl Institutional                   EKIZX 94985D632
Ultrashort Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Ultra Short-Term Income Admin Cl Admin                           WUSDX 949917710
Ultrashort Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Ultra Short-Term Income Instl Cl Institutional                   SADIX 949917744
Utilities American Century                        Amer Cent Utilities Income Investor                        BULIX 02507M881
Utilities BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Utilities and TeleFund Inst Institutional                   MAGUX 09252V503
Utilities BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Utilities and TeleFundA                                                               A Shares                        MDGUX 09252V107
Utilities Fidelity                                FID TELECOM AND UTILITIES FUND No Share Class                  FIUIX 316128107
Utilities Fidelity                                SELECT UTILITIES PORTFOLIO No Share Class                  FSUTX 316390509
Utilities Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV UTILITIES CLASS A A Shares                        FUGAX 315918748
Utilities Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV UTILITIES CLASS I I Shares                        FUGIX 315918722
Utilities Franklin/Templeton                      Franklin A Utilities A Shares                        FKUTX 353496409
Utilities Franklin/Templeton                      FRK UTILITIES FD ADVUSOR CL Advisor                         FRUAX 353496854
Utilities Gabelli Funds                           THE GABELLI UTILITIES FD CL A A Shares                        GAUAX 36240E202
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Utilities Invesco Aim                             Invesco Utilities Fund A A Shares                        IAUTX 00142F535
Utilities Invesco Aim                             Invesco Utilities Fund Institutional Institutional                   FSIUX 00142F493
Utilities Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Utility Fund A Shares                        VKUAX 00143M448
Utilities MFS                                     MFS A Utilities A Shares                        MMUFX 552986309
Utilities MFS                                     MFS UTILITIES FD R4 R4 Shares                       MMUJX 552986671
Utilities Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO UTILITY & TELECOMMUNICATIONS ADMIN CL Admin                           EVUDX 94975P686
Utilities Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Utility and Telecomm. Instl Cl Institutional                   EVUYX 94985D459
World Allocation Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN REAL ASSET STRATEGY CLASS ADV Advisor                         AMTYX 018528422
World Allocation Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN REAL ASSET STRATEGY CLASS I I Shares                        AMTIX 018528372
World Allocation Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN REAL ASSET STRATEGY CLASS K K Shares                        AMTKX 018528380
World Allocation Allianz                                 Allianz Global Investors Solutions Global  Growth Allocation Fund Institutional                   AGAIX 01900C854
World Allocation Allianz                                 Allianz Global Investors Solutions Global Growth Allocation Fund Admin                           AGFAX 01900C847
World Allocation Allianz                                 Allianz Global Investors Solutions Global Growth Allocation Fund P Shares                        AGSPX 01900C870
World Allocation American                                AMER CAPITAL INCOME BUILDER R4 R4 Shares                       RIREX 140193848
World Allocation American                                AMERICAN FUNDS GLOBAL BALANCED FUND-R4      R4 Shares                       RGBEX 02629W833
World Allocation American                                AMERICAN FUNDS GLOBAL BALANCED FUND-R6      R6 Shares                       RGBGX 02629W817
World Allocation American                                CAPITAL INCOME BUILDER - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RIRGX 140193822
World Allocation Aston Funds                             ASTON/NEW CENTURY ABSOLUTE RET N Shares                        ANENX 00080Y744
World Allocation BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Global Alloc Inst Institutional                   MALOX 09251T509
World Allocation BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Global Allocation A A Shares                        MDLOX 09251T103
World Allocation Calamos                                 CALAMOS GLOBAL GRTH  INC A A Shares                        CVLOX 128119500
World Allocation Calamos                                 CALAMOS GLOBAL GRTH INC I I Shares                        CGCIX 128119609
World Allocation Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS GLOBAL ALPHA CL I I Shares                        AVGRX 007565302
World Allocation Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS GLOBAL REAL RETURN CLASS I I Shares                        DRRIX 007565252
World Allocation Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS PREMIER GLOBAL ABSOLUT I Shares                        DGPIX 007565344
World Allocation Federated                               FEDERATED MARKET OPPOR FD A A Shares                        FMAAX 314172743
World Allocation Federated                               FEDERATED MRKT OPPOR FD CL IS Institutional                   FMIIX 314172453
World Allocation Fidelity                                Fidelity Global Balanced No Share Class                  FGBLX 316345404
World Allocation Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR GLOBAL BALANC A Shares                        FGLAX 316069467
World Allocation Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR GLOBAL BALANC I Shares                        FGLIX 316069426
World Allocation First Eagle SoGen                       First Eagle Global Fund - A A Shares                        SGENX 32008F507
World Allocation First Eagle SoGen                       First Eagle Global Fund - I I Shares                        SGIIX 32008F606
World Allocation Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON INCOME ADVISOR CLASS Advisor                         TZINX 88019R765
World Allocation Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON INCOME FD CL A A Shares                        TINCX 88019R799
World Allocation Goldman Sachs                           DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FUND CLASS A A Shares                        GDAFX 38145L505
World Allocation Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS ASSET ALLOC. GR A Shares                        GGSAX 38142V621
World Allocation Goldman Sachs                           GOLDMAN SACHS ASSET GRW INC A A Shares                        GOIAX 38142V654
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World Allocation Goldman Sachs                           INCOME STRATEGIES CL A A Shares                        GXIAX 38143H324
World Allocation Goldman Sachs                           SATELLITE STRATEGIES CL A A Shares                        GXSAX 38143H357
World Allocation Harbor Funds                            HARBOR FLEXIBLE CAPITAL FUND ADMINISTRATIVE Admin                           HRFLX 411512775
World Allocation Harbor Funds                            Harbor Flexible Capital Fund Institutional Institutional                   HAFLX 411512783
World Allocation Invesco Aim                             Invesco Balanced-Risk Allocation Fund A A Shares                        ABRZX 00141V747
World Allocation Invesco Aim                             Invesco Balanced-Risk Allocation Fund Institutional Institutional                   ABRIX 00141V689
World Allocation Invesco Aim                             INVESCO VAN KAMPEN GLBL TACTICAL ASSET ALLOC FD INSTL CL Institutional                   VGTJX 00142R836
World Allocation Ivy                                     IVY ASSET STRAT FD CL I I Shares                        IVAEX 466001864
World Allocation Ivy                                     IVY ASSET STRATEGY FUND A A Shares                        WASAX 466000759
World Allocation Ivy                                     IVY ASSET STRATEGY NEW OPPORTUNITIES FUND A A Shares                        INOAX 466001732
World Allocation Ivy                                     IVY ASSET STRATEGY NEW OPPORTUNITIES FUND I I Shares                        INOIX 466001690
World Allocation Ivy                                     IVY INTL BALANCED FD CL I I Shares                        IIBIX 465899763
World Allocation Ivy                                     IVY INTL BALANCED FUND A A Shares                        IVBAX 465898567
World Allocation John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK ALTERNATIVE ASSET ALLOCATION PORTFOLIO A A Shares                        JAAAX 47804A189
World Allocation John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK ALTERNATIVE ASSET ALLOCATION PORTFOLIO I I Shares                        JAAIX 47804A122
World Allocation JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN STRATEGIC PRESERVATIO Select                          JSPSX 4812A3346
World Allocation Lazard Funds                            LAZARD CAPITAL ALLOCATOR OPPOR INST Institutional                   LCAIX 52106N491
World Allocation Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Strategic Real Return Fund I Shares                        LRRIX 524686888
World Allocation Managers                                MANAGERS AMG FQ GLOBAL ESSENTIALS FUND Institutional                   MMAFX 561717711
World Allocation MFS                                     MFS A Global Total Return A Shares                        MFWTX 552986101
World Allocation MFS                                     MFS GLOBAL TOTAL RETURN R4 R4 Shares                       MFWJX 552986713
World Allocation Nuveen                                  NUVEEN GROWTH ALLOCATION FUND R3 Shares                       NGATX 67064Y370
World Allocation Nuveen                                  NUVEEN GROWTH ALLOCATION FUND A A Shares                        NGOAX 67064Y719
World Allocation Nuveen                                  NUVEEN GROWTH ALLOCATION FUND I I Shares                        NGVRX 67064Y677
World Allocation Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS GLOBAL FLEXIBLE ALLOCATION FUND,  CLASS A A Shares                        NGEAX 670725571
World Allocation Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS GLOBAL FLEXIBLE ALLOCATION FUND,  CLASS I I Shares                        NGGIX 670725555
World Allocation Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS GLOBAL FLEXIBLE ALLOCATION FUND,  CLASS R3 R3 Shares                       NGFRX 670725548
World Allocation Oppenheimer                             OPPEN GLOBAL ALLOCATION  FD Y Y Shares                        QGRYX 68380E833
World Allocation Oppenheimer                             OPPEN GLOBAL ALLOCATION FD A A Shares                        QVGIX 68380E403
World Allocation PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO All Asset All Authority Fund Instl Institutional                   PAUIX 72200Q182
World Allocation PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Global Multi-Asset Fd Instl Institutional                   PGAIX 72201P100
World Allocation Pioneer                                 PIONEER MULTI-ASSET REAL RETURN FUND CLASS Y Y Shares                        PMYRX 72387S605
World Allocation Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG INV INCOME BUILDER CL I I Shares                        TIBIX 885215467
World Allocation Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG INVESTMENT INCOME BU R4 Shares                       TIBGX 885215186
World Allocation Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS ALTERNATIVES DIVERSIFIE I Shares                        VADIX 92828R313
World Allocation Virtus Funds                            Virtus Alternatives Diversifier Fund - A                                                        A Shares                        PDPAX 92828R875
World Allocation Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV ASSET STRATEGY FD A A Shares                        UNASX 930057237
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World Allocation Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Asset Allocation Admin Cl Admin                           EAIFX 94985D418
World Bond Alliance                                AB GLOBAL BD ADV CL Advisor                         ANAYX 01853W709
World Bond Alliance                                AB GLOBAL BD CL I Institutional                   ANAIX 01853W600
World Bond Alliance                                AB GLOBAL BD CL K K Shares                        ANAKX 01853W501
World Bond American                                AMER CAPITAL WORLD BOND FD R4 R4 Shares                       RCWEX 140541848
World Bond American                                CAPITAL WORLD BOND FUND - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RCWGX 140541814
World Bond American Century                        Amer Cent  Intl Bond Investor                        BEGBX 025082108
World Bond American Century                        American Century International Bd - Inst Institutional                   AIDIX 025082306
World Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FD INTL BD INST CL Institutional                   CINSX 091928457
World Bond BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK FDS INTL BD CL A A Shares                        BIIAX 091928432
World Bond BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock World Income Fund, Inc. A                                                             A Shares                        MDWIX 09252X103
World Bond BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock World Income Fund, Inc. Inst Institutional                   MAWIX 09252X509
World Bond BlackRock Funds                         INTL BD BLACKROCK CL Institutional                   BIBBX 091937839
World Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA GLOBAL BOND FUND Z Z Shares                        CGBZX 19766F431
World Bond Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA INTERNATL BOND CLASS Z Z Shares                        CNBZX 19765Y472
World Bond Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS GLOBAL DYNAMIC BOND CLASS I I Shares                        DGDIX 007565187
World Bond Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS PREM INTER BD FD CL I I Shares                        DIBRX 261980668
World Bond Eaton Vance                             Eaton Vance International Multi-MarketLocal Income Fund Class A A Shares                        EAIIX 277923710
World Bond Eaton Vance                             EV GLOBAL MACRO ABSOLUTE RETURN FUND CL I I Shares                        EIGMX 277923728
World Bond Eaton Vance                             GLOBAL MACRO ABSOLUTE RETURN ADV FUND CLASS A A Shares                        EGRAX 277923280
World Bond Eaton Vance                             GLOBAL MACRO ABSOLUTE RETURN ADV FUND CLASS I I Shares                        EGRIX 277923264
World Bond Eaton Vance                             GLOBAL MACRO ABSOLUTE RETURN FUND CL A A Shares                        EAGMX 277923736
World Bond Eaton Vance                             INTERNATIONAL MULTI-MARKET LOCAL INCOME FUND CL I I Shares                        EIIMX 277923231
World Bond Federated                               FED INTL INC FD CL A A Shares                        FTIIX 31420G408
World Bond Federated                               FEDERATED PRUDENT DOLLARBEAR FUND A A Shares                        PSAFX 31420C712
World Bond Forward Funds                           FORWARD IEM Corprate Debt Fund INST CL Institutional                   FFXIX 349913640
World Bond Forward Funds                           FORWARD IEM Corprate Debt Fund INV CL Investor                        FFXRX 349913657
World Bond Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN TEM GBL BOND FD ADVISOR CL Advisor                         TGBAX 880208400
World Bond Franklin/Templeton                      Templeton Global Bond - A A Shares                        TPINX 880208103
World Bond Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON GLOBAL TOTAL RETURN A Shares                        TGTRX 880208889
World Bond Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON GLOBAL TOTAL RETURN Advisor                         TTRZX 880208855
World Bond Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON INTL BD FD ADV CL Advisor                         FIBZX 880208806
World Bond Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON INTL BD FD CL A A Shares                        TBOAX 880208509
World Bond Goldman Sachs                           G S GLOBAL INCOME FUND CLASS A A Shares                        GSGIX 38141W109
World Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco International Total Return Fund A A Shares                        AUBAX 00141V507
World Bond Invesco Aim                             Invesco International Total Return Fund Institutional Institutional                   AUBIX 00141V804
World Bond Ivy                                     IVY GLOBAL STRATEGIC INCOME FU A Shares                        IVSAX 465899748
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World Bond Ivy                                     IVY GLOBAL STRATEGIC INCOME FU I Shares                        IVSIX 465899714
World Bond Janus                                   JANUS GLOBAL BOND FUND I SHARES I Shares                        JGBIX 47103E452
World Bond Janus                                   JANUS GLOBAL BOND FUND S SHARES S Shares                        JGBSX 47103E445
World Bond JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY INCOME FUND - SELECT Select                          JCISX 4812A3296
World Bond Laudus Rosenberg                        LAUDUS MONDR INTL FXD INC INST Institutional                   LIFNX 51855Q655
World Bond Legg Mason                              Legg Mason BW Global Opportunities Bond Fund F1 Shares                       GOBFX 37947Q209
World Bond Legg Mason                              Legg Mason BW Global Opportunities Bond Fund I Shares                        GOBIX 37947Q308
World Bond Legg Mason                              WA Non - US Opportunity Bond Portfolio I Shares                        WAFIX 957663867
World Bond Loomis Sayles Family of Funds           Loomis Sayles Global Bond Fund - Instl Institutional                   LSGBX 543495782
World Bond Loomis Sayles Family of Funds           LOOMIS SAYLES INTERNATIONAL BO Y Shares                        LSIYX 54350P404
World Bond MFS                                     MFS GLOBAL BOND FUND - A A Shares                        MGBAX 552746638
World Bond MFS                                     MFS GLOBAL BOND FUND - R4 R4 Shares                       MGBNX 552746554
World Bond Northern Funds                          NORTHERN FD INTL FIXED INCM FD No Share Class                  NOIFX 665162707
World Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER INTL BOND FD A A Shares                        OIBAX 68380T103
World Bond Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER INTL BOND FD Y Y Shares                        OIBYX 68380T509
World Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Foreign Bond Fund Institutional                   PFORX 693390882
World Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Foreign Bond Fund (U.S. Dollar-Hedged) Admin                           PFRAX 693390692
World Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Foreign Bond Fund (Unhedged) Institutional                   PFUIX 722005220
World Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Foreign Bond Fund (Unhedged) Admin Admin                           PFUUX 72201F771
World Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Global Advantage Strategy Bond Fund Institutional                   PSAIX 72201M446
World Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Global Bond Fund  (U.S.Dollar-Hedged) Institutional                   PGBIX 693390130
World Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Global Bond Fund (U.S. Dollar-Hedged) Admin                           PGDAX 693390148
World Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Global Bond Fund (Unhedged) Admin                           PADMX 693390684
World Bond PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Global Bond Fund (Unhedged) Institutional                   PIGLX 693390874
World Bond Pioneer                                 PIONEER GLOBAL AGGREGATE BOND Y Shares                        PGYBX 72388C302
World Bond T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE PRICE INSTL INT'L BD Institutional                   RPIIX 74144Q500
World Bond T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price International Bond Fund Investor                        RPIBX 77956H104
World Bond T Rowe Price                            T. Rowe Price International Bond Fund - Advisor Advisor                         PAIBX 77956H831
World Bond Touchstone Funds                        INTERNATIONAL FIXED INCOME FD Institutional                   TIFIX 89155T706
World Bond Touchstone Funds                        INTERNATIONAL FIXED INCOME FUN A Shares                        TIFAX 89155T508
World Bond Waddell & Reed Funds                    W R ADV GLOBAL BOND FD A A Shares                        UNHHX 930057575
World Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo International Bond Institutional                   ESICX 94985D582
World Bond Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO INTERNATIONAL BOND ADMIN CL Admin                           ESIDX 94975P850
World Stock Alliance                                ALLIANCE BRNSTN GBL VALUE ADV Advisor                         ABGYX 018912402
World Stock Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN GLO VAL FD CL I I Shares                        AGVIX 018912709
World Stock Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN GLO VALUE FD CL K K Shares                        ABGKX 018912600
World Stock Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN GLOBAL GRTH ADV Advisor                         ABZYX 01860G408
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World Stock Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN GLOBAL GRTH I I Shares                        ABZIX 01860G705
World Stock Alliance                                ALLIANCEBERN GLOBAL GRTH K K Shares                        ABZKX 01860G606
World Stock Alliance                                GLOBAL THEMATIC GROWTH ADVISOR Advisor                         ATEYX 018780502
World Stock Alliance                                GLOBAL THEMATIC GROWTH CL I I Shares                        AGTIX 018780809
World Stock Alliance                                GLOBAL THEMATIC GROWTH K K Shares                        ATEKX 018780700
World Stock Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Global Fund Admin                           NGAAX 018919175
World Stock Allianz                                 Allianz AGIC Global Fund P Shares                        AGMPX 018922500
World Stock Allianz                                 Allianz NFJ Global Dividend Value Fund Institutional                   ANUIX 01900C698
World Stock Allianz                                 Allianz RCM All Horizons Fund Institutional                   ARHIX 01900A882
World Stock Allianz                                 Allianz RCM Global Small-Cap Fund Institutional                   DGSCX 018919514
World Stock American                                AMER CAP WORLD GRTH INCOME R4 R4 Shares                       RWIEX 140543844
World Stock American                                AMERICAN NEW PERSPECTIVE R4 R4 Shares                       RNPEX 648018844
World Stock American                                AMERICAN SMALLCAP WORLD FD R4 R4 Shares                       RSLEX 831681846
World Stock American                                CAPITAL WORLD GROWTH AND INCOM CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RWIGX 140543810
World Stock American                                NEW PERSPECTIVE FUND - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RNPGX 648018810
World Stock American                                SMALLCAP WORLD FUND - CLASS R6 R6 Shares                       RLLGX 831681812
World Stock American Century                        AMER CENTURY GLOBAL GROWTH Investor                        TWGGX 025086844
World Stock American Century                        AMER CETURY GLOBAL GROWTH INST Institutional                   AGGIX 025086836
World Stock Artisan Funds                           ARTISAN FDS INC GLOBL VALU INV Investor                        ARTGX 04314H840
World Stock Artisan Funds                           ARTISAN GLOBAL EQUITY FUND INVESTOR Investor                        ARTHX 04314H816
World Stock Ave Maria Funds                         AVE MARIA WORLD EQUITY FUND No Share Class                  AVEWX 808530802
World Stock BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GLOBAL DIVIDEND INCOME PORT A A Shares                        BABDX 09256H385
World Stock BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GLOBAL DIVIDEND INCOME PORT I Institutional                   BIBDX 09256H328
World Stock BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Global Dynamic Equity  A                                                              A Shares                        MDEGX 09251W106
World Stock BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Global Dynamic Equity Inst Institutional                   MAEGX 09251W403
World Stock BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Global Growth  A                                                                      A Shares                        MDGGX 09251Y102
World Stock BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Global Growth Inst Institutional                   MAGGX 09251Y508
World Stock BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GLOBAL OPPOR CL A A Shares                        BROAX 091937243
World Stock BlackRock Funds                         BLACKROCK GLOBAL OPPOR INSTL Institutional                   BROIX 091937268
World Stock BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Global SmallCap  Inst Institutional                   MAGCX 09252A509
World Stock BlackRock Funds                         BlackRock Global SmallCap A                                                                     A Shares                        MDGCX 09252A103
World Stock Calamos                                 CALAMOS GLOBAL EQUITY FD CL A A Shares                        CAGEX 128119484
World Stock Calamos                                 CALAMOS GLOBAL EQUITY FD CL I I Shares                        CIGEX 128119450
World Stock Cohen & Steers                          COHEN STEERS UTIL FD CL A A Shares                        CSUAX 19248B107
World Stock Cohen & Steers                          COHEN STEERS UTIL FUND CL I I Shares                        CSUIX 19248B404
World Stock Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA GLOBAL EQUITY FUND Z Z Shares                        CGEZX 19763T194
World Stock Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA GLOBAL EXTENDED ALPHA FUND Z Z Shares                        CEAZX 19766F357
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World Stock Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA GLOBAL VALUE FD Z Z Shares                        NVPAX 19765H545
World Stock Columbia Funds                          COLUMBIA MARSICO GLOBAL FUND C Z Shares                        COGZX 19765M254
World Stock CRM Funds                               CRM GLOBAL OPPORTUNITY FUND IN Institutional                   CRIWX 12628J501
World Stock CRM Funds                               CRM GLOBAL OPPORTUNITY FUND IN Investor                        CRMWX 12628J600
World Stock Davis                                   DAVIS GLOBAL FD CL A SHARES A Shares                        DGFAX 239080872
World Stock Davis                                   DAVIS GLOBAL FD CL Y SHARES Y Shares                        DGFYX 239080849
World Stock Delaware                                DELAWARE FOCUS GLOBAL GROWTH FUND I Shares                        DGGIX 246118517
World Stock Delaware                                DELAWARE FOUNDATION EQUITY FUN Institutional                   DFEIX 245918768
World Stock Delaware                                DELAWARE GLOBAL VALUE FUND CL I Institutional                   DABIX 245914676
World Stock Delaware                                DELAWARE MACQUARIE GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   DMGIX 245914536
World Stock DFA Funds                               DFA GLOBAL EQUITY PORTFOLIO R R Shares                        DGERX 25434D682
World Stock Dodge & Cox                             DODGE & COX GLOBAL STOCK FUND No Share Class                  DODWX 256206202
World Stock Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS DIVERSIFIED GLOBAL FUN I Shares                        DDGIX 261986384
World Stock Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS PREMIER GLB EQTY INC I Institutional                   DQEIX 261980577
World Stock Dreyfus Funds                           DREYFUS WORLDWIDE GROWTH FD I                                                             I Shares                        DPWRX 261989404
World Stock Dreyfus Funds                           GLOBAL STOCK FD CL I I Shares                        DGLRX 86271F818
World Stock Eaton Vance                             EV RICHARD BERNSTEIN MULTI-MKT EQ STRAT FD CL A A Shares                        ERBAX 277902599
World Stock Eaton Vance                             EV RICHARD BERNSTEIN MULTI-MKT EQ STRAT FD CL I I Shares                        ERBIX 277902573
World Stock Federated                               FEDERATED GLOBAL EQUITY FUND CLASS IS Institutional                   FGLEX 314172180
World Stock Fidelity                                FID WORLDWIDE No Share Class                  FWWFX 315910505
World Stock Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV GLOBAL EQ FD CL A A Shares                        FGEAX 315920629
World Stock Fidelity Advisor                        FID ADV GLOBAL EQ FD CL I I Shares                        FEUIX 315920579
World Stock Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR WORLDWIDE FU A Shares                        FWAFX 31618H705
World Stock Fidelity Advisor                        FIDELITY ADVISOR WORLDWIDE FUN I Shares                        FWIFX 31618H861
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      FRANKLIN MUTUAL GLOBAL DISCOVERY FUND A A Shares                        TEDIX 628380859
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      FTIT FRANKLIN WORLD PERSPECTIVES FUND - CLASS A A Shares                        FWPAX 35361F824
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      MUTUAL QUEST FUND - A A Shares                        TEQIX 628380800
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      TEM GBL SMALLER CO FD ADV CL Advisor                         TGSAX 88022L300
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      TEM GROWTH FD ADVISOR CL Advisor                         TGADX 880199302
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      Templeton A Global Opportunity A Shares                        TEGOX 88020E100
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      Templeton A Global Smaller A Shares                        TEMGX 88022L102
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      Templeton A Growth Fund A Shares                        TEPLX 880199104
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      Templeton A World Fund A Shares                        TEMWX 880196100
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON TIF GLOBAL EQUITY SERIES Institutional                   TGESX 880210851
World Stock Franklin/Templeton                      TEMPLETON WORLD FD ADV CL Advisor                         TWDAX 880196886
World Stock Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO Global Growth Fund - Class A A Shares                        GGGAX 36464T836
World Stock Gabelli Funds                           GAMCO Global Opportunity Fund - Class A A Shares                        GOCAX 36464T604
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World Stock GE Funds                                Highland Global Equity Fund - Class A A Shares                        HGMAX 43090E753
World Stock Goldman Sachs                           GOLD SACHS EQUITY GROWTH STRAT A A Shares                        GAPAX 38142V571
World Stock Harbor Funds                            HARBOR GLOBAL GROWTH FUND ADMI Admin                           HRGAX 411512866
World Stock Harbor Funds                            HARBOR GLOBAL GROWTH FUND INST Institutional                   HGGAX 411512874
World Stock Harbor Funds                            HARBOR GLOBAL VAL FD ADMIN CLASS Admin                           HRGVX 411511454
World Stock Harbor Funds                            Harbor Global Value Fund - Institutional Institutional                   HAGVX 411511447
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Advantage Fund A Shares                        GADAX 00141V440
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Core Equity Fund A A Shares                        AWSAX 00141L103
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Core Equity Fund Institutional Institutional                   AWSIX 00141L848
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Dividend Growth Securities Fund A Shares                        GLBAX 00141V390
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Equity Fund A A Shares                        GTNDX 00141M572
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Equity Fund Institutional Institutional                   GNDIX 00141M374
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Fund A A Shares                        ATKAX 00141T346
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Fund Institutional Institutional                   ATKIX 00141T197
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Growth Fund A A Shares                        AGGAX 008882300
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Growth Fund Institutional Institutional                   GGAIX 008882615
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Small & Mid Cap Growth Fund A A Shares                        AGAAX 008882201
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Global Small & Mid Cap Growth Fund Institutional Institutional                   GAIIX 008882599
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Global Equity Allocation Fund A Shares                        MSGAX 00142R109
World Stock Invesco Aim                             Invesco Van Kampen Global Franchise Fund - A A Shares                        VGFAX 00142R505
World Stock Ivy                                     IVY CUNDILL GLOBAL VAL FD CL I I Shares                        ICVIX 465898112
World Stock Ivy                                     IVY CUNDILL GLOBAL VALUE FD A A Shares                        ICDAX 465898880
World Stock Janus                                   Janus Global Research Fund Class I I Shares                        JRGIX 471023374
World Stock Janus                                   Janus Global Research Fund Class S S Shares                        JRGSX 471023366
World Stock Janus                                   JANUS GLOBAL SELECT FUND I I Shares                        JORFX 47103C522
World Stock Janus                                   JANUS GLOBAL SELECT FUND S S Shares                        JORIX 47103C498
World Stock Janus                                   Janus Worldwide Fund Class I I Shares                        JWWFX 47103C290
World Stock Janus                                   Janus Worldwide Fund Class S S Shares                        JWGRX 47103C274
World Stock Janus                                   PERKINS GLOBAL VALUE FUND Class I I Shares                        JPPIX 471023424
World Stock Janus                                   PERKINS GLOBAL VALUE FUND S S Shares                        JPPSX 471023416
World Stock John Hancock                            JH GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES A A Shares                        JGPAX 41013P798
World Stock John Hancock                            JH GLOBAL SHAREHOLDER YIELD A A Shares                        JGYAX 47803U103
World Stock John Hancock                            JH GLOBAL SHAREHOLDER YIELD I I Shares                        JGYIX 47803U509
World Stock John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK GLOBAL OPPOR I I Shares                        JGPIX 41013P764
World Stock John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK TECHNICAL OPPORTU I Shares                        JTCIX 41015K847
World Stock John Hancock                            JOHN HANCOCK TECHNICAL OPPORTU A Shares                        JTCAX 41015K854
World Stock JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN GLOBAL EQUITY INCOME FUND - S Select                          JEISX 48121A142
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World Stock JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN GLOBAL FOCUS FUND - SELECT Select                          JGFSX 4812A3213
World Stock JP Morgan                               JPMORGAN GLOBAL NATURAL RESOURCES - SELECT Select                          JGNSX 48121A241
World Stock Laudus Rosenberg                        Laudus Mondrian Global Eqt Fd, Investor Shares Investor                        LGEQX 51855Q598
World Stock Laudus Rosenberg                        Laudus Mondrian Global Eqt Fund, Inst Shr Institutional                   LGEVX 51855Q572
World Stock Lazard Funds                            LAZARD GLOBAL LISTED INFRASTRUCTURE PORTFOLIO - INST Institutional                   GLIFX 52106N459
World Stock Legg Mason                              Legg Mason Batterymarch Global Equity Fund I Shares                        SMYIX 52469H453
World Stock Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT GLOBAL EQUITY FD A A Shares                        LAGEX 543908107
World Stock Lord Abbett                             LORD ABBETT GLOBAL EQUITY FD Instl I Shares                        LGEYX 543908883
World Stock Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY EPOCH GLOBAL CHOICE  A A Shares                        EPAPX 56063J500
World Stock Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY EPOCH GLOBAL CHOICE  I I Shares                        EPACX 56063J708
World Stock Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY EPOCH GLOBAL EQTY YIELD  A A Shares                        EPSPX 56063J880
World Stock Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY EPOCH GLOBAL EQTY YIELD  I I Shares                        EPSYX 56063J864
World Stock Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY ICAP GLOBAL FUND CLAS A Shares                        ICGLX 56063J658
World Stock Mainstay/Eclipse                        MAINSTAY ICAP GLOBAL FUND CLAS I Shares                        ICGRX 56063J633
World Stock Managers                                MANAGERS AMG TRILOGY GLOBAL EQUITY FUND INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   TLGIX 561709585
World Stock Marsico Funds                           MARSICO GLOBAL FUND No Share Class                  MGLBX 573012606
World Stock MFS                                     MFS A Global Equity A Shares                        MWEFX 552986507
World Stock MFS                                     MFS A Global Growth A Shares                        MWOFX 552989303
World Stock MFS                                     MFS GLOBAL EQUITY FD R4 R4 Shares                       MWELX 552986747
World Stock MFS                                     MFS GLOBAL GROWTH FD R4 R4 Shares                       MWOJX 552989816
World Stock Morgan Stanley Instutional              MORGAN STANLEY INSTITUTIONAL GLOBAL ADVANTAGE P Shares                        MIGPX 61756E578
World Stock Morgan Stanley Instutional              MORGAN STANLEY INSTITUTIONAL GLOBAL DISCOVERY PORTFOLIO P Shares                        MGDPX 61756E537
World Stock Morgan Stanley Instutional              MS INSTITUTIONAL SELECT GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE PORTFOLIO P Shares                        MTIPX 61756E644
World Stock Morgan Stanley Instutional              MSIF GLOBAL FRANCHISE P P Shares                        MSFBX 61744J275
World Stock Morgan Stanley Instutional              MSIF GLOBAL OPPORTUNITY PORTFOLIO P Shares                        MGGPX 61756E685
World Stock Northern Funds                          NO GLO SUSTAINABILITY IND FD N/A                             NSRIX 665130308
World Stock Nuveen                                  NUVEEN GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE FUND                                                               A Shares                        FGIAX 670690494
World Stock Nuveen                                  NUVEEN GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE FUND                                                               Y Shares                        FGIYX 670690510
World Stock Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ GLOBAL ALL CAP FD I Shares                        NWGRX 67065W761
World Stock Nuveen                                  NUVEEN NWQ GLOBAL ALL CAP FD A A Shares                        NWGAX 67065W795
World Stock Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS GLOBAL ALL-C R3 Shares                       NGARX 670725787
World Stock Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS GLOBAL ALL-CAP PLUS FUND, CLASS A A Shares                        NPTAX 670725100
World Stock Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS GLOBAL ALL-CAP PLUS FUND, CLASS I I Shares                        NPTIX 670725308
World Stock Nuveen                                  NUVEEN TRADEWINDS GLOBAL ALL-CAP PLUS FUND, CLASS R3 N/A                             NTPRX 670725852
World Stock Oakmark Funds                           OAKMARK GLOBAL SELECT FD CL I Class I                         OAKWX 413838822
World Stock Oakmark Funds                           THE OAKMARK GLOBAL FD Class I                         OAKGX 413838830
World Stock Oppenheimer                             OPPEN GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES A A Shares                        OPGIX 683943104
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World Stock Oppenheimer                             OPPEN GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES Y Y Shares                        OGIYX 683943401
World Stock Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER GLOBAL FD A A Shares                        OPPAX 683924104
World Stock Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER GLOBAL FD Y Y Shares                        OGLYX 683924401
World Stock Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER GLOBAL VALUE A A Shares                        GLVAX 68380Q109
World Stock Oppenheimer                             OPPENHEIMER GLOBAL VALUE Y Y Shares                        GLVYX 68380Q505
World Stock Payden & Rygel                          PAYDEN GLOBAL EQUITY FUND N/A                             PYGEX 704329374
World Stock PIMCO Funds                             PIMCO Eqs Pathfinder Fund Institutional                   PTHWX 72201T102
World Stock Pioneer                                 PIONEER GLOBAL SELECT EQUITY Y Y Shares                        PGSYX 72387N788
World Stock Robeco Investment Funds                 ROBECO SAM SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL Institutional                   SGAIX 74925K672
World Stock Robeco Investment Funds                 ROBECO SAM SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL Investor                        SGAQX 74925K664
World Stock Royce Funds                             ROYCE GLOBAL DIV VALUE FUND Service                         RGVDX 780811816
World Stock Royce Funds                             ROYCE GLOBAL VALUE FUND- SERVICE CL Service                         RIVFX 780905329
World Stock T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE GLOBAL STK FD ADV Advisor                         PAGSX 77956H765
World Stock T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE GLOBAL STOCK Investor                        PRGSX 77956H856
World Stock T Rowe Price                            T ROWE PRICE INSTL GLO EQ FD Institutional                   TRGSX 74144Q302
World Stock T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE PRICE GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE FUND - ADVISOR Advisor                         PAGFX 77956H682
World Stock T Rowe Price                            T. ROWE PRICE GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE FUND INVESTOR Investor                        TRGFX 77956H690
World Stock Third Avenue                            THIRD AVE VALUE FD INV CL Investor                        TVFVX 884116807
World Stock Third Avenue                            Third Avenue Value Fund Institutional                   TAVFX 884116104
World Stock Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG GLOBAL OPPS  R4 R4 Shares                       THOVX 885215137
World Stock Thornburg Funds                         THORNBURG GLOBAL OPPTYS CL I I Shares                        THOIX 885215327
World Stock Touchstone Funds                        GLOBAL EQUITY FUND CLASS A A Shares                        TGEAX 89155H231
World Stock Touchstone Funds                        GLOBAL EQUITY FUND INSTITUTION Institutional                   TGFIX 89155H215
World Stock Turner Funds                            TURNER GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES INSTITUTIONAL Institutional                   TGLBX 900297623
World Stock Turner Funds                            TURNER GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES INVESTOR Investor                        TGLPX 900297631
World Stock Vanguard                                Vanguard Horizon Global Equity Fund Investor                        VHGEX 922038203
World Stock Vanguard                                VANGUARD TOTAL WORLD STOCK IND Institutional                   VTWIX 922042759
World Stock Vanguard                                VANGUARD TOTAL WORLD STOCK IND Investor                        VTWSX 922042767
World Stock Victory Funds                           Victory Global Equity - A A Shares                        VPGEX 92646A690
World Stock Victory Funds                           Victory Global Equity - I Institutional                   VPGYX 92646A674
World Stock Virtus Funds                            Virtus Global Infrastructure Fund - A A Shares                        PGUAX 92828R826
World Stock Virtus Funds                            Virtus Global Infrastructure Fund - I I Shares                        PGIUX 92828R792
World Stock Virtus Funds                            VIRTUS GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES FUND A A Shares                        NWWOX 92828R446
World Stock Wasatch Funds                           WASATCH GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES F N/A                             WAGOX 936793868
World Stock Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Disciplined Global Equity Admin Cl Admin                           EYGLX 94985D863
World Stock Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO DISCIPLINED GLOBAL EQUITY INSTL CL Institutional                   EIGLX 94975P439
World Stock Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Global Opportunities Admin Cl Admin                           EKGYX 94985D822
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World Stock Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES INSTL CL Institutional                   EKGIX 94975P744
World Stock Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             Wells Fargo Intrinsic World Equity Admin Cl Admin                           EWEIX 94985D780
World Stock Wells Fargo Advantage Funds             WELLS FARGO INTRINSIC WORLD EQUITY INSTL Institutional                   EWENX 94975P736
World Stock William Blair                           WM BLAIR FDS GLO GRTH FD CL I I Shares                        WGFIX 093001113
World Stock William Blair                           WM BLAIR FDS GLO GRTH FD CL N N Shares                        WGGNX 093001121
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1 Confidential and Proprietary 

Strength 

• The International City Management Association Retirement Corporation (ICMA-RC) is a 501(c)(3)  
nonprofit corporation without members. As such it has no stockholders;  therefore, its 
stakeholders are its customers—i.e., public sector retirement plans and participants.  

• ICMA-RC maintains comprehensive errors and omissions as well as other relevant business 
liability insurance through major insurance carriers. 

• ICMA-RC is financially sound and stable as reflected in the highlights of its audited balance sheet 
as shown below. Note our current assets are 8.2 times our current liabilities and we had no short-
term or long-term debt at December 31, 2016.  

• Plan assets invested with ICMA-RC are not commingled with ICMA-RC’s corporate assets. 

Current Ratio is equal to current assets divided by current liabilities. 
Short-Term Debt refers to the amount of borrowings that mature in less than one year. 
Long-Term Debt refers to the amount of borrowings that mature in one year or more. 

Confidential and proprietary 
Distribution not permitted 

As of December 31,  
2014 2015 2016 

Current Ratio 
Short Term Debt 
Long Term Debt 

8.2 
$0 
$0 

9.2 
$0 
$0 

8.2 
$0 
$0 
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4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

ICMA-RC’s Mission and Values Statement 
We help public employees build retirement security. 

We put clients first and serve them with excellence, integrity and leadership. 
  

ICMA-RC’s Service Commitment 
At ICMA-RC, we recognize that our success is based on the quality of our relationships with employers and 
retirement plan participants. We know that the trust employers and their participants have in us is not to be 
taken lightly. Our customer-focused relationships are built on providing exceptional education, in good times 
and in bad, along with investment, retirement and plan administration solutions. We seek to maximize this 
experience by providing the best possible service, quality and value to plan sponsors and their employees as 
they build retirement security. We call this commitment Platinum Services. 

 

ICMA-RC’s Platinum Commitment 
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I. Investment Due Diligence Review 
4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
 
Please read Making Sound Investment Decisions: A Retirement Investment Guide and the accompanying VantageTrust Fund Fees and Expenses document 
("Guide") carefully for a complete summary of all fees, expenses, investment objectives and strategies, and risks before investing. For a current Guide, contact 
ICMA-RC by calling 800-669-7400 or log into your account at www.icmarc.org. 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: If your plan makes available VT Funds, note that VT Funds invest either in collective investment funds or underlying third party 
mutual funds. Data presented on the VT Vantagepoint Funds is for the funds in which your plan invests and is inclusive of all fees. Data presented on VT Funds that 
invest in third party underlying mutual  funds of other fund companies is for the underlying fund and also is inclusive of all fees. Reference to such underlying non-
performance data by VT Funds is for reference only and NOT reflective of the returns of the corresponding VT Funds. 
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Fourth Quarter Economic Review 
 

 

Economic Commentary 
 

The U.S. economy accelerated its recent expansion halfway through 2016. Labor market data indicated ongoing strength in terms of 
job creation and lower levels of unemployment. Manufacturing and non-manufacturing activity gauges both showed strong growth 
through the quarter. Data on housing, retail sales, vehicles, and consumer sentiment were all consistently strong, while consumer 
inflation rose, but remained below the U.S. Federal Reserve’s 2.0% target. 
 
U.S. real gross domestic product (GDP) grew an annualized 3.5% in the third quarter,  up from 1.4% in the second quarter, and ahead 
of the Eurozone’s 1.7% annualized growth rate (0.3% quarter to quarter).  China’s annual GDP grew 6.7%, in line with its previous two 
quarters and with government targets. An increase in government spending, fixed asset investment, and retail sales offset a decline in 
China’s industrial output. 
 

 U.S. nonfarm payrolls grew by an average of 165,000 jobs per month in the fourth quarter, down from 192,000 in the third 
quarter.  The U.S. unemployment rate fell to 4.6% in November before edging up to 4.7% in December. It had hovered around 
4.9% to 5.0% for much of the past year before dipping in the Fall, signaling a tightening U.S. labor force.  The labor force 
participation rate fell to 62.6% in November before ending the year at 62.7%. It has been in the range of 62.5% to 63.0% for the 
past few years, down from about 66% a decade ago. 
 

 The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) Manufacturing Index reached a multi-year high of 54.7 in December, rising steadily 
through the quarter from 51.5 in September.  The ISM Nonmanufacturing Index ended the quarter at 57.2, just above its 
September reading of 57.1 and well above its readings in the low 50s earlier in the year. 

 

 The Conference Board’s Consumer Confidence Index rose sharply to 113.7 in December, up from 109.4 in November and 
continuing its climb from 101.8 in August. 

 

 U.S. existing home sales advanced to a nine-year high –– a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 5.61 million –– in November, 
gaining ground consistently through the quarter.1 Sales of new homes climbed to 592,000 in November from 563,000 in 
October, continuing a year-long upward trend. 

 

 U.S. existing home sales advanced to a nine-year high –– a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 5.61 million –– in November, 
gaining ground consistently through the quarter.  Sales of new homes climbed to 592,000 in November from 563,000 in October, 
continuing a year-long upward trend. 

 

 Retail sales rose through November. However, that month’s gain of just 0.1% came after more robust increases in September 
(1.0%) and October (0.6%). 
 

 Vehicle sales grew to an annualized pace of 18.43 million in December, the strongest showing of the year. 
 

 Consumer price inflation (CPI) rose steadily through the quarter, with the CPI 12-month price index at 1.7% in December, up 
from just 0.8% in July. The Fed’s target inflation rate is 2.0%. 

 

 
 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 
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Fourth Quarter Economic Review 
 

 

 

Domestic Equity Markets 
 

U.S. equity markets had a strong quarter, with small-cap and micro-
cap stocks outperforming mid-cap and large-cap stocks. Value-style 
outperformed growth across all capitalization ranges. The most 
pronounced differential occurred in the small-cap range. 
Expectations of deregulation and fiscal spending on infrastructure 
largely drove market-leading sectors higher. Eight of the S&P 500’s 
11 sectors had gains. Stabilizing oil prices benefitted the energy 
sector. 
 

 The S&P S&P 500 Index returned 3.82%, ending the quarter 
at 2,238, up from 2,168 at the end of September. 

 

 The Russell 2000 Index, representing U.S. small-cap stocks, 
gained 8.83%, while the Russell Midcap Index rose 3.2%. 

 

 Value made a comeback against growth-style investing 
across all capitalization ranges, reverting to the trend earlier 
in 2016. The Russell 1000 Value Index returned 6.68% 
versus the Russell 1000 Growth Index’s 1.01% gain. The 
Russell 2000 Value Index advanced 14.07% in the quarter 
compared with the 3.57% rise of the Russell 2000 Growth 
Index. 

 

 The S&P 500 was led by particularly strong returns in the 
Financials sector (21.1%) along with Energy (7.3%) and 
Industrials (7.2%). Three sectors had negative quarterly 
returns with Real Estate performing the worst (-4.4%). 

 

 The price of gold fell to $1,151 per ounce at year end from its 
September 30 level of $1,320. 

 
 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results 
 

3.34% 9.49% 12.19% Small-Cap 

0.75% 5.31% 6.80% Mid-Cap 

-0.27% 3.86% 6.34% Large-Cap 
Growth Blend Value 

Morningstar Returns for Domestic Equity Funds--
4th Quarter 2016* 

 

11.20% 20.78% 25.99% Small-Cap 

6.03% 14.14% 18.06% Mid-Cap 

3.23% 10.37% 14.81% Large-Cap 
Growth Blend Value 

Morningstar Returns for Domestic Equity Funds--
1 Year Ending 12/31/2016* 

 

*See disclosure at end of chapter 
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Fourth Quarter Economic Review 
 

 

Morningstar Returns for Domestic Fixed Income 
Funds--Period Ending 12/31/2016* 

Category Quarter Year 
 
 

Fixed Income Markets 
Fixed income markets had a rough fourth quarter, with only U.S. high 
yield corporate bonds and leveraged bank loans notching gains. Rising 
expectations of further interest rate hikes by the Fed and the election of 
Donald Trump, who is expected to have a strong pro-growth, and 
potentially inflationary, policy agenda, largely led to a widespread bond 
selloff, with yields rising sharply in November and December. 

 During the quarter, Treasury yields rose significantly as did the 
yield curve. The spread between two-year and 10-year Treasury 
yields expanded from 83 basis points (0.83 percentage points) to 
125 basis points. At year end, the two-year U.S. Treasury note 
yielded 1.20%, the five-year Treasury note yielded 1.93%, and the 
10-year note and 30-year Treasury bond yielded 2.45% and 
3.06%, respectively. 

 The broad Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index 
returned -2.98%. 
 

 U.S. high yield bonds high yield bonds continued to outperform 
other fixed income segments. The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 
Corporate High Yield Index gained 1.75%, while the Bloomberg 
Barclays U.S. Corporate Investment Grade Index more closely 
reflected the aggregate market, with a -2.83% return. The 
Bloomberg Barclays TIPS Index returned -2.41%. U.S. municipal 
bonds also fared poorly, returning -3.62% 
 

 Emerging market bonds (in U.S. dollars) reflected both weak 
international investments in general, the stronger U.S. dollar, and 
the headwinds facing fixed income investments, returning -4.02%. 
(in U.S. dollars) returned 3.1%. 

 

Ultrashort Bond 0.27% 1.41% 
 
Short Government -0.79% 0.55% 
Short-Term Bond -0.49% 2.08% 
 
Inflation-Protected Bond -1.65% 4.59% 
 
Intermediate Government -2.50% 0.89% 
Intermediate-Term Bond -2.54% 3.23% 
 
Long Government -11.75% 1.18% 
Long-Term Bond -7.28% 6.05% 
 
High Yield Bond 1.69% 13.30% 
 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results 
 

*See disclosure at end of chapter 
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Fourth Quarter Economic Review 
 

 

 

Morningstar Returns for International Equity 
Funds--1 Year Ending 12/31/2016* 

Category Quarter Year 
 
 

International Equity Markets 
International stocks suffered broad losses in the fourth quarter in U.S. 
dollars, in contrast to domestic equities. European markets were more 
mixed, with Italy, France, Germany and Spain advancing, while overall 
MSCI Europe was fairly flat for the quarter, returning -0.36%. Japan had a 
slight loss of just 0.16%. 

 Developed market stocks had modest losses, with the MSCI EAFE 
Index returning -0.71%, in contrast to the deeper losses among 
emerging markets. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index returned -
4.16%. 

 The markets were far from uniform. Russia had a gain of 18.56% 
and Brazil advanced 2.05%. In contrast, China lost 7.07% and 
Mexico lost 7.88%. 

 

Foreign Large Value 0.37% 3.34% 
Foreign Large Blend -2.22% 0.79% 
Foreign Large Growth -5.67% -2.14% 
 
Foreign Small/Mid Value -1.80% 4.24% 
Foreign Small/Mid Growth -6.51% -2.98% 
 
Diversified Emerging Mkts -5.30% 8.47% 
 
World Allocation -0.58% 6.04% 
 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results 
 

*See disclosure at end of chapter 
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Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bnd Index

Bloomberg Barclays US Corp High Yld Index

S&P 500 Index

Russell 2000 Index

MSCI EAFE Index (Net)

MSCI Emerging Mkts Idx (Net)
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7.45% 

6.95% 

1.84% 

7.07% 

0.75% 
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Periods greater than one year represent annualized performance. 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

Capital Markets Returns 

2.23% 3.03% 2.65% -2.98% 

MSCI Emerging Mkts Idx (Net) 

5 Years 3 Years 1 Year Q4 '16 

7.36% 4.66% 17.13% 1.75% 

14.66% 8.87% 11.96% 3.82% 

1.28% -2.55% 11.19% -4.16% 

14.46% 6.74% 21.31% 8.83% 

6.53% -1.60% 1.00% -0.71% 

Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bnd Index 

Bloomberg Barclays US Corp High Yld Index 

S&P 500 Index 
Russell 2000 Index 

MSCI EAFE Index (Net) 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 
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TARGET-RISK/TARGET-DATE 

457 Fund Structure1,2 

U.S. STOCK 

Janus Triton T 
 

VT Vantagepoint Md/Sm Co Idx 
DFA US Small Cap Institutional 

 

American Beacon Small Cap Val 
 

Baird MidCap Institutional 
VT AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr 

 

-- American Century® Mid Cap Val 

 

VT Contrafund® 
VT T Rowe Price® Growth Stock 

 

VT Vantagepoint 500 Stk Idx 
VT Vantagepoint Brd Mkt Idx 

VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income 
Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv 

 

Dodge & Cox Stock 

 

Growth Blend Value 

La
rg

e 
M

id
 

S
m

al
l 

  

  

15 funds in asset category. See Fund Summary 
pages for names of all funds in asset category. 

 

  

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

STABLE VALUE/CASH MANAGEMENT BOND 

VT Vantagepoint Cor Bnd Idx 
Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N 

DFA Inflation Protected Sec 
Federated Instl High Yield Bnd 

 

INTERNATIONAL/GLOBAL STOCK 

VT Vantagepoint International 
VT Vantagepnt Ovrseas Eq Idx 

 

BALANCED 

VT Puritan® Fund 
 

SPECIALTY 

VT Nuveen Real Estate Secs 

 

VT PLUS Fund 
VT Cash Management 
Certificate of Deposit 

 

See disclosure at end of chapter. This is a list of funds available for all 457 plans with more than five participants.  

Retirement Focused Investing – 457 Plans 

VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage 

 

GUARANTEED LIFETIME INCOME 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
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TARGET-RISK/TARGET-DATE 

401 Fund Structure1,2 

U.S. STOCK 

Janus Triton T 
 

VT Vantagepoint Md/Sm Co Idx 
DFA US Small Cap Institutional 

 

American Beacon Small Cap Val 
 

Baird MidCap Institutional 
VT AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr 

 

-- American Century® Mid Cap Val 

 

VT Contrafund® 
VT T Rowe Price® Growth Stock 

 

VT Vantagepoint 500 Stk Idx 
VT Vantagepoint Brd Mkt Idx 

VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income 
Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv 

 

Dodge & Cox Stock 

 

Growth Blend Value 

La
rg

e 
M

id
 

S
m

al
l 

  

  

15 funds in asset category. See Fund Summary 
pages for names of all funds in asset category. 
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STABLE VALUE/CASH MANAGEMENT BOND 

VT Vantagepoint Cor Bnd Idx 
Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N 

DFA Inflation Protected Sec 
Federated Instl High Yield Bnd 

 

INTERNATIONAL/GLOBAL STOCK 

VT Vantagepoint International 
VT Vantagepnt Ovrseas Eq Idx 

 

BALANCED 

VT Puritan® Fund 
 

SPECIALTY 

VT Nuveen Real Estate Secs 

 

VT PLUS Fund 
VT Cash Management 
Certificate of Deposit 

 

See disclosure at end of chapter. This is a list of funds available for all 401 plans with more than five participants.  

Retirement Focused Investing – 401 Plans 

VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage 

 

GUARANTEED LIFETIME INCOME 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
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4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

0.0%

0.8%

1.6%

2.4%

3.2%

4.0%

1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
 

Universe: Hueler Stable Value15 -- Gross Returns* 
Universe Percentiles As of December 31, 2016 

VT PLUS Gross Returns* 2.29% 2.34% 2.53% 3.44% 
VT PLUS Net Returns 1.72% 1.77% 1.96% 2.89% 
 
11-25th Percentile 1.99 - 2.14 2.01 - 2.19 2.19 - 2.31 3.09 - 3.34 
26-50th Percentile 1.86 - 1.99 1.76 - 2.01 1.79 - 2.19 2.74 - 3.09 
51-75th Percentile 1.67 - 1.86 1.41 - 1.76 1.55 - 1.79 2.63 - 2.74 
76-90th Percentile 1.41 - 1.67 1.24 - 1.41 1.45 - 1.55 2.39 - 2.63 
 

*The VT PLUS Fund Gross Return is net of fixed income manager, wrap and custodial fees, and is reported in a manner consistent with stable value industry 
reporting practices. Total VT PLUS Fund fees were 0.81% of assets, as disclosed in the VantageTrust Funds Fees and Expenses document accompanying 
the most recently published Retirement Investment Guide, and consist of: (1) ICMA-RC and affiliate fees/expenses of 0.56% of assets, which include 
recordkeeping fees; and (2) fixed income manager, wrap and custodial fees of 0.25% of assets. Fees are subject to change due to fixed income manager, 

wrap, allocation, or other changes. Periods greater than one year represent annualized performance and past performance is no guarantee of future results.  

 
 
 
 

Hueler Stable Value Universe Profile15 

See disclosure at the end of chapter. 
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Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more than five participants. 
See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 
Morningstar Ratings vs. Peers1,2 
 

Percentile Rank vs. Peers    

Fund Overall Asset Participant 
 Morningstar Allocation Usage 
 Rating2 (All Plans) (All Plans) 
 
 Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N  1.12% 1.43% 

DFA Inflation Protected Sec  0.89% 2.74% 

Federated Instl High Yield Bnd  0.89% 2.82% 

VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage  0.02% 0.04% 

Vanguard Target Retire Income  1.38% 0.78% 

Vanguard Target Retire 2010  1.23% 0.52% 

Vanguard Target Retire 2015  0.74% 0.61% 

Vanguard Target Retire 2020  1.21% 1.00% 

Vanguard Target Retire 2025  0.90% 1.26% 

Vanguard Target Retire 2030  1.44% 1.65% 

 

 

 

 

ΝΑ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 

 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 
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Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more than five participants. 
See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 
Morningstar Ratings vs. Peers1,2 
 

Percentile Rank vs. Peers    

Fund Overall Asset Participant 
 Morningstar Allocation Usage 
 Rating2 (All Plans) (All Plans) 
 
 Vanguard Target Retire 2035  0.55% 0.96% 

Vanguard Target Retire 2040  0.22% 1.00% 

Vanguard Target Retire 2045  0.40% 1.43% 

Vanguard Target Retire 2050  0.27% 0.65% 

Vanguard Target Retire 2055  0.04% 0.09% 

Vanguard Target Retire 2060  0.02% 0.04% 

Putnam Dynamic Asst Alloc Cons  3.05% 1.00% 

Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Bal  13.83% 6.30% 

Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Gr  2.09% 1.30% 

Puritan® Fund  1.62% 0.96% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ΝΑ 

 

 

 

 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 

 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 
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Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more than five participants. 
See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 
Morningstar Ratings vs. Peers1,2 
 

Percentile Rank vs. Peers    

Fund Overall Asset Participant 
 Morningstar Allocation Usage 
 Rating2 (All Plans) (All Plans) 
 
 Dodge & Cox Stock  3.13% 3.48% 

VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income  0.90% 2.26% 

Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv  1.85% 3.91% 

Contrafund®  9.06% 6.04% 

T Rowe Price® Growth Stock  1.95% 2.26% 

American Century® Mid Cap Val  3.63% 4.43% 

Baird MidCap Institutional  1.39% 1.91% 

AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr  0.49% 0.87% 

American Beacon Small Cap Val  0.22% 0.43% 

DFA US Small Cap Institutional  1.42% 2.17% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 

 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 
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Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more than five participants. 
See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 
Morningstar Ratings vs. Peers1,2 
 

Percentile Rank vs. Peers    

Fund Overall Asset Participant 
 Morningstar Allocation Usage 
 Rating2 (All Plans) (All Plans) 
 
 Janus Triton T  0.40% 2.87% 

VT Vantagepoint International  2.10% 6.13% 

Nuveen Real Estate Secs  1.60% 4.78% 

 

 

 

 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 

 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 
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Criteria 

Fund Focus List1,2 
 

Loomis Sayles Core 
Plus Bond N 

DFA Inflation 
Protected Sec 

Federated Instl High 
Yield Bnd 

Vanguard Target 
Retire Income 

% of Participants 1.43% 2.74% 2.82% 0.78% 

Overall Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

4 5 5 4 

3-Year Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

4 4 5 4 

3-Year Performance Pct. 
Rank in Category2 

23% 11% 6% 8% 

1-Year Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

1% 38% 26% 41% 

3-Month Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

6 6 8 8 

Manager Change No Yes No No 

Metrics Met 
 
 

 
 
 

7 of 7 6 of 7 7 of 7 7 of 7 

Criterion Benchmark 

-- 

3 or higher 

3 or higher 

75th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better  
for  5 of last 8 quarters 

None in last 12 months 

-- 

% of Assets 1.12% 0.89% 0.89% 1.38% -- 

December 31, 2016 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2010 

0.52% 

4 

4 

17% 

78% 

6 

No 

6 of 7 

1.23% 

Morningstar Category 
Change 
 
 

 
 
 

No No No No None in last 12 months No 

Data above are some metrics a plan sponsor may consider in reviewing funds in their retirement plans. Additional data as deemed appropriate by the plan sponsor 
should be considered when conducting a comprehensive review of funds. Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more 
than five participants. If your plan makes available VT Funds, note that VT Funds invest either in collective investment funds or underlying third party mutual funds. 
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Criteria 

Fund Focus List1,2 
 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2015 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2020 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2025 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2030 

% of Participants 0.61% 1.00% 1.26% 1.65% 

Overall Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

5 5 4 5 

3-Year Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

5 5 5 5 

3-Year Performance Pct. 
Rank in Category2 

13% 3% 3% 6% 

1-Year Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

56% 29% 23% 32% 

3-Month Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

7 8 8 8 

Manager Change No No No No 

Metrics Met 
 
 

 
 
 

7 of 7 7 of 7 7 of 7 7 of 7 

Criterion Benchmark 

-- 

3 or higher 

3 or higher 

75th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better  
for  5 of last 8 quarters 

None in last 12 months 

-- 

% of Assets 0.74% 1.21% 0.90% 1.44% -- 

December 31, 2016 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2035 

0.96% 

4 

4 

9% 

32% 

8 

No 

7 of 7 

0.55% 

Morningstar Category 
Change 
 
 

 
 
 

No No No No None in last 12 months No 

Data above are some metrics a plan sponsor may consider in reviewing funds in their retirement plans. Additional data as deemed appropriate by the plan sponsor 
should be considered when conducting a comprehensive review of funds. Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more 
than five participants. If your plan makes available VT Funds, note that VT Funds invest either in collective investment funds or underlying third party mutual funds. 
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Criteria 

Fund Focus List1,2 
 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2040 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2045 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2050 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2055 

% of Participants 1.00% 1.43% 0.65% 0.09% 

Overall Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

5 4 5 4 

3-Year Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

4 4 4 4 

3-Year Performance Pct. 
Rank in Category2 

16% 13% 19% 17% 

1-Year Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

27% 28% 29% 27% 

3-Month Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

8 7 7 7 

Manager Change No No No No 

Metrics Met 
 
 

 
 
 

7 of 7 7 of 7 7 of 7 7 of 7 

Criterion Benchmark 

-- 

3 or higher 

3 or higher 

75th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better  
for  5 of last 8 quarters 

None in last 12 months 

-- 

% of Assets 0.22% 0.40% 0.27% 0.04% -- 

December 31, 2016 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Vanguard Target 
Retire 2060 

0.04% 

  NA 

  NA 

1% 

21% 

7 

No 

4 of 5 

0.02% 

Morningstar Category 
Change 
 
 

 
 
 

No No No No None in last 12 months Yes 

Data above are some metrics a plan sponsor may consider in reviewing funds in their retirement plans. Additional data as deemed appropriate by the plan sponsor 
should be considered when conducting a comprehensive review of funds. Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more 
than five participants. If your plan makes available VT Funds, note that VT Funds invest either in collective investment funds or underlying third party mutual funds. 
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Criteria 

Fund Focus List1,2 
 

Putnam Dynamic 
Asst Alloc Cons 

Putnam Dynamic 
Asset Alloc Bal 

Putnam Dynamic 
Asset Alloc Gr 

Puritan® Fund 

% of Participants 1.00% 6.30% 1.30% 0.96% 

Overall Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

5 4 5 4 

3-Year Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

5 4 5 4 

3-Year Performance Pct. 
Rank in Category2 

7% 13% 7% 13% 

1-Year Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

60% 44% 35% 84% 

3-Month Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

7 7 7 7 

Manager Change No No No No 

Metrics Met 
 
 

 
 
 

6 of 7 7 of 7 7 of 7 6 of 7 

Criterion Benchmark 

-- 

3 or higher 

3 or higher 

75th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better  
for  5 of last 8 quarters 

None in last 12 months 

-- 

% of Assets 3.05% 13.83% 2.09% 1.62% -- 

December 31, 2016 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Dodge & Cox Stock 

3.48% 

4 

4 

13% 

6% 

6 

Yes 

6 of 7 

3.13% 

Morningstar Category 
Change 
 
 

 
 
 

Yes No No No None in last 12 months No 

Data above are some metrics a plan sponsor may consider in reviewing funds in their retirement plans. Additional data as deemed appropriate by the plan sponsor 
should be considered when conducting a comprehensive review of funds. Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more 
than five participants. If your plan makes available VT Funds, note that VT Funds invest either in collective investment funds or underlying third party mutual funds. 
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Criteria 

Fund Focus List1,2 
 

VT Vantagepoint 
Grwth & Income 

Vanguard Dividend 
Growth Inv 

Contrafund® T Rowe Price® 
Growth Stock 

% of Participants 2.26% 3.91% 6.04% 2.26% 

Overall Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

3 4 4 3 

3-Year Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

3 3 3 3 

3-Year Performance Pct. 
Rank in Category2 

56% 50% 41% 36% 

1-Year Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

43% 84% 48% 68% 

3-Month Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

8 5 8 6 

Manager Change No No No No 

Metrics Met 
 
 

 
 
 

7 of 7 6 of 7 7 of 7 7 of 7 

Criterion Benchmark 

-- 

3 or higher 

3 or higher 

75th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better  
for  5 of last 8 quarters 

None in last 12 months 

-- 

% of Assets 0.90% 1.85% 9.06% 1.95% -- 

December 31, 2016 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

American Century® 
Mid Cap Val 

4.43% 

5 

5 

2% 

15% 

6 

No 

7 of 7 

3.63% 

Morningstar Category 
Change 
 
 

 
 
 

No No No No None in last 12 months No 

Data above are some metrics a plan sponsor may consider in reviewing funds in their retirement plans. Additional data as deemed appropriate by the plan sponsor 
should be considered when conducting a comprehensive review of funds. Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more 
than five participants. If your plan makes available VT Funds, note that VT Funds invest either in collective investment funds or underlying third party mutual funds. 
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Criteria 

Fund Focus List1,2 
 

Baird MidCap 
Institutional 

AMG TimesSquare 
Mid Cap Gr 

American Beacon 
Small Cap Val 

DFA US Small Cap 
Institutional 

% of Participants 1.91% 0.87% 0.43% 2.17% 

Overall Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

3 4 4 4 

3-Year Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

2 3 4 4 

3-Year Performance Pct. 
Rank in Category2 

81% 47% 35% 28% 

1-Year Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

51% 32% 41% 29% 

3-Month Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

6 8 8 8 

Manager Change No No Yes No 

Metrics Met 
 
 

 
 
 

5 of 7 7 of 7 6 of 7 7 of 7 

Criterion Benchmark 

-- 

3 or higher 

3 or higher 

75th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better  
for  5 of last 8 quarters 

None in last 12 months 

-- 

% of Assets 1.39% 0.49% 0.22% 1.42% -- 

December 31, 2016 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Janus Triton T 

2.87% 

5 

4 

13% 

50% 

8 

Yes 

6 of 7 

0.40% 

Morningstar Category 
Change 
 
 

 
 
 

No No No No None in last 12 months No 

Data above are some metrics a plan sponsor may consider in reviewing funds in their retirement plans. Additional data as deemed appropriate by the plan sponsor 
should be considered when conducting a comprehensive review of funds. Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more 
than five participants. If your plan makes available VT Funds, note that VT Funds invest either in collective investment funds or underlying third party mutual funds. 
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Criteria 

Fund Focus List1,2 
 

VT Vantagepoint 
International 

Nuveen Real Estate 
Secs 

% of Participants 6.13% 4.78% 

Overall Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

4 5 

3-Year Morningstar  
Star Rating2 

4 4 

3-Year Performance Pct. 
Rank in Category2 

32% 17% 

1-Year Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

48% 38% 

3-Month Performance 
Pct. Rank in Category2 

6 8 

Manager Change No No 

Metrics Met 
 
 

 
 
 

7 of 7 7 of 7 

Criterion Benchmark 

-- 

3 or higher 

3 or higher 

75th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better 

75 th percentile or better  
for  5 of last 8 quarters 

None in last 12 months 

-- 

% of Assets 2.10% 1.60% -- 

December 31, 2016 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Morningstar Category 
Change 
 
 

 
 
 

No No None in last 12 months 

Data above are some metrics a plan sponsor may consider in reviewing funds in their retirement plans. Additional data as deemed appropriate by the plan sponsor 
should be considered when conducting a comprehensive review of funds. Page includes Morningstar® data for actively managed registered funds in plans with more 
than five participants. If your plan makes available VT Funds, note that VT Funds invest either in collective investment funds or underlying third party mutual funds. 
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Fund Data 
4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: If your plan makes available VT Funds, note that VT Funds invest either in collective investment funds or 
underlying third party mutual funds. Data presented on the VT Vantagepoint Funds is for the funds in which your plan invests and is 
inclusive of all fees. Data presented on VT Funds that invest in third party underlying mutual  funds of other fund companies is for the 
underlying fund and also is inclusive of all fees. Reference to such underlying non-performance data by VT Funds is for reference only 
and NOT reflective of the returns of the corresponding VT Funds. 
 

Fund past performance, as shown, is no guarantee of how the fund will perform in the future. The performance shown has been 
annualized for periods greater than one year. Investment returns and principal value will fluctuate, so that an investor's shares, when 
redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. For current performance, contact ICMA-RC by calling 800-669-7400 or 
by visiting www.icmarc.org. 

http://www.icmarc.org/
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Fund Performance1,2 

Stable Value/Cash Management Funds 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

VT PLUS Fund7   --   --   --   -- 1.72 1.77 1.96 2.89   -- 4/5/1999 
BofA ML US 3-Mo. T-Bill 
 Index (Annualized)     0.33 0.14 0.12 0.80 
 
 
Dreyfus Cash Management14   --   --   --   -- 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.72   --  
Ibbotson US 30-Day T-Bill Index     0.20 0.08 0.06 0.67 
Crane Government Retail 
 Money Market Fund Index     0.03 0.02 0.02 0.63 
 
 
Certificate of Deposit   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --  
  NA       --   --   --   -- 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

Bond Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

VT Vantagepoint Cor Bnd Idx10 3 3 2 3 2.47 2.83 1.99 4.10 3.36 4/5/1999 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
 
 
Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N10 4 4 5 5 7.59 3.25 4.05 6.07 2.38 2/1/2013 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Intermediate-Term Bond     3.23 2.73 2.61 4.10 
 
 
DFA Inflation Protected Sec10 5 4 4 5 4.67 2.24 0.82 4.55 4.36 9/18/2006 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 
 Treasury Inflation-Linked Bond Index (Series-L)     4.68 2.26 0.89 4.36 
Morningstar Inflation-Protected Bond     4.59 1.35 0.42 3.43 
 
 
Federated Instl High Yield Bnd10,18 5 5 4 5 15.09 5.05 7.45 7.49 9.12 11/1/2002 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 
 Corporate High Yield 2% Issuer Capped Bond Index     17.13 4.67 7.36 7.55 
Morningstar High Yield Bond     13.30 3.23 6.17 5.90 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

Guaranteed Lifetime Income Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
 

 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 

VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage16   --   --   --   -- 5.36 3.06 6.61   -- 6.81 8/23/2010 
Custom Benchmark     7.04 4.86 8.28   -- 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  
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Fund Performance1,2 

Target-Risk/Target-Date Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Vanguard Target Retire Income5,12 4 4 4 4 5.25 3.50 4.91 4.88 5.15 10/27/2003 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date Retirement     5.10 2.59 4.31 3.58 
 
 
Vanguard Target Retire 20105,12 4 4 3 5 5.22 3.61 5.97 4.61 5.31 6/7/2006 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date 2000-2010     5.86 3.04 5.77 3.64 
 
 
Vanguard Target Retire 20155,12 5 5 4 5 6.16 4.04 7.22 4.85 5.97 10/27/2003 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date 2015     6.12 3.10 6.53 4.10 
 
 
Vanguard Target Retire 20205,12 5 5 4 5 6.95 4.39 8.17 4.99 5.84 6/7/2006 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date 2020     6.23 3.13 6.48 3.71 
 
 
Vanguard Target Retire 20255,12 4 5 4 4 7.48 4.53 8.86 5.00 6.39 10/27/2003 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date 2025     6.73 3.38 7.66 3.93 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

Target-Risk/Target-Date Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Vanguard Target Retire 20305,12 5 5 4 5 7.85 4.58 9.50 4.98 5.98 6/7/2006 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date 2030     7.33 3.53 8.06 3.88 
 
 
Vanguard Target Retire 20355,12 4 4 4 4 8.26 4.66 10.15 5.09 6.90 10/27/2003 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date 2035     7.57 3.64 8.94 4.15 
 
 
Vanguard Target Retire 20405,12 5 4 4 5 8.73 4.66 10.51 5.26 6.21 6/7/2006 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date 2040     7.95 3.74 8.99 4.04 
 
 
Vanguard Target Retire 20455,12 4 4 4 4 8.87 4.72 10.54 5.27 7.27 10/27/2003 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date 2045     7.93 3.78 9.61 4.22 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

Target-Risk/Target-Date Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Vanguard Target Retire 20505,12 5 4 4 5 8.85 4.72 10.54 5.27 6.27 6/7/2006 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date 2050     8.22 3.87 9.34 4.07 
 
 
Vanguard Target Retire 20555,12 4 4 4   -- 8.88 4.68 10.51   -- 10.16 8/18/2010 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Target-Date 2055     8.00 3.90 9.86 5.64 
 
 
Vanguard Target Retire 206012   --   --   --   -- 8.84 4.67   --   -- 9.66 1/19/2012 
MSCI US Broad Market Index (Gross)     12.67 8.48 14.71 7.26 
Morningstar Target-Date 2060+     7.81 3.31   --   -- 
 
 
Putnam Dynamic Asst Alloc Cons12 5 5 4 5 4.95 4.73 6.90 4.75 6.51 7/2/2012 
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond Index     2.65 3.03 2.23 4.34 
Morningstar Tactical  Allocation     5.99 1.07 4.23 3.09 
 
 
Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Bal12 4 4 5 3 7.06 5.77 10.06 5.38 9.58 7/2/2012 
Russell 3000 Index     12.74 8.43 14.67 7.07 
Morningstar Allocation 
 -- 50% to 70% Equity     7.34 3.87 8.04 4.80 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

Target-Risk/Target-Date Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Gr12 5 5 5 3 8.23 5.78 11.67 5.29 11.13 7/2/2012 
Russell 3000 Index     12.74 8.43 14.67 7.07 
Morningstar Allocation 
 -- 70% to 85% Equity     7.93 3.50 8.80 4.22 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

Balanced Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Puritan® Fund 4 4 5 4 5.03 5.78 10.14 5.89 10.90 4/16/1947 
S&P 500 Index     11.96 8.87 14.66 6.95 
Morningstar Allocation 
 -- 50% to 70% Equity     7.34 3.87 8.04 4.80 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

U.S. Stock Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Dodge & Cox Stock19 4 4 5 3 21.28 8.55 17.01 5.93 11.12 1/4/1965 
S&P 500 Index     11.96 8.87 14.66 6.95 
Morningstar Large Value     14.81 6.84 12.97 5.38 
 
 
VT Vantagepoint 500 Stk Idx 4 4 4 4 11.82 8.67 14.45 6.74 4.36 4/5/1999 
S&P 500 Index     11.96 8.87 14.66 6.95 
 
 
VT Vantagepoint Brd Mkt Idx 4 4 4 4 12.59 8.30 14.43 7.04 4.79 4/5/1999 
Russell 3000 Index     12.74 8.43 14.67 7.07 
 
 
VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income 3 3 3 3 11.11 7.04 13.88 6.70   -- 3/1/1999 
S&P 500 Index     11.96 8.87 14.66 6.95 
Morningstar Large Blend     10.37 6.80 13.18 6.07 
 
 
Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv 4 3 2 5 7.53 7.27 12.37 7.79 8.13 5/15/1992 
Russell 1000 Index     12.05 8.59 14.69 7.08 
Morningstar Large Blend     10.37 6.80 13.18 6.07 
 
 
Contrafund®19 4 3 3 4 3.37 6.43 13.46 7.88 12.20 5/17/1967 
S&P 500 Index     11.96 8.87 14.66 6.95 
Morningstar Large Growth     3.23 5.70 12.94 6.91 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

U.S. Stock Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

T Rowe Price® Growth Stock4,19 3 3 4 3 1.15 6.69 14.88 7.66 7.11 12/31/2001 
S&P 500 Index     11.96 8.87 14.66 6.95 
Morningstar Large Growth     3.23 5.70 12.94 6.91 
 
 
American Century® Mid Cap Val3,17,19 5 5 5 5 22.84 12.05 16.30 9.29 10.96 3/31/2004 
Russell Midcap Value Index     20.00 9.45 15.70 7.59 
Morningstar Mid-Cap Value     18.06 6.84 13.81 6.76 
 
 
Baird MidCap Institutional17,19 3 2 3 4 5.40 2.14 10.53 8.19 6.24 12/29/2000 
Russell Midcap Growth Index     7.33 6.23 13.51 7.83 
Morningstar Mid-Cap Growth     6.03 4.03 11.79 6.79 
 
 
AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr17,19 4 3 4 4 7.26 4.25 12.86 7.69 8.87 3/4/2005 
Russell Midcap Growth Index     7.33 6.23 13.51 7.83 
Morningstar Mid-Cap Growth     6.03 4.03 11.79 6.79 
 
 
American Beacon Small Cap Val6,19 4 4 4 4 26.77 8.02 15.52 7.94 11.05 12/31/1998 
Russell 2000 Value Index     31.74 8.31 15.07 6.26 
Morningstar Small Value     25.99 6.63 13.90 6.73 
 
 
VT Vantagepoint Md/Sm Co Idx6 4 3 3 4 17.56 6.84 14.64 8.00 7.54 4/5/1999 
Russell 2500 Index     17.59 6.93 14.54 7.69 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

U.S. Stock Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

DFA US Small Cap Institutional6 4 4 4 4 23.53 7.66 16.00 8.44 10.77 3/19/1992 
Russell 2000 Index     21.31 6.74 14.46 7.07 
Morningstar Small Blend     20.78 5.89 13.52 6.79 
 
 
Janus Triton T6,19 5 4 4 5 10.42 6.94 14.19 10.91 12.07 2/25/2005 
Russell 2500 Growth Index     9.73 5.45 13.88 8.24 
Morningstar Small Growth     11.20 3.55 12.33 7.08 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

International/Global Stock Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

VT Vantagepoint International11 4 4 3 4 0.93 -1.37 5.98 1.09   -- 3/1/1999 
MSCI EAFE Index (Net)     1.00 -1.60 6.53 0.75 
Morningstar Foreign Large Blend     0.79 -2.10 5.75 0.54 
 
 
VT Vantagepnt Ovrseas Eq Idx11 3 3 3 3 1.07 -2.03 6.32 0.57 2.36 4/5/1999 
MSCI EAFE Index (Net)     1.00 -1.60 6.53 0.75 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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Fund Performance1,2 

Specialty Fund Returns 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Nuveen Real Estate Secs13 5 4 4 5 6.79 13.20 11.71 5.87 11.97 6/30/1995 
MSCI US REIT Index (Gross)     8.60 13.23 11.86 4.96 
Morningstar Real Estate     6.89 11.79 10.84 4.28 
 
 
 

  Morningstar® Star Rating 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr Rtrn Since  Inception  
Fund Name Overall 3 Year  5 Year 10 Year Return Return Return Return Inception  Date  

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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 Fund Summary1,2 
 
Summary Table 

   Peer Ranking   Peer Ranking Peer Ranking Comparative Risk  
   over last over last over last Relative to Funds 
   3 years 5 years 10 years in Category  
Plan Option Morningstar® Category    (Percentile)   (Percentile) (Percentile) over last 3 years 

VT Vantagepoint Cor Bnd Idx10 Intermediate-Term Bond  417/869 (48%) 584/759 (77%) 308/541 (57%) Average 
Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N10 Intermediate-Term Bond  197/869 (23%) 37/759 (5%) 10/541 (2%) High 
DFA Inflation Protected Sec10 Inflation-Protected Bond  22/191 (11%) 31/165 (19%) 5/106 (4%) Above Average 
Federated Instl High Yield Bnd10,18 High Yield Bond  32/602 (6%) 55/477 (12%) 13/319 (4%) Average 
Vanguard Target Retire Income5,12 Target-Date Retirement  11/133 (8%) 33/113 (29%) 6/58 (9%) Average 
Vanguard Target Retire 20105,12 Target-Date 2000-2010  15/84 (17%) 37/69 (53%) 3/40 (6%) Low 
Vanguard Target Retire 20155,12 Target-Date 2015  12/91 (13%) 22/70 (31%) 2/24 (5%) Below Average 
Vanguard Target Retire 20205,12 Target-Date 2020  5/176 (3%) 15/146 (10%) 2/67 (2%) Average 
Vanguard Target Retire 20255,12 Target-Date 2025  5/149 (3%) 21/113 (18%) 3/34 (7%) Average 
Vanguard Target Retire 20305,12 Target-Date 2030  11/176 (6%) 25/146 (17%) 8/67 (11%) Average 
Vanguard Target Retire 20355,12 Target-Date 2035  13/149 (9%) 18/113 (16%) 4/34 (10%) Average 
Vanguard Target Retire 20405,12 Target-Date 2040  28/176 (16%) 21/146 (14%) 6/67 (8%) Average 
Vanguard Target Retire 20455,12 Target-Date 2045  20/149 (13%) 20/109 (18%) 4/33 (10%) Below Average 
Vanguard Target Retire 20505,12 Target-Date 2050  33/168 (19%) 22/129 (17%) 3/23 (10%) Average 
Vanguard Target Retire 20555,12 Target-Date 2055  21/121 (17%) 22/81 (26%)   -- Below Average 
Vanguard Target Retire 206012 Target-Date 2060+  1/9 (1%)   --   -- -- 
Putnam Dynamic Asst Alloc Cons12 Tactical Allocation  17/251 (7%) 13/169 (8%) 4/67 (7%) Low 
Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Bal12 Allocation--50% to 70% Equity  94/710 (13%) 60/606 (10%) 134/419 (32%) Average 
Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Gr12 Allocation--70% to 85% Equity  23/352 (7%) 8/293 (3%) 39/210 (19%) Above Average 
Puritan® Fund Allocation--50% to 70% Equity  88/710 (13%) 58/606 (10%) 70/419 (17%) Above Average 
Dodge & Cox Stock19 Large Value  136/1088 (13%) 9/934 (1%) 242/680 (36%) High 
VT Vantagepoint 500 Stk Idx Large Blend  112/1255 (9%) 243/1106 (22%) 236/814 (29%) Average 
VT Vantagepoint Brd Mkt Idx Large Blend  251/1255 (20%) 254/1106 (23%) 154/814 (19%) Average 
VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income Large Blend  702/1255 (56%) 475/1106 (43%) 252/814 (31%) Average 
Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv Large Blend  627/1255 (50%) 833/1106 (75%) 51/814 (7%) Low 
Contrafund®19 Large Growth  543/1315 (41%) 473/1154 (41%) 193/809 (24%) Low 
T Rowe Price® Growth Stock4,19 Large Growth  467/1315 (36%) 152/1154 (13%) 239/809 (30%) Above Average 
American Century® Mid Cap Val3,17,19 Mid-Cap Value  7/337 (2%) 16/301 (5%) 11/207 (5%) Below Average 
Baird MidCap Institutional17,19 Mid-Cap Growth  478/588 (81%) 377/504 (75%) 76/368 (21%) Below Average 
AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr17,19 Mid-Cap Growth  277/588 (47%) 151/504 (30%) 106/368 (29%) Below Average 
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All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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 Fund Summary1,2 
 
Summary Table 

   Peer Ranking   Peer Ranking Peer Ranking Comparative Risk  
   over last over last over last Relative to Funds 
   3 years 5 years 10 years in Category  
Plan Option Morningstar® Category    (Percentile)   (Percentile) (Percentile) over last 3 years 

American Beacon Small Cap Val6,19 Small Value  122/347 (35%) 70/308 (23%) 37/195 (19%) Average 
VT Vantagepoint Md/Sm Co Idx6 Small Blend  262/626 (42%) 197/534 (37%) 82/360 (23%) Below Average 
DFA US Small Cap Institutional6 Small Blend  175/626 (28%) 61/534 (12%) 49/360 (14%) Average 
Janus Triton T6,19 Small Growth  77/599 (13%) 95/531 (18%) 3/389 (1%) Below Average 
VT Vantagepoint International11 Foreign Large Blend  193/606 (32%) 249/542 (46%) 95/329 (29%) Below Average 
VT Vantagepnt Ovrseas Eq Idx11 Foreign Large Blend  296/606 (49%) 195/542 (36%) 134/329 (41%) Average 
Nuveen Real Estate Secs13 Real Estate  40/235 (17%) 39/208 (19%) 11/136 (8%) Average 
 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
See disclosure at end of chapter. 
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1 Morningstar places funds in certain categories based on the fund's historical portfolio holdings. Placement of a fund in a particular Morningstar category does 
not mean that the fund will remain in that category or that it will invest primarily in securities consistent with its Morningstar category. A fund's investment 
strategy and portfolio holdings are governed by its prospectus, guidelines or other governing documents, not its Morningstar category.  

 
The source for this information is Morningstar, Inc. Copyright © 2016 Morningstar, Inc.® All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is 
proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. 
Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. Morningstar, Inc. is a global 
investment research firm that is not affiliated with ICMA-RC. ICMA-RC does not independently verify Morningstar data. 

 
ICMA-RC's identified fund line-up is a commitment to administer these funds for the plan, not advice to the plan sponsor on the composition of the plan's fund 
line-up. ICMA-RC provides plan sponsors fund information to assist them in meeting their fiduciary responsibility in managing the plan. The plan sponsor 
retains the obligation to prudently select and monitor the investment funds it offers to plan participants. ICMA-RC may adjust fees commensurate with 
changes in revenue from alternative funds selected by the plan sponsor from ICMA-RC's mutual fund platform. 
 

2 For each fund with at least a three-year history, Morningstar calculates a Morningstar Rating™ based on a Morningstar Risk-Adjusted Return measure that 
accounts for variation in a fund's monthly performance (including the effects of sales charges, loads, fee waivers, and redemption fees), placing more 
emphasis on downward variations and rewarding consistent performance. The top 10% of funds in each category receive 5 stars, the next 22.5% receive 4 
stars, the next 35% receive 3 stars, the next 22.5% receive 2 stars and the bottom 10% receive 1 star. The Overall Morningstar Rating for a fund is derived 
from a weighted average of the performance figures associated with its three-, five- and ten-year (if applicable) Morningstar Rating metrics. For funds with 
loads, the Morningstar rating on a load-waived basis is provided, when available. Load-waived ratings do not include any front- or back-end sales loads and 
are intended for investors that have access to such purchase terms. Funds with loads are waived for plans administered by ICMA-RC. Past performance is 
no guarantee of future results. 

 

   The percentile ranking is based on Total Return relative to all funds in the same Morningstar category. The highest (or most favorable) percentile rank is 1 
and the lowest (or least favorable) percentile rank is 100. The top-performing fund in a category will always receive a rank of 1. Past performance is no 
indicator or guarantee of future results. 
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2 Cont. The number of funds in Morningstar® categories as of December 31, 2016 is provided below: 
 
   Morningstar® Category 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year         Morningstar® Category 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year 
   Allocation--30% to 50% Equity 413 362 234    Mid-Cap Value 337 301 207 
   Allocation--50% to 70% Equity 710 606 419    Multisector Bond 213 175 92 
   Allocation--70% to 85% Equity 352 293 210    Natural Resources 130 115 59 
   Communications 33 32 23    Real Estate 235 208 136 
   Diversified Emerging Markets 606 425 173    Retirement Income 133 113 58 
   Equity Precious Metals 71 64 46    Short Government 101 94 73 
   Financial 100 94 71    Short-Term Bond 445 357 252 
   Foreign Large Blend 606 542 329    Small Blend 626 534 360 
   Foreign Large Growth 312 260 182    Small Growth 599 531 389 
   Foreign Large Value 272 223 139    Small Value 347 308 195 
   Foreign Small/Mid Blend 78 66 28    Target-Date 2000-2010 84 69 40 
   Foreign Small/Mid Growth 107 97 55    Target-Date 2015 91 70 24 
   Foreign Small/Mid Value 52 36 18    Target-Date 2020 176 146 67 
   Global Real Estate 186 150 74    Target-Date 2025 149 113 34 
   Health 125 118 95    Target-Date 2030 176 146 67 
   High Yield Bond 602 477 319    Target-Date 2035 149 113 34 
   Inflation-Protected Bond 191 165 106    Target-Date 2040 176 146 67 
   Intermediate Government 255 240 176    Target-Date 2045 149 109 33 
   Intermediate-Term Bond 869 759 541    Target-Date 2050 168 129 23 
   Large Blend 1,255 1,106 814    Target-Date 2055 121 81 N/A 
   Large Growth 1,315 1,154 809    Technology 196 186 143 
   Large Value 1,088 934 680    Utilities 60 56 50 
   Long Government 30 29 18    World Allocation 409 322 152 
   Long-Term Bond 17 16 7    World Bond 318 241 130 
   Mid-Cap Blend 371 332 219    World Stock 848 669 372 
   Mid-Cap Growth 588 504 368 

                
3 American Century® is a registered trademark of American Century Services Corporation. 
4 T. Rowe Price® is a registered trademark of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. - all rights reserved. 

 
5 The Fund is not a complete solution for all of your retirement savings needs. An investment in the Fund includes the risk of loss, including near, at or after the 

target date of the Fund. There is no guarantee that the Fund will provide adequate income at and through an investor's retirement. 
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6 Funds that invest primarily in small-capitalization companies involve greater risk than is customarily associated with investments in larger, more established 
companies. Equity securities of small-capitalization companies are generally subject to greater price volatility than those of larger companies due to less certain 
growth prospects, the lower degree of liquidity in the markets for their securities, and the greater sensitivity of smaller companies to changing economic conditions. 
Also, small-capitalization companies may have more limited product lines, fewer capital resources and less experienced management than larger companies. 

 
7 VT PLUS Fund return is annualized for all periods. 
 
8 CD Accounts are issued by Bank of America, N.A. (“Bank”), a member of the FDIC, and are available as VantageTrust investment options. CD Account deposits of 

up to $250,000 are insured by the FDIC, subject to certain limitations. Amounts to be invested in CD Accounts are initially held in the Bank’s Money Market 
Deposit Account (“MMDA”) and earn the Bank’s MMDA rate. At the end of the open investment window, assets are transferred to the CD Account where interest is 
credited daily and compounded monthly. 

 
 Certificate of Deposit Accounts (CD Accounts) Annual Percentage Rates (APRs) and Annual Percentage Yields (APYs) are valid for the purchases made within 

the related open investment window and assume principal and interest remain in the account until maturity. Withdrawals and penalties will reduce earnings on the 
account. Please be advised, there may be associated penalties for withdrawing from a CD Account prior to the maturity date. For more information regarding CD 
Accounts, please contact Investor Services at 800-669-7400. 

 
9 The VantageTrust Cash Management Fund is invested in a single registered mutual fund, the Fidelity Money Market Government Portfolio. Investments in the fund 

are not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government agency. It is possible to lose money by investing in the fund. 
The 7-Day Yield more closely reflects the Fund's current earnings than the quotation of total return. 

 
10 A fixed income fund is subject to credit risk and interest rate risk. Credit risk is when an issuer of a fixed income security may be unable or unwilling to make 

payments of principal or interest to the holders of these securities or may declare bankruptcy. Fixed income securities fluctuate in value as interest rates change. 
When interest rates rise, the market prices of fixed income securities will usually decrease; when interest rates fall, the market prices of fixed income securities 
usually will increase. 

 
11  Funds that invest in foreign securities are exposed to the risk of loss due to political, economic, legal, regulatory, and operational uncertainties; differing accounting 

and financial reporting standards; limited availability of information; currency fluctuations; and higher transaction costs. Investments in foreign currencies or 
securities denominated in foreign currencies (including derivative instruments that provide exposure to foreign currencies) may experience gains or losses solely 
based on changes in the exchange rate between foreign currencies and the U.S. dollar. The risk of investing in foreign securities may be greater with respect to 
securities of companies located in emerging market countries. The value of developing or emerging market currencies may fluctuate more than the currencies of 
companies with more mature markets. 
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Disclosures 
 

 

 12 Not applicable. 
 
 13 Not applicable. 
 
 14 An investment in this Fund is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government agency. Although the Fund seeks 

to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in the Fund. The 7-Day Yield more closely reflects the 
Fund's current earnings than the quotation of total return. 

 

 15 The Hueler Analytics Stable Value Pooled Fund Comparative Universe represents the performance returns of actual stable value pooled funds, and its Index is 
the stable value industry benchmark used by many institutional investors, consultants, advisors and plan sponsors for monitoring stable value pooled funds. 
Rankings are derived by ICMA-RC from data provided by Hueler Analytics, Inc., which is a technology and research firm covering stable value products and is 
not affiliated with ICMA-RC. ICMA-RC does not independently verify Hueler Analytics, Inc. data. Gross returns used in the Universe and in the Rankings do not 
include plan administration fees, adviser expenses, or other stable value fund costs - actual performance experienced by participants would be commensurately 
lower. The highest (or most favorable) percentile rank is 1 and the lowest (or least favorable) percentile rank is 100. The top-performing fund in a category will 
always receive a rank of 1. As of December 31, 2016, the universe contained 16 funds with 1-year returns, 16 funds with 3-year returns, 15 funds with 5-year 
returns, and 15 funds with 10-year returns. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

 

  16 Prudential Retirement Insurance and Annuity Company (Prudential), CA COA #08003, Hartford, CT. Neither Prudential nor ICMA-RC guarantees the investment 
performance or return on contributions to Prudential's Separate Account. You should carefully consider the objectives, risks, charges, expenses and underlying 
guarantee features before purchasing this product. Prudential may increase the Guarantee Fee in the future, from 1.00% up to a maximum of 1.50%. Like all 
variable investments, this Fund may lose value. Availability and terms may vary by jurisdiction; subject to regulatory approvals. Annuity contracts contain 
exclusions, limitations, reductions of benefits and terms for keeping them in force. Guarantees are based on Prudential's claims-paying ability. This annuity is 
issued under Contract form # GA-2020-TGWB4-0805-RC. ICMA-RC provides recordkeeping services to your Plan and is the investment manager of the 
underlying Prudential separate account. Prudential or its affiliates may compensate ICMA-RC for providing these and related administrative services in 
connection with the Fund. Variable annuities are suitable for long-term investing, particularly retirement savings. ©2016 Prudential, the Prudential logo, and the 
Rock symbol and Bring Your Challenges are service marks of the Prudential Insurance Company of America, Newark, NJ, and its related entities, registered in 
many jurisdictions worldwide. Note: Participants who are interested in the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund must first receive and read the VT Retirement 
IncomeAdvantage Fund Important Considerations document, before investing. 

 
  17 Funds that invest primarily in mid-capitalization companies involve greater risk than is customarily associated with investments in larger, more established 

companies. Equity securities of mid-capitalization companies generally trade in lower volume and are generally subject to greater and less predictable price 
changes than the securities of larger companies. 
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 18 Funds that invest primarily in high yield bonds (bonds that are rated below investment grade and also known as "junk bonds") are subject to additional risk as 
these high yield bonds are considered speculative and involve a greater risk of default than "investment grade" securities. The values of these securities are 
particularly sensitive to changes in interest rates, issuer creditworthiness, and economic and political conditions. The market prices of these securities may 
decline significantly in periods of general economic difficulty, may be harder to value, and may be less liquid than higher rated securities. 

 
19 Certain funds may be subject to style risk, which is the possibility that the investment style of its investment adviser will trail the returns of the overall market. In 

the past, different types of securities have experienced cycles of outperformance and underperformance in comparison to the market in general. For example, 
growth stocks have performed best during the later stages of economic expansion and value stocks have performed best during periods of economic recovery. 
Both styles may go in and out of favor. When the investing style used by a fund is out of favor, that fund is likely to underperform other funds that use investing 
styles that are in favor. 
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Plan Snapshot 

Plan Type Plan Number Plan Name Assets Participants 

457 300123 CITY OF ANY TOWN $44,323,836 688 

401 109123 CITY OF ANY TOWN $7,915,755 87 

Total   $52,239,591 775 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Data on all subsequent pages is aggregated by plan type for plans with five or more participants. 
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457 Plan Asset Trends (as of December 31, 2016) 
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Since September 2016, the CITY OF ANY TOWN’s 457 plan's total value increased to $44,323,836 from $43,686,623, a 
rise of 1.5%. Assets have increased 3.7% when compared with December 31, 2013.  

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Assets $42,725,304 $44,616,284 $42,687,466 $44,323,836  
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457 Plan Contributions (as of December 31, 2016) 4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

 

 Rollovers 
 
 
Contributions 
 
 

Contributions $1,627,686 $1,652,195 $1,695,644 $1,481,885  

Rollovers $82,697 $690,871 $152,343 $480,803  

Loan Repayments $0 $0 $11,484 $41,784  

Total* $1,627,686 $1,652,195 $1,707,128 $1,523,669  

Active Participants 395 408 429 445  

Average Contribution* $4,121 $4,049 $3,979 $3,424  

*Please note that Rollovers are excluded from this calculation. 
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Specialty 1.59% 2.00%  

 

457 Plan Asset Allocation (as of December 31, 2016) 
Your 457 Plan Total ICMA-RC 457 Clients 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

 

 

 
 

 

Note: Asset allocation for all clients except Washington State.   
 

Stable Value/Cash Management 33.48% 29.00%  
Bond 4.36% 4.00%  

Balanced/Asset Allocation 27.94% 27.00%  
U.S. Stock 29.62% 33.00%  
International/Global Stock 3.24% 4.00%  

December 31, 2015 

December 31, 2016 

Stable Value/Cash Management 32.44% 28.00%  
Bond 4.42% 4.00%  

Balanced/Asset Allocation 27.19% 28.00%  
U.S. Stock 31.29% 33.00%  
International/Global Stock 3.05% 4.00%  

Guaranteed Lifetime Income 0.03% 1.00%  

 

 

 
 

t 

 

 

 

Specialty 1.32% 2.00%  

Guaranteed Lifetime Income 0.03% 1.00%  
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457 Plan Asset Allocation by Age (as of December 31, 2016) 
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Stable Value/Cash Management 

Bond 

Guaranteed Lifetime Income 

Balanced/Asset Allocation 

U.S. Stock 

International/Global Stock 

 

82 Active 
6 Inactive 
88 Participants 
$788,246 Total Assets 
$8,957 Average Balance 
12 Invested in One Fund 

100 Active 
12 Inactive 
112 Participants 
$3,929,743 Total Assets 
$35,087 Average Balance 
20 Invested in One Fund 

141 Active 
53 Inactive 
194 Participants 
$11,150,684 Total Assets 
$57,478 Average Balance 
42 Invested in One Fund 

104 Active 
95 Inactive 
199 Participants 
$16,819,508 Total Assets 
$84,520 Average Balance 
68 Invested in One Fund 

18 Active 
77 Inactive 
95 Participants 
$11,635,655 Total Assets 
$122,481 Average Balance 
48 Invested in One Fund 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data for participants invested in one fund excludes funds in the Target Risk and Target Date category. 
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457 Plan Participation Trends (as of December 31, 2016) 4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

*Inactive Participants--participants who have a balance and did not make a contribution to the plan within the last 12 months.    
**Active Participants--participants who have a balance and made a contribution to the plan within the last 12 months.   

 

 

Inactive 
Participants* 
 
Active 
Participants** 
 
 
 

Inactive 248 244 234 243  

Active 395 408 429 445  

Total 643 652 663 688  
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Internet 7204 7387 9081 11547 8127 8141  

VRU 608 511 490 422 509 644  

Call Center 474 407 509 445 511 627  

457 Plan Service Usage (as of December 31, 2016) 
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The chart above provides the number of contacts made by your 457 plan participants to ICMA-RC using several 
media — online using our Account Access participant Web site, ICMA-RC's Self-Service Phone line, or call 
center representatives. 

 

 Internet 
 
 
VRU Calls 
 
 
Call Center Calls 
 
 

 

Total 8286 8305 10080 12414 9147 9412  
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457 Plan Loan Usage  
 
CITY OF ANY TOWN 457 Plan: Loan Usage (as of December 31, 2016)  

 13 New Loans in the past 12 months 

 17 Outstanding Loans 

 3 Defaulted Loans in the past 12 months 

 Loan Balance: $189,967 

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 
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457 Plan Withdrawal Trends (as of December 31, 2016) 4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

 

 
Rollouts/ 
Lump Sum 
Distributions 

Loans 
 
Distributions  

Rollouts $1,976,822 $1,781,014 $2,731,485 $1,316,821  

Loans $0 $0 $19,920 $31,642  

Distributions/ 
 Lump Sum $1,084,319 $974,839 $1,334,457 $1,131,173  
Total $3,061,141 $2,755,853 $4,085,862 $2,479,636  

# of Rollouts 17 19 23 15  

# of Distributions 544 495 497 476  

Total 561 514 520 491  
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457 Plan Activity 
Plan Summary 
CITY OF ANY TOWN 457 plan includes fourteen U.S. stock funds, four bond funds, sixteen balanced funds, two stable value/cash management funds, two 
international/global stock funds and one guaranteed income fund for investment options. Over the last quarter, the plan's 688 participants contributed a total of 
$797,644 with the largest amount, $384,160 to its balanced funds. Overall, the plan has 31% in U.S. stock funds and 3% in its international/global stock funds. Its 
bond funds are allocated 4% and its stable value/cash management funds, 32%. Approximately 27% is in its balanced funds.  

Over the last quarter with regard to market value, international/global stock funds dropped $47,989, while U.S. stock funds increased in market value $429,249. The 
plan's bond funds fell $48,941, while stable value/cash management funds increased $63,684. Balanced funds increased $128,437.  

On a net cash flow basis (contribution, plus net transfers less withdrawals), international/global stock funds grew by $42,835 and the plan received $648,159 in its 
U.S. stock funds. Stable value/cash management funds declined $393,488 and the plan fell $223,882 in its bond funds. Its balanced funds received $130,167.  The 
total value of CITY OF ANY TOWN 457 plan grew to $44,323,836 from $43,686,623 since September 2016, an increase of 1.5%.  

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

    Quarter   Quarter Quarter End 
 Quarter Quarter Quarter  Net Fund Quarter Quarter  End % of Participants 
 Start Assets  Contributions Withdrawals  Transfers Earnings  End Assets Assets  w/ Balance 
        In Fund 
 VT PLUS Fund $14,524,871 $91,592 -$142,542 -$340,493 $63,663 $14,196,905 32.03% 293  
VT Cash Management 181,868 746 -2,876 85 21 179,724 0.41% 16  
VT Vantagepoint Cor Bnd Idx 910,339 8,022 -6,968 -49,635 -27,405 833,666 1.88% 65  
Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N 482,590 70,981 -140,679 26,227 -11,907 426,810 0.96% 27  
DFA Inflation Protected Sec 440,019 2,765 -9,960 -42,657 -12,322 377,454 0.85% 50  
Federated Instl High Yield Bnd 399,671 4,587 -2,247 -84,319 2,693 320,045 0.72% 51  
VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage 12,532   -   -   - 5 12,537 0.03% 1  
Vanguard Target Retire Income 754,585 1,370 -3,930 -30,274 -7,429 713,724 1.61% 17  
Vanguard Target Retire 2010 499,165 32   -   - -5,099 493,691 1.11% 10  
Vanguard Target Retire 2015 364,223 2,600 -311   - -1,988 364,227 0.82% 12  
Vanguard Target Retire 2020 429,946 4,218 -19,708 -15,040 -1,325 397,740 0.90% 18  
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Vanguard Target Retire 2025 $375,818 $8,274   -   - $526 $384,311 0.87% 26  
Vanguard Target Retire 2030 657,231 82,498 -23,247   - 2,910 718,846 1.62% 33  
Vanguard Target Retire 2035 184,178 8,787   -   - 1,598 194,411 0.44% 19  
Vanguard Target Retire 2040 109,291 5,638   - -4,306 1,190 111,725 0.25% 22  
Vanguard Target Retire 2045 200,097 10,878   - -3,283 2,719 210,247 0.47% 33  
Vanguard Target Retire 2050 135,616 2,962   -   - 1,746 140,213 0.32% 15  
Vanguard Target Retire 2055 19,032 661   -   - 253 19,930 0.04% 2  
Vanguard Target Retire 2060 0   -   - 7,916 -20 7,896 0.02% 1  
Putnam Dynamic Asst Alloc Cons 991,821 9,147   -   - 59 1,000,217 2.26% 18  
Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Bal 5,398,008 218,374 -12,142 -115,890 106,532 5,590,452 12.61% 125  
Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Gr 855,515 27,710 -8,455   - 24,100 898,123 2.03% 27  
VT Puritan® Fund 826,798 1,011 -370 -24,953 2,663 804,983 1.82% 18  
Dodge & Cox Stock 1,269,134 14,889 -31,747 112,681 137,762 1,501,967 3.39% 70  
VT Vantagepoint 500 Stk Idx 997,293 22,895 -5,940 29,329 50,746 1,093,685 2.47% 101  
VT Vantagepoint Brd Mkt Idx 1,269,454 12,061 -31,003 -5,801 52,361 1,296,511 2.93% 29  
VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income 421,775 3,726 -8,976 -8,681 18,040 425,858 0.96% 48  
Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv 948,310 4,534 -4,946 -121,543 5,997 831,548 1.88% 81  
VT Contrafund® 4,162,100 40,816 -82,063 -48,230 -23,148 4,048,572 9.13% 118  
VT T Rowe Price® Growth Stock 764,796 13,816 -5,143 -89,529 208 684,147 1.54% 38  
American Century® Mid Cap Val 974,420 42,217 -20,291 543,625 83,636 1,623,036 3.66% 90  
Baird MidCap Institutional 521,082 5,148 -35,173   - 1,994 492,475 1.11% 38  
VT AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr 260,572 3,293   - -26,673 1,510 238,702 0.54% 18  
American Beacon Small Cap Val 71,501 1,060 -1,872 30,995 10,626 112,248 0.25% 9  
VT Vantagepoint Md/Sm Co Idx 594,295 7,933 -11,704 73,202 39,262 702,678 1.59% 47  
DFA US Small Cap Institutional 398,540 21,924 -2,067 159,434 49,622 627,090 1.41% 42  
Janus Triton T 142,836 3,466 -440 42,936 631 189,381 0.43% 61  
 

Plan Summary (cont’d.) 
    Quarter   Quarter Quarter End 
 Quarter Quarter Quarter  Net Fund Quarter Quarter  End % of Participants 
 Start Assets  Contributions Withdrawals  Transfers Earnings  End Assets Assets  w/ Balance 
        In Fund 
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VT Vantagepoint International $970,466 $22,751 -$18,101 $25,063 -$42,919 $957,132 2.16% 123  
VT Vantagepnt Ovrseas Eq Idx 387,606 7,792 -8,549 13,880 -5,070 395,301 0.89% 83  
VT Nuveen Real Estate Secs 779,230 6,470 -1,605 -54,065 -24,207 705,625 1.59% 97  
 
Total $43,686,623 $797,644 -$643,054   - $500,237 $44,323,836 100.00% 1992  
 

Plan Summary (cont’d.) 
    Quarter   Quarter Quarter End 
 Quarter Quarter Quarter  Net Fund Quarter Quarter  End % of Participants 
 Start Assets  Contributions Withdrawals  Transfers Earnings  End Assets Assets  w/ Balance 
        In Fund 
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401 Plan Asset Trends (as of December 31, 2016) 
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Since September 2016, the total value of CITY OF ANY TOWN's 401 plan increased to $7,915,755 from $7,739,870, a 
rise of 2.3%. During the time period since December 31, 2013, assets have risen 14.5%.  

4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

Assets $6,910,842 $7,008,903 $7,123,378 $7,915,755  
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401 Plan Contributions (as of December 31, 2016) 4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

 

 Rollovers 
 
 
Contributions 
 
 

Contributions $359,142 $363,104 $386,635 $375,895  

Rollovers $0 $0 $0 $0  

Loan Repayments $43,343 $35,079 $30,999 $34,496  

Total* $402,484 $398,183 $417,634 $410,391  

Active Participants 45 47 48 49  

Average Contribution* $8,944 $8,472 $8,701 $8,375  

*Please note that Rollovers are excluded from this calculation. 
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Specialty 1.65% 2.00%  

 

401 Plan Asset Allocation (as of December 31, 2016) 
Your 401 Plan Total ICMA-RC 401 Clients 

4th Quarter 2016 
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Note: Asset allocation for all clients except Washington State.   
 

Stable Value/Cash Management 15.79% 24.00%  
Bond 6.99% 4.00%  

Balanced/Asset Allocation 40.26% 38.00%  
U.S. Stock 32.24% 26.00%  
International/Global Stock 3.16% 4.00%  

December 31, 2015 

December 31, 2016 

Stable Value/Cash Management 14.80% 23.00%  
Bond 8.77% 5.00%  

Balanced/Asset Allocation 39.14% 39.00%  
U.S. Stock 32.59% 25.00%  
International/Global Stock 3.06% 4.00%  

Guaranteed Lifetime Income 0.00% 2.00%  

 

 

 
 

t 

 

 

 

Specialty 1.56% 2.00%  

Guaranteed Lifetime Income 0.00% 2.00%  
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401 Plan Asset Allocation by Age (as of December 31, 2016) 
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Stable Value/Cash Management 

Bond 

Guaranteed Lifetime Income 

Balanced/Asset Allocation 

U.S. Stock 

International/Global Stock 

 

10 Active 
10 Participants 
$634,547 Total Assets 
$63,455 Average Balance 
1 Invested in One Fund 

14 Active 
10 Inactive 
24 Participants 
$1,202,174 Total Assets 
$50,091 Average Balance 
6 Invested in One Fund 

17 Active 
19 Inactive 
36 Participants 
$3,632,208 Total Assets 
$100,895 Average Balance 
5 Invested in One Fund 

8 Active 
9 Inactive 
17 Participants 
$2,446,825 Total Assets 
$143,931 Average Balance 
7 Invested in One Fund 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data for participants invested in one fund excludes funds in the Target Risk and Target Date category. 
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401 Plan Participation Trends (as of December 31, 2016) 4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

*Inactive Participants--participants who have a balance and did not make a contribution to the plan within the last 12 months.    
**Active Participants--participants who have a balance and made a contribution to the plan within the last 12 months.   

 

 

Inactive 
Participants* 
 
Active 
Participants** 
 
 
 

Inactive 45 34 34 38  

Active 45 47 48 49  

Total 90 81 82 87  
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Internet 1708 1410 1327 1946 1290 1354  

VRU 44 26 31 74 120 93  

Call Center 93 60 68 115 127 91  

401 Plan Service Usage (as of December 31, 2016) 
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The chart above provides the number of contacts made by your 401 plan participants to ICMA-RC using several 
media — online using our Account Access participant Web site, ICMA-RC's Self-Service Phone line, or call 
center representatives. 

 

 Internet 
 
 
VRU Calls 
 
 
Call Center Calls 
 
 

 

Total 1845 1496 1426 2135 1537 1538  
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401 Plan Loan Usage  
 
CITY OF ANY TOWN 401 Plan: Loan Usage (as of December 31, 2016)  

 3 New Loans in the past 12 months 

 8 Outstanding Loans 

 No Defaulted Loans in the past 12 months 

 Loan Balance: $77,491 

4th Quarter 2016 
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401 Plan Withdrawal Trends (as of December 31, 2016) 4th Quarter 2016 

Platinum Services Plan Service Report 

 

 
Rollouts/ 
Lump Sum 
Distributions 

Loans 
 
Distributions  

Rollouts $196,065 $55,407 $124,963 $0  

Loans $0 $0 $14,800 $8,143  

Distributions/ 
 Lump Sum $55,210 $636,118 $153,839 $19,312  
Total $251,275 $691,525 $293,602 $27,455  

# of Rollouts 4 3 2 0  

# of Distributions 31 36 34 27  

Total 35 39 36 27  
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401 Plan Activity 
Plan Summary 
CITY OF ANY TOWN's 401 plan includes fourteen U.S. stock funds, four bond funds, twelve balanced funds, two stable value/cash management funds and two 
international/global stock funds for investment options. Over the last quarter, the plan's 87 participants contributed a total of $111,284 with the largest amount, 
$53,686 to its balanced funds. Overall, the plan has 33% in U.S. stock funds and 3% in its international/global stock funds. Its bond funds are allocated 9% and its 
stable value/cash management funds, 15%. Approximately 39% is in its balanced funds.  

Over the last quarter with regard to market value, international/global stock funds dropped $7,809, while U.S. stock funds earned $65,792. The plan's bond funds 
declined by $13,639, while stable value/cash management funds increased $4,961. Balanced funds grew by $35,296.  

On a net cash flow basis (contribution, plus net transfers less withdrawals), U.S. stock funds grew by $78,538 and the plan grew by $4,545 in its international/global 
stock funds. Bond funds grew by $807 and the plan dropped $32,922 in its stable value/cash management funds. Its balanced funds grew by $44,952.  The CITY OF 
ANY TOWN's 401 plan's overall value saw an increase of 2.3% to $7,915,755 from $7,739,870 since September 2016.  

4th Quarter 2016 
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    Quarter   Quarter Quarter End 
 Quarter Quarter Quarter  Net Fund Quarter Quarter  End % of Participants 
 Start Assets  Contributions Withdrawals  Transfers Earnings  End Assets Assets  w/ Balance 
        In Fund 
 VT PLUS Fund $1,150,167 $10,089 -$2,745 -$41,507 $4,955 $1,120,886 14.16% 33  
VT Cash Management 49,170 2,553 -31 -1,282 6 50,374 0.64% 6  
VT Vantagepoint Cor Bnd Idx 304,543 4,770 -195 3,125 -8,758 303,225 3.83% 14  
Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N 160,514 1,648   - -260 -3,697 158,074 2.00% 6  
DFA Inflation Protected Sec 93,568 1,298 -39 -2,351 -2,721 89,656 1.13% 13  
Federated Instl High Yield Bnd 148,846 1,467 -34 -8,624 1,536 143,058 1.81% 14  
Vanguard Target Retire Income 9,736   -   -   - -96 9,632 0.12% 1  
Vanguard Target Retire 2010 149,115 2,242   -   - -1,513 149,722 1.89% 2  
Vanguard Target Retire 2015 24,437 377   -   - -132 24,662 0.31% 2  
Vanguard Target Retire 2020 233,830 1,955   -   - -409 235,185 2.97% 5  
Vanguard Target Retire 2025 81,906 1,912   -   - 116 83,867 1.06% 3  
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Vanguard Target Retire 2030 $27,206 $5,496   -   - $200 $32,880 0.42% 5  
Vanguard Target Retire 2035 90,445 3,594   -   - 789 94,754 1.20% 3  
Vanguard Target Retire 2040 1,455 2,012   -   - 58 3,523 0.04% 1  
Putnam Dynamic Asst Alloc Cons 581,715 10,169 -32   - 82 591,422 7.47% 5  
Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Bal 1,588,341 22,029 -3,901   - 30,950 1,636,062 20.67% 20  
Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Gr 188,280 2,284   -   - 5,165 195,575 2.47% 3  
VT Puritan® Fund 43,882 1,616   - -4,801 87 40,775 0.52% 4  
Dodge & Cox Stock 115,121 761 -19 5,836 13,280 134,908 1.70% 10  
VT Vantagepoint 500 Stk Idx 418,674 10,446   - 8,652 20,088 457,627 5.78% 19  
VT Vantagepoint Brd Mkt Idx 52,564   -   -   - 2,200 54,740 0.69% 6  
VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income 42,510 279   - -536 1,804 44,055 0.56% 4  
Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv 189,872 1,938   - -59,486 606 132,769 1.68% 9  
VT Contrafund® 691,176 6,603 -2,262 -7,114 -3,759 684,483 8.65% 21  
VT T Rowe Price® Growth Stock 337,361 2,652   - -4,592 37 335,458 4.24% 14  
American Century® Mid Cap Val 155,599 2,624 -98 103,086 14,582 275,680 3.48% 12  
Baird MidCap Institutional 227,389 3,054   -   - 906 231,164 2.92% 6  
VT AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr 17,529   -   - -2,631 105 15,003 0.19% 2  
American Beacon Small Cap Val 4,174 30   - -2,097 262 2,367 0.03% 1  
VT Vantagepoint Md/Sm Co Idx 97,602 796 -20 -24,265 6,204 80,262 1.01% 9  
DFA US Small Cap Institutional 81,283 939   - 21,512 9,760 113,424 1.43% 8  
Janus Triton T 5,437 122   - 12,330 -283 17,605 0.22% 5  
VT Vantagepoint International 139,637 2,298   - 6,437 -6,238 142,109 1.80% 18  
VT Vantagepnt Ovrseas Eq Idx 106,366 1,754 -2,412 -3,532 -1,571 100,508 1.27% 12  
VT Nuveen Real Estate Secs 130,421 1,478   - 2,100 -3,703 130,261 1.65% 13  
 
Total $7,739,870 $111,284 -$11,787   - $80,899 $7,915,755 100.00% 309  
 

Plan Summary (cont’d.) 
    Quarter   Quarter Quarter End 
 Quarter Quarter Quarter  Net Fund Quarter Quarter  End % of Participants 
 Start Assets  Contributions Withdrawals  Transfers Earnings  End Assets Assets  w/ Balance 
        In Fund 
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ICMA-RC’s Services 
 

 

Overview of Services Provided by ICMA-RC 
 
ICMA-RC provides your Plan the following administration, record keeping and education services: 

 Participant enrollment services   
 Establishment/maintenance of participant accounts reflecting amounts contributed, income, gains/losses credited and amounts disbursed 
 Maintenance of Website, electronic data transfer (from employers) media, as well as toll-free Call Center and VRU for the receipt of participant 

and employer instructions 
 Allocation of plan contributions received in good order by 4:00pm ET according to participant instructions or to the default option selected by the 

employer for the plan 
 Implementation of participant fund transfer instructions received in good order by 4:00 p.m. ET at the price as of the close of business 
 Distribution of assets to participants and beneficiaries in accordance with Internal Revenue Code and plan document 
 Implementation of daily net transactions with underlying and outside fund companies on an omnibus basis 
 Maintenance of fund holdings and transaction activity on our system on an allocated basis 
 Delivery of quarterly plan sponsor and participant statements by mail or online at the recipient’s direction 
 Online access to an extensive range of reports as well as transaction capabilities for plan sponsors and participants 
 Provision of extensive online and hard copy educational materials 
 Access to educational seminars and individual consultations by professional and knowledgeable representatives 
 Administration of a fund lineup selected by the plan sponsor from the fund platform made available by ICMA-RC  
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Statement Regarding Fiduciary/Investment Advisory Services 
 
ICMA-RC generally acts in a non-fiduciary capacity as record keeper and administrator for the plans.  The following are the only circumstances in which we 
act as a fiduciary:  
 
ICMA-RC Advisory Services under Guided Pathways Program  
 
ICMA-RC acts as investment adviser under the Guided Pathways®2 program, a platform for the delivery of a suite of advisory services available to 
Participants in retirement plans administered by ICMA-RC. These services include: 
 
Managed Accounts – discretionary, on-going allocation of assets among mutual funds and other pooled investment vehicles available within a Participant's 
Retirement Plan; 
 
Fund Advice – nondiscretionary, point-in-time, individualized recommendations to Participants looking for help in selecting specific mutual fund investments 
for their accounts from among the investment options made available through their Retirement Plan; and 
 
Asset Class Guidance – nondiscretionary, point-in-time, individualized asset allocation recommendations for Participants looking for assistance in selecting 
Retirement Plan investments at the asset category level.   
 
ICMA-RC is the Registered Investment Adviser for the Guided Pathways®2 program offered to participants. Investment advice is the result of methodologies 
developed, maintained and overseen by the Independent Financial Expert, Morningstar Investment Management LLC. Morningstar Investment Management 
LLC is a registered investment advisor and subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc. 
 
For Participants who select Managed Accounts discretionary management, ICMA-RC, based on the recommendation of Morningstar Investment Management 
LLC, determines which fund-specific asset allocation model is most appropriate given the Participant’s financial situation, investment time horizon, and other 
relevant factors. For those opting for nondiscretionary Fund Advice, the service recommends the appropriate fund-specific asset allocation model, and 
Participants choose whether to implement the recommendation. For Asset Class Guidance, the service suggests the appropriate asset-class level allocation 
model, and Participants choose: (1) whether to implement the recommended asset-class level allocation; and (2) the specific funds to use to populate the 
recommended asset classes. 
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Retirement Readiness Reports 
 
At the request of a Plan Sponsor, ICMA-RC may provide Retirement Readiness Reports (“Reports”) to all full-time employees of the plan sponsor (both 
existing plan participants and non-participants). These Reports include: 1) a forecast of an employee’s income at retirement in relation to a retirement income 
objective provided by the plan sponsor; 2) a set of recommendations (including potential changes in savings rate) to help the employee reach this retirement 
income objective; and 3) an asset allocation recommendation based on certain employee specific data. For existing plan participants, the Report will also 
include a fund specific investment recommendation based on the available investment options in the plan. The investment recommendations in the Report are 
generated by Morningstar Investment Management LLC2 using the same investment methodologies and software that it uses for the Guided Pathways® 
program, described above. 
 
ICMA-RC Advisory Services to EIP Advisor Client 
 
ICMA-RC offers non-discretionary investment advisory services to public employers who pre-fund their Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB) such as 
post-employment healthcare. The advice is provided by ICMA-RC associates in our Investment Division who hold the Chartered Financial Analyst® 
designation and is limited to unaffiliated, third-party, registered mutual funds and exchange-traded funds. It includes assistance in drafting investment policy 
statements; recommendations regarding asset allocation; assistance in selecting investments in mutual funds; identification of investment benchmarks; 
portfolio performance analysis and reporting; and reviews of the performance of the investment manager(s) selected. The advice is tailored to the individual 
needs of each OPEB client as outlined in its investment policy statement. Each OPEB client is ultimately responsible for the selection of investments held in its 
portfolio and can impose restrictions on investing in these vehicles. 
 
ICMA-RC Advisory Services to Vantage Trust Company, LLC 
 
ICMA-RC, in its capacity as an investment adviser registered with the SEC, provides investment advisory, management, and administrative services to 
Vantage Trust Company, LLC (“VTC”) in respect to the collective investment funds and other investment options it makes available to participants through 
VantageTrust.  VTC is a New Hampshire non-depository trust company and a wholly-owned subsidiary of ICMA-RC.  VTC is the sole trustee of VantageTrust, 
a trust established and maintained for the purpose of commingling assets of state and local government qualified retirement and deferred compensation plans. 
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Group Annuity Contract Separate Account 
 
ICMA-RC provides investment advisory and management services with respect to the insurance company separate account that is the underlying investment 
of the group annuity contract issued to VantageTrust Company, LLC in connection with the VantageTrust Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund.  ICMA-RC is 
responsible, among other things, for investing and reinvesting assets of the separate account in accordance with the investment guidelines; maintaining the 
separate account asset allocation within the specified target percentages and tolerances; voting all proxies and taking all other investor actions with respect to 
the securities in the separate account; and meeting with the independent insurance company to review the performance of the separate account and the 
underlying investments. 
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Compensation Received by ICMA-RC 
 
ICMA-RC receives compensation for the services it provides in the following manner: 
 
Fees Deducted from Participant Accounts:  ICMA-RC may be compensated for record keeping services with the following explicit fees deducted from 
participant accounts:  
 
 Per Participant fees – A flat fee charged to each participant account with a balance in the plan for administration or record keeping services.  Has a 

greater impact, as a fraction of account balance, on participants with smaller assets. 
 
 Administration fees – An asset-based fee for record keeping services that may be deducted directly from participant accounts in certain plans 

administered by ICMA-RC. 
 
 Ancillary service fees – Fees deducted from plan participant accounts to pay for services chosen by participants, including financial plans, loans, online 

investment advice, Managed Accounts2 and self-directed brokerage accounts made available by ICMA-RC and the plan. 
 
Compensation Received from Funds Made Available by the Plan: ICMA-RC and its affiliates are compensated for record keeping and/or investment 
advisory services from the funds it administers: 
 
 Record keeping fees – Deducted from the assets of mutual funds or collective investment funds, these 12b-1, shareholder servicing, transfer agency 

and/or administration fees are paid to ICMA-RC for services rendered by ICMA-RC to the fund and to the plans and participants that invest in the fund 
directly or indirectly through the VantageTrust Funds.  The amounts listed include all non-advisory, recordkeeping compensation paid to ICMA-RC and/or 
its affiliates. 

 
 Investment advisory fees – Consists of compensation paid to ICMA-RC and its affiliates for investment advisory and other services provided to VTC on 

behalf of the VantageTrust Funds.  These fees are deducted from fund assets and reflected in the net asset values of the funds.   
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All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 

Your 457 Plans incur costs for services they receive, including revenue retained by ICMA-RC for record keeping and investment advisory services.  As of 
December 31, 2016, the estimated annual cost to your plan is $343,930 consisting of $275,048 from fund fees and expenses (0.62% of plan assets) and 
$68,881 of participant account fees. 
 
Out of total estimated plan costs, ICMA-RC received the following estimated annual revenue: 
 
 

Methodology  
 
ICMA-RC estimated its annual compensation as follows: 
 
 Dollar values of record keeping and investment advisory revenue were estimated by multiplying the quarter-ending balance and the 

annualized percentage of assets each fund company has stated it intends to pay as compensation as of the date of the report.  
Results of this calculation for each fund were aggregated by product type to derive the total estimated revenue in dollars for the 
past 12 months. 

 
 Estimated annual revenue as a percent of plan assets was calculated by dividing the total estimated dollar value by the quarter-

ending balance for the plan as of the date of the report. 
 
 
Participant usage fees were actual fees charged to participant accounts for the current quarter-ending period. 
 

 
Revenue Source Record Keeping* Investment Advisory** Total 

Funds 
Participant Account Fees 
Total 

 

 $60,378 (0.14%) $49,685 (0.11%) $110,063 (0.25%) 

 $68,881 $0 $68,881 

 $129,259 $49,685 $178,944 

       * Fees for record keeping, administration, and education services for participants and plan sponsors. 
      ** Fees paid to ICMA-RC or its affiliates for investment advisory services and other fund services. 
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    Net Estimated  Estimated  Estimated 
   Quarter-End Expense Expense Record Annual Investment Annual 

Fund1  Morningstar Category16 Assets Ratio Cost Keeping*,3 Revenue Advisory** Revenue 

 

Plan Expenses   ICMA-RC Gross Revenue 

Dollar values of fees and expenses by fund are estimates derived by multiplying the quarter-ending balance and the annualized percentage 
of assets each fund company has stated it intends to pay as compensation as of the date of the report.  This calculation is based on the 
aggregate data for plans with more than five participants that have the lowest administration fee.  Disclosure of gross expenses, net 
expenses and waivers for each fund immediately follows this table. 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
* Fees for record keeping, administration and education services for participants and plan sponsors. 
**Fees paid to ICMA-RC or its affiliates for investment advisory and other fund services. 

Stable Value/Cash Management 
  VT PLUS Fund4   NA $14,196,905 0.81% $114,995 0.25% $35,492 0.30% $42,591 
 VT Cash Management6   NA $179,724 0.43% $773 0.25% $449 0.00% $0 
 VT 1 Year BoA CD Account7   NA $0 NA $0 0.60% $0 0.00% $0 
 VT 3 Year BoA CD Account7   NA $0 NA $0 0.60% $0 0.00% $0 
 VT 5 Year BoA CD Account7   NA $0 NA $0 0.60% $0 0.00% $0 

Bond 
  VT Vantagepoint Cor Bnd Idx8 Intermediate-Term Bond $833,666 0.19% $1,584 0.05% $417 0.10% $834 
 Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N8 Intermediate-Term Bond $426,810 0.40% $1,707 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 DFA Inflation Protected Sec8 Inflation-Protected Bond $377,454 0.12% $453 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Federated Instl High Yield Bnd23,8 High Yield Bond $320,045 0.50% $1,600 0.05% $160 0.00% $0 

Guaranteed Lifetime Income 
  VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage17   NA $12,537 1.71% $214 0.45% $56 0.05% $6 

Target-Risk/Target-Date 
  Vanguard Target Retire Income9,12 Target-Date Retirement $713,724 0.14% $999 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20109,12 Target-Date 2000-2010 $493,691 0.14% $691 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20159,12 Target-Date 2015 $364,227 0.14% $510 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20209,12 Target-Date 2020 $397,740 0.14% $557 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20259,12 Target-Date 2025 $384,311 0.15% $576 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20309,12 Target-Date 2030 $718,846 0.15% $1,078 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20359,12 Target-Date 2035 $194,411 0.15% $292 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20409,12 Target-Date 2040 $111,725 0.16% $179 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20459,12 Target-Date 2045 $210,247 0.16% $336 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20509,12 Target-Date 2050 $140,213 0.16% $224 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20559,12 Target-Date 2055 $19,930 0.16% $32 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20609 Target-Date 2060+ $7,896 0.16% $13 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Putnam Dynamic Asst Alloc Cons9 Tactical Allocation $1,000,217 0.67% $6,701 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
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    Net Estimated  Estimated  Estimated 
   Quarter-End Expense Expense Record Annual Investment Annual 

Fund1  Morningstar Category16 Assets Ratio Cost Keeping*,3 Revenue Advisory** Revenue 

 

Plan Expenses   ICMA-RC Gross Revenue 

Dollar values of fees and expenses by fund are estimates derived by multiplying the quarter-ending balance and the annualized percentage 
of assets each fund company has stated it intends to pay as compensation as of the date of the report.  This calculation is based on the 
aggregate data for plans with more than five participants that have the lowest administration fee.  Disclosure of gross expenses, net 
expenses and waivers for each fund immediately follows this table. 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
* Fees for record keeping, administration and education services for participants and plan sponsors. 
**Fees paid to ICMA-RC or its affiliates for investment advisory and other fund services. 

Target-Risk/Target-Date 
  Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Bal9 Allocation--50% to 70% Equity $5,590,452 0.64% $35,779 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Gr9 Allocation--70% to 85% Equity $898,123 0.71% $6,377 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 

Balanced 
  VT Puritan® Fund Allocation--50% to 70% Equity $804,983 0.56% $4,508 0.25% $2,012 0.00% $0 

U.S. Stock 
  Dodge & Cox Stock24 Large Value $1,501,967 0.52% $7,810 0.10% $1,502 0.00% $0 
 VT Vantagepoint 500 Stk Idx Large Blend $1,093,685 0.18% $1,969 0.05% $547 0.10% $1,094 
 VT Vantagepoint Brd Mkt Idx Large Blend $1,296,511 0.18% $2,334 0.05% $648 0.10% $1,297 
 VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income Large Blend $425,858 0.76% $3,237 0.25% $1,065 0.20% $852 
 Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv Large Blend $831,548 0.33% $2,744 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 VT Contrafund®24 Large Growth $4,048,572 0.71% $28,745 0.25% $10,121 0.00% $0 
 VT T Rowe Price® Growth Stock11,24 Large Growth $684,147 0.92% $6,294 0.40% $2,737 0.00% $0 
 American Century® Mid Cap Val10,22,24 Mid-Cap Value $1,623,036 0.98% $15,906 0.25% $4,058 0.00% $0 
 Baird MidCap Institutional22,24 Mid-Cap Growth $492,475 0.81% $3,989 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 VT AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr22,24 Mid-Cap Growth $238,702 1.23% $2,936 0.35% $835 0.00% $0 
 American Beacon Small Cap Val13,24 Small Value $112,248 0.82% $920 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 VT Vantagepoint Md/Sm Co Idx13 Small Blend $702,678 0.19% $1,335 0.05% $351 0.10% $703 
 DFA US Small Cap Institutional13 Small Blend $627,090 0.37% $2,320 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Janus Triton T13,24 Small Growth $189,381 0.92% $1,742 0.25% $473 0.00% $0 

International/Global Stock 
  VT Vantagepoint International14 Foreign Large Blend $957,132 0.95% $9,093 0.25% $2,393 0.20% $1,914 
 VT Vantagepnt Ovrseas Eq Idx14 Foreign Large Blend $395,301 0.25% $988 0.05% $198 0.10% $395 

Specialty 
  VT Nuveen Real Estate Secs15 Real Estate $705,625 1.05% $7,409 0.25% $1,764 0.00% $0 
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    Net Estimated  Estimated  Estimated 
   Quarter-End Expense Expense Record Annual Investment Annual 

Fund1  Morningstar Category16 Assets Ratio Cost Keeping*,3 Revenue Advisory** Revenue 

 

Plan Expenses   ICMA-RC Gross Revenue 

Dollar values of fees and expenses by fund are estimates derived by multiplying the quarter-ending balance and the annualized percentage 
of assets each fund company has stated it intends to pay as compensation as of the date of the report.  This calculation is based on the 
aggregate data for plans with more than five participants that have the lowest administration fee.  Disclosure of gross expenses, net 
expenses and waivers for each fund immediately follows this table. 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
* Fees for record keeping, administration and education services for participants and plan sponsors. 
**Fees paid to ICMA-RC or its affiliates for investment advisory and other fund services. 

 
Total Quarter-End Assets: $44,323,836 
Total Fees and Expenses to Plan:  0.63% $279,950 
Total Recordkeeping Revenue Retained by ICMA-RC:    0.15% $65,279 
Total Investment Advisory Revenue Retained by ICMA-RC:      0.11% $49,685 
 
Administrative Allowance: $4,902 
Total Fees and Expenses after Administrative Allowance:  0.62% $275,048 

Total Recordkeeping Revenue Retained by ICMA-RC After Admin Allowance:    0.14% $60,378 
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Stable Value/Cash Management 
 VT PLUS Fund4   NA 0.81% 0.00%    NA 0.81%   None Equity wash 
 VT Cash Management6   NA 0.43% 0.00%    NA 0.43%   None None 
 VT 1 Year BoA CD Account7   NA NA 0.00%    NA NA   6 Months int Equity wash 
 VT 3 Year BoA CD Account7   NA NA 0.00%    NA NA   6 Months int Equity wash 
 VT 5 Year BoA CD Account7   NA NA 0.00%    NA NA   6 Months int Equity wash 
Bond 
 VT Vantagepoint Cor Bnd Idx8 Intermediate-Term Bond 0.24% 0.05%  4/30/2017 0.19%   None None 
 Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N8 Intermediate-Term Bond 0.40% 0.00%    NA 0.40%   None None 
 DFA Inflation Protected Sec8 Inflation-Protected Bond 0.12% 0.00%    NA 0.12%   None None 
 Federated Instl High Yield Bnd23,8 High Yield Bond 0.58% 0.08%  1/1/2018 0.50%   2.00%, 90 days None 
Guaranteed Lifetime Income 
 VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage17   NA 1.71% 0.00%    NA 1.71%   None 90 days, any amt 
Target-Risk/Target-Date 
 Vanguard Target Retire Income9,12 Target-Date Retirement 0.14% 0.00%    NA 0.14%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20109,12 Target-Date 2000-2010 0.14% 0.00%    NA 0.14%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20159,12 Target-Date 2015 0.14% 0.00%    NA 0.14%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20209,12 Target-Date 2020 0.14% 0.00%    NA 0.14%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20259,12 Target-Date 2025 0.15% 0.00%    NA 0.15%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20309,12 Target-Date 2030 0.15% 0.00%    NA 0.15%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20359,12 Target-Date 2035 0.15% 0.00%    NA 0.15%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20409,12 Target-Date 2040 0.16% 0.00%    NA 0.16%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20459,12 Target-Date 2045 0.16% 0.00%    NA 0.16%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20509,12 Target-Date 2050 0.16% 0.00%    NA 0.16%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20559,12 Target-Date 2055 0.16% 0.00%    NA 0.16%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20609 Target-Date 2060+ 0.16% 0.00%    NA 0.16%   None None 
 Putnam Dynamic Asst Alloc Cons9 Tactical Allocation 0.67% 0.00%    NA 0.67%   None None 
 Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Bal9 Allocation--50% to 70% Equity 0.64% 0.00%    NA 0.64%   None None 

 Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Gr9 Allocation--70% to 85% Equity 0.71% 0.00%    NA 0.71%   None None 

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
 

   Gross  Expense  Waiver Net     
   Expense Waiver  Expiration Expense   Redemption Trade 

Fund1  Morningstar Category16 Ratio Amount  Date Ratio   Fee1 Restriction1 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
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Balanced 
 VT Puritan® Fund Allocation--50% to 70% Equity 0.56% 0.00%    NA 0.56%   None None 
U.S. Stock 
 Dodge & Cox Stock24 Large Value 0.52% 0.00%    NA 0.52%   None None 
 VT Vantagepoint 500 Stk Idx Large Blend 0.23% 0.05%  4/30/2017 0.18%   None None 
 VT Vantagepoint Brd Mkt Idx Large Blend 0.23% 0.05%  4/30/2017 0.18%   None None 
 VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income Large Blend 0.76% 0.00%    NA 0.76%   None None 
 Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv Large Blend 0.33% 0.00%    NA 0.33%   None None 
 VT Contrafund®24 Large Growth 0.71% 0.00%    NA 0.71%   None None 
 VT T Rowe Price® Growth Stock11,24 Large Growth 0.92% 0.00%    NA 0.92%   None 30 days, any amt 
 American Century® Mid Cap Val10,22,24 Mid-Cap Value 1.01% 0.03%  7/31/2017 0.98%   None None 
 Baird MidCap Institutional22,24 Mid-Cap Growth 0.81% 0.00%    NA 0.81%   None None 
 VT AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr22,24 Mid-Cap Growth 1.23% 0.00%    NA 1.23%   None None 
 American Beacon Small Cap Val13,24 Small Value 0.82% 0.00%    NA 0.82%   None None 
 VT Vantagepoint Md/Sm Co Idx13 Small Blend 0.24% 0.05%  4/30/2017 0.19%   None None 
 DFA US Small Cap Institutional13 Small Blend 0.37% 0.00%    NA 0.37%   None None 
 Janus Triton T13,24 Small Growth 0.92% 0.00%    NA 0.92%   None None 
International/Global Stock 
 VT Vantagepoint International14 Foreign Large Blend 0.95% 0.00%    NA 0.95%   None 90 days, any amt 
 VT Vantagepnt Ovrseas Eq Idx14 Foreign Large Blend 0.30% 0.05%  4/30/2017 0.25%   None 90 days, any amt 
Specialty 
 VT Nuveen Real Estate Secs15 Real Estate 1.05% 0.00%    NA 1.05%   None None 

 

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
 

   Gross  Expense  Waiver Net     
   Expense Waiver  Expiration Expense   Redemption Trade 

Fund1  Morningstar Category16 Ratio Amount  Date Ratio   Fee1 Restriction1 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
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   Number of Annual  
 Service Fee Assessments Cost  
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All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 

   --   NA 
 2247 $61,466 
 
 
 
 13 $650 
 6 $275 
 1 $20 
 
 
   --   NA 
 
 56 participants 
  $6,047 
 $1,824,028 in assets 
 
 
 
 
 
   --   NA 
 
 
 7 $174 
 
 
 1 $250 
 
  $68,881 

ICMA-RC Participant Account Fees (457) Plans 

Per Participant Fee annual fee 
Administration up to 0.330% (annualized) on assets 
 

Administration Fees Charged to Participant Accounts 

Loans  
Origination, Refinance, Reamortization $75 per application 
Loan Maintenance $50 annual fee 
ACH Reject $20 per occurrence 
 
Guided Pathways 
Fund Advice19 $20 annual fee 
 
Managed Accounts19,20  0.40% on first $100,000 
  0.35% on next $100,000 
  0.25% on next $300,000 
  0.00% on All assets over $500,000 
 (Managed Account fees are annualized) 

Brokerage 

Expedited Disbursement 

Total Fees from Participant Accounts 

Self-Directed Brokerage21,23 $50 one-time setup fee 
 (additional fees by brokerage provider also apply) 

Wire & FedEx varies by delivery address 
 
Legal 
Domestic Relations Order Processing $250 per divorce 
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Your 401 Plans incur costs for services they receive, including revenue retained by ICMA-RC for record keeping and investment advisory services.  As of 
December 31, 2016, the estimated annual cost to your plan is $63,222 consisting of $46,236 from fund fees and expenses (0.58% of plan assets) and 
$16,986 of participant account fees. 
 
Out of total estimated plan costs, ICMA-RC received the following estimated annual revenue: 
 
 

Methodology  
 
ICMA-RC estimated its annual compensation as follows: 
 
 Dollar values of record keeping and investment advisory revenue were estimated by multiplying the quarter-ending balance and the 

annualized percentage of assets each fund company has stated it intends to pay as compensation as of the date of the report.  
Results of this calculation for each fund were aggregated by product type to derive the total estimated revenue in dollars for the 
past 12 months. 

 
 Estimated annual revenue as a percent of plan assets was calculated by dividing the total estimated dollar value by the quarter-

ending balance for the plan as of the date of the report. 
 
 
Participant usage fees were actual fees charged to participant accounts for the current quarter-ending period. 
 

 
Revenue Source Record Keeping* Investment Advisory** Total 

Funds 
Participant Account Fees 
Total 

 

 $7,489 (0.09%) $4,731 (0.06%) $12,220 (0.15%) 

 $16,986 $0 $16,986 

 $24,475 $4,731 $29,207 

       * Fees for record keeping, administration, and education services for participants and plan sponsors. 
      ** Fees paid to ICMA-RC or its affiliates for investment advisory services and other fund services. 
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    Net Estimated  Estimated  Estimated 
   Quarter-End Expense Expense Record Annual Investment Annual 

Fund1  Morningstar Category16 Assets Ratio Cost Keeping*,3 Revenue Advisory** Revenue 

 

Plan Expenses   ICMA-RC Gross Revenue 

Dollar values of fees and expenses by fund are estimates derived by multiplying the quarter-ending balance and the annualized percentage 
of assets each fund company has stated it intends to pay as compensation as of the date of the report.  This calculation is based on the 
aggregate data for plans with more than five participants that have the lowest administration fee.  Disclosure of gross expenses, net 
expenses and waivers for each fund immediately follows this table. 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
* Fees for record keeping, administration and education services for participants and plan sponsors. 
**Fees paid to ICMA-RC or its affiliates for investment advisory and other fund services. 

Stable Value/Cash Management 
  VT PLUS Fund4   NA $1,120,886 0.81% $9,079 0.25% $2,802 0.30% $3,363 
 VT Cash Management6   NA $50,374 0.43% $217 0.25% $126 0.00% $0 
 VT 1 Year BoA CD Account7   NA $0 NA $0 0.60% $0 0.00% $0 
 VT 3 Year BoA CD Account7   NA $0 NA $0 0.60% $0 0.00% $0 
 VT 5 Year BoA CD Account7   NA $0 NA $0 0.60% $0 0.00% $0 

Bond 
  VT Vantagepoint Cor Bnd Idx8 Intermediate-Term Bond $303,225 0.19% $576 0.05% $152 0.10% $303 
 Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N8 Intermediate-Term Bond $158,074 0.40% $632 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 DFA Inflation Protected Sec8 Inflation-Protected Bond $89,656 0.12% $108 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Federated Instl High Yield Bnd23,8 High Yield Bond $143,058 0.50% $715 0.05% $72 0.00% $0 

Guaranteed Lifetime Income 
  VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage17   NA $0 1.71% $0 0.45% $0 0.05% $0 

Target-Risk/Target-Date 
  Vanguard Target Retire Income9,12 Target-Date Retirement $9,632 0.14% $13 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20109,12 Target-Date 2000-2010 $149,722 0.14% $210 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20159,12 Target-Date 2015 $24,662 0.14% $35 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20209,12 Target-Date 2020 $235,185 0.14% $329 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20259,12 Target-Date 2025 $83,867 0.15% $126 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20309,12 Target-Date 2030 $32,880 0.15% $49 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20359,12 Target-Date 2035 $94,754 0.15% $142 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20409,12 Target-Date 2040 $3,523 0.16% $6 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20459,12 Target-Date 2045 $0 0.16% $0 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20509,12 Target-Date 2050 $0 0.16% $0 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20559,12 Target-Date 2055 $0 0.16% $0 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20609 Target-Date 2060+ $0 0.16% $0 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Putnam Dynamic Asst Alloc Cons9 Tactical Allocation $591,422 0.67% $3,963 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
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    Net Estimated  Estimated  Estimated 
   Quarter-End Expense Expense Record Annual Investment Annual 

Fund1  Morningstar Category16 Assets Ratio Cost Keeping*,3 Revenue Advisory** Revenue 

 

Plan Expenses   ICMA-RC Gross Revenue 

Dollar values of fees and expenses by fund are estimates derived by multiplying the quarter-ending balance and the annualized percentage 
of assets each fund company has stated it intends to pay as compensation as of the date of the report.  This calculation is based on the 
aggregate data for plans with more than five participants that have the lowest administration fee.  Disclosure of gross expenses, net 
expenses and waivers for each fund immediately follows this table. 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
* Fees for record keeping, administration and education services for participants and plan sponsors. 
**Fees paid to ICMA-RC or its affiliates for investment advisory and other fund services. 

Target-Risk/Target-Date 
  Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Bal9 Allocation--50% to 70% Equity $1,636,062 0.64% $10,471 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Gr9 Allocation--70% to 85% Equity $195,575 0.71% $1,389 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 

Balanced 
  VT Puritan® Fund Allocation--50% to 70% Equity $40,775 0.56% $228 0.25% $102 0.00% $0 

U.S. Stock 
  Dodge & Cox Stock24 Large Value $134,908 0.52% $702 0.10% $135 0.00% $0 
 VT Vantagepoint 500 Stk Idx Large Blend $457,627 0.18% $824 0.05% $229 0.10% $458 
 VT Vantagepoint Brd Mkt Idx Large Blend $54,740 0.18% $99 0.05% $27 0.10% $55 
 VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income Large Blend $44,055 0.76% $335 0.25% $110 0.20% $88 
 Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv Large Blend $132,769 0.33% $438 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 VT Contrafund®24 Large Growth $684,483 0.71% $4,860 0.25% $1,711 0.00% $0 
 VT T Rowe Price® Growth Stock11,24 Large Growth $335,458 0.92% $3,086 0.40% $1,342 0.00% $0 
 American Century® Mid Cap Val10,22,24 Mid-Cap Value $275,680 0.98% $2,702 0.25% $689 0.00% $0 
 Baird MidCap Institutional22,24 Mid-Cap Growth $231,164 0.81% $1,872 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 VT AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr22,24 Mid-Cap Growth $15,003 1.23% $185 0.35% $53 0.00% $0 
 American Beacon Small Cap Val13,24 Small Value $2,367 0.82% $19 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 VT Vantagepoint Md/Sm Co Idx13 Small Blend $80,262 0.19% $152 0.05% $40 0.10% $80 
 DFA US Small Cap Institutional13 Small Blend $113,424 0.37% $420 0.00% $0 0.00% $0 
 Janus Triton T13,24 Small Growth $17,605 0.92% $162 0.25% $44 0.00% $0 

International/Global Stock 
  VT Vantagepoint International14 Foreign Large Blend $142,109 0.95% $1,350 0.25% $355 0.20% $284 
 VT Vantagepnt Ovrseas Eq Idx14 Foreign Large Blend $100,508 0.25% $251 0.05% $50 0.10% $101 

Specialty 
  VT Nuveen Real Estate Secs15 Real Estate $130,261 1.05% $1,368 0.25% $326 0.00% $0 
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    Net Estimated  Estimated  Estimated 
   Quarter-End Expense Expense Record Annual Investment Annual 

Fund1  Morningstar Category16 Assets Ratio Cost Keeping*,3 Revenue Advisory** Revenue 

 

Plan Expenses   ICMA-RC Gross Revenue 

Dollar values of fees and expenses by fund are estimates derived by multiplying the quarter-ending balance and the annualized percentage 
of assets each fund company has stated it intends to pay as compensation as of the date of the report.  This calculation is based on the 
aggregate data for plans with more than five participants that have the lowest administration fee.  Disclosure of gross expenses, net 
expenses and waivers for each fund immediately follows this table. 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
* Fees for record keeping, administration and education services for participants and plan sponsors. 
**Fees paid to ICMA-RC or its affiliates for investment advisory and other fund services. 

 
Total Quarter-End Assets: $7,915,755 
Total Fees and Expenses to Plan:  0.60% $47,111 
Total Recordkeeping Revenue Retained by ICMA-RC:    0.11% $8,365 
Total Investment Advisory Revenue Retained by ICMA-RC:      0.06% $4,731 
 
Administrative Allowance: $875 
Total Fees and Expenses after Administrative Allowance:  0.58% $46,236 

Total Recordkeeping Revenue Retained by ICMA-RC After Admin Allowance:    0.09% $7,489 
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Stable Value/Cash Management 
 VT PLUS Fund4   NA 0.81% 0.00%    NA 0.81%   None Equity wash 
 VT Cash Management6   NA 0.43% 0.00%    NA 0.43%   None None 
 VT 1 Year BoA CD Account7   NA NA 0.00%    NA NA   6 Months int Equity wash 
 VT 3 Year BoA CD Account7   NA NA 0.00%    NA NA   6 Months int Equity wash 
 VT 5 Year BoA CD Account7   NA NA 0.00%    NA NA   6 Months int Equity wash 
Bond 
 VT Vantagepoint Cor Bnd Idx8 Intermediate-Term Bond 0.24% 0.05%  4/30/2017 0.19%   None None 
 Loomis Sayles Core Plus Bond N8 Intermediate-Term Bond 0.40% 0.00%    NA 0.40%   None None 
 DFA Inflation Protected Sec8 Inflation-Protected Bond 0.12% 0.00%    NA 0.12%   None None 
 Federated Instl High Yield Bnd23,8 High Yield Bond 0.58% 0.08%  1/1/2018 0.50%   2.00%, 90 days None 
Guaranteed Lifetime Income 
 VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage17   NA 1.71% 0.00%    NA 1.71%   None 90 days, any amt 
Target-Risk/Target-Date 
 Vanguard Target Retire Income9,12 Target-Date Retirement 0.14% 0.00%    NA 0.14%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20109,12 Target-Date 2000-2010 0.14% 0.00%    NA 0.14%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20159,12 Target-Date 2015 0.14% 0.00%    NA 0.14%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20209,12 Target-Date 2020 0.14% 0.00%    NA 0.14%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20259,12 Target-Date 2025 0.15% 0.00%    NA 0.15%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20309,12 Target-Date 2030 0.15% 0.00%    NA 0.15%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20359,12 Target-Date 2035 0.15% 0.00%    NA 0.15%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20409,12 Target-Date 2040 0.16% 0.00%    NA 0.16%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20459,12 Target-Date 2045 0.16% 0.00%    NA 0.16%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20509,12 Target-Date 2050 0.16% 0.00%    NA 0.16%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20559,12 Target-Date 2055 0.16% 0.00%    NA 0.16%   None None 
 Vanguard Target Retire 20609 Target-Date 2060+ 0.16% 0.00%    NA 0.16%   None None 
 Putnam Dynamic Asst Alloc Cons9 Tactical Allocation 0.67% 0.00%    NA 0.67%   None None 
 Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Bal9 Allocation--50% to 70% Equity 0.64% 0.00%    NA 0.64%   None None 

 Putnam Dynamic Asset Alloc Gr9 Allocation--70% to 85% Equity 0.71% 0.00%    NA 0.71%   None None 

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
 

   Gross  Expense  Waiver Net     
   Expense Waiver  Expiration Expense   Redemption Trade 

Fund1  Morningstar Category16 Ratio Amount  Date Ratio   Fee1 Restriction1 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
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Balanced 
 VT Puritan® Fund Allocation--50% to 70% Equity 0.56% 0.00%    NA 0.56%   None None 
U.S. Stock 
 Dodge & Cox Stock24 Large Value 0.52% 0.00%    NA 0.52%   None None 
 VT Vantagepoint 500 Stk Idx Large Blend 0.23% 0.05%  4/30/2017 0.18%   None None 
 VT Vantagepoint Brd Mkt Idx Large Blend 0.23% 0.05%  4/30/2017 0.18%   None None 
 VT Vantagepoint Grwth & Income Large Blend 0.76% 0.00%    NA 0.76%   None None 
 Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv Large Blend 0.33% 0.00%    NA 0.33%   None None 
 VT Contrafund®24 Large Growth 0.71% 0.00%    NA 0.71%   None None 
 VT T Rowe Price® Growth Stock11,24 Large Growth 0.92% 0.00%    NA 0.92%   None 30 days, any amt 
 American Century® Mid Cap Val10,22,24 Mid-Cap Value 1.01% 0.03%  7/31/2017 0.98%   None None 
 Baird MidCap Institutional22,24 Mid-Cap Growth 0.81% 0.00%    NA 0.81%   None None 
 VT AMG TimesSquare Mid Cap Gr22,24 Mid-Cap Growth 1.23% 0.00%    NA 1.23%   None None 
 American Beacon Small Cap Val13,24 Small Value 0.82% 0.00%    NA 0.82%   None None 
 VT Vantagepoint Md/Sm Co Idx13 Small Blend 0.24% 0.05%  4/30/2017 0.19%   None None 
 DFA US Small Cap Institutional13 Small Blend 0.37% 0.00%    NA 0.37%   None None 
 Janus Triton T13,24 Small Growth 0.92% 0.00%    NA 0.92%   None None 
International/Global Stock 
 VT Vantagepoint International14 Foreign Large Blend 0.95% 0.00%    NA 0.95%   None 90 days, any amt 
 VT Vantagepnt Ovrseas Eq Idx14 Foreign Large Blend 0.30% 0.05%  4/30/2017 0.25%   None 90 days, any amt 
Specialty 
 VT Nuveen Real Estate Secs15 Real Estate 1.05% 0.00%    NA 1.05%   None None 

 

See disclosure at end of chapter. 
 

   Gross  Expense  Waiver Net     
   Expense Waiver  Expiration Expense   Redemption Trade 

Fund1  Morningstar Category16 Ratio Amount  Date Ratio   Fee1 Restriction1 

All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 
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All data on page is as of December 31, 2016 

   --   NA 
 300 $14,943 
 
 
 
 3 $225 
 5 $250 
   --   NA 
 
 
   --   NA 
 
 6 participants 
  $1,546 
 $730,012 in assets 
 
 
 
 
 
   --   NA 
 
 
 1 $22 
 
 
   --   NA 
 
  $16,986 

ICMA-RC Participant Account Fees (401) Plans 

Per Participant Fee annual fee 
Administration up to 0.330% (annualized) on assets 
 

Administration Fees Charged to Participant Accounts 

Loans  
Origination, Refinance, Reamortization $75 per application 
Loan Maintenance $50 annual fee 
ACH Reject $20 per occurrence 
 
Guided Pathways 
Fund Advice19 $20 annual fee 
 
Managed Accounts19,20  0.40% on first $100,000 
  0.35% on next $100,000 
  0.25% on next $300,000 
  0.00% on All assets over $500,000 
 (Managed Account fees are annualized) 

Brokerage 

Expedited Disbursement 

Total Fees from Participant Accounts 

Self-Directed Brokerage21,23 $50 one-time setup fee 
 (additional fees by brokerage provider also apply) 

Wire & FedEx varies by delivery address 
 
Legal 
Domestic Relations Order Processing $250 per divorce 
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Ancillary Service Fee – Fees deducted from plan participant accounts to pay for services chosen by participants that are made available by ICMA-
RC and the plan 
 
Average Month-End Assets – Average month-end assets in plans for the 12 month period ending on the date of this report. 
 
Administration Fee – An asset-based fee for record keeping services that may be deducted directly from participant accounts in certain plans 
administered by ICMA-RC. 
 
Contingent Deferred Sales Charges (CDSCs): Some mutual funds may charge investors for marketing costs of up to 8% of assets either at the time 
an investment is made or when assets are redeemed.  In the public sector retirement plan community, these “contingent deferred sales charges” can 
be charged when participants move to another plan administrator or when the plan sponsor terminates the plan administrator.   
 
Estimated Fund Expense Cost – This simulation is designed to provide an estimate of the cost of fund expenses to your plan, not a calculation of 
actual expenses incurred.  Annualized costs to your plan from fund expenses have been estimated by multiplying the average month-end balance in 
each fund with the net fund expense ratio as of the date of this report.  Actual experience of the plan will vary based on assets in each fund over an 
annual period and changes that may occur in expense ratios over that period.   
 
Estimated Record Keeping Revenue – This simulation is designed to provide an estimate of revenue received by ICMA-RC for plan and participant 
services, not a calculation of such revenue received.  Annualized record keeping revenue received by ICMA-RC has been estimated by multiplying 
the average month-end balance in each fund with the annualized record keeping revenue anticipated to be received by ICMA-RC from fund 
companies based on current contracts with those companies as of the date of this report.  Record keeping revenue is paid by fund companies based 
on calculation methodologies of each fund company.  Actual fees and revenue of the plan will vary based on those differing methodologies. 
 
Estimated Investment Advisory Revenue – This simulation is designed to provide an estimate of the investment advisory revenue received by 
ICMA-RC, not a calculation of actual revenue received.  Annualized investment advisory revenue received by ICMA-RC has been estimated by 
multiplying the average month-end balance in each fund with the annualized investment advisory revenue anticipated to be received by ICMA-RC as 
of the date of this report. Actual experience of the plan will vary based on those differing methodologies, as well as on the assets in each fund over an 
annual period. 
 
Expense Waiver Amount – The amount that a service provider or a mutual fund has agreed to waive in order to reduce or limit operating expenses 
for the fund.  Fee waivers may not be available in the future. 
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Gross Expense Ratio – The annualized amount, expressed as a percentage of their total investment that investors will pay annually for the mutual 
fund's operating expenses and management fees before any waivers. 
 
Investment Advice Fee – Annual dollar-based fee for access to independent online investment advice.  Some vendors charge the plan a fee for each 
eligible participant, while other vendors charge a fee only when a participant uses the service. 
 
Investment Advisory Fees – Consists of compensation paid to ICMA-RC, an SEC-registered investment adviser, which serves as the investment 
adviser to The VantageTrust Funds, as well as compensation paid to Vantagepoint Transfer Agents, LLC (“VTA”) for other fund services.  In addition, 
this includes compensation paid to ICMA-RC for investment advisory services provided to VantageTrust Company, LLC in respect to the collective 
investment funds and other investment options it makes available to participants through VantageTrust.  Investment fees are deducted from fund 
assets and reflected in the Net Asset Values of the VantageTrust Funds.  
 
Loan Fees – Fees assessed when a participant voluntarily takes a loan from his or her plan account.  Vendors typically charge for establishing/re-
amortizing loans and for maintaining loans.  Fees are usually assessed on a flat dollar basis, with start-up fees assessed at the initiation or re-
amortization of a loan and maintenance fees charged annually. 
 
Managed Accounts Fee – An asset-based fee paid by participants who receive independent managed account services.  Fee reductions may be 
provided when participant accounts reach certain asset levels.  Fee is assessed on participant accounts and reported on participant statements.   
 
Morningstar Category – Categories are from Morningstar® as of the date of this report for underlying funds where available. Category for the PLUS 
Fund was determined by ICMA-RC based on fund characteristics.  Morningstar®, Inc. is a global investment research firm that is not affiliated with 
ICMA-RC. Morningstar® used as a source for some data. 
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Net Expense Ratio – The amount shown is the gross expense ratio less any expense waivers.  The daily portion of this expense is deducted from the 
fund prior to the fund company's calculation of the daily price reported to the public. 
 
Per Participant Fee – An explicit flat fee charged to each participant account with a balance in the plan for administration or record keeping services.  
Has a greater impact, as a fraction of account balance, on participants with smaller assets. 
 
Record keeping Fees – Deducted from the assets of some mutual funds or collective investment trusts, these 12b-1, shareholder servicing, transfer 
agency and/or administration fees are paid by VantageTrust Company, LLC, the fund or fund company to ICMA-RC for services rendered by ICMA-
RC to the Fund and to the plans and participants that invest in the fund directly or through the VantageTrust Funds.  The amounts listed for 
VantageTrust Funds, including the VantageTrust PLUS Fund, include all non-advisory compensation paid by a fund to ICMA-RC and/or its affiliates. 
 
Redemption Fee – To discourage frequent trading and reduce the cost of such activity to the fund and its investors, a fund may assess a redemption 
fee when fund shares, held for less than a minimum period of time, are sold or “redeemed.”   
 
Self-Directed Brokerage Fee – Fee assessed when a participant voluntarily uses self-directed brokerage account services that provide access to a 
wide range of mutual funds and individual securities (if offered by plan).  A fee for establishing the account or for maintaining the account may be 
assessed.  The brokerage services vendor will assess additional fees. 
 
Total ICMA-RC Revenue – Summation of all revenue received by ICMA-RC, including record keeping fees and investment advisory fees from 
proprietary funds managed by ICMA-RC. 
 
Trade Restrictions – As an alternative to assessing redemption fees to discourage frequent trading, funds may require participants to wait a defined 
period after redeeming shares to transfer assets back into the fund.  
 
Waiver Expiration Date – The date upon which the contractual obligation to provide the waiver lapses. 
 
Waiver Type - Indicates whether the reduction in fund expense ratio is voluntary or contractual. 
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1 Before investing, please read the applicable Fund's Fact Sheet and the VantageTrust Funds Disclosure Memorandum carefully for a complete summary of all 
fees, expenses, investment objectives and strategies, and risks. This information is available when you log in at www.icmarc.org/login, or upon request by 
calling 800-669-7400. 

Please read the fund’s prospectus carefully for a complete summary of all fees, expenses, investment objectives and strategies, risks, financial highlights, 
and performance information. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of the amount invested. Investors should carefully consider the information 
contained in the prospectus before investing. You may contact us to obtain a prospectus or to answer questions by calling 800-669-7400, emailing 
investorservices@icmarc.org, or visiting www.icmarc.org 

The source for this information is Morningstar, Inc. Copyright © 2016 Morningstar, Inc.® All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is 
proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. 
Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. Morningstar, Inc. is a global 
investment research firm that is not affiliated with ICMA-RC. ICMA-RC does not independently verify Morningstar data. 

Frequent trading rules are designed to detect and discourage trading activities that may increase costs to all investors. All funds or underlying funds are 
monitored for frequent trading. Certain funds or underlying funds may impose fees or restrictions to deter frequent trading. Current information about these 
fees or restrictions can be found in a fund’s or underlying fund’s prospectus. You may contact us to obtain a prospectus or to answer questions by calling 
800-669-7400, emailing investorservices@icmarc.org, or visiting www.icmarc.org .  You can obtain information about ICMA-RC’s Frequent Trading Policy at 
www.icmarc.org/frequenttrading.

Certain funds or underlying funds may charge a redemption fee. Current information about redemption fee, if any, will be contained in the fund’s or underlying 
fund’s prospectus. You may contact us to obtain a prospectus or to answer questions by calling 800-669-7400, emailing investorservices@icmarc.org, or 
visiting www.icmarc.org. 

http://www.icmarc.org/
mailto:investorservices@icmarc.org
http://www.icmarc.org/
mailto:investorservices@icmarc.org
http://www.icmarc.org/
http://www.icmarc.org/frequenttrading
mailto:investorservices@icmarc.org
http://www.icmarc.org/
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Investment advice and analysis tools are offered to participants through ICMA-RC, a federally registered investment adviser. Investment advice is the result of 
methodologies developed, maintained and overseen by the Independent Financial Expert, Morningstar Investment Management LLC. Morningstar Investment 
Management LLC is a registered investment advisor and subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc.   Morningstar, Inc. and Morningstar Investment Management LLC are 
not affiliated with ICMA-RC. All rights reserved. The Morningstar name and logo are registered marks of Morningstar, Inc. 

ICMA-RC or its affiliates receive payments from third-party mutual funds that underlie certain VantageTrust Funds that may be available for investment through 
your plan. These payments are for services rendered by ICMA-RC or its affiliates to plans and participants, and are in the form of 12b-1 fees, service fees, 
compensation for sub-accounting and other services provided by ICMA-RC or its affiliates. 

The revenue amounts listed for VT Vantagepoint Funds and the VT PLUS Fund includes all compensation paid by the fund to ICMA-RC and/or its affiliates. 
This amount includes compensation for investment advisory, transfer agency, and plan/participant services that is included in the daily NAV calculation. 

Revenue is subject to change at the discretion of the fund company and is received at various times throughout the course of a year based on the policies of 
the individual fund companies. 

VT PLUS Fund return is annualized for all periods. 

Direct transfers from a stable value fund to competing funds are restricted. Competing funds may include, but are not limited to money market mutual funds, 
certificates of deposit, stable value funds, investment options that offer guarantees of principal or income, certain short-term bond funds and self-directed 
brokerage accounts. Certain restrictions may apply when you want to transfer money from a stable value fund to a competing fund. These restrictions 
generally include waiting periods before transfers can be made back into a stable value fund. For additional information on the VT PLUS Fund restrictions on 
transfers to competing funds, please read the  Fund's Fact Sheet and the VantageTrust Funds Disclosure Memorandum. 

An investment in this Fund is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government agency. Although the Fund 
seeks to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in the Fund. The 7-Day Yield more closely reflects 
the Fund's current earnings than the quotation of total return. 

The VantageTrust Cash Management Fund is invested in a single registered mutual fund, the Fidelity Money Market Government Portfolio. Investments in the 
fund are not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government agency. It is possible to lose money by investing in 
the fund. The 7-Day Yield more closely reflects the Fund's current earnings than the quotation of total return. 
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7 CD Accounts are issued by Bank of America, N.A. ("Bank"), a member of the FDIC, and are available as VantageTrust investment options. CD Account 
deposits of up to $250,000 are insured by the FDIC, subject to certain limitations. Amounts to be invested in CD Accounts are initially held in the Bank's 
Money Market Deposit Account ("MMDA") and earn the Bank's MMDA rate. At the end of the open investment window, assets are transferred to the CD 
Account where interest is credited daily and compounded monthly. 

Certificate of Deposit Accounts (CD Accounts) Annual Percentage Rates (APRs) and Annual Percentage Yields (APYs) are valid for the purchases made 
within the related open investment window and assume principal and interest remain in the account until maturity. Withdrawals and penalties will reduce 
earnings on the account. Please be advised, there may be associated penalties for withdrawing from a CD Account prior to the maturity date. For more 
information regarding CD Accounts, please contact Investor Services at 800-669-7400. 

8 A fixed income fund is subject to credit risk and interest rate risk. Credit risk is when an issuer of a fixed income security may be unable or unwilling to make 
payments of principal or interest to the holders of these securities or may declare bankruptcy. Fixed income securities fluctuate in value as interest rates 
change. When interest rates rise, the market prices of fixed income securities will usually decrease; when interest rates fall, the market prices of fixed income 
securities usually will increase. 

9 VantageTrust Funds invest either in collective investment funds or underlying registered funds. Please refer to the underlying fund's disclosure documents for 
additional information on fund fees and expenses. 

10 American Century® is a registered trademark of American Century Services Corporation. 
11 T. Rowe Price® is a registered trademark of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. - all rights reserved.
12 The Fund is not a complete solution for all of your retirement savings needs. An investment in the Fund includes the risk of loss, including near, at or after the 

target date of the Fund. There is no guarantee that the Fund will provide adequate income at and through an investor's retirement. 
13 Funds that invest primarily in small-capitalization companies involve greater risk than is customarily associated with investments in larger, more established 

companies. Equity securities of small-capitalization companies are generally subject to greater price volatility than those of larger companies due to less 
certain growth prospects, the lower degree of liquidity in the markets for their securities, and the greater sensitivity of smaller companies to changing 
economic conditions. Also, small-capitalization companies may have more limited product lines, fewer capital resources and less experienced management 
than larger companies. 
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14 Funds that invest in foreign securities are exposed to the risk of loss due to political, economic, legal, regulatory, and operational uncertainties; differing 
accounting and financial reporting standards; limited availability of information; currency fluctuations; and higher transaction costs. Investments in foreign 
currencies or securities denominated in foreign currencies (including derivative instruments that provide exposure to foreign currencies) may experience 
gains or losses solely based on changes in the exchange rate between foreign currencies and the U.S. dollar. The risk of investing in foreign securities may 
be greater with respect to securities of companies located in emerging market countries. The value of developing or emerging market currencies may 
fluctuate more than the currencies of companies with more mature markets.   

15 Sector funds tend to be riskier and more volatile than the broad market because they are generally less diversified and more volatile than other mutual 
funds.

16 Morningstar places funds in certain categories based on the fund's historical portfolio holdings. Placement of a fund in a particular Morningstar category 
does not mean that the fund will remain in that category or that it will invest primarily in securities consistent with its Morningstar category. A fund's 
investment strategy and portfolio holdings are governed by its prospectus, guidelines or other governing documents, not its Morningstar category. 

17 Prudential Retirement Insurance and Annuity Company (Prudential), CA COA #08003, Hartford, CT. Neither Prudential nor ICMA-RC guarantees the 
investment performance or return on contributions to Prudential's Separate Account. You should carefully consider the objectives, risks, charges, expenses 
and underlying guarantee features before purchasing this product. Prudential may increase the Guarantee Fee in the future, from 1.00% up to a maximum 
of 1.50%. Like all variable investments, this Fund may lose value. Availability and terms may vary by jurisdiction; subject to regulatory approvals. Annuity 
contracts contain exclusions, limitations, reductions of benefits and terms for keeping them in force. Guarantees are based on Prudential's claims-paying 
ability. This annuity is issued under Contract form # GA-2020-TGWB4-0805-RC. ICMA-RC provides recordkeeping services to your Plan and is the 
investment manager of the underlying Prudential separate account. Prudential or its affiliates may compensate ICMA-RC for providing these and related 
administrative services in connection with the Fund. Variable annuities are suitable for long-term investing, particularly retirement savings. ©2016 
Prudential, the Prudential logo, and the Rock symbol and Bring Your Challenges are service marks of the Prudential Insurance Company of America, 
Newark, NJ, and its related entities, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Note: Participants who are interested in the VT Retirement 
IncomeAdvantage Fund must first receive and read the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund Important Considerations document, before investing. 
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Participants can withdraw assets from a CD Account at any time, but withdrawals prior to the maturity date are subject to an early withdrawal penalty equal 
to 180 days of interest on the amount withdrawn, unless one of the exceptions identified below applies. The interest penalty is calculated as the gross rate 
of the CD Account (i.e., the net rate plus the Annual CD Administrative Fee). 

Transfers from the VT PLUS Fund to CD Accounts are prohibited. Assets must be invested outside of the VT PLUS Fund in a non-competing fund for a 
period of at least 90 days before being transferred to CD Accounts. ICMA-RC will limit each participant’s aggregate investment in CD Accounts to an 
amount less than $250,000. This limit includes principal, accrued interest, future interest, and any previously purchased VantageTrust CD Accounts issued 
by Countrywide Bank or MBNA. If an individual’s total investment in CD Accounts exceeds the $250,000 limit, ICMA-RC will transfer the excess amounts to 
the Plan’s designated maturity fund. Note that ICMA-RC can only limit a participant’s aggregate investment in CD Accounts through Plans administered by 
ICMA-RC. 

Investment advice and analysis tools are offered to participants through ICMA-RC, a federally registered investment adviser. Investment advice is the result 
of methodologies developed, maintained and overseen by the Independent Financial Expert, Morningstar Investment Management LLC. Morningstar 
Investment Management LLC is a registered investment advisor and subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc.   Morningstar, Inc. and Morningstar Investment 
Management LLC are not affiliated with ICMA-RC. All rights reserved. The Morningstar name and logo are registered marks of Morningstar, Inc. 

Before investing, please read the applicable Fund's Fact Sheet and the VantageTrust Funds Disclosure Memorandum carefully for a complete summary of 
all fees, expenses, investment objectives and strategies, and risks. This information is available when you log in at www.icmarc.org/login, or upon request by 
calling 800-669-7400.  

ICMA-RC and TD Ameritrade are separate, unaffiliated companies and not responsible for each other’s services or policies. Brokerage services are 
provided by TD Ameritrade, Inc. a registered broker-dealer and member of FINRA/SIPC/NFA TD Ameritrade is a trademark jointly owned by TD Ameritrade 
IP Company, Inc. and the Toronto-Dominion Bank. Used with permission.  

Funds that invest primarily in mid-capitalization companies involve greater risk than is customarily associated with investments in larger, more established 
companies. Equity securities of mid-capitalization companies generally trade in lower volume and are generally subject to greater and less predictable price 
changes than the securities of larger companies. 

Funds that invest primarily in high yield bonds (bonds that are rated below investment grade and also known as "junk bonds") are subject to additional risk 
as these high yield bonds are considered speculative and involve a greater risk of default than "investment grade" securities. The values of these securities 
are particularly sensitive to changes in interest rates, issuer creditworthiness, and economic and political conditions. The market prices of these securities 
may decline significantly in periods of general economic difficulty, may be harder to value, and may be less liquid than higher rated securities. 
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24 Certain funds may be subject to style risk, which is the possibility that the investment style of its investment adviser will trail the returns of the overall market. 
In the past, different types of securities have experienced cycles of outperformance and underperformance in comparison to the market in general. For 
example, growth stocks have performed best during the later stages of economic expansion and value stocks have performed best during periods of 
economic recovery. Both styles may go in and out of favor. When the investing style used by a fund is out of favor, that fund is likely to underperform other 
funds that use investing styles that are in favor. 
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Purpose 

ICMA-RC staff has a duty to preserve, improve, and account for ICMA-RC systems and data—
including the data entrusted to us. This document provides a quick reference for ICMA-RC’s 
commitment to cybersecurity, including how the Corporation organizes its approach to 
cybersecurity management.  

Framework 

ICMA-RC’s approach to cybersecurity is modeled from industry-accepted security best practices 
and frameworks. As such, the details of ICMA-RC’s commitment to cybersecurity follow five 
defined core functions: Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, and Recover. All of the controls 
described in the sections that follow are applied based on assessments of risk.  

Identify 

ICMA-RC is committed to developing an ongoing organizational understanding of cybersecurity 
risk to systems, assets, and data and to developing the appropriate management of those risks. 
The following subsections outline categories of controls that support this identification goal: 
asset management, business environment, governance, risk assessment, and risk management 
strategy.  

Asset Management 

Acceptable asset management involves ensuring all ICMA-RC data, personnel, devices, 
systems, and facilities are identified and managed in an approach commensurate with their 
relative importance to the business and its risk strategy. As such:  

• Physical devices and systems are inventoried.  

• Software platforms and applications are inventoried. 

• External information systems are catalogued. 

• Computer resources (e.g., hardware, data) are prioritized based on their classification, 
criticality, and business value. 

• Cybersecurity roles and responsibilities for the workforce are documented.  

Business Environment 

ICMA-RC has clearly identified its mission, stakeholders, and activities, and uses this 
information for cybersecurity responsibility and risk management decisions. As such: 
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• Priorities for the Corporation’s mission, objectives, and activities are established and 
communicated. 

• Dependencies and critical functions for the delivery of critical services are established. 

• Requirements for resiliency and support for the delivery of critical services are 
established. 

Governance 

ICMA-RC has defined the policies and procedures for managing and monitoring regulatory, 
legal, risk, environmental, and operational requirements, and these policies and procedures 
inform the management of cybersecurity risk. Acceptable cybersecurity governance then 
includes: 

• Effective policies, standards, and procedures are established. 

• Information security roles and responsibilities are aligned and coordinated with internal 
roles throughout the Corporation. 

• Legal and regulatory requirements regarding cybersecurity are understood and 
managed. 

• Governance and risk management processes consider and address cybersecurity risks. 
 

Risk Assessment 

ICMA-RC understands the cybersecurity risk its operations face (e.g., to mission, functions, 
image, or reputation), to organizational assets, and to its individuals. To this end: 

• Asset vulnerabilities are identified and documented.  

• Threat and vulnerability information is received from information-sharing forums and 
sources. 

• Threats, both internal and external, are identified and documented. 

• Potential business impacts and likelihoods are identified. 

• Threats, vulnerabilities, likelihoods, and impacts are used to determine risk. 

• Risk responses are identified and prioritized. 

Risk Management Strategy 

The organization’s priorities, constraints, risk tolerances, and assumptions are established and 
used to support operational risk decisions. As such: 

• Risk management processes are established.  

• Risk management processes are managed.  

• ICMA-RC management is consulted and agrees to these strategies.  
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Protect 

ICMA-RC is committed to implementing the appropriate safeguards to ensure delivery of critical 
services. The controls that follow support the ability to limit or contain the impact of a potential 
cybersecurity event. These control groupings include Access Control, Awareness and Training, 
Data Security, Information Protection Processes and Procedures, Maintenance, and Protective 
Technology. 

Access Control 

Access to ICMA-RC assets and facilities is limited to authorized users, processes, or devices, 
and to authorized activities. As such: 

• Identities and credentials are managed for authorized devices and users. 

• Physical access to assets is managed and protected. 

• Remote access is managed. 

• Access permissions are managed, incorporating the principles of least privilege and 
separation of duties. 

• Network integrity is protected, with network segregation incorporated where appropriate. 

Awareness and Training 

ICMA-RC’s personnel, contractors, and consultants are provided cybersecurity awareness 
education and are adequately trained to perform their duties and responsibilities consistent with 
related Information Security policies, procedures, and agreements. To this end: 

• All users are informed and trained. 

• Privileged users understand the nature of their roles and commensurate responsibilities. 

• Third-party stakeholders (e.g., suppliers, customers, partners) understand their 
associated roles and responsibilities, as necessary. 

• Senior executives understand their cybersecurity roles and responsibilities. 

• Physical and information security personnel understand their roles and responsibilities. 

Data Security 

Information and records (data) are managed consistent with ICMA-RC’s risk strategy to protect 
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information. The following outlines ICMA-RC’s 
approach to data security: 

• Data-at-rest is protected. 

• Data-in-transit is protected. 
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• Assets are formally managed throughout use, removal, transfer, and disposition. 

• Adequate capacity to ensure availability is maintained. 

• Protections against data leaks are implemented. 

• Integrity checking mechanisms are used to verify software, firmware, and information 
integrity. 

• The development and testing environments are separate from the production 
environment. 

 

Information Protection Process and Procedures 

ICMA-RC maintains security policies, processes, and procedures, and these documents are 
used to manage protection of information systems and assets. 

• A baseline configuration of ICMA-RC information technology systems is created and 
maintained. 

• A System Development Life Cycle to manage systems is implemented. 

• Configuration change control processes are in place. 

• Backups of information are conducted, maintained, and tested periodically. 

• Policy and regulations regarding the physical operating environment for organizational 
assets are met. 

• Data-bearing media is sanitized/destroyed according to policy. 

• Protection processes are continuously improved as appropriate. 

• Effectiveness of protection technologies is shared with appropriate parties. 

• Response plans (Incident Response and Business Continuity) and recovery plans 
(Disaster Recovery) are in place and managed. 

• Response and recovery plans are tested. 

• Cybersecurity is included in Human Resources practices (e.g., de-provisioning, 
personnel screening). 

• A vulnerability management plan is developed and implemented. 
 

Maintenance 

Maintenance and repairs of information system components are performed consistent with 
policies and procedures. To this end: 

• Maintenance and repairs of ICMA-RC assets are performed and logged in a timely 
manner with approved and controlled tools. 
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• Remote maintenance of ICMA-RC assets is approved, logged, and performed in a 
manner that prevents unauthorized access. 

 

Protective Technology 

ICMA-RC manages its technical security solutions to ensure the security and resilience of 
systems and assets, consistent with related policies, procedures, and agreements. As such: 

• Audit/log records are determined, documented, implemented, and reviewed in 
accordance with policy. 

• Removable media is protected and its use restricted according to policy. 

• Access to systems and assets is controlled, incorporating the principle of least privilege 
and functionality. 

• Network communications are protected. 
 

Detect 

ICMA-RC is committed to developing and implementing the appropriate activities to identify the 
occurrence of a cybersecurity event. The Detect Function enables timely discovery of 
cybersecurity events. Detection control categories include Anomalies and Events, Security 
Continuous Monitoring, and Detection Processes. 

Anomalies and Events 

ICMA-RC employs controls to ensure anomalous activity is detected in a timely manner and that 
the potential impact of events is understood. As such: 

• A baseline of network operations for users and systems is established and managed. 

• Detected events are analyzed to understand attack targets and methods. 

• Event data are aggregated and correlated from multiple sources and sensors. 

• Impact of events is determined. 

• Incident alert thresholds are established. 
 

Security Continuous Monitoring 

ICMA-RC information systems and assets are monitored at discrete intervals to identify 
cybersecurity events and verify the effectiveness of protective measures. To this end: 

• The network is monitored to detect potential cybersecurity events. 
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• The physical environment is monitored to detect potential cybersecurity events. 

• Personnel activity is monitored to detect potential cybersecurity events. 

• Malicious code is detected. 

• Unauthorized mobile code is detected. 

• External service provider activity is monitored to detect potential cybersecurity events. 

• Monitoring for unauthorized personnel, connections, devices, and software is performed. 

• Vulnerability scans are performed. 

Detection Processes 

ICMA-RC maintains and tests its detection processes and procedures to ensure timely and 
adequate awareness of anomalous events. The following outlines ICMA-RC’s approach to 
detection processes: 

• Roles and responsibilities for detection are well defined to ensure accountability. 

• Detection activities comply with all applicable requirements. 

• Detection processes are tested. 

• Event detection information is communicated to appropriate parties. 

• Detection processes are continuously improved. 

 

Respond 

ICMA-RC has developed and implemented the appropriate activities to take action regarding a 
detected cybersecurity event. Appropriate response supports the ability to contain the impact of 
a potential cybersecurity event. Categories of cybersecurity response include: Response 
Planning, Communications, Analysis, Mitigation, and Improvements. 

Response Planning 

Response processes and procedures are executed and maintained to ensure timely response 
to detected cybersecurity events. As such, a response plan is always executed during or after 
an event. 

Communications 

Response activities are coordinated with ICMA-RC internal and external stakeholders as 
appropriate to include external support from law enforcement agencies. As such: 

• Personnel know their roles and the appropriate order of operations when a response is 
needed. 
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• Events are reported consistent with established criteria. 

• Information is shared consistent with response plans. 

• Coordination with stakeholders occurs consistent with response plans. 
 

Analysis 

ICMA-RC conducts analysis to ensure adequate response and support recovery activities. To 
this end: 

• Notifications from detection systems are investigated. 

• The impact of the incident is understood. 

• Forensics are performed. 

• Incidents are categorized consistent with response plans. 

Mitigation 

ICMA-RC performs activities to prevent the expansion of a potentially detrimental event, 
mitigate its effects, and eradicate the incident. As such: 

• Incidents are contained. 

• Incidents are mitigated. 

• Newly identified vulnerabilities are mitigated or documented as accepted risks. 

Improvements 

ICMA-RC improves its response activities by incorporating lessons learned from current and 
previous detection/response activities, with the following objectives: 

• Response plans incorporate lessons learned. 

• Response strategies are updated. 
 

Recover 

ICMA-RC is committed to developing and implementing the appropriate activities to maintain 
plans for resilience and to restore any capabilities or services that were impaired due to a 
cybersecurity event. Appropriate efforts in this function support timely recovery to normal 
operations to reduce the impact from a cybersecurity event, including Recovery Planning, 
Improvements, and Communications. 
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Recovery Planning 

Recovery processes and procedures are executed and maintained to ensure timely restoration 
of systems or assets affected by cybersecurity events. As such, recovery plans are executed 
during or after an event. 

Improvements 

Recovery planning and processes are improved by incorporating lessons learned into future 
activities. To this end: 

• Recovery plans incorporate lessons learned. 

• Recovery strategies are updated. 

Communications 

Restoration activities are coordinated with internal and external parties as follows: 

• Public relations are managed. 

• Recovery activities are communicated to ICMA-RC internal stakeholders, and executive 
and management teams. 

 



FORM ADV

UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT BY EXEMPT REPORTING ADVISERS

Primary Business Name: ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION CRD Number: 108783

Annual Amendment - All Sections Rev. 10/2017

3/29/2018 6:57:19 PM

WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of
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(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion



FORM ADV

UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT BY EXEMPT REPORTING ADVISERS

Primary Business Name: ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION CRD Number: 108783

Annual Amendment - All Sections Rev. 10/2017

3/29/2018 6:57:19 PM

WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS



FORM ADV

UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT BY EXEMPT REPORTING ADVISERS

Primary Business Name: ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION CRD Number: 108783

Annual Amendment - All Sections Rev. 10/2017

3/29/2018 6:57:19 PM

WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy



FORM ADV

UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT BY EXEMPT REPORTING ADVISERS

Primary Business Name: ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION CRD Number: 108783

Annual Amendment - All Sections Rev. 10/2017

3/29/2018 6:57:19 PM

WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 
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A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.
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UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT BY EXEMPT REPORTING ADVISERS
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3/29/2018 6:57:19 PM

WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 
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A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 
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A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 
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A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 



FORM ADV

UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT BY EXEMPT REPORTING ADVISERS

Primary Business Name: ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION CRD Number: 108783

Annual Amendment - All Sections Rev. 10/2017

3/29/2018 6:57:19 PM

WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed



FORM ADV

UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT BY EXEMPT REPORTING ADVISERS

Primary Business Name: ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION CRD Number: 108783

Annual Amendment - All Sections Rev. 10/2017

3/29/2018 6:57:19 PM

WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:



FORM ADV

UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT BY EXEMPT REPORTING ADVISERS

Primary Business Name: ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION CRD Number: 108783

Annual Amendment - All Sections Rev. 10/2017
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

- 

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, NE #600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

- 

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, NE #600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

Item 7 Private Fund Reporting

Yes No

B. Are you an adviser to any private fund? 

If "yes," then for each private fund that you advise, you must complete a Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D, except in certain circumstances described in the next

sentence and in Instruction 6 of the Instructions to Part 1A. If you are registered or applying for registration with the SEC or reporting as an SEC exempt

reporting adviser, and another SEC-registered adviser or SEC exempt reporting adviser reports this information with respect to any such private fund in Section

7.B.(1) of Schedule D of its Form ADV (e.g., if you are a subadviser), do not complete Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D with respect to that private fund. You must,

instead, complete Section 7.B.(2) of Schedule D. 

In either case, if you seek to preserve the anonymity of a private fund client by maintaining its identity in your books and records in numerical or alphabetical

code, or similar designation, pursuant to rule 204-2(d), you may identify the private fund in Section 7.B.(1) or 7.B.(2) of Schedule D using the same code or

designation in place of the fund's name. 

SECTION 7.B.(1) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

SECTION 7.B.(2) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

Item 8 Participation or Interest in Client Transactions

In this Item, we request information about your participation and interest in your clients' transactions. This information identifies additional areas in which

conflicts of interest may occur between you and your clients. Newly-formed advisers should base responses to these questions on the types of participation

and interest that you expect to engage in during the next year.

Like Item 7, Item 8 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates.

Proprietary Interest in Client Transactions

A.  Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) buy securities for yourself from advisory clients, or sell securities you own to advisory clients (principal transactions)?

(2) buy or sell for yourself securities (other than shares of mutual funds) that you also recommend to advisory clients?

(3) recommend securities (or other investment products) to advisory clients in which you or any related person has some other proprietary

(ownership) interest (other than those mentioned in Items 8.A.(1) or (2))?

Sales Interest in Client Transactions

B. Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) as a broker-dealer or registered representative of a broker-dealer, execute securities trades for brokerage customers in which advisory

client securities are sold to or bought from the brokerage customer (agency cross transactions)?

(2) recommend to advisory clients, or act as a purchaser representative for advisory clients with respect to, the purchase of securities for

which you or any related person serves as underwriter or general or managing partner?

(3) recommend purchase or sale of securities to advisory clients for which you or any related person has any other sales interest (other than

the receipt of sales commissions as a broker or registered representative of a broker-dealer)?

Investment or Brokerage Discretion

C. Do you or any related person have discretionary authority to determine the: Yes No

(1) securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(2) amount of securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

- 

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, NE #600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

Item 7 Private Fund Reporting

Yes No

B. Are you an adviser to any private fund? 

If "yes," then for each private fund that you advise, you must complete a Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D, except in certain circumstances described in the next

sentence and in Instruction 6 of the Instructions to Part 1A. If you are registered or applying for registration with the SEC or reporting as an SEC exempt

reporting adviser, and another SEC-registered adviser or SEC exempt reporting adviser reports this information with respect to any such private fund in Section

7.B.(1) of Schedule D of its Form ADV (e.g., if you are a subadviser), do not complete Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D with respect to that private fund. You must,

instead, complete Section 7.B.(2) of Schedule D. 

In either case, if you seek to preserve the anonymity of a private fund client by maintaining its identity in your books and records in numerical or alphabetical

code, or similar designation, pursuant to rule 204-2(d), you may identify the private fund in Section 7.B.(1) or 7.B.(2) of Schedule D using the same code or

designation in place of the fund's name. 

SECTION 7.B.(1) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

SECTION 7.B.(2) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

Item 8 Participation or Interest in Client Transactions

In this Item, we request information about your participation and interest in your clients' transactions. This information identifies additional areas in which

conflicts of interest may occur between you and your clients. Newly-formed advisers should base responses to these questions on the types of participation

and interest that you expect to engage in during the next year.

Like Item 7, Item 8 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates.

Proprietary Interest in Client Transactions

A.  Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) buy securities for yourself from advisory clients, or sell securities you own to advisory clients (principal transactions)?

(2) buy or sell for yourself securities (other than shares of mutual funds) that you also recommend to advisory clients?

(3) recommend securities (or other investment products) to advisory clients in which you or any related person has some other proprietary

(ownership) interest (other than those mentioned in Items 8.A.(1) or (2))?

Sales Interest in Client Transactions

B. Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) as a broker-dealer or registered representative of a broker-dealer, execute securities trades for brokerage customers in which advisory

client securities are sold to or bought from the brokerage customer (agency cross transactions)?

(2) recommend to advisory clients, or act as a purchaser representative for advisory clients with respect to, the purchase of securities for

which you or any related person serves as underwriter or general or managing partner?

(3) recommend purchase or sale of securities to advisory clients for which you or any related person has any other sales interest (other than

the receipt of sales commissions as a broker or registered representative of a broker-dealer)?

Investment or Brokerage Discretion

C. Do you or any related person have discretionary authority to determine the: Yes No

(1) securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(2) amount of securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(3) broker or dealer to be used for a purchase or sale of securities for a client's account?

(4) commission rates to be paid to a broker or dealer for a client's securities transactions?

D. If you answer "yes" to C.(3) above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

E. Do you or any related person recommend brokers or dealers to clients?

F. If you answer "yes" to E. above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

G. (1) Do you or any related person receive research or other products or services other than execution from a broker-dealer or a third party

("soft dollar benefits") in connection with client securities transactions?

(2) If "yes" to G.(1) above, are all the "soft dollar benefits" you or any related persons receive eligible "research or brokerage services" under

section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

H. (1) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, compensate any person that is not an employee for client referrals?

(2) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, provide any employee compensation that is specifically related to obtaining clients for the

firm (cash or non-cash compensation in addition to the employee's regular salary)?

I. Do you or any related person, including any employee, directly or indirectly, receive compensation from any person (other than you or any related

person) for client referrals?

In your response to Item 8.I., do not include the regular salary you pay to an employee.

In responding to Items 8.H. and 8.I., consider all cash and non-cash compensation that you or a related person gave to (in answering Item 8.H.) or received

from (in answering Item 8.I.) any person in exchange for client referrals, including any bonus that is based, at least in part, on the number or amount of client

referrals. 

Item 9 Custody

In this Item, we ask you whether you or a related person has custody of client (other than clients that are investment companies registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940) assets and about your custodial practices.

A.  (1) Do you have custody of any advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

If you are registering or registered with the SEC, answer "No" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) and (b) if you have custody solely because (i) you deduct your advisory fees

directly from your clients' accounts, or (ii) a related person has custody of client assets in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, but you have

overcome the presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to Advisers Act rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person.

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

you have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 64,278,895,371 (b) 1

If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have custody solely because you deduct your advisory fees directly from your clients' accounts, do not

include the amount of those assets and the number of those clients in your response to Item 9.A.(2). If your related person has custody of client assets in

connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do not include the amount of those assets and number of those clients in your response to 9.A.(2).

Instead, include that information in your response to Item 9.B.(2).

B. (1) In connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do any of your related persons have custody of any of your advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

You are required to answer this item regardless of how you answered Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b).

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.B.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

your related persons have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 2,035,379,803 (b) 47,778

C. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, check all the following

that apply:

(1) A qualified custodian(s) sends account statements at least quarterly to the investors in the pooled investment vehicle(s) you manage.

(2) An independent public accountant audits annually the pooled investment vehicle(s) that you manage and the audited financial statements

are distributed to the investors in the pools.
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

- 

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, NE #600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

Item 7 Private Fund Reporting

Yes No

B. Are you an adviser to any private fund? 

If "yes," then for each private fund that you advise, you must complete a Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D, except in certain circumstances described in the next

sentence and in Instruction 6 of the Instructions to Part 1A. If you are registered or applying for registration with the SEC or reporting as an SEC exempt

reporting adviser, and another SEC-registered adviser or SEC exempt reporting adviser reports this information with respect to any such private fund in Section

7.B.(1) of Schedule D of its Form ADV (e.g., if you are a subadviser), do not complete Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D with respect to that private fund. You must,

instead, complete Section 7.B.(2) of Schedule D. 

In either case, if you seek to preserve the anonymity of a private fund client by maintaining its identity in your books and records in numerical or alphabetical

code, or similar designation, pursuant to rule 204-2(d), you may identify the private fund in Section 7.B.(1) or 7.B.(2) of Schedule D using the same code or

designation in place of the fund's name. 

SECTION 7.B.(1) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

SECTION 7.B.(2) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

Item 8 Participation or Interest in Client Transactions

In this Item, we request information about your participation and interest in your clients' transactions. This information identifies additional areas in which

conflicts of interest may occur between you and your clients. Newly-formed advisers should base responses to these questions on the types of participation

and interest that you expect to engage in during the next year.

Like Item 7, Item 8 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates.

Proprietary Interest in Client Transactions

A.  Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) buy securities for yourself from advisory clients, or sell securities you own to advisory clients (principal transactions)?

(2) buy or sell for yourself securities (other than shares of mutual funds) that you also recommend to advisory clients?

(3) recommend securities (or other investment products) to advisory clients in which you or any related person has some other proprietary

(ownership) interest (other than those mentioned in Items 8.A.(1) or (2))?

Sales Interest in Client Transactions

B. Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) as a broker-dealer or registered representative of a broker-dealer, execute securities trades for brokerage customers in which advisory

client securities are sold to or bought from the brokerage customer (agency cross transactions)?

(2) recommend to advisory clients, or act as a purchaser representative for advisory clients with respect to, the purchase of securities for

which you or any related person serves as underwriter or general or managing partner?

(3) recommend purchase or sale of securities to advisory clients for which you or any related person has any other sales interest (other than

the receipt of sales commissions as a broker or registered representative of a broker-dealer)?

Investment or Brokerage Discretion

C. Do you or any related person have discretionary authority to determine the: Yes No

(1) securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(2) amount of securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(3) broker or dealer to be used for a purchase or sale of securities for a client's account?

(4) commission rates to be paid to a broker or dealer for a client's securities transactions?

D. If you answer "yes" to C.(3) above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

E. Do you or any related person recommend brokers or dealers to clients?

F. If you answer "yes" to E. above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

G. (1) Do you or any related person receive research or other products or services other than execution from a broker-dealer or a third party

("soft dollar benefits") in connection with client securities transactions?

(2) If "yes" to G.(1) above, are all the "soft dollar benefits" you or any related persons receive eligible "research or brokerage services" under

section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

H. (1) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, compensate any person that is not an employee for client referrals?

(2) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, provide any employee compensation that is specifically related to obtaining clients for the

firm (cash or non-cash compensation in addition to the employee's regular salary)?

I. Do you or any related person, including any employee, directly or indirectly, receive compensation from any person (other than you or any related

person) for client referrals?

In your response to Item 8.I., do not include the regular salary you pay to an employee.

In responding to Items 8.H. and 8.I., consider all cash and non-cash compensation that you or a related person gave to (in answering Item 8.H.) or received

from (in answering Item 8.I.) any person in exchange for client referrals, including any bonus that is based, at least in part, on the number or amount of client

referrals. 

Item 9 Custody

In this Item, we ask you whether you or a related person has custody of client (other than clients that are investment companies registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940) assets and about your custodial practices.

A.  (1) Do you have custody of any advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

If you are registering or registered with the SEC, answer "No" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) and (b) if you have custody solely because (i) you deduct your advisory fees

directly from your clients' accounts, or (ii) a related person has custody of client assets in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, but you have

overcome the presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to Advisers Act rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person.

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

you have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 64,278,895,371 (b) 1

If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have custody solely because you deduct your advisory fees directly from your clients' accounts, do not

include the amount of those assets and the number of those clients in your response to Item 9.A.(2). If your related person has custody of client assets in

connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do not include the amount of those assets and number of those clients in your response to 9.A.(2).

Instead, include that information in your response to Item 9.B.(2).

B. (1) In connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do any of your related persons have custody of any of your advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

You are required to answer this item regardless of how you answered Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b).

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.B.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

your related persons have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 2,035,379,803 (b) 47,778

C. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, check all the following

that apply:

(1) A qualified custodian(s) sends account statements at least quarterly to the investors in the pooled investment vehicle(s) you manage.

(2) An independent public accountant audits annually the pooled investment vehicle(s) that you manage and the audited financial statements

are distributed to the investors in the pools.

(3) An independent public accountant conducts an annual surprise examination of client funds and securities.

(4) An independent public accountant prepares an internal control report with respect to custodial services when you or your related persons

are qualified custodians for client funds and securities.

If you checked Item 9.C.(2), C.(3) or C.(4), list in Section 9.C. of Schedule D the accountants that are engaged to perform the audit or examination or prepare

an internal control report. (If you checked Item 9.C.(2), you do not have to list auditor information in Section 9.C. of Schedule D if you already provided this

information with respect to the private funds you advise in Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D).

D. Do you or your related person(s) act as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients? Yes No

(1) you act as a qualified custodian

(2) your related person(s) act as qualified custodian(s)

If you checked "yes" to Item 9.D.(2), all related persons that act as qualified custodians (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule

206(4)-2(b)(1)) must be identified in Section 7.A. of Schedule D, regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be operationally independent

under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

E. If you are filing your annual updating amendment and you were subject to a surprise examination by an independent public accountant during your last

fiscal year, provide the date (MM/YYYY) the examination commenced: 

09/2017

F. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities, how many persons, including, but not limited to, you and your related persons, act

as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

1

SECTION 9.C. Independent Public Accountant

You must complete the following information for each independent public accountant engaged to perform a surprise examination, perform an audit of a

pooled investment vehicle that you manage, or prepare an internal control report. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 9.C. for each

independent public accountant.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

ERNST & YOUNG LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

8484 WESTPARK DRIVE

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

MCLEAN Virginia United States 22102

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

42

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, LLP
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

- 

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, NE #600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

Item 7 Private Fund Reporting

Yes No

B. Are you an adviser to any private fund? 

If "yes," then for each private fund that you advise, you must complete a Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D, except in certain circumstances described in the next

sentence and in Instruction 6 of the Instructions to Part 1A. If you are registered or applying for registration with the SEC or reporting as an SEC exempt

reporting adviser, and another SEC-registered adviser or SEC exempt reporting adviser reports this information with respect to any such private fund in Section

7.B.(1) of Schedule D of its Form ADV (e.g., if you are a subadviser), do not complete Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D with respect to that private fund. You must,

instead, complete Section 7.B.(2) of Schedule D. 

In either case, if you seek to preserve the anonymity of a private fund client by maintaining its identity in your books and records in numerical or alphabetical

code, or similar designation, pursuant to rule 204-2(d), you may identify the private fund in Section 7.B.(1) or 7.B.(2) of Schedule D using the same code or

designation in place of the fund's name. 

SECTION 7.B.(1) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

SECTION 7.B.(2) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

Item 8 Participation or Interest in Client Transactions

In this Item, we request information about your participation and interest in your clients' transactions. This information identifies additional areas in which

conflicts of interest may occur between you and your clients. Newly-formed advisers should base responses to these questions on the types of participation

and interest that you expect to engage in during the next year.

Like Item 7, Item 8 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates.

Proprietary Interest in Client Transactions

A.  Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) buy securities for yourself from advisory clients, or sell securities you own to advisory clients (principal transactions)?

(2) buy or sell for yourself securities (other than shares of mutual funds) that you also recommend to advisory clients?

(3) recommend securities (or other investment products) to advisory clients in which you or any related person has some other proprietary

(ownership) interest (other than those mentioned in Items 8.A.(1) or (2))?

Sales Interest in Client Transactions

B. Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) as a broker-dealer or registered representative of a broker-dealer, execute securities trades for brokerage customers in which advisory

client securities are sold to or bought from the brokerage customer (agency cross transactions)?

(2) recommend to advisory clients, or act as a purchaser representative for advisory clients with respect to, the purchase of securities for

which you or any related person serves as underwriter or general or managing partner?

(3) recommend purchase or sale of securities to advisory clients for which you or any related person has any other sales interest (other than

the receipt of sales commissions as a broker or registered representative of a broker-dealer)?

Investment or Brokerage Discretion

C. Do you or any related person have discretionary authority to determine the: Yes No

(1) securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(2) amount of securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(3) broker or dealer to be used for a purchase or sale of securities for a client's account?

(4) commission rates to be paid to a broker or dealer for a client's securities transactions?

D. If you answer "yes" to C.(3) above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

E. Do you or any related person recommend brokers or dealers to clients?

F. If you answer "yes" to E. above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

G. (1) Do you or any related person receive research or other products or services other than execution from a broker-dealer or a third party

("soft dollar benefits") in connection with client securities transactions?

(2) If "yes" to G.(1) above, are all the "soft dollar benefits" you or any related persons receive eligible "research or brokerage services" under

section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

H. (1) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, compensate any person that is not an employee for client referrals?

(2) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, provide any employee compensation that is specifically related to obtaining clients for the

firm (cash or non-cash compensation in addition to the employee's regular salary)?

I. Do you or any related person, including any employee, directly or indirectly, receive compensation from any person (other than you or any related

person) for client referrals?

In your response to Item 8.I., do not include the regular salary you pay to an employee.

In responding to Items 8.H. and 8.I., consider all cash and non-cash compensation that you or a related person gave to (in answering Item 8.H.) or received

from (in answering Item 8.I.) any person in exchange for client referrals, including any bonus that is based, at least in part, on the number or amount of client

referrals. 

Item 9 Custody

In this Item, we ask you whether you or a related person has custody of client (other than clients that are investment companies registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940) assets and about your custodial practices.

A.  (1) Do you have custody of any advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

If you are registering or registered with the SEC, answer "No" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) and (b) if you have custody solely because (i) you deduct your advisory fees

directly from your clients' accounts, or (ii) a related person has custody of client assets in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, but you have

overcome the presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to Advisers Act rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person.

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

you have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 64,278,895,371 (b) 1

If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have custody solely because you deduct your advisory fees directly from your clients' accounts, do not

include the amount of those assets and the number of those clients in your response to Item 9.A.(2). If your related person has custody of client assets in

connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do not include the amount of those assets and number of those clients in your response to 9.A.(2).

Instead, include that information in your response to Item 9.B.(2).

B. (1) In connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do any of your related persons have custody of any of your advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

You are required to answer this item regardless of how you answered Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b).

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.B.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

your related persons have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 2,035,379,803 (b) 47,778

C. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, check all the following

that apply:

(1) A qualified custodian(s) sends account statements at least quarterly to the investors in the pooled investment vehicle(s) you manage.

(2) An independent public accountant audits annually the pooled investment vehicle(s) that you manage and the audited financial statements

are distributed to the investors in the pools.

(3) An independent public accountant conducts an annual surprise examination of client funds and securities.

(4) An independent public accountant prepares an internal control report with respect to custodial services when you or your related persons

are qualified custodians for client funds and securities.

If you checked Item 9.C.(2), C.(3) or C.(4), list in Section 9.C. of Schedule D the accountants that are engaged to perform the audit or examination or prepare

an internal control report. (If you checked Item 9.C.(2), you do not have to list auditor information in Section 9.C. of Schedule D if you already provided this

information with respect to the private funds you advise in Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D).

D. Do you or your related person(s) act as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients? Yes No

(1) you act as a qualified custodian

(2) your related person(s) act as qualified custodian(s)

If you checked "yes" to Item 9.D.(2), all related persons that act as qualified custodians (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule

206(4)-2(b)(1)) must be identified in Section 7.A. of Schedule D, regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be operationally independent

under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

E. If you are filing your annual updating amendment and you were subject to a surprise examination by an independent public accountant during your last

fiscal year, provide the date (MM/YYYY) the examination commenced: 

09/2017

F. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities, how many persons, including, but not limited to, you and your related persons, act

as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

1

SECTION 9.C. Independent Public Accountant

You must complete the following information for each independent public accountant engaged to perform a surprise examination, perform an audit of a

pooled investment vehicle that you manage, or prepare an internal control report. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 9.C. for each

independent public accountant.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

ERNST & YOUNG LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

8484 WESTPARK DRIVE

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

MCLEAN Virginia United States 22102

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

42

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

100 EAST PRATT STREET, SUITE 1900

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

BALTIMORE Maryland United States 21202

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

238

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

Item 10 Control Persons

In this Item, we ask you to identify every person that, directly or indirectly, controls you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 10

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

If you are submitting an initial application or report, you must complete Schedule A and Schedule B. Schedule A asks for information about your direct owners

and executive officers. Schedule B asks for information about your indirect owners. If this is an amendment and you are updating information you reported

on either Schedule A or Schedule B (or both) that you filed with your initial application or report, you must complete Schedule C.

Yes No

A.  Does any person not named in Item 1.A. or Schedules A, B, or C, directly or indirectly, control your management or policies?

If yes, complete Section 10.A. of Schedule D.

B. If any person named in Schedules A, B, or C or in Section 10.A. of Schedule D is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934, please complete Section 10.B. of Schedule D. 

SECTION 10.A. Control Persons

No Information Filed

SECTION 10.B. Control Person Public Reporting Companies

No Information Filed

Item 11 Disclosure Information

In this Item, we ask for information about your disciplinary history and the disciplinary history of all your advisory affiliates. We use this information to

determine whether to grant your application for registration, to decide whether to revoke your registration or to place limitations on your activities as an

investment adviser, and to identify potential problem areas to focus on during our on-site examinations. One event may result in "yes" answers to more than

one of the questions below. In accordance with General Instruction 5 to Form ADV, "you" and "your" include the filing adviser and all relying advisers under an

umbrella registration.

Your advisory affiliates are: (1) all of your current employees (other than employees performing only clerical, administrative, support or similar functions); (2) all

of your officers, partners, or directors (or any person performing similar functions); and (3) all persons directly or indirectly controlling you or controlled by you.

If you are a "separately identifiable department or division" (SID) of a bank, see the Glossary of Terms to determine who your advisory affiliates are.

If you are registered or registering with the SEC or if you are an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your disclosure of any event listed in Item 11 to ten years
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

- 

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, NE #600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

Item 7 Private Fund Reporting

Yes No

B. Are you an adviser to any private fund? 

If "yes," then for each private fund that you advise, you must complete a Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D, except in certain circumstances described in the next

sentence and in Instruction 6 of the Instructions to Part 1A. If you are registered or applying for registration with the SEC or reporting as an SEC exempt

reporting adviser, and another SEC-registered adviser or SEC exempt reporting adviser reports this information with respect to any such private fund in Section

7.B.(1) of Schedule D of its Form ADV (e.g., if you are a subadviser), do not complete Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D with respect to that private fund. You must,

instead, complete Section 7.B.(2) of Schedule D. 

In either case, if you seek to preserve the anonymity of a private fund client by maintaining its identity in your books and records in numerical or alphabetical

code, or similar designation, pursuant to rule 204-2(d), you may identify the private fund in Section 7.B.(1) or 7.B.(2) of Schedule D using the same code or

designation in place of the fund's name. 

SECTION 7.B.(1) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

SECTION 7.B.(2) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

Item 8 Participation or Interest in Client Transactions

In this Item, we request information about your participation and interest in your clients' transactions. This information identifies additional areas in which

conflicts of interest may occur between you and your clients. Newly-formed advisers should base responses to these questions on the types of participation

and interest that you expect to engage in during the next year.

Like Item 7, Item 8 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates.

Proprietary Interest in Client Transactions

A.  Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) buy securities for yourself from advisory clients, or sell securities you own to advisory clients (principal transactions)?

(2) buy or sell for yourself securities (other than shares of mutual funds) that you also recommend to advisory clients?

(3) recommend securities (or other investment products) to advisory clients in which you or any related person has some other proprietary

(ownership) interest (other than those mentioned in Items 8.A.(1) or (2))?

Sales Interest in Client Transactions

B. Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) as a broker-dealer or registered representative of a broker-dealer, execute securities trades for brokerage customers in which advisory

client securities are sold to or bought from the brokerage customer (agency cross transactions)?

(2) recommend to advisory clients, or act as a purchaser representative for advisory clients with respect to, the purchase of securities for

which you or any related person serves as underwriter or general or managing partner?

(3) recommend purchase or sale of securities to advisory clients for which you or any related person has any other sales interest (other than

the receipt of sales commissions as a broker or registered representative of a broker-dealer)?

Investment or Brokerage Discretion

C. Do you or any related person have discretionary authority to determine the: Yes No

(1) securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(2) amount of securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(3) broker or dealer to be used for a purchase or sale of securities for a client's account?

(4) commission rates to be paid to a broker or dealer for a client's securities transactions?

D. If you answer "yes" to C.(3) above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

E. Do you or any related person recommend brokers or dealers to clients?

F. If you answer "yes" to E. above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

G. (1) Do you or any related person receive research or other products or services other than execution from a broker-dealer or a third party

("soft dollar benefits") in connection with client securities transactions?

(2) If "yes" to G.(1) above, are all the "soft dollar benefits" you or any related persons receive eligible "research or brokerage services" under

section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

H. (1) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, compensate any person that is not an employee for client referrals?

(2) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, provide any employee compensation that is specifically related to obtaining clients for the

firm (cash or non-cash compensation in addition to the employee's regular salary)?

I. Do you or any related person, including any employee, directly or indirectly, receive compensation from any person (other than you or any related

person) for client referrals?

In your response to Item 8.I., do not include the regular salary you pay to an employee.

In responding to Items 8.H. and 8.I., consider all cash and non-cash compensation that you or a related person gave to (in answering Item 8.H.) or received

from (in answering Item 8.I.) any person in exchange for client referrals, including any bonus that is based, at least in part, on the number or amount of client

referrals. 

Item 9 Custody

In this Item, we ask you whether you or a related person has custody of client (other than clients that are investment companies registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940) assets and about your custodial practices.

A.  (1) Do you have custody of any advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

If you are registering or registered with the SEC, answer "No" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) and (b) if you have custody solely because (i) you deduct your advisory fees

directly from your clients' accounts, or (ii) a related person has custody of client assets in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, but you have

overcome the presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to Advisers Act rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person.

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

you have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 64,278,895,371 (b) 1

If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have custody solely because you deduct your advisory fees directly from your clients' accounts, do not

include the amount of those assets and the number of those clients in your response to Item 9.A.(2). If your related person has custody of client assets in

connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do not include the amount of those assets and number of those clients in your response to 9.A.(2).

Instead, include that information in your response to Item 9.B.(2).

B. (1) In connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do any of your related persons have custody of any of your advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

You are required to answer this item regardless of how you answered Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b).

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.B.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

your related persons have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 2,035,379,803 (b) 47,778

C. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, check all the following

that apply:

(1) A qualified custodian(s) sends account statements at least quarterly to the investors in the pooled investment vehicle(s) you manage.

(2) An independent public accountant audits annually the pooled investment vehicle(s) that you manage and the audited financial statements

are distributed to the investors in the pools.

(3) An independent public accountant conducts an annual surprise examination of client funds and securities.

(4) An independent public accountant prepares an internal control report with respect to custodial services when you or your related persons

are qualified custodians for client funds and securities.

If you checked Item 9.C.(2), C.(3) or C.(4), list in Section 9.C. of Schedule D the accountants that are engaged to perform the audit or examination or prepare

an internal control report. (If you checked Item 9.C.(2), you do not have to list auditor information in Section 9.C. of Schedule D if you already provided this

information with respect to the private funds you advise in Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D).

D. Do you or your related person(s) act as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients? Yes No

(1) you act as a qualified custodian

(2) your related person(s) act as qualified custodian(s)

If you checked "yes" to Item 9.D.(2), all related persons that act as qualified custodians (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule

206(4)-2(b)(1)) must be identified in Section 7.A. of Schedule D, regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be operationally independent

under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

E. If you are filing your annual updating amendment and you were subject to a surprise examination by an independent public accountant during your last

fiscal year, provide the date (MM/YYYY) the examination commenced: 

09/2017

F. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities, how many persons, including, but not limited to, you and your related persons, act

as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

1

SECTION 9.C. Independent Public Accountant

You must complete the following information for each independent public accountant engaged to perform a surprise examination, perform an audit of a

pooled investment vehicle that you manage, or prepare an internal control report. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 9.C. for each

independent public accountant.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

ERNST & YOUNG LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

8484 WESTPARK DRIVE

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

MCLEAN Virginia United States 22102

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

42

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

100 EAST PRATT STREET, SUITE 1900

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

BALTIMORE Maryland United States 21202

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

238

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

Item 10 Control Persons

In this Item, we ask you to identify every person that, directly or indirectly, controls you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 10

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

If you are submitting an initial application or report, you must complete Schedule A and Schedule B. Schedule A asks for information about your direct owners

and executive officers. Schedule B asks for information about your indirect owners. If this is an amendment and you are updating information you reported

on either Schedule A or Schedule B (or both) that you filed with your initial application or report, you must complete Schedule C.

Yes No

A.  Does any person not named in Item 1.A. or Schedules A, B, or C, directly or indirectly, control your management or policies?

If yes, complete Section 10.A. of Schedule D.

B. If any person named in Schedules A, B, or C or in Section 10.A. of Schedule D is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934, please complete Section 10.B. of Schedule D. 

SECTION 10.A. Control Persons

No Information Filed

SECTION 10.B. Control Person Public Reporting Companies

No Information Filed

Item 11 Disclosure Information

In this Item, we ask for information about your disciplinary history and the disciplinary history of all your advisory affiliates. We use this information to

determine whether to grant your application for registration, to decide whether to revoke your registration or to place limitations on your activities as an

investment adviser, and to identify potential problem areas to focus on during our on-site examinations. One event may result in "yes" answers to more than

one of the questions below. In accordance with General Instruction 5 to Form ADV, "you" and "your" include the filing adviser and all relying advisers under an

umbrella registration.

Your advisory affiliates are: (1) all of your current employees (other than employees performing only clerical, administrative, support or similar functions); (2) all

of your officers, partners, or directors (or any person performing similar functions); and (3) all persons directly or indirectly controlling you or controlled by you.

If you are a "separately identifiable department or division" (SID) of a bank, see the Glossary of Terms to determine who your advisory affiliates are.

If you are registered or registering with the SEC or if you are an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your disclosure of any event listed in Item 11 to ten years

following the date of the event. If you are registered or registering with a state, you must respond to the questions as posed; you may, therefore, limit your

disclosure to ten years following the date of an event only in responding to Items 11.A.(1), 11.A.(2), 11.B.(1), 11.B.(2), 11.D.(4), and 11.H.(1)(a). For purposes of

calculating this ten-year period, the date of an event is the date the final order, judgment, or decree was entered, or the date any rights of appeal from preliminary

orders, judgments, or decrees lapsed.

You must complete the appropriate Disclosure Reporting Page ("DRP") for "yes" answers to the questions in this Item 11.

Yes No

Do any of the events below involve you or any of your supervised persons?

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Criminal Action DRP:

A.  In the past ten years, have you or any advisory affiliate: Yes No

(1) been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere ("no contest") in a domestic, foreign, or military court to any felony?

(2) been charged with any felony?

If you are registered or registering with the SEC, or if you are reporting as an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your response to Item 11.A.(2) to

charges that are currently pending.

B. In the past ten years, have you or any advisory affiliate:

(1) been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere ("no contest") in a domestic, foreign, or military court to a misdemeanor involving:

investments or an investment-related business, or any fraud, false statements, or omissions, wrongful taking of property, bribery, perjury,

forgery, counterfeiting, extortion, or a conspiracy to commit any of these offenses?

(2) been charged with a misdemeanor listed in Item 11.B.(1)?

If you are registered or registering with the SEC, or if you are reporting as an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your response to Item 11.B.(2) to

charges that are currently pending.

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Regulatory Action DRP:

C.  Has the SEC or the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) ever: Yes No

(1) found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission?

(2) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of SEC or CFTC regulations or statutes?

(3) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been a cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business denied,

suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) entered an order against you or any advisory affiliate in connection with investment-related activity?

(5) imposed a civil money penalty on you or any advisory affiliate, or ordered you or any advisory affiliate to cease and desist from any activity?

D. Has any other federal regulatory agency, any state regulatory agency, or any foreign financial regulatory authority:

(1) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission, or been dishonest, unfair, or unethical?

(2) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of investment-related regulations or statutes?

(3) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have been a cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business

denied, suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) in the past ten years, entered an order against you or any advisory affiliate in connection with an investment-related activity?

(5) ever denied, suspended, or revoked your or any advisory affiliate's registration or license, or otherwise prevented you or any advisory

affiliate, by order, from associating with an investment-related business or restricted your or any advisory affiliate's activity?

E. Has any self-regulatory organization or commodities exchange ever:

(1) found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission?

(2) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of its rules (other than a violation designated as a "minor rule

violation" under a plan approved by the SEC)?

(3) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been the cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business denied,

suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) disciplined you or any advisory affiliate by expelling or suspending you or the advisory affiliate from membership, barring or suspending you

or the advisory affiliate from association with other members, or otherwise restricting your or the advisory affiliate's activities?

F. Has an authorization to act as an attorney, accountant, or federal contractor granted to you or any advisory affiliate ever been revoked or

suspended?

G. Are you or any advisory affiliate now the subject of any regulatory proceeding that could result in a "yes" answer to any part of Item 11.C.,

11.D., or 11.E.?

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Civil Judicial Action DRP:

H.  (1) Has any domestic or foreign court: Yes No

(a) in the past ten years, enjoined you or any advisory affiliate in connection with any investment-related activity?

(b) ever found that you or any advisory affiliate were involved in a violation of investment-related statutes or regulations?
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

- 

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, NE #600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

Item 7 Private Fund Reporting

Yes No

B. Are you an adviser to any private fund? 

If "yes," then for each private fund that you advise, you must complete a Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D, except in certain circumstances described in the next

sentence and in Instruction 6 of the Instructions to Part 1A. If you are registered or applying for registration with the SEC or reporting as an SEC exempt

reporting adviser, and another SEC-registered adviser or SEC exempt reporting adviser reports this information with respect to any such private fund in Section

7.B.(1) of Schedule D of its Form ADV (e.g., if you are a subadviser), do not complete Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D with respect to that private fund. You must,

instead, complete Section 7.B.(2) of Schedule D. 

In either case, if you seek to preserve the anonymity of a private fund client by maintaining its identity in your books and records in numerical or alphabetical

code, or similar designation, pursuant to rule 204-2(d), you may identify the private fund in Section 7.B.(1) or 7.B.(2) of Schedule D using the same code or

designation in place of the fund's name. 

SECTION 7.B.(1) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

SECTION 7.B.(2) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

Item 8 Participation or Interest in Client Transactions

In this Item, we request information about your participation and interest in your clients' transactions. This information identifies additional areas in which

conflicts of interest may occur between you and your clients. Newly-formed advisers should base responses to these questions on the types of participation

and interest that you expect to engage in during the next year.

Like Item 7, Item 8 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates.

Proprietary Interest in Client Transactions

A.  Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) buy securities for yourself from advisory clients, or sell securities you own to advisory clients (principal transactions)?

(2) buy or sell for yourself securities (other than shares of mutual funds) that you also recommend to advisory clients?

(3) recommend securities (or other investment products) to advisory clients in which you or any related person has some other proprietary

(ownership) interest (other than those mentioned in Items 8.A.(1) or (2))?

Sales Interest in Client Transactions

B. Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) as a broker-dealer or registered representative of a broker-dealer, execute securities trades for brokerage customers in which advisory

client securities are sold to or bought from the brokerage customer (agency cross transactions)?

(2) recommend to advisory clients, or act as a purchaser representative for advisory clients with respect to, the purchase of securities for

which you or any related person serves as underwriter or general or managing partner?

(3) recommend purchase or sale of securities to advisory clients for which you or any related person has any other sales interest (other than

the receipt of sales commissions as a broker or registered representative of a broker-dealer)?

Investment or Brokerage Discretion

C. Do you or any related person have discretionary authority to determine the: Yes No

(1) securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(2) amount of securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(3) broker or dealer to be used for a purchase or sale of securities for a client's account?

(4) commission rates to be paid to a broker or dealer for a client's securities transactions?

D. If you answer "yes" to C.(3) above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

E. Do you or any related person recommend brokers or dealers to clients?

F. If you answer "yes" to E. above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

G. (1) Do you or any related person receive research or other products or services other than execution from a broker-dealer or a third party

("soft dollar benefits") in connection with client securities transactions?

(2) If "yes" to G.(1) above, are all the "soft dollar benefits" you or any related persons receive eligible "research or brokerage services" under

section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

H. (1) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, compensate any person that is not an employee for client referrals?

(2) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, provide any employee compensation that is specifically related to obtaining clients for the

firm (cash or non-cash compensation in addition to the employee's regular salary)?

I. Do you or any related person, including any employee, directly or indirectly, receive compensation from any person (other than you or any related

person) for client referrals?

In your response to Item 8.I., do not include the regular salary you pay to an employee.

In responding to Items 8.H. and 8.I., consider all cash and non-cash compensation that you or a related person gave to (in answering Item 8.H.) or received

from (in answering Item 8.I.) any person in exchange for client referrals, including any bonus that is based, at least in part, on the number or amount of client

referrals. 

Item 9 Custody

In this Item, we ask you whether you or a related person has custody of client (other than clients that are investment companies registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940) assets and about your custodial practices.

A.  (1) Do you have custody of any advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

If you are registering or registered with the SEC, answer "No" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) and (b) if you have custody solely because (i) you deduct your advisory fees

directly from your clients' accounts, or (ii) a related person has custody of client assets in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, but you have

overcome the presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to Advisers Act rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person.

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

you have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 64,278,895,371 (b) 1

If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have custody solely because you deduct your advisory fees directly from your clients' accounts, do not

include the amount of those assets and the number of those clients in your response to Item 9.A.(2). If your related person has custody of client assets in

connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do not include the amount of those assets and number of those clients in your response to 9.A.(2).

Instead, include that information in your response to Item 9.B.(2).

B. (1) In connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do any of your related persons have custody of any of your advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

You are required to answer this item regardless of how you answered Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b).

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.B.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

your related persons have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 2,035,379,803 (b) 47,778

C. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, check all the following

that apply:

(1) A qualified custodian(s) sends account statements at least quarterly to the investors in the pooled investment vehicle(s) you manage.

(2) An independent public accountant audits annually the pooled investment vehicle(s) that you manage and the audited financial statements

are distributed to the investors in the pools.

(3) An independent public accountant conducts an annual surprise examination of client funds and securities.

(4) An independent public accountant prepares an internal control report with respect to custodial services when you or your related persons

are qualified custodians for client funds and securities.

If you checked Item 9.C.(2), C.(3) or C.(4), list in Section 9.C. of Schedule D the accountants that are engaged to perform the audit or examination or prepare

an internal control report. (If you checked Item 9.C.(2), you do not have to list auditor information in Section 9.C. of Schedule D if you already provided this

information with respect to the private funds you advise in Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D).

D. Do you or your related person(s) act as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients? Yes No

(1) you act as a qualified custodian

(2) your related person(s) act as qualified custodian(s)

If you checked "yes" to Item 9.D.(2), all related persons that act as qualified custodians (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule

206(4)-2(b)(1)) must be identified in Section 7.A. of Schedule D, regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be operationally independent

under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

E. If you are filing your annual updating amendment and you were subject to a surprise examination by an independent public accountant during your last

fiscal year, provide the date (MM/YYYY) the examination commenced: 

09/2017

F. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities, how many persons, including, but not limited to, you and your related persons, act

as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

1

SECTION 9.C. Independent Public Accountant

You must complete the following information for each independent public accountant engaged to perform a surprise examination, perform an audit of a

pooled investment vehicle that you manage, or prepare an internal control report. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 9.C. for each

independent public accountant.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

ERNST & YOUNG LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

8484 WESTPARK DRIVE

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

MCLEAN Virginia United States 22102

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

42

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

100 EAST PRATT STREET, SUITE 1900

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

BALTIMORE Maryland United States 21202

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

238

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

Item 10 Control Persons

In this Item, we ask you to identify every person that, directly or indirectly, controls you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 10

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

If you are submitting an initial application or report, you must complete Schedule A and Schedule B. Schedule A asks for information about your direct owners

and executive officers. Schedule B asks for information about your indirect owners. If this is an amendment and you are updating information you reported

on either Schedule A or Schedule B (or both) that you filed with your initial application or report, you must complete Schedule C.

Yes No

A.  Does any person not named in Item 1.A. or Schedules A, B, or C, directly or indirectly, control your management or policies?

If yes, complete Section 10.A. of Schedule D.

B. If any person named in Schedules A, B, or C or in Section 10.A. of Schedule D is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934, please complete Section 10.B. of Schedule D. 

SECTION 10.A. Control Persons

No Information Filed

SECTION 10.B. Control Person Public Reporting Companies

No Information Filed

Item 11 Disclosure Information

In this Item, we ask for information about your disciplinary history and the disciplinary history of all your advisory affiliates. We use this information to

determine whether to grant your application for registration, to decide whether to revoke your registration or to place limitations on your activities as an

investment adviser, and to identify potential problem areas to focus on during our on-site examinations. One event may result in "yes" answers to more than

one of the questions below. In accordance with General Instruction 5 to Form ADV, "you" and "your" include the filing adviser and all relying advisers under an

umbrella registration.

Your advisory affiliates are: (1) all of your current employees (other than employees performing only clerical, administrative, support or similar functions); (2) all

of your officers, partners, or directors (or any person performing similar functions); and (3) all persons directly or indirectly controlling you or controlled by you.

If you are a "separately identifiable department or division" (SID) of a bank, see the Glossary of Terms to determine who your advisory affiliates are.

If you are registered or registering with the SEC or if you are an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your disclosure of any event listed in Item 11 to ten years

following the date of the event. If you are registered or registering with a state, you must respond to the questions as posed; you may, therefore, limit your

disclosure to ten years following the date of an event only in responding to Items 11.A.(1), 11.A.(2), 11.B.(1), 11.B.(2), 11.D.(4), and 11.H.(1)(a). For purposes of

calculating this ten-year period, the date of an event is the date the final order, judgment, or decree was entered, or the date any rights of appeal from preliminary

orders, judgments, or decrees lapsed.

You must complete the appropriate Disclosure Reporting Page ("DRP") for "yes" answers to the questions in this Item 11.

Yes No

Do any of the events below involve you or any of your supervised persons?

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Criminal Action DRP:

A.  In the past ten years, have you or any advisory affiliate: Yes No

(1) been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere ("no contest") in a domestic, foreign, or military court to any felony?

(2) been charged with any felony?

If you are registered or registering with the SEC, or if you are reporting as an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your response to Item 11.A.(2) to

charges that are currently pending.

B. In the past ten years, have you or any advisory affiliate:

(1) been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere ("no contest") in a domestic, foreign, or military court to a misdemeanor involving:

investments or an investment-related business, or any fraud, false statements, or omissions, wrongful taking of property, bribery, perjury,

forgery, counterfeiting, extortion, or a conspiracy to commit any of these offenses?

(2) been charged with a misdemeanor listed in Item 11.B.(1)?

If you are registered or registering with the SEC, or if you are reporting as an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your response to Item 11.B.(2) to

charges that are currently pending.

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Regulatory Action DRP:

C.  Has the SEC or the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) ever: Yes No

(1) found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission?

(2) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of SEC or CFTC regulations or statutes?

(3) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been a cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business denied,

suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) entered an order against you or any advisory affiliate in connection with investment-related activity?

(5) imposed a civil money penalty on you or any advisory affiliate, or ordered you or any advisory affiliate to cease and desist from any activity?

D. Has any other federal regulatory agency, any state regulatory agency, or any foreign financial regulatory authority:

(1) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission, or been dishonest, unfair, or unethical?

(2) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of investment-related regulations or statutes?

(3) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have been a cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business

denied, suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) in the past ten years, entered an order against you or any advisory affiliate in connection with an investment-related activity?

(5) ever denied, suspended, or revoked your or any advisory affiliate's registration or license, or otherwise prevented you or any advisory

affiliate, by order, from associating with an investment-related business or restricted your or any advisory affiliate's activity?

E. Has any self-regulatory organization or commodities exchange ever:

(1) found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission?

(2) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of its rules (other than a violation designated as a "minor rule

violation" under a plan approved by the SEC)?

(3) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been the cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business denied,

suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) disciplined you or any advisory affiliate by expelling or suspending you or the advisory affiliate from membership, barring or suspending you

or the advisory affiliate from association with other members, or otherwise restricting your or the advisory affiliate's activities?

F. Has an authorization to act as an attorney, accountant, or federal contractor granted to you or any advisory affiliate ever been revoked or

suspended?

G. Are you or any advisory affiliate now the subject of any regulatory proceeding that could result in a "yes" answer to any part of Item 11.C.,

11.D., or 11.E.?

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Civil Judicial Action DRP:

H.  (1) Has any domestic or foreign court: Yes No

(a) in the past ten years, enjoined you or any advisory affiliate in connection with any investment-related activity?

(b) ever found that you or any advisory affiliate were involved in a violation of investment-related statutes or regulations?

(c) ever dismissed, pursuant to a settlement agreement, an investment-related civil action brought against you or any advisory affiliate by a

state or foreign financial regulatory authority?

(2) Are you or any advisory affiliate now the subject of any civil proceeding that could result in a "yes" answer to any part of Item 11.H.(1)?

Item 12 Small Businesses

The SEC is required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act to consider the effect of its regulations on small entities. In order to do this, we need to determine

whether you meet the definition of "small business" or "small organization" under rule 0-7.

Answer this Item 12 only if you are registered or registering with the SEC and you indicated in response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) that you have regulatory assets

under management of less than $25 million. You are not required to answer this Item 12 if you are filing for initial registration as a state adviser, amending a

current state registration, or switching from SEC to state registration.

For purposes of this Item 12 only:

Total Assets refers to the total assets of a firm, rather than the assets managed on behalf of clients. In determining your or another person's total

assets, you may use the total assets shown on a current balance sheet (but use total assets reported on a consolidated balance sheet with

subsidiaries included, if that amount is larger).

Control means the power to direct or cause the direction of the management or policies of a person, whether through ownership of securities, by

contract, or otherwise. Any person that directly or indirectly has the right to vote 25 percent or more of the voting securities, or is entitled to 25 percent

or more of the profits, of another person is presumed to control the other person.

Yes No

A.  Did you have total assets of $5 million or more on the last day of your most recent fiscal year?

If "yes," you do not need to answer Items 12.B. and 12.C.

B. Do you:

(1) control another investment adviser that had regulatory assets under management (calculated in response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) of Form ADV)

of $25 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal year?

(2) control another person (other than a natural person) that had total assets of $5 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal

year?

C. Are you:

(1) controlled by or under common control with another investment adviser that had regulatory assets under management (calculated in

response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) of Form ADV) of $25 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal year?

(2) controlled by or under common control with another person (other than a natural person) that had total assets of $5 million or more on the

last day of its most recent fiscal year?

Schedule A

Direct Owners and Executive Officers

1. Complete Schedule A only if you are submitting an initial application or report. Schedule A asks for information about your direct owners and executive

officers. Use Schedule C to amend this information.

2. Direct Owners and Executive Officers. List below the names of:

(a) each Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operations Officer, Chief Legal Officer, Chief Compliance Officer(Chief Compliance Officer is

required if you are registered or applying for registration and cannot be more than one individual), director, and any other individuals with similar

status or functions;

(b) if you are organized as a corporation, each shareholder that is a direct owner of 5% or more of a class of your voting securities, unless you are a

public reporting company (a company subject to Section 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act); 

Direct owners include any person that owns, beneficially owns, has the right to vote, or has the power to sell or direct the sale of, 5% or more of a

class of your voting securities. For purposes of this Schedule, a person beneficially owns any securities: (i) owned by his/her child, stepchild, grandchild,

parent, stepparent, grandparent, spouse, sibling, mother-in-law, father-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law, sharing

the same residence; or (ii) that he/she has the right to acquire, within 60 days, through the exercise of any option, warrant, or right to purchase the

security.

(c) if you are organized as a partnership, all general partners and those limited and special partners that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or

have contributed, 5% or more of your capital;

(d) in the case of a trust that directly owns 5% or more of a class of your voting securities, or that has the right to receive upon dissolution, or has

contributed, 5% or more of your capital, the trust and each trustee; and

(e) if you are organized as a limited liability company ("LLC"), (i) those members that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or have contributed, 5%

or more of your capital, and (ii) if managed by elected managers, all elected managers.

3. Do you have any indirect owners to be reported on Schedule B?   Yes   No  

4. In the DE/FE/I column below, enter "DE" if the owner is a domestic entity, "FE" if the owner is an entity incorporated or domiciled in a foreign country, or

"I" if the owner or executive officer is an individual.

5. Complete the Title or Status column by entering board/management titles; status as partner, trustee, sole proprietor, elected manager, shareholder, or

member; and for shareholders or members, the class of securities owned (if more than one is issued).

6. Ownership codes are: NA - less than 5% B - 10% but less than 25% D - 50% but less than 75%

A - 5% but less than 10% C - 25% but less than 50% E - 75% or more

7. (a) In the Control Person column, enter "Yes" if the person has control as defined in the Glossary of Terms to Form ADV, and enter "No" if the person does

not have control. Note that under this definition, most executive officers and all 25% owners, general partners, elected managers, and trustees are

control persons.



FORM ADV

UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT BY EXEMPT REPORTING ADVISERS

Primary Business Name: ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION CRD Number: 108783
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

- 

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, NE #600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

Item 7 Private Fund Reporting

Yes No

B. Are you an adviser to any private fund? 

If "yes," then for each private fund that you advise, you must complete a Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D, except in certain circumstances described in the next

sentence and in Instruction 6 of the Instructions to Part 1A. If you are registered or applying for registration with the SEC or reporting as an SEC exempt

reporting adviser, and another SEC-registered adviser or SEC exempt reporting adviser reports this information with respect to any such private fund in Section

7.B.(1) of Schedule D of its Form ADV (e.g., if you are a subadviser), do not complete Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D with respect to that private fund. You must,

instead, complete Section 7.B.(2) of Schedule D. 

In either case, if you seek to preserve the anonymity of a private fund client by maintaining its identity in your books and records in numerical or alphabetical

code, or similar designation, pursuant to rule 204-2(d), you may identify the private fund in Section 7.B.(1) or 7.B.(2) of Schedule D using the same code or

designation in place of the fund's name. 

SECTION 7.B.(1) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

SECTION 7.B.(2) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

Item 8 Participation or Interest in Client Transactions

In this Item, we request information about your participation and interest in your clients' transactions. This information identifies additional areas in which

conflicts of interest may occur between you and your clients. Newly-formed advisers should base responses to these questions on the types of participation

and interest that you expect to engage in during the next year.

Like Item 7, Item 8 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates.

Proprietary Interest in Client Transactions

A.  Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) buy securities for yourself from advisory clients, or sell securities you own to advisory clients (principal transactions)?

(2) buy or sell for yourself securities (other than shares of mutual funds) that you also recommend to advisory clients?

(3) recommend securities (or other investment products) to advisory clients in which you or any related person has some other proprietary

(ownership) interest (other than those mentioned in Items 8.A.(1) or (2))?

Sales Interest in Client Transactions

B. Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) as a broker-dealer or registered representative of a broker-dealer, execute securities trades for brokerage customers in which advisory

client securities are sold to or bought from the brokerage customer (agency cross transactions)?

(2) recommend to advisory clients, or act as a purchaser representative for advisory clients with respect to, the purchase of securities for

which you or any related person serves as underwriter or general or managing partner?

(3) recommend purchase or sale of securities to advisory clients for which you or any related person has any other sales interest (other than

the receipt of sales commissions as a broker or registered representative of a broker-dealer)?

Investment or Brokerage Discretion

C. Do you or any related person have discretionary authority to determine the: Yes No

(1) securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(2) amount of securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(3) broker or dealer to be used for a purchase or sale of securities for a client's account?

(4) commission rates to be paid to a broker or dealer for a client's securities transactions?

D. If you answer "yes" to C.(3) above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

E. Do you or any related person recommend brokers or dealers to clients?

F. If you answer "yes" to E. above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

G. (1) Do you or any related person receive research or other products or services other than execution from a broker-dealer or a third party

("soft dollar benefits") in connection with client securities transactions?

(2) If "yes" to G.(1) above, are all the "soft dollar benefits" you or any related persons receive eligible "research or brokerage services" under

section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

H. (1) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, compensate any person that is not an employee for client referrals?

(2) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, provide any employee compensation that is specifically related to obtaining clients for the

firm (cash or non-cash compensation in addition to the employee's regular salary)?

I. Do you or any related person, including any employee, directly or indirectly, receive compensation from any person (other than you or any related

person) for client referrals?

In your response to Item 8.I., do not include the regular salary you pay to an employee.

In responding to Items 8.H. and 8.I., consider all cash and non-cash compensation that you or a related person gave to (in answering Item 8.H.) or received

from (in answering Item 8.I.) any person in exchange for client referrals, including any bonus that is based, at least in part, on the number or amount of client

referrals. 

Item 9 Custody

In this Item, we ask you whether you or a related person has custody of client (other than clients that are investment companies registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940) assets and about your custodial practices.

A.  (1) Do you have custody of any advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

If you are registering or registered with the SEC, answer "No" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) and (b) if you have custody solely because (i) you deduct your advisory fees

directly from your clients' accounts, or (ii) a related person has custody of client assets in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, but you have

overcome the presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to Advisers Act rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person.

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

you have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 64,278,895,371 (b) 1

If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have custody solely because you deduct your advisory fees directly from your clients' accounts, do not

include the amount of those assets and the number of those clients in your response to Item 9.A.(2). If your related person has custody of client assets in

connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do not include the amount of those assets and number of those clients in your response to 9.A.(2).

Instead, include that information in your response to Item 9.B.(2).

B. (1) In connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do any of your related persons have custody of any of your advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

You are required to answer this item regardless of how you answered Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b).

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.B.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

your related persons have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 2,035,379,803 (b) 47,778

C. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, check all the following

that apply:

(1) A qualified custodian(s) sends account statements at least quarterly to the investors in the pooled investment vehicle(s) you manage.

(2) An independent public accountant audits annually the pooled investment vehicle(s) that you manage and the audited financial statements

are distributed to the investors in the pools.

(3) An independent public accountant conducts an annual surprise examination of client funds and securities.

(4) An independent public accountant prepares an internal control report with respect to custodial services when you or your related persons

are qualified custodians for client funds and securities.

If you checked Item 9.C.(2), C.(3) or C.(4), list in Section 9.C. of Schedule D the accountants that are engaged to perform the audit or examination or prepare

an internal control report. (If you checked Item 9.C.(2), you do not have to list auditor information in Section 9.C. of Schedule D if you already provided this

information with respect to the private funds you advise in Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D).

D. Do you or your related person(s) act as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients? Yes No

(1) you act as a qualified custodian

(2) your related person(s) act as qualified custodian(s)

If you checked "yes" to Item 9.D.(2), all related persons that act as qualified custodians (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule

206(4)-2(b)(1)) must be identified in Section 7.A. of Schedule D, regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be operationally independent

under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

E. If you are filing your annual updating amendment and you were subject to a surprise examination by an independent public accountant during your last

fiscal year, provide the date (MM/YYYY) the examination commenced: 

09/2017

F. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities, how many persons, including, but not limited to, you and your related persons, act

as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

1

SECTION 9.C. Independent Public Accountant

You must complete the following information for each independent public accountant engaged to perform a surprise examination, perform an audit of a

pooled investment vehicle that you manage, or prepare an internal control report. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 9.C. for each

independent public accountant.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

ERNST & YOUNG LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

8484 WESTPARK DRIVE

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

MCLEAN Virginia United States 22102

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

42

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

100 EAST PRATT STREET, SUITE 1900

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

BALTIMORE Maryland United States 21202

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

238

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

Item 10 Control Persons

In this Item, we ask you to identify every person that, directly or indirectly, controls you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 10

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

If you are submitting an initial application or report, you must complete Schedule A and Schedule B. Schedule A asks for information about your direct owners

and executive officers. Schedule B asks for information about your indirect owners. If this is an amendment and you are updating information you reported

on either Schedule A or Schedule B (or both) that you filed with your initial application or report, you must complete Schedule C.

Yes No

A.  Does any person not named in Item 1.A. or Schedules A, B, or C, directly or indirectly, control your management or policies?

If yes, complete Section 10.A. of Schedule D.

B. If any person named in Schedules A, B, or C or in Section 10.A. of Schedule D is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934, please complete Section 10.B. of Schedule D. 

SECTION 10.A. Control Persons

No Information Filed

SECTION 10.B. Control Person Public Reporting Companies

No Information Filed

Item 11 Disclosure Information

In this Item, we ask for information about your disciplinary history and the disciplinary history of all your advisory affiliates. We use this information to

determine whether to grant your application for registration, to decide whether to revoke your registration or to place limitations on your activities as an

investment adviser, and to identify potential problem areas to focus on during our on-site examinations. One event may result in "yes" answers to more than

one of the questions below. In accordance with General Instruction 5 to Form ADV, "you" and "your" include the filing adviser and all relying advisers under an

umbrella registration.

Your advisory affiliates are: (1) all of your current employees (other than employees performing only clerical, administrative, support or similar functions); (2) all

of your officers, partners, or directors (or any person performing similar functions); and (3) all persons directly or indirectly controlling you or controlled by you.

If you are a "separately identifiable department or division" (SID) of a bank, see the Glossary of Terms to determine who your advisory affiliates are.

If you are registered or registering with the SEC or if you are an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your disclosure of any event listed in Item 11 to ten years

following the date of the event. If you are registered or registering with a state, you must respond to the questions as posed; you may, therefore, limit your

disclosure to ten years following the date of an event only in responding to Items 11.A.(1), 11.A.(2), 11.B.(1), 11.B.(2), 11.D.(4), and 11.H.(1)(a). For purposes of

calculating this ten-year period, the date of an event is the date the final order, judgment, or decree was entered, or the date any rights of appeal from preliminary

orders, judgments, or decrees lapsed.

You must complete the appropriate Disclosure Reporting Page ("DRP") for "yes" answers to the questions in this Item 11.

Yes No

Do any of the events below involve you or any of your supervised persons?

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Criminal Action DRP:

A.  In the past ten years, have you or any advisory affiliate: Yes No

(1) been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere ("no contest") in a domestic, foreign, or military court to any felony?

(2) been charged with any felony?

If you are registered or registering with the SEC, or if you are reporting as an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your response to Item 11.A.(2) to

charges that are currently pending.

B. In the past ten years, have you or any advisory affiliate:

(1) been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere ("no contest") in a domestic, foreign, or military court to a misdemeanor involving:

investments or an investment-related business, or any fraud, false statements, or omissions, wrongful taking of property, bribery, perjury,

forgery, counterfeiting, extortion, or a conspiracy to commit any of these offenses?

(2) been charged with a misdemeanor listed in Item 11.B.(1)?

If you are registered or registering with the SEC, or if you are reporting as an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your response to Item 11.B.(2) to

charges that are currently pending.

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Regulatory Action DRP:

C.  Has the SEC or the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) ever: Yes No

(1) found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission?

(2) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of SEC or CFTC regulations or statutes?

(3) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been a cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business denied,

suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) entered an order against you or any advisory affiliate in connection with investment-related activity?

(5) imposed a civil money penalty on you or any advisory affiliate, or ordered you or any advisory affiliate to cease and desist from any activity?

D. Has any other federal regulatory agency, any state regulatory agency, or any foreign financial regulatory authority:

(1) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission, or been dishonest, unfair, or unethical?

(2) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of investment-related regulations or statutes?

(3) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have been a cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business

denied, suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) in the past ten years, entered an order against you or any advisory affiliate in connection with an investment-related activity?

(5) ever denied, suspended, or revoked your or any advisory affiliate's registration or license, or otherwise prevented you or any advisory

affiliate, by order, from associating with an investment-related business or restricted your or any advisory affiliate's activity?

E. Has any self-regulatory organization or commodities exchange ever:

(1) found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission?

(2) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of its rules (other than a violation designated as a "minor rule

violation" under a plan approved by the SEC)?

(3) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been the cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business denied,

suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) disciplined you or any advisory affiliate by expelling or suspending you or the advisory affiliate from membership, barring or suspending you

or the advisory affiliate from association with other members, or otherwise restricting your or the advisory affiliate's activities?

F. Has an authorization to act as an attorney, accountant, or federal contractor granted to you or any advisory affiliate ever been revoked or

suspended?

G. Are you or any advisory affiliate now the subject of any regulatory proceeding that could result in a "yes" answer to any part of Item 11.C.,

11.D., or 11.E.?

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Civil Judicial Action DRP:

H.  (1) Has any domestic or foreign court: Yes No

(a) in the past ten years, enjoined you or any advisory affiliate in connection with any investment-related activity?

(b) ever found that you or any advisory affiliate were involved in a violation of investment-related statutes or regulations?

(c) ever dismissed, pursuant to a settlement agreement, an investment-related civil action brought against you or any advisory affiliate by a

state or foreign financial regulatory authority?

(2) Are you or any advisory affiliate now the subject of any civil proceeding that could result in a "yes" answer to any part of Item 11.H.(1)?

Item 12 Small Businesses

The SEC is required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act to consider the effect of its regulations on small entities. In order to do this, we need to determine

whether you meet the definition of "small business" or "small organization" under rule 0-7.

Answer this Item 12 only if you are registered or registering with the SEC and you indicated in response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) that you have regulatory assets

under management of less than $25 million. You are not required to answer this Item 12 if you are filing for initial registration as a state adviser, amending a

current state registration, or switching from SEC to state registration.

For purposes of this Item 12 only:

Total Assets refers to the total assets of a firm, rather than the assets managed on behalf of clients. In determining your or another person's total

assets, you may use the total assets shown on a current balance sheet (but use total assets reported on a consolidated balance sheet with

subsidiaries included, if that amount is larger).

Control means the power to direct or cause the direction of the management or policies of a person, whether through ownership of securities, by

contract, or otherwise. Any person that directly or indirectly has the right to vote 25 percent or more of the voting securities, or is entitled to 25 percent

or more of the profits, of another person is presumed to control the other person.

Yes No

A.  Did you have total assets of $5 million or more on the last day of your most recent fiscal year?

If "yes," you do not need to answer Items 12.B. and 12.C.

B. Do you:

(1) control another investment adviser that had regulatory assets under management (calculated in response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) of Form ADV)

of $25 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal year?

(2) control another person (other than a natural person) that had total assets of $5 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal

year?

C. Are you:

(1) controlled by or under common control with another investment adviser that had regulatory assets under management (calculated in

response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) of Form ADV) of $25 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal year?

(2) controlled by or under common control with another person (other than a natural person) that had total assets of $5 million or more on the

last day of its most recent fiscal year?

Schedule A

Direct Owners and Executive Officers

1. Complete Schedule A only if you are submitting an initial application or report. Schedule A asks for information about your direct owners and executive

officers. Use Schedule C to amend this information.

2. Direct Owners and Executive Officers. List below the names of:

(a) each Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operations Officer, Chief Legal Officer, Chief Compliance Officer(Chief Compliance Officer is

required if you are registered or applying for registration and cannot be more than one individual), director, and any other individuals with similar

status or functions;

(b) if you are organized as a corporation, each shareholder that is a direct owner of 5% or more of a class of your voting securities, unless you are a

public reporting company (a company subject to Section 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act); 

Direct owners include any person that owns, beneficially owns, has the right to vote, or has the power to sell or direct the sale of, 5% or more of a

class of your voting securities. For purposes of this Schedule, a person beneficially owns any securities: (i) owned by his/her child, stepchild, grandchild,

parent, stepparent, grandparent, spouse, sibling, mother-in-law, father-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law, sharing

the same residence; or (ii) that he/she has the right to acquire, within 60 days, through the exercise of any option, warrant, or right to purchase the

security.

(c) if you are organized as a partnership, all general partners and those limited and special partners that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or

have contributed, 5% or more of your capital;

(d) in the case of a trust that directly owns 5% or more of a class of your voting securities, or that has the right to receive upon dissolution, or has

contributed, 5% or more of your capital, the trust and each trustee; and

(e) if you are organized as a limited liability company ("LLC"), (i) those members that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or have contributed, 5%

or more of your capital, and (ii) if managed by elected managers, all elected managers.

3. Do you have any indirect owners to be reported on Schedule B?   Yes   No  

4. In the DE/FE/I column below, enter "DE" if the owner is a domestic entity, "FE" if the owner is an entity incorporated or domiciled in a foreign country, or

"I" if the owner or executive officer is an individual.

5. Complete the Title or Status column by entering board/management titles; status as partner, trustee, sole proprietor, elected manager, shareholder, or

member; and for shareholders or members, the class of securities owned (if more than one is issued).

6. Ownership codes are: NA - less than 5% B - 10% but less than 25% D - 50% but less than 75%

A - 5% but less than 10% C - 25% but less than 50% E - 75% or more

7. (a) In the Control Person column, enter "Yes" if the person has control as defined in the Glossary of Terms to Form ADV, and enter "No" if the person does

not have control. Note that under this definition, most executive officers and all 25% owners, general partners, elected managers, and trustees are

control persons.

(b) In the PR column, enter "PR" if the owner is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act.

(c) Complete each column.

FULL LEGAL NAME (Individuals:

Last Name, First Name, Middle

Name)

DE/FE/I Title or Status Date Title or

Status Acquired

MM/YYYY

Ownership

Code

Control

Person

PR CRD No. If None: S.S. No. and

Date of Birth, IRS Tax No. or

Employer ID No.

WICKER, WAYNE, ANTHONY I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF

INVESTMENT OFFICER

09/2004 NA Y N 2031374

MERRISS, PEGGY, HAZEL I DIRECTOR 01/2011 NA Y N 5908072

VIVIAN, ROBERT, LAWSON I DIRECTOR 01/2011 NA Y N 5908073

BYLES WILLIAMS, TINA I DIRECTOR 01/2013 NA Y N 2708300

MCBARNETTE, KAREN, DUNN I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF

COMPLIANCE OFFICER

11/2014 NA Y N 2747417

SCHULTZE, ROBERT, PAUL I DIRECTOR, PRESIDENT & CEO 02/2015 NA Y N 6456990

BRILEY, TANISHA, RENEE I DIRECTOR 01/2015 NA Y N 6457505

MONTEZ, ANGELA, CUTTINA I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,

GENERAL COUNSEL & CHIEF

LEGAL OFFICER

03/2015 NA Y N 4671248

GUARASCI, MICHAEL, ERNEST I TREASURER AND CFO 09/2015 NA Y N 3266924

SANTANA, DEANNA, JAY I DIRECTOR 01/2016 NA Y N 6632419

JONES, ROBERT, GOETZ I DIRECTOR 09/2016 NA Y N 2617719

Ott, Marc, Anthony I DIRECTOR 11/2002 NA Y N 6931624

Feldman, Lee, Russell I DIRECTOR 01/2018 NA Y N 6931631

STEER, CYNTHIA, FRYER I DIRECTOR 01/2018 NA Y N 6091487

TANGUAY, DAVID, THOMAS I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF

CLIENT SERVICES OFFICER

01/2018 NA Y N 3196734

Schedule B

Indirect Owners

1. Complete Schedule B only if you are submitting an initial application or report. Schedule B asks for information about your indirect owners; you must first

complete Schedule A, which asks for information about your direct owners. Use Schedule C to amend this information.

2. Indirect Owners. With respect to each owner listed on Schedule A (except individual owners), list below:

(a) in the case of an owner that is a corporation, each of its shareholders that beneficially owns, has the right to vote, or has the power to sell or direct

the sale of, 25% or more of a class of a voting security of that corporation; 

For purposes of this Schedule, a person beneficially owns any securities: (i) owned by his/her child, stepchild, grandchild, parent, stepparent,

grandparent, spouse, sibling, mother-in-law, father-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law, sharing the same residence;

or (ii) that he/she has the right to acquire, within 60 days, through the exercise of any option, warrant, or right to purchase the security.

(b) in the case of an owner that is a partnership, all general partners and those limited and special partners that have the right to receive upon

dissolution, or have contributed, 25% or more of the partnership's capital;

(c) in the case of an owner that is a trust, the trust and each trustee; and

(d) in the case of an owner that is a limited liability company ("LLC"), (i) those members that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or have

contributed, 25% or more of the LLC's capital, and (ii) if managed by elected managers, all elected managers.

3. Continue up the chain of ownership listing all 25% owners at each level. Once a public reporting company (a company subject to Sections 12 or 15(d) of

the Exchange Act) is reached, no further ownership information need be given.

4. In the DE/FE/I column below, enter "DE" if the owner is a domestic entity, "FE" if the owner is an entity incorporated or domiciled in a foreign country, or

"I" if the owner is an individual.

5. Complete the Status column by entering the owner's status as partner, trustee, elected manager, shareholder, or member; and for shareholders or

members, the class of securities owned (if more than one is issued).

6. Ownership codes are: C - 25% but less than 50% E - 75% or more

D - 50% but less than 75% F - Other (general partner, trustee, or elected manager)

7. (a) In the Control Person column, enter "Yes" if the person has control as defined in the Glossary of Terms to Form ADV, and enter "No" if the person does

not have control. Note that under this definition, most executive officers and all 25% owners, general partners, elected managers, and trustees are

control persons.

(b) In the PR column, enter "PR" if the owner is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act.

(c) Complete each column.

No Information Filed

Schedule D - Miscellaneous

You may use the space below to explain a response to an Item or to provide any other information.

ICMA Retirement Corporation is a non-profit corporation. The firm is managed by a corporate Board of Directors and Executive Committee. There is no

ownership. Item 5.D: Clients and Amount of Regulatory Assets under Management that were previously reported under “Banking and thrift institutions” have
been moved to “Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and business development companies.” This change was made based on the

SEC Staff’s June 12, 2017 Frequently Asked Questions guidance which states, in relevant part, that "funds that would be investment companies as defined
in section 3 of the Investment Company Act of 1940 but for sections 3(c)(5) or 3(c)(11) of that Act would typically be considered pooled investment vehicles

in Item 5.D." Note that the clients and assets represented here are maintained within a collective trust fund that is maintained by a bank, VantageTrust
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WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

- 

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, NE #600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

Item 7 Private Fund Reporting

Yes No

B. Are you an adviser to any private fund? 

If "yes," then for each private fund that you advise, you must complete a Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D, except in certain circumstances described in the next

sentence and in Instruction 6 of the Instructions to Part 1A. If you are registered or applying for registration with the SEC or reporting as an SEC exempt

reporting adviser, and another SEC-registered adviser or SEC exempt reporting adviser reports this information with respect to any such private fund in Section

7.B.(1) of Schedule D of its Form ADV (e.g., if you are a subadviser), do not complete Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D with respect to that private fund. You must,

instead, complete Section 7.B.(2) of Schedule D. 

In either case, if you seek to preserve the anonymity of a private fund client by maintaining its identity in your books and records in numerical or alphabetical

code, or similar designation, pursuant to rule 204-2(d), you may identify the private fund in Section 7.B.(1) or 7.B.(2) of Schedule D using the same code or

designation in place of the fund's name. 

SECTION 7.B.(1) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

SECTION 7.B.(2) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

Item 8 Participation or Interest in Client Transactions

In this Item, we request information about your participation and interest in your clients' transactions. This information identifies additional areas in which

conflicts of interest may occur between you and your clients. Newly-formed advisers should base responses to these questions on the types of participation

and interest that you expect to engage in during the next year.

Like Item 7, Item 8 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates.

Proprietary Interest in Client Transactions

A.  Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) buy securities for yourself from advisory clients, or sell securities you own to advisory clients (principal transactions)?

(2) buy or sell for yourself securities (other than shares of mutual funds) that you also recommend to advisory clients?

(3) recommend securities (or other investment products) to advisory clients in which you or any related person has some other proprietary

(ownership) interest (other than those mentioned in Items 8.A.(1) or (2))?

Sales Interest in Client Transactions

B. Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) as a broker-dealer or registered representative of a broker-dealer, execute securities trades for brokerage customers in which advisory

client securities are sold to or bought from the brokerage customer (agency cross transactions)?

(2) recommend to advisory clients, or act as a purchaser representative for advisory clients with respect to, the purchase of securities for

which you or any related person serves as underwriter or general or managing partner?

(3) recommend purchase or sale of securities to advisory clients for which you or any related person has any other sales interest (other than

the receipt of sales commissions as a broker or registered representative of a broker-dealer)?

Investment or Brokerage Discretion

C. Do you or any related person have discretionary authority to determine the: Yes No

(1) securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(2) amount of securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(3) broker or dealer to be used for a purchase or sale of securities for a client's account?

(4) commission rates to be paid to a broker or dealer for a client's securities transactions?

D. If you answer "yes" to C.(3) above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

E. Do you or any related person recommend brokers or dealers to clients?

F. If you answer "yes" to E. above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

G. (1) Do you or any related person receive research or other products or services other than execution from a broker-dealer or a third party

("soft dollar benefits") in connection with client securities transactions?

(2) If "yes" to G.(1) above, are all the "soft dollar benefits" you or any related persons receive eligible "research or brokerage services" under

section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

H. (1) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, compensate any person that is not an employee for client referrals?

(2) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, provide any employee compensation that is specifically related to obtaining clients for the

firm (cash or non-cash compensation in addition to the employee's regular salary)?

I. Do you or any related person, including any employee, directly or indirectly, receive compensation from any person (other than you or any related

person) for client referrals?

In your response to Item 8.I., do not include the regular salary you pay to an employee.

In responding to Items 8.H. and 8.I., consider all cash and non-cash compensation that you or a related person gave to (in answering Item 8.H.) or received

from (in answering Item 8.I.) any person in exchange for client referrals, including any bonus that is based, at least in part, on the number or amount of client

referrals. 

Item 9 Custody

In this Item, we ask you whether you or a related person has custody of client (other than clients that are investment companies registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940) assets and about your custodial practices.

A.  (1) Do you have custody of any advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

If you are registering or registered with the SEC, answer "No" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) and (b) if you have custody solely because (i) you deduct your advisory fees

directly from your clients' accounts, or (ii) a related person has custody of client assets in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, but you have

overcome the presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to Advisers Act rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person.

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

you have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 64,278,895,371 (b) 1

If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have custody solely because you deduct your advisory fees directly from your clients' accounts, do not

include the amount of those assets and the number of those clients in your response to Item 9.A.(2). If your related person has custody of client assets in

connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do not include the amount of those assets and number of those clients in your response to 9.A.(2).

Instead, include that information in your response to Item 9.B.(2).

B. (1) In connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do any of your related persons have custody of any of your advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

You are required to answer this item regardless of how you answered Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b).

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.B.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

your related persons have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 2,035,379,803 (b) 47,778

C. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, check all the following

that apply:

(1) A qualified custodian(s) sends account statements at least quarterly to the investors in the pooled investment vehicle(s) you manage.

(2) An independent public accountant audits annually the pooled investment vehicle(s) that you manage and the audited financial statements

are distributed to the investors in the pools.

(3) An independent public accountant conducts an annual surprise examination of client funds and securities.

(4) An independent public accountant prepares an internal control report with respect to custodial services when you or your related persons

are qualified custodians for client funds and securities.

If you checked Item 9.C.(2), C.(3) or C.(4), list in Section 9.C. of Schedule D the accountants that are engaged to perform the audit or examination or prepare

an internal control report. (If you checked Item 9.C.(2), you do not have to list auditor information in Section 9.C. of Schedule D if you already provided this

information with respect to the private funds you advise in Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D).

D. Do you or your related person(s) act as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients? Yes No

(1) you act as a qualified custodian

(2) your related person(s) act as qualified custodian(s)

If you checked "yes" to Item 9.D.(2), all related persons that act as qualified custodians (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule

206(4)-2(b)(1)) must be identified in Section 7.A. of Schedule D, regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be operationally independent

under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

E. If you are filing your annual updating amendment and you were subject to a surprise examination by an independent public accountant during your last

fiscal year, provide the date (MM/YYYY) the examination commenced: 

09/2017

F. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities, how many persons, including, but not limited to, you and your related persons, act

as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

1

SECTION 9.C. Independent Public Accountant

You must complete the following information for each independent public accountant engaged to perform a surprise examination, perform an audit of a

pooled investment vehicle that you manage, or prepare an internal control report. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 9.C. for each

independent public accountant.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

ERNST & YOUNG LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

8484 WESTPARK DRIVE

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

MCLEAN Virginia United States 22102

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

42

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

100 EAST PRATT STREET, SUITE 1900

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

BALTIMORE Maryland United States 21202

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

238

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

Item 10 Control Persons

In this Item, we ask you to identify every person that, directly or indirectly, controls you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 10

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

If you are submitting an initial application or report, you must complete Schedule A and Schedule B. Schedule A asks for information about your direct owners

and executive officers. Schedule B asks for information about your indirect owners. If this is an amendment and you are updating information you reported

on either Schedule A or Schedule B (or both) that you filed with your initial application or report, you must complete Schedule C.

Yes No

A.  Does any person not named in Item 1.A. or Schedules A, B, or C, directly or indirectly, control your management or policies?

If yes, complete Section 10.A. of Schedule D.

B. If any person named in Schedules A, B, or C or in Section 10.A. of Schedule D is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934, please complete Section 10.B. of Schedule D. 

SECTION 10.A. Control Persons

No Information Filed

SECTION 10.B. Control Person Public Reporting Companies

No Information Filed

Item 11 Disclosure Information

In this Item, we ask for information about your disciplinary history and the disciplinary history of all your advisory affiliates. We use this information to

determine whether to grant your application for registration, to decide whether to revoke your registration or to place limitations on your activities as an

investment adviser, and to identify potential problem areas to focus on during our on-site examinations. One event may result in "yes" answers to more than

one of the questions below. In accordance with General Instruction 5 to Form ADV, "you" and "your" include the filing adviser and all relying advisers under an

umbrella registration.

Your advisory affiliates are: (1) all of your current employees (other than employees performing only clerical, administrative, support or similar functions); (2) all

of your officers, partners, or directors (or any person performing similar functions); and (3) all persons directly or indirectly controlling you or controlled by you.

If you are a "separately identifiable department or division" (SID) of a bank, see the Glossary of Terms to determine who your advisory affiliates are.

If you are registered or registering with the SEC or if you are an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your disclosure of any event listed in Item 11 to ten years

following the date of the event. If you are registered or registering with a state, you must respond to the questions as posed; you may, therefore, limit your

disclosure to ten years following the date of an event only in responding to Items 11.A.(1), 11.A.(2), 11.B.(1), 11.B.(2), 11.D.(4), and 11.H.(1)(a). For purposes of

calculating this ten-year period, the date of an event is the date the final order, judgment, or decree was entered, or the date any rights of appeal from preliminary

orders, judgments, or decrees lapsed.

You must complete the appropriate Disclosure Reporting Page ("DRP") for "yes" answers to the questions in this Item 11.

Yes No

Do any of the events below involve you or any of your supervised persons?

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Criminal Action DRP:

A.  In the past ten years, have you or any advisory affiliate: Yes No

(1) been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere ("no contest") in a domestic, foreign, or military court to any felony?

(2) been charged with any felony?

If you are registered or registering with the SEC, or if you are reporting as an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your response to Item 11.A.(2) to

charges that are currently pending.

B. In the past ten years, have you or any advisory affiliate:

(1) been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere ("no contest") in a domestic, foreign, or military court to a misdemeanor involving:

investments or an investment-related business, or any fraud, false statements, or omissions, wrongful taking of property, bribery, perjury,

forgery, counterfeiting, extortion, or a conspiracy to commit any of these offenses?

(2) been charged with a misdemeanor listed in Item 11.B.(1)?

If you are registered or registering with the SEC, or if you are reporting as an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your response to Item 11.B.(2) to

charges that are currently pending.

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Regulatory Action DRP:

C.  Has the SEC or the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) ever: Yes No

(1) found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission?

(2) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of SEC or CFTC regulations or statutes?

(3) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been a cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business denied,

suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) entered an order against you or any advisory affiliate in connection with investment-related activity?

(5) imposed a civil money penalty on you or any advisory affiliate, or ordered you or any advisory affiliate to cease and desist from any activity?

D. Has any other federal regulatory agency, any state regulatory agency, or any foreign financial regulatory authority:

(1) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission, or been dishonest, unfair, or unethical?

(2) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of investment-related regulations or statutes?

(3) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have been a cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business

denied, suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) in the past ten years, entered an order against you or any advisory affiliate in connection with an investment-related activity?

(5) ever denied, suspended, or revoked your or any advisory affiliate's registration or license, or otherwise prevented you or any advisory

affiliate, by order, from associating with an investment-related business or restricted your or any advisory affiliate's activity?

E. Has any self-regulatory organization or commodities exchange ever:

(1) found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission?

(2) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of its rules (other than a violation designated as a "minor rule

violation" under a plan approved by the SEC)?

(3) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been the cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business denied,

suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) disciplined you or any advisory affiliate by expelling or suspending you or the advisory affiliate from membership, barring or suspending you

or the advisory affiliate from association with other members, or otherwise restricting your or the advisory affiliate's activities?

F. Has an authorization to act as an attorney, accountant, or federal contractor granted to you or any advisory affiliate ever been revoked or

suspended?

G. Are you or any advisory affiliate now the subject of any regulatory proceeding that could result in a "yes" answer to any part of Item 11.C.,

11.D., or 11.E.?

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Civil Judicial Action DRP:

H.  (1) Has any domestic or foreign court: Yes No

(a) in the past ten years, enjoined you or any advisory affiliate in connection with any investment-related activity?

(b) ever found that you or any advisory affiliate were involved in a violation of investment-related statutes or regulations?

(c) ever dismissed, pursuant to a settlement agreement, an investment-related civil action brought against you or any advisory affiliate by a

state or foreign financial regulatory authority?

(2) Are you or any advisory affiliate now the subject of any civil proceeding that could result in a "yes" answer to any part of Item 11.H.(1)?

Item 12 Small Businesses

The SEC is required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act to consider the effect of its regulations on small entities. In order to do this, we need to determine

whether you meet the definition of "small business" or "small organization" under rule 0-7.

Answer this Item 12 only if you are registered or registering with the SEC and you indicated in response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) that you have regulatory assets

under management of less than $25 million. You are not required to answer this Item 12 if you are filing for initial registration as a state adviser, amending a

current state registration, or switching from SEC to state registration.

For purposes of this Item 12 only:

Total Assets refers to the total assets of a firm, rather than the assets managed on behalf of clients. In determining your or another person's total

assets, you may use the total assets shown on a current balance sheet (but use total assets reported on a consolidated balance sheet with

subsidiaries included, if that amount is larger).

Control means the power to direct or cause the direction of the management or policies of a person, whether through ownership of securities, by

contract, or otherwise. Any person that directly or indirectly has the right to vote 25 percent or more of the voting securities, or is entitled to 25 percent

or more of the profits, of another person is presumed to control the other person.

Yes No

A.  Did you have total assets of $5 million or more on the last day of your most recent fiscal year?

If "yes," you do not need to answer Items 12.B. and 12.C.

B. Do you:

(1) control another investment adviser that had regulatory assets under management (calculated in response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) of Form ADV)

of $25 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal year?

(2) control another person (other than a natural person) that had total assets of $5 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal

year?

C. Are you:

(1) controlled by or under common control with another investment adviser that had regulatory assets under management (calculated in

response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) of Form ADV) of $25 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal year?

(2) controlled by or under common control with another person (other than a natural person) that had total assets of $5 million or more on the

last day of its most recent fiscal year?

Schedule A

Direct Owners and Executive Officers

1. Complete Schedule A only if you are submitting an initial application or report. Schedule A asks for information about your direct owners and executive

officers. Use Schedule C to amend this information.

2. Direct Owners and Executive Officers. List below the names of:

(a) each Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operations Officer, Chief Legal Officer, Chief Compliance Officer(Chief Compliance Officer is

required if you are registered or applying for registration and cannot be more than one individual), director, and any other individuals with similar

status or functions;

(b) if you are organized as a corporation, each shareholder that is a direct owner of 5% or more of a class of your voting securities, unless you are a

public reporting company (a company subject to Section 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act); 

Direct owners include any person that owns, beneficially owns, has the right to vote, or has the power to sell or direct the sale of, 5% or more of a

class of your voting securities. For purposes of this Schedule, a person beneficially owns any securities: (i) owned by his/her child, stepchild, grandchild,

parent, stepparent, grandparent, spouse, sibling, mother-in-law, father-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law, sharing

the same residence; or (ii) that he/she has the right to acquire, within 60 days, through the exercise of any option, warrant, or right to purchase the

security.

(c) if you are organized as a partnership, all general partners and those limited and special partners that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or

have contributed, 5% or more of your capital;

(d) in the case of a trust that directly owns 5% or more of a class of your voting securities, or that has the right to receive upon dissolution, or has

contributed, 5% or more of your capital, the trust and each trustee; and

(e) if you are organized as a limited liability company ("LLC"), (i) those members that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or have contributed, 5%

or more of your capital, and (ii) if managed by elected managers, all elected managers.

3. Do you have any indirect owners to be reported on Schedule B?   Yes   No  

4. In the DE/FE/I column below, enter "DE" if the owner is a domestic entity, "FE" if the owner is an entity incorporated or domiciled in a foreign country, or

"I" if the owner or executive officer is an individual.

5. Complete the Title or Status column by entering board/management titles; status as partner, trustee, sole proprietor, elected manager, shareholder, or

member; and for shareholders or members, the class of securities owned (if more than one is issued).

6. Ownership codes are: NA - less than 5% B - 10% but less than 25% D - 50% but less than 75%

A - 5% but less than 10% C - 25% but less than 50% E - 75% or more

7. (a) In the Control Person column, enter "Yes" if the person has control as defined in the Glossary of Terms to Form ADV, and enter "No" if the person does

not have control. Note that under this definition, most executive officers and all 25% owners, general partners, elected managers, and trustees are

control persons.

(b) In the PR column, enter "PR" if the owner is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act.

(c) Complete each column.

FULL LEGAL NAME (Individuals:

Last Name, First Name, Middle

Name)

DE/FE/I Title or Status Date Title or

Status Acquired

MM/YYYY

Ownership

Code

Control

Person

PR CRD No. If None: S.S. No. and

Date of Birth, IRS Tax No. or

Employer ID No.

WICKER, WAYNE, ANTHONY I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF

INVESTMENT OFFICER

09/2004 NA Y N 2031374

MERRISS, PEGGY, HAZEL I DIRECTOR 01/2011 NA Y N 5908072

VIVIAN, ROBERT, LAWSON I DIRECTOR 01/2011 NA Y N 5908073

BYLES WILLIAMS, TINA I DIRECTOR 01/2013 NA Y N 2708300

MCBARNETTE, KAREN, DUNN I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF

COMPLIANCE OFFICER

11/2014 NA Y N 2747417

SCHULTZE, ROBERT, PAUL I DIRECTOR, PRESIDENT & CEO 02/2015 NA Y N 6456990

BRILEY, TANISHA, RENEE I DIRECTOR 01/2015 NA Y N 6457505

MONTEZ, ANGELA, CUTTINA I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,

GENERAL COUNSEL & CHIEF

LEGAL OFFICER

03/2015 NA Y N 4671248

GUARASCI, MICHAEL, ERNEST I TREASURER AND CFO 09/2015 NA Y N 3266924

SANTANA, DEANNA, JAY I DIRECTOR 01/2016 NA Y N 6632419

JONES, ROBERT, GOETZ I DIRECTOR 09/2016 NA Y N 2617719

Ott, Marc, Anthony I DIRECTOR 11/2002 NA Y N 6931624

Feldman, Lee, Russell I DIRECTOR 01/2018 NA Y N 6931631

STEER, CYNTHIA, FRYER I DIRECTOR 01/2018 NA Y N 6091487

TANGUAY, DAVID, THOMAS I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF

CLIENT SERVICES OFFICER

01/2018 NA Y N 3196734

Schedule B

Indirect Owners

1. Complete Schedule B only if you are submitting an initial application or report. Schedule B asks for information about your indirect owners; you must first

complete Schedule A, which asks for information about your direct owners. Use Schedule C to amend this information.

2. Indirect Owners. With respect to each owner listed on Schedule A (except individual owners), list below:

(a) in the case of an owner that is a corporation, each of its shareholders that beneficially owns, has the right to vote, or has the power to sell or direct

the sale of, 25% or more of a class of a voting security of that corporation; 

For purposes of this Schedule, a person beneficially owns any securities: (i) owned by his/her child, stepchild, grandchild, parent, stepparent,

grandparent, spouse, sibling, mother-in-law, father-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law, sharing the same residence;

or (ii) that he/she has the right to acquire, within 60 days, through the exercise of any option, warrant, or right to purchase the security.

(b) in the case of an owner that is a partnership, all general partners and those limited and special partners that have the right to receive upon

dissolution, or have contributed, 25% or more of the partnership's capital;

(c) in the case of an owner that is a trust, the trust and each trustee; and

(d) in the case of an owner that is a limited liability company ("LLC"), (i) those members that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or have

contributed, 25% or more of the LLC's capital, and (ii) if managed by elected managers, all elected managers.

3. Continue up the chain of ownership listing all 25% owners at each level. Once a public reporting company (a company subject to Sections 12 or 15(d) of

the Exchange Act) is reached, no further ownership information need be given.

4. In the DE/FE/I column below, enter "DE" if the owner is a domestic entity, "FE" if the owner is an entity incorporated or domiciled in a foreign country, or

"I" if the owner is an individual.

5. Complete the Status column by entering the owner's status as partner, trustee, elected manager, shareholder, or member; and for shareholders or

members, the class of securities owned (if more than one is issued).

6. Ownership codes are: C - 25% but less than 50% E - 75% or more

D - 50% but less than 75% F - Other (general partner, trustee, or elected manager)

7. (a) In the Control Person column, enter "Yes" if the person has control as defined in the Glossary of Terms to Form ADV, and enter "No" if the person does

not have control. Note that under this definition, most executive officers and all 25% owners, general partners, elected managers, and trustees are

control persons.

(b) In the PR column, enter "PR" if the owner is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act.

(c) Complete each column.

No Information Filed

Schedule D - Miscellaneous

You may use the space below to explain a response to an Item or to provide any other information.

ICMA Retirement Corporation is a non-profit corporation. The firm is managed by a corporate Board of Directors and Executive Committee. There is no

ownership. Item 5.D: Clients and Amount of Regulatory Assets under Management that were previously reported under “Banking and thrift institutions” have
been moved to “Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and business development companies.” This change was made based on the

SEC Staff’s June 12, 2017 Frequently Asked Questions guidance which states, in relevant part, that "funds that would be investment companies as defined
in section 3 of the Investment Company Act of 1940 but for sections 3(c)(5) or 3(c)(11) of that Act would typically be considered pooled investment vehicles

in Item 5.D." Note that the clients and assets represented here are maintained within a collective trust fund that is maintained by a bank, VantageTrust

Company, LLC, (VTC) consistent with section 3(c)(11) of the Investment Company Act of 1940. ICMA-RC is the adviser to VTC.

Schedule R

No Information Filed

DRP Pages

CRIMINAL DISCLOSURE REPORTING PAGE (ADV)

No Information Filed

REGULATORY ACTION DISCLOSURE REPORTING PAGE (ADV)

No Information Filed

CIVIL JUDICIAL ACTION DISCLOSURE REPORTING PAGE (ADV)

No Information Filed

Part 2

Exemption from brochure delivery requirements for SEC-registered advisers

SEC rules exempt SEC-registered advisers from delivering a firm brochure to some kinds of clients.  If these exemptions excuse you from delivering a

brochure to all of your advisory clients, you do not have to prepare a brochure.

Yes No

Are you exempt from delivering a brochure to all of your clients under these rules?

If no, complete the ADV Part 2 filing below.

Amend, retire or file new brochures:

Brochure ID Brochure Name Brochure Type(s)

145375 SEPARATE ACCOUNT ADVISORY

SERVICES FOR AN INSURANCE

CONTRACT

Other institutional

145376 VANTAGETRUST COMPANY ADVISORY

SERVICES

Other institutional

145377 FINANCIAL PLANNING ADVISORY

SERVICES

Financial Planning Services

145378 OPEB ADVISORY SERVICES Individuals, Government/municipal

244003 GUIDED PATHWAYS AND RETIREMENT

READINESS REPORTS

Individuals

Execution Pages

DOMESTIC INVESTMENT ADVISER EXECUTION PAGE

You must complete the following Execution Page to Form ADV. This execution page must be signed and attached to your initial submission of Form ADV to

the SEC and all amendments. 

Appointment of Agent for Service of Process

By signing this Form ADV Execution Page, you, the undersigned adviser, irrevocably appoint the Secretary of State or other legally designated officer, of the

state in which you maintain your principal office and place of business and any other state in which you are submitting a notice filing, as your agents to

receive service, and agree that such persons may accept service on your behalf, of any notice, subpoena, summons, order instituting proceedings, demand

for arbitration, or other process or papers, and you further agree that such service may be made by registered or certified mail, in any federal or state

action, administrative proceeding or arbitration brought against you in any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, if the action, proceeding, or

arbitration (a) arises out of any activity in connection with your investment advisory business that is subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, and (b)

is founded, directly or indirectly, upon the provisions of: (i) the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Trust Indenture Act of 1939,

the Investment Company Act of 1940, or the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, or any rule or regulation under any of these acts, or (ii) the laws of the state



FORM ADV

UNIFORM APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT BY EXEMPT REPORTING ADVISERS

Primary Business Name: ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION CRD Number: 108783

Annual Amendment - All Sections Rev. 10/2017

3/29/2018 6:57:19 PM

WARNING: Complete this form truthfully. False statements or omissions may result in denial of your application, revocation of your registration, or criminal

prosecution. You must keep this form updated by filing periodic amendments. See Form ADV General Instruction 4.

Item 1 Identifying Information

Responses to this Item tell us who you are, where you are doing business, and how we can contact you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the

information in Item 1 should be provided for the filing adviser only. General Instruction 5 provides information to assist you with filing an umbrella registration.

A.  Your full legal name (if you are a sole proprietor, your last, first, and middle names): 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT CORPORATION

B. (1) Name under which you primarily conduct your advisory business, if different from Item 1.A.

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION

List on Section 1.B. of Schedule D any additional names under which you conduct your advisory business.

(2) If you are using this Form ADV to register more than one investment adviser under an umbrella registration, check this box 

If you check this box, complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser.

C. If this filing is reporting a change in your legal name (Item 1.A.) or primary business name (Item 1.B.(1)), enter the new name and specify whether the

name change is of

your legal name or your primary business name:

D. (1) If you are registered with the SEC as an investment adviser, your SEC file number: 801-18273

(2) If you report to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, your SEC file number:

(3) If you have one or more Central Index Key numbers assigned by the SEC ("CIK Numbers"), all of your CIK numbers: 

No Information Filed

E. (1) If you have a number ("CRD Number") assigned by the FINRA's CRD system or by the IARD system, your CRD number: 108783

If your firm does not have a CRD number, skip this Item 1.E. Do not provide the CRD number of one of your officers, employees, or affiliates.

(2) If you have additional CRD Numbers, your additional CRD numbers: 

No Information Filed

F. Principal Office and Place of Business

(1) Address (do not use a P.O. Box):

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002-4240

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

List on Section 1.F. of Schedule D any office, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business. If

you are applying for registration, or are registered, with one or more state securities authorities, you must list all of your offices in the state or states to

which you are applying for registration or with whom you are registered. If you are applying for SEC registration, if you are registered only with the SEC, or

if you are reporting to the SEC as an exempt reporting adviser, list the largest twenty-five offices in terms of numbers of employees as of the end of your

most recently completed fiscal year.

(2) Days of week that you normally conduct business at your principal office and place of business:

Monday - Friday Other:

Normal business hours at this location:

8:30AM TO 5:00PM EASTERN TIME

(3) Telephone number at this location:

202-962-4600

(4) Facsimile number at this location, if any: 

202-962-4601

(5) What is the total number of offices, other than your principal office and place of business, at which you conduct investment advisory business as of

the end of your most recently completed fiscal year? 

0

G. Mailing address, if different from your principal office and place of business address:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

H. If you are a sole proprietor, state your full residence address, if different from your principal office and place of business address in Item 1.F.:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Yes No

I. Do you have one or more websites or accounts on publicly available social media platforms (including, but not limited to, Twitter, Facebook and

LinkedIn)?

If "yes," list all firm website addresses and the address for each of the firm's accounts on publicly available social media platforms on Section 1.I. of Schedule D.

If a website address serves as a portal through which to access other information you have published on the web, you may list the portal without listing

addresses for all of the other information. You may need to list more than one portal address. Do not provide the addresses of websites or accounts on publicly

available social media platforms where you do not control the content. Do not provide the individual electronic mail (e-mail) addresses of employees or the

addresses of employee accounts on publicly available social media platforms.

J. Chief Compliance Officer

(1) Provide the name and contact information of your Chief Compliance Officer. If you are an exempt reporting adviser, you must provide the contact

information for your Chief Compliance Officer, if you have one. If not, you must complete Item 1.K. below.

Name: Other titles, if any:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if Chief Compliance Officer has one:

(2) If your Chief Compliance Officer is compensated or employed by any person other than you, a related person or an investment company registered

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 that you advise for providing chief compliance officer services to you, provide the person's name and IRS

Employer Identification Number (if any):

Name:

IRS Employer Identification Number: 

K. Additional Regulatory Contact Person: If a person other than the Chief Compliance Officer is authorized to receive information and respond to questions

about this Form ADV, you may provide that information here.

Name: Titles:

Telephone number: Facsimile number, if any:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

Electronic mail (e-mail) address, if contact person has one:

Yes No

L. Do you maintain some or all of the books and records you are required to keep under Section 204 of the Advisers Act, or similar state law,

somewhere other than your principal office and place of business?

If "yes," complete Section 1.L. of Schedule D.

Yes No

M. Are you registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority?

Answer "no" if you are not registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority, even if you have an affiliate that is registered with a foreign financial

regulatory authority. If "yes," complete Section 1.M. of Schedule D.

Yes No

N. Are you a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

Yes No

O. Did you have $1 billion or more in assets on the last day of your most recent fiscal year? 

If yes, what is the approximate amount of your assets:

$1 billion to less than $10 billion

$10 billion to less than $50 billion

$50 billion or more

For purposes of Item 1.O. only, "assets" refers to your total assets, rather than the assets you manage on behalf of clients. Determine your total assets using

the total assets shown on the balance sheet for your most recent fiscal year end.

P. Provide your Legal Entity Identifier if you have one: 

549300HLLXMKYYEPEG73

A legal entity identifier is a unique number that companies use to identify each other in the financial marketplace. You may not have a legal entity

identifier.

SECTION 1.B. Other Business Names

List your other business names and the jurisdictions in which you use them. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.B. for each business

name.

Name: ICMA-RC

Jurisdictions

 AL

 AK

 AZ

 AR

 CA

 CO

 CT

 DE

 DC

 FL

 GA

 GU

 HI

 ID

 IL

 IN

 IA

 KS

 KY

 LA

 ME

 MD

 MA

 MI

 MN

 MS

 MO

 MT

 NE

 NV

 NH

 NJ

 NM

 NY

 NC

 ND

 OH

 OK

 OR

 PA

 PR

 RI

 SC

 SD

 TN

 TX

 UT

 VT

 VI

 VA

 WA

 WV

 WI

 WY

 Other:

SECTION 1.F. Other Offices

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.I. Website Addresses

List your website addresses, including addresses for accounts on publicly available social media platforms where you control the content (including, but not

limited to, Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn). You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 1.I. for each website or account on a publicly available

social media platform.

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.ICMARC.ORG

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ICMARC.HQ

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.TWITTER.COM/ICMARC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ICMA-RC

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ICMARCVIDEOS

Address of Website/Account on Publicly Available Social Media Platform: HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/ICMARC.HQ

SECTION 1.L. Location of Books and Records

No Information Filed

SECTION 1.M. Registration with Foreign Financial Regulatory Authorities

No Information Filed

Item 2 SEC Registration/Reporting

Responses to this Item help us (and you) determine whether you are eligible to register with the SEC. Complete this Item 2.A. only if you are applying for

SEC registration or submitting an annual updating amendment to your SEC registration. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 2

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  To register (or remain registered) with the SEC, you must check at least one of the Items 2.A.(1) through 2.A.(12), below. If you are submitting an

annual updating amendment to your SEC registration and you are no longer eligible to register with the SEC, check Item 2.A.(13). Part 1A Instruction 2

provides information to help you determine whether you may affirmatively respond to each of these items.

You (the adviser):

(1) are a large advisory firm that either:

(a) has regulatory assets under management of $100 million (in U.S. dollars) or more; or

(b) has regulatory assets under management of $90 million (in U.S. dollars) or more at the time of filing its most recent annual updating

amendment and is registered with the SEC;

(2) are a mid-sized advisory firm that has regulatory assets under management of $25 million (in U.S. dollars) or more but less than $100 million

(in U.S. dollars) and you are either:

(a) not required to be registered as an adviser with the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place

of business; or

(b) not subject to examination by the state securities authority of the state where you maintain your principal office and place of business;

Click HERE for a list of states in which an investment adviser, if registered, would not be subject to examination by the state securities

authority.

(3) Reserved

(4) have your principal office and place of business outside the United States;

(5) are an investment adviser (or subadviser) to an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940;

(6) are an investment adviser to a company which has elected to be a business development company pursuant to section 54 of the

Investment Company Act of 1940 and has not withdrawn the election, and you have at least $25 million of regulatory assets under

management;

(7) are a pension consultant with respect to assets of plans having an aggregate value of at least $200,000,000 that qualifies for the exemption

in rule 203A-2(a);

(8) are a related adviser under rule 203A-2(b) that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, an investment adviser that is

registered with the SEC, and your principal office and place of business is the same as the registered adviser;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(8) of Schedule D.

(9) are an adviser relying on rule 203A-2(c) because you expect to be eligible for SEC registration within 120 days;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(9) of Schedule D.

(10) are a multi-state adviser that is required to register in 15 or more states and is relying on rule 203A-2(d);

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(10) of Schedule D.

(11) are an Internet adviser relying on rule 203A-2(e);

(12) have received an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition against registration with the SEC;

If you check this box, complete Section 2.A.(12) of Schedule D.

(13) are no longer eligible to remain registered with the SEC.

State Securities Authority Notice Filings and State Reporting by Exempt Reporting Advisers

C.  Under state laws, SEC-registered advisers may be required to provide to state securities authorities a copy of the Form ADV and any amendments they

file with the SEC. These are called notice filings. In addition, exempt reporting advisers may be required to provide state securities authorities with a copy

of reports and any amendments they file with the SEC. If this is an initial application or report, check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like

to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to the SEC. If this is an amendment to direct your notice filings or reports to

additional state(s), check the box(es) next to the state(s) that you would like to receive notice of this and all subsequent filings or reports you submit to

the SEC. If this is an amendment to your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to state(s) that currently receive them, uncheck the

box(es) next to those state(s).

Jurisdictions

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

GU

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

PR

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VI

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

If you are amending your registration to stop your notice filings or reports from going to a state that currently receives them and you do not want to pay that

state's notice filing or report filing fee for the coming year, your amendment must be filed before the end of the year (December 31).

SECTION 2.A.(8) Related Adviser

If you are relying on the exemption in rule 203A-2(b) from the prohibition on registration because you control, are controlled by, or are under common control

with an investment adviser that is registered with the SEC and your principal office and place of business is the same as that of the registered adviser, provide

the following information:

Name of Registered Investment Adviser 

CRD Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

SEC Number of Registered Investment Adviser 

- 

SECTION 2.A.(9) Investment Adviser Expecting to be Eligible for Commission Registration within 120 Days

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(c), the exemption from the prohibition on registration available to an adviser that expects to be eligible for SEC registration

within 120 days, you are required to make certain representations about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be

deemed to have made the required representations. You must make both of these representations:

I am not registered or required to be registered with the SEC or a state securities authority and I have a reasonable expectation that I will be eligible to

register with the SEC within 120 days after the date my registration with the SEC becomes effective.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if, on the 120th day after my registration with the SEC becomes effective, I would be prohibited by Section

203A(a) of the Advisers Act from registering with the SEC.

SECTION 2.A.(10) Multi-State Adviser

If you are relying on rule 203A-2(d), the multi-state adviser exemption from the prohibition on registration, you are required to make certain representations

about your eligibility for SEC registration. By checking the appropriate boxes, you will be deemed to have made the required representations. 

If you are applying for registration as an investment adviser with the SEC, you must make both of these representations:

I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required by the laws of 15 or more states to register as an

investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

I undertake to withdraw from SEC registration if I file an amendment to this registration indicating that I would be required by the laws of fewer than 15

states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities of those states.

If you are submitting your annual updating amendment, you must make this representation:

Within 90 days prior to the date of filing this amendment, I have reviewed the applicable state and federal laws and have concluded that I am required

by the laws of at least 15 states to register as an investment adviser with the state securities authorities in those states.

SECTION 2.A.(12) SEC Exemptive Order

If you are relying upon an SEC order exempting you from the prohibition on registration, provide the following information:

Application Number:

803-

Date of order:

Item 3 Form of Organization

If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 3 should be provided for the filing adviser only.

A.  How are you organized? 

Corporation

Sole Proprietorship

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Partnership

Limited Liability Company (LLC)

Limited Partnership (LP)

Other (specify): 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4.

B. In what month does your fiscal year end each year? 

DECEMBER

C. Under the laws of what state or country are you organized? 

State Country

Delaware United States

If you are a partnership, provide the name of the state or country under whose laws your partnership was formed. If you are a sole proprietor, provide the

name of the state or country where you reside. 

If you are changing your response to this Item, see Part 1A Instruction 4. 

Item 4 Successions

Yes No

A.  Are you, at the time of this filing, succeeding to the business of a registered investment adviser, including, for example, a change of your

structure or legal status (e.g., form of organization or state of incorporation)?

If "yes", complete Item 4.B. and Section 4 of Schedule D.

B. Date of Succession: (MM/DD/YYYY)

If you have already reported this succession on a previous Form ADV filing, do not report the succession again. Instead, check "No." See Part 1A Instruction 4.

SECTION 4 Successions

No Information Filed

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Employees, Clients, and Compensation

Responses to this Item help us understand your business, assist us in preparing for on-site examinations, and provide us with data we use when making

regulatory policy. Part 1A Instruction 5.a. provides additional guidance to newly formed advisers for completing this Item 5.

Employees

If you are organized as a sole proprietorship, include yourself as an employee in your responses to Item 5.A. and Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If an employee

performs more than one function, you should count that employee in each of your responses to Items 5.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

A.  Approximately how many employees do you have? Include full- and part-time employees but do not include any clerical workers.

865

B. (1)  Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. perform investment advisory functions (including research)?

35

(2) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered representatives of a broker-dealer?

305

(3) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives?

161

(4) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are registered with one or more state securities authorities as investment adviser

representatives for an investment adviser other than you?

0

(5) Approximately how many of the employees reported in 5.A. are licensed agents of an insurance company or agency?

99

(6) Approximately how many firms or other persons solicit advisory clients on your behalf?

0

In your response to Item 5.B.(6), do not count any of your employees and count a firm only once – do not count each of the firm's employees that solicit on

your behalf.

Clients

In your responses to Items 5.C. and 5.D. do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors.

C. (1) To approximately how many clients for whom you do not have regulatory assets under management did you provide investment advisory services

during your most recently completed fiscal year?

48298

(2) Approximately what percentage of your clients are non-United States persons?

0%

D. For purposes of this Item 5.D., the category "individuals" includes trusts, estates, and 401(k) plans and IRAs of individuals and their family members, but does

not include businesses organized as sole proprietorships.

The category "business development companies" consists of companies that have made an election pursuant to section 54 of the Investment Company Act of

1940. Unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the Investment Company

Act of 1940, do not answer (d)(1) or (d)(3) below.

Indicate the approximate number of your clients and amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F. below)

attributable to each of the following type of client. If you have fewer than 5 clients in a particular category (other than (d), (e), and (f)) you may check

Item 5.D.(2) rather than respond to Item 5.D.(1). 

The aggregate amount of regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3) should equal the total amount of regulatory assets under

management reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) below. 

If a client fits into more than one category, select one category that most accurately represents the client to avoid double counting clients and assets. If

you advise a registered investment company, business development company, or pooled investment vehicle, report those assets in categories (d), (e),

and (f) as applicable.

Type of Client
(1) Number of

Client(s)
(2) Fewer than

5 Clients
(3) Amount of Regulatory Assets

under Management

(a) Individuals (other than high net worth individuals) $

(b) High net worth individuals $

(c) Banking or thrift institutions $

(d) Investment companies $

(e) Business development companies $

(f) Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and

business development companies)

57 $ 46,526,514,113

(g) Pension and profit sharing plans (but not the plan participants or

government pension plans)

$

(h) Charitable organizations $

(i) State or municipal government entities (including government pension

plans)

$

(j) Other investment advisers $

(k) Insurance companies $

(l) Sovereign wealth funds and foreign official institutions $

(m) Corporations or other businesses not listed above $

(n) Other:  $

Compensation Arrangements

E. You are compensated for your investment advisory services by (check all that apply):

(1)   A percentage of assets under your management

(2) Hourly charges

(3) Subscription fees (for a newsletter or periodical)

(4) Fixed fees (other than subscription fees)

(5) Commissions

(6) Performance-based fees

(7) Other (specify):

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Regulatory Assets Under Management

Regulatory Assets Under Management

Yes No

F.  (1) Do you provide continuous and regular supervisory or management services to securities portfolios? 

(2) If yes, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management and total number of accounts?

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Accounts

Discretionary: (a) $ 46,526,514,113 (d) 57

Non-Discretionary: (b) $ 0 (e) 0

Total: (c) $ 46,526,514,113 (f) 57

Part 1A Instruction 5.b. explains how to calculate your regulatory assets under management. You must follow these instructions carefully when

completing this Item.

(3) What is the approximate amount of your total regulatory assets under management (reported in Item 5.F.(2)(c) above) attributable to clients who

are non-United States persons? 

$ 0

Item 5 Information About Your Advisory Business - Advisory Activities

Advisory Activities

G.  What type(s) of advisory services do you provide? Check all that apply.

(1)   Financial planning services

(2) Portfolio management for individuals and/or small businesses

(3) Portfolio management for investment companies (as well as "business development companies" that have made an election pursuant to

section 54 of the Investment Company Act of 1940)

(4) Portfolio management for pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies)

(5) Portfolio management for businesses (other than small businesses) or institutional clients (other than registered investment companies and

other pooled investment vehicles)

(6) Pension consulting services

(7) Selection of other advisers (including private fund managers)

(8) Publication of periodicals or newsletters

(9) Security ratings or pricing services

(10) Market timing services

(11) Educational seminars/workshops

(12) Other(specify):

Do not check Item 5.G.(3) unless you provide advisory services pursuant to an investment advisory contract to an investment company registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940, including as a subadviser. If you check Item 5.G.(3), report the 811 or 814 number of the investment company or

investment companies to which you provide advice in Section 5.G.(3) of Schedule D. 

H. If you provide financial planning services, to how many clients did you provide these services during your last fiscal year?

0

1 - 10

11 - 25

26 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 250

251 - 500

More than 500

If more than 500, how many?

500 (round to the nearest 500)

In your responses to this Item 5.H., do not include as "clients" the investors in a private fund you advise, unless you have a separate advisory relationship

with those investors. 

Yes No

I. (1) Do you participate in a wrap fee program?

(2) If you participate in a wrap fee program, what is the amount of your regulatory assets under management attributable to acting as:

(a) sponsor to a wrap fee program

$

(b) portfolio manager for a wrap fee program? 

$

(c) sponsor to and portfolio manager for the same wrap fee program? 

$

If you report an amount in Item 5.I.(2)(c), do not report that amount in Item 5.I.(2)(a) or Item 5.I.(2)(b). 

If you are a portfolio manager for a wrap fee program, list the names of the programs, their sponsors and related information in Section 5.I.(2) of Schedule D. 

If your involvement in a wrap fee program is limited to recommending wrap fee programs to your clients, or you advise a mutual fund that is offered through a

wrap fee program, do not check Item 5.I.(1) or enter any amounts in response to Item 5.I.(2). 

Yes No

J. (1) In response to Item 4.B. of Part 2A of Form ADV, do you indicate that you provide investment advice only with respect to limited types of

investments?

(2) Do you report client assets in Item 4.E. of Part 2A that are computed using a different method than the method used to compute your

regulatory assets under management?

K. Separately Managed Account Clients

Yes No

(1) Do you have regulatory assets under management attributable to clients other than those listed in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) (separately managed

account clients)?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(1) of Schedule D.

(2) Do you engage in borrowing transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(3) Do you engage in derivative transactions on behalf of any of the separately managed account clients that you advise?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(2) of Schedule D.

(4) After subtracting the amounts in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) above from your total regulatory assets under management, does any custodian hold

ten percent or more of this remaining amount of regulatory assets under management?

If yes, complete Section 5.K.(3) of Schedule D for each custodian.

SECTION 5.G.(3) Advisers to Registered Investment Companies and Business Development Companies

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.I.(2) Wrap Fee Programs

No Information Filed

SECTION 5.K.(1) Separately Managed Accounts

After subtracting the amounts reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d)-(f) from your total regulatory assets under management, indicate the approximate percentage of

this remaining amount attributable to each of the following categories of assets. If the remaining amount is at least $10 billion in regulatory assets under

management, complete Question (a). If the remaining amount is less than $10 billion in regulatory assets under management, complete Question (b). 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise.

End of year refers to the date used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment . Mid-year is the

date six months before the end of year date. Each column should add up to 100% and numbers should be rounded to the nearest percent. 

Investments in derivatives, registered investment companies, business development companies, and pooled investment vehicles should be reported in

those categories. Do not report those investments based on related or underlying portfolio assets. Cash equivalents include bank deposits, certificates of

deposit, bankers' acceptances and similar bank instruments. 

Some assets could be classified into more than one category or require discretion about which category applies. You may use your own internal

methodologies and the conventions of your service providers in determining how to categorize assets, so long as the methodologies or conventions are

consistently applied and consistent with information you report internally and to current and prospective clients. However, you should not double count

assets, and your responses must be consistent with any instructions or other guidance relating to this Section.

(a) Asset Type Mid-year End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities % %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds % %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds % %

(v) Sovereign Bonds % %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds % %

(viii) Derivatives % %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies % %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business

Development Companies)

% %

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents % %

(xii) Other % %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

(b) Asset Type End of year

(i) Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(ii) Non Exchange-Traded Equity Securities %

(iii) U.S. Government/Agency Bonds %

(iv) U.S. State and Local Bonds %

(v) Sovereign Bonds %

(vi) Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(vii) Non-Investment Grade Corporate Bonds %

(viii) Derivatives %

(ix) Securities Issued by Registered Investment Companies or Business Development Companies %

(x) Securities Issued by Pooled Investment Vehicles (other than Registered Investment Companies or Business Development

Companies)

%

(xi) Cash and Cash Equivalents %

(xii) Other %

Generally describe any assets included in "Other"

SECTION 5.K.(2) Separately Managed Accounts - Use of Borrowingsand Derivatives

No information is required to be reported in this Section 5.K.(2) per the instructions of this Section 5.K.(2)

If your regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $10 billion, you should complete Question (a). If your

regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts are at least $500 million but less than $10 billion, you should complete

Question (b).

(a) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise. If you are a subadviser to a separately

managed account, you should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. End of year refers to the date

used to calculate your regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. Mid-year is the date six months before

the end of year date. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

In column 3, provide aggregate gross notional value of derivatives divided by the aggregate regulatory assets under management of the accounts

included in column 1 with respect to each category of derivatives specified in 3(a) through (f). 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed account with regulatory assets under management of less

than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below.

(i) Mid-Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(ii) End of Year

Gross Notional
Exposure

(1) Regulatory Assets
Under Management

(2)
Borrowings (3) Derivative Exposures

(a) Interest
Rate

Derivative

(b) Foreign
Exchange
Derivative

(c) Credit
Derivative

(d) Equity
Derivative

(e) Commodity
Derivative

(f) Other
Derivative

Less than 10% $ $ % % % % % %

10-149% $ $ % % % % % %

150% or more $ $ % % % % % %

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

(b) In the table below, provide the following information regarding the separately managed accounts you advise as of the date used to calculate your

regulatory assets under management for purposes of your annual updating amendment. If you are a subadviser to a separately managed account, you

should only provide information with respect to the portion of the account that you subadvise. 

In column 1, indicate the regulatory assets under management attributable to separately managed accounts associated with each level of gross

notional exposure. For purposes of this table, the gross notional exposure of an account is the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of (a) the

dollar amount of any borrowings and (b) the gross notional value of all derivatives, by (ii) the regulatory assets under management of the account. 

In column 2, provide the dollar amount of borrowings for the accounts included in column 1. 

You may, but are not required to, complete the table with respect to any separately managed accounts with regulatory assets under management of

less than $10,000,000. 

Any regulatory assets under management reported in Item 5.D.(3)(d), (e), and (f) should not be reported below. 

Gross Notional Exposure (1) Regulatory Assets Under Management (2) Borrowings

Less than 10% $ $

10-149% $ $

150% or more $ $

Optional: Use the space below to provide a narrative description of the strategies and/or manner in which borrowings and derivatives are used in the

management of the separately managed accounts that you advise. 

SECTION 5.K.(3) Custodians for Separately Managed Accounts

No Information Filed

Item 6 Other Business Activities

In this Item, we request information about your firm's other business activities.

A.  You are actively engaged in business as a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) registered representative of a broker-dealer

(3) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(4) futures commission merchant

(5) real estate broker, dealer, or agent

(6) insurance broker or agent

(7) bank (including a separately identifiable department or division of a bank)

(8) trust company

(9) registered municipal advisor

(10) registered security-based swap dealer

(11) major security-based swap participant

(12) accountant or accounting firm

(13) lawyer or law firm

(14) other financial product salesperson (specify): 

If you engage in other business using a name that is different from the names reported in Items 1.A. or 1.B.(1), complete Section 6.A. of Schedule D.

Yes No

B. (1)  Are you actively engaged in any other business not listed in Item 6.A. (other than giving investment advice)?

(2) If yes, is this other business your primary business?

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(2) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

Yes No

(3) Do you sell products or provide services other than investment advice to your advisory clients? 

If "yes," describe this other business on Section 6.B.(3) of Schedule D, and if you engage in this business under a different name, provide that name.

SECTION 6.A. Names of Your Other Businesses

No Information Filed

SECTION 6.B.(2) Description of Primary Business

Describe your primary business (not your investment advisory business):

ICMA RETIREMENT CORPORATION PROVIDES RETIREMENT PLAN SERVICES TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING PLAN ADMINISTRATION, PLAN

RECORDKEEPING, AND PARTICIPANT EDUCATION SERVICES.

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

SECTION 6.B.(3) Description of Other Products and Services

Describe other products or services you sell to your client. You may omit products and services that you listed in Section 6.B.(2) above. 

SAME AS 6.B2

If you engage in that business under a different name, provide that name:

Item 7 Financial Industry Affiliations

In this Item, we request information about your financial industry affiliations and activities. This information identifies areas in which conflicts of interest may

occur between you and your clients.

A.  This part of Item 7 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates. Your related persons are all of your

advisory affiliates and any person that is under common control with you.

You have a related person that is a (check all that apply):

(1)   broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer (registered or unregistered)

(2) other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(3) registered municipal advisor

(4) registered security-based swap dealer

(5) major security-based swap participant

(6) commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(7) futures commission merchant

(8) banking or thrift institution

(9) trust company

(10) accountant or accounting firm

(11) lawyer or law firm

(12) insurance company or agency

(13) pension consultant

(14) real estate broker or dealer

(15) sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(16) sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Note that Item 7.A. should not be used to disclose that some of your employees perform investment advisory functions or are registered representatives of a

broker-dealer. The number of your firm's employees who perform investment advisory functions should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(1). The number of your

firm's employees who are registered representatives of a broker-dealer should be disclosed under Item 5.B.(2). 

Note that if you are filing an umbrella registration, you should not check Item 7.A.(2) with respect to your relying advisers, and you do not have to complete

Section 7.A. in Schedule D for your relying advisers. You should complete a Schedule R for each relying adviser. 

For each related person, including foreign affiliates that may not be registered or required to be registered in the United States, complete Section 7.A. of

Schedule D. 

You do not need to complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for any related person if: (1) you have no business dealings with the related person in connection with

advisory services you provide to your clients; (2) you do not conduct shared operations with the related person; (3) you do not refer clients or business to the

related person, and the related person does not refer prospective clients or business to you; (4) you do not share supervised persons or premises with the

related person; and (5) you have no reason to believe that your relationship with the related person otherwise creates a conflict of interest with your clients. 

You must complete Section 7.A. of Schedule D for each related person acting as qualified custodian in connection with advisory services you provide to your

clients (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(b)(1)), regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be

operationally independent under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

SECTION 7.A. Financial Industry Affiliations

Complete a separate Schedule D Section 7.A. for each related person listed in Item 7.A.

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGEPOINT INVESTMENT ADVISERS, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

801 - 56223

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

109138

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

ICMA-RC SERVICES, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

8 - 40268

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

23189

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

1.  Legal Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

2. Primary Business Name of Related Person: 

VANTAGETRUST COMPANY, LLC

3. Related Person's SEC File Number (if any) (e.g., 801-, 8-, 866-, 802-) 

- 

or 

Other 

4. Related Person's 

(a)  CRD Number (if any):

(b) CIK Number(s) (if any):

No Information Filed

5. Related Person is: (check all that apply) 

(a)     broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or government securities broker or dealer

(b)    other investment adviser (including financial planners)

(c)    registered municipal advisor

(d)    registered security-based swap dealer

(e)    major security-based swap participant

(f)    commodity pool operator or commodity trading advisor (whether registered or exempt from registration)

(g)    futures commission merchant

(h)    banking or thrift institution

(i)    trust company

(j)    accountant or accounting firm

(k)    lawyer or law firm

(l)    insurance company or agency

(m)    pension consultant

(n)    real estate broker or dealer

(o)    sponsor or syndicator of limited partnerships (or equivalent), excluding pooled investment vehicles

(p)    sponsor, general partner, managing member (or equivalent) of pooled investment vehicles

Yes No

6. Do you control or are you controlled by the related person?

7. Are you and the related person under common control?

8. (a) Does the related person act as a qualified custodian for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

(b) If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have answered "yes," to question 8.(a) above, have you overcome the

presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person and thus are not required

to obtain a surprise examination for your clients' funds or securities that are maintained at the related person?

(c) If you have answered "yes" to question 8.(a) above, provide the location of the related person's office responsible for custody of your clients' assets:

Number and Street 1:

777 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, NE #600

Number and Street 2:

City:

WASHINGTON

State:

District of Columbia

Country:

United States

ZIP+4/Postal Code:

20002

If this address is a private residence, check this box: 

Yes No

9. (a) If the related person is an investment adviser, is it exempt from registration?

(b) If the answer is yes, under what exemption?

10. (a) Is the related person registered with a foreign financial regulatory authority ?

(b) If the answer is yes, list the name and country, in English of each foreign financial regulatory authority with which the related person is registered.

No Information Filed

11. Do you and the related person share any supervised persons?

12. Do you and the related person share the same physical location?

Item 7 Private Fund Reporting

Yes No

B. Are you an adviser to any private fund? 

If "yes," then for each private fund that you advise, you must complete a Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D, except in certain circumstances described in the next

sentence and in Instruction 6 of the Instructions to Part 1A. If you are registered or applying for registration with the SEC or reporting as an SEC exempt

reporting adviser, and another SEC-registered adviser or SEC exempt reporting adviser reports this information with respect to any such private fund in Section

7.B.(1) of Schedule D of its Form ADV (e.g., if you are a subadviser), do not complete Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D with respect to that private fund. You must,

instead, complete Section 7.B.(2) of Schedule D. 

In either case, if you seek to preserve the anonymity of a private fund client by maintaining its identity in your books and records in numerical or alphabetical

code, or similar designation, pursuant to rule 204-2(d), you may identify the private fund in Section 7.B.(1) or 7.B.(2) of Schedule D using the same code or

designation in place of the fund's name. 

SECTION 7.B.(1) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

SECTION 7.B.(2) Private Fund Reporting

No Information Filed

Item 8 Participation or Interest in Client Transactions

In this Item, we request information about your participation and interest in your clients' transactions. This information identifies additional areas in which

conflicts of interest may occur between you and your clients. Newly-formed advisers should base responses to these questions on the types of participation

and interest that you expect to engage in during the next year.

Like Item 7, Item 8 requires you to provide information about you and your related persons, including foreign affiliates.

Proprietary Interest in Client Transactions

A.  Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) buy securities for yourself from advisory clients, or sell securities you own to advisory clients (principal transactions)?

(2) buy or sell for yourself securities (other than shares of mutual funds) that you also recommend to advisory clients?

(3) recommend securities (or other investment products) to advisory clients in which you or any related person has some other proprietary

(ownership) interest (other than those mentioned in Items 8.A.(1) or (2))?

Sales Interest in Client Transactions

B. Do you or any related person: Yes No

(1) as a broker-dealer or registered representative of a broker-dealer, execute securities trades for brokerage customers in which advisory

client securities are sold to or bought from the brokerage customer (agency cross transactions)?

(2) recommend to advisory clients, or act as a purchaser representative for advisory clients with respect to, the purchase of securities for

which you or any related person serves as underwriter or general or managing partner?

(3) recommend purchase or sale of securities to advisory clients for which you or any related person has any other sales interest (other than

the receipt of sales commissions as a broker or registered representative of a broker-dealer)?

Investment or Brokerage Discretion

C. Do you or any related person have discretionary authority to determine the: Yes No

(1) securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(2) amount of securities to be bought or sold for a client's account?

(3) broker or dealer to be used for a purchase or sale of securities for a client's account?

(4) commission rates to be paid to a broker or dealer for a client's securities transactions?

D. If you answer "yes" to C.(3) above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

E. Do you or any related person recommend brokers or dealers to clients?

F. If you answer "yes" to E. above, are any of the brokers or dealers related persons?

G. (1) Do you or any related person receive research or other products or services other than execution from a broker-dealer or a third party

("soft dollar benefits") in connection with client securities transactions?

(2) If "yes" to G.(1) above, are all the "soft dollar benefits" you or any related persons receive eligible "research or brokerage services" under

section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934?

H. (1) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, compensate any person that is not an employee for client referrals?

(2) Do you or any related person, directly or indirectly, provide any employee compensation that is specifically related to obtaining clients for the

firm (cash or non-cash compensation in addition to the employee's regular salary)?

I. Do you or any related person, including any employee, directly or indirectly, receive compensation from any person (other than you or any related

person) for client referrals?

In your response to Item 8.I., do not include the regular salary you pay to an employee.

In responding to Items 8.H. and 8.I., consider all cash and non-cash compensation that you or a related person gave to (in answering Item 8.H.) or received

from (in answering Item 8.I.) any person in exchange for client referrals, including any bonus that is based, at least in part, on the number or amount of client

referrals. 

Item 9 Custody

In this Item, we ask you whether you or a related person has custody of client (other than clients that are investment companies registered under the

Investment Company Act of 1940) assets and about your custodial practices.

A.  (1) Do you have custody of any advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

If you are registering or registered with the SEC, answer "No" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) and (b) if you have custody solely because (i) you deduct your advisory fees

directly from your clients' accounts, or (ii) a related person has custody of client assets in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, but you have

overcome the presumption that you are not operationally independent (pursuant to Advisers Act rule 206(4)-2(d)(5)) from the related person.

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

you have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 64,278,895,371 (b) 1

If you are registering or registered with the SEC and you have custody solely because you deduct your advisory fees directly from your clients' accounts, do not

include the amount of those assets and the number of those clients in your response to Item 9.A.(2). If your related person has custody of client assets in

connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do not include the amount of those assets and number of those clients in your response to 9.A.(2).

Instead, include that information in your response to Item 9.B.(2).

B. (1) In connection with advisory services you provide to clients, do any of your related persons have custody of any of your advisory clients': Yes No

(a)  cash or bank accounts?

(b)  securities?

You are required to answer this item regardless of how you answered Item 9.A.(1)(a) or (b).

(2) If you checked "yes" to Item 9.B.(1)(a) or (b), what is the approximate amount of client funds and securities and total number of clients for which

your related persons have custody:

U.S. Dollar Amount Total Number of Clients

(a) $ 2,035,379,803 (b) 47,778

C. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities in connection with advisory services you provide to clients, check all the following

that apply:

(1) A qualified custodian(s) sends account statements at least quarterly to the investors in the pooled investment vehicle(s) you manage.

(2) An independent public accountant audits annually the pooled investment vehicle(s) that you manage and the audited financial statements

are distributed to the investors in the pools.

(3) An independent public accountant conducts an annual surprise examination of client funds and securities.

(4) An independent public accountant prepares an internal control report with respect to custodial services when you or your related persons

are qualified custodians for client funds and securities.

If you checked Item 9.C.(2), C.(3) or C.(4), list in Section 9.C. of Schedule D the accountants that are engaged to perform the audit or examination or prepare

an internal control report. (If you checked Item 9.C.(2), you do not have to list auditor information in Section 9.C. of Schedule D if you already provided this

information with respect to the private funds you advise in Section 7.B.(1) of Schedule D).

D. Do you or your related person(s) act as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients? Yes No

(1) you act as a qualified custodian

(2) your related person(s) act as qualified custodian(s)

If you checked "yes" to Item 9.D.(2), all related persons that act as qualified custodians (other than any mutual fund transfer agent pursuant to rule

206(4)-2(b)(1)) must be identified in Section 7.A. of Schedule D, regardless of whether you have determined the related person to be operationally independent

under rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act.

E. If you are filing your annual updating amendment and you were subject to a surprise examination by an independent public accountant during your last

fiscal year, provide the date (MM/YYYY) the examination commenced: 

09/2017

F. If you or your related persons have custody of client funds or securities, how many persons, including, but not limited to, you and your related persons, act

as qualified custodians for your clients in connection with advisory services you provide to clients?

1

SECTION 9.C. Independent Public Accountant

You must complete the following information for each independent public accountant engaged to perform a surprise examination, perform an audit of a

pooled investment vehicle that you manage, or prepare an internal control report. You must complete a separate Schedule D Section 9.C. for each

independent public accountant.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

ERNST & YOUNG LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

8484 WESTPARK DRIVE

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

MCLEAN Virginia United States 22102

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

42

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

(1) Name of the independent public accountant:

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, LLP

(2) The location of the independent public accountant's office responsible for the services provided:

Number and Street 1: Number and Street 2:

100 EAST PRATT STREET, SUITE 1900

City: State: Country: ZIP+4/Postal Code:

BALTIMORE Maryland United States 21202

Yes No

(3) Is the independent public accountant registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board?

If "yes," Public Company Accounting Oversight Board-Assigned Number: 

238

(4) If "yes" to (3) above, is the independent public accountant subject to regular inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board in

accordance with its rules?

(5) The independent public accountant is engaged to:

A.  audit a pooled investment vehicle

B.  perform a surprise examination of clients' assets

C.  prepare an internal control report

(6) Since your last annual updating amendment, did all of the reports prepared by the independent public accountant that audited the pooled investment

vehicle or that examined internal controls contain unqualified opinions?

Yes

No

Report Not Yet Received

If you check "Report Not Yet Received", you must promptly file an amendment to your Form ADV to update your response when the accountant's report is

available.

Item 10 Control Persons

In this Item, we ask you to identify every person that, directly or indirectly, controls you. If you are filing an umbrella registration, the information in Item 10

should be provided for the filing adviser only.

If you are submitting an initial application or report, you must complete Schedule A and Schedule B. Schedule A asks for information about your direct owners

and executive officers. Schedule B asks for information about your indirect owners. If this is an amendment and you are updating information you reported

on either Schedule A or Schedule B (or both) that you filed with your initial application or report, you must complete Schedule C.

Yes No

A.  Does any person not named in Item 1.A. or Schedules A, B, or C, directly or indirectly, control your management or policies?

If yes, complete Section 10.A. of Schedule D.

B. If any person named in Schedules A, B, or C or in Section 10.A. of Schedule D is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934, please complete Section 10.B. of Schedule D. 

SECTION 10.A. Control Persons

No Information Filed

SECTION 10.B. Control Person Public Reporting Companies

No Information Filed

Item 11 Disclosure Information

In this Item, we ask for information about your disciplinary history and the disciplinary history of all your advisory affiliates. We use this information to

determine whether to grant your application for registration, to decide whether to revoke your registration or to place limitations on your activities as an

investment adviser, and to identify potential problem areas to focus on during our on-site examinations. One event may result in "yes" answers to more than

one of the questions below. In accordance with General Instruction 5 to Form ADV, "you" and "your" include the filing adviser and all relying advisers under an

umbrella registration.

Your advisory affiliates are: (1) all of your current employees (other than employees performing only clerical, administrative, support or similar functions); (2) all

of your officers, partners, or directors (or any person performing similar functions); and (3) all persons directly or indirectly controlling you or controlled by you.

If you are a "separately identifiable department or division" (SID) of a bank, see the Glossary of Terms to determine who your advisory affiliates are.

If you are registered or registering with the SEC or if you are an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your disclosure of any event listed in Item 11 to ten years

following the date of the event. If you are registered or registering with a state, you must respond to the questions as posed; you may, therefore, limit your

disclosure to ten years following the date of an event only in responding to Items 11.A.(1), 11.A.(2), 11.B.(1), 11.B.(2), 11.D.(4), and 11.H.(1)(a). For purposes of

calculating this ten-year period, the date of an event is the date the final order, judgment, or decree was entered, or the date any rights of appeal from preliminary

orders, judgments, or decrees lapsed.

You must complete the appropriate Disclosure Reporting Page ("DRP") for "yes" answers to the questions in this Item 11.

Yes No

Do any of the events below involve you or any of your supervised persons?

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Criminal Action DRP:

A.  In the past ten years, have you or any advisory affiliate: Yes No

(1) been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere ("no contest") in a domestic, foreign, or military court to any felony?

(2) been charged with any felony?

If you are registered or registering with the SEC, or if you are reporting as an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your response to Item 11.A.(2) to

charges that are currently pending.

B. In the past ten years, have you or any advisory affiliate:

(1) been convicted of or pled guilty or nolo contendere ("no contest") in a domestic, foreign, or military court to a misdemeanor involving:

investments or an investment-related business, or any fraud, false statements, or omissions, wrongful taking of property, bribery, perjury,

forgery, counterfeiting, extortion, or a conspiracy to commit any of these offenses?

(2) been charged with a misdemeanor listed in Item 11.B.(1)?

If you are registered or registering with the SEC, or if you are reporting as an exempt reporting adviser, you may limit your response to Item 11.B.(2) to

charges that are currently pending.

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Regulatory Action DRP:

C.  Has the SEC or the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) ever: Yes No

(1) found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission?

(2) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of SEC or CFTC regulations or statutes?

(3) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been a cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business denied,

suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) entered an order against you or any advisory affiliate in connection with investment-related activity?

(5) imposed a civil money penalty on you or any advisory affiliate, or ordered you or any advisory affiliate to cease and desist from any activity?

D. Has any other federal regulatory agency, any state regulatory agency, or any foreign financial regulatory authority:

(1) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission, or been dishonest, unfair, or unethical?

(2) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of investment-related regulations or statutes?

(3) ever found you or any advisory affiliate to have been a cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business

denied, suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) in the past ten years, entered an order against you or any advisory affiliate in connection with an investment-related activity?

(5) ever denied, suspended, or revoked your or any advisory affiliate's registration or license, or otherwise prevented you or any advisory

affiliate, by order, from associating with an investment-related business or restricted your or any advisory affiliate's activity?

E. Has any self-regulatory organization or commodities exchange ever:

(1) found you or any advisory affiliate to have made a false statement or omission?

(2) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been involved in a violation of its rules (other than a violation designated as a "minor rule

violation" under a plan approved by the SEC)?

(3) found you or any advisory affiliate to have been the cause of an investment-related business having its authorization to do business denied,

suspended, revoked, or restricted?

(4) disciplined you or any advisory affiliate by expelling or suspending you or the advisory affiliate from membership, barring or suspending you

or the advisory affiliate from association with other members, or otherwise restricting your or the advisory affiliate's activities?

F. Has an authorization to act as an attorney, accountant, or federal contractor granted to you or any advisory affiliate ever been revoked or

suspended?

G. Are you or any advisory affiliate now the subject of any regulatory proceeding that could result in a "yes" answer to any part of Item 11.C.,

11.D., or 11.E.?

For "yes" answers to the following questions, complete a Civil Judicial Action DRP:

H.  (1) Has any domestic or foreign court: Yes No

(a) in the past ten years, enjoined you or any advisory affiliate in connection with any investment-related activity?

(b) ever found that you or any advisory affiliate were involved in a violation of investment-related statutes or regulations?

(c) ever dismissed, pursuant to a settlement agreement, an investment-related civil action brought against you or any advisory affiliate by a

state or foreign financial regulatory authority?

(2) Are you or any advisory affiliate now the subject of any civil proceeding that could result in a "yes" answer to any part of Item 11.H.(1)?

Item 12 Small Businesses

The SEC is required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act to consider the effect of its regulations on small entities. In order to do this, we need to determine

whether you meet the definition of "small business" or "small organization" under rule 0-7.

Answer this Item 12 only if you are registered or registering with the SEC and you indicated in response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) that you have regulatory assets

under management of less than $25 million. You are not required to answer this Item 12 if you are filing for initial registration as a state adviser, amending a

current state registration, or switching from SEC to state registration.

For purposes of this Item 12 only:

Total Assets refers to the total assets of a firm, rather than the assets managed on behalf of clients. In determining your or another person's total

assets, you may use the total assets shown on a current balance sheet (but use total assets reported on a consolidated balance sheet with

subsidiaries included, if that amount is larger).

Control means the power to direct or cause the direction of the management or policies of a person, whether through ownership of securities, by

contract, or otherwise. Any person that directly or indirectly has the right to vote 25 percent or more of the voting securities, or is entitled to 25 percent

or more of the profits, of another person is presumed to control the other person.

Yes No

A.  Did you have total assets of $5 million or more on the last day of your most recent fiscal year?

If "yes," you do not need to answer Items 12.B. and 12.C.

B. Do you:

(1) control another investment adviser that had regulatory assets under management (calculated in response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) of Form ADV)

of $25 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal year?

(2) control another person (other than a natural person) that had total assets of $5 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal

year?

C. Are you:

(1) controlled by or under common control with another investment adviser that had regulatory assets under management (calculated in

response to Item 5.F.(2)(c) of Form ADV) of $25 million or more on the last day of its most recent fiscal year?

(2) controlled by or under common control with another person (other than a natural person) that had total assets of $5 million or more on the

last day of its most recent fiscal year?

Schedule A

Direct Owners and Executive Officers

1. Complete Schedule A only if you are submitting an initial application or report. Schedule A asks for information about your direct owners and executive

officers. Use Schedule C to amend this information.

2. Direct Owners and Executive Officers. List below the names of:

(a) each Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operations Officer, Chief Legal Officer, Chief Compliance Officer(Chief Compliance Officer is

required if you are registered or applying for registration and cannot be more than one individual), director, and any other individuals with similar

status or functions;

(b) if you are organized as a corporation, each shareholder that is a direct owner of 5% or more of a class of your voting securities, unless you are a

public reporting company (a company subject to Section 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act); 

Direct owners include any person that owns, beneficially owns, has the right to vote, or has the power to sell or direct the sale of, 5% or more of a

class of your voting securities. For purposes of this Schedule, a person beneficially owns any securities: (i) owned by his/her child, stepchild, grandchild,

parent, stepparent, grandparent, spouse, sibling, mother-in-law, father-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law, sharing

the same residence; or (ii) that he/she has the right to acquire, within 60 days, through the exercise of any option, warrant, or right to purchase the

security.

(c) if you are organized as a partnership, all general partners and those limited and special partners that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or

have contributed, 5% or more of your capital;

(d) in the case of a trust that directly owns 5% or more of a class of your voting securities, or that has the right to receive upon dissolution, or has

contributed, 5% or more of your capital, the trust and each trustee; and

(e) if you are organized as a limited liability company ("LLC"), (i) those members that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or have contributed, 5%

or more of your capital, and (ii) if managed by elected managers, all elected managers.

3. Do you have any indirect owners to be reported on Schedule B?   Yes   No  

4. In the DE/FE/I column below, enter "DE" if the owner is a domestic entity, "FE" if the owner is an entity incorporated or domiciled in a foreign country, or

"I" if the owner or executive officer is an individual.

5. Complete the Title or Status column by entering board/management titles; status as partner, trustee, sole proprietor, elected manager, shareholder, or

member; and for shareholders or members, the class of securities owned (if more than one is issued).

6. Ownership codes are: NA - less than 5% B - 10% but less than 25% D - 50% but less than 75%

A - 5% but less than 10% C - 25% but less than 50% E - 75% or more

7. (a) In the Control Person column, enter "Yes" if the person has control as defined in the Glossary of Terms to Form ADV, and enter "No" if the person does

not have control. Note that under this definition, most executive officers and all 25% owners, general partners, elected managers, and trustees are

control persons.

(b) In the PR column, enter "PR" if the owner is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act.

(c) Complete each column.

FULL LEGAL NAME (Individuals:

Last Name, First Name, Middle

Name)

DE/FE/I Title or Status Date Title or

Status Acquired

MM/YYYY

Ownership

Code

Control

Person

PR CRD No. If None: S.S. No. and

Date of Birth, IRS Tax No. or

Employer ID No.

WICKER, WAYNE, ANTHONY I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF

INVESTMENT OFFICER

09/2004 NA Y N 2031374

MERRISS, PEGGY, HAZEL I DIRECTOR 01/2011 NA Y N 5908072

VIVIAN, ROBERT, LAWSON I DIRECTOR 01/2011 NA Y N 5908073

BYLES WILLIAMS, TINA I DIRECTOR 01/2013 NA Y N 2708300

MCBARNETTE, KAREN, DUNN I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF

COMPLIANCE OFFICER

11/2014 NA Y N 2747417

SCHULTZE, ROBERT, PAUL I DIRECTOR, PRESIDENT & CEO 02/2015 NA Y N 6456990

BRILEY, TANISHA, RENEE I DIRECTOR 01/2015 NA Y N 6457505

MONTEZ, ANGELA, CUTTINA I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,

GENERAL COUNSEL & CHIEF

LEGAL OFFICER

03/2015 NA Y N 4671248

GUARASCI, MICHAEL, ERNEST I TREASURER AND CFO 09/2015 NA Y N 3266924

SANTANA, DEANNA, JAY I DIRECTOR 01/2016 NA Y N 6632419

JONES, ROBERT, GOETZ I DIRECTOR 09/2016 NA Y N 2617719

Ott, Marc, Anthony I DIRECTOR 11/2002 NA Y N 6931624

Feldman, Lee, Russell I DIRECTOR 01/2018 NA Y N 6931631

STEER, CYNTHIA, FRYER I DIRECTOR 01/2018 NA Y N 6091487

TANGUAY, DAVID, THOMAS I SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF

CLIENT SERVICES OFFICER

01/2018 NA Y N 3196734

Schedule B

Indirect Owners

1. Complete Schedule B only if you are submitting an initial application or report. Schedule B asks for information about your indirect owners; you must first

complete Schedule A, which asks for information about your direct owners. Use Schedule C to amend this information.

2. Indirect Owners. With respect to each owner listed on Schedule A (except individual owners), list below:

(a) in the case of an owner that is a corporation, each of its shareholders that beneficially owns, has the right to vote, or has the power to sell or direct

the sale of, 25% or more of a class of a voting security of that corporation; 

For purposes of this Schedule, a person beneficially owns any securities: (i) owned by his/her child, stepchild, grandchild, parent, stepparent,

grandparent, spouse, sibling, mother-in-law, father-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law, sharing the same residence;

or (ii) that he/she has the right to acquire, within 60 days, through the exercise of any option, warrant, or right to purchase the security.

(b) in the case of an owner that is a partnership, all general partners and those limited and special partners that have the right to receive upon

dissolution, or have contributed, 25% or more of the partnership's capital;

(c) in the case of an owner that is a trust, the trust and each trustee; and

(d) in the case of an owner that is a limited liability company ("LLC"), (i) those members that have the right to receive upon dissolution, or have

contributed, 25% or more of the LLC's capital, and (ii) if managed by elected managers, all elected managers.

3. Continue up the chain of ownership listing all 25% owners at each level. Once a public reporting company (a company subject to Sections 12 or 15(d) of

the Exchange Act) is reached, no further ownership information need be given.

4. In the DE/FE/I column below, enter "DE" if the owner is a domestic entity, "FE" if the owner is an entity incorporated or domiciled in a foreign country, or

"I" if the owner is an individual.

5. Complete the Status column by entering the owner's status as partner, trustee, elected manager, shareholder, or member; and for shareholders or

members, the class of securities owned (if more than one is issued).

6. Ownership codes are: C - 25% but less than 50% E - 75% or more

D - 50% but less than 75% F - Other (general partner, trustee, or elected manager)

7. (a) In the Control Person column, enter "Yes" if the person has control as defined in the Glossary of Terms to Form ADV, and enter "No" if the person does

not have control. Note that under this definition, most executive officers and all 25% owners, general partners, elected managers, and trustees are

control persons.

(b) In the PR column, enter "PR" if the owner is a public reporting company under Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act.

(c) Complete each column.

No Information Filed

Schedule D - Miscellaneous

You may use the space below to explain a response to an Item or to provide any other information.

ICMA Retirement Corporation is a non-profit corporation. The firm is managed by a corporate Board of Directors and Executive Committee. There is no

ownership. Item 5.D: Clients and Amount of Regulatory Assets under Management that were previously reported under “Banking and thrift institutions” have
been moved to “Pooled investment vehicles (other than investment companies and business development companies.” This change was made based on the

SEC Staff’s June 12, 2017 Frequently Asked Questions guidance which states, in relevant part, that "funds that would be investment companies as defined
in section 3 of the Investment Company Act of 1940 but for sections 3(c)(5) or 3(c)(11) of that Act would typically be considered pooled investment vehicles

in Item 5.D." Note that the clients and assets represented here are maintained within a collective trust fund that is maintained by a bank, VantageTrust

Company, LLC, (VTC) consistent with section 3(c)(11) of the Investment Company Act of 1940. ICMA-RC is the adviser to VTC.

Schedule R

No Information Filed

DRP Pages

CRIMINAL DISCLOSURE REPORTING PAGE (ADV)

No Information Filed

REGULATORY ACTION DISCLOSURE REPORTING PAGE (ADV)

No Information Filed

CIVIL JUDICIAL ACTION DISCLOSURE REPORTING PAGE (ADV)

No Information Filed

Part 2

Exemption from brochure delivery requirements for SEC-registered advisers

SEC rules exempt SEC-registered advisers from delivering a firm brochure to some kinds of clients.  If these exemptions excuse you from delivering a

brochure to all of your advisory clients, you do not have to prepare a brochure.

Yes No

Are you exempt from delivering a brochure to all of your clients under these rules?

If no, complete the ADV Part 2 filing below.

Amend, retire or file new brochures:

Brochure ID Brochure Name Brochure Type(s)

145375 SEPARATE ACCOUNT ADVISORY

SERVICES FOR AN INSURANCE

CONTRACT

Other institutional

145376 VANTAGETRUST COMPANY ADVISORY

SERVICES

Other institutional

145377 FINANCIAL PLANNING ADVISORY

SERVICES

Financial Planning Services

145378 OPEB ADVISORY SERVICES Individuals, Government/municipal

244003 GUIDED PATHWAYS AND RETIREMENT

READINESS REPORTS

Individuals

Execution Pages

DOMESTIC INVESTMENT ADVISER EXECUTION PAGE

You must complete the following Execution Page to Form ADV. This execution page must be signed and attached to your initial submission of Form ADV to

the SEC and all amendments. 

Appointment of Agent for Service of Process

By signing this Form ADV Execution Page, you, the undersigned adviser, irrevocably appoint the Secretary of State or other legally designated officer, of the

state in which you maintain your principal office and place of business and any other state in which you are submitting a notice filing, as your agents to

receive service, and agree that such persons may accept service on your behalf, of any notice, subpoena, summons, order instituting proceedings, demand

for arbitration, or other process or papers, and you further agree that such service may be made by registered or certified mail, in any federal or state

action, administrative proceeding or arbitration brought against you in any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, if the action, proceeding, or

arbitration (a) arises out of any activity in connection with your investment advisory business that is subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, and (b)

is founded, directly or indirectly, upon the provisions of: (i) the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Trust Indenture Act of 1939,

the Investment Company Act of 1940, or the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, or any rule or regulation under any of these acts, or (ii) the laws of the state

in which you maintain your principal office and place of business or of any state in which you are submitting a notice filing.

Signature

I, the undersigned, sign this Form ADV on behalf of, and with the authority of, the investment adviser. The investment adviser and I both certify, under

penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America, that the information and statements made in this ADV, including exhibits and any other

information submitted, are true and correct, and that I am signing this Form ADV Execution Page as a free and voluntary act.

I certify that the adviser's books and records will be preserved and available for inspection as required by law. Finally, I authorize any person having

custody or possession of these books and records to make them available to federal and state regulatory representatives.

Signature: 

KAREN MCBARNETTE

Date: MM/DD/YYYY 

03/29/2018

Printed Name:

KAREN MCBARNETTE

Title: 

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT & CHIEF COMPLIANCE OFFICER

Adviser CRD Number: 

108783

NON-RESIDENT INVESTMENT ADVISER EXECUTION PAGE

You must complete the following Execution Page to Form ADV. This execution page must be signed and attached to your initial submission of Form ADV to

the SEC and all amendments.

1. Appointment of Agent for Service of Process

By signing this Form ADV Execution Page, you, the undersigned adviser, irrevocably appoint each of the Secretary of the SEC, and the Secretary of State or

other legally designated officer, of any other state in which you are submitting a notice filing, as your agents to receive service, and agree that such

persons may accept service on your behalf, of any notice, subpoena, summons, order instituting proceedings, demand for arbitration, or other process or

papers, and you further agree that such service may be made by registered or certified mail, in any federal or state action, administrative proceeding or

arbitration brought against you in any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, if the action, proceeding or arbitration (a) arises out of any

activity in connection with your investment advisory business that is subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, and (b) is founded, directly or indirectly,

upon the provisions of: (i) the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, the Investment Company Act of

1940, or the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, or any rule or regulation under any of these acts, or (ii) the laws of any state in which you are submitting a

notice filing.

2. Appointment and Consent: Effect on Partnerships

If you are organized as a partnership, this irrevocable power of attorney and consent to service of process will continue in effect if any partner withdraws

from or is admitted to the partnership, provided that the admission or withdrawal does not create a new partnership. If the partnership dissolves, this

irrevocable power of attorney and consent shall be in effect for any action brought against you or any of your former partners.

3. Non-Resident Investment Adviser Undertaking Regarding Books and Records

By signing this Form ADV, you also agree to provide, at your own expense, to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission at its principal office in

Washington D.C., at any Regional or District Office of the Commission, or at any one of its offices in the United States, as specified by the Commission,

correct, current, and complete copies of any or all records that you are required to maintain under Rule 204-2 under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.

This undertaking shall be binding upon you, your heirs, successors and assigns, and any person subject to your written irrevocable consents or powers of

attorney or any of your general partners and managing agents.

Signature

I, the undersigned, sign this Form ADV on behalf of, and with the authority of, the non-resident investment adviser. The investment adviser and I both

certify, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America, that the information and statements made in this ADV, including exhibits

and any other information submitted, are true and correct, and that I am signing this Form ADV Execution Page as a free and voluntary act.

I certify that the adviser's books and records will be preserved and available for inspection as required by law. Finally, I authorize any person having

custody or possession of these books and records to make them available to federal and state regulatory representatives.

Signature: Date: MM/DD/YYYY

Printed Name: Title: 

Adviser CRD Number: 

108783
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Item 2 Material Changes 
 

No material changes since the March 31, 2017 amendment to this brochure.  
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Item 4 Advisory Business 
 
ICMA-RC is a Delaware non-profit corporation established in 1972 to assist state and 
local governments and their agencies and instrumentalities (“Plan Sponsors”) in the 
establishment and maintenance of deferred compensation and qualified retirement plans 
(“Retirement Plans”) for their public sector employees.  ICMA-RC offers a full range of 
retirement plan administration services to Plan Sponsors, including administration, 
recordkeeping, and education services. 
 
ICMA-RC has been an SEC registered investment adviser since 1983 and provides a 
number of different investment advisory services, including the following: 

 
ICMA-RC has been providing financial plans to Retirement Plan participants for 
approximately 20 years.  Generally, ICMA-RC financial planning specialists based out of 
our headquarters office in Washington, DC develop the financial plans based on 
information provided by the Retirement Plan participant.  Once completed, one of ICMA- 
RC’s Certified Financial Planners will deliver the financial plan to a Retirement Plan 
participant typically over the phone. 

 
All associates who deliver the financial plans hold the CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERTM 

designation. 
 
ICMA-RC makes two types of financial plans available to Retirement Plan participants. 
These plans include a goal-specific financial plan and a comprehensive financial plan. 
While the two plan types each provide a different level of specificity and tailoring, the 
financial plans only provide investment guidance at an asset class level.  None of the 
available financial plans provide specific investment option recommendations or 
selections. 

 
 

Goal-Specific Financial Plans - Goal-specific financial plans address one or two 
financial planning topics so a Retirement Plan participant can focus their attention 
on specific goals, such as asset allocation, education planning, retirement 
planning, major purchase planning (e.g., home purchase), or insurance planning. 
The goal-specific plan is geared for the participant that is typically in the middle 
of their career, but it is available to anyone invested in a Retirement Plan 
administered by ICMA-RC. The goal-specific financial plan is consultative in 
nature.  Retirement Plan participants that choose to utilize the goal-specific plan 
generally have numerous opportunities to discuss their particular situation and 
retirement goals with a financial planning specialist. The objectives of the goal- 
specific financial plan are to forecast the chance of success for one or two 
financial goals based on the participant’s current savings strategy, and to identify 
variables a Retirement Plan participant can change to obtain an alternative 
outcome.  These variables include retirement age, savings rate, spending level in 
retirement, or a combination thereof.  Once the goal-specific financial plan is 
completed, it is uploaded to the Retirement Plan participant’s online Account 
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Access, and the results are reviewed and discussed with a Certified Financial 
Planner™. 

 
Comprehensive Financial Plans - Comprehensive financial plans provide a very 
in-depth analysis of a Retirement Plan participant’s overall financial situation. 
The plan encompasses key elements of a Retirement Plan participant’s financial 
situation including cash flow analysis, retirement income forecasts, estate planning 
strategies, and education and insurance planning.  Typically speaking, a 
comprehensive plan is geared towards Retirement Plan participants within five 
years of retirement; however, the comprehensive plan is available to anyone 
invested in a Retirement Plan administered by ICMA-RC.  Similar to the goal- 
specific financial plan, the comprehensive financial plan is consultative in nature 
as the financial plan is developed by our financial planning development team and 
delivered to the participant by a Certified Financial Planner™.  Further, the results 
of the plan mirror the goal-specific financial plan in that it allows the participant to 
see how a change in variables (e.g., retirement age, savings rate, spending level in 
retirement) impacts the overall results of the plan.  The key difference between the 
goal-specific financial plan and the comprehensive financial plan are the number 
of planning items addressed. 

 
 
From January through December 2017, ICMA-RC provided financial planning guidance 
on approximately $273 million in assets. 

 

Item 5  Fees and Compensation 
 

ICMA-RC charges fees for our goal-specific and comprehensive financial plans, but the 
fees are waived if a Retirement Plan participant’s account balance is over a 
predetermined limit.  ICMA-RC may also agree with the Plan Sponsor to alter or waive 
the fees under other circumstances.  Goal-specific financial plans are available to 
Retirement Plan participants for a cost of $175. The fee is waived for Retirement Plan 
participants with over $100,000 in total account balances in Retirement Plans 
administered by ICMA-RC. Comprehensive financial plans cost $450, but the fee is 
waived for Retirement Plan participants with over $200,000 in total account balances in 
Retirement Plans administered by ICMA-RC. 

 
All of ICMA-RC’s financial planning specialists and Certified Financial Planners™ are 
salaried employees of ICMA-RC. No ancillary products are sold with the financial plans. 
For example, a comprehensive financial plan may indicate that a Retirement Plan 
participant needs more life insurance, but ICMA-RC would not sell a life insurance 
policy to the participant; ICMA-RC would only identify the need for more insurance.  A 
Retirement Plan participant would have to seek the help of a broker or agent unaffiliated 
with ICMA-RC to purchase insurance policies. 

 
Additionally, ICMA-RC’s financial plans only provide investment guidance at an asset 
class level; ICMA-RC does not provide advice with respect to specific funds or other 
securities through its financial planning services. 
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Fees for financial plans are assessed at the beginning of the financial planning process 
when ICMA-RC collects Retirement Plan participant data and begins the analysis. 

Retirement Plan participants may pay for a financial plan with a personal check. 
 

Item 6 Performance-Based Fees and Side-By-Side Management 
 

Not Applicable. 
 
 

Item 7 Types of Clients 
 

ICMA-RC makes financial plans available to anyone who is enrolled in a Retirement 
Plan administered by ICMA-RC, regardless of account balance. 

 

Item 8 Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss 
 

ICMA-RC uses sophisticated financial planning software to produce the financial plans, 
using a needs-based approach to our financial plans, which means that results of the plans 
are based on what the Retirement Plan participant will need in retirement based on their 
current living expenses, expected retirement expenses, income sources, and savings and 
investments. 

 
The goal-specific and comprehensive financial plans illustrate side-by-side comparisons 
of two potential outcomes in retirement.  The first outcome is based on the Retirement 
Plan participant’s current situation (i.e., their current portfolio, income expectations, and 
expense expectations).  The second outcome is based on a default conservative pre- 
retirement and post-retirement rate of return, and depending on whether the participant’s 
current plan is successful or not, a combination of increased/decreased retirement 
expenses, increased/decreased savings rate, and an earlier/later retirement age.  In the 
data gathering process, the participant indicates what variables (e.g., retirement age, 
savings rate, spending level during retirement) they wish to adjust in the proposed plan. 
This allows ICMA-RC to project whether or the not the Retirement Plan participant’s 
retirement will be successful if the rate of return on their retirement investments is 
conservatively low. 

 
Both the goal-specific and comprehensive financial plans include a Monte Carlo analysis. 
The Monte Carlo analysis introduces variability to the financial plans by running 500 
iterations to stress-test the results.  The results of the Monte Carlo analysis determine the 
ultimate probability of success or failure of the participant’s existing financial plan.  It is 
here that the ICMA-RC Certified Financial Planner™ and the Retirement Plan participant 
can discuss ways in which to improve the chances of a successful financial plan, such as 
having the participant delay retirement, save more, or reduce retirement expenses. 
Saving more for retirement with a Retirement Plan could involve investing in securities 
that have various investment risks that are disclosed in the applicable disclosure 
document provided to the Retirement Plan participant.  Under financial planning, no 
specific investment options are selected or recommended. 
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Item 9 Disciplinary Information 
 

Not Applicable. 
 
Item 10 Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations 

 

Broker-Dealer 
 
ICMA-RC Services, LLC (“RC Services”), a wholly owned subsidiary of ICMA-RC, is a 
broker-dealer registered with the SEC and is a member of FINRA. Certain management 
persons of ICMA-RC are registered representatives of RC Services. 

 
Investment Adviser 

 
Vantagepoint Investment Advisers, LLC (“VIA”), a wholly owned subsidiary of ICMA- 
RC and an SEC registered investment adviser, served as the investment adviser to The 
Vantagepoint Funds prior to those funds being terminated and liquidated in 2016. VIA’s 
investment advisory business is in the process of being revised. 

 
Banking Institution 

 
VantageTrust Company, LLC (“VTC”) is a New Hampshire non-depository trust 
company and a wholly owned subsidiary of ICMA-RC.  VTC is the sole trustee of 
VantageTrust (“VT”), VantageTrust II (“VT II”) and VantageTrust III (“VT III”) 
(collectively, the “VT Trusts”), trusts established and maintained by VTC for the purpose 
of the collective investment and reinvestment of assets of certain tax-exempt, 
governmental pension and profit-sharing plans, retiree welfare plans, related trusts and 
certain other eligible investors.  ICMA-RC provides, for a negotiated fee, certain 
recordkeeping, management, and administrative services to VTC for the benefit of the 
eligible investors within the VT Trusts. 

 
Collective Trust Funds 

 
Investment options are offered to Retirement Plans and their participants through 
VantageTrust and VantageTrust II.  Certain VT, VT II, and VT III Funds invest in other 
funds of the VT Trusts.  ICMA-RC receives asset based fees for investment advice and 
administrative services provided to VantageTrust Company with respect to the VT, VT II 
and VT III Funds.  ICMA-RC has entered into agreements with subadvisers for the 
performance of some or all of ICMA-RC’s duties and responsibilities relating to certain 
Funds.  ICMA-RC retains the responsibility and authority to monitor and review the 
performance of each subadviser, and VTC retains oversight of ICMA-RC’s advisory 
responsibilities.  ICMA-RC’s investment advisory fees are in addition to any fees paid to 
the subadvisers. 
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Conflicts 
 
Please see the response to Item 11, under Participation or Interest in Client Transactions, 
for a description of any potential conflict of interest from the above financial industry 
affiliations. 
 

Item 11 Code of Ethics, Participation or Interest in 
Client Transactions, and Personal Trading 

 

Code of Ethics 
 
ICMA-RC adopted a Code of Ethics pursuant to Advisers Act Rule 204A-1 to help meet 
its fiduciary obligations to its clients to act in the clients’ best interests and to subordinate 
ICMA-RC and its associates’ interests to the interests of ICMA-RC’s clients.  The Code 
of Ethics helps to ensure that ICMA-RC associates avoid or appropriately manage 
conflicts with the interests of clients.  Under the Code of Ethics, all ICMA-RC associates 
are required to comply with ethical restraints relating to clients, including restrictions on 
giving gifts to, and receiving gifts from, clients in violation of ICMA-RC’s gift policy. 

 
ICMA-RC’s Code of Ethics also addresses the SEC’s “pay-to-play” rule, which is 
designed to prevent investment advisers from making political contributions or hidden 
payments in an effort to influence their selection by government officials to provide 
advisory services to government entities.  ICMA-RC’s Code of Ethics prohibits political 
contributions to certain state and local government officials, restricts using third party 
solicitors for potential clients unless those solicitors are subject to the pay to play rule, 
and implements a ban on engaging in fundraising activities for certain officials, political 
action committees, as well as state and local political parties.  ICMA-RC’s Political 
Contributions Policy contained in the Code of Ethics applies to all officers and 
employees of ICMA-RC and its affiliated entities regardless of position, responsibility or 
title.  Exceptions to the political contribution prohibition are possible only upon approval 
of ICMA-RC’s Chief Compliance Officer (“CCO”) and only if, among other things, the 
amount of the contribution is the lesser of $150 per year or per election. 

 
Also as part of the Code of Ethics, ICMA-RC has adopted procedures to control the use 
of material, non-public information.  These procedures take into account that ICMA-RC 
and its related persons may, from time to time, come into possession of material 
nonpublic and other confidential information which, if disclosed, might affect an 
investor's decision to buy, sell or hold a security.  Under applicable law, ICMA-RC and 
its related persons are prohibited from improperly disclosing or using such information 
for their personal benefit or for the benefit of any other person, regardless of whether 
such other person is an advisory client of ICMA-RC.  Accordingly, should such persons 
come into possession of material nonpublic or other confidential information with respect 
to any company, they may be prohibited from communicating such information to, or 
using such information for the benefit of, their respective clients, and have no obligation 
or responsibility to disclose such information to, nor responsibility to use such 
information for the benefit of, their clients when following policies and procedures 
designed to comply with law. 
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A copy of the Code of Ethics is available to any client or prospective client upon request. 

 
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions 

 
ICMA-RC does not make specific investment option recommendations or selections as 
part of financial planning services.  ICMA-RC’s financial plans only provide investment 
guidance at the asset class level. However, ICMA-RC’s financial planning is made 
available to participants in Retirement Plans administered by ICMA-RC. For those 
Retirement Plans, ICMA-RC also makes available investment options in VantageTrust 
and VantageTrust II as well as third-party funds.  As noted above in Item 10, ICMA-RC 
is affiliated with VTC, the trustee for the VT Trusts. Certain VT, VT II, and VT III 
Funds invest in other funds of the VT Trusts.  When ICMA-RC makes available to 
participants investments through VT and VT II, a conflict of interest exists because 
ICMA-RC or one of its affiliates receives compensation in the form of advisory and/or 
administrative fees based on the assets invested in the VT, VT II and VT III Funds. 

 
Additionally, ICMA-RC receives administrative fees from its third-party fund settlement 
and clearing agent (“Clearing Agent”) for providing administrative and other services 
based on Retirement Plan assets invested in third-party funds; such administrative fees 
come from payments made by third-party funds to the Clearing Agent.  ICMA-RC may 
credit or make payments to certain Retirement Plans or employers based, in part, on 
anticipated administrative fee income from its Clearing Agent or may reduce the fees 
charged to Retirement Plans or employers for plan administration or other services based 
on such anticipated fee income to ICMA-RC (“administrative allowances”). These 
administrative allowances are negotiated, may not be directly tied to the payments 
received by ICMA-RC, and may be more or less than actual payments received.  Any 
such crediting, allowance, or fee reduction arrangement is described in the 
Administrative Services Agreement with each Retirement Plan. 

 
A Retirement Plan participant is solely responsible for the identification, purchase and 
sale of any specific investment option in relation to guidance provided under a financial 
plan. With respect to Retirement Plans, ICMA-RC also discloses the specific fees and 
expenses, as well as the compensation received from third-party funds, associated with a 
plan’s investment options to Plan Sponsors, who have a fiduciary duty to select the 
investment options available to a Retirement Plan participant. 

 
Personal Securities Trading 

 
ICMA-RC and its associates are not obligated to refrain from recommending, buying or 
selling any security that ICMA-RC recommends to its clients, and may buy or sell for 
their own accounts, or for the accounts of any other client, any such security.  Because 
ICMA-RC or certain of its associates (defined as “Access Persons”) may invest in the 
same securities as ICMA-RC’s clients, there exists a potential conflict of interest from 
placing their own corporate or personal interests ahead of those of their clients. There is 
also a potential conflict from ICMA-RC or its Access Persons having access to material, 
non-public information about the investments of their clients and using such information 
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for personal gain in breach of their fiduciary duty to those clients. 
 
In order to address these conflicts, ICMA-RC has implemented a Personal Securities 
Trading Policy that governs the personal investing activities of Access Persons and any 
associate that has gained access to material nonpublic information. The Personal 
Securities Trading Policy is designed to prevent unlawful practices in connection with 
personal securities trading of associates. 
 
Access Persons are required to pre-clear certain securities trades and provide quarterly 
reports of their personal transactions. In addition, Access Persons must direct their 
brokers to provide copies to the CCO or the designee of all brokerage confirmations 
relating to all personal securities transactions in which they have a beneficial ownership 
interest. 
 
A copy of the Personal Securities Trading Policy is available to any client or prospective 
client upon request. 
 
ICMA-RC has also taken steps to ensure that associates who manage investments for 
ICMA-RC’s own corporate portfolio do not misuse confidential information about client 
investments.  ICMA-RC requires that trades for the corporate portfolio be placed in 
accordance with pre-clearance guidelines that mirror those in the Personal Securities 
Trading Policy.  Additionally, the ICMA-RC associates that participate in the investment 
decision and transaction must attest that the trade was not based on material nonpublic 
information and that the trade does not conflict with the interests of other accounts 
managed by ICMA-RC or its affiliates. 
 

Item 12 Brokerage Practices 
 
Not Applicable. 
 
 

Item 13 Review of Accounts 
 
After the results of the financial plan have been delivered to a Retirement Plan 
participant, to their satisfaction, the planning process is complete and ICMA-RC will not 
conduct any future reviews of the financial plan without the participant’s request.  
ICMA- RC encourages the participant to contact ICMA-RC to update their financial 
plan if they have had a life changing event (e.g., marriage, divorce, birth of a baby, new 
job, etc.) or on an annual basis, but ICMA-RC will only review the financial plan if the 
participant asks for an updated financial plan and ICMA-RC agrees to prepare an 
update. Additional fees may be incurred for any plan updates. 
 

Item 14 Client Referrals and Other Compensation 
 
Not Applicable. 
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Item 15 Custody 
 
Not Applicable. 
 
 

Item 16 Investment Discretion 
 
Not Applicable. 
 
 

Item 17 Voting Client Securities 
 
Not Applicable. 
 
 

Item 18 Financial Information 
 
Not Applicable. 
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Item 2  Material Changes 
 
 
No material changes since the March 31, 2017 amendment to this brochure. 
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Item 4  Advisory Business 
 

ICMA-RC is a Delaware non-profit corporation established in 1972 to assist state and 
local governments and their agencies and instrumentalities (“Plan Sponsors”) in the 
establishment and maintenance of deferred compensation and qualified retirement plans 
(“Retirement Plans”) for their public sector employees.  ICMA-RC offers a full range of 
retirement plan administration services to Plan Sponsors, including administration, 
recordkeeping, and education services.  ICMA-RC has been an SEC registered 
investment adviser since 1983 and provides a number of different investment advisory 
services, including the following: 

 
Guided Pathways Advisory Services 

 
Since March 2007, ICMA-RC has offered educational and advisory services to 
Retirement Plan participants enrolled in Guided Pathways Advisory Services.  In March 
2013, ICMA-RC began offering Guided Pathways Advisory Services to investors in the 
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Vantagepoint IRA administered by ICMA-RC (Vantagepoint IRA investors and 
Retirement Plan participants referred to collectively as, “Participants”). Guided 
Pathways Advisory Services include: 

 
Managed Accounts – discretionary, on-going investment management for 
allocation of invested assets among mutual funds and other pooled investment 
vehicles available within an ICMA-RC administered Retirement Plan or 
Vantagepoint IRA; 

 
Fund Advice – nondiscretionary, point-in-time, individualized fund specific 
investment portfolio recommendations to Participants looking for help in 
selecting specific fund investments for their accounts from among the investment 
options made available through their Retirement Plan or the Vantagepoint IRA; 
and 

 
Asset Class Guidance – nondiscretionary, point-in-time, individualized asset 
allocation recommendations for Participants looking for assistance in selecting 
Retirement Plan or Vantagepoint IRA investments at the asset class level such as 
large-cap, small cap or international equities.  Asset Class Guidance does not 
provide advice on specific investment options. 

 
Fund Advice and Asset Class Guidance are generally available to Participants in 
Retirement Plans administered by ICMA-RC, unless expressly prohibited by the 
Retirement Plan sponsor.  For Managed Accounts, the Plan Sponsor must expressly adopt 
that service before it is made available to the Retirement Plan’s participants.  Unlike 
Fund Advice and Managed Accounts, Asset Class Guidance is provided to Participants at 
no cost and is for educational purposes only.  Asset Class Guidance is not intended to be 
investment advice or serve as the sole or primary basis for a Participant’s investment 
decisions. 

 
ICMA-RC delivers Guided Pathways Advisory Services via a combination of online, 
mail, and telephone media as well as in-person meetings.  Individual ICMA-RC 
associates with Series 65 licenses deliver or facilitate the delivery of the Guided 
Pathways Advisory Services to the investor. 

 
As part of Guided Pathways Advisory Services, ICMA-RC has entered into a contract 
with Morningstar Investment Management LLC (“Morningstar Investment 
Management”) to serve as the Independent Financial Expert (“IFE”).  Morningstar 
Investment Management is an SEC registered investment adviser and wholly owned 
subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc.  In its role as IFE, Morningstar Investment Management 
first develops overall asset class allocation models.  It then develops a fund-specific 
investment portfolio for each of the asset class allocation models.  For Retirement Plan 
participants, the investment options eligible for inclusion in the portfolios are limited to 
only those funds chosen for the Retirement Plan by the Plan Sponsor. For Vantagepoint 
IRA investors, the investment options eligible for inclusion in the portfolios are limited to 
those funds permitted by the Vantagepoint IRA. 
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For Participants who select Managed Accounts discretionary management, Morningstar 
Investment Management determines the fund-specific investment portfolio that it 
determines is most appropriate based on the Participant’s financial situation, investment 
time horizon, sustainable retirement income, and other relevant factors.  ICMA-RC then 
allocates the assets of the Participant’s account in accordance with the Morningstar 
Investment Management recommended portfolio.  Quarterly, or as a Participant notifies 
ICMA-RC of changes to his or her personal and financial information, Morningstar 
Investment Management re-examines the investment portfolio to determine if a 
reallocation to a different investment portfolio is needed.  If a new investment portfolio is 
needed, the Participant’s assets will be reallocated and rebalanced to the new target asset 
allocation. 

 
For those opting for the nondiscretionary Fund Advice, Morningstar Investment 
Management recommends the appropriate fund-specific investment portfolio, ICMA-RC 
delivers the recommendation to the Participants, and Participants choose whether to 
implement the recommendation. 

 
For Asset Class Guidance, Morningstar Investment Management recommends the 
appropriate asset class allocation model, ICMA-RC delivers the recommendation to the 
Participants, and Participants choose: (1) whether to implement the recommended asset 
class allocation model; and (2) which specific investment options to populate the 
recommended asset classes. 

 
Under the Guided Pathways Advisory Services, Morningstar Investment Management’s 
recommendations are based on a Participant’s financial situation, investment time 
horizon, sustainable retirement income, and other personal and financial information 
provided to ICMA-RC by the Plan Sponsor or Participant. “Financial situation” 
incorporates information about Participants’ income and assets, and “investment time 
horizon” reflects when Participants expect to begin withdrawing assets from their 
account. 

 
Morningstar Investment Management employs Monte Carlo simulations to determine the 
likely annual retirement income that a participant will be able to sustain, through 
depletion of retirement savings, over a period greater than normal life expectancy. 
Morningstar Investment Management provides a recommended withdrawal plan designed 
to optimize the tax efficiency of withdrawals from each available income source. 

 
In determining an appropriate target asset mix for retirement accounts in Guided 
Pathways Advisory Services, Morningstar Investment Management also considers 
information about all non-Retirement Plan assets of the Participant that has been provided 
to ICMA-RC.  While ICMA-RC will not provide investment advice with respect to assets 
outside of a Retirement Plan or Vantagepoint IRA, Morningstar Investment Management 
will take those outside assets into consideration in the advice process.  For example, if the 
outside assets are invested more in equity, Morningstar Investment Management may 
recommend a more conservative investment portfolio.  Conversely, if the outside assets 
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are invested more in cash or bonds or if information is provided on a pension/defined 
benefit plan, Morningstar Investment Management may recommend a more aggressive 
investment portfolio. 

 
Under Asset Class Guidance and Fund Advice, Participants may elect to implement some 
or all of the advice provided, including electing to not invest in certain asset classes or 
specific funds.  Under the discretionary Managed Accounts service, Participants may 
select an alternate investment portfolio as opposed to the recommended investment 
portfolio, and will remain in this alternate portfolio until they instruct ICMA-RC 
otherwise. When an account is allocated in accordance with an alternate portfolio 
selected by the Participant, Morningstar Investment Management will continue to 
rebalance the account to align it with the alternate portfolio; however, Morningstar 
Investment Management will not reallocate the account to a different portfolio, even if 
the Participant notifies ICMA-RC of changes to his or her personal or financial 
information. Selection of an alternate portfolio may decrease the likelihood of achieving 
the Participant’s retirement goals as calculated by Morningstar Investment Management. 

 
The investment advice and asset allocation guidance provided under Guided Pathways 
Advisory Services does not take into account nor does it make any assumption related to 
a Participant’s personal risk tolerance with respect to their investment objectives. As a 
result, the forecast and recommendations may involve investment risk that exceeds a 
Participant’s acceptable risk tolerance level. 

 
As of December 31, 2017, ICMA-RC managed $2,035,379,803 under the discretionary 
Managed Accounts service.  ICMA-RC does not manage Managed Accounts client assets 
on a non-discretionary basis.  As of December 31, 2017 accounts with a total of 
$85,717,408 were enrolled in the non-discretionary Fund Advice service. 

 
Retirement Readiness Reports 

 
As an added feature of the Guided Pathways Advisory Services platform, and at the 
request of a Plan Sponsor, ICMA-RC may provide Retirement Readiness Reports 
(“Reports”) to full-time employees of a Plan Sponsor (both existing Retirement Plan 
participants and non-participant employees).  These Reports include: (1) a forecast of the 
individual employee’s income at retirement in relation to a retirement income objective 
provided by the Plan Sponsor; (2) a set of recommendations (including potential changes 
in savings rate) to help the employee reach this retirement income objective; and (3) an 
asset allocation and fund specific recommendations based on certain employee specific 
data and available investment options in the Retirement Plan.  ICMA-RC has engaged 
Morningstar Investment Management to generate the investment recommendations in the 
Reports.  Morningstar Investment Management uses the same investment methodologies 
and software to generate the Reports that it uses for the Guided Pathways Advisory 
Services program described above. 

 
Once a Plan Sponsor requests a Report, it is generated based on Plan Sponsor-provided 
personal and financial status information and assumptions (e.g., target annual retirement 
income and retirement age) for each employee.  If any of the information or assumptions 
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are inaccurate, an employee should not rely on the recommendations provided in the 
Report.  Existing Retirement Plan participants may contact ICMA-RC to correct any 
information that is inaccurate or does not apply to their personal situation or to provide 
additional information not depicted in the Report. 

 
Employees may or may not elect to implement some or all of the advice provided, 
including electing to not invest in certain asset classes or specific funds. 

 
Item 5  Fees and Compensation 

 
 

Guided Pathways Advisory Services 
 
Managed Accounts – Participants who enroll in Managed Accounts are assessed an asset 
based fee that is charged on a monthly basis. Managed Accounts fees are calculated as a 
percentage of the average daily account value at the end of each month.  For Retirement 
Plan participants, the standard Managed Accounts Fee Schedule may be waived or 
discounted by agreement with the Plan Sponsor. However, the fees for Managed 
Accounts services are non-negotiable at the Participant level. 

 
For Participants receiving Managed Accounts advice on multiple accounts, the asset 
based fee is calculated based on the aggregate account balances for all accounts the 
Participant has enrolled in Managed Accounts.  The standard Managed Accounts Fee 
Schedule is shown below: 

 
Account Balance Annual Fee 

First $100,000 0.40% 
Next $100,000 0.35% 
Next $300,000 0.25% 
Over $500,000 0.00% (no additional fee charged) 

 

On a monthly basis, the Managed Accounts Fee will be deducted pro-rata in arrears 
against all investments in any account enrolled in Managed Accounts.  If participation in 
Managed Accounts terminates before the end of any month, the fee will be based on the 
number of days the account was managed during the calendar month. 

 
Fund Advice – Fund Advice is provided to Participants for a fixed annual fee of $20. The 
fee is charged to the account following enrollment and entitles Participants to use the 
service for a twelve-month period.  For each succeeding twelve-month period for which 
the Fund Advice service is initiated or continued, Participants are required to pay the 
annual fee.  If this fee is not paid, the Fund Advice service terminates automatically and a 
new contract must be entered in order to re-access Fund Advice.  This fee may be waived 
for certain Retirement Plan participants with high account balances and/or who are 
enrolled in selected Retirement Plans. 

 
Asset Class Guidance – No fee is assessed for Asset Class Guidance. 
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Participants that invest in the collective funds and mutual funds made available to their 
Retirement Plans or through the Vantagepoint IRA will indirectly bear their proportionate 
share of the fees and expenses that are paid at the fund level and borne by all shareholders 
or unit holders. These fees and expenses typically include, among others, investment 
advisory, transfer agent, custodial and distribution fees and portfolio brokerage          
costs that are paid by each fund and/or its underlying fund.  The above fund fees and 
expenses are in addition to the advisory fees charged to Participants in the Guided 
Pathways Advisory Services program. 

 
Retirement Readiness Reports 

 
ICMA-RC does not charge recipients for their Retirement Readiness Reports.  The costs 
for the Reports are included in the fees paid by a Retirement Plan to ICMA-RC for 
providing Retirement Plan recordkeeping, administrative, and educational services. 

 
Other Compensation – Guided Pathways Advisory Services 

 
While ICMA-RC makes available no-load funds or funds that have agreed to waive loads 
for Participants, ICMA-RC or one of its affiliates typically receive asset-based fees for 
providing investment advisory, recordkeeping, administrative and/or retirement plan 
administration services with respect to the funds in which Participants invest.  Please see 
the response to Item 11, under Participation or Interest in Client Transactions, for a 
description of any potential conflict of interest from ICMA-RC’s receipt of these fees. 

 
Within their ICMA-RC-administered Retirement Plan accounts or Vantagepoint IRA 
accounts, Participants do not have the option to purchase funds recommended in the 
Guided Pathways Advisory Services program and Retirement Readiness Reports through 
other brokers or agents.  However, Participants do have the option to purchase some of 
the funds recommended in the Guided Pathways Advisory Services program and 
Retirement Readiness Reports outside of their ICMA-RC-administered Retirement Plan 
or Vantagepoint IRA accounts through other brokers or agents. 

 
Item 6  Performance-Based Fees and Side-By-Side Management 

 
 
Not applicable. 

 

Item 7  Types of Clients 
 
 

Guided Pathways Advisory Services 
 
Guided Pathways Advisory Services are available to individual participants in employer- 
sponsored state and local Retirement Plans administered by ICMA-RC and to 
Vantagepoint IRA investors. There is no minimum account size required to participate in 
any of the Guided Pathways Advisory Services. 
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While Fund Advice and Asset Class Guidance are generally available to all Retirement 
Plan participants, the Plan Sponsor must expressly adopt Managed Accounts before it is 
made available to the Retirement Plan’s participants. 

 
Retirement Readiness Reports 

 
At the request of a Plan Sponsor, ICMA-RC may provide Retirement Readiness Reports 
to all full-time employees of the Plan Sponsor (both existing Retirement Plan participants 
and non-participants). 

 
Item 8  Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss 

 
 

Guided Pathways Advisory Services and Retirement Readiness Reports 
 
In making investment recommendations under Guided Pathways Advisory Services and 
Retirement Readiness Reports, Morningstar Investment Management first constructs 
asset class allocation models.  These are constructed to provide a spectrum of risk/reward 
choices appropriate for a broad range of Participants.  The allocation among asset classes 
is based on historic and projected returns and return patterns (standard deviations and 
correlations) for the asset classes. 

 
After the asset class allocation models are established, Morningstar Investment 
Management then constructs fund-specific investment portfolios for each of the asset 
class allocation models.  Morningstar Investment Management uses various quantitative 
criteria including style-based returns and tracking error, fund expense levels, and alpha. 
In addition, Morningstar Investment Management conducts a qualitative review and 
assessment for each fund-specific investment portfolio prior to its recommendation. 

 
Morningstar Investment Management’s investment portfolios are based on and specific to 
the investment options available for each Retirement Plan or the Vantagepoint IRA. 
Morningstar Investment Management, however, does not determine the Retirement Plan 
or Vantagepoint IRA investment options upon which the investment portfolios are based. 
For Retirement Plans, the Plan Sponsor has exclusive responsibility for selecting the 
Plan’s investment options, and those selections are made independent of Guided 
Pathways Advisory Services.  For the Vantagepoint IRA, ICMA-RC selects the available 
investment options.  While ICMA-RC selects the overall investment options for the 
Vantagepoint IRA, it does not recommend the selection of any particular investment 
option for inclusion in Fund Advice or Managed Accounts. 

 
Investments in funds recommended by Morningstar Investment Management are subject 
to the risks associated with investing in mutual funds, collective funds, and other 
securities, and will not always be profitable.  Although each investment option available 
through the Retirement Plan or Vantagepoint IRA is subject to a degree of risk that could 
affect their performance, certain investment options entail additional risk specific to their 
asset class. For example, high yield bond investments are subject to increased risk of 
default, compared to higher rated securities.  Foreign investments are subject to greater 
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risks of currency fluctuations and political uncertainty.  Equity securities of companies 
with relatively small market capitalization may be more volatile than securities of larger, 
more established companies.  Specialty funds invest in a limited number of companies 
and are generally non-diversified. 

 
Based on the information provided by the Participant, Morningstar Investment 
Management may recommend that a portion of the Participant’s assets be invested in the 
VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund, a VantageTrust Fund that invests in a separate 
account under a group variable annuity issued by a third-party insurance company.  The 
separate account, in turn, invests in underlying collective trust funds that are subject to 
the risks associated with investing in those vehicles, such as stock market risk, preferred 
stock risk, inflation-adjusted securities risk, emerging market securities risk, interest rate 
risk, equity income/interest rate risk, credit risk, foreign securities risk, foreign currency 
risk, mid-cap securities risk, small-cap securities risk, indexing risk, U.S. government 
agencies securities risk, call risk, mortgage backed securities risk, asset-backed securities 
risk, active trading risk, derivative instruments risk, convertible securities risk and multi- 
manager risk. 

 
Insurance guarantees (i.e., the ability of the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund to 
allow participants to make periodic withdrawals after the account balance has been 
depleted) are provided by the third-party insurance company and are based on that 
company’s claims paying ability.  Further, investments in the VT Retirement 
IncomeAdvantage Fund involve the risk that the insurance guarantees may terminate 
under certain conditions, such as when:  Participants may leave their Retirement Plan; the 
Plan Sponsor may switch Retirement Plan providers; the Plan Sponsor may remove the 
fund from the Retirement Plan’s investment lineup; and the fund and/or the group annuity 
contract in which it invests may terminate. 

 
The advice provided does not take into account nor does it make any assumption related 
to a Participant’s personal risk tolerance with respect to their investment objectives.  As a 
result, the forecast and recommendations may involve investment risk that exceeds a 
Participant’s acceptable risk tolerance level. 

 
Item 9  Disciplinary Information 

 
 
Not Applicable. 

 
Item 10  Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations 

 
 

Broker-Dealer 
 
ICMA-RC Services, LLC (“RC Services”), a wholly owned subsidiary of ICMA-RC, is a 
broker-dealer registered with the SEC and is a member of FINRA. Certain management 
persons of ICMA-RC are registered representatives of RC Services. 
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Investment Adviser 
 
Vantagepoint Investment Advisers, LLC (“VIA”), a wholly owned subsidiary of ICMA- 
RC and an SEC registered investment adviser, served as the investment adviser to The 
Vantagepoint Funds prior to those funds being terminated and liquidated in 2016. VIA’s 
investment advisory business is in the process of being revised. 

 
Banking Institution 

 
VantageTrust Company, LLC (“VTC”) is a New Hampshire non-depository trust 
company and a wholly owned subsidiary of ICMA-RC.  VTC is the sole trustee of 
VantageTrust (“VT”), VantageTrust II (“VT II”) and VantageTrust III (“VT III”) 
(collectively, the “VT Trusts”), trusts established and maintained by VTC for the purpose 
of the collective investment and reinvestment of assets of certain tax-exempt, 
governmental pension and profit-sharing plans, retiree welfare plans, related trusts and 
certain other eligible investors. ICMA-RC provides, for a negotiated fee, certain 
recordkeeping, management, and administrative services to VTC for the benefit of the 
eligible investors within the VT Trusts. 

 
Collective Trust Funds 

 
Investment options are offered to Retirement Plans and their participants through 
VantageTrust and VantageTrust II.  Certain VT, VT II and VT III Funds invest in other 
funds of the VT Trusts.  ICMA-RC receives asset based fees for investment advice and 
administrative services provided to VTC with respect to the VT, VT II and VT III Funds. 
ICMA-RC has entered into agreements with subadvisers for the performance of some or 
all of ICMA-RC’s duties and responsibilities relating to certain Funds.  ICMA-RC retains 
the responsibility and authority to monitor and review the performance of each 
subadviser, and VTC retains oversight of ICMA-RC’s advisory responsibilities.  ICMA- 
RC’s investment advisory fees are in addition to any fees paid to the subadvisers. 

 
Conflicts 

 
Please see the response to Item 11, under Participation or Interest in Client Transactions, 
for a description of any potential conflict of interest from the above financial industry 
affiliations. 

 
Item 11  Code of Ethics, Participation or Interest in 

Client Transactions, and Personal Trading 
 
 

Code of Ethics 
 
ICMA-RC adopted a Code of Ethics pursuant to Advisers Act Rule 204A-1 to help 
ICMA-RC meet its fiduciary obligations to its clients to act in the clients’ best interests 
and to subordinate ICMA-RC and its associates’ interests to the interests of ICMA-RC’s 
clients.  The Code of Ethics helps to ensure that ICMA-RC associates avoid or 
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appropriately manage conflicts with the interests of clients.  Under the Code of Ethics, all 
ICMA-RC associates are required to comply with ethical restraints relating to clients, 
including restrictions on giving gifts to, and receiving gifts from, clients in violation of 
ICMA-RC’s gift policy. 

 
ICMA-RC’s Code of Ethics also addresses the SEC’s “pay-to-play” rule, which is 
designed to prevent investment advisers from making political contributions or hidden 
payments in an effort to influence their selection by government officials to provide 
advisory services to government entities.  ICMA-RC’s Code of Ethics prohibits political 
contributions to certain state and local government officials, restricts using third party 
solicitors for potential clients unless those solicitors are subject to the pay to play rule, 
and implements a ban on engaging in fundraising activities for certain officials, political 
action committees, as well as state and local political parties.  ICMA-RC’s Political 
Contributions Policy contained in the Code of Ethics applies to all officers and 
employees of ICMA-RC and its affiliated entities regardless of position, responsibility or 
title.  Exceptions to the political contribution prohibition are possible only upon approval 
of ICMA-RC’s Chief Compliance Officer (“CCO”) and only if, among other things, the 
amount of the contribution is the lesser of $150 per year or per election. 

 
Also as part of the Code of Ethics, ICMA-RC has adopted procedures to control the use 
of material, non-public information.  These procedures take into account that ICMA-RC 
and its related persons may, from time to time, come into possession of material 
nonpublic and other confidential information which, if disclosed, might affect an 
investor's decision to buy, sell or hold a security.  Under applicable law, ICMA-RC and 
its related persons are prohibited from improperly disclosing or using such information 
for their personal benefit or for the benefit of any other person, regardless of whether 
such other person is an advisory client of ICMA-RC.  Accordingly, should such persons 
come into possession of material non-public or other confidential information with 
respect to any company, they may be prohibited from communicating such information 
to, or using such information for the benefit of, their respective clients, and have no 
obligation or responsibility to disclose such information to, nor responsibility to use such 
information for the benefit of, their clients when following policies and procedures 
designed to comply with law. 

 
A copy of the Code of Ethics is available to any client or prospective client upon request. 

 
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions 

 
ICMA-RC makes available to Retirement Plans and their participants investment options 
in VantageTrust and VantageTrust II as well as third-party funds. With respect to 
Vantagepoint IRA accounts, ICMA-RC makes available third-party funds.  As noted 
above in Item 10, ICMA-RC is affiliated with VantageTrust Company, LLC, the trustee 
for the VT Trusts. Certain VT, VT II and VT III Funds, including the VT Retirement 
IncomeAdvantage Fund, invest in other funds of the VT Trusts. When ICMA-RC makes 
available to Participants investments through VT and VT II, a conflict of interest exists 
because ICMA-RC receives compensation in the form of advisory and/or administrative 
fees based on the assets invested in the VT, VT II and VT III Funds. 
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Additionally, ICMA-RC receives administrative fees from its third-party fund settlement 
and clearing agent (“Clearing Agent”) for providing administrative and other services 
based on Retirement Plan assets invested in third-party funds; such administrative fees 
come from payments made by third-party funds to the Clearing Agent.  ICMA-RC may 
credit or make payments to certain Retirement Plans or employers based, in part, on 
anticipated administrative fee income from its Clearing Agent or may reduce the fees 
charged to Retirement Plans or employers for plan administration or other services based 
on such anticipated fee income to ICMA-RC (“administrative allowances”). These 
administrative allowances are negotiated, may not be directly tied to the payments 
received by ICMA-RC, and may be more or less than actual payments received.  Any 
such crediting, allowance, or fee reduction arrangement is described in the 
Administrative Services Agreement with each Retirement Plan. 

 
With respect to the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund, ICMA-RC receives an 
advisory fee and a services fee from the third-party insurance company for managing the 
separate account in which the Fund invests. 

 
ICMA-RC selects the Vantagepoint IRA investment options. However, ICMA-RC does 
not recommend the selection of any particular investment option for inclusion in Fund 
Advice or Managed Accounts.  ICMA-RC is not acting as a fiduciary when it selects the 
Vantagepoint IRA investment options.  As described above, ICMA-RC will receive 
compensation based on an investor’s allocation of assets among investment options 
within the Vantagepoint IRA. 

 
Because of the above, a potential conflict of interest exists when ICMA-RC makes 
available the Guided Pathways Advisory Services program, either through Managed 
Accounts or Fund Advice, or Retirement Readiness Reports, because ICMA-RC also 
receives the additional compensation described above.  In handling this potential conflict, 
ICMA-RC has designed Guided Pathways Advisory Services and its component 
Managed Accounts and Fund Advice services in accordance with the United States 
Department of Labor Advisory Opinion 2001-091A (the “Advisory Opinion”).  The 
Advisory Opinion provides an authorization for retirement plan and IRA providers to 
offer investment advice to their participants provided, among other things, that the advice 
is generated by an Independent Financial Expert (“IFE”).  ICMA-RC has selected 
Morningstar Investment Management to act as the IFE for Guided Pathways Advisory 
Services.  Under the Advisory Opinion and ICMA-RC’s contract with Morningstar 
Investment Management, ICMA-RC cannot influence the investment recommendations 
generated for Participants by Morningstar Investment Management.  As such, ICMA-RC 
does not select the specific investment options that it recommends to a Managed 
Accounts or Fund Advice client.  With respect to retirement plans, ICMA-RC also 
discloses the specific fees and expenses, as well as the compensation received from third- 
party funds, associated with a plan’s investment options to Plan Sponsors, who have a 
fiduciary duty to select the investment options available to a Retirement Plan participant. 
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Personal Securities Trading 
 
ICMA-RC and its associates are not obligated to refrain from recommending, buying or 
selling any security that ICMA-RC recommends to its clients, and may buy or sell for 
their own accounts, or for the accounts of any other client, any such security.  Because 
ICMA-RC or certain of its associates (defined as “Access Persons”) may invest in the 
same securities as ICMA-RC’s clients, there exists a potential conflict of interest from 
placing their own corporate or personal interests ahead of those of their clients. There is 
also a potential conflict from ICMA-RC or its Access Persons having access to material, 
non-public information about the investments of their clients and using such information 
for personal gain in breach of their fiduciary duty to those clients. 

 
In order to address these conflicts, ICMA-RC has implemented a Personal Securities 
Trading Policy that governs the personal investing activities of Access Persons and any 
associate that has gained access to Material Non-Public Information. The Personal 
Securities Trading Policy is designed to prevent unlawful practices in connection with 
personal securities trading of associates. 

 
Access Persons are required to pre-clear certain securities trades and provide quarterly 
reports of their personal transactions. In addition, Access Persons must direct their 
brokers to provide copies to the CCO or the designee of all brokerage confirmations 
relating to all personal securities transactions in which they have a beneficial ownership 
interest. 

 
A copy of the Personal Securities Trading Policy is available to any client or prospective 
client upon request. 

 
ICMA-RC has also taken steps to ensure that associates who manage investments for 
ICMA-RC’s own corporate portfolio do not misuse confidential information about client 
investments.   ICMA-RC requires that trades for the corporate portfolio be placed in 
accordance with pre-clearance guidelines that mirror those in the Personal Securities 
Trading Policy.   Additionally, the ICMA-RC associates that participate in the investment 
decision and transaction must attest that the trade was not based on material non-public 
information and that the trade does not conflict with the interests of other accounts 
managed by ICMA-RC or its affiliates. 

 
Item 12 Brokerage Practices 

 
 
Clients are not permitted to direct ICMA-RC to use specified brokers in performing 
portfolio transactions. 

 
Guided Pathways Advisory Services – Managed Accounts 

 
As recordkeeper for the Retirement Plans or Vantagepoint IRAs that it administers, 
ICMA-RC batches purchase and sale requests from Participants, including advisory 
clients and non-clients, for unaffiliated third-party mutual funds that are an investment 
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option of a client model portfolio for a Managed Accounts client. Such transactions are 
completely filled for all participating accounts on the date of the transaction.  Because 
such orders are for registered mutual funds, the aggregation process does not have a 
material effect on the quality of the execution as all orders received in good order before 
4:00pm (ET) will receive the same execution price. 

 
Item 13  Review of Accounts 

 
 

Guided Pathways Advisory Services and Retirement Readiness Reports 
 
All investment advice provided to Participants in Guided Pathways Advisory Services is 
developed by Morningstar Investment Management, the Independent Financial Expert. 
ICMA-RC does not review the accounts of such Participants.  However, ICMA-RC does 
annually review the asset allocation methodology and portfolios used by Morningstar 
Investment Management to develop the investment advice. 

 
For Managed Accounts, reports outlining portfolio holdings and account performance are 
provided quarterly.  These statements are mailed to all Managed Account Participants 
and are also available online.  In addition, Managed Account Participants, on an annual 
basis, are provided with a detailed summary of the personal information they have 
provided as part of the Managed Accounts process and are asked to update the 
information if necessary. 

 
Item 14  Client Referrals and Other Compensation 

 
 
ICMA-RC does not pay third-parties for advisory client referrals. However, ICMA-RC 
does compensate certain ICMA-RC employees to solicit Managed Accounts clients. 
Such compensation is based on the amount of new assets enrolled in Managed Accounts 
that is attributable to Retirement Plan Participants solicited by the employee.  ICMA-
RC structures all solicitation arrangements in accordance with SEC Rule 206(4)-3. 

 
Item 15  Custody 

 
 

Guided Pathways Advisory Services 
 
For Managed Accounts, the assets in the account are maintained in the Participant’s name 
by VTC, the “qualified custodian” as defined in Rule 206(4)-2 under the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940, as amended.  VTC is a wholly owned subsidiary of ICMA-RC (see 
Item 10).  VTC is located at 777 North Capitol Street, NE, Washington DC 20002. 

 
As the qualified custodian, VTC will send account statements on a quarterly basis. 
Participants should carefully compare the account statements that they receive from VTC 
with the quarterly statement that they receive from ICMA-RC. 
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Item 16  Investment Discretion 
 
 

Guided Pathways Advisory Services and Retirement Readiness Reports 
 
For Participants who select Managed Accounts discretionary management, ICMA-RC 
allocates assets of the Participant’s account in accordance with the Morningstar 
Investment Management’s recommended investment portfolio which Morningstar 
Investment Management has recommended as most appropriate based on the 
Participant’s financial situation, investment time horizon, sustainable retirement income 
and other relevant factors. 

 
Participants enrolled in Managed Accounts may personally select an alternate investment 
portfolio, as opposed to the investment portfolio recommended by Morningstar 
Investment Management, and would remain in this alternate portfolio until they instruct 
ICMA-RC otherwise.  When an account is allocated in accordance with an alternate 
portfolio selected by the Participant, Morningstar Investment Management will continue 
to rebalance the account to align it with the alternate portfolio; however, Morningstar 
Investment Management will not reallocate the account to a different portfolio, even if 
the Participant notifies ICMA-RC of changes to his or her personal or financial 
information.  Selection of an alternate portfolio may decrease the likelihood of 
Participants achieving their retirement goals as calculated by Morningstar Investment 
Management. 

 
Item 17  Voting Client Securities 

 
 
ICMA-RC does not have the authority to vote Managed Account securities. Individual 
clients that are also shareholders will receive their proxies or other solicitations directly 
from their custodian or a transfer agent. ICMA-RC does not provide advice about how 
clients should vote their proxies. 

 
Item 18  Financial Information 

 
 
Not Applicable. 
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Item 2  Material Changes 
 

There have been no material changes since the last annual update of this brochure on 
March 31, 2017. 
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Item 4  Advisory Business 

ICMA-RC is a Delaware non-profit corporation established in 1972 to assist state and 
local governments and their agencies and instrumentalities (“Plan Sponsors”) in the 
establishment and maintenance of deferred compensation and qualified retirement plans 
(“Retirement Plans” or “Plans”) for their public sector employees (“Participants”). 
ICMA-RC offers a full range of retirement plan administration services to Plan Sponsors, 
including administration, recordkeeping, and education services. 

 
ICMA-RC has been an SEC registered investment adviser since 1983 and provides 
investment advisory services to various clients, including the VantageTrust Company, 
LLC (“VTC”), a New Hampshire non-depository trust company and wholly owned 
subsidiary of ICMA-RC.  VTC is the sole trustee of VantageTrust, VantageTrust II and 
VantageTrust III (collectively, the “VT Trusts”), trusts established and maintained for the 
purpose of the collective investment and reinvestment of assets of certain tax-exempt, 
governmental pension and profit-sharing plans, retiree welfare plans, related trusts and 
certain other eligible investors.  Specifically, ICMA-RC provides investment advisory 
and management services to VTC for the VT Trusts investment options described below: 
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VT PLUS Fund – a stable value fund consisting of a diversified portfolio of 
stable value investment contracts (Traditional Guaranteed Investment Contracts 
(“GICs”), Separate Account GICs, and Synthetic GICs), fixed income securities, 
collective investment funds, including the VT III Vantagepoint Short Duration 
Bond Fund (“Short Duration Bond Fund”), and mutual funds, including short-term 
investment funds and money market funds.  ICMA-RC provides discretionary and 
non-discretionary advice to VTC regarding the investment and reinvestment of 
the VT PLUS Fund assets and also conducts the day-to-day management of the 
Fund.  As part of its management duties, ICMA-RC selects the Fund’s stable 
value investment contracts, collective funds, short-term investment funds and 
mutual funds, including money market funds.  ICMA-RC also selects and 
monitors the fixed income managers that have and exercise investment discretion 
with respect to selection of the securities backing the Synthetic GIC portfolios.  
In instances where the Synthetic GIC provider restricts the selection to their 
affiliated fixed income manager(s), ICMA-RC may select that Synthetic GIC 
provider and its affiliated fixed income manager but only after satisfying ICMA- 
RC’s investment manager due diligence process. 

 
VT Vantagepoint Funds, VT II Vantagepoint Funds and VT III 
Vantagepoint Funds – groups of funds within VantageTrust, VantageTrust II 
and VantageTrust III, respectively. Each VT Vantagepoint Fund and VT II 
Vantagepoint Fund invests substantially all of its assets in a VT III Vantagepoint 
Fund that has the same investment objective as the corresponding VT or VT II 
Vantagepoint Fund.  ICMA-RC advises VTC with respect to investments in the 
VT III Vantagepoint Funds made by VantageTrust and VantageTrust II.  ICMA- 
RC also advises VTC concerning the day-to-day management of the VT III 
Vantagepoint Funds and provides administrative support services to such funds. 
As part of its management responsibilities, ICMA-RC selects and monitors the 
third-party investment managers that exercise investment discretion with respect 
to the portfolio securities of certain VT III Vantagepoint Funds.  ICMA-RC also 
selects and monitors the investments of certain VT III Vantagepoint Funds that 
invest substantially all of their assets in other VantageTrust III funds. 
 
VantageTrust II Model Portfolio Funds – a group of target risk funds made 
available to OPEB Trusts (the “VT II OPEB Model Portfolio Funds”).  Each of 
these funds is a fund of funds that invests in certain series of the VT III 
Vantagepoint Funds and may also invest in third-party exchange-traded funds. 
ICMA-RC advises VTC with respect to the VT II OPEB Model Portfolio Funds’ 
investments.  ICMA-RC also advises VTC concerning the day-to-day 
management of the VT III Vantagepoint Funds in which the VT II OPEB Model 
Portfolio Funds invest, and provides administrative support services to such 
funds. 

 
VantageTrust Trust Series and VT II Cash Management Fund – a group of 
funds each of which invests substantially all of its assets in a third-party mutual 
fund not affiliated with ICMA-RC.  ICMA-RC monitors the performance and 
characteristics of the underlying third-party mutual funds and their managers, 
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provides analyses and reports on their performance to VTC, and, where 
appropriate, recommends the addition or removal of third-party funds from the 
VantageTrust Trust Series or the VT II Cash Management Fund. 

 
VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund – a fund that invests in a separate 
account under a group variable annuity contract issued by a third-party insurance 
company, which includes a guaranteed lifetime income feature that seeks to 
protect retirement income against market downturns.  ICMA-RC’s advisory 
services to VTC for the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund include 
recommending adoption or removal of the fund in the VantageTrust, which 
involves initial and ongoing evaluation of the appropriateness and adequacy of the 
annuity issuer, and providing ongoing management reviews and reports. 

 
VantageTrust Certificate of Deposit Accounts – a group of CD Accounts with 
third-party bank(s), for which ICMA-RC provides advisory, management and 
administrative support.  The CD Accounts are closed to new investments, but 
ICMA-RC continues to evaluate and monitor the bank issuer(s); review CD 
Account performance; and, provide analyses and performance reports, as well as 
any recommended changes, to VTC. 

 
VT III Vantagepoint Short Duration Bond Fund – a fund that invests 
primarily in a portfolio of one to three year duration investment grade fixed 
income securities.  ICMA-RC provides administrative support services and 
discretionary investment advisory services to VTC with respect to the Short 
Duration Bond Fund, including conducting the day-to-day management of the 
fund. 

 
VT II General Account Trust Fund – a fund that invests in insurance company 
group annuity contracts in order to provide a fixed rate of interest along with a 
minimum guaranteed fixed crediting rate.  ICMA-RC provides ongoing advisory 
and administrative services to VTC with respect to the VT II General Account 
Trust Fund, including selecting the insurance company contracts in which the VT 
II General Account Trust Fund invests. 

 
ICMA-RC tailors its advisory services to the needs of VTC, as the appropriateness of 
different investment options under the VT Trusts may change over time.  ICMA-RC is 
responsible for recommending changes to investment options offered under the VT Trusts 
as well as investment policies and guidelines for the VT Trusts’ investment options.  
VTC, as trustee for the VT Trusts, has ultimate authority over the investment options   
and may impose alternate investment guidelines, including restrictions on investing in 
certain securities or types of securities.  Wholly owned subsidiaries of ICMA-RC provide 
administrative and distribution services to VTC with respect to certain VT Trusts’ funds. 

 
As of December 31, 2017, ICMA-RC managed $46,526,514,113 for VTC, all on a 
discretionary basis. 
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Item 5  Fees and Compensation 
 

VantageTrust Company 
 
ICMA-RC charges a combined fee for providing investment advisory, administrative, and 
management services to VTC.  The investment advisory component of these services 
relates to the investment options of the VT Trusts and includes both discretionary 
investment management services and non-discretionary investment recommendations 
with respect to the portfolio investments of the VantageTrust, VantageTrust II and 
VantageTrust III Funds and the selection and retention of third-party investment advisers 
to manage investments for certain VantageTrust and VantageTrust III Funds. 

 
The fees charged vary depending on the particular type and level of services required and 
are part of the negotiated investment management contract between VTC and ICMA-RC. 
Listed below are the categories of the VT Trusts’ investment options and a description of 
the basic schedule of fees charged for services provided to each category. 

 
VT PLUS Fund – ICMA-RC receives an investment advisory fee, and a plan and 
participant services fee (collectively, a “management fee”) of up to 0.55% of 
account assets. 

 
ICMA-RC receives an investment advisory fee of up to 0.30% of assets invested 
in the VT PLUS Fund for investment advisory services provided with respect to 
the VT PLUS Fund.  The investment advisory fee may be discounted for each 
Retirement Plan investing in the VT PLUS Fund based on the amount of such 
Retirement Plan's assets invested in the VT PLUS Fund, as well as other factors, 
including other relationships between the Retirement Plan and ICMA-RC.  In this 
regard, ICMA-RC may consider all of a Plan Sponsor’s Retirement Plans for 
which ICMA-RC provides administrative and other services.  ICMA-RC also 
receives a plan and participant services fee of up to 0.25% of assets invested in 
the VT PLUS Fund for administrative services provided with respect to the VT 
PLUS Fund. The plan and participant services fee may be discounted for each 
Retirement Plan investing in the VT PLUS Fund based on the amount of such 
Retirement Plan's assets invested in the VT PLUS Fund, as well as other factors, 
including other relationships between the Retirement Plan and ICMA-RC, and 
economies of scale provided by such Retirement Plans.  In this regard, ICMA-RC 
may consider all of a Plan Sponsor’s Retirement Plans for which ICMA-RC 
provides administrative and other services. 

 
The relevant management fee is accrued daily and periodically deducted from 
each such Retirement Plan's assets invested in the VT PLUS Fund. 

 
VT Vantagepoint Funds, VT II Vantagepoint Funds and VT III 
Vantagepoint Funds – Each of the VT Vantagepoint Funds and VT II 
Vantagepoint Funds invests substantially all of its assets in an underlying VT III 
Vantagepoint Fund that has the same investment objective as the corresponding 
VantageTrust or VantageTrust II Fund.  ICMA-RC receives a plan and participant 
services fee of up to 0.25% of average daily net assets invested in the VT 
Vantagepoint and VT II Vantagepoint Funds for administrative support services 
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provided to VTC with respect to the VT Vantagepoint and VT II Vantagepoint 
Funds.  ICMA-RC does not charge an investment advisory fee to VTC for these 
funds in recognition of the fact that ICMA-RC receives fees for investment advice 
provided to VTC with respect to the VT III Vantagepoint Funds ranging from 
0.05% to 0.28% of the average daily net assets of the VT III Vantagepoint Funds. 
ICMA-RC also receives asset-based compensation from the VT III Vantagepoint 
Funds for certain administrative support services of up to 0.10% of the average 
daily net assets invested in the VT III Vantagepoint Funds. 

 
VantageTrust II Model Portfolio Funds – ICMA-RC provides investment 
advisory and plan and participant services to VTC with respect to these funds. 
ICMA-RC receives an advisory fee of up to 0.10% of average daily net assets 
invested in the Model Portfolio Funds.  ICMA-RC also receives a plan and 
participant services fee of up to 0.25% of average daily net assets invested in the 
Model Portfolio Funds.  The fee level depends on the level and type of services 
provided to an individual Plan investing in the Model Portfolio Funds. 

 
VantageTrust Trust Series and VT II Cash Management Fund – ICMA-RC 
provides investment advisory and support services to VTC with respect to these 
funds.  The fee for these services is up to 0.55% of account assets.  The fee level 
depends on the level and type of services provided to an individual Plan investing 
in VantageTrust or VantageTrust II. 

 
CD Accounts – ICMA-RC receives compensation in the form of an 
administrative fee of 0.60% on CD Account balances. 

 
VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund – ICMA-RC does not charge a 
separate advisory fee to VTC for the services related to the VT Retirement 
IncomeAdvantage Fund.  Instead, the third-party insurance company pays ICMA-
RC fees of 0.385% of assets in the Fund for managing the assets in the separate 
account under the group variable annuity and providing ongoing administrative, 
operational, enrollment, and education services necessary to facilitate investment 
in the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund.  Additionally, certain of the assets 
of the separate account underlying the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund are 
invested in the VT II Vantagepoint Funds.  Each VT II Vantagepoint Fund invests 
substantially all of its assets in a VT III Vantagepoint Fund that has the same 
investment objective as the corresponding VT II Vantagepoint Fund.  ICMA-RC 
is compensated for administrative services provided to the VT II Vantagepoint 
Funds and is compensated for advisory and administrative services provided to 
the VT III Vantagepoint Funds, as discussed above. 

 
VT III Vantagepoint Short Duration Bond Fund - For investment advisory 
services ICMA-RC provides to VTC with respect to the VT III Vantagepoint 
Short Duration Bond Fund, ICMA-RC receives a fee of up to 0.10% of average 
daily net assets invested in the VT III Vantagepoint Short Duration Bond Fund. 
ICMA-RC has waived this fee with respect to the PLUS Fund’s investment in the 
VT III Vantagepoint Short Duration Bond Fund. 
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VT II General Account Trust Fund - ICMA-RC provides investment advisory 
and administrative support services to VTC with respect to this fund. The fee for 
these services is 0.30% of account assets. 

 
VTC pays ICMA-RC monthly, from the VT Trusts’ assets, the above-referenced fees 
computed based on the average daily net asset value of the investment option.  ICMA-RC 
may waive its fees in whole or in part in its sole discretion. 

 
Other Fund Fees and Expenses – Many of the above investment options invest in 
underlying third-party or proprietary funds (including VantageTrust III, or “VT III”, 
Funds), that charge their own fees and expenses in accordance with the terms of their 
respective disclosure and governing documents.  Participants investing in VT or VT II 
investment options will bear their proportional share of these fees and expenses. 
Additionally, VT III Vantagepoint Funds that invest in other VT III Vantagepoint Funds 
(e.g., VT III Vantagepoint Milestone Funds and VT III Vantagepoint Model Portfolio 
Funds) bear their proportional share of the fees and expenses of the underlying VT III 
Vantagepoint Funds.  Certain investment options also will be subject to a VT or VT II 
operating expense fee. 

 
Other Compensation 

 
Plan Administration Fees – The investment management agreement between VTC and 
ICMA-RC provides for ICMA-RC to be paid from the VT Trusts’ assets for 
administrative and recordkeeping services rendered by ICMA-RC to Plan Sponsors for 
their Retirement Plans that are invested in the VT Trusts.  These plan administrative fees 
are negotiated between ICMA-RC and the Plan Sponsor.  Such plan administration fees 
are in addition to the advisory fees paid to ICMA-RC.  Service Fees – ICMA-RC may 
receive administrative fees from its third-party mutual fund settlement and clearing 
agent for providing administrative and other services based on VantageTrust Trust 
Series or VT II Cash Management Funds’ investments in third- party mutual funds. 

 
Separate Account – As discussed above, with respect to the VT Retirement 
IncomeAdvantage Fund, ICMA-RC receives an investment management fee from the 
insurance company issuer of the group variable annuity contract that underlies this Fund 
for providing advisory services in connection with the separate account of that annuity 
contract.  Additionally, ICMA-RC receives a services fee in exchange for providing 
recordkeeping, administrative, and other services. 

 
Please see the response to Item 11, under Participation or Interest in Client Transactions, 
for a description of any potential conflict of interest related to ICMA-RC’s receipt of 
these fees. 

 
Item 6  Performance-Based Fees and Side-By-Side Management 

 

Not Applicable. 
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Item 7  Types of Clients 
 

ICMA-RC provides the investment advisory services described in this brochure to 
VantageTrust Company, LLC, the trustee of the collective trust funds described herein. 

 
Item 8  Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss 

 

ICMA-RC employs various methods of analysis and investment strategies and there are 
various types of risk involved, as described below. 

 
VT PLUS Fund 

 
Investment Strategies – The VT PLUS Fund seeks to provide competitive 
current income consistent with preserving capital and meeting liquidity needs. 
Accordingly, the VT PLUS Fund invests in a diversified portfolio of Traditional 
GICs, Separate Account GICs, Synthetic GICs, collective funds, including the 
Short Duration Bond Fund, short-term investment funds, and/or mutual funds, 
including money market funds. Cash investments such as short-term investment 
funds and money market funds are held, in part, to seek to provide liquidity for 
payouts. The VT PLUS Fund’s portfolio may include different types of stable 
value investment contracts with a variety of negotiated terms and maturities, and 
the underlying fixed income securities and collective funds backing the Synthetic 
GICs are diversified across sectors and issuers.  The objective is to obtain 
diversification and competitive returns through portfolio structuring. 

 
The composition of the VT PLUS Fund portfolio and its allocation to various 
stable value investment contracts, underlying fixed-income investment sectors, 
money market funds, and other mutual funds or collective funds will be based 
upon prevailing economic and capital market conditions, as well as relative value 
analysis.  ICMA-RC utilizes active management strategies to ensure that the 
Fund is properly structured to seek to provide a low risk, liquid, stable value 
option for Plan participants.  As such, ICMA-RC actively manages investment 
opportunities and cash flows, Synthetic GIC wrap contracts, and certain risk 
aspects by, for example, diversification across investments and wrap providers.  
Additionally, ICMA-RC monitors fixed income security, subadviser and 
collective fund performance, as well as subadviser investment guidelines. 

 
Methods of Analysis – For Traditional, Separate Account, and Synthetic GICs, 
ICMA-RC engages in an analytical process that begins with an evaluation of the 
credit rating of the issuers. The issuer approval process includes a review of 
publicly available disclosures and regulatory filings. The analysis focuses on key 
aspects of creditworthiness, including asset quality, liquidity, capital adequacy, 
profitability, risk management, and corporate management.  The approval process 
also includes an in-person meeting with company management. Once approved, 
issuers are reviewed on an ongoing basis and must continue to meet specific 
credit criteria to remain eligible for new investment. The ongoing review 
includes analysis of quarterly financial statements, monitoring of market 
developments and major rating agency commentary, and a meeting at least 
annually with company managers. Approved issuers must maintain certain 
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minimum credit ratings to remain on the approved list, but issuers may be and 
have been removed from the list proactively when ICMA-RC’s internal analysis 
has detected credit weakening, regardless of an issuer’s rating.  ICMA-RC 
investment professionals also conduct qualitative and quantitative analysis on the 
stable value investment contracts, money market funds, and other mutual funds 
within the VT PLUS Fund. 

 
Risk of Loss – There are investment risks associated with the VT PLUS Fund’s 
underlying investments, including, but not limited to, issuer risk, credit risk, 
interest rate risk, and derivatives risk.  There are specific risks, including liquidity, 
credit, and reinvestment risk, associated with the stable value contracts in which 
the VT PLUS Fund invests. Generally, stable value contracts are illiquid          
and may not be assigned or transferred without the permission of the issuer. 
Additional risks associated with investing in the VT PLUS Fund include, but are 
not limited to, failure of the issuers of GICs, Separate Account GICs, Synthetic 
GICs or wrapper contracts to meet their obligations to the VT PLUS Fund.  There 
is no guarantee that the VT PLUS Fund will achieve its investment objective, and 
the client may lose money, which is a risk the client should be prepared to bear. 
Please refer to the VT PLUS Fund’s Fund Fact Sheet and the VantageTrust 
Funds Disclosure Memorandum for a more detailed discussion of risks of 
investing in the VT PLUS Fund. 

 
VT Vantagepoint, VT II Vantagepoint and VT III Vantagepoint Funds 

 
Investment Strategies – Each fund in the VT Vantagepoint Fund series and the 
VT II Vantagepoint Fund series invests substantially all of its assets in a 
corresponding series of the VT III Vantagepoint Funds, each of which follows a 
distinct investment strategy. 

 
Methods of Analysis – ICMA-RC conducts quantitative and qualitative analysis 
and monitors each of the VT Vantagepoint Funds, VT II Vantagepoint Funds and 
VT III Vantagepoint Funds for adherence to their stated investment objectives and 
strategies, as well as performance. 

 
The VT III Vantagepoint Model Portfolio Funds (“VT III VP Model Portfolio 
Funds”) and the VT III Vantagepoint Milestone Funds (“VT III VP Milestone 
Funds”) invest in other VT III Vantagepoint Funds.  ICMA-RC may alter the 
allocations to underlying VT III Vantagepoint Funds for a variety of reasons, 
including changes in an underlying fund’s investment objective or strategy or a 
change in ICMA-RC’s investment assumptions.  If one component of a particular 
VT III VP Model Portfolio Fund or VT III VP Milestone Fund outperforms 
another component over any given time period, the fund will become “out of 
balance.”  ICMA-RC monitors the performance and underlying fund allocation 
and will, from time to time, transfer assets from one underlying fund to another in 
order to rebalance the VT III VP Model Portfolio Funds and VT III VP 
Milestone Funds. 
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Other VT III Vantagepoint Funds (other than the VT III Vantagepoint Short 
Duration Bond Fund) are managed on a day-to-day basis by third-party 
investment managers.  In selecting these subadvisers and in determining the 
amount of their asset allocations, ICMA-RC considers a variety of factors, which 
may include but are not limited to a manager’s investment performance, 
compliance program, brokerage policies, qualifications of the manager’s 
investment professionals, proposed subadvisory fees and their effect on the fund’s 
expense ratios, and the specific investment process proposed by the third-party 
investment manager. 

 
Risk of Loss – There are investment risks associated with the VT and VT II 
Vantagepoint Funds’ underlying investments, each of which is a fund in the VT 
III Vantagepoint Funds series that has risks that vary depending on the type of 
investment strategies employed.  There is no guarantee that a VT III Vantagepoint 
Fund or the corresponding VT or VT II Vantagepoint Fund will achieve its 
investment objective, and the client may lose money, which is a risk the client 
should be prepared to bear. Please refer to the VantageTrust Funds’ Fund Fact 
Sheets and VantageTrust Funds Disclosure Memorandum, the VantageTrust II 
Funds’ Fund Fact Sheets and VantageTrust II Funds Disclosure Memorandum, 
and the VantageTrust III Funds’ VantageTrust III Funds Disclosure 
Memorandum for a more detailed discussion of the specific risks of investing in 
each of the funds. 
 

VantageTrust II Model Portfolio Funds 
 

Investment Strategies – Each VantageTrust II Model Portfolio Fund, or “VT II 
OPEB Model Portfolio Fund”, in the series invests substantially all of its assets in 
a combination of series of the VT III Vantagepoint Funds and one or more third- 
party exchange traded funds. Each VT II OPEB Model Portfolio Fund seeks a 
different degree of potential risk and reward and is diversified among the 
underlying funds in differing allocations to seek to achieve the stated objective of 
the fund. 

 
Methods of Analysis – ICMA-RC conducts quantitative and qualitative analysis 
and monitors the funds for adherence to their stated investment objectives and 
strategies, as well as performance. ICMA-RC may alter the underlying fund 
allocations for reasons including changes in an underlying fund’s investment 
objective or strategy or a change in ICMA-RC’s investment assumptions.  If one 
component of a particular VT II OPEB Model Portfolio Fund outperforms another 
component over any given time period, the VT II OPEB Model Portfolio Fund 
will become “out of balance.”  ICMA-RC monitors the performance and 
underlying fund allocation and will, from time to time, transfer assets from one 
underlying fund to another in order to rebalance a VT II OPEB Model Portfolio 
Fund. 

 
Risk of Loss – There are investment risks associated with the VT II OPEB Model 
Portfolio Funds and the underlying funds.  Each of the underlying funds has risks 
that vary depending on the type of fund and strategies employed.  There is no 
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guarantee that a VT II OPEB Model Portfolio Fund will achieve its investment 
objective, and the client may lose money, which is a risk the client should be 
prepared to bear.  Please refer to the VT II OPEB Model Portfolio Funds’ Fund 
Fact Sheets and the VantageTrust II Funds Disclosure Memorandum, for a more 
detailed discussion of the specific risks of investing in each of the funds. 

 
VantageTrust Trust Series Funds and VT II Cash Management Fund 

 
Investment Strategies – Each of the VT Trust Series Funds and the VT II Cash 
Management Fund invests substantially all of its assets in a third-party mutual 
fund, which follows a distinct investment strategy.  ICMA-RC seeks to identify 
third-party mutual funds appropriate for retirement investment programs, taking 
into consideration a variety of factors, including but not limited to, investment 
style and strategy, risk and return profile, management tenure and experience, and 
how the third-party fund complements other investment options available through 
VantageTrust or VantageTrust II. 

 
ICMA-RC may recommend that a third-party mutual fund be included in or 
removed from VantageTrust or VantageTrust II based on a variety of factors. 
Those factors may include but are not limited to: (1) qualitative assessments of 
the adequacy of the VantageTrust and VantageTrust II investment options in 
meeting Plan Participants’ retirement investment needs; and (2) quantitative and 
qualitative assessments of the quality of fund management and prospects for 
performance given a fund’s investment objective and strategy, utilizing 
analytical methods described below. 

 
Methods of Analysis – ICMA-RC conducts quantitative and qualitative analysis 
when recommending underlying mutual funds for inclusion in the VantageTrust 
Trust Series and the VT II Cash Management Fund.  Quantitative analysis 
includes the use of commercially available software and external databases as 
well as compilation of internal databases to analyze universes of third-party 
mutual funds and available share classes appropriate for use in VantageTrust and 
VantageTrust II, and fund managers’ investment style and performance relative to 
their peers and appropriate benchmarks.  Qualitative analysis includes the 
compilation and analysis of information pertaining to the underlying fund 
managers, their firms, and their business practices.  Qualitative analysis as 
practiced at ICMA-RC normally includes interviews of the fund managers and 
other key personnel of the third-party mutual fund firm.  ICMA-RC conducts 
ongoing analysis of each underlying fund’s management, compliance with 
investment objectives and strategies, risk factors, and performance, including 
prospects for future performance.  Such recommendations may be based on single 
or multiple factors. 

 
Risk of Loss – There are investment risks associated with the VT II Cash 
Management Fund’s and VantageTrust Trust Series Funds’ underlying 
investments, which are mutual or money market funds that have risks that vary 
depending on the type of fund and strategies employed.  There is no guarantee 
that the VT II Cash Management Fund or a VantageTrust Trust Series Fund will 
achieve its investment objective, and the client may lose money, which is a risk 
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the client should be prepared to bear.  Please refer to each fund’s applicable 
disclosure materials for a more detailed discussion of the specific risks of 
investing in the fund. 

 
VT III Vantagepoint Short Duration Bond Fund 

 
Investment Strategies – The VT III Vantagepoint Short Duration Bond Fund 
(“Short Duration Bond Fund”) invests primarily in a portfolio of one to three year 
duration investment grade fixed income securities. The fund’s portfolio securities 
typically include a combination of US Treasury, Agency, and corporate bonds as 
well as residential mortgage-backed, commercial mortgage-backed and asset-
backed securities. 

 
ICMA-RC generally takes a value-driven, long-term strategic view when 
selecting securities for the fund, while also seeking to take advantage of short- 
term tactical opportunities that arise in the market. 

 
Methods of Analysis – ICMA-RC applies a combination of top-down and 
bottom-up analysis to manage the assets of the Short Duration Bond Fund. The 
top-down approach includes, but is not limited to, analysis of the global economy, 
political environment, fixed income markets, equity markets, credit conditions, 
and the interaction among these inputs. The top-down approach is generally used 
to determine the overall risk budget for the fund, which is primarily driven by 
duration, yield curve, and sector allocation decisions. Bottom- up, relative value 
analysis is then used to allocate across industries and individual securities. As 
part of the portfolio management process, ICMA-RC also uses various tools and 
systems to help evaluate and manage the risks in the portfolio, which may 
include, but are not limited to, benchmark comparisons, tracking error 
measurements, and scenario analyses. 

 
Risk of Loss – There are investment risks associated with investing in the Short 
Duration Bond Fund including, but not limited to, interest rate risk, credit risk, 
prepayment and extension risk, call risk, foreign securities risk, municipal 
securities risk, inflation-adjusted securities risk, mortgage-backed securities risk, 
and asset-backed securities risk.  There is no guarantee that the Short Duration 
Bond Fund will achieve its investment objective, and the client may lose money, 
which is a risk the client should be prepared to bear. 

 
VT II General Account Trust Fund 

 
Investment Strategies – The VT II General Account Trust Fund is designed to 
invest substantially all of its assets in insurance company group annuity contracts 
that guarantee principal and accumulated interest, provide a minimum guaranteed 
crediting rate, and allow daily liquidity at book value for Participant withdrawals. 
Normally, the fund will seek to maintain an equal allocation in its contributions to 
the underlying insurance companies’ group annuity contracts. 
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Methods of Analysis – To select the providers of the VT II General Account 
Trust Fund’s insurance company contracts, ICMA-RC engages in an analytical 
process that begins with an evaluation of the credit rating of the issuers.  The 
issuer approval process includes a review of publicly available disclosures and 
regulatory filings.  The analysis focuses on key aspects of creditworthiness, 
including asset quality, liquidity, capital adequacy, profitability, risk management, 
and corporate management.  The approval process also includes an in-person 
meeting with company management.  Once approved, issuers are reviewed on an 
ongoing basis and must continue to meet specific credit criteria to remain eligible 
for new investment. The ongoing review includes analysis of quarterly financial 
statements, monitoring of market developments and major rating agency 
commentary, and a meeting at least annually with company managers.  Approved 
issuers must maintain certain minimum credit ratings to remain on the approved 
list, but issuers may be removed from the list proactively when ICMA-RC’s 
internal analysis has detected credit weakening, regardless of an issuer’s rating. 

 
Risk of Loss - There are investment risks associated with the VT II General 
Account Trust Fund’s underlying investments, including, but not limited to, the 
risk that either issuers will default on their obligations under their respective 
group annuity contracts; the risk that the contracts themselves may become 
invalid or impaired as a result of legal, regulatory, or other events; the risk that 
the contracts may be terminated by either the issuers or VantageTrust Company, 
and, as a result, the payments due under the contract may be subject to a 
negative market value adjustment or paid out over an extended period of time; 
and, the risk that certain employer-initiated events that result in a withdrawal 
from the VT II General Account Trust Fund may be subject to a market value 
adjustment that may cause a decrease in the assets of the fund.  There is no 
guarantee that the VT II General Account Trust Fund will achieve its investment 
objective, and the client may lose money, which is a risk the client should be 
prepared to bear. 
 
Please refer to the VT II General Account Trust Fund’s Fact Sheet and the 
VantageTrust II General Account Trust Fund Disclosure Memorandum for a more 
detailed discussion of risks of investing in the fund. 

 
Other VantageTrust Investment Offerings 

 

CD Accounts 
 

Investment Strategy, Method of Analysis, and Risk of Loss:  The CD 
Accounts are closed to new investments; however, ICMA-RC continues to 
evaluate and monitor the bank issuer(s), review CD Account performance, and 
provide analyses and performance reports, as well as any recommended changes, 
to VTC. 

 
CD Accounts bear risks, including but not limited to issuer risk and credit risk. 
There is no guarantee that a CD Account will achieve its objective, and the client 
may lose money, which is a risk the client should be prepared to bear. 
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VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund 

 
Investment Strategy, Method of Analysis, and Risk of Loss:  ICMA-RC 
recommends the inclusion or removal of investment options in the VantageTrust 
to ensure that Plan Participants have an appropriately diversified set of investment 
options available to meet retirement investment needs.  As such, ICMA-RC has 
recommended and VTC has adopted the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund, 
which includes a guaranteed lifetime income feature that seeks to protect 
retirement income against market downturns. ICMA-RC’s credit research and 
investment professionals monitor the creditworthiness of the product’s annuity 
issuer on an ongoing basis. 
 
There are investment risks associated with the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage 
Fund including, but not limited to, issuer risk and investment risks associated with 
the funds held in the separate account underlying the product (which include the 
VT II Vantagepoint Funds).  Investment risks of the underlying funds include, but 
are not limited to, stock market risk, preferred stock risk, inflation-adjusted 
securities risk, emerging market securities risk, interest rate risk, equity 
income/interest rate risk, credit risk, foreign securities risk, foreign currency risk, 
stock market risk, mid-cap securities risk, small-cap securities risk, indexing risk, 
U.S. government agencies securities risk, call risk, mortgage-backed securities 
risk, asset-backed securities risk, active trading risk, derivative instruments risk, 
convertible securities risk, and multi-manager risk.  In addition, the ability of the 
Fund to allow participants to make periodic withdrawals after the account balance 
has been depleted is dependent on the claims-paying ability of the annuity issuer. 
There is no guarantee that the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund will 
achieve its investment objective, and the client may lose money, which is a risk 
the client should be prepared to bear. 

 
Item 9  Disciplinary Information 

 

Not Applicable. 
 

Item 10  Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations 
 

Broker-Dealer 
 
ICMA-RC Services, LLC (“RC Services”), a wholly owned subsidiary of ICMA-RC, is a 
broker-dealer registered with the SEC and is a member of FINRA. Certain management 
persons of ICMA-RC are registered representatives of RC Services. 

 
Investment Adviser 

 
Vantagepoint Investment Advisers, LLC (“VIA”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of ICMA-
RC and an SEC-registered investment adviser, served as the investment adviser to The 
Vantagepoint Funds prior to those mutual funds being terminated and liquidated in 2016.  
VIA’s investment advisory business is in the process of being revised.  
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Conflicts 
 
Please see the response to Item 11, under Participation or Interest in Client Transactions, 
for a description of any potential conflict of interest from the above financial industry 
affiliations. 

 
Item 11  Code of Ethics, Participation or Interest in 

Client Transactions, and Personal Trading 
 

Code of Ethics 
 
ICMA-RC adopted a Code of Ethics pursuant to Advisers Act Rule 204A-1 to help meet 
its fiduciary obligations to its clients to act in the clients’ best interests and to subordinate 
ICMA-RC and its associates’ interests to the interests of ICMA-RC’s clients. The Code 
of Ethics helps to ensure that ICMA-RC associates avoid or appropriately manage 
conflicts with the interests of its clients.  Under the Code of Ethics, all ICMA-RC 
associates are required to comply with ethical restraints relating to clients, including 
restrictions on giving gifts to and receiving gifts from clients in violation of ICMA-RC’s 
gift policy. 

 
ICMA-RC’s Code of Ethics also addresses the SEC’s “pay-to-play” rule, which is 
designed to prevent investment advisers from making political contributions or hidden 
payments in an effort to influence their selection by government officials to provide 
advisory services to government entities.  ICMA-RC’s Code of Ethics prohibits political 
contributions to certain state and local government officials, restricts using third party 
solicitors for potential clients unless those solicitors are subject to the pay-to-play rule, 
and implements a ban on engaging in fundraising activities for certain officials, political 
action committees, as well as state and local political parties.  ICMA-RC’s Political 
Contributions Policy contained in the Code of Ethics applies to all officers and 
employees of ICMA-RC and its affiliated entities regardless of position, responsibility or 
title.  Exceptions to the political contribution prohibition are possible only upon approval 
of ICMA-RC’s Chief Compliance Officer (“CCO”) and only if, among other things, the 
amount of the contribution is the lesser of $150 per year or per election. 

 
Also, as part of the Code of Ethics, ICMA-RC has adopted procedures to control the use 
of material, non-public information.  These procedures take into account that ICMA-RC 
and its related persons may, from time to time, come into possession of material non- 
public and other confidential information which, if disclosed, might affect an investor's 
decision to buy, sell or hold a security.  Under applicable law, ICMA-RC and its related 
persons may be prohibited from improperly disclosing or using such information for their 
personal benefit or for the benefit of any other person, regardless of whether such other 
person is an advisory client of ICMA-RC.  Accordingly, should such persons come into 
possession of material non-public or other confidential information with respect to any 
company, they are prohibited from communicating such information to or using such 
information for the benefit of their respective clients, and have no obligation or 
responsibility to disclose such information to nor responsibility to use such information 
for the benefit of their clients when following policies and procedures designed to 
comply with law. 
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A copy of the Code of Ethics is available to any client or prospective client upon request. 
 
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions 

 
ICMA-RC provides investment advice with respect to certain investment options 
available through VantageTrust, VantageTrust II and VantageTrust III in which ICMA- 
RC has a financial interest.  ICMA-RC receives asset-based compensation for advisory 
and administrative services provided to the VantageTrust III Funds.  Therefore, when 
ICMA-RC recommends that a VantageTrust or VantageTrust II Fund invest in a 
VantageTrust III Fund, a potential conflict of interest exists because ICMA-RC receives 
compensation in the form of advisory fees and administrative fees based on the assets 
invested in the VantageTrust III Funds.   A similar conflict exists when ICMA-RC 
recommends that a VT III Vantagepoint Fund invest in another VantageTrust III Fund. 
Similarly, when ICMA-RC recommends that a VantageTrust Trust Series Fund or the VT 
II Cash Management Fund invest in a third-party mutual fund, a potential conflict of 
interest exists because ICMA-RC may receive administrative fees from its third-party 
mutual fund settlement and clearing agent based on assets in the underlying third-party 
mutual fund. 

 
Another potential conflict may exist with respect to the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage 
Fund because ICMA-RC receives an advisory fee and a services fee from the third-party 
insurance company for managing the separate account.  Additionally, a majority of the 
assets of the separate account underlying the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund are 
invested in the VT II Vantagepoint Funds.  Each VT II Vantagepoint Fund invests 
substantially all of its assets in a VT III Vantagepoint Fund that has the same investment 
objective as the corresponding VT II Vantagepoint Fund.   ICMA-RC is compensated for 
administrative services provided to the VT II Vantagepoint Funds and is compensated for 
advisory and administrative services provided to the VT III Vantagepoint Funds. 
Therefore, a potential conflict of interest exists because ICMA-RC receives 
compensation based on the assets invested in the VT II Vantagepoint Funds and 
underlying VantageTrust III Funds. 

 
All of these payments from other parties are expressly disclosed to and acknowledged by 
VTC in its investment management agreement with ICMA-RC. 

 
Personal Securities Trading 

 
ICMA-RC and its associates are not obligated to refrain from recommending, buying or 
selling any security that ICMA-RC recommends to its clients, and may buy or sell for 
their own accounts, or for the accounts of any other client, any such security.  Because 
ICMA-RC or certain of its associates (defined as “Access Persons”) may invest in the 
same securities as ICMA-RC’s clients, there exists a potential conflict of interest from 
placing their own corporate or personal interests ahead of those of their clients. There is 
also a potential conflict from ICMA-RC or its Access Persons having access to material, 
non-public information about the investments of their clients and using such information 
for personal gain in breach of their fiduciary duty to those clients. 

 
In order to address these conflicts, ICMA-RC has implemented a Personal Securities 
Trading Policy that governs the personal investing activities of Access Persons and any 
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associate that has gained access to material non-public information. The Personal 
Securities Trading Policy is designed to prevent unlawful practices in connection with 
personal securities trading of associates. 

 
Access Persons are required to pre-clear certain securities trades and provide quarterly 
reports of their personal transactions. In addition, Access Persons must direct their 
brokers to provide copies to the CCO, or the designee, of all brokerage confirmations 
relating to all personal securities transactions in which they have a beneficial ownership 
interest. 

 
A copy of the Personal Securities Trading Policy is available to any client or prospective 
client upon request. 
 
ICMA-RC has also taken steps to ensure that associates who manage investments for 
ICMA-RC’s own corporate portfolio do not misuse confidential information about client 
investments.  ICMA-RC requires that trades for the corporate portfolio be placed in 
accordance with pre-clearance guidelines that mirror those in the Personal Securities 
Trading Policy.  Additionally, the ICMA-RC associates that participate in the investment 
decision and transaction must attest that the trade was not based on material nonpublic 
information and that the trade does not conflict with the interests of other accounts 
managed by ICMA-RC.  With respect to the VT III Vantagepoint Short Duration Bond 
Fund, ICMA-RC aggregates certain of the Fund’s transactions with ICMA-RC’s own 
transactions in its corporate portfolio. When such trade aggregation occurs, ICMA-RC 
allocates the transactions only in a manner which ensures ICMA-RC is placing the 
Fund’s interests ahead of its own proprietary interests. 

 
Item 12 Brokerage Practices 

 

ICMA-RC does not select or recommend broker-dealers for mutual fund transactions on 
behalf of VTC. Transactions in mutual funds are settled and cleared through a third– 
party settlement and clearing agent. 

 
ICMA-RC selects the broker-dealers for transactions in exchange traded funds that 
underlie the VT III Vantagepoint Funds and VT II OPEB Model Portfolio Funds, and 
transactions in fixed income securities that underlie the VT III Vantagepoint Short 
Duration Bond Fund.  In selecting such broker-dealers and determining the 
reasonableness of their compensation, ICMA-RC will generally consider the following 
factors: 

 
• Financial stability 
• Industry reputation 
• Commission schedule 
• Trade execution service quality and performance (including settlement quality) 
• Any experience ICMA-RC’s personnel may have with the broker-dealer 
• Information available through a service to which ICMA-RC has access, such as 

FINRA’s CRD BrokerCheck 
• Publicly available news reports 
• Reports from third-party vendors regarding best execution 
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Item 13  Review of Accounts 

 

Account Reviews 
 
As part of the advisory services provided to VTC, ICMA-RC conducts periodic reviews 
of the funds offered through the VT Trusts.  The reviews include, but are not limited to, 
ongoing analyses of investments and performance of the funds. Where applicable, 
ICMA-RC also reviews the firms that provide services to the funds, such as the fixed 
income managers that have investment discretion over the portfolios that underlie the 
VT PLUS Fund’s Synthetic GICs, the subadvisers that manage the assets of certain VT 
III Vantagepoint Funds, and the firms that manage the underlying funds of the 
VantageTrust Trust Series Funds and the VT II Cash Management Fund.  The reviews 
are conducted by investment professionals within ICMA-RC’s Investment Division, 
specifically, Fund Managers, Directors, and Vice Presidents.  ICMA-RC conducts 
formal quarterly reviews and presents the results to VTC’s Board of Directors. 

 
An additional broader annual review and discussion is conducted with VTC regarding the 
overall structure of the VT Trusts’ investment options, and a strategic review is provided 
of recent and potential fund changes and enhancements. 

 
Account Reporting 

 
ICMA-RC provides written informational data and strategy reports as needed but no less 
frequently than on a quarterly basis.  Intra-quarter reporting is provided when special 
events occur, such as significant market events or other factors that may impact the 
performance of the investment portfolios or the strategies of the products managed for the 
VT Trusts. Quarterly reports include pertinent investment information including, but not 
limited to, absolute and relative performance information and characteristics data.  The 
level of detail provided is commensurate with ICMA-RC’s level of responsibility for 
management of the investment options. 

 
Item 14  Client Referrals and Other Compensation 

 

Not Applicable. 
 

Item 15  Custody 
 

Not applicable.  In lieu of receiving account statements from a qualified custodian, VTC 
receives audited financial statements in accordance with Advisers Act Rule 206(4)- 
2(b)(4). 

 
Item 16  Investment Discretion 

 

With respect to the VT PLUS Fund, ICMA-RC exercises investment discretion with 
respect to the purchase of Traditional, Separate Account, and Synthetic GICs, as well as 
money market funds and other mutual funds and collective funds that make up the VT 
PLUS Fund’s liquidity components.  ICMA-RC also has discretion with respect to the 
establishment of investment guidelines for fixed income managers for the underlying 
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fixed income portfolios backing Synthetic GICs, within the constraints of VT PLUS Fund 
investment guidelines approved from time to time by VTC. However, the responsibility 
for the selection and purchase of the underlying fixed income securities within Synthetic 
GIC portfolios rests with the applicable fixed income manager. 

 
With respect to the VT III VP Milestone Funds, the VT III VP Model Portfolio Funds, 
and the VT II OPEB Model Portfolio Funds, ICMA-RC exercises investment discretion 
with respect to such Funds’ investments in underlying funds.  ICMA-RC also exercises 
investment discretion in the selection of the subadvisers that manage the assets of certain 
VT III Vantagepoint Funds. 

 
With respect to the VT III Vantagepoint Short Duration Bond Fund, ICMA-RC exercises 
investment discretion in the purchase and sale of the fixed income securities in which the 
fund invests. 

 
With respect to the VT II General Account Trust Fund, ICMA-RC exercises investment 
discretion in the selection of the insurance company group annuity contracts in which the 
General Account Trust Fund invests. 

 
With respect to the VantageTrust Trust Series Funds and the VT II Cash Management 
Fund, ICMA-RC exercises investment discretion in the selection of the underlying third- 
party mutual funds in which the VantageTrust Trust Series Funds and the VT II Cash 
Management Fund invest. 

 
Prior to assuming discretionary authority, ICMA-RC or the applicable subadviser enters 
into a written contract with VTC to perform investment management services that cover 
the delegation of discretionary authority.  These contracts are reviewed by VTC on an 
annual basis. 

 
Item 17  Voting Client Securities 

 

ICMA-RC’s Proxy Voting Policies and Guidelines apply to all accounts over which 
ICMA-RC has and exercises voting power with respect to client securities.  Currently, the 
only voting securities over which ICMA-RC exercises voting power on behalf of VTC 
are shares of registered mutual funds.  As further discussed below, the subadvisers to the 
VT III Vantagepoint Funds exercise voting power with respect to the portfolio securities 
held by the VT III Vantagepoint Funds. 

 
ICMA-RC Proxy Voting 

 
With respect to shares of registered mutual funds, it is ICMA-RC’s guiding principle to 
vote client proxies for the exclusive benefit of and in the best economic interests of the 
client, that is, in the manner that ICMA-RC believes most likely to maximize total return 
to the client as investor in the securities being voted.  ICMA-RC’s Investment Division is 
responsible for identifying any material conflicts of interest, analyzing and evaluating 
particular proposals presented for vote, and determining when and how client proxies 
should be voted in accordance with the general rules and criteria set forth in the Proxy 
Voting Guidelines. 
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ICMA-RC’s Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures set forth specific voting instructions 
for certain shareholder events associated with registered mutual funds, providing 
instructions on how to vote for each event.  However, the Guidelines are not exhaustive 
and do not cover all potential voting issues.  ICMA-RC’s Investment Division will 
handle situations not covered by the Guidelines in accordance with the guiding principle 
stated above.  ICMA-RC is not bound to strictly adhere to the Guidelines and may seek 
voting instructions from the client. 

 
A possible material conflict of interest could exist when the matter being voted has a 
material impact on ICMA-RC or one of its affiliated companies, which could arise, for 
example, if ICMA-RC was responsible for voting a proxy on behalf of a client for a 
security that is also held in ICMA-RC’s corporate portfolio.  In the event ICMA-RC 
determines there is a material conflict of interest that may affect ICMA-RC’s judgment 
on a particular vote, ICMA-RC may vote the proxy only if ICMA-RC’s Proxy Voting 
Guidelines specify how such matters generally will be voted, that is, the guidelines state 
that votes generally will be cast “for” or “against” or “abstain” on that type of proposal. 
If the Guidelines do not indicate how the vote should be cast, ICMA-RC either will seek 
voting instructions or a waiver of the conflict from the advisory client, vote the shares in 
the same proportion as the vote of all other holders of such security (if this option is 
available to ICMA-RC), or refrain from voting. 

 
Subadviser Proxy Voting 

 
With respect to the VT III Vantagepoint Funds, the authority and responsibility for voting 
proxies with respect to the underlying portfolio securities of the funds has been delegated 
to the funds’ subadvisers. ICMA-RC reviews and evaluates the proxy voting policies and 
voting record of each subadviser as part of its initial scrutiny and ongoing oversight of 
each subadviser. Although ICMA-RC does not currently expect to be called on to vote 
proxies for the VT III Vantagepoint Funds where that responsibility has been delegated to 
a subadviser, if that were to occur, ICMA-RC would vote such proxies on a case-by-case 
basis, following the guidelines described above and, where appropriate, taking into 
account the principles set forth in the proxy voting policies of the subadviser for the 
portion of the fund that holds the security to be voted. 

 
Clients may obtain information about how relevant proxies were voted as well as obtain a 
copy of ICMA-RC’s Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures upon request by contacting 
ICMA-RC at 800-669-7400. 

 
Item 18  Financial Information 

 

Not Applicable. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES AGREEMENT 
 
 
 This Administrative Services Agreement (“Agreement”), made as of the       day 
of            , 2016 between the International City Management Association Retirement 
Corporation (“ICMA-RC”), a nonprofit corporation organized and existing under the 
laws of the State of Delaware, and the «PlanSponsor» (“Employer”), a «Entity» 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of «IncState» with an office at 
«Address1», «City», «State» «PostalCode». 
 

RECITALS 
 

Employer acts as public plan sponsor of a retirement plan (“Plan”), and in that 
capacity, has responsibility to obtain administrative services and investment alternatives 
for the Plan; 

 
VantageTrust is a group trust established and maintained in accordance with New 

Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated section 391:1 and Internal Revenue Service 
Revenue Ruling 81-100, 1981-1 C.B. 326, which provides for the commingled 
investment of retirement funds held by various state and local governmental units for 
their employees; 

 
ICMA-RC acts as investment adviser to VantageTrust Company, LLC, the 

Trustee of VantageTrust;  
 
ICMA-RC has designed, and VantageTrust offers, a series of separate funds (the 

“Funds”) for the investment of plan assets as referenced in VantageTrust’s principal 
disclosure document, “Making Sound Investment Decisions: A Retirement Investment 
Guide” and the accompanying VantageTrust Fund Fees and Expenses document  
(“Retirement Investment Guide”); 

 
The Funds are available only to public employers and only through VantageTrust 

and ICMA-RC; and 
 
In addition to serving as investment adviser to VantageTrust, ICMA-RC provides 

a range of services to public employers for the operation of employee retirement plans 
including, but not limited to, communications concerning investment alternatives, 
account maintenance, account recordkeeping, investment and tax reporting, transaction 
processing, benefit disbursement, and asset management. 
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AGREEMENTS 
 

1. Appointment of ICMA-RC 
 

Employer hereby appoints ICMA-RC as Administrator of the Plan to perform all 
nondiscretionary functions necessary for the administration of the Plan. The functions to 
be performed by ICMA-RC shall be those set forth in Exhibit A to this Agreement. 
 
2. Adoption of Trust 
 
Employer has adopted the Declaration of Trust of VantageTrust Company and agrees to 
the commingled investment of assets of the Plan within VantageTrust. Employer agrees 
that the investment, management, and distribution of amounts deposited in VantageTrust 
shall be subject to the Declaration of Trust, as it may be amended from time to time and 
shall also be subject to terms and conditions set forth in disclosure documents (such as 
the Retirement Investment Guide or Employer Bulletins) as those terms and conditions 
may be adjusted from time to time.  
 
3.  Employer Duty to Furnish Information 
 
Employer agrees to furnish to ICMA-RC on a timely basis such information as is 
necessary for ICMA-RC to carry out its responsibilities as Administrator of the Plan, 
including information needed to allocate individual participant accounts to Funds in 
VantageTrust, and information as to the employment status of participants, and 
participant ages, addresses, and other identifying information (including tax identification 
numbers). Employer also agrees that it will notify ICMA-RC in a timely manner 
regarding changes in staff as it relates to various roles.  This is to be completed through 
the online EZLink employer contact options. ICMA-RC shall be entitled to rely upon the 
accuracy of any information that is furnished to it by a responsible official of the 
Employer or any information relating to an individual participant or beneficiary that is 
furnished by such participant or beneficiary, and ICMA-RC shall not be responsible for 
any error arising from its reliance on such information. ICMA-RC will provide reports, 
statements and account information to the Employer through EZLink, the online plan 
administrative tool.    
 
Employer is required to send in contributions through EZLink, the online plan 
administration tool provided by ICMA-RC.  Alternative electronic methods may be 
allowed, but must be approved by ICMA-RC for use.  Contributions may not be sent 
through paper submittal documents. 
 
To the extent Employer selects third-party funds that do not have fund profile 
information provided to ICMA-RC through our electronic data feeds from external 
sources (such as Morningstar) or third party fund providers, the Employer is responsible 
for providing to ICMA-RC timely fund investment updates for disclosure to Plan 
participants.   Such updates may be provided to ICMA-RC through the Employer’s 
investment consultant or other designated representative.  
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Failure to provide timely fund profile update information, including the source of the 
information, may result in a lack of fund information for participants, as ICMA-RC will 
remove outdated fund profile information from the systems that provide fund information 
to Plan participants. 
 
4.  Certain Representations and Warranties 
 
ICMA-RC represents and warrants to Employer that: 
 

(a) ICMA-RC is a non-profit corporation with full power and authority to 
enter into this Agreement and to perform its obligations under this 
Agreement. The ability of ICMA-RC to serve as investment adviser to 
VantageTrust is dependent upon the continued willingness of 
VantageTrust for ICMA-RC to serve in that capacity. 

 
(b) ICMA-RC is an investment adviser registered as such with the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission under the Investment Advisers Act 
of 1940, as amended.  

 
(c) ICMA-RC shall maintain and administer the Plan in accordance with the 

requirements for eligible deferred compensation plans under Section 457 
of the Internal Revenue Code and other applicable federal law; provided, 
however, that ICMA-RC shall not be responsible for the eligible status of 
the Plan in the event that the Employer directs ICMA-RC to administer the 
Plan or disburse assets in a manner inconsistent with the requirements of 
Section 457 or otherwise causes the Plan not to be carried out in 
accordance with its terms.  Further, in the event that the Employer uses its 
own customized plan document, ICMA-RC shall not be responsible for 
the eligible status of the Plan to the extent affected by terms in the 
Employer’s plan document that differ from those in ICMA-RC’s standard 
plan document.  ICMA-RC shall not be responsible for monitoring state or 
local law or for administering the Plan in compliance with local or state 
requirements unless Employer notifies ICMA-RC of any such local or 
state requirements. 

 
(c) ICMA-RC shall maintain and administer the Plan in accordance with the 

requirements for plans which satisfy the qualification requirements of 
Section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code and other applicable federal 
law; provided, however, ICMA-RC shall not be responsible for the 
qualified status of the Plan in the event that the Employer directs ICMA-
RC to administer the Plan or disburse assets in a manner inconsistent with 
the requirements of Section 401 or otherwise causes the Plan not to be 
carried out in accordance with its terms; provided, further, that if the plan 
document used by the Employer contains terms that differ from the terms 
of ICMA-RC's standardized plan document, ICMA-RC shall not be 
responsible for the qualified status of the Plan to the extent affected by the 
differing terms in the Employer's plan document.  ICMA-RC shall not be 
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responsible for monitoring state or local law or for administering the Plan 
in compliance with local or state requirements unless Employer notifies 
ICMA-RC of any such local or state requirements.   
 

Employer represents and warrants to ICMA-RC that: 
 
(d) Employer is organized in the form and manner recited in the opening 

paragraph of this Agreement with full power and authority to enter into 
and perform its obligations under this Agreement and to act for the Plan 
and participants in the manner contemplated in this Agreement. Execution, 
delivery, and performance of this Agreement will not conflict with any 
law, rule, regulation or contract by which the Employer is bound or to 
which it is a party. 

 
(e)  Employer understands and agrees that ICMA-RC’s sole function under 

this Agreement is to act as recordkeeper and to provide administrative, 
investment or other services at the direction of Plan participants, the 
Employer, its agents or designees in accordance with the terms of this 
Agreement.  Under the terms of this Agreement, ICMA-RC does not 
render investment advice, is not the Plan Administrator or Plan Sponsor as 
those terms are defined under applicable federal, state, or local law, and 
does not provide legal, tax or accounting advice with respect to the 
creation, adoption or operation of the Plan and its related trust. ICMA-RC 
does not perform any service under this Agreement that might cause 
ICMA-RC to be treated as a “fiduciary” of the Plan under applicable law, 
except, and only, to the extent that ICMA-RC provides investment 
advisory services to individual participants enrolled in Guided Pathways. 

   

(f) Employer acknowledges and agrees that ICMA-RC does not assume any 
responsibility with respect to the selection or retention of the Plan’s 
investment options.  Employer shall have exclusive responsibility for the 
Plan’s investment options, including the selection of the applicable mutual 
fund share class.  Where applicable, Employer understands that the VT 
Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund is an investment option for the Plan 
and that the fund invests in a separate account available through a group 
variable annuity contract.  By entering into this Agreement, Employer 
acknowledges that it has received the Important Considerations document 
and the Retirement Investment Guide and that it has read the information 
therein concerning the VT Retirement IncomeAdvantage Fund.  

 

(g)  Employer acknowledges that certain such services to be performed by 
ICMA-RC under this Agreement may be performed by an affiliate or 
agent of ICMA-RC pursuant to one or more other contractual 
arrangements or relationships, and that ICMA-RC reserves the right to 
change vendors with which it has contracted to provide services in 
connection with this Agreement without prior notice to Employer. 
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(h) Employer acknowledges that it has received ICMA-RC’s Fee Disclosure 

Statement, prepared in substantial conformance with ERISA regulations 
regarding the disclosure of fees to plan sponsors. 

 
(i) Employer approves the use of its Plan in ICMA-RC external media, 

publications and materials.  Examples include press releases 
announcements and inclusion of the general plan information in request 
for proposal responses. 

 
5. Participation in Certain Proceedings 
 
The Employer hereby authorizes ICMA-RC to act as agent, to appear on its behalf, and to 
join the Employer as a necessary party in all legal proceedings involving the garnishment 
of benefits or the transfer of benefits pursuant to the divorce or separation of participants 
in the Plan. Unless Employer notifies ICMA-RC otherwise, Employer consents to the 
disbursement by ICMA-RC of benefits that have been garnished or transferred to a 
former spouse, current spouse, or child pursuant to a domestic relations order or child 
support order. 
 
6. Compensation and Payment 
 
 

(a)        ICMA-RC’s compensation under this Agreement shall be as set forth in 
subsection (b) below. 
 

(b) Compensation for Management Services to VantageTrust, 
Compensation for Advisory and other Services to the VT III 
Vantagepoint Funds and Payments from Third-Party Mutual Funds. 
Employer acknowledges that, in addition to amounts payable under this 
Agreement, ICMA-RC receives fees from VantageTrust for investment 
advisory services and plan and participant services furnished to 
VantageTrust. Employer further acknowledges that ICMA-RC, including 
certain of its wholly owned subsidiaries, receives compensation for 
advisory and other services furnished to the VT III Vantagepoint Funds, 
which serve as the underlying portfolios of a number of Funds offered 
through VantageTrust. For a VantageTrust Fund that invests substantially 
all of its assets in a third-party mutual fund not affiliated with ICMA-RC, 
ICMA-RC or its wholly owned subsidiary receives payments from the 
third-party mutual fund families or their service providers in the form of 
12b-1 fees, service fees, compensation for sub-accounting and other 
services provided based on assets in the underlying third-party mutual 
fund.  These fees are described in the Retirement Investment Guide and 
ICMA-RC’s fee disclosure statement.  In addition, to the extent that third 
party mutual funds are included in the investment line-up for the Plan, 
ICMA-RC receives administrative fees from its third party mutual fund 
settlement and clearing agent for providing administrative and other 
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services based on assets invested in third party mutual funds; such 
administrative fees come from payments made by third party mutual funds 
to the settlement and clearing agent. 

 
(c)  Redemption Fees.  Redemption fees imposed by outside mutual funds in 

which Plan assets are invested are collected and paid to the mutual fund by 
ICMA-RC.  ICMA-RC remits 100% of redemption fees back to the 
specific mutual fund to which redemption fees apply.  These redemption 
fees and the individual mutual fund’s policy with respect to redemption 
fees are specified in the prospectus for the individual mutual fund and 
referenced in the Retirement Investment Guide.  
 

(d)  Payment Procedures. All payments to ICMA-RC pursuant to this Section 
6 shall be made from Plan assets held by VantageTrust or received from 
third-party mutual funds or their service providers in connection with Plan 
assets invested in such third-party mutual funds, to the extent not paid by 
the Employer. The amount of Plan assets administered by ICMA-RC shall 
be adjusted as required to reflect any such payments as are made from the 
Plan.  In the event that the Employer agrees to pay amounts owed pursuant 
to this Section 6 directly, any amounts unpaid and outstanding after 30 
days of invoice to the Employer shall be withdrawn from Plan assets. 

 
The compensation and payment set forth in this Section 6 are contingent upon the 
Employer’s use of ICMA-RC’s EZLink system for contribution processing and 
submitting contribution funds by ACH or wire transfer on a consistent basis over the 
term of this Agreement.   
 
 
Employer further acknowledges and agrees that compensation and payment under this 
Agreement shall be subject to re-negotiation in the event that the Employer chooses 
to implement additional funds not on ICMA-RC’s mutual fund platform. 
 

7. Contribution Remittance 
 
Employer understands that amounts invested through VantageTrust are to be remitted 
directly to VantageTrust in accordance with instructions provided to Employer by ICMA-
RC and are not to be remitted to ICMA-RC. In the event that any check or wire transfer is 
incorrectly labeled or transferred to ICMA-RC, ICMA-RC may return it to Employer 
with proper instructions. 
 
8. Indemnification  
 
ICMA-RC shall not be responsible for any acts or omissions of any person with respect 
to the Plan or its related trust, other than ICMA-RC in connection with the administration 
or operation of the Plan. Employer shall indemnify ICMA-RC against, and hold ICMA-
RC harmless from, any and all loss, damage, penalty, liability, cost, and expense, 
including without limitation, reasonable attorney’s fees, that may be incurred by, imposed 
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upon, or asserted against ICMA-RC by reason of any claim, regulatory proceeding, or 
litigation arising from any act done or omitted to be done by any individual or person 
with respect to the Plan or its related trust, excepting only any and all loss, damage, 
penalty, liability, cost or expense resulting from ICMA-RC’s negligence, bad faith, or 
willful misconduct. 
 
9.  Term 
 
This Agreement shall be in effect and commence on the date all parties have signed and 
executed this Agreement (“Inception Date”). This Agreement will be renewed 
automatically for each succeeding year unless written notice of termination is provided 
by either party to the other no less than 60 days before the end of such Agreement year.  
The Employer understands and acknowledges that, in the event the Employer terminates 
this Agreement (or replaces the VT PLUS Fund as an investment option in its investment 
line-up), ICMA-RC retains full discretion to release Plan assets invested in the VT PLUS 
Fund in an orderly manner over a period of up to 12 months from the date ICMA-RC 
receives written notification from the Employer that it has made a final and binding 
selection of a replacement for ICMA-RC as administrator of the Plan (or a replacement 
investment option for the VT PLUS Fund).     
  
10.  Amendments and Adjustments   
 

(a) This Agreement may be amended by written instrument signed by the parties. 
 

(b) ICMA-RC may amend this agreement by providing 60 days’ advance written 
notice to the Employer prior to the effective date of such proposed amendment.    
Such amendment shall become effective unless, within the 60-day notice period, 
the Employer notifies ICMA-RC in writing that it objects to such amendment.    

 
(c) The parties agree that enhancements may be made to administrative and 

operations services under this Agreement.  The Employer will be notified of 
enhancements through the Employer Bulletin, quarterly statements, electronic 
messages or special mailings. Likewise, if there are any reductions in fees, these 
will be announced through the Employer Bulletin, quarterly statement, electronic 
messages or special mailing.   

 
11.  Notices 
 
All notices required to be delivered under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be 
delivered, mailed, e-mailed or faxed to the location of the relevant party set forth below 
or to such other address or to the attention of such other persons as such party may 
hereafter specify by notice to the other party.   
 

ICMA-RC:  Legal Department, ICMA Retirement Corporation, 777 
North Capitol Street, N.E., Suite 600, Washington, D.C., 20002-4240 
Facsimile; (202) 962-4601 
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Employer: at the office set forth in the first paragraph hereof, or to any 
other address, facsimile number or e-mail address designated by the 
Employer to receive the same by written notice similarly given.   

 
Each such notice, request or other communication shall be effective: (i) if given by 
facsimile, when transmitted to the applicable facsimile number and there is appropriate 
confirmation of receipt; (ii) if given by mail or e-mail, upon transmission to the 
designated address with no indication that such address is invalid or incorrect; or (iii) if 
given by any other means, when actually delivered at the aforesaid address. 
 
12. Complete Agreement  
 
This Agreement shall constitute the complete and full understanding and sole agreement 
between ICMA-RC and Employer relating to the object of this Agreement and correctly 
sets forth the complete rights, duties and obligations of each party to the other as of its 
date. This Agreement supersedes all written and oral agreements, communications or 
negotiations among the parties. Any prior agreements, promises, negotiations or 
representations, verbal or otherwise, not expressly set forth in this Agreement are of no 
force and effect. 
 
13. Titles 
 
The headings of Sections of this Agreement and the headings for each of the attached 
schedules are for convenience only and do not define or limit the contents thereof. 
 
14. Incorporation of Schedules 
 
All Schedules (and any subsequent amendments thereto), attached hereto, and referenced 
herein, are hereby incorporated within this Agreement as if set forth fully herein. 
 
15. Governing Law 
 
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the 
State of «State», applicable to contracts made in that jurisdiction without reference to its 
conflicts of laws provisions. 
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In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto certify that they have read and understand this 
Agreement and all Schedules attached hereto and have caused this Agreement to be 
executed by their duly authorized officers as of the Inception Date first above written. 
 
 

EMPLOYER ALL CAPS 
 
 

By _____________________________ 
 Signature/Date 

 
 

By _____________________________ 
     Name and Title (Please Print)  

 
 

INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGEMENT 
ASSOCIATION  RETIREMENT CORPORATION 
 
 
 
 
By _____________________________ 

 Erica McFarquhar 
  Assistant Secretary   
 

     
Please return an executed copy of the Agreement either: 

(a) Electronically to PlanAdoptionServices@icmarc.org, or 
(b) In paper form to ICMA-RC 
 ATTN: PLAN ADOPTION SERVICES 
 777 North Capitol Street NE 
 Suite 600 
 Washington DC 20002-4240 

mailto:PlanAdoptionServices@icmarc.org
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Exhibit A 

 
Administrative Services 

 
The administrative services to be performed by ICMA-RC under this Agreement shall be 
as follows: 
 

(a) Participant enrollment services, including providing a welcome package and 
enrollment kit containing instructions and notices necessary to implement 
the Plan’s administration.  Employees will enroll online or through a paper 
form.  ICMA-RC will provide an enrollment link through the general 
ICMA-RC web site.  Employer will also make available the online 
enrollment link in their Intranet site or via email to new 
employees.  Employer can also enroll employees through EZLink.  (Use for 
457 Plans only) 

 

(a) Participant enrollment services, including providing a welcome package and 
enrollment kit containing instructions and notices necessary to implement 
the Plan’s administration.  Employees will enroll online or through a paper 
form.   Employer can also enroll employees through EZLink.  (Use for 401 
ASAs) 

 

(a)        Participant enrollment services, including providing a welcome package 
and enrollment kit containing instructions and notices necessary to 
implement the Plan’s administration.  Employees will enroll online or 
through a paper form.  ICMA-RC will provide an enrollment link through 
the general ICMA-RC web site as appropriate..   Employer will also make 
available the online enrollment link in their Intranet site or via email to 
new employees.  Employer can also enroll employees through 
EZLink.  (Use for combined 457/401 ASAs) 

 
 

(b) Establishment of participant accounts for each employee participating in the 
Plan for whom ICMA-RC receives appropriate enrollment instructions.  
ICMA-RC is not responsible for determining if such Plan participants are 
eligible under the terms of the Plan.   

(c) Allocation in accordance with participant directions received in good 
order of individual participant accounts to investment funds offered under 
the Plan.  

(d) Maintenance of individual accounts for participants reflecting amounts 
deferred, income, gain or loss credited, and amounts distributed as 
benefits. 
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(e) Maintenance of records for all participants for whom participant accounts 
have been established.  These files shall include enrollment instructions 
(provided to ICMA-RC through Account Access or EZLink), beneficiary 
designation instructions and all other and documents concerning each 
participant's account.  

(f) Provision of periodic reports to the Employer through EZLink. 
Participants will have access to account information through Investor 
Services, Voice Response System, Account Access and through quarterly 
statements that can be delivered electronically through Account Access or 
by postal service. 

(g) Communication to participants of information regarding their rights and 
elections under the Plan. 

(h) Making available Investor Services Representatives through a toll-free 
telephone number from 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday 
through Friday (excluding holidays and days on which the securities 
markets or ICMA-RC are closed for business (including emergency 
closings), to assist participants.   

(i) Making available access to  ICMA-RC’s web site, to allow participants to 
access certain account information and initiate plan transactions at any 
time. Account access is normally available 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week except during scheduled maintenance periods designed to 
ensure high-quality performance.  The scheduled maintenance window is 
outlined at https://harper1.icmarc.org/login.jsp 

 (j) Distribution of benefits as agent for the Employer in accordance with 
terms of the Plan. Participants who have separated from service can 
request distributions through Account Access or via form. 

(k) Upon approval by the Employer that a domestic relations order is an 
acceptable qualified domestic relations order under the terms of the Plan, 
ICMA-RC will establish a separate account record for the alternate payee 
and provide for the investment and distribution of assets held there under.   

(l) Loans may be made available on the terms specified in the Loan Guidelines, 
if loans are adopted by the Employer.  Participants can request loans through 
Investor Services or Account Access. 

(m) Guided Pathways – Participant Advice and Guidance may be made 
available through a third party vendor on the terms specified on ICMA-
RC’s website. 

(n) ICMA-RC will determine appropriate delivery method (electronic and/or 
print) for plan sponsor/participant communications and education based on 
a number of factors (audience, effectiveness, etc.). 

 

 

 

https://harper1.icmarc.org/login.jsp
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VANTAGETRUST	FUNDS	

DISCLOSURE	MEMORANDUM	
August	18,	2017	

	
THIS	OFFERING	IS	BEING	MADE	IN	RELIANCE	UPON	AN	EXEMPTION	FROM	REGISTRATION	UNDER	THE	SECURITIES	
ACT	OF	1933,	AS	AMENDED,	FOR	AN	INTEREST	IN	VANTAGETRUST	(“TRUST”).	NO	PUBLIC	MARKET	WILL	DEVELOP	
FOR	THE	UNITS	OF	PARTICIPATION	IN	ONE	OR	MORE	SERIES	(EACH	A	“FUND,”	AND	COLLECTIVELY,	THE	“FUNDS”)	
OF	THE	TRUST.	 THE	UNITS	ARE	NOT	TRANSFERABLE	OR	REDEEMABLE	EXCEPT	UPON	SATISFACTION	OF	CERTAIN	
CONDITIONS	DESCRIBED	IN	THIS	DISCLOSURE	MEMORANDUM	AND	THE	TRUST’S	DECLARATION	OF	TRUST.	

THE	UNITS	OF	PARTICIPATION	OFFERED	HEREBY	HAVE	NOT	BEEN	REGISTERED	WITH	OR	APPROVED	BY	THE	UNITED	
STATES	SECURITIES	AND	EXCHANGE	COMMISSION	OR	ANY	SECURITIES	REGULATORY	AUTHORITY	OF	ANY	STATE,	
NOR	HAS	ANY	SUCH	COMMISSION	OR	REGULATORY	AUTHORITY	PASSED	UPON	THE	ACCURACY	OR	ADEQUACY	OF	
THIS	DISCLOSURE	MEMORANDUM.		

THE	 TRUST	 AND	 THE	 FUNDS	 ARE	 NOT	 REGISTERED	 AS	 AN	 INVESTMENT	 COMPANY	 UNDER	 THE	 INVESTMENT	
COMPANY	ACT	OF	1940,	AS	AMENDED,	IN	RELIANCE	UPON	AN	EXEMPTION	FROM	SUCH	REGISTRATION.	

PROSPECTIVE	 INVESTORS	 ARE	 NOT	 TO	 CONSTRUE	 THE	 CONTENTS	 OF	 THIS	 DISCLOSURE	 MEMORANDUM	 AS	
INVESTMENT,	 TAX,	 OR	 LEGAL	 ADVICE.	 THIS	 DISCLOSURE	 MEMORANDUM,	 AS	 WELL	 AS	 THE	 NATURE	 OF	 THE	
INVESTMENT,	 SHOULD	 BE	 REVIEWED	 BY	 EACH	 PROSPECTIVE	 INVESTOR	 WITH	 ITS	 INVESTMENT	 ADVISERS,	
ACCOUNTANTS,	OR	LEGAL	COUNSEL.	

NO	PERSON	IS	AUTHORIZED	TO	GIVE	ANY	INFORMATION	OR	TO	MAKE	ANY	REPRESENTATION	NOT	CONTAINED	IN	
THIS	DISCLOSURE	MEMORANDUM,	AND,	 IF	GIVEN	OR	MADE,	SUCH	OTHER	 INFORMATION	OR	REPRESENTATION	
MUST	NOT	BE	RELIED	UPON.	

THIS	DISCLOSURE	MEMORANDUM	CONTAINS	 SUMMARIES,	 BELIEVED	 TO	BE	ACCURATE,	OF	 CERTAIN	 TERMS	OF	
THE	 TRUST’S	 DECLARATION	 OF	 TRUST.	 FOR	 COMPLETE	 INFORMATION	 CONCERNING	 THE	 RIGHTS	 AND	
OBLIGATIONS	OF	THE	PARTIES	THERETO,	REFERENCE	IS	HEREBY	MADE	TO	THE	ACTUAL	DOCUMENTS,	COPIES	OF	
WHICH	 WILL	 BE	 FURNISHED	 TO	 PROSPECTIVE	 INVESTORS,	 UPON	 REQUEST.	 IN	 THE	 EVENT	 OF	 ANY	
INCONSISTENCIES	 BETWEEN	 THIS	MEMORANDUM	AND	 THE	DECLARATION	OF	 TRUST,	 THE	 PROVISIONS	OF	 THE	
DECLARATION	OF	TRUST	SHALL	BE	CONTROLLING.	ALL	SUCH	SUMMARIES	ARE	QUALIFIED	 IN	THEIR	ENTIRETY	BY	
THIS	REFERENCE.	

THE	 FUNDS	 AND	 OTHER	 INVESTMENT	 OPTIONS	 MADE	 AVAILABLE	 BY	 THE	 TRUST	 ARE	 NOT	 GUARANTEED	 OR	
INSURED	BY	THE	FEDERAL	DEPOSIT	INSURANCE	CORPORATION	(“FDIC”),	ANY	OTHER	GOVERNMENT	AGENCY,	THE	
VANTAGETRUST	COMPANY,	OR	ICMA-RC.	

BEFORE	INVESTING	IN	A	FUND	THE	FOLLOWING	SHOULD	BE	CAREFULLY	CONSIDERED:	

• INVESTMENT	GOALS,	TOLERANCE	FOR	RISK,	INVESTMENT	TIME	HORIZON,	AND	PERSONAL	FINANCIAL	
CIRCUMSTANCES;	

• THERE	IS	NO	GUARANTEE	THAT	A	FUND	WILL	MEET	ITS	INVESTMENT	OBJECTIVE;	
• PAST	PERFORMANCE	DOES	NOT	INDICATE	OR	GUARANTEE	FUTURE	PERFORMANCE;	AND	
• AN	INVESTOR	CAN	LOSE	MONEY	INVESTING	IN	THE	FUNDS.	
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I. INTRODUCTION	

This	Disclosure	Memorandum	 (“Memorandum”)	 provides	 information	 about	 the	 VantageTrust	 Funds	 (“Funds”).		
Each	Fund	is	a	series	of	VantageTrust	(“Trust”).			

In	addition	to	this	Memorandum,	please	refer	to	the	appropriate	“Fact	Sheet”	or	“Investment	Options	Sheet”	for	
information	about	each	Fund	and	class.	 The	Fact	 Sheet	provides	 information,	 concerning	 investment	objectives,	
strategies,	principal	risks,	expenses,	performance,	and	trading	restrictions.		The	Investment	Options	Sheet	provides	
information	including,	principal	risks,	investment	objectives,	and	investment	strategies.	

II. MANAGEMENT	OF	THE	TRUST	

A. Trustee	

VantageTrust	Company,	 LLC	 (“Trust	 Company”)	 is	 the	 trustee	of	 the	 Trust.	 It	 is	 a	New	Hampshire	non-
depository	banking	institution	founded	in	2001.	It	generally	makes	the	Funds	available	through	the	Trust	
to	“eligible	trusts”	which	typically	includes	public	sector	plans	and	their	participants.	The	Trust	Company	is	
a	 wholly	 owned	 subsidiary	 of	 The	 International	 City	 Management	 Association	 Retirement	 Corporation	
(“ICMA-RC”),	the	investment	adviser	to	the	Trust	Company.	

The	 Trust	 Company	 has	 exclusive	 management	 and	 investment	 authority	 with	 respect	 to	 any	 Fund	
established	pursuant	to	the	Trust’s	Declaration	of	Trust	(“Declaration	of	Trust”).	The	Trust	Company	may	
retain	and	consult	with	such	investment	advisers	or	other	consultants,	 including,	but	not	 limited	to,	any	
affiliate	of	the	Trust	Company,	as	the	Trust	Company	in	its	sole	discretion	may	deem	advisable,	to	assist	it	
in	 carrying	 out	 its	 responsibilities	 under	 the	 Declaration	 of	 Trust.	 The	 Trust	 Company	 may,	 in	 its	 sole	
discretion,	incorporate	the	advice	of	such	investment	advisers	and	other	consultants	into	any	investment	
guidelines,	investment	objectives,	or	restrictions.	

B. Investment	Adviser	

ICMA-RC	 is	 a	Delaware	 non-profit	 financial	 services	 corporation	 established	 in	 1972	 to	 assist	 state	 and	
local	 governments	 and	 their	 agencies	 and	 instrumentalities	 in	 the	 establishment	 and	 maintenance	 of	
deferred	 compensation	 and	 qualified	 retirement	 plans.	 ICMA-RC	 serves	 as	 the	 investment	 adviser	 and	
provides	administrative	support	to	the	Trust	Company.	It	is	registered	as	an	investment	adviser	with	the	
Securities	and	Exchange	Commission.		

C. Trust	

The	Trust	is	a	group	trust	established	and	maintained	by	the	Trust	Company	and	is	intended	to	provide	for	
the	 collective	 investment	 and	 reinvestment	 of	 assets	 of	 certain	 eligible	 investors	 (“Eligible	 Trusts”)	 as	
described	 in	 the	 Declaration	 of	 Trust.	 The	 Trust	 Company	 is	 the	 sole	 trustee	 of	 the	 Trust.	 The	 Trust	
property	allocable	 to	 the	Eligible	Trusts	 is	held	 for	 the	trustees	of	 those	Eligible	Trusts	 for	 the	exclusive	
benefit	of	the	Eligible	Trusts’	investors	and	beneficiaries.	

The	 Board	 of	Directors	 of	 the	 Trust	 Company	 (“Board”)	 is	 responsible	 for	 investing	 Trust	 property	 and	
overseeing	 the	 investments,	 operations,	 and	 administration	 of	 the	 Trust,	 including	 the	 supervision	 and	
periodic	review	of	ICMA-RC’s	services	as	investment	adviser	and	administrator	to	the	Trust	Company	and	
the	Funds.	

D. Broker-Dealer	Distributor	

ICMA-RC	Services,	LLC,	(“RC	Services”)	an	SEC	registered	broker-dealer	and	FINRA	member	firm,	offers	the	
Funds	to	Defined	Contribution	Investment	Only	(DCIO)	clients.	 	RC	Services	is	a	wholly-owned	subsidiary	
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of	 ICMA-RC	 and	 an	 affiliate	 of	 the	 Trust	 Company.	 	 RC	 Services	 also	 provides	 educational	 support	 for	
ICMA-RC’s	record	keeping	services	to	plans	and	plan	participants.		

III. EXEMPTION	FROM	REGISTRATION	UNDER	FEDERAL	SECURITIES	LAWS	

Interests	 in	 the	 Funds	 are	 not	 registered	 under	 the	 Securities	 Act	 of	 1933,	 in	 reliance	 on	 the	 exemption	 under	
Section	3(a)(2)	of	that	Act,	nor	are	they	registered	under	the	Investment	Company	Act	of	1940,	in	reliance	on	the	
exemption	under	Section	3(c)(11)	of	that	Act.	

IV. FEDERAL	TAX	STATUS	

Sections	501(a)	and	401(a)	of	the	Internal	Revenue	Code	(“Code”)	provide	that	a	group	trust	for	the	commingled	
investment	 of	 assets	 of	 qualified	 plans	 and	 other	 employee	 benefit	 plans,	 such	 as	 the	 Trust,	 is	 exempt	 from	
taxation.	

V. ADOPTION	OF	TRUST	AGREEMENT	-	ELIGIBLE	TRUSTS	

Admission	 to	 the	 Trust	 is	 governed	 by	 the	 terms	 of	 the	Declaration	 of	 Trust.	 Each	 Eligible	 Trust	 that	 desires	 to	
participate	 in	 the	 Trust	 shall	 establish	 to	 the	 Trust	 Company’s	 satisfaction	 that	 it	 meets	 the	 conditions	 of	
participation	 set	 forth	 in	 the	 Declaration	 of	 Trust,	 including	 that	 it	 satisfies	 the	 definition	 of	 Eligible	 Trust	 as	
described	in	the	Declaration	of	Trust.		

The	following	are	considered	Eligible	Trusts	as	described	in	the	Declaration	of	Trust:	

• pension	 and	 profit-sharing	 trusts	 which	 are	 maintained	 by	 Employers	 and	 that	 are	 exempt	 under	 Section	
501(a)	of	the	Internal	Revenue	Code	because	the	qualified	Plans	related	thereto	qualify	under	Section	401(a)	
of	 the	 Internal	 Revenue	 Code	 and	 (ii)	 deferred	 compensation	 plans	maintained	 by	 Public	 Employers	 under	
Section	457	of	the	Internal	Revenue	Code	(and	trusts	maintained	by	such	Public	Employers	in	connection	with	
such	457	plans).	

For	purposes	of	determining	Eligible	Trusts,	the	Declaration	of	Trust	defines	“Employer”	to	be:	

• An	entity,	 including	a	Public	Employer,	that	has	adopted	a	plan	that	 is	eligible	to	participate	in	a	group	trust	
under	 Internal	 Revenue	 Service	 Revenue	 Ruling	 81-100,	 1981-1	 C.B.	 326	 as	 amended	 by	 and	 clarified	 in	
Revenue	Ruling	2004-67,	2004-2	C.B.	28,	Revenue	Ruling	2011-1,	2011-2	C.B.	251,	Revenue	Ruling	2014-24,	
2014-37	 I.R.B.	 529,	 and	Notice	2012-6,	 2012-3	 I.R.B.	 293,	 and	as	may	be	 further	 amended	or	 clarified	 from	
time	to	time,	and	has	adopted	the	Declaration	of	Trust.	

VI. THE	VANTAGETRUST	FUNDS	

Following	 is	an	overview	of	each	category	of	Funds	of	the	Trust	that	the	Trust	Company	has	established.	 	Please	
refer	to	the	applicable	Fund	Fact	Sheet	or	Investment	Options	Sheet	for	additional	information	about	a	Fund	and	
class,	 including	expenses,	performance,	objectives,	 investment	strategies,	and	restrictions.	 	See	Appendix	A	for	a	
list	of	the	current	VantageTrust	Funds.	

A. VT	Vantagepoint	Funds	

Each	 VT	 Vantagepoint	 Fund	 is	 a	 fund	 of	 funds	 that	 invests	 substantially	 all	 of	 its	 assets	 in	 a	 single	
VantageTrust	III	Fund	(“VT	III	Fund”).		The	VT	III	Funds	are	managed	by	ICMA-RC	and	are	made	available	
by	the	Trust	Company	through	the	VantageTrust	III	Master	Collective	Investment	Funds	Trust.		
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 VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	Funds	and	VT	Vantagepoint	Model	Portfolio	Funds:	1.

The	 VT	 Vantagepoint	Milestone	 Funds	 are	 target	 date	 funds	 and	 the	 VT	 Vantagepoint	Model	 Portfolio	
Funds	 are	 target	 risk	 funds.	 	 Each	 invests	 substantially	 all	 of	 its	 assets	 in	 a	 single	 VT	 III	 Vantagepoint	
Milestone	Fund	(“VT	III	Milestone	Fund”)	or	VT	III	Vantagepoint	Model	Portfolio	Fund	(“VT	III	Model	
Portfolio	 Fund”)	 that	 shares	 its	 name	 and	 investment	 objective.	 	 In	 turn,	 each	 underlying	 VT	 III	
Milestone	Fund	or	VT	III	Model	Portfolio	Fund	is	a	“fund	of	funds”	that	invests	substantially	all	of	its	assets	
in	a	combination	of	other	VT	 III	 Funds	and	may	also	 invest	 in	one	or	more	 third	party	exchange-traded	
funds.		By	investing	in	this	way,	each	VT	III	Milestone	Fund	or	VT	III	Model	Portfolio	Fund	is	exposed	to	the	
risks	as	well	as	the	potential	rewards	of	its	underlying	funds	and	of	the	portfolio	holdings	and	strategies	of	
those	funds.	

Changes	 to	 the	Underlying	 Funds:	Any	changes	 in	 the	underlying	 funds,	such	as	changes	 in	 investment	
objectives	 or	 strategies,	 may	 affect	 the	 performance	 of	 the	 VT	 Vantagepoint	Milestone	 Funds	 and	 VT	
Vantagepoint	Model	 Portfolio	 Funds.	 ICMA-RC	may	alter	 the	 asset	 class	 allocations	or	 underlying	 fund-
level	allocations	of	a	VT	III	Milestone	Fund	or	VT	III	Model	Portfolio	Fund	at	its	discretion.	

Underlying	VT	III	Milestone	Funds:	The	targeted	allocation	of	each	VT	III	Milestone	Fund’s	assets	among	
underlying	funds	and	the	asset	classes	they	represent	is	determined	by	ICMA-RC.		Over	time,	ICMA-RC	will	
adjust	the	asset	allocation	of	each	“dated”	VT	III	Milestone	Fund	to	seek	to	become	more	conservative	as	
the	year	designated	in	its	name	approaches	and	for	approximately	10	years	beyond	the	designated	year.		
This	is	intended	to	reduce	investment	risk	as	investors	move	toward	and	into	retirement.		However,	there	
is	no	guarantee	that	this	goal	will	be	achieved,	and	investors	may	lose	money.		Ten	years	after	the	date	in	
the	 VT	 III	 Milestone	 Fund’s	 name,	 it	 will	 reach	 its	 “landing	 point”	 and	 its	 target	 allocation	 becomes	
constant.	 	 It	 is	expected	that	when	a	VT	III	Milestone	Fund	reaches	its	“landing	point”	it	will	merge	with	
the	VT	III	Vantagepoint	Milestone	Retirement	Income	Fund.	

Unlike	the	dated	VT	III	Milestone	Funds	whose	asset	allocations	change	over	time,	the	VT	III	Vantagepoint	
Milestone	 Retirement	 Income	 Fund	maintains	 a	 constant	 asset	 allocation	 and	 is	 designed	 for	 investors	
who	have	begun	to	make	gradual	withdrawals	or	are	seeking	to	preserve	principal	with	some	opportunity	
for	inflation	protection	and	capital	growth,	or	who	have	a	low	tolerance	for	price	fluctuations	or	wish	to	
invest	for	the	shorter-term.	

Underlying	 VT	 III	 Model	 Portfolio	 Funds:	 Each	 VT	 III	 Model	 Portfolio	 Fund	 has	 a	 different	 degree	 of	
potential	risk	and	reward	and	is	diversified	among	the	various	underlying	funds	in	differing	allocations.		By	
investing	 in	 this	way,	 each	 VT	 III	Model	 Portfolio	 Fund	 is	 exposed	 to	 the	 risks	 as	well	 as	 the	 potential	
rewards	of	its	underlying	funds	and	the	portfolio	holdings	and	strategies	of	those	funds.		

Asset	Allocation:	The	allocation	of	each	VT	III	Model	Portfolio	Fund	among	the	underlying	funds	and	
the	asset	classes	they	represent	is	established	by	ICMA-RC.		

Rebalancing:	 ICMA-RC	 monitors	 the	 allocations	 for	 each	 VT	 III	 Model	 Portfolio	 Fund	 and	 will	
“rebalance”	 its	 portfolio	 as	necessary	 to	 return	 the	VT	 III	Model	Portfolio	 Fund	 to,	or	 close	 to,	 the	
intended	allocations.		ICMA-RC	may,	at	its	discretion,	change	the	allocations	to	each	of	the	underlying	
funds.	 	 Furthermore,	 ICMA-RC	 ensures	 that	 the	 underlying	 fund	 allocations	 result	 in	 overall	 asset	
class	allocations	that	remain	within	five	percentage	points	of	the	disclosed	asset	class	allocations	to	
fixed	income,	equity,	and	multi-strategy	investments.	

 VT	Vantagepoint	Index	Funds	and	VT	Vantagepoint	Actively	Managed	Funds	2.

Index	Funds:		Each	VT	Vantagepoint	Index	Fund	invests	substantially	all	of	its	assets	in	a	single	underlying	
VT	 III	 Vantagepoint	 Index	 Fund	 (“VT	 III	 Index	 Fund”)	 that	 follows	 an	 indexed	 or	 passively	 managed	
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approach	to	investing.		This	means	that	securities	are	selected	for	investment	in	a	VT	III	Index	Fund	to	try	
to	approximate	the	investment	characteristics	and	performance	of	the	specified	index.			

Actively	Managed	 Funds:	 	Each	VT	Vantagepoint	 Actively	Managed	 Fund	 invests	 substantially	 all	 of	 its	
assets	in	a	single	underlying	VT	III	Vantagepoint	Actively	Managed	Fund	(“VT	III	Actively	Managed	Fund”)	
that	 has	 a	 distinct	 investment	 objective	 and	 strategy	 and	 follows	 an	 actively	 managed	 approach	 to	
investing.			

Subadviser	Selection:	ICMA-RC	selects	the	subadvisers	that	manage	the	assets	or	a	portion	of	the	assets	of	
the	 VT	 III	 Index	 Funds	 and	 VT	 III	 Actively	 Managed	 Funds.	 	 In	 selecting	 these	 subadvisers	 and	 in	
determining	 the	 amount	 of	 their	 asset	 allocations,	 ICMA-RC	 considers	 a	 variety	 of	 factors,	 which	may	
include	but	are	not	limited	to	a	manager’s	investment	performance,	compliance	program	and	brokerage	
policies,	the	qualifications	of	the	manager’s	investment	professionals,	the	proposed	subadvisory	fees	and	
their	effect	on	a	fund’s	expense	ratios,	and	the	specific	 investment	process	proposed	by	the	third-party	
manager.	

B. VT	Trust	Series	Funds	

Each	 VT	 Trust	 Series	 Fund	 invests	 substantially	 all	 of	 its	 assets	 in	 a	 single	 underlying	 third-party	 fund.		
ICMA-RC	is	responsible	for	selecting	each	potential	third-party	fund	and	the	Board	reviews	and	approves	
each	 third-party	 fund	 selected.	 	 ICMA-RC	 is	 responsible	 for	 monitoring	 the	 performance	 and	
characteristics	of	these	funds	and	may	recommend	the	addition	or	removal	of	such	third-party	funds	from	
the	Fund’s	line	up.			

 VT	Cash	Management	Fund	1.

The	VT	Cash	Management	Fund	invests	substantially	all	of	its	assets	in	a	single	underlying	third-party	
fund.		The	underlying	fund	generally	invests	in	a	diversified	portfolio	of	high	quality,	short-term	debt	
securities.	

C. VT	PLUS	Fund	

VT	PLUS	Fund	 Investments	–	The	VT	PLUS	Fund	primarily	 invests	 in	a	diversified	and	 tiered	portfolio	of	
stable	 value	 investment	 contracts.	 Other	 investments	 of	 the	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund	may	 include	 cash	 and	 cash	
equivalents	 including	 short-term	 investment	 funds	 and	 money	 market	 mutual	 funds,	 fixed	 income	
securities,	 fixed	 income	 mutual	 funds,	 ICMA-RC’s	 proprietary	 fixed	 income	 funds,	 and	 fixed	 income	
commingled	trust	funds	(“fixed	income	assets”)	that	back	certain	stable	value	investment	contracts.	

Each	stable	value	 investment	contract	provides	for	participant	withdrawals,	under	certain	conditions,	at	
book	value.	Book	value	 is	 the	original	 contract	value	plus	accrued	 interest,	plus	additional	deposits	 less	
withdrawals,	 fees	 and	 expenses,	 and	 other	 unexpected	 adjustments.	 The	 contract	 rate	 (rate	 at	 which	
interest	is	credited)	for	different	stable	value	investment	contracts	varies	and	may	include	a	fixed	rate,	a	
floating	rate	that	 resets	based	on	an	 index,	or	a	crediting	rate	that	 resets	periodically	 to	reflect	current	
interest	rates	and	the	performance	over	time	of	the	underlying	fixed	income	assets.	

 Stable	Value	Investment	Contracts	1.

Different	types	of	stable	value	 investment	contracts	are	used	to	seek	to	accomplish	the	VT	PLUS	Fund’s	
objectives.	

Traditional	Guaranteed	Investment	Contracts	(“GICs”)	–	These	are	contracts	issued	by	an	insurance	
company	 that	 provide	 a	 guarantee	 for	 payments	 of	 interest	 at	 a	 fixed	 or	 floating	 rate	 and	 also	
principal	 repayments.	 The	 amount	 invested	 in	 each	GIC	 becomes	 part	 of	 the	 insurance	 company’s	
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general	 account	 assets,	 which	 are	 managed	 and	 invested	 as	 the	 insurance	 company	 deems	
appropriate.	 Each	 GIC	 is	 an	 unsecured	 obligation	 of	 the	 insurance	 company	 to	 pay	 principal	 and	
interest	for	the	period	specified	in	the	contract.	Assurance	of	principal	and	interest	payment	is	based	
solely	on	the	financial	strength	of	the	insurance	company.	

Separate	Account	GICs	–	These	are	contracts	issued	by	insurance	companies	that	are	backed	by	fixed	
income	assets	owned	by	the	insurance	company	but	held	in	a	separate	account	for	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	
and	 any	 other	 contract	 holders	 in	 the	 account,	 separate	 from	 the	 insurance	 company’s	 general	
account	assets.	The	underlying	fixed	income	assets	are	either	managed	by	the	insurance	company,	an	
affiliate	 of	 the	 insurance	 company,	 or	 a	 third	 party	 manager.	 Although	 the	 underlying	 assets	 are	
owned	by	the	insurance	company,	the	assets	of	a	Separate	Account	GIC	cannot	be	used	to	satisfy	the	
insurance	company’s	general	obligations	until	 the	separate	account	 liabilities	have	been	satisfied.	A	
Separate	Account	GIC’s	crediting/contract	 rate,	 i.e.,	 interest	paid	on	 the	Separate	Account	GIC,	can	
either	be	 fixed	or	 floating,	 similar	 to	 that	of	 a	 traditional	GIC,	or	dependent	upon	 the	value	of	 the	
underlying	fixed	income	assets	relative	to	the	Separate	Account	GIC’s	contract	value,	and	is	adjusted	
periodically	to	reflect	that	difference	over	time,	plus	current	yields,	less	fees	and	expenses.	

Synthetic	 GICs	 –	 These	 contracts	 are	 issued	 by	 insurance	 companies,	 banks,	 or	 other	 financial	
institutions	(“Synthetic	GIC	 issuer”)	and	backed	by	underlying	fixed	 income	assets	owned	by	the	VT	
PLUS	Fund	and	not	by	 the	Synthetic	GIC	 issuer.	The	Synthetic	GIC	 contract	provides	 for	participant	
withdrawals	 at	 book	 value	 (subject	 to	 certain	 conditions)	 and	 is	 called	 a	 “wrap	 contract.”	 The	
Synthetic	GIC	issuer	also	may	be	referred	to	as	a	“wrap	provider”	or	“wrapper.”	The	underlying	fixed	
income	assets	are	managed	by	 fixed	 income	managers	hired	or	approved	by	 ICMA-RC.	 In	addition,	
certain	fixed	income	securities	are	managed	by	ICMA-RC.	The	underlying	fixed	income	assets	may	be	
comprised	 of	 fixed	 income	 securities,	 which	 include	 debt	 obligations	 issued	 by	 governments,	
corporations,	 municipalities	 and	 other	 borrowers,	 but	 may	 also	 include	 structured	 securities	 that	
provide	 for	 participation	 interests	 in	 debt	 obligations.	 The	 fixed	 income	 securities	 are	 primarily	
investment	 grade,	 but	 on	 a	 limited	basis,	may	 include	 some	below	 investment	 grade	 fixed	 income	
securities	(“junk	bonds”).	These	 investments	may	also	 include	floating	rate	 loans,	commonly	known	
as	bank	 loans	and	sometimes	referred	to	as	 leveraged	 loans,	syndicated	 loans,	high	yield	 loans	and	
institutional	loans.	Certain	wrap	providers	require	that	they	or	an	affiliate	manage	the	portfolio	that	
they	wrap.	A	Synthetic	GIC’s	crediting	rate	is	dependent	on	the	value	of	the	underlying	fixed	income	
assets	 relative	 to	 the	 Synthetic	 GIC’s	 contract	 value,	 and	 is	 adjusted	 periodically	 to	 reflect	 that	
difference	over	time,	plus	current	yields,	less	fees	and	expenses.	

Bank	 Investment	 Contracts	 (“BICs”)	 –	 These	 contracts	 are	 similar	 but	 not	 identical	 to	 Traditional	
GICs,	and	are	issued	by	a	bank	as	a	benefit	responsive	bank	deposit.			

 Investment	Strategies	of	VT	PLUS	Fund	2.

In	managing	 the	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund,	 ICMA-RC	 employs	 investment	 strategies	 designed	 to	 seek	 to	meet	 the	
Fund’s	investment	objectives	by	utilizing	a	diversified	and	tiered	approach	to	portfolio	construction.	The	
Fund’s	diversification	and	 tiered	structure	seeks	 to	address	 the	competing	goals	of	providing	 (a)	 capital	
preservation;	 (b)	 a	 stable	 rate	 of	 return;	 (c)	 sufficient	 liquidity;	 (d)	 returns	 higher	 than	money	market	
funds	and	short-term	bank	rates	over	the	longer	term;	and	(e)	returns	that	generally	follow	interest	rate	
trends	over	time,	but	on	a	 lagged	basis.	 In	seeking	to	meet	these	multiple	goals,	 ICMA-RC	manages	the	
composition	of	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	and	its	allocation	to	various	products	and	underlying	fixed	income	assets	
based	 on	 prevailing	 economic	 and	 capital	market	 conditions,	 relative	 value	 analysis,	 and	 other	 factors,	
consistent	with	the	investment	guidelines	approved	by	the	Board.	

The	stable	value	investment	contracts	held	by	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	are	managed	in	the	following	manner	to	
seek	to	meet	the	VT	PLUS	Fund’s	goals:	
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Traditional	GICs	–	ICMA-RC	uses	a	laddered	maturity	strategy	for	the	Fund’s	traditional	GICs,	that	is,	
the	GICs	 are	 invested	 in	 a	way	 so	 that	 they	have	 consistent	periodic	maturities	 from	maturing	GIC	
payments	to	provide	monthly	liquidity.	This	strategy	also	seeks	to	provide	for	smoother	returns	and	
moderated	reinvestment	risk.	

Separate	Account	and	Synthetic	GICs	–	ICMA-RC	implements	its	Separate	Account	GIC	and	Synthetic	
GIC	strategies	through	multiple	single	provider	wraps	or	with	multiple	provider	wraps,	and	by	using	
multiple	fixed	 income	managers,	 including	 ICMA-RC,	to	manage	the	underlying	fixed	 income	assets.	
Individual	managers	may	focus	on	a	 limited	or	broad	set	of	sectors,	and	 ICMA-RC	selects	managers	
that	 employ	 complementary	 strategies.	 ICMA-RC	 believes	 that	 the	 multi-wrapper,	 multi-manager	
approach	to	stable	value	and	fixed	income	investing	provides	investors	with	greater	return	potential	
and,	through	increased	diversification,	helps	to	mitigate	issuer	and	manager	risks.	

In	seeking	 to	preserve	capital,	 ICMA-RC	employs	various	strategies,	with	an	emphasis	on	credit	analysis	
and	 diversification	 among	 different	 issuers	 and	 fixed	 income	 assets.	 The	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund	 uses	 multiple	
issuers	that	are	subject	to	initial	and	ongoing	financial	analysis	performed	by	ICMA-RC.	To	seek	to	reduce	
the	 impact	 of	 a	 possible	 issuer	 default,	 ICMA-RC	 limits	 the	 amount	 of	 the	VT	 PLUS	 Fund’s	 exposure	 to	
individual	stable	value	contract	issuers	and	requires	a	stable	value	contract	issuer	to	meet	certain	credit	
quality	 standards.	 The	 underlying	 fixed	 income	 assets	 also	 are	managed	 to	 seek	 diversification	 among	
issuers,	security	types,	sectors,	industries,	and	to	meet	minimum	credit	quality	requirements.	

The	crediting	rates	of	the	Separate	Account	GICs	and	Synthetic	GICs	in	which	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	invests	are	
intended	to	result	in	less	return	volatility	than	the	returns	experienced	by	underlying	fixed	income	assets	
backing	 those	 stable	value	 investment	 contracts.	 The	VT	PLUS	Fund	also	may	 invest	 in	underlying	 fixed	
income	 assets	with	 shorter	maturities	 that	 generally	 exhibit	 less	market	 volatility	 than	 longer	maturity	
fixed	 income	 assets.	 Additionally,	 the	 purchase	 of	 Traditional	 GICs	 with	 a	 fixed	 rate	 in	 a	 laddered	
Traditional	GIC	portfolio	that	is	consistently	reinvested	at	prevailing	interest	rates,	with	different	payouts	
and	maturities,	may	produce	smoother	returns	than	fewer	larger	purchases	of	Traditional	GICs.	

The	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund	 seeks	 to	 address	 investor-driven	 liquidity	 needs	 through	 the	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund’s	 tiered	
structure,	 which	 is	 also	 intended	 to	 enhance	 the	 Fund’s	 reinvestment	 opportunities.	 An	 actively	
monitored	 cash	 buffer	 that	 is	 primarily	 invested	 in	 short-term	 investment	 funds	 is	 intended	 to	 seek	 to	
meet	daily	liquidity	needs.	ICMA-RC	actively	monitors	investor	cash	flows	to	seek	to	determine	the	proper	
cash	buffer	level.	The	VT	PLUS	Fund’s	portfolio	of	shorter	duration	Separate	Account	or	Synthetic	GICs	is	
intended	 to	 provide	 a	 second	 source	 of	 daily	 liquidity.	 By	 drawing	 upon	 shorter	 duration	 Separate	
Account	and	Synthetic	GICs	for	liquidity	needs	before	drawing	on	longer	duration	assets,	ICMA-RC	seeks	
to	minimize	 the	 impact	 to	 the	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund	when	 liquidating	 assets,	 as	 needed.	 A	 portfolio	 of	 stable	
value	investment	contracts	with	defined	maturities,	primarily	invested	in	Traditional	GICs	using	a	laddered	
maturity	strategy,	is	intended	to	provide	a	relatively	consistent	stream	of	proceeds	that	can	be	reinvested	
into	the	laddered	Traditional	GIC	portfolio,	invested	into	other	stable	value	investment	contracts,	or	used	
for	 investors’	 liquidity	 needs.	 Ultimately,	 all	 stable	 value	 investment	 contracts	 offer	 investors	 liquidity	
through	book	value	payments	for	certain	permitted	withdrawals.	

ICMA-RC’s	management	strategies	seek	to	produce	investment	returns	that	over	the	long	term	are	higher	
than	 those	 of	 money	 market	 mutual	 funds	 and	 short-term	 bank	 rates.	 However,	 the	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund’s	
returns	normally	will	 lag	changes	in	short-term	interest	rates	and	may	be	lower	than	the	rates	available	
from	money	market	mutual	funds	in	certain	market	conditions.	

Securities	 Lending	 -	 The	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund	 participates	 in	 a	 securities	 lending	 program	 under	 which	 its	
custodian	 is	 authorized	 to	 lend	a	 limited	amount	of	 fixed	 income	securities	backing	 the	Synthetic	GICs.	
The	fixed	income	securities	that	are	on	loan	require	cash	or	other	forms	of	collateral	at	least	equal	to	the	
market	 value	 of	 the	 securities	 loaned	 as	 provided	 for	 in	 a	 Securities	 Lending	 Agency	 Agreement	 with	
JPMorgan	Chase	Bank,	N.A.	 The	 collateral	 received	 is	 reinvested	 into	 cash	equivalents	 including	money	
market	funds.	As	with	other	extensions	of	credit	there	are	risks	of	delay	in	recovery	of	the	securities	on	
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loan.		In	the	event	of	default	or	insolvency	of	the	borrower,	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	will	be	indemnified	by	its	
custodian	for	the	securities	lending	program	conducted	through	the	custodian	if,	at	the	time	of	a	default	
by	a	borrower,	some	or	all	of	the	loaned	securities	have	not	been	returned	by	the	borrower.	

 Evaluation	and	Monitoring	of	Issuers	and	Investment	Managers	3.

ICMA-RC	conducts	in-depth	credit	analysis	of	financial	institutions	to	compile	a	list	of	eligible	stable	value	
investment	 contract	 issuers.	 Criteria	 for	 initial	 and	ongoing	analysis	 include	 such	 factors	 as	 issuer	 asset	
quality;	 capital	 adequacy;	 product	mix;	 profitability;	 and	 competence	 of	 senior	management.	 ICMA-RC	
also	 takes	 into	 consideration	 ratings	 such	 as	 “claims	 paying	 ability”	 available	 through	 the	 major	
independent	 rating	 services,	 for	 example	Moody’s	 Investors	 Service,	 Inc.,	 Standard	&	 Poor’s,	 and	 Fitch	
Ratings.	

Initial	evaluation	and	ongoing	monitoring	is	also	conducted	on	fixed	income	managers	of	assets	that	back	
Separate	Account	GICs	or	Synthetic	GICs.	ICMA-RC	considers	factors	such	as	the	investment	management	
firm’s	organization,	management	and	investment	professionals;	asset	management	expertise	and	product	
focus;	 investment	 performance;	 investment	 management	 process	 and	 philosophy;	 credit	 research	
process;	 policies	 and	 procedures	 for	 risk	 management,	 compliance	 and	 controls;	 client	 servicing	 and	
flexibility	for	customization;	and	management	fees.	

 Investment	Performance	of	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	4.

The	investment	performance	of	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	is	influenced	by	a	number	of	factors,	including:	

Default	 –	 A	 failure	 by	 a	 stable	 value	 contract	 issuer	 to	 pay	 some	 or	 all	 of	 its	 interest	 or	 principal	
obligations	 when	 due	 on	 Traditional	 GICs,	 Separate	 Account	 GICs,	 Synthetic	 GICs	 or	 the	 Separate	
Account	or	Synthetic	GIC’s	underlying	fixed	income	assets	will	lower	the	return	or	book	value	of	the	
VT	PLUS	Fund.	

Manager	performance	–	Exceptional	or	poor	performance	by	a	fixed	income	manager	responsible	for	
managing	assets	backing	a	Separate	Account	or	Synthetic	GIC	can	impact	the	overall	returns	of	the	VT	
PLUS	Fund.	

Current	market	 rates	–	Generally,	when	a	new	stable	value	investment	contract	 is	purchased	at,	or	
an	existing	contract	 is	reset	to,	a	 lower	contract	rate	than	the	average	contract	rate	of	the	VT	PLUS	
Fund,	it	lowers	the	overall	return	on	the	Fund	and	vice	versa.	The	VT	PLUS	Fund’s	rate	of	return	may	
be	expected	to	fall	or	rise	more	slowly	than	a	fall	or	rise	in	current	interest	rates	because	the	VT	PLUS	
Fund’s	rate	of	return	reflects	an	average	of	the	rates	payable	on	each	of	the	VT	PLUS	Fund’s	stable	
value	 investment	 contracts	 that	 were	 entered	 into	 at	 different	 times	 and	 at	 different	 rates.	 The	
underlying	 fixed	 income	 assets	 of	 Separate	 Account	 GICs	 and	 Synthetic	 Account	 GICs	 will	 usually	
decline	 in	value	when	 interest	 rates	 rise.	 	This	may	negatively	 impact	 the	VT	PLUS	Fund’s	 crediting	
rate.	

Cash	 flows	 into	and	out	of	 the	VT	PLUS	Fund	–	The	VT	PLUS	Fund	is	managed	to	seek	to	meet	the	
cash	 flow	 requirements	 of	 expected	 purchases	 and	 sales	 of	 units	 of	 the	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund	 based	 on	
investor	 activity.	 If	 actual	 experience	 is	 significantly	different	 from	expectations,	 the	VT	PLUS	 Fund	
may	have	to	buy	or	sell	stable	value	investments	at	rates	that	are	lower	or	higher	than	the	VT	PLUS	
Fund’s	average	contract	rate,	which	will	have	an	impact	on	return.	

Length	of	contracts	–	In	general,	contracts	with	longer	terms	have	higher	expected	returns,	but	may	
not	be	able	to	keep	pace	with	rising	interest	rates.	
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 Crediting	Rate	of	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	5.

Investors	 in	 the	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund	 receive	 a	 daily	 accrual	 to	 their	 accounts	 that	 seeks	 to	 approximate	 the	
Fund’s	 expected	 yield.	 The	 crediting	 rate	 is	 set	monthly,	 at	 the	 end	 of	 the	 prior	month,	 and	 seeks	 to	
approximate	what	 the	 Fund’s	 actual	 earnings	will	 be	 for	 the	 current	month,	 increased	or	 decreased	 to	
adjust	 for	 differences	 between	 actual	 and	 credited	 earnings	 in	 prior	 periods.	 This	 crediting	 rate	 is	
estimated	taking	into	account	current	yields	on	the	Fund’s	holdings	in	GICs	and	money	market	funds	and	
prior	period	performance	of	 the	 securities	underlying	 the	Separate	Account	and	Synthetic	GICs	held	by	
the	Fund.	The	Fund’s	monthly	 crediting	 rate	may	not	move	 in	 the	 same	direction	as	prevailing	 interest	
rates	over	certain	time	periods.	

 Portfolio	Valuation	of	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	6.

In	accordance	with	 industry	practice,	 stable	value	 investment	contracts	are	carried	at	cost	plus	accrued	
interest,	plus	additional	deposits	less	withdrawals,	and	other	adjustments.	
	
Contributions,	 transfers	 and	 disbursements	 are	 effected	 at	 contract	 value	 or	 book	 value	 and	 not	 by	
reference	 to	 any	 alternative	 valuation	 method	 that	 might	 attempt	 to	 account	 for	 changes	 in	 market	
interest	rates	or	credit	risk.	

D. VT	Retirement	IncomeAdvantage	Fund	

The	VT	Retirement	IncomeAdvantage	Fund	invests	in	a	Separate	Account	under	a	group	variable	annuity	
issued	by	Prudential	Retirement	Insurance	and	Annuity	Company	(“Prudential”)1.	The	Separate	Account,	
in	 turn,	 invests	 in	a	mix	of	collective	trust	 funds	with	an	allocation	of	approximately	60%	equities	 (both	
domestic	 and	 foreign)	 and	 40%	 fixed	 income.	 ICMA-RC	 manages	 the	 assets	 of	 the	 Separate	 Account	
pursuant	to	written	investment	guidelines	provided	by	Prudential.		

 Explanation	of	Fees:	1.

Guarantee	Fee	–	In	exchange	for	an	annual	guarantee	fee	of	1.00%,	Prudential	provides	downside	income	
protection	and	lifetime	income	guarantees.	Prudential	may	change	the	guarantee	fee	in	the	future,	up	to	
a	 maximum	 of	 1.50%.	 These	 guarantees	 are	 based	 on	 the	 claims-paying	 ability	 of	 Prudential	 and	 are	
subject	 to	certain	 limitations,	 terms	and	conditions.	Excess	withdrawals	will	proportionately	 reduce	and	
potentially	 terminate	 future	 payment	 guarantees.	 For	 additional	 information	 regarding	 these	
guarantees	 and	 the	 underlying	 assumptions	 attributable	 to	 these	 guarantees	 and	 the	 terms	 and	
conditions,	please	see	the	VT	Retirement	IncomeAdvantage	Fund	Important	Considerations	document,	
which	is	available	through	Account	Access	when	you	login	at	www.icmarc.org	or	by	contacting	Investor	
Services	at	800-669-7400.	

																																																																				

1	Prudential	 Retirement	 Insurance	 and	 Annuity	 Company	 (Prudential),	 CA	 COA	 #08003,	 Hartford,	 CT.	 Neither	 Prudential	 nor	 ICMA-RC	
guarantees	 the	 investment	 performance	 or	 return	 on	 contributions	 to	 Prudential's	 Separate	 Account.	 You	 should	 carefully	 consider	 the	
objectives,	risks,	charges,	expenses	and	underlying	guarantee	features	before	purchasing	this	product.	Prudential	may	increase	the	Guarantee	
Fee	in	the	future,	from	1.00%	up	to	a	maximum	of	1.50%.	Like	all	variable	investments,	this	Fund	may	lose	value.	Availability	and	terms	may	
vary	 by	 jurisdiction;	 subject	 to	 regulatory	 approvals.	 Annuity	 contracts	 contain	 exclusions,	 limitations,	 reductions	 of	 benefits	 and	 terms	 for	
keeping	 them	 in	 force.	 Guarantees	 are	 based	 on	 Prudential's	 claims-paying	 ability.	 This	 annuity	 is	 issued	 under	 Contract	 form	 #	 GA-2020-
TGWB4-0805-RC.	ICMA-RC	provides	recordkeeping	services	to	your	Plan	and	is	the	investment	manager	of	the	underlying	Prudential	separate	
account.	Prudential	or	 its	affiliates	may	compensate	 ICMA-RC	 for	providing	 these	and	related	administrative	services	 in	connection	with	 the	
Fund.	Variable	annuities	are	suitable	 for	 long-term	 investing,	particularly	 retirement	savings.	©2016	Prudential,	 the	Prudential	 logo,	and	the	
Rock	symbol	and	Bring	Your	Challenges	are	service	marks	of	the	Prudential	Insurance	Company	of	America,	Newark,	NJ,	and	its	related	entities,	
registered	 in	 many	 jurisdictions	 worldwide.	 Note:	 Participants	 who	 are	 interested	 in	 the	 VT	 Retirement	 IncomeAdvantage	 Fund	must	 first	
receive	and	read	the	VT	Retirement	IncomeAdvantage	Fund	Important	Considerations	document,	before	investing.	

http://www.icmarc.org
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Services	Fee	–	A	fee	applied	to	the	assets	in	the	Separate	Account	and	paid	to	ICMA-RC	in	exchange	for	
recordkeeping,	 administrative,	 and	other	 services	provided	by	 ICMA-RC.	 ICMA-RC	may	waive	or	 reduce	
this	fee	under	certain	circumstances.	

Investment	Management	Fee	–	A	fee	applied	to	the	assets	in	the	Separate	Account	and	paid	to	ICMA-RC	
in	exchange	for	providing	investment	management	services,	including	investing	the	assets	of	the	Separate	
Account,	maintaining	and	rebalancing	the	assets	within	the	target	allocation,	and	reviewing	and		reporting	
on	the	performance	of	the	Separate	Account	and	its	underlying	funds.		

Other	 Separate	Account	 Fees	 and	 Expenses	 –	The	 funds	 in	which	 the	Separate	Account	 invests	charge	
their	own	fees	and	expenses	 in	accordance	with	the	terms	of	 their	 respective	collective	trust	governing	
documents.	The	expense	stated	is	based	on	the	weighted	average	of	underlying	funds	at	the	target	asset	
allocation.	 In	 addition,	 operating	 expenses	 such	 as	 auditing	 and	 custody	 charges	 and	 litigation	 related	
expenses	are	deducted	from	the	assets	of	the	Separate	Account.		

The	Separate	Account	 invests	 in	VT	 II	Vantagepoint	Funds,	which	 in	turn	 invest	 in	VT	 III	Vantagepoint	
Funds	that	have	the	same	investment	objectives	as	the	corresponding	VT	II	Vantagepoint	Funds.		ICMA-
RC	 receives	 asset-based	 fees	 from	 the	 VT	 II	 Vantagepoint	 Funds	 for	 administrative	 services,	 and	
receives	asset-based	fees	 from	the	VT	 III	Vantagepoint	Funds	for	advisory	and	administrative	services	
that	ICMA-RC	provides	to	such	funds.	

VII. INVESTMENT	RISKS	

Key	risks	of	investing	in	the	Funds	and	any	underlying	funds	are	summarized	below.	This	is	not	an	exhaustive	list.		
Please	 refer	 to	 each	 individual	 Fund	 Fact	 Sheet	 or	 Investment	 Options	 Sheet	 which	 identifies	 the	 key	 risks	
applicable	to	each	Fund.	

Asset	Allocation	Risk—Asset	allocation	risk	is	the	risk	that	the	selection	of	the	underlying	funds	and	the	allocation	
of	 Fund	 assets	 among	 them	 will	 cause	 a	 Fund	 to	 lose	 money	 or	 to	 underperform	 other	 funds	 with	 similar	
investment	 objectives.	 In	 addition,	 there	 is	 the	 risk	 that	 the	 asset	 classes	 favored	 by	 the	 allocations	 will	 not	
perform	 as	 expected.	 Any	 changes	made	 in	 the	 underlying	 funds,	 such	 as	 changes	 in	 investment	 objectives	 or	
strategies,	may	affect	the	Fund’s	performance.	Similarly,	 if	the	Fund’s	asset	allocations	become	“out	of	balance,”	
this	could	affect	both	the	Fund’s	level	of	risk	and	the	Fund’s	potential	for	gain	or	loss.	

Asset-Backed	Securities	Risk—Defaults	on	the	assets	underlying	asset-backed	securities	may	adversely	affect	the	
value	of	these	securities.	These	securities	are	subject	to	risks	associated	with	the	nature	of	the	underlying	assets	
and	 are	 also	 subject	 to	 interest	 rate	 risk,	 credit	 risk,	 prepayment	 risk,	 and	 extension	 risk.	 Certain	 asset-backed	
securities	may	be	more	volatile	and	less	liquid	than	other	traditional	types	of	fixed	income	securities.	

Call	 Risk—A	 fixed	 income	 security	may	 include	 a	 provision	 that	 allows	 the	 issuer	 to	 purchase	 the	 security	 back	
from	its	holder	earlier	than	the	final	maturity	date	of	the	security,	known	as	a	“call	feature.”	Issuers	often	exercise	
this	 right	 when	 interest	 rates	 have	 declined,	 in	 which	 case,	 the	 Fund	may	 be	 forced	 to	 reinvest	 the	 proceeds	
received	at	a	lower	interest	rate.	

Convertible	Securities	Risk—The	value	of	a	convertible	security	generally	increases	and	decreases	with	the	value	
of	 the	 underlying	 common	 stock,	 but	may	 also	 be	 sensitive	 to	 changes	 in	 interest	 rates.	 Convertible	 securities	
generally	 have	 a	 higher	 risk	 of	 default	 and	 tend	 to	 be	 less	 liquid	 than	 traditional	 non-convertible	 securities.	 In	
addition,	 the	 convertible	 securities	 a	 Fund	 invests	 in	may	be	 rated	below	 investment	 grade	or	may	be	unrated,	
which	 could	 increase	 their	 risks.	Below	 investment	grade	 securities	are	 speculative	and	 involve	a	greater	 risk	of	
default	 than	 investment	 grade	 securities.	 The	 market	 prices	 of	 lower	 rated	 convertible	 securities	 also	 may	
experience	 greater	 volatility	 than	 the	market	 prices	 of	 higher	 quality	 securities	 and	may	 decline	 significantly	 in	
periods	of	general	economic	difficulty.	A	Fund	could	lose	money	if	the	issuer	of	a	convertible	security	is	unable	to	
meet	its	financial	obligations	or	declares	bankruptcy.	
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Credit	 Risk—An	 issuer	 of	 a	 fixed	 income	 security	may	be	unable	or	 unwilling	 to	make	payments	of	 principal	 or	
interest	 to	 the	 holders	 of	 such	 securities	 or	may	 declare	 bankruptcy.	 These	 events	 could	 cause	 a	 Fund	 to	 lose	
money.	

Derivative	Instruments	Risk—Use	of	derivative	instruments	involves	risks	different	from,	or	possibly	greater	than,	
the	risks	associated	with	more	traditional	investments,	and	may	involve	a	small	amount	of	investment	relative	to	
the	amount	of	risk	assumed.	Risks	associated	with	derivative	instruments	include:	the	risk	that	the	other	party	to	a	
derivative	contract	may	not	fulfill	its	obligations	(counterparty	risk);	the	risk	that	a	particular	derivative	instrument,	
such	as	over-the-counter	derivative	 instruments,	may	be	difficult	 to	purchase	or	sell	 (liquidity	 risk);	 the	 risk	 that	
certain	derivative	instruments	are	more	sensitive	to	interest	rate	changes	and	market	price	fluctuations	(interest	
rate	and	market	risks);	the	risk	of	mispricing	or	improper	valuation	of	the	derivative	instrument	(valuation	risk);	the	
inability	of	the	derivative	instrument	to	correlate	in	value	with	its	underlying	asset,	reference	rate,	or	index	(basis	
risk);	 the	risk	 that	 the	Fund	may	 lose	substantially	more	than	the	amount	 invested	 in	 the	derivative	 instrument,	
and	 that	 the	Fund	may	be	 forced	 to	 liquidate	portfolio	positions	when	 it	may	not	be	advantageous	 to	do	 so	 to	
satisfy	 its	obligations	or	 to	meet	segregation	requirements	 (leverage	risk).	There	 is	no	assurance	that	the	Fund’s	
use	of	any	derivatives	strategy	will	succeed,	or	that	the	Fund	will	not	lose	money.	

Emerging	Markets	Securities	Risk—Investments	in	securities	issued	by	companies	located	in	emerging	market	
countries	may	present	risks	different	from,	or	greater	than,	the	risks	of	investing	in	securities	issued	by	companies	
located	 in	 developed	 foreign	 countries.	 Emerging	 market	 countries	 may	 be	 more	 likely	 to	 experience	 political	
turmoil	or	rapid	changes	in	market	or	economic	conditions	than	more	developed	countries.	It	is	sometimes	difficult	
to	obtain	and	enforce	court	judgments	in	such	countries	and	there	is	often	a	greater	potential	for	nationalization	
or	expropriation	of	assets	by	the	government	of	an	emerging	market	country.	In	addition,	the	financial	stability	of	
issuers	 (including	 governments)	 in	 emerging	 market	 countries	 may	 be	 more	 precarious	 than	 in	 developed	
countries.	 Investments	 in	 securities	 issued	by	companies	 located	 in	emerging	market	countries	 tend	 to	be	more	
volatile	 than	 investments	 in	 securities	 issued	 by	 companies	 located	 in	 developed	 foreign	 countries	 and	may	 be	
more	difficult	to	value.	

Equity	 Income/Interest	Rate	Risk—A	Fund’s	distributions	to	shareholders	may	decline	when	interest	rates	fall	or	
when	dividend	income	from	investments	in	stocks	declines.	

Exchange-Traded	 Fund	 (“ETF”)	 Risks—In	 addition	 to	 the	 risks	 associated	 with	 investing	 in	 other	 investment	
companies,	an	investment	in	an	ETF	may	be	subject	to	the	following	risks:	(1)	an	ETF’s	shares	may	trade	above	or	
below	their	net	asset	value;	(2)	an	active	trading	market	for	the	ETF’s	shares	may	not	develop	or	be	maintained;	(3)	
secondary	market	trading	in	an	ETF’s	shares	may	be	halted;	(4)	an	ETF	may	not	accurately	track	the	performance	of	
the	 reference	 index;	 and	 (5)	 an	 ETF	might	 hold	 troubled	 securities	 if	 those	 securities	 are	 held	 in	 the	 reference	
index.	

Floating	Rate	 Loans	Risk—Investments	 in	 floating	rate	 loans	have	risks	that	are	similar	 to	those	of	 fixed	 income	
securities,	and	carry	the	risk	of	impairment	of	collateral.	The	value	of	the	collateral	securing	a	floating	rate	loan	can	
decline,	be	insufficient	to	meet	the	obligations	of	the	borrower,	or	be	difficult	to	liquidate.	As	such,	a	floating	rate	
loan	may	not	be	fully	collateralized	and	can	decline	significantly	in	value.	

Focused	 Investment	 Risk—	At	 times	 an	underlying	 fund	may	 emphasize	 investments	 in	 a	 particular	 industry	 or	
sector.	 	To	 the	extent	 that	 the	underlying	 fund	 increases	 its	emphasis	on	 investments	 in	a	particular	 industry	or	
sector,	 the	 value	of	 its	 investments	may	 fluctuate	more	 in	 response	 to	 events	 affecting	 that	 industry	 or	 sector,	
such	 as	 changes	 in	 economic	 conditions,	 government	 regulations,	 availability	 of	 basic	 resources	 or	 supplies,	 or	
other	events	that	affect	that	industry	or	sector	more	than	others.	

Foreign	 Currency	 Risk—Investments	 in	 foreign	 currencies	 or	 securities	 denominated	 in	 foreign	 currencies	
(including	 derivative	 instruments	 that	 provide	 exposure	 to	 foreign	 currencies)	 may	 experience	 gains	 or	 losses	
solely	based	on	changes	in	the	exchange	rate	between	foreign	currencies	and	the	U.S.	dollar.	
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Foreign	Securities	Risk—Investments	 in	foreign	securities	may	involve	the	risk	of	 loss	due	to	political,	economic,	
legal,	 regulatory,	 and	 operational	 uncertainties;	 differing	 accounting	 and	 financial	 reporting	 standards;	 limited	
availability	of	information;	currency	fluctuations;	and	higher	transaction	costs.	

Fund	 of	 Funds	 Risk—A	 Fund’s	 investment	 in	 another	 fund	 is	 subject	 to	 the	 risks	 associated	 with	 that	 fund’s	
portfolio	of	securities.		For	example,	if	the	fund	holds	common	stocks,	a	Fund	also	would	be	exposed	to	the	risk	of	
investing	in	common	stocks.		In	addition,	when	a	Fund	purchases	shares	of	another	fund,	the	Fund	will	 indirectly	
bear	 its	proportionate	share	of	the	advisory	fees	and	other	operating	expenses	of	the	purchased	fund.	 	The	fees	
and	expense	of	the	other	fund	are	in	addition	to	the	Fund’s	own	fees	and	expenses.	

High	Yield	 Securities	Risk—Securities	 that	are	rated	below	“investment	grade”	 (commonly	known	as	“high	yield	
securities”	 or	 “junk	 bonds”)	 or,	 if	 unrated,	 are	 considered	 by	 a	 subadviser	 to	 be	 of	 equivalent	 quality,	 are	
speculative	and	involve	a	greater	risk	of	default	than	“investment	grade”	securities.	The	values	of	these	securities	
are	particularly	sensitive	to	changes	in	issuer	creditworthiness,	and	economic	and	political	conditions.	The	market	
prices	 of	 these	 securities	may	 decline	 significantly	 in	 periods	 of	 general	 economic	 difficulty,	 may	 be	 harder	 to	
value,	and	may	be	less	liquid	than	higher	rated	securities.	

Inflation-Adjusted	Securities	Risk—Investments	in	inflation-adjusted	securities	are	affected	by	changes	in	interest	
and	 inflation	 rates.	 Interest	 payments	 on	 inflation-adjusted	 securities	 will	 vary	 as	 the	 principal	 or	 interest	 is	
adjusted	 for	 inflation	and	may	be	more	volatile	 than	 interest	paid	on	ordinary	 fixed	 income	securities.	 Inflation-
adjusted	securities	may	not	produce	a	steady	income	stream,	particularly	during	deflationary	periods,	and	during	
periods	of	extreme	deflation	these	securities	may	not	provide	any	income.	

Indexing	Risk—Unlike	an	actively	managed	strategy,	an	 index	or	passively	managed	strategy	does	not	
rely	 on	 a	 portfolio	 manager’s	 decision	 making	 with	 respect	 to	 which	 individual	 securities	 may	
outperform	others.	Securities	 in	an	 index	or	passively	managed	strategy	may	be	purchased,	held,	and	
sold	by	such	underlying	funds	at	times	when	an	actively	managed	portfolio	would	not	do	so.	In	addition,	
performance	 of	 underlying	 funds	 using	 an	 index	 or	 passively	managed	 strategy	will	 deviate	 from	 the	
performance	of	the	specified	index,	which	is	known	as	tracking	error.	Tracking	error	may	be	caused	by:	
(i)	 fees	 and	 expenses	 associated	 with	 managing	 the	 underlying	 index	 strategy	 funds	 (whereas	 the	
benchmark	 index	has	no	management	fees	or	transaction	expenses);	 (ii)	changes	to	the	 index	and	the	
timing	of	the	rebalancing	of	the	underlying	 index	strategy	funds;	and	(iii)	 the	timing	of	cash	flows	 into	
and	out	of	the	underlying	index	strategy	funds.	

Interest	Rate	Risk—Fixed	 income	securities	 fluctuate	 in	value	as	 interest	rates	change.	When	 interest	rates	rise,	
the	market	prices	of	 fixed	 income	 securities	will	 usually	decrease;	when	 interest	 rates	 fall,	 the	market	prices	of	
fixed	income	securities	usually	will	increase.	Investments	in	fixed	income	securities	may	be	subject	to	a	greater	risk	
of	rising	 interest	rates	due	to	the	current	period	of	historically	 low	rates	and	the	effect	of	potential	government	
fiscal	policy	initiatives	and	resulting	market	reaction	to	those	initiatives.	

Issuer	Risk—If	the	insurance	company	that	issued	a	GIC	defaults,	enters	rehabilitation	or	bankruptcy,	or	fails	to	pay	
principal	 obligations	 and	 interest	 when	 due,	 the	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund	 may	 lose	 money.	 Each	 Traditional	 GIC	 is	 an	
unsecured	 obligation	 of	 the	 insurance	 company	 to	 pay	 principal	 and	 interest	 for	 the	 period	 specified	 in	 the	
contract.	 Assurance	of	 principal	 and	 interest	 payment	 is	 based	 solely	 on	 the	 financial	 strength	of	 the	 insurance	
company.	If	the	insurance	company	were	to	go	into	rehabilitation	or	bankruptcy,	Traditional	GIC	investors	would	
have	a	claim	only	on	the	general	account	assets	alongside	other	GIC	investors	and	policyholders.	Although	owned	
by	the	insurance	company,	the	assets	of	a	Separate	Account	GIC	cannot	be	used	to	satisfy	the	insurance	company’s	
general	obligations	until	the	separate	account	liabilities	have	been	satisfied.	As	such,	if	the	issuer	were	to	go	into	
rehabilitation	or	bankruptcy,	Separate	Account	GIC	investors	would	have	first	claims	to	those	fixed	income	assets	
and	would	have	priority	over	claims	of	general	account	contract	holders	and	third-party	creditors	of	the	issuer.	To	
the	extent	that	the	separate	account	liabilities	exceed	the	underlying	fixed	income	assets	in	the	separate	account,	
the	difference	would	then	be	a	claim	on	the	issuer’s	general	account,	similar	to	a	Traditional	GIC	claim.	
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Issuer	Capacity	Risk—A	decrease	in	the	availability	of	issuers	available	to	issue	Traditional	GICs,	Separate	Account	
GICs,	or	Synthetic	GICs	to	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	may	impose	constraints	on	the	Fund’s	portfolio	construction.	

Large	Investor	Risk—A	Fund	or	an	underlying	fund	may	experience	large	investments	or	redemptions.		While	it	is	
impossible	 to	 predict	 the	 overall	 impact	 of	 these	 transactions	 over	 time,	 there	 could	 be	 adverse	 effects	 on	
portfolio	management.		For	example,	a	Fund	or	an	underlying	fund	may	be	required	to	sell	securities	or	invest	cash	
at	times	when	it	would	not	otherwise	do	so.		These	transactions	can	increase	transactions	costs.	

Leverage	Risk—Leverage,	including	borrowing	,	cause	the	value	of	an	underlying	fund’s	shares	to	be	more	volatile	
than	if	the	fund	did	not	use	leverage.	 	This	 is	because	leverage	tends	to	exaggerate	the	effect	of	any	increase	or	
decrease	in	the	value	of	the	underlying	fund’s	portfolio	securities.		An	underlying	fund	may	engage	in	transactions	
or	purchase	instruments	that	give	rise	to	forms	of	leverage,	such	as	derivatives,	reverse	repurchase	agreements,	or	
other	 borrowings,	 investment	 of	 collateral	 from	 loans	 of	 portfolio	 securities,	 or	 use	 of	 when-issued,	 delayed-
delivery	or	forward	commitment	transactions.	

Liquidity	 Risk—Liquidity	 risk	 exists	 when	 a	 particular	 security	 or	 other	 instrument	 is	 difficult	 to	 trade.	 An	
investment	in	illiquid	assets	may	reduce	the	returns	of	the	investment	because	the	holder	of	such	assets	may	not	
be	able	to	sell	the	assets	at	the	time	desired	for	an	acceptable	price	or	might	not	be	able	to	sell	the	assets	at	all.		
Illiquid	assets	may	also	be	difficult	to	value.		

VT	PLUS	Fund	Liquidity	Risk:	In	addition,	stable	value	investment	contracts	generally	may	not	be	assigned	
or	 transferred	 without	 the	 permission	 of	 the	 issuer.	 Often	 these	 contracts	 include	 non-standard	
negotiated	terms	and	do	not	trade	in	a	secondary	market.	The	VT	PLUS	Fund	is	managed	to	seek	to	meet	
the	 cash	 flow	 requirements	 of	 expected	 purchases	 and	 sales	 of	 units	 of	 the	 VT	 PLUS	 Fund	 based	 on	
investor	activity.	 If	actual	experience	 is	 significantly	different	 from	expectations,	 the	VT	PLUS	Fund	may	
have	to	buy	or	sell	 investments	at	 rates	 that	are	 lower	 than	the	VT	PLUS	Fund’s	average	crediting	rate,	
which	may	lower	returns.	

Management	 Risk—Individual	 investments	 of	 an	 underlying	 fund	 may	 not	 perform	 as	 expected,	 and	 that	
underlying	 fund’s	 portfolio	 management	 practices	 may	 not	 achieve	 the	 desired	 result.	 	 There	 is	 a	 risk	 that	 its	
portfolio	managers	may	allocate	assets	to	an	asset	class	that	underperforms	other	asset	classes.		

Mid-Cap	 Securities	 Risk—Investments	 in	 mid-capitalization	 companies	 involve	 greater	 risk	 than	 is	 customarily	
associated	 with	 investments	 in	 larger,	 more	 established	 companies.	 Equity	 securities	 of	 mid-capitalization	
companies	generally	trade	in	lower	volume	and	are	generally	subject	to	greater	and	less	predictable	price	changes	
than	the	securities	of	larger	companies.	

Mortgage-Backed	 Securities	 Risk—Defaults	 on	 the	 mortgages	 underlying	 mortgage-backed	 securities	 may	
adversely	 affect	 the	 value	 of	 these	 securities.	 These	 securities	 are	 also	 subject	 to	 interest	 rate	 risk,	 credit	 risk,	
prepayment	risk,	and	extension	risk.	Certain	mortgage-backed	securities	may	be	more	volatile	and	less	liquid	than	
other	traditional	types	of	fixed	income	securities.	

Multi-Manager	Risk—While	ICMA-RC	monitors	each	subadviser	and	the	overall	management	of		the	VT	III	Funds	
that	 are	 the	 underlying	 funds	 to	 certain	 VantageTrust	 Funds,	 each	 subadviser	 makes	 investment	 decisions	
independently	 from	 ICMA-RC	and	 the	other	 subadvisers.	 It	 is	possible	 that	 the	 security	 selection	process	of	one	
subadviser	will	not	complement	that	of	the	other	subadvisers.	As	a	result,	an	underlying	fund’s	exposure	to	a	given	
security,	 industry,	 sector	 or	 market	 capitalization	 could	 be	 smaller	 or	 larger	 than	 if	 the	 underlying	 fund	 were	
managed	by	a	single	subadviser,	which	could	affect	the	fund’s	performance.	

Municipal	Securities	Risk—The	value	of,	payment	of	interest	and	repayment	of	principal	with	respect	to,	and	the	
ability	 of	 a	 fund	 to	 sell,	 a	 municipal	 security	 may	 be	 affected	 by	 constitutional	 amendments,	 legislative	
enactments,	 executive	 orders,	 administrative	 regulations	 and	 voter	 initiatives	 as	 well	 as	 the	 economics	 of	 the	
regions	where	the	issuer	is	located.	Certain	municipal	securities	may	be	difficult	to	value	or	sell	at	a	fair	price.	
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Preferred	 Stock	 Risk—Preferred	 stockholders	may	 have	more	 limited	 voting	 rights	 than	 common	 stockholders.	
Holders	of	a	 company’s	debt	 securities	are	generally	paid	before	holders	of	 the	company’s	preferred	stock.	The	
value	and	volatility	of	preferred	stock	may	be	dependent	on	factors	that	affect	both	fixed	 income	securities	and	
equity	securities.	

Prepayment	 and	Extension	Risk—Mortgage-backed	and	asset-backed	securities	are	exposed	to	prepayment	risk	
and	extension	risk.	Prepayment	risk	may	occur	when	borrowers	pay	their	mortgages	or	 loans	more	quickly	 than	
required	under	the	terms	of	the	mortgage	or	loan.	Most	borrowers	are	likely	to	prepay	their	mortgage	or	loan	at	a	
time	when	 it	may	 be	 least	 advantageous	 to	 a	 holder	 of	 these	 securities	 (e.g.,	 during	 periods	 of	 falling	 interest	
rates),	 which	may	 force	 the	 holder	 to	 reinvest	 the	 proceeds	 of	 prepayments	 in	 lower-yielding	 instruments	 and	
result	in	a	decline	in	the	holder’s	income.	Extension	risk	may	occur	when	rising	interest	rates	result	in	decreased	
prepayments,	which	could	extend	the	average	life	of	the	security,	cause	its	value	to	decline	more	than	traditional	
fixed-income	securities	and	increase	its	volatility.	

Portfolio	 Turnover	 Risk—A	 fund	 may	 engage	 in	 a	 significant	 number	 of	 short-term	 transactions,	 which	 may	
adversely	 affect	 performance.	 Increased	 portfolio	 turnover	 may	 result	 in	 higher	 brokerage	 costs	 or	 other	
transactions	fees	and	expenses.	These	costs	are	ultimately	passed	on	to	shareholders.	

REITs	Risk—Real	estate	investment	trusts	(“REITs”)	are	subject	to	risks	generally	associated	with	investing	in	real	
estate,	such	as	declining	real	estate	values,	over-building,	property	tax	increases,	increases	in	operating	expenses	
and	interest	rates,	insufficient	levels	of	occupancy,	the	inability	to	obtain	financing	(at	all	or	on	acceptable	terms),	
and	the	national,	regional	and	local	economic	conditions	affecting	the	real	estate	market.	

Securities	Lending	Risk—An	underlying	fund	may	engage	in	one	or	more	securities	lending	programs	conducted	by	
the	fund’s	custodian	or	other	entities	to	seek	to	generate	income.	These	loans	are	secured	by	collateral	invested	in	
cash	or	cash	equivalents.	The	collateral	that	a	fund	receives	from	a	borrower	is	generally	invested	in	money	market	
funds,	other	cash	equivalents,	short-term	fixed	income	securities,	or	other	similar	instruments.	Securities	lending	
subjects	 a	 fund	 to	 certain	 risks.	 The	 borrower	 of	 the	 security	may	 fail	 to	 return	 the	 loaned	 security	 in	 a	 timely	
manner,	which	could	cause	the	fund	to	lose	money.	In	addition,	the	fund	may	incur	investment	losses	as	a	result	of	
investing	the	collateral	received	in	connection	with	the	loans.	

Short	Sale	Risk—A	short	sale	is	the	sale	of	a	security	that	a	fund	does	not	own	or	any	sale	that	is	consummated	by	
the	delivery	of	a	security	borrowed	by	the	fund.	In	general,	short	selling	is	used	to	try	to	profit	from	an	expected	
downward	price	movement	of	the	security,	to	provide	liquidity	in	response	to	unanticipated	demand,	or	to	hedge	
the	risk	of	a	long	position	in	the	same	security	or	in	a	related	security.	Short	sales	create	a	risk	that	a	fund	may	be	
required	 to	 close	 the	 short	position	by	buying	back	 the	 security	 at	 a	 time	when	 the	 security	has	appreciated	 in	
value,	thus	resulting	in	a	loss	to	the	fund.	Because	a	short	position	loses	value	as	the	security’s	price	increases	and	
there	is	no	upper	limit	to	a	security’s	price,	the	loss	on	a	short	sale	is	theoretically	unlimited.	In	contrast,	the	loss	
on	a	 long	position	 is	 limited	 to	what	 the	 fund	originally	paid	 for	 the	security.	A	 fund	may	not	always	be	able	 to	
borrow	a	 security	 it	 seeks	 to	 sell	 short	 at	 a	particular	 time,	due	 to	 a	 lack	of	 supply	of	 the	 security	 available	 for	
borrowing	or	because	the	costs	to	borrow	such	a	security	are	too	high.	As	a	result,	a	fund	may	be	unable	to	fully	
implement	 its	 investment	 strategy.	 Short	 sales	 magnify	 the	 potential	 for	 gain	 or	 loss	 on	 monies	 invested	 by	
borrowing	securities,	and	 losses	can	exceed	the	amount	 invested	 in	a	short	position.	Assets	segregated	to	cover	
short	sales	may	decline	in	value.	

Small-Cap	Securities	Risk—Investments	 in	small-capitalization	companies	 involve	greater	risk	than	 is	customarily	
associated	 with	 investments	 in	 larger,	 more	 established	 companies.	 Equity	 securities	 of	 small-capitalization	
companies	 are	 generally	 subject	 to	 greater	 price	 volatility	 than	 those	 of	 larger	 companies	 due	 to:	 less	 certain	
growth	prospects,	 the	 lower	degree	of	 liquidity	 in	 the	markets	 for	 their	 securities,	and	 the	greater	 sensitivity	of	
smaller	companies	to	changing	economic	conditions.	Also,	small-capitalization	companies	may	have	more	limited	
product	lines,	fewer	capital	resources	and	less	experienced	management	than	larger	companies.	
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Stock	Market	Risk—Stock	market	risk	 is	the	possibility	that	the	prices	of	equity	securities	overall	will	experience	
increased	volatility	and	decline	over	short	or	extended	periods.	Markets	 tend	to	move	 in	cycles,	with	periods	of	
rising	prices	and	periods	of	falling	prices.	

Style	Risk—All	of	the	funds	are	subject,	in	varying	degrees,	to	style	risk,	which	is	the	possibility	that	returns	from	a	
specific	type	of	security	in	which	a	fund	invests	or	the	investment	style	of	a	fund’s	adviser	will	trail	the	returns	of	
the	 overall	 market.	 In	 the	 past,	 different	 types	 of	 securities	 have	 experienced	 cycles	 of	 outperformance	 and	
underperformance	in	comparison	to	the	market	in	general.	Therefore,	investing	in	a	fund	with	a	specific	style	will	
create	exposure	to	this	risk.	For	example,	growth	stocks	have	performed	best	during	the	later	stages	of	economic	
expansion	and	value	stocks	have	performed	best	during	periods	of	economic	recovery.	Therefore,	both	the	growth	
and	value	investing	styles	may,	over	time,	go	in	and	out	of	favor.	At	times	when	the	investing	style	used	by	a	fund	
is	out	of	favor,	that	fund	may	underperform	other	funds	that	use	different	investing	styles.	

TBA	 Risk—In	 To-Be-Announced	 (“TBA”)	 transactions,	 a	 fund	 commits	 to	 purchase	 certain	 mortgage-backed	
securities	for	a	fixed	price	at	a	future	date.	TBA	transactions	involve	the	risk	that	the	actual	securities	received	by	
the	Fund	may	be	 less	 favorable	than	what	was	anticipated	when	entering	 into	the	transaction.	TBA	transactions	
also	involve	the	risk	that	a	counterparty	will	fail	to	deliver	the	securities,	exposing	the	Fund	to	further	losses.	

U.S.	 Government	 Agency	 Securities	 Risk—Securities	 issued	 by	 U.S.	 Government	 agencies	 or	 government-
sponsored	enterprises	may	not	be	guaranteed	by	 the	U.S.	Treasury.	Further,	 there	 is	no	assurance	 that	 the	U.S.	
Government	will	 provide	 financial	 support	 to	 its	 agencies	 or	 instrumentalities	 (including	 government-sponsored	
enterprises)	 that	 issue	 or	 guarantee	 certain	 securities.	 If	 a	 government	 agency	 or	 a	 government-sponsored	
enterprise	is	unable	to	meet	its	obligations,	the	Fund	may	experience	a	loss.	

VIII. SERVICES	PROVIDED	BY	ICMA-RC	TO	THE	TRUST	COMPANY	

The	Trust	Company	has	appointed	ICMA-RC	to	act	as	the	 investment	adviser	to	the	Trust	Company	 in	respect	to	
the	 Funds.	 	 As	 investment	 adviser,	 ICMA-RC	 advises	 the	 Trust	 Company	 on	 the	 composition	 and	 design	 of	
investment	programs	and	options.		It	also	advises	the	Trust	Company	with	respect	to	investments	by	the	Funds.	

ICMA-RC	 provides	 administrative	 support	 to	 the	 Trust	 Company	 as	may	 be	 required	 to	 exercise	 recordkeeping,	
reporting,	disclosure	and	other	support	functions	in	respect	to	the	Funds.	

IX. FEES	AND	EXPENSES	

The	Trust	Company	is	entitled	under	the	Declaration	of	Trust	to	receive	reasonable	compensation	for	its	services	in	
managing	and	administering	the	Trust.	The	compensation,	custodial	fees	and	expenses	of	the	Trust	Company	are	
paid	from	the	Trust,	except	to	the	extent	that	plan	fiduciaries	have	arranged	for	payment	from	other	sources.	

The	Trust	charges	the	fees	and	expenses	of	ICMA-RC	to	the	Funds.		ICMA-RC	charges	a	combined	fee	for	providing	
investment	 advisory,	 administrative,	 and	 management	 services	 to	 the	 Trust	 Company.	 	 The	 fees	 charged	 vary	
depending	 on	 the	 particular	 type	 and	 level	 of	 services	 required	 and	 are	 part	 of	 the	 negotiated	 investment	
management	contract	between	the	Trust	Company	and	ICMA-RC.		The	fees	payable	to	ICMA-RC	by	a	Fund	are	in	
addition	 to	 fees	 payable	 to	 any	 subadvisers	 ICMA-RC	 selects	 to	 manage	 a	 portion	 of	 the	 assets	 of	 a	 Fund	 or	
underlying	fund.		ICMA-RC	may	waive	its	fees,	in	whole	or	in	part,	for	all	or	certain	investors.	

The	 Trust	 Company	may	 also	 charge	 to	 a	 particular	 class	 of	 a	 Fund	 any	 other	 expense,	 claim	 or	 charge	 that	 is	
specifically	allocated	to	such	class.		

Please	refer	to	each	Fund’s	Fact	Sheet	or	Investment	Options	Sheet	for	the	expenses	applicable	to	that	Fund	and	
class.			
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X. CONFLICTS	OF	INTEREST	

ICMA-RC	 provides	 investment	 advice	 with	 respect	 to	 certain	 investment	 options	 available	 through	 the	 Trust	 in	
which	ICMA-RC	has	a	financial	interest.		When	ICMA-RC	recommends	that	a	Fund	invest	in	a	VT	III	Fund,	a	potential	
conflict	of	interest	exists	because	ICMA-RC	receives	compensation	in	the	form	of	advisory	and	administrative	fees	
based	on	the	assets	 invested	 in	the	VT	 III	Funds.	 	Similarly,	when	 ICMA-RC	recommends	that	a	Fund	 invests	 in	a	
third-party	mutual	 fund,	a	potential	conflict	of	 interest	exists	because	 ICMA-RC	or	 its	affiliate,	 ICMA-RC	Services,	
LLC,	receives	payments	from	third-party	mutual	fund	families	or	their	service	providers	in	the	form	of	12b-1	fees,	
service	fees,	compensation	for	sub-accounting	and	other	services	provided	by	ICMA-RC	and/or	ICMA-RC	Services	
based	on	assets	in	the	underlying	third-party	mutual	fund.			

All	of	these	payments	from	other	parties	are	expressly	disclosed	to	and	acknowledged	by	the	Trust	Company	in	its	
investment	management	agreement	with	ICMA-RC.	

A. Payments	from	Third-Party	Mutual	Funds	

Each	of	the	third-party	mutual	funds	 in	which	the	VT	Funds	 invest,	or	their	service	providers,	make	payments	to	
ICMA-RC	 or	 its	 affiliates.	 These	 payments	 may	 be	 in	 the	 form	 of	 12b-1	 fees,	 service	 fees,	 compensation	 for	
subaccounting,	 or	 for	 other	 services	 provided	 by	 ICMA-RC.	 At	 the	 time	 of	 this	 publication,	 the	 following	 fund	
families	pay	at	the	annual	percentage	rates	set	forth	below	based	on	VT	Fund	balances	invested	in	their	funds:	

AMG	TimesSquare	 0.35%	 Invesco	 0.25%	 T.	Rowe	Price®	 0.40%	
AllianzGI	 up	to	0.35%	 Nuveen	 0.25%	 Victory	 0.25%	
Fidelity	 up	to	0.25%	 Oppenheimer	 0.25%	 PIMCO	 0.25%	
Parnassus	 0.25%	 Western	Asset	 up	to	0.35%	 Harbor	 0.25%	

XI. UNIT	ACCOUNTING	FOR	FUNDS	

The	beneficial	interest	in	a	class	of	a	Fund	is	represented	by	units.	Eligible	Trusts	purchase	units	in	the	Fund	for	the	
benefit	 of	 their	 investors,	 participants	 and	 beneficiaries.	Units	 represent	 a	 proportional	 ownership	 interest	 in	 a	
Fund.	 The	worth	 of	 a	 unit	 is	 known	 as	 its	 Unit	 Value.	 The	 daily	 Unit	 Value	 is	 determined	 at	 the	 close	 of	 each	
business	day	by	adding	 the	value	of	all	of	a	Fund’s	 investments,	plus	cash	and	other	assets,	deducting	 liabilities	
(which	 includes	 fees	 and	 expenses	 charged	 by	 ICMA-RC),	 and	 then	 dividing	 the	 result	 by	 the	 number	 of	
outstanding	units	in	the	Fund	as	of	the	end	of	the	prior	day	and	rounding	the	results	to	the	nearest	cent.			

The	value	of	an	investment	in	a	Fund	equals	the	number	of	units	held	multiplied	by	the	current	day’s	Unit	Value.	
Because	Unit	Values	and	 investment	returns	will	 fluctuate,	a	transfer	or	disbursement	will	normally	result	 in	the	
receipt	of	more	or	less	than	the	original	cost	of	an	investment.		

XII. SHARE	CLASSES	

All	 Funds	may	 be	made	 available	 through	 different	 classes	 and	 sub-classes.	 	 These	 classes	 and	 sub-classes	may	
have	 different	 fee	 structures	 for	 the	 services	 provided,	 including	 but	 not	 limited	 to,	 advisory,	 administration,	
record	keeping	and	participant	education	services.		The	Trust	Company	may	divide	a	Fund	or	its	share	classes	into	
different	sub-classes	that	reflect	a	different	combination	of	fees	or	a	lower	fee	structure	that	the	Trust	Company	
may	then	make	available	to	certain	Eligible	Trusts.	Eligible	Trusts	may	qualify	for	a	class	or	sub-class	based	upon	a	
number	 of	 factors	 that	 reflect	 savings	 from	 economies	 of	 scale	 or	 other	 cost	 savings	 with	 respect	 to	 services	
provided.	 These	 include,	 but	 are	not	 limited	 to:	 the	 asset	 size,	 average	 account	 balance,	 the	 type	 and	 scope	of	
services	provided,	or	other	features	of	the	Eligible	Trust.	

The	Trust	Company	reserves	the	right	to	open	additional	classes	and	adopt	eligibility	criteria.	
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XIII. INVESTING	IN	THE	FUNDS	

The	 following	 explains	 how	 an	 investment	 can	 be	 made	 into	 a	 Fund,	 as	 well	 as	 information	 about	 when	
investments	can	be	made,	how	funds	can	be	transferred,	and	other	policies	relating	to	an	investment	in	the	Funds.	

Definition	of	a	Business	Day	–	The	Funds	are	available	on	any	business	day,	which	is	any	day	when	the	
New	 York	 Stock	 Exchange	 (“NYSE”)	 is	 open	 for	 business.	 “Close	 of	 business”	means	 4:00	 p.m.	 Eastern	
Time,	or	the	final	close	of	trading	on	any	day	when	trading	on	the	NYSE	closes	at	a	time	other	than	4:00	
p.m.	Eastern	Time.		

Transfer,	Withdrawal	and	Allocation	Changes	–	Generally,	unless	restricted	by	a	plan	sponsor,	transfer,	
withdrawal	and	allocation	changes	among	the	Funds	may	be	made	on	a	daily	basis	by	Internet	(Account	
Access),	 or	 by	 speaking	 to	 an	 Investor	 Services	 representative	 at	 ICMA-RC.	 Account	 Access	 is	 normally	
available	 24	 hours	 a	 day,	 seven	 days	 a	 week.	 Instructions	 sent	 by	 email	 correspondence	 will	 not	 be	
accepted.		

RHS	Employer	 Investment	Program	 -	 Transfer,	withdrawal	 and	allocation	 changes	may	generally	be	
made	 on	 a	 daily	 basis	 via	 fax	 or	mail	 using	 the	 appropriate	 form.	 	 The	 forms	may	 be	 obtained	 by	
logging	 into	EZLink	or	by	contacting	a	Plan	Sponsor	Services	representative	at	the	number	provided	
below.		

Transfer	and	Withdrawal	Restrictions	–	Under	the	terms	of	the	Declaration	of	Trust,	the	Trust	Company	
has	 full	 discretion	 to	 defer	 withdrawals	 or	 transfers.	 Class	 specific	 restrictions	 or	 limitations	 will	 be	
disclosed	on	the	applicable	Fact	Sheet	or	Investment	Options	Sheet.	

Automatic	 Rebalance	 –	 Certain	 accounts	 may	 be	 eligible	 for	 an	 auto-rebalance	 feature.	 This	 feature	
periodically	returns	the	account	to	the	investor’s	desired	asset	allocation.		Rebalancing	strategies	do	not	
ensure	a	profit	and	do	not	protect	against	losses	in	declining	markets.	

Confirmations	and	Statements	–	 Investors	 in	the	Funds	will	 receive	confirmation	after	each	transaction	
and	 a	 quarterly	 statement	 that	 shows	 quarterly	 activity.	 Part-time	 employees	may	 receive	 only	 annual	
statements.	 Please	 review	 this	 information	 carefully	 and	 contact	 ICMA-RC	 immediately	 if	 you	 see	 any	
discrepancies.	

Account	 Access	 –	 Account	 Access	 is	 an	 internet	 site	 that	 is	 available	 to	 plan	 participants.	 	 It	 can	 be	
reached	 via	 ICMA-RC’s	 website	 at	 www.icmarc.org.	 Information	 available	 includes	 plan	 fund	 lineups,	
ICMA-RC	administered	account	balances,	investment	allocations,	and	investment	performance.		

EZLink	 –	 EZLink	 is	 an	 internet	 site	 that	 is	 available	 to	 plan	 sponsors	 and	 provides	 access	 to	 plan	 and	
participant	data.	It	can	be	reached	via	ICMA-RC’s	website	at	www.icmarc.org.	EZLink	consists	of	a	number	
of	 different	 online	 services	 enabling	 faster	 processing	 of	 information	 and	 greater	 control	 over	 data	
submission.	

Participant	Telephone	Access	–	Self-service	phone	access	as	well	as	Investor	Services	representatives	are	
available	to	participants	by	calling	800-669-7400.	

Plan	Sponsor	 Telephone	Access	–	Phone	access	to	Plan	Sponsor	Services	representatives	 is	available	to	
plan	sponsors	by	calling	800-326-7272.	

Contributions	 –	 Plan	 fiduciaries	 generally	 may	 make	 contributions	 to	 their	 Eligible	 Trusts	 as	 often	 as	
weekly.	Contributions	received	in	good	order	prior	to	the	close	of	business	on	any	business	day	are	posted	
that	 business	 day.	 Contributions	 received	 in	 good	 order	 after	 the	 close	 of	 business	 are	 treated	 as	 if	
received	the	next	business	day.		
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“Good	order”	means	 that	 contribution	deposits	must	be	accompanied	by	 sufficient	detail	 and	 in	 ICMA-
RC’s	 standard	 format	so	 that	 ICMA-RC	 is	able	 to	allocate	contributions	properly.	 If	a	contribution	 is	not	
received	 in	 good	 order,	 the	 deposit	 is	 held	 in	 a	 non-interest	 bearing	 account	 until	 all	 necessary	
information	 is	 received.	 If	 a	 contribution	 is	 not	 in	 good	 order	 after	 three	 business	 days,	 ICMA-RC	will	
coordinate	with	the	Eligible	Trust	and	may	return	the	contribution	to	the	Eligible	Trust.		

Contributions	 received	 for	 an	 identified	 participant	 account	 that	 does	 not	 have	 complete	 allocation	
instructions	will	be	invested	in	the	Eligible	Trust’s	default	option.	

Distributions	 and	 Reinvestment	 of	 Earnings	 –	 There	 is	 not	 expected	 to	 be	 distribution	 of	 income,	
dividends	or	 capital	 gains	 to	holders	of	units	of	a	Fund.	Rather,	 it	 is	anticipated	 that	 such	 items	will	be	
reflected	in	the	net	asset	value	of	the	Fund.	

XIV. ADDITIONAL	INFORMATION	ABOUT	TRANSFER	RESTRICTIONS	

Transfers	may	be	delayed,	restricted	or	refused	if	a	VT	Fund	receives	or	anticipates	simultaneous	orders	affecting	
significant	 portions	 of	 its	 assets.	 In	 particular,	 a	 pattern	 of	 transfers	 that	 coincides	with	 volatile	market	 activity	
could	be	disruptive	 to	a	given	VT	Fund.	Although	the	Trust	Company	and	 ICMA-RC	will	attempt	 to	provide	prior	
notice	whenever	reasonably	possible,	these	restrictions	may	nonetheless	be	imposed	at	any	time.	

A. Restrictions	on	Transfers	of	VT	PLUS	Fund	Assets	to	Competing	Funds	

Direct	transfers	from	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	to	competing	funds	are	restricted.	Competing	funds	 include,	but	
are	not	limited	to,	the	following	types	of	investment	options:	

• cash	funds	(like	the	VT	Cash	Management	Fund),	money	market	mutual	funds,	bank	collective	short-
term	 investment	 funds,	bank	accounts	or	 certificates	of	deposit,	 stable	value	 funds	or	 substantially	
similar	investment	options	that	offer	guarantees	of	principal	or	income,	such	as	guaranteed	annuity	
contracts	or	similar	arrangements	with	financial	institutions;	

• short-term	bond	funds	that	invest	in	fixed	income	securities	and	seek	to	maintain	or	have	an	average	
portfolio	duration	of	less	than	three	years;	

• any	 investment	option	 that	 invests	80%	or	more	of	 its	assets	 in	 (i)	 fixed	 income	securities	or	 funds	
with	a	duration	of	less	than	three	years,	or	(ii)	instruments	that	seek	to	provide	capital	preservation	
such	 as	 stable	 value	 funds,	 bank	 certificates	 of	 deposit	 or	 bank	 accounts,	 and	 cash	 or	 cash	
equivalents;	and	

• a	self-directed	brokerage	account.	

Whether	or	not	a	particular	fund	is	a	competing	fund	will	be	determined,	at	the	sole	discretion	of	ICMA-
RC,	in	consultation	with	the	stable	value	contract	issuers	on	a	case-by-case	basis.	

To	transfer	money	from	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	to	a	competing	fund,	you	must	first	transfer	the	amount	to	a	
non-competing	fund	for	a	period	of	at	least	90	calendar	days.	For	example,	if	you	want	to	transfer	money	
from	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	to	the	VT	Cash	Management	Fund,	you	will	first	need	to	transfer	the	money	to	a	
non-competing	 fund	 and	 then,	 90	 calendar	 days	 later	 or	 any	 time	 thereafter,	 transfer	 that	 amount	 of	
money	to	the	VT	Cash	Management	Fund.	

B. Information	About	Restrictions	on	VT	PLUS	Fund	Employer	Withdrawals	and	
Transfers	

In	the	event	an	Employer	initiates	withdrawal	of	all	or	part	of	its	Plan’s	assets	from	the	VT	PLUS	
Fund,	ICMA-RC	has	full	discretion	to	defer	the	payout	of	such	assets	for	a	period	of	up	to	twelve	
months.	In	the	case	of	a	total	withdrawal,	participant	transfers	of	VT	PLUS	Fund	assets	to	other	
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investment	 options	 may	 be	 restricted	 and	 participants	 may	 not	 be	 able	 to	 make	 additional	
investments	in	the	VT	PLUS	Fund	during	this	twelve-month	period.	

C. VT	Retirement	IncomeAdvantage	Fund	–	90	Day	Transfer	Restriction	

Before	Lock-In	-	 If	you	transfer	money	out	of	the	VT	Retirement	IncomeAdvantage	Fund,	you	will	not	be	
permitted	to	transfer	money	back	into	the	Fund	for	a	period	of	90	calendar	days.	However,	contributions	
to	the	Fund	are	permitted	to	continue,	even	during	the	90-	day	restriction	period.	

After	Lock-In	-	Any	excess	withdrawals	will	result	in	the	90-day	transfer	restriction	on	fund	transfers	into	
the	 VT	 Retirement	 IncomeAdvantage	 Fund.	 	 For	 additional	 information	 regarding	 these	 restrictions,	
please	 see	 the	 VT	 Retirement	 IncomeAdvantage	 Fund	 Important	 Considerations	 document,	 which	 is	
available	when	you	login	to	Account	Access	at	www.icmarc.org	or	by	contacting	Investor	Services	at	800-
669-7400.	

XV. FREQUENT	TRADING	RESTRICTIONS	

The	Funds	are	meant	for	long-term	investment	purposes.	Frequent	trading	of	the	Funds	may	cause	additional	costs	
to	be	 incurred	by	the	Funds,	and	these	costs	will	affect	all	 investors.	Also,	the	rate	of	return	 long-term	investors	
realize	 from	 their	 investments	may	be	 impacted	by	 any	 frequent	 trading	 activity	 of	 other	 investors.	 ICMA-RC	 is	
committed	to	curbing	frequent	trading	to	protect	long-term	investors.	

ICMA-RC	defines	frequent	trading	as	a	buy	followed	by	a	sell	three	times	in	the	same	fund	during	a	90-calendar-
day	period	or	a	buy	 followed	by	a	sell	 ten	 times	 in	 the	same	 fund	during	a	365-calendar-day	period.	Systematic	
withdrawals,	 contributions,	 and	 distributions	 are	 not	 considered	 frequent	 trading.	 In	 addition,	 some	 underlying	
funds	 in	which	 the	 Trust	 invests	 define	 frequent	 trading	 differently,	 and	 ICMA-RC	 reserves	 the	 right	 to	 enforce	
these	underlying	 fund’s	 guidelines.	 If	 frequent	 trading	and/or	market	 timing	activity	 are	detected	 in	 an	account	
with	ICMA-RC,	ICMA-RC	may	communicate	by	telephone	or	in	writing	about	these	trading	activities	in	an	effort	to	
deter	such	activities.	If	such	communications	fail	to	deter	the	frequent	trading	activity,	further	action	may	be	taken	
on	the	account	including	restricting	future	purchases	in	the	ICMA-RC	administered	account.	

ICMA-RC’s	aim	is	to	monitor	and	enforce	this	frequent	trading	policy	consistently.	ICMA-RC	cannot	guarantee	that	
all	the	risks	associated	with	frequent	trading	will	be	completely	eliminated	by	this	policy	and/or	restrictions.		

A. Restrictions	on	Frequent	Trading	–	Transfer	Restrictions	

Fund-to-fund	 transfers	 involving	 certain	 VT	 Funds	 will	 be	 limited	 to	 reduce	 excessive	 trading	 and	 its	
adverse	effects	on	an	underlying	fund.	Excessive	trading	of	underlying	funds	may	lead	to	increased	costs	
and	 less	 efficient	 portfolio	 management,	 potentially	 diluting	 the	 value	 of	 shares	 held	 by	 long-term	
investors.	The	following	VT	Funds	impose	trade	restrictions:	

If	you	transfer	this	
amount:	

You	must	wait	at	
least:	 Before	buying	back	into	the:	

Any	$	 30	days	 VT	T.	Rowe	Price®	Growth	Stock	Fund	
Any	$	 91	days	 VT	Vantagepoint	Overseas	Equity	Index	Fund	
Any	$	 91	days	 VT	Vantagepoint	International	Fund	
$5,000	or	more	 30	days	 VT	Wells	Fargo	Advantage	Large	Cap	Stock	Fund	

	

Please	 note	 that	 these	 restrictions	 apply	 to	 participant	 directed	 transfers	 only	 and	 will	 not	 affect	 systematic	
purchases	and/or	redemptions.	
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B. Restrictions	on	Frequent	Trading	–	Redemption	Fees	

In	addition	to	policies	on	frequent	trading,	certain	underlying	funds	impose	fees	on	redemptions	made	soon	after	
purchases.	Investors	in	the	VT	Funds	that	invest	in	such	underlying	funds	will	bear	these	redemption	fees	directly.	
Redemption	 fees	 are	designed	 to	offset	 the	brokerage	 commissions,	market	 impact,	 and	other	 costs	 associated	
with	 frequent	 shareholder	 trading.	 The	 fees	 are	 deducted	 from	 redemption	 proceeds	 if	 the	 shares	 are	 sold	 (or	
transferred	 to	 another	 fund)	 prior	 to	 a	 specified	 holding	 period.	 In	 calculating	 the	 holding	 period,	 shares	 held	
longest	 are	 normally	 treated	 as	 being	 redeemed	 first	 and	 shares	 held	 shortest	 as	 being	 redeemed	 last.	 All	
redemption	fees	imposed	by	third-party	funds	are	collected	by	ICMA-RC	and	remitted	back	to	the	underlying	fund	
to	which	 redemption	 fees	 apply.	 As	 of	 the	 date	 of	 this	 document,	 the	 redemption	 fees	 (and	 applicable	 holding	
periods)	imposed	by	the	underlying	funds	in	which	the	VT	Funds	invest	are	as	follows:	

Underlying	Fund	 Redemption	Fee	
Holding	Period	
(Calendar	Days)	

Fidelity	Diversified	International	Fund	 1.00%	 30	days	
 
VT	 Funds	 that	 invest	 in	 certain	 Fidelity	 funds	 may	 be	 subject	 to	 redemption	 or	 short-term	 trading	 fees	 on	
additional	 transactions	 such	as	auto-rebalancing,	 rollovers,	 in-service	withdrawals,	de	minimis	withdrawals,	Plan	
sponsor-initiated	changes,	asset	allocation	programs,	and	termination	payments.		

Redemption	 fee	 policies	 and	 procedures	 are	 typically	 very	 detailed	 and	 are	 subject	 to	 change.	 The	 above	
discussion	is	just	a	summary	of	those	policies	and	procedures.	The	underlying	funds’	current	disclosure	materials	
contain	 more	 detailed	 information	 about	 funds’	 current	 redemption	 fees.	 Please	 read	 each	 underlying	 funds’	
current	disclosure	materials	for	an	understanding	of	applicable	redemption	fees.	

XVI. INABILITY	TO	CONDUCT	BUSINESS	

ICMA-RC	 is	 normally	 open	 for	 business	 and	operating	when	 the	New	York	 Stock	 Exchange	 (“NYSE”)	 is	 open	 for	
business.	However,	unusual	circumstances	or	emergencies	including,	but	not	limited	to,	severe	and	extraordinary	
weather	 conditions,	 flooding,	 other	 natural	 disasters,	 pandemic	 flu	 or	 other	 health	 epidemics,	 regional	 power	
failures,	 fires,	 market	 disruption,	 civil	 disturbances	 or	 other	 events	 may	 prevent	 ICMA-RC	 from	 conducting	
business	on	 a	 given	day	or	 for	 longer	periods	of	 time.	 In	 such	 an	event,	 transactions	 in	 the	 investment	options	
offered	through	the	Trust	may	be	delayed	and	not	effected	until	ICMA-RC	resumes	normal	business	operations.	

In	addition,	 in	some	cases,	 ICMA-RC	may	be	open	for	business	but	operating	on	a	 limited	basis	and	may	require	
that	the	submission	of	investment	transactions	and	other	orders	or	directions	be	made	via	the	Internet.	

Account	Access	and	EZLink,	the	internet	platforms	available	to	investors	and	Plans,	are	normally	available	24	hours	
a	 day,	 seven	days	 a	week,	 except	 during	 scheduled	maintenance	periods.	 Service	 availability	 is	 not	 guaranteed.	
ICMA-RC,	the	Trust	Company,	and	their	affiliates	will	not	be	responsible	for	any	loss	(or	foregone	gain)	that	may	be	
incurred	 as	 a	 result	 of	 the	 service	 being	 unavailable.	 ICMA-RC	 cannot	 and	 does	 not	 accept	 any	 financial	
responsibility	 or	 liability	 for	market	 fluctuations	 in	 the	 value	 of	 an	 investor’s	 investment	 that	may	 occur	 while	
ICMA-RC	is	unable	to	conduct	business	as	described	above.	
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VantageTrust	Funds		
Disclosure	Memorandum	
APPENDIX	A	

Stable	Value	/	Cash	Management	Funds	
VT	Cash	Management	Fund	
VT	PLUS	Fund	
	
VT	Vantagepoint	Model	Portfolio	Funds	
VT	Vantagepoint	Model	Portfolio	Conservative	Growth	Fund		
VT	Vantagepoint	Model	Portfolio	Traditional	Growth	Fund		
VT	Vantagepoint	Model	Portfolio	Long-Term	Growth	Fund		
VT	Vantagepoint	Model	Portfolio	Global	Equity	Growth	Fund	
	
VT	Vantagepoint	Funds	
VT	Vantagepoint	Core	Bond	Index	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Inflation	Focused	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Low	Duration	Bond	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Equity	Income	Fund		
VT	Vantagepoint	500	Stock	Index	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Broad	Market	Index	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Growth	&	Income	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Growth	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Select	Value	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Aggressive	Opportunities	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Mid/Small	Company	Index	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Discovery	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	International	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Overseas	Equity	Index	Fund	
	

VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	Funds	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	Retirement	Income	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	2010	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	2015	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	2020	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	2025	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	2030	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	2035	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	2040	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	2045	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	2050	Fund	
VT	Vantagepoint	Milestone	2055	Fund	
	
VT	Trust	Series	Funds	
VT	AllianzGI	NFJ	Dividend	Value	Fund	
VT	AllianzGI	NFJ	Small-Cap	Value	Fund	
VT	AMG	TimesSquare	Mid	Cap	Growth	Fund	
VT	ContraFund®	
VT	Diversified	International	Fund	
VT	Harbor	International	Fund	
VT	Harbor	Mid	Cap	Growth	Fund	
VT	Nuveen	Real	Estate	Securities	Fund	
VT	Oppenheimer	Discovery	Fund	
VT	Oppenheimer	Main	Street	Fund	
VT	Parnassus	Core	Equity	Fund	
VT	PIMCO	High	Yield	Fund	
VT	Puritan®	Fund	
VT	T.	Rowe	Price®	Growth	Stock	Fund	
VT	Victory	Sycamore	Established	Value	Fund	
VT	Western	Asset	Core	Plus	Fund	
	
Guaranteed	Lifetime	Income	
VT	Retirement	IncomeAdvantage	Fund	

	



VT PLUS FUND R10
FACT SHEET MARCH 2018

FUND FACTS

Incept ion Date ..................................................Oct. 11, 2013
Total Expenses .........................................................0.57%
Total Assets ....................................................... $9.8 Billion
Credit Qualit y (M/S&P/F)* ................................ Aa2/AA-/AA
Ef fect ive Durat ion** ................................................... 2.83
Market-to -Book Value Rat io ....................................... 99.27%
CUSIP .............................................................. 92208J709
 *  Weighted Average Credit Quality is calculated by ICMA-RC and is only one factor that may 

be considered in assessing the risks of a fixed income portfolio, and it does not provide 
a complete picture of the credit risks or the dispersion of those risks within a portfolio. 
ICMA-RC calculates the average based on the Moody’s, S&P, Fitch (M/S&P/F) or a 
combination of the three credit ratings of the underlying securities or wrap providers.  
Moody’s, S&P, and Fitch are Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations and  
are not affiliated with ICMA-RC. 

**  Effective duration measures the interest rate sensitivity of the underlying portfolio. For the 
portion of the Fund invested in Traditional GICs, effective duration is not applicable and 
a duration of zero is assigned since their current values are not impacted by interest rate 
changes. If a duration based on weighted average maturity or cash flows is assigned to the 
Traditional GICs, the Fund’s overall duration would be 3.33.

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
Competitive level of income consistent with providing capital preservation 
and meeting liquidity needs. 

PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
ICMA-RC employs a structured, multi-product, multi-manager approach in 
managing the Fund. The Fund invests primarily in a diversified and tiered 
portfolio of stable value investment contracts and in fixed income securities, 
fixed income mutual funds, and fixed income commingled trust funds 
(“fixed income assets”) that back certain stable value investment contracts. 
In addition, the Fund invests in money market mutual funds, as well as 
cash and cash equivalents. The Fund’s portfolio may include different types 
of investments with a variety of negotiated terms and maturities and is 
diversified across sectors and issuers. The composition of the Fund’s portfolio 
and its allocations to various stable value investments and fixed income 
investment sectors, across the fund’s multiple tiers, is determined based on 
prevailing economic and capital market conditions, relative value analysis, 
liquidity needs, and other factors.

The Fund invests in stable value investment contracts to seek to achieve, 
over the long run, returns higher than those of money market funds and 
short-term bank rates and relatively stable returns compared to short-to-
intermediate term fixed income funds. The Fund generally will not track 
shorter-term interest rates as closely as money market mutual funds, 
because of its longer maturity, potential adverse market changes, and 
provisions in stable value contracts held by the Fund. In addition, while the 
Fund’s returns are generally expected to follow interest rate trends over 
time, they typically will do so on a lagged basis. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PLUS FUND

Goals: Key goals are to seek to preserve capital, by limiting the risk of loss of principal and 
delivering stable returns, and to meet the liquidity needs of those who invest in the PLUS Fund.

Crediting Rate: Investors in the Fund receive a daily accrual to their accounts that seeks to 
approximate the Fund’s expected yield. The crediting rate is set monthly, at the end of the prior 
month, and seeks to approximate what the Fund’s actual earnings will be for the current month, 
increased or decreased to adjust for differences between actual and credited earnings in prior 
periods. This crediting rate is estimated taking into account current yields on the Fund’s holdings 
in GICs and money market funds and prior period performance of the securities underlying the 
Separate Account and Synthetic GICs held by the Fund. The Fund’s monthly crediting rate may 
not move in the same direction as prevailing interest rates over certain time periods.

Fund Information: The Fund is an investment option of the VantageTrust, a group trust 
established and maintained by VantageTrust Company, LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of  
ICMA-RC. VantageTrust provides for the commingling of assets of certain benefits trusts and 
benefits plans as defined in its Declaration of Trust, and is only available for investment by 
such eligible benefits trusts and benefit plans. The Fund is not a mutual fund. Its units are 
not deposits of VantageTrust Company and are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation or any other agency. The Fund is a security that has not been registered under 
the Securities Act of 1933 and is exempt from investment company registration under the 
Investment Company Act of 1940.  

FS70710450

PERFORMANCE AS OF MARCH 31, 2018

Crediting 
Rate*

Performance %

1 YEAR 3 YEARS 5 YEARS 10 YEARS

PLUS Fund R10‡,§ 2.22 2.17 2.05 2.09 2.80

ICE BofA ML U.S.  
3 Mon T-Bill Index 

— 1.11 0.53 0.34 0.34

Periods greater than one year represent annualized performance and past performance, as shown, is no guarantee 
of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance shown. For current performance, 
contact ICMA-RC by calling 800-669-7400 or by visiting www.icmarc.org.

* Annualized monthly rate for the last month of the quarter.
‡  The R10 share class is available to plans that pay or charge participants an explicit fee for recordkeeping services.
§  Performance information for this class prior to its inception date is hypothetical. It is the performance of the Fund 
adjusted to reflect the estimated fees and expenses of the class.

Due to rounding, percentages shown may not add up to 100%.

Tier 1 — Cash Buffer 6.5%

Tier 2 — Shorter Duration Focus 9.2%

Tier 3 — Laddered Maturity Focus 21.3%

Tier 4 — Total Return Focus 63.0%

ASSET ALLOCATION



For additional information regarding the Fund, including a description of the principal 
risks, please consult the VantageTrust Funds Disclosure Memorandum, which is available 
when you log in at www.icmarc.org, or upon request by calling 800-669-7400.

Before investing in the Fund you should carefully consider your investment goals, tolerance for risk, investment 
time horizon, and personal circumstances. There is no guarantee that the Fund will meet its investment objective 
and you can lose money.

Additional Information About Investment Risks: Different risks are associated with the different types 
of stable value investment contracts in which the PLUS Fund invests. Generally, stable value investment contracts 
are illiquid and may not be assigned, transferred or sold to someone else without the permission of the issuing 
insurance company or bank. These contracts often include non-standard negotiated terms and do not trade in a 
secondary market.

Additional risks of investing in the PLUS Fund include, but are not limited to: failure of the issuers of GICs, BICs, 
Separate Account GICs, or Synthetic GICs to meet their obligations to the PLUS Fund; failure of ICMA-RC to meet 
its objectives or obligations, as investment adviser for the PLUS Fund; default or downgrade of the fixed income 
assets that back Separate Account GICs and Synthetic GICs; failure of the third-party fixed income managers of 
the portfolios underlying the Separate Account GICs and Synthetic GICs to meet their investment objectives or 
their obligations to the PLUS Fund; loss of value or failure to redeem shares or allow withdrawals on a timely 
basis by one or more of the commingled investment vehicles in which the PLUS Fund invests, which may include 
money market mutual funds or other mutual funds.

Transfer Restrictions: Direct transfers from the Fund to competing funds are restricted. Competing funds 
include but are not limited to the following types of investment options: (1) cash management funds, money 
market mutual funds, bank collective short-term investment funds, bank accounts or certificates of deposit, 
stable value funds, or substantially similar investment options that offer guarantees of principal or income, such 
as guaranteed annuity contracts or similar arrangements with financial institutions; (2) short-term bond funds 
that invest in fixed income securities and seek to maintain or have an average portfolio duration of less than 
three years; (3) any investment option that invests 80% or more of its assets in (i) fixed income securities or 
funds with a duration of less than three years, or (ii) instruments that seek to provide capital preservation such 
as stable value funds, bank certificates of deposit or bank accounts, and cash or cash equivalents; and (4) a 
self-directed brokerage account. To transfer money from the Fund to a competing fund, you must first transfer 
the amount to a non-competing fund for a period of at least 90 days. 

Additional Information About Restrictions on PLUS Fund Public Employer Withdrawals 
and Transfer Restrictions: In the event an Employer initiates withdrawal of all or part of its Plan’s assets 
from the PLUS Fund, ICMA-RC has full discretion to defer the payout of such assets for a period of up to twelve 
months. In the case of a total withdrawal, participant transfers of PLUS Fund assets to other investment options 
may be restricted and participants may not be able to make additional investments in the PLUS Fund during this 
twelve-month period.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 

Investment Adviser: ICMA-RC

Portfolio Managers: 
Karen Chong-Wulff, CFA, CAIA, Managing Vice President 
Managed Fund Since: 2007

Xin Zhou, CFA, FRM, Director, Senior Fund Manager 
Managed Fund Since: 2017

PRINCIPAL RISKS 

Issuer Risk, Credit Risk, Issuer Capacity Risk, Interest Rate 
Risk, Liquidity Risk, Call Risk, Derivative Instruments Risk, 
Securities Lending Risk

See the Funds’ Disclosure Memorandum for risk 
descriptions.

Fund is offered to Defined Contribution Investment Only (DCIO)  
clients through ICMA-RC Services, LLC (RC Services), an SEC registered 
broker-dealer and FINRA member firm. RC Services is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of ICMA-RC and an affiliate of VantageTrust Company, LLC.
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Fund Name Asset Category 1-Month 
Return

Quarter 
Return

YTD
Return

1-Year 
Return

3-Year 
Return

5-Year 
Return

10-Year 
Return

Since 
Inception

Inception 
Date

VT PLUS Fund, Class R10 1 Stable Value 2.18% 2.23% 2.23% 2.17% 2.05% 2.09% 2.80% — Jan-1991

Fund past performance, as shown, is no guarantee of how the fund will perform in the future. The performance shown has been annualized for periods greater than one year. Investment returns and 
principal value will fluctuate, so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. For current performance, contact ICMA-RC by calling 800-669-7400 or by 
visiting www.icmarc.org.

Before investing, please read the applicable Fund Fact Sheet(s) and the Fund’s Disclosure Memorandum carefully for a complete summary of all fees, expenses, investment objectives and strategies, 
and risks. This information is available when you log in at www.icmarc.org⁄login, or upon request by calling 800-669-7400.

1 VT PLUS Fund return is annualized for all periods. 

Performance information for this class prior to its inception date is the performance of the Fund adjusted to reflect the estimated fees and expenses of this class.
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Fund Name Asset Category Gross 
Expense Waiver Net 

Expense
Waiver Expiration 

Date 
Redemption 

Fee1
Trading 

Restriction2

VT PLUS Fund, Class R10 3 Stable Value 0.57% 0.00% 0.57% --- --- 90-day Wash

Before investing, please read the applicable Fund Fact Sheet(s) and the Fund’s Disclosure Memorandum carefully for a complete summary of all fees, expenses, 
investment objectives and strategies, and risks. This information is available when you log in at www.icmarc.org⁄login, or upon request by calling 800-669-7400.

Fund expenses are subject to change.

1 Funds or underlying funds may charge a redemption fee. Information about redemption fees, if any, will be contained in the fund's or underlying fund's prospectus or 
disclosure materials. To request a prospectus or disclosure materials, you may contact us by calling 800-669-7400, emailing investorservices@icmarc.org, or logging in to 
your account at www.icmarc.org.

2 Frequent trading rules are designed to detect and discourage trading activities that may increase costs to all investors. All funds or underlying funds are monitored for 
frequent trading. Certain funds or underlying funds may impose fees or restrictions to deter frequent trading. Current information about these fees or restrictions can be found 
in a fund's or underlying fund's prospectus or disclosure materials. To request a prospectus or disclosure materials, you may contact us by calling 800-669-7400, emailing 
investorservices@icmarc.org, or visiting www.icmarc.org. You can obtain information about ICMA-RC's Frequent Trading Policy at www.icmarc.org/frequenttrading.

3 Direct transfers from a stable value fund to competing funds are restricted. Competing funds may include, but are not limited to money market mutual funds, certificates of 
deposit, stable value funds, investment options that offer guarantees of principal or income, certain short-term bond funds and self-directed brokerage accounts. Certain 
restrictions may apply when you want to transfer money from a stable value fund to a competing fund. These restrictions generally include waiting periods before transfers 
can be made back into a stable value fund. 
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Fund Name Asset Category
Recordkeeping 

Revenue1

ICMA-RC 
Investment 

Management 
Revenue

Total ICMA-RC 
Revenue1

VT PLUS Fund, Class R10 2 Stable Value 0.00% 0.30% 0.30%

Before investing, please read the applicable Fund Fact Sheet(s) and the Fund’s Disclosure Memorandum carefully for a complete 
summary of all fees, expenses, investment objectives and strategies, and risks. This information is available when you log in at 
www.icmarc.org⁄login, or upon request by calling 800-669-7400.

Fund expenses are subject to change.

1 ICMA-RC or its affiliates receive payments from third-party mutual funds that underlie certain VantageTrust Funds. These payments are 
for services rendered by ICMA-RC or its affiliates to plans and participants, and are in the form of 12b-1 fees, service fees, compensation 
for sub-accounting and other services provided by ICMA-RC or its affiliates. The revenue amounts listed for VT Vantagepoint Funds and 
the VT PLUS Fund include all compensation paid by the fund to ICMA-RC and/or its affiliates. This amount includes compensation for 
investment advisory, transfer agency, and plan/participant services that is included in the daily NAV calculation. Revenue is subject to 
change at the discretion of the fund company and is received at various times throughout the course of a year based on the policies of the 
individual fund companies.

2 ICMA-RC's revenue from the VT PLUS Fund consists of an investment advisory fee and a plan and participant services fee which are 
collectively referred to as a management fee.  Fees for plan and participant services will be  applied to meet ICMA-RC’s revenue 
requirement; however, investment advisory fees will not be applied to meet ICMA-RC’s revenue requirement.
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ICMA-RC Custom Asset Allocation Service 
 
 
ICMA-RC can administer custom allocations established by the plan sponsor and maintained on 
ICMA-RC’s system based on written instructions provided from the plan sponsor or its 
designated investment adviser.  ICMA-RC serves as administrator and does not provide 
recommendations, model descriptions, or advice for this service.   
 
This service gives participants the ability to invest their assets in a diversified fashion in one of 
several allocations defined by the plan sponsor.  Specific features include the following: 
 
 Participants select a single custom allocation for 100% of their account balance via ICMA-

RC’s web site.  Once a participant selects an allocation, they are not permitted to initiate 
fund-to-fund transfers or contribution allocation changes until the participant provides 
instruction to cease using the asset allocation service. 

 
 A participant may discontinue the service, at any time, by notifying ICMA-RC. 
 
 Quarterly statements report on assets and performance of the allocation’s component funds.  

The statement also indicates the name of the asset allocation being employed by the 
participant.  Personalized performance is provided on participant statements for the prior 
quarter and year-to-date based on account holdings during that period of time. 

 
 Participant accounts are rebalanced quarterly to the allocation selected by the participant 

and defined by the plan sponsor. 
 
Allocations may include funds that: a) are part of the plan’s investment lineup at NAV, b) are 
offered by the plan at NAV for use in the allocation only, c) are not prohibited by fund rules to 
participate in the allocations, and d) are not considered competing based on their allocation 
weighting to the stable value fund administered by ICMA-RC for the plan. 
 
By using an allocation, participants agree to the terms and conditions which include a quarterly 
rebalance of their assets.  Participants will receive confirmations for transactions executed to 
rebalance their assets.  A participant can change to another allocation offered by the plan after 
90 days.  A participant leaving the allocation service may rejoin the service after 90 days. 
 
Written instructions provided by the plan sponsor or its investment adviser to change the asset 
allocation percentages or add/delete component funds are implemented at points of time 
mutually agreed upon by the plan sponsor and ICMA-RC.  Changes to the allocation and 
component funds can be made as frequently as once every 90 days. Changes to the 
component funds may be made on after mutual agreement by the Plan Sponsor and ICMA-RC. 
For allocation percentage and add/delete component fund requests, the requests should be 
submitted at least 90 days prior to the proposed launch date to allow for changes to ICMA-RC’s 
systems and communication materials.   ICMA-RC can retain and implement instructions for 
future allocation changes provided by the plan sponsor or its investment adviser.  
 
Special messaging will be added to Account Access to advise participants of the change to the 
allocation percentages at launch. Industry practice with regard to the application of redemption 
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fees and purchase blocks on asset allocation services is fluid.  For each fund with purchase 
blocks or redemption fees that the plan sponsor wishes to include in the service, ICMA-RC 
determines from the fund company whether waivers to these policies for the service would be 
available after a participant enters into an asset allocation.   
 
In addition, companies with funds in the service must agree to ICMA-RC’s frequent trading 
policy with respect to assets in the service.  Should mutual funds used for the service refuse to 
agree to ICMA-RC’s frequent trading policy or refuse to provide purchase block/redemption fee 
waivers after initial participant opt-in to an asset allocation, the funds will not be permitted in the 
allocation selection.  If a mutual fund decides to implement redemption fees or purchase blocks 
after the asset allocations using that fund are created, ICMA-RC will inform the plan sponsor of 
the fund’s decision.  The plan sponsor and/or its investment adviser will be responsible for 
replacing those funds in the allocation selection. 
 
Fund rules regarding purchase blocks or redemption fees are applied to participant assets when 
a participant chooses to enter an asset allocation.  Purchase blocks and redemption fees are 
not applied during quarterly rebalancing and plan sponsor mandated changes to asset 
allocations.  In addition, participants are not subject to purchase blocks or redemption fees for 
assets transferred out of funds held at the time they leave the asset allocation service. 
 
ICMA-RC’s VT PLUS Fund requires competing investments be transferred to a non-competing 
fund for a period of 90 days prior to making a purchase into the VT PLUS Fund. However, the 
Custom Asset Allocation Service is exempt from this rule.  Please note that this exception may 
be changed at any time with 90-day advance notice from any wrap providers. 
 
A brief description of each allocation is presented to participants on screen, with a link to more 
detailed disclosures, which could include, but not be limited to, each allocation’s objective, 
strategy, risk, and target fund allocation. ICMA-RC will discuss with the plan sponsor and/or its 
consultant specific protocols for transmission of requisite disclosure information prior to 
establishing the allocations. 
 
Participants and plan sponsors receive full fee disclosure on the funds in which participants 
invest through the service.  All initial and subsequent content for allocation descriptions and 
participant disclosures distributed by ICMA-RC regarding this service are provided by the plan 
sponsor or its consultant.   
 
ICMA-RC will provide VantageTrust Fund disclosure language in cases where VantageTrust 
Funds are part of the allocation as well as ICMA-RC’s allocation service terms and conditions 
disclosure (exhibit A), which must accompany the allocation description when presented by 
ICMA-RC.  
 
In the event the Plan Sponsor elects to discontinue an allocation, a communication should be 
mailed to plan participants by the Plan Sponsor at least 30 days prior to the close date. 
Participants need to be advised that their future contribution allocation and balances will remain 
static after the allocation is closed.  In the event the allocation being closed is comprised in 
part/whole of “allocation only” investments, the employer will be required to provide a fund 
mapping instruction to ICMA-RC as to where to transfer assets in the funds and modify 
contribution allocations at closure.  In the absence of instructions, ICMA-RC reserves the right 
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to map assets and future contribution allocation elections for these funds to the plan’s default 
investment. 
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